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PREFACE

The. Dissemination Center for Bilingual Bicultural Education

is a federally funded project under Title VII of the Elementary
nd Secondary Act of 1965, as amended, responsible'for'dissemi-.

ing materials relevant to bilingual-bicultural education.'

PUERTO RICANS IN THE UNITED STATES - A YEW OF THE-

LITERATURE was developed by,the New York Component-, Nigda

Manager, of the Multilingual Assessment Program, Joe Ulibarri,

-Director. Intended for educatbrs, it is an extensively annotated
*resource book, providing up-to-date information on current ad-
vances-of bilingual education as well as informatiOn on the his-,

torical, .economic, sociological and anthropological aspectssof
the Puerto Ricans, Mexican Americans, Blacks, Cubans, American
Indians, Jews and other minority groups. Emphasis is on testing,

,\ cognirve style and teacher training.

liUERTO RICANS IN THE UNITED STATES - A REVIEW OF THE
LITERATURE was edited by Sarah D. Frey, Assistant Editor, and
Elsa Sanchez de laega-Lockler, Editor, of the DCBBE, Austin,

Texas. The cover design was dOne by Consuelo Nin.

ReVegt-S-T6Y-information concerning.PUERTO RICANS IN THE

UNITED STATES - A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE or ,they bilingual

materials should be addressed to the Dissemination Center fl
-Bilingual Bicultural Education, 6504 Tracor Lane, Austin, Texas

78721.

ti

1 -

Juan D. Solis
Director
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The original' purpose of

literatUre on the educational
1

mainland; with 'an emphasis on

INTRODUCTION

this project was to review all-the available

experience of Puerto

educalional testing, cognitive style and

Ricap children on the

teacheei- training. 'Soon after the initial stages of research were com-
..

pleted, it became apparent that there are any other areas of interest

which have an impact on the educatidha:1 experience of Puerto Ricans in

the United States. Consequntly, it' was decided to expand the scope of

the.study to include materials which have historical, economic, sociolo-

gical and anthropological relevance to the Puerto Rican.emperience as a

whole. The reader'ieill also find infqrmation here on other noh-English-
.,.'-..

'L-Aii4ng-grcmcps--in the Thiit,ed aates,4 This was done for several reasons:

firt, because-of tree scarcitypf.research on Puerto Ricans, it was often;,
.............. _ ,

. .
.

Snecessary' to use studies in .which "Sranish-speaking , sub jests (Mexicank
44

Americans) were used; second', to emphasize the,..need i or further study of

Puerto Ricans in areas where there is tttle data to date; and last, to

give the reader anidea of how other minorities are faring in Arrierican

institutions.

.

Amoqg the sources used in preraration of this bibliography are

Research in Eduction, Curreilt Index to Journals in Education, Education

ExCe'ptional Child Abstracts, Psychological Abstracts and Dissertation .

Abstracts Internation1;. Entries are complete through December 1972.

Tt is hoped that tcis, review of-the literature on Puerto Ricans on the

maielani will be of great as::istance to educators, counselors, social workers
11-g-

and ail professional' interested in further research. We believe this is
. Zh*

AVe most comprehensive collection of material.d to date.

D.H.,
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BIBLIOGRAPHIES

1. Aarons, Alfred C. ItSL/EFL Materias." TESOL Newsletter., ,e

2:3 and 4 (Novembei 1968).

A supplemAitary bibliography (co the'authOr's "TESOL
Bibliography" of a year and a_hayr e rlier) of ESL/EFL textbooks,
language and linguistics, English.' C,sreCial areas:
and ESUEFL related "supplementary, materi,a1 that help to
.m#ke one.a better EaL:EFL teaeer.." .(NYSBibliOgraphy)'

2. Aaron (Alfred C. l'TESOT.; Bibliography.' Florida FL Repo'rte'r.
pri.ng 1967); (Available as Florida FL-Reprint)...-'

A.I. . 4
An extensive, partly annotated bioli&graphy of TESOL..

I textbooks, methodology, language'anthologies,fntiguistics,
', English .language, periodiCals,resource,enters: bibliographies, \

special issues, special areas and dictiOnariSes. (NYS Bibliography)
.- v

. , ..
3. Allen,Aarold B. comp. Linguistics andEna

N
ish'LinguiStics.4 :./, .

,a A BibliograPhy. 'New York: Appleton-Centur3;-Crofts. 1966.
0

- .

An unannotated: selective "listing;rof,b9oksand articles.
Majof-dtTiH-en44.ncluat:P19.1pgrephies, dictionaries, linguistics,.
English. language and Wishlarigpi-sticeH2angulgejpStrliction?
and- special topics. . - -16

.
.,. ..

4. Annotation* on Selected-Aspect's of the.'Culture of Puertoe A ! "Rico and Its People. Albany: New York:Otate Education ,*

.

(ED 059 933) (7,
..

f

.
'

.Intended for teacher who are currently 14orking with Puerto -2

Rican chilaren, this-manuscript provides an orientatiofi'to the -,

cultural and histRrical background of Puertotico. Tine primary
'4, purpose of this is to depict significapt contibution's

that' demurred in Puerto'Rico. Contents include information 0. ..

and materials Atained'from natiorial archives, official
.-

documents, and culturdal institute reports; and offer a collec;tion

I

I.

a

of selected notes relevant to Puerto Rico's history, music,
everyday. life and culture, horticulture, architecture and
current trends. A, series of descriptions about famous 1Nerto .

Ricans is also included, tracing the culture from 1560.fO.1968.
An alphabetical listing of information sources by-authOr is .

presented from which. educators may secure information bout
. .

Puerto Rico. (RIE) .

5. Barrios, Ernie, ed. Bibliograffa de Aztrin; AnAunqtated
Chicano Bibliography. . San Diego, California:: Centro de
Estudios ChicandFrUblications. 1971. 157pp. P3"95.

'0

3

H
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'
Se404ve, annotated bibliography arranged under the

4.ift4lowingbadfbgs: 1, contemporary Chicano history; 2,

(school
materials; 3, health research Material; 4, Iligl-rs

IT

,chool matei4a1s; 5s, hi.story of Mexico;.6, fiteraturel .

, native Americans; 8, pre - Columbian history; 9, Southwest

history; 10, Chicano,jourrtais and publications, 11, ree'reince
0 materials, and otjlers.. Farticularl interesting for its

qu,estigning of traditional id.eas_and definitions. (Proyecto .

Leer Bulletin) 4)A

Susan
. . .

CA. Benson: Shattuck. Pfby'cto Leer .Bulletin, Number-8.,
41 Washi.igton,'D.C.;, Books tor the People Fund, Ine.-

Washington, D.,C.: National Endowment for .theflumanitie,
1971. lOpp. "
(ED 063 Pl) -

- -

.

. ,

4 'Phis bulletin ,lists educational materials for the Spanish
speaking. .Several hundred documents are listed in t,hreeVain

c

sections: _1, orcanizations,-programs, laws and news rely
to the Spanish speaking;-2, a list of books selected; and,3,.-

a list of publisfiers and distributors, with their:addrecses,.%-,T-

'Sevirarbibliographie5 are included. Entries are anhotated
and include comments pertaining to grade levl. (RIE) .-.

7. Berger, Barbara. An Annotated Bibliography of Measurements
'Young _Children., New York:, Center for Ur/ban Education.
196950pp.

- _ 4
-A-selective listing of-assessment-instruments for.pre-_

kindergarten ett-ilaTrem---Mkikst_of the entries describe research

instrUmen)s, but some standard Cp-Mmeircially available measures.
are Lsoindted. Measurement? are grouped under-th'e-following

headings: cognitive abilities, perceptual. skills, reading -

readirjess; characteristics of cognitive style_ personal

social development. RCfe7nces'are included.

8. Bird, Agusto,,, ed. Bibliograffa puertorriqueKa de fuentes para
inlaestigaciOnes socDates: 1930-45. Rio_Piedras:
Centro de.Irvestigac;%nes Sociales, Univgrsidad'de Puerd
Rico. 1947. (Mime raphedl. 1

3. ,Cabrera, Patricia, comp. 'An. Introductory Bibliography for
Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages.
(ED ol6914)

0

1i

e'
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10. ..Casket, Owen L. and Jimmy Hodges, comps. A Resource and Ref-
erence Biblibgraphy tn Teaching and ColuAelin$ the
Bilingual Student. Texas Technological College, Lubbock.
school of Education.- March 1968.
1SED 032-9661

Citations for 733.seiected references published between
1914-1967 cover materials on the teaching and counselirig of

`bilingual students. The .purpose 'or liography is to
provide as many extensive helpful s as possible.
Literature dealing with Indian and -can-American children
is -included. (RIE)

'11: Coller, Alan R. and P.D. Guthrie. Self-Concept Measures:
'An Annotated Bibliosraphy. Princeton, New Jersey:
Educational Testing. Service. 1971. 9pp..

Includes self-concept measures. appropriate for children
from preschool through third grade .'Annotation lists the
purpose of each instrument nature qf the materials, groups for
'which it is intended; administration, storing interpretation,
and standardization. (Proyecto Leer Bulletin)

. 12. Cordasco% F. The People of Puerto Rico: A Bibliography.
New York: Department of Labor, Migration Division,
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. (1968). Some 500' entries.

13. -cordasco, F., Eugene Bucchioni, and Diego Castellanos.
uerto Ricans on'the Mainland: A Bibliography of Reports,

. efts, Critical Studies and Related Materials. Totowa,
New Jersey: Rowmen and Littlefield. 1972.. '

(ED 066.539)

The contents of this annotated bibliography .are divided
into six ,parts, prefaced by a-generate description of ;the

conditions and problems of the Puerto Ricans on the United
States mainland. Part I comprises a list of general bibliographies.
Part II concerns "The island experience," and tirst,lists-
general works and then specific works. Fart III concerns
"The migration to the Mainland." Part IV concerns "The mainland
experience," and first lists general studies and then studies
specifically concerning conflict and acculturation. Part V
focUses on "The mainland experience: education." In t

fiiTt of three sections, it lists unpublished materials; then
unpublished and published materials from the New York City
Board of Education; and, finally, general studies. Part VI,
"the mainland experience: the social context," first lists
materials on "health, employment, and related social needs,"
and then on miscellaneous topics. (RIE)

5
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.14. Cordasco, F. and Leonard Covello, comps. Studies of Puerto
Rican-Children in American Schools: A Preliminary

Bibliography. New York: Puerto Rican Commonwealth,

Depar went of Laboi4_, 1967. 25pp.

(ED 021 910)

This unadhotated.bibliography lists works dealingwith
Puerto Rican children and their experience in the mainland

American schoolsChowever, it makes no attempt to cite compi-e-

- hensively .stilaieds which deal with migration or the overall

experience of Puerto Ric75.ns in the United States. Unpublished

,and published mateerials are,listed separately; some are written"

in Sranish end a number: of them were produced by the New York

City Beard of Education. (RIE)

15. A current l'iibliography of ERTC.L.Processed TESOL Documents at

the Scoadhl-v Level. Champaign:-Illinois: NCTE/ERIC

(Unpublished document). March 1970.

Unannotated extensive listing ofsuch materials to
areas of teaching techniques, cross - culture communications,

methods and materials for special student populations, bilingual

education and bilingual school's, multi-ethnic-literature,
aUdioVisual materials` and resources,' iinstructional materials,

and miscellaneous references. (NYS Billiography)

16. Dabbs, Jack A. ".A SeleCted Bibliography on Bilingualism."

Reports on Bi,lingualism. Third Annual Conference of the
South4est-Council of Foreign Language Teachers.- El PasC,-

Texas: the Council.' 1966. pp. 27 -30.

17. Dossick, Jesse J. Doctoral Research on Puerto Rico and.Puerto

Ricans. New York: 'Ne14 York University, school of Educatipn..

'1967.

18. Eaton, Esther M..and others. Source Materials for Secondary

school Teachers of Foreign Languages. Circular,4(88.

Washington, D.C.: U.S., Department of Health, Educatioti,

and Welfare. 1966.

.A partially-annotated reference list of representative

materials for secondary teachers. Includes,information on:.

audiovisual aids, course outlines and guides, cultdral aids

from travel and information services, English as a foreign

language, evaluation and testing, foreign language association

journals, foreign language newspapers andiperiodicals;

instructional aids, international understanding, language

laboratories, linguistics, organizations offering professiOnal44

services, professiohal references, programmed instruction,

researcb, songs and dances, study, travel and exchange for

students and teachers, textbooks, and vocatiOnal opportunities.

(NYC Bibliography)

6
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19. Hammer, John H. and rank A.'Rice, eds. A bibliography of
Contrastive Linguistics. Washington, D.C.: Center
for Applied Linguistics. 1965.

4

An unannotated list, alphabetical by language, of con-
trastive' structure studies. Includes books, theses and '
dissertations, articles, etc. Majority of enures deal with
English as one of languages treated. (NYS Bibliography)

c7--)

20. Harris, Arna S. and Allan C. Harris. "A Selected Bibliography
of American'Literatw-e for TESOL. Part 1: The Novel;
Part 2: The Short Story, Drama, Poetry." t'ESOL Quarterly.

1:3 (September 1967), 1:4 (Dpcember 1967). Available
as reprint from TESOL.

Annotated.

2L Hess, Karen and John Maxwell. 1011-.at to Do About Non-Standard

Dialects: A Review of the Literature. 1969 52pp
,(EDD41." 027)-

This paper, resulting frol4 a comprehensive search of the
literature on dialefts/and dialect learning from 1960'1969, sets
forth some of the major -..deas, points of view and reo6mmendationS
in the following-categwies: lc responsibility of the school to
recognize and accept different vartetiesibf the English language
2, early -research on "correcting" usage "errors", 3, descrip-
tive,ialect studies (regional, ethnic, .social); 4, effects of
non-standard usage on-learning to read, social stItus,:etc.;
5, descriptions of current programs; 6, what teachers should knot
to deal with non-standard. usage; and a7; teacher preparation and

classroom practices. Extensive,bibliography6and glossary of
:terms included. (RIE)

22. Jensen, J.V. "Effects of Childhood Bilingualism." Elementary

English. Vol. 39 (1962). Part I, pp. 132-149

This is the first of two articles reviewing the effects of
childhood bilingualism. Some of the negative results discussed
are l,.handicaps to speech development, such as sounds, stress
and rhythm; 2, disadvantages in language development, such as
vocabulary and confused structural patterns; 3, handicaps in
intellectual development, especially for children with only
superficial knowledge of one language or lacking superior
intellectual ability; 4, retardation in educational progress, in
reading and studying generally and in c cific subjects; and
5, 4Motional instability and social maladjustment 'because tf his
problems in communication. The'author also Aiscusses some
deleterious effects ofbilingualism on society, from the family

7
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. to nations. The bibliography for both.a!rticles- is included.
(ECK)

.

23. Klicgste0t, Jp& 'Teachers of fiddle School Mexican
American Children: Ind' ors of Effectiveness and
Implications for Teach Education. Washington, D.C.:
Office pf Education.' [1972]. 47pp. ,

A summary of research and related literAture on the
problem of identifying indicators of teacher effectiveness, .

this pub405tion is clivi.ded'into three sections: 1, traditional
indicators of teachereffectiveneSs,in terms of good teaching
procedures and 'desirable personality chare*eristics; 2, new
trends. in ideAifyin indicators of teacher effectiveness;
and 3.0simplications-ror teacher education in the form of a

, teacher eduAtion model--with suggestiops for. further study.
A bitliogfaphy Df 81 citations is included. ARIE}

24. Materials Accluisitioyfroject. -Vo . 1, N. 1: .1"an Diego Schools,
ca7.ifornia. Washington.D:.: Office orEducation.
February 19,71.:_15pp. -

716)

25. Materials Acquisition Project. Vol. 1., No/2: San Diego SchoolS,
California. Washington, D.C.: Office of Education.
March 1971. 16p.
(EDz060 717) . .

26. M7teri-as Acquisition Pro:Lect. Vol. 1, No. 3. San Diego Schools,
California. Washington, D.C.: Office of Education.
April 1971. llpp. `I

ED 060 718) -
27. MaterialsAcpisition Project. Vol: 1, No. 4. San Diego Schools,

_ California. Washington, D.C.: Office of Education.
May 1971. 2app.
(ED 060 719)

28. Materials Acquisition Project. Vol. 1, No. 5.4 San Diego Schools,
California. Washington, -D.C.: Office of Edneation..
June 1971. 19PP.
(ED 060-720)

29. Materials Acquisition 'Project. Vol. 2, No. 1. Can Diego Schools,
iCalifornia.' Washington, D.C.: Office of Education.

July 1971. 20pp.
'ED o6b 721)



30. Materials Acquisition Project: Vol. 2, No. 2,. San Diego SChools,
California. Washington, D.C.: Office of Education.
September 1971. lipp. 4
(ED 060 722)

,-31. Materials Acquisition Project. Vol. 2, No. 3. ,San Diego Schools,
-California.- Washington, D.C.: .Office of Education.
Cc -Sober 1971. 20.p.

(ED 060 723)

32. Materials Acquisition Project. Vol. 2, No. 4.. .San Diego Schools',

. California. Washington, Office of Education. .*

November 1971. 20pp, :

(ED 0'60 721c)

33. Material:, Acquisition Project. Vol. 2, No: 5. San Diego Schools,
California. Washington, D.C.: Office of Education.
December 1971: 28pp.
(ED Q6C 725)

34. Materials Acquisition Project. Vol. 2, No. 7. San Diego*

California. Washington, D,C.:.-Office of Education,
' February 1972. 35pp.
(ED 064 967)
q.

35. Materials Acquisition Project. Vol.-2, No. 8. San Diego Schools,
California. Washington, D.C. Office of Education.

April 1972. 38pp.

(ED 065 COW

36. Materials Acquisition Project. Vol. 2, No.-8 [9]. San Diego
Schools, California. Washington, D.C. Office of,Education.
May 1972. 59pp. -

(ED 066 095)

37. NOTE Committee on Teaching English to Speakersof Other
Languages. "Some Materials for Teaching-English as a
Second-Language in the 41ementary School." Elementary
English. 46:8 (December 1969).

'A basic, unannotated bibliography, which includes eleven
methodology listings and fifteen sectionson pre-school and
primary school materials: (NYS Bibliography)

38. Ohannessian, Siprarpi and others. Reference List of Materials
fox English a Second Language. Part I: Texts,` Readers,

,Dictionaries, Tests. Washington, D.C.: Center for Applied
Linguistics. 1964. 157PP.
(ED 014 723)

Annotated.

. 9



39. Ohannessian, Sirarpi, and others. Reference List of Materials
for English as a Second Language. "Part II!' Background
Material-s, Methodglogy. Washingtoil, D.C.: Center for
Applied Linguistics. 19 115pp.

. (ED 014 724).

Annotated.

40. Olumnessian, Sirarpi and Ruth E. Wineberg. TeachingsEngpsh
as a Seeond Language--Adult Education Programs.
Washington, D.C.: !Center for Applied Linguistics. 1966.
ED 018 788)

An annotated bibliography of interest to teachers -of English
to adults. Includes background readings, teacher's' guides and
handbooks, adult deducation course materials, general course
materials, and specialized English language texts and dictionaries.
(NYS Bibliography).

41." O'Neill de Lopez, Maria Stella. Bibliografia puertorriqueria:
1930-1959. Rio Piedras: Centro de InvestigaCiones
Sociales. 1957. [Lnpublishedl.

42. Pedtke, Dorothy A., and others. Reference List of Materials for
English as a Second Language:. Supplement (1964-1960.
Washington, D.C.: Center for Applied Linguisti8s. 1969.'
207Pp.

(ED 025,773)

Annotated.

43. "The 'Puerto Rican Experi.en4 on the United States Mainland."
The International Migi'ailikReview. Vol. 2 (Spring 1968).
Includes "An annotated bAlrography on Puertg Rico and '

Puerto Rican migratio ', pp. 96-102.
0

44. Revelle, Keith. "A Colle tion for La Reza."' Library Jour4al.
96:20 (November 197 ). pp. 3719-3726.
(EJ 047 704)111'

The 230 references include books, Spanish-language magazines
and newspapers, the'ChicanV press andaMiovisual ma.teials
which have proven successful'with a Chicano public. (TUT)

45. Rice, Frank 'A. dnd Allene Suss. Informq.kien Sources in Linguistics:
A Bibliographical Handbook.10.4tingtoh, D.C. Center for

"Applied Linguistics. 1965.

A largely unannot4ted bibliography divided into sections on'
fields within linguistics, linguistics and related disciplines,
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applied,linguistics, abstracts, classification systems and
manpower. (NYS Bibliography)

,
h6. Rivers, Wilga.M.- Speaking in Many Tongues:: Essays in

Largua'lingMaistaTiskt'W 1972. $3.95. .

.

ti

ConsiderS probleMS Such as-student diAtiAction with
structural language courses, motivation diTaculties, individual
differences in means and goals of languagelkarning, etc. and
makes concrete proposals towards solving them,, Guidelines are
established for development and ,evaluation of-language programs, 4
new models'of language teaching activities presented, and

o psychological insig discussed that will assist those involved
in language teaching. assessing its meaning for today's

-stuelents.

47. Rosen, Carl L. Assessment and Relative Effects of Reading
Programs for Mexican Americans. A Position Papter.
Albuquerque, New Mexico: Southwestern Cooperative Educational
Laboratory. 1970. 39pp.
(ED 061 000)

The problems of teaching reading in English to Mexican
American children with Spanish as their primary language is
considered in this paper. Literature reviews are done on research
dealing With I, 'linguistics; 2, language-modification approaches; %

3, linguistic:approaches; 4, language experience approaches;-
Ai5v bilingual educatiOn; and 6, teacher7scho01*toirs. Conclusions

on: the basi's.Of research in these sicareas are given, AlSo . ,

given aie. implications and specific directions for 1, basic
research in language and reading processes; 2, normative
descriptive -studies of processes involved in reading; 3, pre-
school educational research and leadership; 4, language and
bilingual education systems; and 5, basic and applied research
into current school practices, conditions, and possible'
promising innovations. An 88-item bibliography is appended.
(RIE)

48. Rosen, Carl L. and Phillip D. Ortego. "Resources: Teaching
Spanish-Speaking Children." Reading Teacher. 25:1
(October 197 -1). pp. 11-13.

Annotated bibliography.

49. Rosen, Pamela and Eleanor V. Horne Tests for Spanish-Speakiq
Children: An Annotated Bibliography. Princeton, New,Jersev:
Educational Testing Service. 1971. llpp.
(ED-056 084)



Lists available instruments for measuring intelligence',
personality, ability and achiovement __Exe-luded-are-cwlture=:tfee

-or-=taif and non- language tests, tests in English with norms for
Spanish-speakert,and tests that have merely been translated a
from English to Spanish. Annotation lists purpose of the test

4and the groups for which it; is intended, test subdivisions or

tested skills, behaviors, or competencies, administration,
scoring, interpretation, and standardization. (Pro:ecto Leer

Bulletin)

50. Sableski, J.A., ed. "A Selective Annptated Bibliography on
And Language.". Linguistic Repeater. 7:2 (April 1965).

A useful bibliography, almost alone in this area; some

entries for bilingualism. (NYS Bibliography)

51. Anchez, George I. and Howard Putnam. Materials Relating to
Education of Spanish-Speaking People in the United States:

.An Annotated Bibliography. Latin American Studies XVII.

Greenwood Press, Inc. 1959 4OPP.
(ED 041-680) ..

Conterped primarily with the'education of Spanish-speaking
,.people. iii the United:States who are of Mexican descent,. this
.!annotarkd t4ibliogr'aphy, will also be of value to.those working
xith' othet;''<SpaRish-speaking people such as Puerto Rican's. The

fist Citesizelect4d4bpoks, articles, monographs; bulleWins,
pamphlets, courses of study, biblidgraphies and unpublished
theses and dissertations published between 19231and 1954.
(RIE)

;2. Senior, Clarence. Bibliography or Puerto Ricans in the Un ited

States. New York: Department of Labor,-Migration Division,
Commonwealth' of Puerto Rico. 1959

53. The Spanish Speakin in the United States: A Guide to Ma erials.

Washington, D:C.: the Cabinet Committee on Opportun ty for

the Spanish Speaking. 1971.

54. Status of Puerto Rico. Selected Background Studies Pretared for
the United States-Puerto Rico Commission on the Status of

Puerto Rico. Washington', D.C.: U.S. Government Printing'

Office. .1966. ilncludes Clarence Senior and Donald 0.
Watkins, "Toward a Balance ;Meet of .Puerto Rican Migration:

Bibliograph:%"].
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55. Unbarri, Horacio. The Effects and Implications of Culturally
Pluralistc_Education on the Mexican-American.' Albuquerque,

' :few Mexico: SouthweAerri Cooperative Educational Laboratory.
1970. 43pp.

ari8 971)

Establishing that cultural diversity may be nothing more
than ecological adjustment and then examining thb literature and
research related to culturally pluralistic education, We author
deals with Mexican American children and children from other
minority groups in terms of growth and development, language
acquisition and learning, bilingual programs and methodology and
tests and measurements. The author recommends three areas for
basic research: 1,'life-style studies; 2, sociopsychological
studies; and 3, educational studies In addition, it is
awggested that a new start for the education of multicultural
children utilize an organizational systems approach. One figure
and a 74-item bibliography are inclUded.

. 56. VelLquez, Gonzalo, ed. Annuario bibliografico puertorriqueno.
Rio Piedras: Editorial Universitaria. 1952. [Irregular].

57.. Weinberg, Meyer, comp. The Education of the Minority Child:
A Comprehensive Bibliography of 10,000 Selected Entries.
Chicago: Integrated Education Associates. 1970.

An unannotated bibliography.

58. Zirkel, Perry Alan. A Bibliography of Materials in English and
Spanish RI.atink to Puerto Rican Students. Hartford,
Connecticut: Connecticut State Departmentof Education :\
1971. 51PP.
(ED.057 142)

The contents of this listing of- materials, intended as

resources for teachers and other persons concerned with improving
the educational opportunities of Puerto Rican pupils on.the
mainland as well as'on the island, are organized in four sections:
1, books: Puerto Rican Culture in Engliih, Puerto Rican Culture
in Spanish, and Children's Fiction; 2; audio-visual materials:
films, filmstrips, recordings, and others; 3, research studies;
and 4, bibliographies. (PTE)
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THE PUERTO RICAN CHILD IN THE AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL 5YSTEM

. A. Anthologies or...General Discussions

Puerto Ricans irp#Puerto_Rico

59. Cebollero, Pedro. .TheiSchool Language Poiicy of Puerto Rico.
San Juan. 1945. 133pp.

6o. Int.ernational Institute of Teachers College. A Survey of the
Public Educational System of Puerto,RicoNew York:
ColUMbialeniversity Bureau of Publications. 19261

61. Juncal, Hernan Poza. "Leescuela norteamericana y nuestros
nirlos." Plus Ultra. (October 10, 1948)%

-Landy, David. TropicalChildhood: Cultural Transmission and
Learning in a Rural Puerto Rican Village. New York:
Harper and Row. 1965.

63. Montilla,, Aida Negr6n de. .The Public School System and the
Americanization Process in Puerto Rico from 1900 to 1930.*
Ph.D. Dissertation, New York University. 1970.

(Dissertation Abstracts International. Vol. 31 (1970).
p. 2515-A.)

64. Osuna, Juan J. A History of Education in Puerto Rico. Rio
Piedras, Puerto Rico. 1949.

65. Underwood, Ana R. "La educacion pre-escolar en las escuelas
publiCas de'Puerto Rico." International Journal of Early
Childhood. 2:1 (1970). Pp. 38-43.

..7157W762)

PuertdRicans in Mainland Schoeil

66. "Activaron la enseflanza del ingres bgsico en-las communidades
boricuas." La Prensa. (February 23, 1952).

67. Bell, John. "Puerto Rican Influx Jams Crowded Schools."
New York World Telegram. (May 3, 1947).

,68. Bucchioni, Eugene. A Sociological Analysis of the Functioning
of Elementary Education for Puerto Rican Children in the
New York.City Public Schools. Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation,
New School for Social Research. 1965

(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 26 (1966). pp. 6216- 621'T.)
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The objectives of this paper were to examine and describe
t4e situation of Puerto Rican children in New York City
elementary schools. The author discusses the problem in socio-
logical terms: the democratic idology of the schools, the role
of the school in assimilation, the conflict pf values in the
educational program, and the "culturally loadel" curriculum,
methods and material's used in the school which generally;ead
to severe educational retardation among Puerto Rican ',students.
Data were collected through participant observation and some
content analysis of relevant publications of the New York City
Board of Education.

As a result, the author states tha "elementary education for
Puerto Rican children functions in the context of highly complex
arrangement of rhetoric, myth, and reality.." Because th# -

"arrangement" makes it.st*m as if Puerto Rican children are
receiving a'successful education, since they are receiving the
`same program offered to other children, the special problems an
needs of these childran are being ignored. According to Bucchioni,
the results further indicate that the school system is "essentially
a "middle-class sorting device" whereby some child/onprimarily
those of North American middle-class background, are selected
in-elementary school for sufficiently high academic achievemerit
throughout school and the successful attainment of middle -class
status. Access to these opportunities are severely limited, for
Puerto Rican children, who are "sorted but'..of the channels
for successful educational achievement early in the'education
process. (DH}

69. "Children from Puerto Rico." Curriculum and'Materials.
(May-June, 1954),* 16pp.

70. "Cfvicas y culturales: AsociaciOn de padres." El Diario de
Nueva York. (June 13, 1952). p. 8

71. "Ccvicas y culturales: Conferencia sobre educaciOn escolar."
El Diario de Nueva York. (May'21; 1952). p. 13.

72. " Nicas y culturales: Escuela p6blica de la calle 109 (oeste)
abre su matricula para kindergarten." El Diario de Nueva*Yortc.
(May 17, 1952).

73. Collazo, Francisco. The Education of Puerto Rican ghijdren in
the Schools of New York Citz. San Juan: Department of
Education Press. 1954. 14pp.

74. "ComprensiOn por conocimiento." (Editorial). El Diario de
Nueva York. (May 27, 1952). p. 9.

I
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75. Cordasco, F. Edycational Program p. for Puerto Rican Pupils."
New York men. (May 30, 1967).

76. Cordasco, F. "Th", Puerto,Rican Child in the American School!"
Con:ression Record. 111:195 (October 19, 1965). .

pp. 26, 425 426.

'"The Puerto Rican Child in the American SchOol."
American Socio ogical Association.' Abstracts of Papers
(61st Annual Me ting). 1966. pp. 23-24. .

.
.

,/,.!"The Pu rto Rican Child in the American School."
Kansas J6urnal of Sociolo , Vol. 2 (Spring 1966). pp. 59-65.

"The Puer o Rican Child in the American School."
Journal of Nero Ed cation. Val. 36 (Spring 1967)..
pp. 181 -18..

77. Cordasco, F. "Puerto RA.c n Pupils and American Education."
School and Society. ol. 9 (February 18, 1967).
pp. 116-119.

.

For thev...most part, the'fuerto Rican child reflects a context
of bitter deprivation, poor ousing, high unemployment, and a
record of disappointing educ tional achievement; The child is
prespured both by a complete y new environment and the negative
pressures of a ghetto mileu, "the recurrent pattern of the
ghettoization of new arrivals \').

Discussion of the two prdblems: 1, How to pffectivelyteach
English as a second language and 2, How to promote a more rapid
and more effectiVe adjustment of Puerto Rican parents and children
to the community,and the -community to them, is included.
Acculturation is more important to the Puerto Rican-child and
American society. Just how can he retain his identity, culture
and language?

COrdasco suggests that a school that is not community-oriented
is a poor school, and that muh more disturbing than the Puerto
Rican child's lack of English is the lack of economic seclirity
and well-being that relate him to a noble family structure. (DH)

78. Cordasco, F. and E. Bucchioni. Education Programs for Puerto
. Rican Students. [Jersey City PublicSchools[. Evaluation
and Recommendations. Jersey City: Board of Education. 1971.

79. Cordasco, F. and E. Bucchioni.
Schools. Methuchen, New

80. Cordasco, F. and E. Bucchioni.
Children on the Mainland:
Social,Workers.and Other
The Sckecrow Press, Inc.

Puerto Rican Children in Mainland
Jersey: Scarecrow Press. 1968.

The Puerto Rican Community. and its
A Source Book for Teachers,

Professionals..4.Metuchen, New Jersey:

197?.
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,fi 81. Covello, Leonard. The Heart is nie Teacher. Jew York. 1958. .

82, Covello Papers. Persobal Fires.' .[In the cossessioc.q: F. Cordaseol.?

83. Covello, Leonard. "Recommendations Concerning Puerto
Pupils in Our Public Schools,", Mp.y 1; 1953. [.FIPIE-1.ished]

84. Cruz, Juan S. and George S. Ricks. Some' Aspects of Puerto Rican
Adaptation to Mainland U.S,A. Chic:nook: ,Board(df Education.;7,
1967.

85. "Educadora boricua,l-evarK a las cortes al ity College de N.Y.
Alga es,vfctima de descrimen." El Diario de Nueva York.
(April 24, 1952).

.

86. .Educationzin-the-News. A monthly clip sheet for the use of
U.S. editors and radio commentators. New York: .Ruerto
Rican Public Relations Committee, Inc. (April 1, 1949).

. 3pp. A

"Education of Puerto Rican Children in New York City." Journal
of Educational Sociology. 28:.4 (December 1954) Pp. 145-192.

88. Emery; Helen T. "How the City's. Schools Greet Puerto Rican."
flew York World Telegram and zun. (November.11, 1953)

89. Emery, Helen T. 'Schools Here Aid Progress Of Migrants." New York
World Telegram and Sun: (February 11, 1953).

90. Emery, Helen T. "Schools Weigh.Problems of Puerto Ricans."
New Yoik World Telegram and Sun. ) (February 11, 1953).

91. Emery, Helen T., Seward H.S. Makes Am icaus." New York World
Telegram and Sun. (ay 11, 1956). p. 34.

92. Entman; Frederick. "Our Puerto Rican Children: One SchooP's
Approach." Strengthening Democracy. -(May 1955) pp. 3, 5.

93 Finocchiaro, Mary. Education of Puerto Ricans on the Mainland:
Overcoming the Communication Barrier. Paper delivered at' %

Cqnference on the Education of Puerto Rican Children on the
Mainland in San Juan, Puerto Rico. 197a. 14pp.
(ED 043 871)

The complexity of the problems concerning the teaching of
English to Puerto Ricans in the U.S. has rarely been fully
appreciated,. Author discusses some factors involved: 1, leai'nem
may be admitted to school at any age and placed in advanced
grades with their age peers; 2, some older learners may be
functionally' illiterate in their own language; 3, learnrs may
or may net have had some previous instruction i4,Englir_7h;

.
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4, they, may enter school at any time during the-semester; 5,
their schooling ay be broken ffecipently; 6, many live in Spariish
language enclave; 7, language skills must be developed to alloy
students to participateiin rest of-curriculum, etc. l'(RIE)

94. FinocchiarooMary.' "Our Schools Must Meet the.ChaIlenge of a
New Migration." High Point's. (March 1953.). pp. 29-33.

95. Finocchiaro, Mary. "Puerto Rican Newcomers in Our Schools." -*

Journal of Educational Sociology. Vol. 28 (DeceMber 1954).
,pp 157-166.

0

"Puerto Rican Newcomers in Our Schools."
American Unity: 14:3 (January-February 1956). pp. 12-17.

This article describes the problems facing Puerto Ricans
when they enter mainland schools and some of the modifications
made in the regular school program to help the Puerto Rican
.students adjust. Illustrations for teacher techniques aresalso
*scribed and several problems which must be solved are also
listed. (ECK)

96. Goodman, Samuel
in the_New
Education.

M., and others. Who Are the Puerto Rican Pupils
York City Public Schools? New York: Board of
1956.

97. Greenstein,,Marvins N. "Puerto Rican Children." Pathways in
Child Guidarice. 2:4 (June, 1960). pp. 1-3.

98. .Guren, Louise. "A Special Class'for Puerto Rican Students."
Highoints. (February 1948,). pp. 77-80.

99. !'Helping PuertoRican Pupils. to Achieve Status." Strengthening
Democracy. 5:6 (May 1953). pp. 4-5.

100.41 Hochhauser, Aidalina. A Pilot Study of "Problem Children" of
Puerto Rfcan Background. New York: The Puerto Rican Study
Df the New York City Board of Education. 1956.

101. ':flow to Teach Puerto Ricans." New York "Herald Tribune.
(February 13, 1951).

102. Ingraham, Leonard W.' "Our Puerto Rican Students Must Become a
Part of All the Childfen." High Points. (February 1951).

103.. Lewis, C
Vol

104. Loretan,
for
pp.

. "Sdte tuerto Rican
. 43 (October 1966) ..

Joseph O. "Problems
Puerto Ricans in New

'

Viewpoints." Childhood Education.
pp. 82-84.

in Improving 'EdUcational Opportunities
York." High Points. ,(May 1963).
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105. Margolis, Richard. The Losers: 4 Report on the Puerto Ricans and
thePublic Schools: .New York:. Aspira. 1968: .

X106. Materesi, Felicia. "No'debe segregarse"a-los estudiantes de
Puerto Pico." El Diariode Nueva York. (January 19,19,54).

107. Mayorts Advisory Committee on Puerto Rican AffairS in New'York
City, Sub-Committee on Education, Recreation and Parks.
The Puerto Rican Pupils in the Public Schools of New York
City: A Survey of Elementary and Junior High Schools.
New York. 1951. 102PP.

108. Messer, Helaine R. The Puerto Rican Student in the New York
City Public Schools: 1945-1965.. Unpublished MI.A. thesis,
Columbia University. 1966.

109. Monserrat, Joseph. "Education of Puerto Rican Children.in New
York City." Journal of Educational Sociology. (December 1954):'

110. Monserrat, Joseph. School integration
San Juan: Commonwealth of Puerto
Migration Division. 1963. .16pp.

Columbia University. May 1, 1963

: A Puerto Rican View.
Rico, Department of Labor,
Address, Teacher's College;

-111. Montes, Marta. "La primera escuela puertorriqueia en la ciudad
de Nueva Yok." La Prensa. .(September 17, 1961).

112. Morrison(J: Cayce, Director. The Puerto Rican Study. New York
City Board cf Educatilon. 1964.

113. McCuen, John J "Puerto RicanSurvey Seeks Best Methods." New
York World Telegram and Sun'. (April 7, 195)0.. p. 42.

114. "Need of the Puerto Rican Child. ", New York Teacher News.
(November 8, 1952). p. 3.

11;. The Needs of Children of Puerta Rico. Washington, D.C.: Federal
Security Agency. 1950.

116. New York City Board of Education. Meeting the 'Needs of Puerto
Rican Pupils in New York City Public Schools. New York:
Board of Education. Supplement to Staff Bulletin.
(March 23, 1964).

117. New York City Board of Education. CurChijdren from Puerto Rico.
New York: Board of Education. 1957..

0 4'
118. Oliveras, Candido. What Are the Educational Needs of Puerto

PidanS Who Come to New York? Addres'S, New York University.,
January 14, 1961.

//,
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11,9. Perlman, Ruth. "The American School: Cultural Crossroads."
The Elementary School Journal. (NOvember 1968). pp. 82-861

120.'.- Public Educational Association. The Status of the Public School
Education of Nero and Puerto_Rican Children in New. York
City. .Presente -to the Board of Education'Commission on
Int-Igration. New York City Board of Education. October 1955.

Following the Supreme Court decision to make7school seg-
regation illegal on May 17, 1954, Arthur Levitt-, ytho was President
of the New York City Board of Education at that time, requested.
this "full, impartial and objective inquiry" into the status of
public school education for Black and Puerto Rican students in
NO York City. It is explained that New York City schools are
community schools and therefore reflect the population make-up
of the community., Since the Mack and Puerto Rican communities
are somewhat, separated from the rest of the population,
their schools are also separate. It is recognized here that the
"separate but equal" facilities concept really amounts, to de
facto segregation; according to the data, the educatiOnal
opportunities afforded the minority children are far from equal.
President rvevitt's stated goal was the "completely integrated
school", so the study includes information about the present
zoning situation and suggestions for its revision. (DE)

121. Public Education Association.. "The Status of the Public Pchool
Education of Negro and Puerto Rican Children in New York
City." Public EducationtAssociation. 1955.

122. "Tie Puerto Rican Child." New York Teachers' News. (November
2g, 1952). pp. 2, 7.

,

-.1

, , .

,

123. "Puerto Rican Children." New York Teachers' Flews. (April 3, 1954).

p. 4.

124. Puerto Rican Graduates df Morris High School, June 1961.
Migration Division, Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. 1963.

125! "Pupils from Puerto Rico." The Elementary School Journal.
(November 1958). p. 74.

126. Rand, Christopher. "Puerto Ricans." Saturday Review. Vol. 41

(September 13; 1958. p. 36.

127. Rand, Christopher. The Puerto Ricans: New York: Oxford. 1958.

178pp. .



128. .Rand, Christopher. "A"Reporter at Large: The Puerto Ricans."
The ::cw Yorker.' (November 30, 1957Y. [Series of four
fcticlesj.

129. "Resha'ing Public Education: For Spanish- Speaking Children."

United Teacher. (May 29, 1968).

Discusses Puerto Rican children in New York City.

130. Sayers, Raymond S. "New York Teachers in Puerto Rican Schools."
High Points. Vol, 39 (November 1957). pp. 5-16.

131. "Seek BetterSchool Firogram for N.Y.C. Puerto Rican Youth."
NEI./ York Teachers' News. (May 31, 1952). p. 4.

132. 'Senior; Clarence. "Schools, Newcomers and Community." Problems

ard Practices in New York City Schools. 1963:Yearbook of
the Society for the Experimental Study of Education.
Parts II and III, pp. 107-11. Nqw York: Society for.the
Experimental Study of Education: 1963.

133. Strauss, Susan. "The Effect of SChool Integration on the Self-
Concept of Negro and Puerto RicanChildren." Graduate
Research in Education. Vol. 3 (1967). pp. 63-76.

134. "Summary of Recommendations Made by the Puerto.Rican Study for the
Prgram in New York City Schools." Board of Education, City
of New York. 1958. [Mimeographed].

135. "Teaching the Puerto Rican Child." New York Teachers' News.
(February 24, r)53). P. 3

196. University of the State of New York. The Slate Education Depart-
ment, Division of General Education, Bilingual Education
Unit. Part ITT of Volume-II, The Fleischmann Commission
Report: Children with English-Language Difficulties. Albany,

NE-,/ York:- 1972.

137. Vg.zquez, Hector I. "Puerto Rican Americans." National Elementary
Principal. 50:2 (November 1970). pp. 65-71.

(E.T 032 393)

Summarizes briefly the low achievement rate of Puerto Ricans
in New York:Schools, including the background of the problem,
the school situation, and the community involvement. (CIJE)

138. Weissman, Julius. An Exploratory Study of Communigation patterns
of Lower Class NeEr9 d flue;to Rican '`others and Pre-School

Cllildren. Ph.D. Dissertation, Teachers Collf2p;P, Colunbia
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University. 1966.

(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 27 (1967). pp. 3960A-3961A).

The purpose of the investigation was to'explore the assumption
that lower - class child-rearing patterns socialize passive be-
havior and lack of motivation for learning in children. Ss were
mothers and pre-school age children from low-income Puerto Rican
and Black groups. The nature and degree of the "assumed passivity"
were Studied in terms of the forms and patterns of the verbal and
nonverbal communications between mother and child pairs in both
home and school settings. The findings indicate that Puerto
Rican mother-child pairs are much more active at home than in the
school setting; the opposite was true for the Black group.
"The Puerto Rican group had higher activity rates in the 'teaching'
category, in. the reinforcement of verbal praise, smiJes, touch
contacts, and related areas. The Black group was more active
in the use of verbal admonitions, 'don'ts' in critical comments,
in directing and coercing verbal and non-verbal communication."
The Puerto Rican mother-child pairs were.more active and respon-
sive in the interpersonal processes of communication than the
the Black mother-child pairs. (DH)

139 Zirkel, Perry Alan. Puerto Rican Parents and Mainland Schools.
Hartford Connecticut: Hartford Model Cities. November
1971. 98pp.
(ED 062 473)

This study constitutes the promised product of an institute
on "Puerto Rican Pupils in Mainland Schools," sponsored by the
Educational Leadership Institute and the University of Hartford
during the summer of 1971. The stated purposes of the institute
were: 1, to stimulate_communications and'understanding between
scho91 and community. representatives towardthe improvement of the
educational opportunities of Puerto Rican pupils in mainland
schools; 2, to develop a. data base concerning cultural and
linguistic factors in the home environment that may be significant
toward that end; and 3, to vamine and interpret such data.in
terms of present and potential school programs and practices.
The Institute focused on facilitating the relationship between the
home and school environment of Puerto Rican pupils in Hartford
as a possible model for other mainland school systems. The formal
program of the Institute was concentrated in the week of June 28-
July 2. The morning sessions provided the opportunity to interact
with several resource people in small group discussions. The
afternoon sessions wei-e devoted to conducting structured interviews
in the hofires of a cross-section of Puerto Rican families whb had

children in the Hartford schools. The duration of the summer was
used for further research and the final writing Of independent
individual reports, 'each culminating in recommendations for
improving the educational opportunities of these children in the
Hartford schAs. (RIE)
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Spanish-Speaking Students in Mainland Schools

140. Anderson, James and Dwight Safer. Equality of Educational
Opportunity for Spanish-American and Indian Students in
Two.Multi-Cultural Communities: An Exploratory Assessment.
1969. .314pp.

(ED 029 746)

.

141. Austin, Mary. "Rural Education in New Mexico." University of
New Mexico Bulletin, Experimental School Series. Vol. 2,
no. 1. Albuq6erque: University dl -New Mexico Press. 1931.

142. Biddick, Mildred L. and Esther A. "Harrison. "Spanish-American
Childrfn. Receive Help in'Achieving Status%" School Management.
(August 1547).

143. "The-Community Speaks." National Elementary Principal. 50:2
(November 1970). pp. 29-33.

Spanish-speaking parents reflect.on the educational
opportunities offered to their children.

144. Cooke', W. Henry. "The Segregation of Mexican-American School
Children in Southern California." School and Society. .
Vol..67 (June 5, 1948) pp. 417-421.

Cordasco, F. and LeonEird Co;rello. "Schools and the dpanish-
Y Speaking Community." Congressional Record. (June 12, 1962).

pp, A4322-A4323.

146. "La educaci6n y el emisrante." Temas. Vol. 14 (No7ember 1957)
pp. 124-127.

147. The Excluded Studenti_Educational Practices Affecting Mexican
'Americans in the Southwest. Mexican American EducatiOn Society.
Washington, D.C.: U.S..Government Printing Office. May 1972
77PP:
(ED 062 069)

148. Felder, D. "The Education of Mexican-Americans: Fallacies of
the Monocultural Approach." Social Education. Vol. 34 (1970
pp. 639-642.

149. Flicker, Jeanette. "Classes for Spanish-Speaking Children."
High Points. (November 1947) pp. 58-62.

150. "Helping the Migratory Mexican Child to Belong." California
Elementary School Principals Association. The Elementary
School Faces the Problems of Migration, 15th Yearbook,19,43.
by Jessica K. Pullis. pp. 97-101.
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151. Holland; W.R. "Language Barrier as an E&InationalProblem cif,"
Spanish-:Speaking Children." Exceptional Children.
Vol. 27 (1960). pp. 42750.

152. Howells, Simone. "The Preslehool Mi6rant Child." Education News.
Vol. 13, no. 4. (August 1971). pp- 9-14.
(EJ 054.078)

153. Link, Albert D:, 'comp. Mexican American Education, A Selected
Bibliography (with ERIC Abstracts). ERIC/CRESS Supplement
No. 2. New Mexico State University, University Park,
ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Educatiod and Small Schools."
Washington, D.C.: National Center for Educhtional Research
and Development. May 1972. 345pp.
(ED 065 217) t

154. Lozano, Diana. "Historical Perspective." (Education for the
. Spanish-Speakinz). `National Elementary Principal. 50:2

(November 1970). pt. 20-23. ,

155. Mangers; Dennis H. "Educatibn in the Grapes of Wrath. 11 National
Elementary Principal. 50:2 (November 1970). pp. 34-40.

Comments on the educational situation in the San Joaquin
Valley, California.

156. Marland, $.1"., Jr. 'Completing the Revolution. Speech presented
at inauguration of Dr. Frank Angel as President of New Mexico
Highlands University, Las Vegas, New Mexico; June 5, 1972. 14pp.

(ED 066 288),

In this speech Mr. S.P. Marland, Jrs., U.S. Commissioner of
Education, discusses both the shortcomings and accomplishments of
the American education system when it comes to educating Mexican
American Studefits. (RIE)

157. Martfnez, Arnulfo S. A Study of the Scholastic Census of the
Spanish-Speaking Children of Texas. Unpublished Master's
thesis, University of Texas. 1944.

158. Methodological Appendix of Research Methods Employed in the
Mexican American Education Study. Washington, D.C.:
Commission on Civil Rights. January 1972. 162pp.

(ED 064 025)

159. Nabokov, P. Tijerina and the Courthouse Raid. Albuquerque,

New Mexico: Universityof New Mexico i_ess. 1969.
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160. "An Open Letter to Mexican-American .Parents from an Anglo
Elementary Teacher." La Raza. (May 11, 1968).

161. Ott, Elizabeth. Basic Education for Spanish - Speaking
'Disadvantaged Pupils. 1967. 23pp.
55020 497)

162. Raisner, Arnold. "New Horizons for the Student of Spanish-
Speaking Background." High Points. (February 1966).
pp. 19-23.

163. Rodriguez, A. "Education for the Spanish-Speaking: MaKana
in Motion." National Elementary Principal. Vol. XLIX,
20. 4 (February 1970). pp. 52-56.

A history of Spanish-speaking people acid their relationship
with the'schools; the author notes three main Spanish-speaking
grolips--Mexican Americans, Cuban refugees, and Puerto Ricans.
There is a plea for a change in attitude from regarding the
Spanish-speaking child as-"disadvantaged" to helping him achieve
bilingual and biculturalism, and for improvement of the
relationship between the school and the community, (ECK)

164. Salazarl Ruben. Stranger in Ones Land. Commission on Civil
Rights, Washington, D.C. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office. May 1970.* 52pp.
(ED 054 908)

An account of the hearing held by the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights on the Mexican American community's problems with
civil rights, this report does not necessarily represent the
views of the Commission but is published to stimulate public
interest in the problems confronting Mexican Americans. Major
areas explored were employment, education /the administration of
justice, housing, anl.political representation. "The total
picture of economic deprivation, of relegation to the meanest
employment, of educational suppression, and of restricted
oppoftunity in almost every'phase of life unfolded." (RTE)

165. Salinas, Guadalupe, ed. Mexican-Americans and the Desegregation of
Schools in the Southwest. California University, Riverside.
Western Regional School Desegregation Projects. Washington,
D.C,: Office of Education. Cdeperative Research Program.
December 1971.. 41pp. Article originally appeared in
"Houston Law Review." Vol. 8 (1971). p. 929.
(ED 058 983)
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166. Saunders, Lyle. "The Spanish-Speaking Population of Texas."
Inter-American Education, Occasional Papers, No. 5.
Austin: .11niversity of Texas Press. December 1949. 55pp.

a'

167. Sepulveda, Betty. Teaching the Educationally Disadvantaged
Hispano Child at K-3 Level. 1969. Opp.

(ED Q36 807)

Educational Opportunity in the American Educational System

168. Blair, J.F. "When Nationalities Mix in tUe Classroom." Instructor!'
Vol. 63 (September 1953). p. 108.

169. Brmeld, Theodore. Minority Problems in the Public Schools:
A Study of Administrative Policies and Practices in Seven .

School Systems. New York: Harper and Brothers. 1946.

4 '

170. The Children of Immigrants in Schools. With an Introductory
Essay by-F. Cordasco. (Metuchen,'New Jersey: ScarecrOw
Reprint Corporation, 1970; originally, 1911):
5 vols. Originally Vols.-29-33 of Report of the Immigration
Commission. [Washington; D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1911].

171. Cole, Stewart G. and Mildred W. Cole. -Minorities and the
American Promise the Conflict of Princi le and Practice.
New York: Harper._ 195 . 319pp. Bureau for Intercu tural ti

Education, Publication No. 10 in the series, "Problems of
Race and Culture in American Education."

172. Col-man, J. and others. Equality of Educational Opportunity,
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government. Printing Office. 1966.

4

173. Cordasco, Francesco. "The Challenge of the Non-English
Speaking Child in the American School." School and Society.
Vol. 96 (March 30, 1968). pp. 198-201.

17. Cordasco, Francesco. "Educational Pelagianism: The Schools and
the Poor." Teachers College Record. Vol. 69 (April 1968).
pp. 705-709.

175. Cordasco, Francesco. "Helping the Language Barrier Student."
Instructor. Vol. 72 (May 1963). p. 20.

176. 'Cordasco,'Francesco. "The Non-English Speaking Child in the
American School: Continuing Chalenge to Education in a.
Democratic Society." Statement and Testimony before the
General Education Sub-Committee of the U.S. House of Ze-
resentatives. (June 29,1967). Washington: llpp.

(H.R. Bill 98110).
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"The Non-English Speaking Child in the
American School: C6ntinuing Challenge to Education in a
Democratic Society." Testimony before the Senate Sub-
.

Committee on Bilingual Education. (July 21, 1967).
Washington, D.C. llpp. (Senate Bill 428).

177. Cordasco; Francesco and Maurie Hillson. "Poor Children and
Schools." in N:W. Brickmaii and S. Lehrer, eds. Education
and.the Many Faces of the Disadvantaged. New York:
John Wiley. 1972.

178. Diaz, Manuel and Roland Cintr6n. School Integration and Quality
Education. New York: Puerto Rican FOrum. 1964.'

179.. "Federal Juilge Outlaws Segregation in Public Schools."
Common Ground. Vol. 8 (Winter 1947) . pp. 102-103.

;

4.4
Green, Shirley E. .111111.111LicsofIlilnlItjaillpm. Washington,

4 D.C.: ,Department of Rural Education, N.E.A. 1954. 179pp.

i )"
-181. Hillson, Maurie, ant. others. Education and -the Urban Community:

"..rt'

P

Schools and the Crisis of the Cities. 1969. 506pp.
(ED 040 233)

Selection of 49 articles dealing with the crises and conflicts
of urban education. Articles discuss the impact of urbanization,
social stratification, the effects of urban poverty on Black and
Puerto Rican families,' and the disadvantaged school dropout. . (RTE)

182. Hnatek, Matgaret. A Survey offopulation Factors Relating to
the Education of Migrant. Children in Victoria County, Texas.
Unpublished Master's thesis, University of Texap. '1952.

183. Law, William. "Problems for the Migratory Student.' -' California
Journal of Secondary Education. Vol. 14 (March 1939).
pp. 170-173.

.

Problems confronting migratory students are: poor housing,
malnutrition, inferiority complex, inability to adjust socially,
mental retardation due to environment, the impossible,task of
selecting subjects wnich can be followed through all of the
schools attended.

l54. Light, Richard L. "The Schools and the Minority Child's
Language." Foreign Language* Annals. 5:1 (October 1971).
pp. 90-91.

(ED 044 635) .
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185. McMurrin, Sterling M., ed The Conditions for Educational
Eguality. CED Supplementary Paper, Number 34. Committee for
Economic Development, New York., Research and Policy Committee.
July 1971'. 208pp.
(ED 057 118)

186. Newcomb, W. Fred. "Caring for the ''Children of Seasonal Workers
in Ventura County Schools." California Journal of Elementary
Education. Vol: 6 (August 1937). pp. 54-59.

187. Newell, John, and others. Migrant Early Childhood Education
Program. in Hardee County, Florida: An Evaluation. Florida
University, Gainesville College .of Education; Florida

University, Gainesville. Institute for Development of
Human Resources. Florida State Department of Education,
Tallahassee Division of Elementary and Secondary Education.
August 1971c 67pp.
ED 060 960)

188. Osborne, Marie A.S. The Educational Status of Intrastate Migrants
in Texas, 1935.1940. Unpublished 'Master's thesis, UniveAity
.of Texas. 1954.

189. Rhine, W. Ray. thnic Minority. Perspectives on the Evaluation A
of Early Childhood Education Programs. 3pp.

(ED 062 010)

Issues presented at a symposium on ethnic minority
perspectives and evaluation of early childhood education are
presented. Two presentations are summarized. The first,
"Evaluation Research and the Education of Oppressed. Minority
Group Members," by Edward J. Barnes, emphasizes,that the evaluation
of education programs must include a look pt the person in a
social as well as academic context.' It is stated that the
exclusion of ethnic minority values from the academic scene is
the cause for the school system's failure to educate ethnic
minority children. The second paper, "The Implications of
Cognitive Styles end Cultural Democracy for Evaluation Research,"
by Manuel Ramirez, states that cultures and values Of minority
groups in the.United States, especially those of Black and
Indians, have been viewed as pathological and inferior. It is also

stated that.the results of ignoring these cultures is the alienation
of minority group children from the ,schools., (RIE)
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190. Rice, J.P., Jr. "Education of Subcultiva Groups." School and
Society. Vol. 92 (1964) . pp, '60 7362.

This article discusses intelligence testing, and includes
a very brief survey of the literature on "culturally loaded"
measures of intelligence. The author suggests compensatory
programs for the slower learners, TESOL programs for the non-
native speaker of English, and encourages the development of new
instruments for testing bilingual students. (OH)

191. Richey, Herman G. "Educational Status of Important Population
Groups between the First and Second World War." School Review.
Vol. 57 (January and'February 1949) pp. 16-27, 89-100.

192. Rivera, Vidal A. "The Forgotten Ones: Children of Migrants."
National Elementary Principal. 50:2 (November 1970).
pp. 41 -44

Discusses educational problems of migrant children.

193. Rodriguez, A. *"The Challenge for Educators." National Elementary
Principal.' Vol. I, no. 2. (November 1970). pp. 18-19.

Lists the problems faced by bilingual students in schools
that are exclusively Anglo-American and suggestions (such as
changes in teacher training and curriculum) that Are necessary
to include the bilingual child in the school system. (ECK)

194. The Supreme Court of the State of California. "Serrano v. Priest:
Implications for Educational Equality." Harvard Educational
Review. 41:4 (November 1971). pp. 501-534.

Reprint of the decision -of tne Supreme Court of the State of
California - Serrano v. Priest,. Briefly, the Court-found that the
school financing system in California is unconsti,utional
because it dOes not provide children with, equal protection,as
guaranteed by the Fourteenth AmAdment orthe'Unitedptates
Constitution. The decision Was based on the fact t.44,.children
in wealthy communities receive greater educational offerings than
children growing up in poor communities.. Commentary provided by
William N. Greenbaum.

,

.

195. The Unfinished Education--Outcomes for Minorities in the Five' 6
Southwestern States'. -Mexican' American Educational Series.-
Washington, h:C.: Commission on Civil Rightri. October 197].
94pp.

(ED-056 831)

"The basic finding of;this reportsis that minority student,
in the Southwest = Mexican Americans, blacks; American Indians--
do not obtain the kenefits of public education at a rate equal to

O
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thaeof their Anglo classmates. This is true regardless or the
measure of school achievement used." The U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights has sought to evaluate school achievement'by
reference to five standard measures: school holding power,

reading,achievement, grade repetitions, overageness for grade '
assignment, and participation in extracurricular activities.
Without exception, minority students achieve at a lower rate than
Anglos; their school holding power is lower; their reading
achievement -s.poorer; their repetition of grades is more
frequent; t eir overageness is More prevalent; and they participate
in extrac ricular activities to a lesser degree. (RIE)

-.196. The University of the State of'New York. The,State Education
Department, Bureau of Pupil Testing and Advisory Services,.
Division of Educational Testing. Summary Report of State-
wide Test Results. -(October 1966-October 1970).

The Pupil Evaluation Program:is an annual fall, testing
program require& of all pupils. in all public and.non-public schools
of'New York State. It consists of reading and math achievement
tests in grades 3 and 6 and reading and.arithmetic minimum
competence tests in grade 9. These tests have been developed by
the State Education Department and are based on New York State
courses of study. includes: statewide analysis of educational
disadvaritage, analysis of educational disadvantage by type of
school, schools with critical problems' of educational disadvantage,
statewide distribution of educationally disadvantaged pupils,
and statistical information about the test itself.

No specific information on ethnic or non-English speaking
linguistic groups..
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B. Socioeconomic and Sociocultural Charaeleristics of the Puerto
Rican Child in the United States-and.Their Relationship to the
Educational Process

00. ,
s.

. e.t;

` 197.. Anderson, James, and others. "Stability and Change among
Three Generations of Mexican:AmeOkcans: Factors Affecting
-Achievement.". American Educational Research Journal.

. -,
.,

8:2 (March 1971). pp. 285-309.
(Fmi p4i 768)

, ..

-198. Anderson, James 6d Williai H...,Uohuon.' SociocIlltural
.

-Deter-
*minants of Achievement Ant6ng Mexican-American Students.

. .

Uniiersity Park., New Mexico: New Mexico State University.
1968. 45pp.

... (ED-017.194) %

10

199. 'Antonowsky, Aaron. "Aspiration, Class andtacial-Ethnic
. Membership,!',, Journal of Negro Education. Vol. 36:4.c

1/4 pp. 385-393.
a

Earlier studies of students fvm a small'city show that
Black- youngsters 'have a higher lev of aspiration than Whites.
Three hundred seventy eight 10th7graders from five schools in a
large city were tested to see if the same pattern could be
'found and to aompare: 1, middle and low -class Blacks and Whites,
and 2, Puerto Ricad youthd with Blacks and Whites: Senior
guidance' counselors pitied' eight questions dealing witb "future
Socioeconomic- educational aspirations and expectations." It was
found that middIclass Whites had the highe;t Aspiration- level,
and Puerto Ricans were relatively-low. Patterns of response ire
similar for lower-class Whites, middle-class Puerto Ricans, and
middle and lower-class Blacks. The comparison between the
small city and the metrotolis'dhowd "difterences between lower..
class Whites and similarities Between lower-class Blacks. (PASAR)

t

200. Brameld, Theodore. "Explicit and Implicit Culture inPuerto.
Rico: A Case StlAy in Educational Anthropology." Harvard .

Educational Review. Vol. 28 (Summer'1958). pp. 197-213.

.

201. Caldwell, Floyd F. and Mary Mowry Davis. "Sex Differences in
School Achievement Among Spanish-American and Anglo--American
Children." Journal of Educational Sociology. Vol.'8
,(May 1935). pp. 168 -173.

202; Casavantes, Edward J. Deviant Behavior in t4=Wxlcad-American
Student and Its Relation to hOucation. A-PCsition Paper.
Albuquerque, New Mexico. SouthWestern Cooperative. Educational
Laboratory. August 1970. 16pp.
(ED 060 989)
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Since the literature about the mental health of Mexican
Americans has been consistent in reflecting that a lo*:4 socio-
economic leei combined with extensive use of Spanish lower;
1Q,. test scores of Meti,cah Americans, these factors should be

studied in connectiOn i4th,,the educational achievement of Mexican
Americans and their-mental health. This could be done because

. -Mexican Americans are highly distinguishable from other ethnic
groups. In such a study, eight hypotheses are proposed for
testing on a random sample of large numbers of Mexican Americans
from all socioeconomic levels and ages, from every state in
the'F-,,,,awest, from rural and urban settings, from the Chicano
militant element:, from colleges and from the Hispano'component.
The actual survey should be done by special questiconnaire and-a
short adapted form of standard personality tests with some in .

Spanish. -Examiners should be Mexican Americans highly trained
in psychiatric interviewing procedures. In summary, this
investigation 'iiould be a broa%-based study on the mental
health and edu ational achievementof MeXican Americans. ,(RIE)

203. Casavantes, Edgard J. Variables WhichTend to Affect (Impede or .

Retard) Learning of the Mexican American Student in American-'
Education. A_Fosition Paper. Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Southwehern Cooperative Educational Laboratory. August

1910'. 15pp.

(ED 060 990)

An interdisciplinary research study is suggested following*
a feview of the more significant studies that have been attempted
to explain the degree of educationalo,retardation othe Mexican
American as related to such factors as life stresses and learning
styles. This study would be a combination of survey research and

' research for hypothesis testing wherein a random sample of the
total Mexican Americanpopulation would be used. It is noted that
such a study would provide large quantities of data on sociologic,
family education, cognitive, and personality functioning and
would'assess the ;c- variation and influence of eaci of these,

variables on eac4 oSthe other variables. (RIE)

20h.- Cherkis, C. "SchoOl and the Puerto Rican Parent." High Points.
Vol. 32 (March 1950). pp. 20-27.

This article stresss the need to bring parents of Puerto
'Rican school children in\to' the schools, to "educate" them about
'what goes on' in the schools and show them that _they are accepted

as important members'of the school community. Without the
interest and cooperation of Puerto Rican parents during their
children'p experience in .school, the children (who begin with a '
disadvant'age) will have even more difficulty making adjustments 1

to school' lire. The school is a very important agent in the
socialization of children, and in th acculturation of children
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from different ethnic backgrounds; without the cooperatiion of
Puerto Rican parents, the school cannot expect to succeed. (DH)

205: Christian, Chester C., Jr. "The Acculturation of the Bilingual
Child" Modern LanguagetWournal. 49:5'(March 1965).
pp. 160-165.

Discusses the probled of confusion and frustration which
exists when a Child learns one language.and culture from his
parents and then must learn another language and culture when
he enters school. The author maintains the term "acculturation"
'refers to the destruction of one culture to gain a second.
Af suggests that education should attempt to involve the culture .

of the child.

206. Clark, Madeli A PreVinary survey of the Employment .1

Possibili _ts of the'Spanish-American Girls F_ceiving
Commercial Training in the San Antonio Secondary Schools.
Unpublished Master's thesis, University of Texas. 1936.

207. Caine, Marion; jr Achievement of* Bilinguals in Seventh Grade
by Socioeconomic Levels. Ph.D. Dissertation, University

'-of Southern California. 1961.
-(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 22 (1962). pp. 3113-3114.)

This study was designed to investigate the relative
achievement of Anglo-American and Spanish-American students within
socioeconomic levels in order to determine whether SES and
biculturalism have an effect on educational achievement: Ss were
354 seventh graders (156 Anglos, 197 Spanish-American); each
group was,classifded'into three socioeconomic levels. Ss were
administered the Stanford Achievement test, the Otis Quick-Scoring
Mental AbilityLTestAand a questionnaire. The groups and levels
were compared for all variables. Analysis of the data indica0 ted
that: 1, socioeconomic status functions greatly in school.
achievement; 2, biculturalism door, not 'itself function in school °-

achievement, but in combination with SES it does become important;
and 3, Anglo-Americans at the upper and middle socioeconomic
levels did considerable better than Spanish-Ame'ricans at thOse
levels, but at the lower SES level, they did just as poorly.
,Finally, thete are, recommendations for further research
concerning the materials and methods used in teaching all students
of the lower socioeconomic level. (DH)

ea*

208. Cobb, Albert F. Comparative Study of the Athletic Ability of
Latin American and Anglo American Boys on a Junior High

:School Level. Unpublished Master's thesis, Universityof
Texas. 1952.
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209. -Cohen, S. Alan. "Some Learning Disabilities of Socially
- Disadvantaged Puerto Rican and Negro Children."
,Academic Therapy Quarterly. Vol. 2 (Fall 1966): pp. 37-41,

52.

This paper describes some of the learning disabilities and
patterns that are common in -lower -class Puerto Rican and Black
children. The autho'r's work with slum children'has convinced him
thats"cultural deprivation" includes many behaviors which can be

seen in dyslexia, SLD and perceptual dysfunction. He suggests
that sdhools stop labelling these children, begin to anticipate
their difficulties and teach to the behaviors in the disability
syndrome.

Ss were 1721 third graders 1489 'Puerto Ricans, 626 Blacks, and'
489 Whites, Others). Data were obtaine-d-from-Marianne Frostig's
Developmental Test of Visual Perception, the Benton Vidal
Retention Test, the WISC, and observations. Ss had a higher

incidence of perceptual dysfunction than test norms predict.
According to this study, poor visual discrimination of letters,
poor visual memory of unknown"words, poor recognition of known
words, and letter reversals (p-b-d-q) were common among these
socially disadvantaged chndren. (DH) -

210. Coole, Musgrave Ruth. A Comparison of Anglo-American and Latin-
American Girls it Grades V-VI with Reference to Their .
Vocational,..Academic, and Re:reational Preferences and
Aversions. Unpublished Master's thesis, University -'of Texas.

1937.

211.-,CiUz, Juan S. and George S. Richs. Some Aspects'of 'Puerto Rican

Adaptation to Mainland U.S.A. Chicago: Board of Educatioh.

1967.

212. Delmet, D.T. -"A Study of the Mental and Scholastic Abtlities
of Mexican Children in the Elementary School." Journal of-

ITuvenile Research. Vol. 14 (January 1937). p.'31.

1

2/3. DeutsCh, M. Minority Groupand Class Status as Related to Social.
hndPersonal Factors in School Achievement. (Monograph #2).

Ithaca, New York, The Society for Applied Anthropology.
1960.

214. Elam, Sophie E. "Acculturation and Learning Problems of Puerto

Rican Children." Teachers College Record. Vol. 61

(February 1960). pp. 258-264..

"Acculturation and LearningProblems of Puerto
Rican Children." in J.K. Robert, ed. School Children in th?
Urban Slums. New York: Fred Press. 1965.
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Suggests the'problem for Puerto Rican children is changing
from ruralgpeasant (tradition-oriented) culture to urban (other-
directed) complex. "Adjustment to one negates the other," and
rewards offered may not be as satisfying or easily adapted/inte-
grated into the _patterns of the home and other culture: "culture
shock," inadequacy.

Diocusses:the language problem for the non-native; there is
some mention of nonverbal communication and confusion that can
result becaus, certain expressive gestures May have different
meani' ads in the different cultures. Also` discusses the weaknesses
of the American education sydtem, teacher preparation and class-
room procedures, materials and orientation. "Uur training
practices in education have dealt chiefly with the child who is
native to our land and has no outstanding language problems...
Most of our textbooks are written by middle-class professors for
middle-class teachers of middle-class children."

Proposes the concept of "fundamental education to cover the
wirdle of living; to teach not only new ways but the need and
incentive for new ways." In discussing the adjustment problems
of Puerto Rican children, Ms. Elanisuggests that the family
condition may have something to do with thechild'sdifficulty
in school: separation, instability, poverty,'illness. She feels
that the school May be the most important,:institution in bringing
about the Puerto Ricans child's successful adjustment to the
new'culture. (DH)

6 215: Fennessey, James. An Exploratory Study of Non- English Speaking
H0111'3 and Academic Performance. Baltimore, Maryland:
Research and Development Center for the Study of Social
Organization or Sqhdols and the Learning Process, Johns
Hopkins University. 1967.
(ED 011 613)

This paper is.a re-analysis of data concerning Puerto Rican'
schoolchildren in New York City collected as part of 9 larger
United Sts Office of Education survey. The answers to the
following questions were sought: 1, 4t relationships are
pilesent. between the language spOken in.the home -and other .aspects
-of ethnic tdekground: and 2, What difference's are present in
vocabulary test' scores of Puerto Rican children with varying
home languages and at different grade levels? It:-was difficult
to analyze the data because of the apparent error in response to
several important interview questions. Two tentative conclusions
are 1, language is not very closely linked to other attributes of
Puerto Rican ethnicity and 2, ."after taking into account some
confounding background variables, there is little difference
between SpOish-English homes and English-only homes on the
average vocabulary test scoxes of the children, except at grade
one"" The author suggests further research to continue the
re-analysis of the USOE study. (ECK)



216. "Fromyuerto Rico to Pennsylvani Culture Shock in tire'

Classroom." Pennsylvania ,ucation. Vol. 2 (May-June 1971).
pp. 22-29.

217. Garretson, '.K. "A Study r the Causes of Retardation Among
Mex1,n Children in 1 Small SchoOl System in Arizona."
Journal of Educational Psychology. Vol. 19 (January 1928).
pp. 31-40.

218. Garth, Thomas R., and others. "Mental Fatigue of Mexican School
Children." The Journal of Applied Psychology. Vol. 16

(December 1932). pp. 675-680.
. t

219. Gordon, C. Wayne, and others. Educational Achievement and
Aspirations of Mexican-American Youth a Metropolitan
Context. Occasional Report 36, Center for the Study of

Evaluation. Los Angeles: University of California. 1968.
,,

220. Gross, Morris. Learning Readiness in Two JewishGroups:
Study in "Cultural Ddprivatiorr% New York: Center for

Urban Education. 1967. 45pp.

(Eb 026 126)

Study findings suggest that implicit cultural factors,
aspirations, and more affect children'a,schbolreadiness, even
when poverty and other disadvantages are absent.

Study involved 90 American born, middle class Jewish
children, half of whot were Ashkenazic (of European descent)
and half Sephardic (of Syrian descent). *Families'of both groups.
had been in the'United States at feast_25 years. Results showed
that the Ashkenazic-children, whose cultural backgr6und possibly
supported academic achievement,* Were more - prepared than the

Sephardic children, whose training seemed to stress.financiatl
success. (RIE)

221: Guerra, Manuel H. "Education C hicano Children and Youths.'
Phi Delta Kappan. 53;5 (January 1972). pp. 313-31h.

222. Halpern, Shelly. The Relationship between Vthnie Group Membership
and Sex and Aspects of Vocational Choice of Pre-College
Bleck.and Puerto Rican nigh School.Students Ph.D. Dissertation,
Fordham, University. 1972. .

(Dissertation Abstraets'International. Vol'. 33 (1972).

pp. 190A-191A.)

The purpose of this-study was to examine the relationship
between sex and ethnic group membership and aspects of vocational
choice. The instruments used to measure the effects of these
variables on 4 '1, attitudes of the stud4rits were the Attitude
Scale of.the VocationalDevglopment Inventory (VDI) and th7
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Vocational'Appiration Scale (VAS). The difference between
vocational expectation and aspiration was measured by VAS
'discrepancy scores. Ss were 255 tenth graders from three high
schools in New York City (82 Black males, 116 Black females, 33
Puerto Rican males, and 24 Puerta Rican females). All were
enrolled in a pre-college program for minority youth, and were
-required to meerthese criteria in order to participate: low
socioeconomic status and academic underachievement with high
potential.

Analysis of the data indicated that both sex and ethnic
group membership are significant variables on vocational choice.
B2 ck students tended to score higher'than Puerto Rican students
and-females tended to score higher than males. On the VAS,
however, males tended to score higher than females. The author
concludes with some suggestions for further research projects on
vocational expectatioh and aspiration. (DH)

`tt

223. Halstead, David W. An InitialSurvey of the Attitudinal Differences
Between the Mothers of Over-Achieving and Under-Achieving
Eleventh-Grade Puerto Rican Students. Unpublished Ph.D.
Dissertation, Michigan State University. 1966.

(Dissertation Abstracts. 27:12 (1967). pp. 4127A-4128A.),

The purpose of the study was to examine the differences
attitudes of tnothers of over- and under-achieving students in
Puerto Rico. The sample was made up. of mothers of 11th graders from
three'geographical areas. These geographical areas were chosen
because of the hypothesized preient-orientation (traditional
culture) found in the Rural areas,'which changes over time to the
combination traditional/modern of Other Urbp.n areas, and then to the
more modern, future-orientation of Urban San Juan residents.
The women were Selected Por the study on the basis of the
'discrepancy between predicted and actual achievement %of their
children. Interviewers used the Parental Interview Questionnaire
-(PIQ) which was developed for this study. Results indicate that
the Urban San Juan and Rural mothers of over-achieving daughters
wanted their children to have a significaritly greater amount of
education than did mothers of under-achievers. More mothers Af
over - achievers than under-achievers of Rural and Other Urban areas°
encouraged their children to ask questions and play with other
children. Most of eh.e mothers believed that things would improve
n the future and all mothers thought their children's progress in

scnools was above average. The author suggests that future researchers
'use a different stratification procedure for sampling, as his
hypothesized .shift in attitudinal patterns received little support in

'vact. (DH)
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224. Herngndez, Florma G. Variables Affecting Achievement of Middle
School Mexican American Students. Texas University,
El Paso. Washington, D.C.: Office of Education. August
1971. 81pp.

(ED 059 827)

Literature pertaining to research done on academic achievement
of Mexican American students is reviewed in this paper. The
literature deals with such variables as socioeconomic, physical,
psychological, and cultural aspects; language factors; attitudes;
language development; and environment. A 15-page discussion of
recommendations.for improving curriculum, instruction, and teacher
education for educating the Mexican Americanis included. Also
included is a bibliography containing over 200 relevant citations.
(RIE)

225. Hobart, Charles W. "Underachievement among Minority Group
Students." Phylon. Vol. 24 (1963). pp. 184-196.

The author presents a sociological analysis of the situation
of minority group students in public schools. Thpre are'four
conditions that seem to apply in all cases: 1, a damaged self-
'concept; 2, inadequate,motivation; 3, a lack of awareness Of
employment opportunities and capabilities.; and 4, resistance by
peers and community to self advancemerit. Hobart notes that any
one of these circumstances would severely arrest the child's

4development. Combined, they function to guarantee that the
minority young person will finish School fitted only for unskilled
or semi-skilled work.' Hobart suggests that compensatory education
programs be instituted to counteract whatever deficiencies in
preparation which have accumulated during the student's previous
years of schooling, and provide the individualized attention so
badly needed to improve the student's self-evaluation. (DH)

226. Henderson, Ronald. Positive Effects of,a Bicultural Pre-School
Program on the Intellectual Performance of MexicanAraerican
Children. 1969. lOpp.

(ED 028 827)

227. Hermenet, Argelia Maria Buitrago. Ethnic Identification of
Puerto Rican Seventh Graders. Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation,
University of Massachusetts. 1971.

(Dissertation Abstracts International. Vol. 32 (1971-1972).
pp. 4350-4351A.)

The project iwas decigned to measure Puerto Rican ethnic
identity. The sample consisted. of sev.entil graders rrom Puerto
Rico and Coringfield, Massachusetts in the following breakdown:
93 Puerto Ricans from Puerto Rico who had had no exi)erierIce in the

0



United States;,12 Puerto Ricans tested in Puerto Rico who had had
experience in the United States; P Puerto Ricans tested in
Springfield with varying experience in the United States and
Puerto Rico; 85 White, English-speaking Americans and 38
migrants from other countries .(Italy and Portugal). The
instrument.was b. questionnaire which consisted of nine items
related to ethnic consistency. "The data shoWed that Puerto
Rican seventh graders in general are undergoing psychological
changes which are reflected in their view of themselves, their
parents, aad their expressed wishes for political, cultural

. and social alignments, whether with Puerto Rico and Puerto Ricans
and the Hispanic American culture, or with the United States,
the American and the English speaking culture." (ECK)

228. Jaramillo, Mari-Luci. Cultural Differences Revealed Through
Language. NCRIEE0 Tipsheet,. Number 8. Columbia University,
New York, New York, National Center for Research and Information
on Equal Educational Opportunity. Washineon,.D.C.:
Bureau of Elementary and secondary Education (DREW /OE).
May 1972. 6pp. /
(ED 066 522)

)

Biculturalism implies much more than ilingualism.
Bilingualism has been defined in a variety of ways, but perhaps
the most commonly accepted definition is varying degrees of

.

, understanding of two languages. But biculturalism implies
knowing and being able to operate successfully in two cultures.
This means knowing two modes of,..behavior, and knowing the beliefs,
values, customs, and mores of two different groups of, people.
The language used at -a particular time and place would have .the
referents in the culture the language represents. Teachers
must accept these differences in students and start working to,
provide equal educational opportunity in the classrooms. Ope
could capitalize on the language children bring to school. The
students have already internaliied the sound patterns of a language
and their written work could be based on these sounds. If these
sound patterns are Spanish, the instruction should be in Spanish.
Simultaneously, with this instruction, the second language should
be introduced systematically. (RIE) 4

t

229. Kandell, Alice S. Harlem Children's Stories: A Study of
Expectations of Negro and Puerto Rican Boys in Two Reading-
Level Groups. Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Uarvard
Unisversity. 1967.

(Dissertation Abstracts. 28:6 (1967). p. 2338A.)

The purpose of the study waLl to, investigate and compare the
educational and life expectations of lower socioeconomic-status
Black and Puerto Rican Harlem boys. Ss were 30 Puerto Rican boys
lid 30 'lack Loys; half of ach group had scored in the high
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range on the Metropolitan Reading Test, and the other half had
scored.in the low range. Ss were administered a projective test
copined with a direct questionnaire designed to elicit estimations
of their capabilities and chances to achieve their goals. Content
analysis of the Ss' stories and answers showed that the Black
'boys had significantly lower, estimates of their abilities and much
more negative life expectations than did the Puerto Rican boys.
The stories of the Black respondents were characterized by over-
tones of resignation and apathy, while the Puerto Rican Ss
expressed confidence in their eventual success, positive attitudes
about their families and school, and a much more optimistic
view of the environment. (DH)

230: Katz, David. The Effects of a Compensatory Educational Program
on the Vocational Aspirations, Expectations', Self-Concept,
and Achievement of Selected Groups of JHS Students. Ph.D.
Dissertation, Washington State University. 1968.
(Dissertations Abstracts. 1969. Vol. 29 (9-A0. 2963.)

This study was designed to investigate the effects of a
compensatory educational program on the vocational aspirations,
expectations, self-concetits-,and achievements of selected 'groups of
ninth grade junior 'high school students, in New York City. Ss

were male, average in'grade, at least two years below grade level
in reading, and members cf either Black or Puerto Rican minorities.
All students in the experimental group were in a Career Guidance
program. Students in the control group were matched for character-
istics equivalent to those of the experimental group, except that
they were either 1, in the same school as the Ss but not taking
part in the Career Guidance program, or 2, in schools which did
not have the compensatory program._ The instruments used by the
investigators were a personal, adequacy scale based on the Whittaker
Scale, a modification of Hambruger's Life Planning Questionnaire,
and the Metropolitan Achievement Test. All Ss were administered The
tests and questionnaire on two different occasions, at the
beginning and end of the school year. Results .of the statistical
analysis indicated that the Career Guidance program had_no
significant positive effects on tee variables under consideration.

In fact the effects that did occur were contrary to the goals of
the program. In the experimental group congruency between
aspiration and expectation was reduced, rather than facilitated,
while the control grotips showed a significant increase over the
same period of time. Black students gained significantly more
than the Puerto Rican students in reading achievement, but the
control group gained more in reading than the experimental group
overall. (DH)
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231. IAch, John Nathaniel. Cultural FactorsAffeeting the
ANustment.of Puerto Rican Children to Schooling in
Hartford Connecticut. Unpublished Ph.D..Dissertatip,
The University of Connecticut. 1971.

(Dissertation Abs;,racts International. Vol. 32 (1971-1972).
p. 2308A.)

232

This study was d,sigt4ed to identify differences between

migrant students originally from the coastal sugar plantations
oof Puerto Ricp and those originally from the tobacco-growing
hill areas of the island in the following school-related areas:
1, language usage; 2, social practices and.conveqions; 3,
attitudes toward legal authority; and 4, attitudes toward literary
pursuits. Ss were students from the above-mentioned areas of
Puerto Rico who attended Hartford Public High School. The inves-
tigator reached the following conclusions: 1, No significant
difference was found beVteen students from the coastal areas and
students from the hill arf4.s in English, mathematics, social
studies achievement, and quality pOint average; and 2. No
significant difference was found between the two groups in
attendance, school violations; and tardiness. (ECK)

Lopategui,, Miguelina NaZario (1.!-. Needs. and Problems of Puerto
Rican High School Students Related to N Variables.

.

Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Iuraue University. 1957.

233. Lowry, Sarah J. A Comparison of Certain Physoical Abilities of
Anlo and Latin American Fifth and Sixth Cradef;irls.
Unpublished Master's thesis, T 'versity of Texas. 1952.

234 Lucas, Isidro. Puerto Rican Dropouts in Chicago: Numbers and
Motivations. Chicago: Council on Urban Education "(sponsored
by USOE). 1971. 101pp.

(ED 053 235)

Dropout rate was found to be 71.2% for pupils who had
received a substantial portion of their education on ti,_
continent. Those remaining in school showed problems of self-
concept caused by discrimination, difficulty in relating to
parents, and a progrt_ssive strangement of pupil from school.
chools did little to improve this image. Students' commitmont to

-study and future aspirations decreased the lonr,e. the': stayed' in
school. Knowledge of Engli;:h was greater among dropeut:7 then
among seniors staying in school; these seniors knew nOtr'' :7panish

than dropouts. Study revealed that inclusion of Puerto Rican
Jtudies courses and presence of Puerto Rican teachers helped
reduce the drof)out rate substantiAly. (RTE)



235 Madeira, Eugene L. The Puerto Rican Involvement in Educat, al,
Opportunity Fund Programs for the Disadvantaged. New
Jersey: Glassboro State College. (Social Science Seminar
Thesis). 1970. 91pp.
(ED 056 147)

The purpose of this study was to analyze Puerto Rican re-
sponse to the opportunities for higher education and to survey
the prospects of recruiting more Puerto Ricans in "Educational
Opportuni, Fund Programs." Camden, New Jersey, was chosen as
a representative medium-sized city with a_Puerto Rican
community. (RIE)

,

236. Mercer, Jane R. Sociocultural Factors in the ucation Evaluation
of Black and Chicano Children. Paper pre ented at the
l'Oth Annual Conference on Civil Rights Ed cators and Studentsi
NEAWashington, D.C. FebrUary 18-20, 197 . 16pp. .Sacra-'
mentot California State Department of Me tal Hygiene. .

Bureau of Research. Sacramento: Califorria State Department
of Education, Office of Compensatory Education. Bethesda,
Maryland: National Institute of Mental Health.
(ED 060 462)

In a recent study the mothers of 268 children who were in
classes for educable mentally retarded in two public school
districts in Southern California were interviewed. The responses
of some of-these mothers dramatize three issues: 1, biases in
the assessment procedures usedto 14111 children as mentally
retarded; 2, the stigmatization associated with special class
plhcement; and 3, inadequate programmitag. Disproportionally
large numbers of black and Chicano children are labeled as mentally
retarded by the public schools. Public schools rely more on IQ
test scores than any other community agency. The schools label
more persons as mentally retarded, share their labels with more
other organizations, and label more persons with IQ's above 70 and
with no physical disabilities than any other ftrthal organizations
in the Community. 'Proportionately more low status persons and
persons from minority ethnic groups were defined as comprehensively
retarded as the Cutoff level for sub-normality was raised.
StigMatization was a major concern of parents interviewed. Of a
group of 108 children followed for several years and classified
aS retarded, only on` in five ever returned to the regular class.
Thus, many parents were justified in seeing the program If a
"sentence of death." (RIE)

237. Miller, Henry. "New York City's Puerto Rican Pupils: A
Problem of AcCulturation." School and Society. 76:1967
(August 30, 1952). pp. 129-132.

0
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238. Mingione, Ann D. "Need for Achievement in Negro, White, and
Puerto Rican' Children." Journal of Consulting and Clinical
Psychology. 31:1 (1960. pp. 94-95.

Compared the need for achievement ofNegro,Inthite, and
Puerto Ricar: fifth and seventh graders in low socioeconomic
areas of a large New England city. The need-for-a&ievementetest
consisted of six.topic sentences about which the subjects wrote
stoMes. F tests of the need-for-achievement scores revealed
no significant differences. These results contrast with the
author's previcUs study in,which White children had higher .

need-for-achievement scores than Negro children and seventh
graders scored higher than fifth graders. There were more,words -
per story, greater variety of story themes, and more stories
concerning fethales written by both boys and girlsthan in the
previous study, when the stories were written_in response to
drawings of people. School grades and group inte4.1igence test
scores did not correlate with the need-for-aehieyNieNt scores
in this study. (PASAR)

239 Nuttal', Ronald L. Do the Factors Affecting_ Academhievement
Differ by the Socio-Economic Status or Sex of the Student?
A Puerto Rican Secondary School Sample. Finkleeport.'
Boston College, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts. of

Human Sciences. Washington, D.C.: National Center for
Educational Research and Development (DHEW/CE)!.. June 197i.,
110pp.

ltfi. .t.'";(ED 064 465)

Variables expected to be associated with:aqaIemic achievemAit
were examined in a sample (generally exteedik2500) from
eight pecondary schpols in Baymon NorteD Puerto Rico. Concern was
whether variables associated with academieachieVetent differed .7.*
by sex or.,by.socioeconomic status (SES).,Ndltivarlat& analyses
of variance with three factors of achievement, sex, and mg were'
thade. High achievers tended to have-accepting mothers, parents'
low on Hostile Psychological Control, apd low on autonomy; and,
were more geographically mobile, had fewer siblings, were more l ;`

intelligentt obedient, conscientious,=artistic, group-minded,
placid, self-disciplined, anxioup Gprepcupado),Nture,
and less excitable. High achieving #rls weird less autthoritari4n,'
dogmatic, and test \anxious, andAave.fe*er false but sociaklix

,.4
desirable responses. Ctudents vtose academic achievement
consistent with their SES werelVor4assertive, less. bragging,
happier, and more esthetically sentitAve than those whose
achievement wer'e discrepantwitliAthikir sr;: Self concepts were
higher for achivers,,especiallifor low SES students in dUni3Or
high schools, and for all studeritn high schools. Lowi.chievers,

especially boyp, disliked schoo44;,1-figh.achieving boys ,anA
achieving girls were more.selLsueficient, while low achieving bqys
and high achie'vIng .iter.ltro.re.-group dependent. (Rik)
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246.. Nuttall, Rowed L., and others. Family Background, Parent- 40.

Child Relationships and Academic Achievement Amor)Ouerto
Rican Junior and Senior High School Students. Report #4:
Study of Factors Affecting Student Achievement. Boston:
Boston College. Massachusetts Institute of Human Sciences.
1969. llpp.
(ED 043 698)

The reliability, validity, and relationships of a Spanish
language adaptation of SChaefer's Child's teport of Parental
Behavior Inventory (CRPBI) wasexamined. It was found the CRPBI
had reliabilities averaging .78 and factor analysis indicated a
3 factor structure similar to Schaefer's previous work.'
Background variables, especially socioeco ic status (SES) were
related to the CRPBI factors. Generally,, h gher SES went with
higher acceptance and lower hos'tile psychol gical control.,
Children from large families were less accepted. TheCRPRI
factors predicted grades, especially among junior high school
males. BaCkground factors predicted college plans. (RIE)

241. Paschal, Franklin C. and Louis R. Sullivan. "Racial Influences in
the Mental and Physical DeVelopment of Mexican Children."
Comparative Psychology Monographs. Vol. 3. T6pp.

1
242. Pintner, R. and G. Arsenian. "The Relation of Bilingualism to

Verbal Intelligence and to School Adjustment."
Journal of Educational Research. Vol. 31 (1937), pp. 255263.

w

243.. Posner, Carmen Alberta. some Effects of Genetic and Cultural
Variables on Self Evaluations of Children. Unpublished
Ph.D. Dissertation, Illinois -Institute of Technology. 1969.
(Dissertation Abstracts. 29:12 (1969).- pp. 4833B-4834B)

The purpose of the investigation was to study the effects pt
socio-economic status (SES), ethnic affiliation, intelligence and
sex on the self-perceptions of children. Ss were 300 first
graders; ethnic groups included Black, White,:.and Puerto Rican,
children born on the mainland._ The socio-economic groupings
consisted Orlower andeupilersmiddll-class levels. Only the Puerto
Rican sample was limited to children of lower SES (no Puerto Rican
children of upper-middle-class status could be found). Within
the ethnic affiliation and iSES children were'selected on three
levels of intellectual abilit.$r: below average, average, and

. superior(based on their performance on the California Short Form
. Test of Mental Maturity, Level I). Two measures of.self-perception

were administered: The Illinois Index of Self-Derogation (IISD)
and four different sets of a paper and pencil form of the Farnham-
Dig4gory Ch10.dren Self zEvaluation 'Scale (SE).

0 Results indicate that positive self-evaluafions are directly
related to healthy p6rsonality development: children who rate
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/-* themselves lower perceive their parents rating them low; children .

of low SES and below average intelligence rate themselves consis-
tently lower than the4r middle-class and intellectually superior
peers; Black children have signifiCantly more negative self-
images than their White peers; the self-discrepancy of the Puerto
Rican children 'does not differ sign.iftcantly from.either'White
or Black children. The need for preventive actionto neutralize
the biological, psychological and social pathegeni: factors which
so determind tpe developing child's self-perception is immense,
obViously. The author suggests that action be taken on the
community level, not limited to woFk with individual children,./ (DH)'

*

244. Rawirez, Manuel, III. "Social Responsibilities and Failure in
Psychology: The Case of the Mexican-American." Journal.
of Clinical Child Psychology. Vol. 1 (1972). pp. 5-8. ,

255. Sabitino, David A., and others. "Perceptual, Language and Academic
, Achievement of Eriglish, Spanish and Navajd Speaking Children

Referred for Special Classes." Journal of School Psychology.
Vol. 10 (March 1972). pp. ,39-46.
(EC 04 164)

Thepurpose of till's study was to determine thepe,Tceptual
language and academic achievement functions of English),.Sranish,,
and Navajo children experiencing learning difficulties and
referred for placement into'5pecial education classes. Those
test variables which discriminated among the native English-
speaking children and the children who spoke Spanish or Navajo
natively were, as predicted, those tasks' which involved knowledge
of the linguistic rules of English. It, would seem that, taken .

As a group, the school learning problems experienced by the
native Spanish- or Navajo-speaking children were the result of
their limited linguistic competence in English, the language .

of instruction in their classrooms. (EC)

256. Sanchez, George I. "Group Differences and Spanish-Speaking
Children. .A Critical Review." Journal of Applied Psychology.
Vol. 16 (October 1932). pp. 549-558:

257. Seda-Bonilla,-Eduardo. "Cultural Pluralism and the Ethicatibn
ofTuerto Rican 'Youths." Phi Delta Kappan. .51.5 '(January
1972). pp. 294-296.

. e
258. Seda - Bonilla; Eduardo. "Ethnic Studies and Cultural Pluralism."

The Rican. No. 1 (Fall 1971). pp. 56-65.

259. Sofietti, James P. "Bilingualism and Btulturalim." Journal.
of Educational,PAycnology. Vol. 46 (1955). pp: 222-227.

This paper recognizes that biculturalism, both verbal .
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(language) and nOn-verbal (attitudes and everyday habits), is
part of bilingualism. It distinguishes four kinds of situations:
1, bilingual-bicultural i.e. the child of immigrant parents who
continue to 5peak their native language and retain traditional,:
customs,and'Idalues; 2, biculturalL-monOlingual the child 44.
immigrant, parents' who give up their native language but continue
native customs; 3, mono-cultural-bilingual i.e. a child w'ho
grows up in only ome culture but who learns a second language
either at home or in school; and 4, monocultural-monolingual, the
!rist _common situation in the United 'States. The aut1or notes that

to studies which attribute learning difficulties to bilingualism
ould 1p9k to the bicultural aspects of the situation to determine

the caupes. It is not necessarily knowing two languages that
causes prolDlems; it may be that living in twcrcuitures causes
the conflict. (ECK)

260.: Steubnel, Josephine. "Racial Differences in'Reading Achievement."
*Texas Outlook. Vol. 24 (J6.nuary '1940). p.,32.

261. Tireman,-LI,S: "School Problems Created by the Homi; of Foreign-
Speaking Children." California Jourrial of Elementary
Education. Vol. 8 (May 194 Pp. 234-238.

262. Walsh, P. "Dick and Jane on theRavaj.o Reservation." Journal of
Continuing Education and Training.- Vol. 1",. no. 4 (May 1972).
pp. 267-276. o

(EJ 058 636)
v

Discusse the Bureau of Iridian Affairs' failure to recognize
cultural differences in terms of the BureaWs unwillingness to
utilize a more acceptable philosophy of eduAtion with culturally
different children: (CIJE)

263. Zirkel, Perry Alan and John F.-Grene. The Academic Achievement of
Spanish-speaking First Graders in Connectic1::. Corinecticut

State Department of Education, Bureauof Cmpensatofy and
Community Educational-Services. At)rii. 1971. 8pn.

(ED 054 275)

Study sought to demonstrate that, deficiencies shown by
PaertoRican childrlen in verbal ability and academic achiav_ment
might not exist if initial instruction and testiqg were in
Spanish. The Inter-American Test of General' bility,was admin-
istered by the same examinerfirst in Spanish, then in English.
The Puerto Rican first graders scored significantly lower on th
English forn'S than all ethnic groups, including Puerto Ricans,
in Coleman's study on the subtest of verbal ability; howe7er, on
the non=verbal ability subtest, the Puerto Ricans scored sig-
nificantly gher than all groups in the Coleman study. -The
Ss cored much higher on'the Spanish form than on the English form.
(RiEY
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264.. Zirkel, Perry Alan. Puerto Rican Perents and Mainland Schools.-
Hartford, Connecticutc Hartford Nodel Cities. November
1971. 98pp.

(ED 062.473)

This study constitutes the promised product of an institute on
"Puerto Rican Pupils in Mainland Schools," sponsored by the
Educational Leadership Institute and the University of Hartford
during the summer of 1971. The stated purposes'of the Institute were:
1, to stimulate communications and Understandingbetween school
and community representatives toward the improvement of the
educational opportunities of Puerto Rican pupils in mainland
schools; 2, to develop a data base concerning cultural and
linguistic factors in the home environment that nay be significant

'toward that end; and 3, to examine and interpret such data in
terms of present and potential school programs and practices.

The Institute focused or facilitating the relationship
- ,between the home and school environment of Puerto Rican pu-ells

in Hartford as a possible model for other mainland school systems.
The formal program the Institute was concentrated in the week
of June 28-July 2 The morning sessions provided the opportunity
to interact with everal resour-e Teople in small group
discussions. The a ternoon sessions were devoted to conducting'',
structured intervie s in the homes of across- section of Puerto
Rican families who had children in the Hartford schools. The
duration of' the s was used for further research and the
final, writing of the independent individual reports, 4a.ch
culminating in recommendations for improving the educational
opportunities of these children in the Hartford schools. (RIE)
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C. The Bilingual/Bicultural Child and.the Question of Intelligence

265. Altus, "WISC Patterns of a Selective Sampleof Bilingual
School Children." Journal of Genetic Psychology. Vol. 83

(1953). pp. 241-248.

The purpose of the study was to compare intelligence
patterns of ."dull-minded" bilingual children of Mexican descent

with "dull-minded" English-speaking uniinguals. Ss were matched
for age, sex, and performance IQ, and the author suggests that
future investigatory control such factors as socioeconomic level
and parental education as well.. Ss in both groups were administered
the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children. Resillts showed that
the unilingual children averaged 17 points better on.the Verbal
Scale, a highly significant difference. A.Llique subtest pattern
emerged for-the bilinguals, and it was thaught that this might
be of value in thp diagnosis of pshychometric retardation of
-bilingual-of Mexican/descent. The retardation is a linguistic
,one, but perhaps there is some evidence here of the handicapping
influences of bilingualism for this group. On the Performance

Scale, however, thelle Was on3y one subtest which showed a
significant differeAce between bilingual and unilingual children;
this was the Picture Completion subtest, and it usually calls
for a spoken.answer. The author suggests that the retardation ,

reflected in the verbal score could probably be'alleviated if the
Children had been trained from birth in only one language, IAA
notes that nogeneralitatians could be made because this study
involved only a'small sample. it doe.s seem reasonable to 'suppose

that verbal-performance discrepancies might exist at any level of
intelligence. (DH)

266. Anastasi, Anrie. "Culture-Fair Testing." Educational H .cms.

43(Fall 1964). pp. 26-30.

267. Anastasi, Anne and-Fernando A. COrdova.
Bilingualism Upon the Intelligence
Rican Children in New York City."
Psychology. -44:1 (January 1953).

The Cattell Culture Free intelligence Test was administered to
Puerto Rican children in grades 6-8 in Spanish'Harlem. Half the
group received test instructions in English during the first
testing ses,sion (Form A) and in Spanish during the second session
(Form B); the order was reversed for the second group. The most

conspicuous finding was the marked improvement from first to
second testing session, regardless of language% Over =all

performance of group fell below test norms reported by Cattell.
Reasoris included lot/ socio - economic level, bilingualism" which makes

them deficient in both languages, extreme lack of-test.sophistication

I,
"Some Effects of

Performance of Puerto
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and poor emotional adjustment to school situation. Maladjustment
appears to have arisen fromchildren's sever language handicap
during initial school experiences. (author)

268. Anastasi, Anne and Cruz de Jes6s. "Language Development and
Non-Verbal IQ of Puerto Rican Preschool Children in New
York City." Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology. :

Vol. 48 (1953). pp. 351-366.

Three preN;ious psychological studies of Puerto Rican children
in New York City suggest! that Puerto Rican children will do poorly
on language tests whether the tests are administered in Spanish or
English., Their performance on nonlanguage tests, however, generally
seemed to equal or excell the American norms. The authors'
hypotheses: 1, that the confusion of the two languages ha made
many Puerto Ricans "illiterate in two laL;uage", and has increased
their educational difficulties; and 2, that the Puerto Rican child's
attitude toward school'is related to the first hypothesis, "that
his initial school experience, of being thrust into an exclusively
English speaking environment at etime when he knows almost no
English..,produces a psychological insulation to whatever goes
on in school," made it necessary to study the pjrformance of Puerto
Rican preschool children on both linguistic and nonlinguistic
measures. In this way'any evidence of the illiteracy in both
languages or hostility or passive attitudes toward school could
not be associated with negative reactions td the school environment.

Ss were 25 Puerto Rican boys and 25 Puerto Rican boys from
day care centers in Spanish Harlem; all Ss were within six monthr;
of their fifth birthdays. The language test was recorded, in the
language spontaneously Used- by the child. iSpaniSnwas used almost
completely, however, with bnly about 2% of the words and less
than 1% 'Of the sentences in English. When comparisons were made
between the performance of the Puerto Ricans in this study and the
'Black and White subjects from an earlier study in which one of the,
authors participated, it was found that the Puerto Rican children
did not differ significantly from any other group in Draw-a-Man
IQ and that they excelled both Black and White groups in mean
sentence length and in maturity of sentence structure. The authors
3ugge that the home environment of Puerto Rican children may tae
an import t factor in their superior linguistic development.
T e f(ndin s of the present study indicate that the' Puerto Rican .
pre-school childrenwere not inferior to the White Americana, norms,
and seem to support the authors' hypotheses about the school
environment. (DH) .

269. Armstrong, C.P., and others. Reactions of Puerto Rican Children
its New York. City to Psychological Tests.' Rep, special
Committee on Immigration and Naturalization, NeW York :7tate
Chamber of Commer e. ,'1935. 9pp
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270. Arnold, R.D. "Reliabilit, of Test Scores for the Young 'Bilingual' r

Disadvantaged." Reading Teacher. Vol. 22 (1969). R. 341-
345.

,
This paper examines the results produced when tests whose

nOrms were established on a middle-class Anglo population were
administered to minority students. Ss were over 200 Mexican- ,

erican third graders in various schools in San Antonio; Texas.
/The tests were the Metropolitan Achievement Tests, the Inter-
/American Reading Tests (parallel tests in Spanish and English)

and the IPAT Culture Fair .Test. Answers were sought for the
following questions: 1, What will happen to/the reliability of a
test standardized on middle class Anglo-Americans if it is,givento
disadvantaged bilingual students? and 2, How does the reliability
of a standardized test compare to that of a test designed
specifically for a bilingual population? 'Results showed that
the Inter-American English Test of Reading and the Metropolitan
Achievement Tests were quite reliable for the group-Studied as

. long as tests of the proper difficulty were administered. (ECK)

271. Arsenian, Seth. bilingualism and Mental Development. New York:
0" Teachers College, Columbia University. 1937."

272. Atkinson, Rosa M. The. Educational Retardation of the Spanish-
.

Speaking Child and Recommendations for Remediation.
Unpublished Master's thesis, University of Texas. 1953.

273. Bilingual Testing and- Assessment, Proceedings of Bay Area Bilingual
Education League (BABEL) Workshop and Preliminary Findings.
.Multilingual Assessment Program (Berkeley, California, Jan-

uary:27-28; 1969 B.A.B.E.L. Berkely, California.
Multilingual. Assessment Program, Stocton, California,

(ED 065 225)

The results and proceedings of the first annual Bilingual/
Bicultural Testing and Assessment,Workshop are presented...
Approximately 150 bilingual psychologists and evaluators, educators
working in bilingual-bicultural programs, and community rep-
resentatives from California and Texas attended. Evaluations were

made and the summaries are included of eight*tests used extensively
in bilingual programs: the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children,
the Comprehensive Tests of Basic Skills, the Cooperative Primary,
the Lorge-Thorndike, the Interamerican Series7-General Ability, the
Culture Fair'Intelligence Test, the Michigan Oral Production Test
and the Peabody Vocabulary Test.' Also included in this publication
are 1, and overview of the problem of assessment and evaluation in

bilingual education, 2, a professional critique of the Inter-
American series by Dr. Barbara Havassy; 3, a brief description of
a Criterion Referenced System developed by Eduardo Apodaca; and 4,

an article by Dr. Edward A. DeAvila discussing-some of the

complexities involved in testing and assessment of bilingual/
4 0

bicultural children. (RIE)



274. Bordie, J.C. "Language Tests and Linguistically Different
. Learners: the Sad State of the Art." Elementary English.

Vol. 47 (1970. pp. 814-828.
(ED 062 891)

Many schools use standardized language tests for both.
placement and diagnoticdevices, yet there is question as to
their validity. The paper discus4es these questions: 1, To
what extent are current measures useful for identifying the
characteristics of linguistically different learners?; 2, Are
they helpful in planning instructional strategies?; 3. How can the

'', learning potentialities of linguistically different learners bee
measyed?; and 4, What are the high priority test needs? -The
author notes that most programs he surveyed used test's designed
for specific research projects and that the confusion in the
goals of language, language learning, and curriculum design must
be clarified before test findings may be used with the same

0meaning in each_are. (ECK)
L-

275. Bransford, L.A. A Comparative Invcstigation of Verbal and
Performance Intelligence Measiires at Different Age Levels
with Bilingual Spanish- SpeakingChildrei in Special Classes
for the Mentally Retarded. Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation,
Colorado State College. 1966.
(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 27 (1967). p. 2267A.)

This study was designed to investigate the performance of

Spanish-speaking bilingual children in special classes for the
mentally retarded on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Childreni
Ss were 60 Spaltish-speaking bilinguals from Santa Fe, New Mexico;
they werecompAred with 34 non-bilingual English-speaking children
also attehding special classes in Greeley, Coloradoand from the
same socioeconomic background. Conclusions were as follows:
1, Spanish-speaking bilinguals scOred'significantly higher .On
the 14ISC Performance,Scale than on the Verbal scale when compared
to English-speaking children from similar socioeconomic backgrOunds;
2, the difference between Verbal and Performance 'scores of the
bilinguals tended to increase as ag\ increased; this was not
found to be true for the control group; and---3,:_the disparity between

Verbal and Performance scores is 'greater for oldettram-for
younger ages; this difference was not Pound for the control group.
.(ECK)

276. Carlson, H.". and ft. Henderson. "Intelligence of American Children
of Mexican'Parentage." Journal of Abnormal and Social

. Psychology. Vol. 45 (July 1950). pp. 544-551.
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277. Cebollero, P!A. Reactions of Puerto Rican Children in New York
City to Psychological Tests. An-Analysis of the Study by.
_Armstrong, Achilles, and Sacks of the Same Name. San Juan,
Puerto Rico: The Puerto Rico School Review. 1936. llpp.

278.E Christiansen, T. and G.A. Livermore. "A Comparison of Anglo- .

American and Spanish-American Children and the WISC."
Journal of Social Psychology. Vol. 81 (1970). pp. 9-14.

This study compared the performance of lower and middle claSs
Anglo-American with lower and middle class Spanish-Ametican children
on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children. The following
were compared: 1, the Full,Scale IQ score; 2, the Verbal. IQ
Scores; 3,, the Performance Scale IQ Scores; 4, the intellective
factors of Verbal Comp ehension, Freedom from Distractability,
'perceptual Organizatio and Relevance. Ss'were 92 Spanish and

, Anglo American children om 13-14 years old attending regular
public school classes. Social class was determined by father's
occupation; ethnic group was determiped by a child's having both
or no parents with Spanish surnames. Test conditions were as
close as possible to those recommended in the WISC'manual, and
all testers were trained. A2 x 2 analysis of variance was computed
for each of the measures examined in this study. Results-showed
that general intelligence and the development of verbr abilities
are related to ethnic origin and soci.#°,AAIss. Nonverbal
abilities, perceptual organization ability and the ability, to
concentrate on a task were found to relate only to social class.
(ECK) -

279. Cook, "J.JK./and G. Arthur. "Inteiligence Patings for 97 Mexican -
American 'Children in St. Paul, Minnesota." Exceptional
Children. Vol. 18 (1952). pp. 14-15, 31.

280. Cooper, J.G. "Predicting School AchievAent for Bilingual Pupils."
Journal of Educational Psychology, 'Vol. 49 (1958).
PP. 31-36.

6
281. COrdova, F.A. A Comparison of the-Performance of a Bilingual

Group on a "Culture Free" Test Administered in English and
in Spanish. Unpublished M.A. thesis, Fordham University, 1951.

" 282. Corwin, Betty.' "The Influence of culture and Language on Performance
of Individual Ability Tests." Unpublished, duplicbted paper.
San Fernando Valley State College, California. 1961.

283. Darcy, Natilie T. "Bilingualism and the Measure of Intelligence:
Review of a Decade of Research." Journal of Genetic Psychology.
Vol. 103 (1963). Pp. 259-282.

This review of the research conducted in the field of
bilingualism and the measurement of intelligence is divided into
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several problems in dealin with bilingualism, suchas differing
definitions of the term,th type of test'used; the difficulty
in isolating linguistic from ther environmental-fadtorS, etc.
Section7three summarizes studs s done on Spanish-English
bilinguals. The fourth deals th Welsh-English bilinguals in
Wales. Section five discusses tudies made of other bilingual
groups. Section six is a gen al summary and the last'section
lists some conclusions. (ECK)

284. Darcy, Natalie T. "The Effect of Bilingualism Upon the Measure=
ment of the Intelligence of Children of Preschool Age."
Journal of.Educational,Psychology. 37:1 (January 1946).
pp. 21-44.

Study designf-d to determine to'what extent a non-verbal
test of intelligent e, such as the Atkins Object-fitting Test,
can be employed as a substitute for a verbal test of intelligence,
such as the Stanford-Binet Scale. Results showed performance of
bilingual subjects to be significantly inferior to that of mono-
lingual subjects on Stanford-Binet Scale, but significantly
supericir tp performance of monolingual subjects on the
Atkins Test. It*was the general conclusion that the bilingual
subjects of this investigation (all Italian/English bilinguals)
suffered from a language handicap in their performance on the
Stanford-Binet Scale. (J5)

285. Darcy, Natalie T.- "Thy Performance*.of Bilingual Puerto Rican
. Childrenon Verbal and Non-Language.Tests of Intelligence." .

Jour ,l of EducationalResearch. 15:7 (March 1952). pp.

499-506.

Study involved 235 bilingual children of Puerto Rican
parentage who were studying in grades five and six in New York,
City public schools. Two group intelligence tests were admin-
istered: l', the Pintner General Ability, Verbal Series, Inter-
mediate Test, Form B; and 2, the Pintner General Ability Test,
Non-Language'Series, Form K. As expected, results showed that the
bilingual subjects scored significantly higher on the non-language
test. The author suggests that the administration of both
verbal and non-verbal intelligence tests will yield a more valid
picture of the intelligence of a bilingual population than eithe-
kirid alone. (JH)

°

286.' De Jes5s, C. A Study of Language Development and Goodenough IQ of
Puerto Rican Preschool Children in New York City. Unpublished

M.A. thesis, Fordham UniVersi y. 1952.

287.., Deutsch, M. Minority Group and Class Status as Related to-Social
and Personal Factors in Zchool Achievement. (Monograph #2).

Ithaca, New York: The Society for Applied Anthropology.
1960.
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288. Droege, Robert G. Alternatives to a Moratorium on Testing. Paper
presented at American Personnel and Guidance Convention,
Atlantic City, New Jersey (April 1971). 14PP.
(ED 053 199)

The alternative suggested, is comprised of three elements:
;

1, working toward changes in attitudes of people and institutions
to directly attack discriminatory applications of tests; 2,
emphasizing test validation and development of new test
instruments oriented to the needs of disadvantaged applicants;
and 3, eliminating discriminatory selection procedures as stated
in Title VII of the Civil Rights Act. 'ERIE)

289. Dunklin, L.D. A Study of the Intelligence of Some Recent
Puerto Rican Immigrant Children in a First Grade in a
New York City School. Unpublished M.A. thesis, Teachers
College, Columbia University.. 1935.

290. Dyer, Henry S. Issues in Testing. 1969. 13pp.
(ED 053 164)

Certain concepts that are sometimes confused in discussions
on testing socially disadvantaged children are clarified anea
history of testing, beginning with Binet., is presented. Finally,
five programs for the'disadvantaged are considered. (RTE)

291. Finch, F.L. 'Vamos. To Develop a Bilingual Examination. Peper
presented to 5th Annual TESOL Convention, New Orleans,
Louisiana, March 6, 1971.

292. Fishman, Joshua. "Biliatualimm, Intelligence and Language.
Learning." Modern Language Journal. Vol. 49.(1965).
pp. 227-237.

This paper examines the relationship between bilingualism,
intelligence and learning. Bilingualism is discussed from the
viewpoints of several investigators, and as A social-psybhological
concept, subject to variance. Variance in language use is
explained in these *terms: media variance, role variance, and
situational variance. Language use relates to the situation and
role relationship of the persons. It is important to understand
the concepts of switching, interference, and "domain" 1,Therl
speaking of the bilingual person.

. The author 'concludes that there is:no substantial relationship
between bilingualism and intelligence where everyone is of a
similar class and similar bilinguality: A person from a culturally
deprived environment, whether mono or bilingual, will scare
on tests of-verbal ability and on conceptual tests.' In an
atmosphere in.which bilingualism is accepted and considered
prestigious, the bilingual person appears to be superior to the
monolingual ,individual. (DUI
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293. Fishman, Joshua, and others. "Guidelines for Testing Minority
Group Children." Journal of Social Issues. Vol. 20
(1964) . pp. 129-145.

The author discusses the use of educational and psychological
tests with Sepect to socially and culturally disadvantaged
children. The three main problems created by standardized tests
are 1, that they may not provide reliable differentiation in the
range of scores; 2, their predictive validity for minority group
children may be very different from their predictive validity
for the standardization and validation groups; and 3, the validity
of their interpretation depends,- to a large extent, upon the '

interpreter's understanding of the social and cultural background
-of the minority group in question. Fishman notes that the
reliability and predictiVe validity of standardized tests can
not be arrived at by simple. comparison of the norms and
differentiation in the range of scores of the minority children
and the standardizationchildren. It is the examiner's responsibility
to assess both the nature and composition of the samples and the
test itself. In conclusion, the. author appeals to the
"conscientious educatoe'to reject the notion that test scores
indicate fixed levels of performance or potential, and to plan
compensatory programs in order to free the disadvantaged child
from his handicap. (DH)

294. Fishman, J.A..and P.I. Clifford. "What Can Mass-Testing Programs
Do For -aired To- the Pursuit ,of Excellence in American Education?"
Harvard.Educational Reviel-. Vol. 34 (1964). pp. 63-79.

'295. Fishman, Joshua and Robert Cooper. "Alternative Measures of
Bilingualism." Journal of Verbal Learning andVerbal

,Behavior.' Vol. 8 (1969). pp. 276-282.

296. Fitch. M.J. Verbal and Performance Test Scores Of Bilingual
Children. Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Qhio State Uni-
versity. 1969.

(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 27 (1966).. pp. 1654A-1655A.)

The purpose of the study was to investigate the effects of
increased expOsure to the English.language,on verbal and non-
verbal of intelligence in bilingual children. Ss were 25 first
and second grade bilinguals and 25 fifth and sixth grade bilinguals;
the. two age groups were matched according to sex, socioeconomic
status and IQ. The Ss were administered the Ravens Colored
Matrices test and.the WTSC. The younger -children were expected to
have some difficulty with the verbal exam, since they'did nothaw.,.
a "clearly dominant language" to communicate concepts; the author
also expected that the increased exposureto English would
increase the bilinguals' facility with English, and that the
verbal and non-verbal measures would correlate better at the older
grade revel. However, the verbal and non-verbal mgasures
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correlatedltigher at the first and second grAde level. Verbal
scores did 'approach non-verbal scores of intelligence as the

bilinguals became more proficient in English; and all five subtests
influenced by language showed improvement in the upper grade
Ss. (DH)

297. Galvan, Robert Rogers. Bilingualism as it Relates to Intelligence
Scores and School Achievement among Culturally Deprived
Spanish-American Children. Ph.D. Dissertation. East Texas
State University. 1967.

(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 28 (1968). pp. 3021A-3022A.)

This study was designed to investigate the relationship'
between intelligence test scores and scholastic achievement as they
'relate to bilingualism amongb"culturally deprived" child_ en of
Spanish-American heritage. Ss were 100 Spanish-American. children
from the third, fourth and fifth grades of a Dallas elethentary
school. Ss were administered the Wechsler Intelligenc.e Scale
for Children (WISC) in both English and Spanish. It was expected
that the Ss would score lower when the.WISC was administered in
English than when it was administered in Spanish; this was found
to be true. The verbal section had a greater increase in points
than the non-verbal section. The author suggests that some other
Measure of intelligence be developed for use with bilingual
children. The results here clearly point out the inadequacy of
using verbal tests of intelligence when testing bilinguals. (DH)

298. Garcia, Angela B. and Barry J. ZiMmerman. "The Effect of Ekaminer
Ethnicity and Language on the Performance of Bilingual

1011.
Mexican American First Graders." Journal of Social Psychology.
Vol. 87, n9. 1 (June 1972). p. 3-11.
(EJ 058 795)

299. Green, Donald Ross. Biased Tests. CTB/McGraw Hill. 1971. lOpp.
(ED 054 208)

This paper is concerned with the accusations made.by such
groups as the Association of Black,psychologists in their call for
a moratorium on testing because starilardized tests are biased. A

biased test is one that measures one trait in one group but a
different trait in a second group. Evidence about the amount of
bias in tests is thin. Bias must be determined by research on
each instrument. A commitment to such research is in order. If

bias is found, reasonable courses of action include test revision,
alteration in interpretation, and discontinuance of testing. (RTE)

300. Gren, Donald Ross. Racial and Ethnic Bias in Test Construction.
Final Report. Monterey, California: CTB/McGraw Hill.
Washington, D.C.: Office of Edication. September 1971. 1044.

%
(ED 056 090)
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'e Todetermine if.tryout samples typically used for item
selection contribute to test bias against minority groups, item
analyses were made.ot'.the California Achievement Tests using seven
sub-groups of the standardization sample. The best half of the
items in each test wee selected for each group. Typically about .

30% of.the items in the upper half of the distribution of item-
test correlations for6._group on a test did not meet this
criterion with another group. By this criterion minority groups
were relatively similar as were.the three suburban groups., The :
resulting unique item tests did not correlate well with each
other. Scores of minority groups were relatively better on the
selected items. Thus, standard itemselection procedures produce
tests best ited to groups like the majority of the tryout
sample and re therefore biased agai-nst other groups to some
degree. s degree varies. Ways to minimize this bias need to
be d= eloped. (RIE)

301. Hernandez, J.L. Tpsting;Guidance and Culture: -.Their Theorqical
and Practical Interaction.. Unpublished rtper prepared at
Interamerican University, -San German, P..rto October
1969.

302. Hertzig, M.E. and H.G. Birch. "Longitudinal Course of Measured
-10 Intelligence in Treschool Children of.Different Social and

Ethnic Backgrounds." American Journal of Orho-psychiatry.
7ol. 41 (April 1971). pp. 416-426.

0

Examined the longitudinal cotourse.of measured intelligence
(using the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale, Forh L) in White
middle -class and Puerto Rican working-class children at 3 and 6
years of age. _Sixty PuertoRidan.and 116 White Ss were examined
at 3 years whq ae 56 Puerto Rican nd110 of the White .Ss were
reexamined at 6"years of age. Findings suggest that stability
in IQ over this time was characteristic of both groups, with
greater stability manifested by Puerto Rican than by Whitf% S3.
No evidence for detrioratibn ofl -p with age_in the disadvantaged
group was found. Data are considered in relAtion to the problems
__arpthe stability and .its utility in the assessment of the
effects of of compensatory education programs. (DH)

303. Hoffman, M.L. and Albizu-Mironda. "Middle Class Bias in
Personality Tes-tfing.4' Journal of Abnormal and Social r'3ychologv.
1955. 'pp. 150-152.

r
304 Johnson, G.B. "BilLingualism as Measured by a Reaction-time

'Techdique and the Relationship Between a Langutwe and a
Non-language/Intelligence Quotient." Journal" of genet if
Psychology. 1'451.,-82 (1953). pn. 3-9
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The purpose of the study wasto determine the relation,
between language and non-language intelligence tests and part
bilingualism,.as measured by a reaction-time technique, plays
inthe relationship. Ss'were thirty boys ages 9-12 who used
English in school and had knowledge of Spanish. All were admin-
istered the Goodenough Draw-a-Man Test, the Otis'Self-Administering
Test of Mental Ability, the Hoffman Test of Bilingualism; they-
were also administered the Reaction-Time Test' of Bilingualism, in
which they were asked to name as many_words an English (or Spanish)
as they could in five minutes. Half the Ss were tested in English
first and Spanish two weeks later; for tie other half the-order
was reversed. The order was not found,to be significant. Results
of .the,vests wer .correlated and the following conclusions were
reached: "An in elligence employing the English language is
probably not a va id measuring instrument when employed with sub-
jects deficient in the assimilatidn'Of the culture of which'

English is reflective...measuring,the intelligence of bilingual
subjects presents complex problems which possibly render both
linguistic (Otis) and performance (Goodenough) tests ,invalid."
(ECK)

305. Karadenes%. Mar.k. A Comparison of Differences in Achievement and
Learning Abilities between Anglo and MexicahrAmerican
Children When thq Two Groups are Equated by Intelligence.
Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Virginia. 1971.
(Dissertation Abstracts.Interna.'ional. Vol: 12 (1971-1972).
pp. 4422A,4423A.)

This study-was designed to determine if.fifferences in learhink
abilities exist between Anglo and Mexican, Ameri,can.male
kindergarten children, and how those differences relate to
intelligence and academic achievement.., Ss were 90 children
(45 Anglo, 45 Mexican- American) -who attended publiC elementary
school in Santa M*nica, California.) School psychologists
administered the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test and the Wide.,
Range AchieveTent Test (WHAT) togall Ss; the Meeker Profile was
used to zeasuretlearning abilities. Findings indicate that
achieve nt was affected by ethnicity and intelligence, and that
learning abilities were not influence4.by,either ethnicity or
intelligence. (DH)

306. Keston, M.J.and Carmina Jimenez.. "A Study of the Per ormanceon
English and Spanish Editions of the Stanford-Binet Intellionce

411' Test by Spanish-American Children." Jou-nal of Genetic
,.

. 'Psychology. Vol. 85 (1954).. pp. 263-269.

The purpose of the study, was to determine whether Mexican-
American children should be given the Stanford-Binet Intelligence ,

,

Test in Spanish or in English. The study compares the childlen's
scores on the two versions of the test rather than to any pre-
established norms. Ss were 50fourth graders from five different\
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schools. The -hildren were a nistered for.n M of the Stanford-.
Bineu first and then Form L. the examiner was a,bilingual person
and a native speaker of Spanish. 'Four weeks passed betyee6 the
two administrations. .ResultS' showed that the children'performed

better onipthe ,Eng,Nsh version, Th'e authors suggest '

that the reason for the improved performance might be that
English becomes the child's dominant language after grade five;
before hat time English tests are riot valid. Slue perfolmance
on the Stanford-Binet depends, to a large extent, on educatioutand
scholastic.4CLevemen't, it seems likely that Spanish-Americin

. children would rerfOrm better in the language of rormal
instructign: The authors suggests that the-Spanish versi n of the
test be given in a particular region and the results analyzed in a
similar fashion; this is necessary befoi-e effective research in
the area may proceed. (DH) . .

307 Killian, L.R. 7.pgnitive Test P'erf'ormance of Spanish-American

Primary-School Children: A Longitudinal Study. Final Re.port

Kent State Universfty,-Oliio. Washington, National
Center for Educational Research and DevelopMent., No,,mber
1971. 13pp,

(ED o60 156)

.A twenty -six -month follow-ut study was made of 75 Anglo- and
Spiniol.-AmeriCan primary school children who were examined on the
Wechsler Ihtelligence Scale for Children the Illinois Test of
Psycholinguistic Abilities, and the Bender Visual-Motor Gestalt
Test in order to determine thy specific cognitive deficits which
might account for the poor stool performance of Spanish=AmericArf
school elildren. After three years of schooling the cHildren were
found to be d4ficientin verbal cami4ehepsion but have no deficits

N in short-term' memory, arithmetic",eor,p-eceptual organization.
Bilingualism does-notappear'to be as important as ethnic statas.
There is some suprort for treating :Spanish-AmeriCan children as
a single group. If they are to be subdivided, it probably
more important to considet,the whole complex of variables.making

/
up the ethnic class rather than fast bilrigualist. Remedial.%
efforts in the cognitive,m4,:a. withthird ana fourth grade
Spanish- American children should concentrate upon vocabulary,
general information, verbaYanalogies, experience with a wide
range of social situations and their corresponding rules, verbal.
classifying procedures and grammatical form. (RTE)

'308. Killian, L.R. "WISC, Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities,
and Bender Visual - ;Motor Gestalt Verformance of Spanish-
Ame"rican Kindergarten and First Grade School Chiildren."

Jburnal of Consulting and Clinical P.ychciogy.
' (August'.1971). pp.

.,,

EJ 043 081)
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The specific cognitive deficits vinich might account for the
poor school performance of Spanish- American children-are examined.
The results suggest that Spanish - American children are deficient .

on the input side of communicative skills, especially in under-
standing sentences and pictures. Bilingualism does not appear to
be an importajlt variable. (CIJE)

309. Kittell, Xt:E. "Bilingualism and Language: Non1Pnguage Intelligence
Scores of Third-Grade Children." Journal of Educational
Research. Vol. 52 (1959). pp. 263-268.

Ss were 42 bilingual ari 41 unilingual third grader., at an
elementary school in Ben.el-. California. To reduce the.cultural
effe'cts oc%only one ethnic bac -round the bilingual group was
drawn froM all backgrounds (Ch ntse 19%, Japanese and Spanish
16.7% plus twelve other languagt:,). The California Short-Form
test of Mental MaAurity, Pribary, 1953 S Form and the California
Reading Test, Primar.., Form.AA had been given in the third gVde
and supplied d ta regarding the children's chronological and mental
ages, TQ, language and non-langudge mental ageS and reading age.

''The researchers -also used te,Warner's Revised Occ4Pational
Rating Scale to ,rate parents' occupations. COnclus4ons were 1,
Biiingua. children spored lower on the language section of the
California Test of Mental Maturity; 2, Unilingual children scored
higher on the language than on the non-language sections; 3,.

':Unilingual children with parents in the middle occupatoional group
were better in language mental ability than bilingual children with
parents in the middle or lower occupational group;4, Bilingual
..7nildren dill not differ significantly from unilingual children in

mean.reading differences in the language mental age scores on the
mental maturity test; 5, Parents' place of birth, children's sex
and children's chronological age did not account for differences

0,
in language mental maturity'scores; and 6, Bilingual children did
not differ significantly as a group from unilingual cAldren in
total mental age. "Although it was ascertained that language
mental maturity scores were significantly lower for Children with
bilingual environments...this investigation failed-to reveal what

difference this- ight have in achievement in school. (ECK) .

313% Kittell, J.E. "Intelligence Test PerformFnces of Children from
Bilingual-Environments." Elementary School Journal.

Vol. 64' (1959). p. 263-36M' .

311. Koch, Helen L. and Rieta Simmons. "A Study of the TestPerformance
of American% lexican and Negras Children." Psychological

Monographs. Vol. ?;, no. 5. 1926. 116v. Also'contained

in Texas Education Survey Report 1925.

Urea, L. and S.M. Kohut. "A Comparative Study of Monolinuals

and :ilinguals in Verbal Task Performance." Jolirnal of

Clinical Psychology._ VOL 17 (1961). pp. 49-5,2.
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Mahakian, C. "Measuring Intelligence. and Reading Ca:pacity of
Spanish-Speaking Children." Elemer.tar School Journal.-

. Vol. 39 (1939). pp. 760-768.

314. M.:huel, Herschel T. Cooperative Inter-American Tests, 105Q.
Princeton, New Jersey: Educational Testing Service.'
1950. unpaged.

315. Manuel, Herschel T. Spanish and English Editions of the St.nford-
Binet in Relation to the Abilities of Mexican Children.
Austin, Texas: University of Texas. 1935. Cited by L.S.1
Tireman, "f3ilingual Education." Review of Educational* Research.
Vol. 21 (1970). pp. 182-187. 4

316. Mercer, Jane R. Current Retardation Procedures and the Psychological
and Social Implications on the Mexican-American. A Position
Paper. Alburquerque, New Mexico: SouthwesternCooperative
Educational Laboratory., 1970. 40pp.
(ED 052 848)

Examining one California school system, it was determined that
the pupil persovieledepartment's'clini.cal testing procedures
rather than discriminatory referral processes produced a dis-
propottic ate representation of minority group4fildren in
special cation classes. Recommendations: 1, more refined.
scalps ,neee to be developed for as_essing the child's adaptive

behavior outside the school;,2, pluraiistic norms need to be
used in interpreting the meaning of both the IQ and the aclaptive
behavior score for children of Mexican-American heritare. Five
tables and references included. (RIF)

317. 'Mishra, S.P. and J. Hurt, Jr. "The Use of Metropolitan Readiness
Test-Witli Mexican-American Childre,." California.Journal
.of h_.cptional Research. Vol.,21 (1970). PP. 182-187.

318. Mitch01, A.J. 'The Effect of Bilingualism in the Measurement
of Intelligence. Eleme:tary School Journal. Vol. 38 (107).
pp. 29-37.

-.0
The purpose of the study was to determine whether an intelli-

gence test administered in English is a fair estimate of the .

child's int'elligence luotient when the child thinks:in a lanruage
other than English. were 295 ;1,anioh-creaking Mexican children
from Arizona in grad,_s 1-3. They were administered the Oti:,
group Inteliirnce (rrimary examinati,n) on two differ,,nt
6ccasion:;, onre in Eni--1,fth and once in ;:trinih. Compariron of th,
results indicate.-; ,hat :paninh-:3pmakinr, chIldren work under a *

:;erirw handiar. wnen tri2inr: an intellii:enre examinatitn in
EnOish, f-:1;,,ciall:r in their early year:,. Ti, e ,r
the Lftudy ran e apIli,-(1 to other rnildren wo.;e native lanra7-
as not jEngli7,h. rile inferiority in tir re:pflnd

F4



appropriately in an adopted language iskl:ct limited to Mexican
or Spanish- speaking people,but is common to all childrep who
are native speakers of foreign languages. (DH)

319 Morper J. An Investigation off' the''Relationship of Cert in

Predictive Variables and the 'Xcademic Achiewement f

P.panish-American and Anglo Pugils in Junior High School.
unpublished Ph.D Dissertation, Oklahoma State University.
(1966)

(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 27 (1967). p. 14051A.)

320. New .72rk City Board of Education. Puerto Rican Study: Developing_

A Program for Testing Puerto Rican Pupils in New York it

Public Schools. New York: Board of Education.' 1959: 1 3pp

321. New York City Board of Education, Bureau of Educationhl Research:
The Effectiveness of. the Cooperative Inter-AmericanTests of
General Ahllity, Primary Level, Form A, as a Measure,of the
Intellectual Functioning of Spanish-Speaking...Pupils

Enrolled in the Elemegtary Schools. New York:' Board of,

'Zciucation.' ,1954

322'. Oxman, Wendy G. The Effects of Ethnic Identity of Experimenter`,

Language of Experimental Task; and Bilingual vs.,Non-
Bilingual Sc.00l Attendance, on the Verbal Task Performance
of Bilingual Children of Puerto Rican Background. Ph.D.

Dissertation, Fordham University. 1972.

(Dissertation Abstracts International. Vol. 33 (1971)
p. 195A.)

4

The purpose of this,study was to determine whether bilingual
minority group children show avidence'of alienation from non-
bilingual school environment, and whether attendance at a bilingual ,

school would prevent that alienation. Ss were 2;6 fourth and fifth
bilinguals of Puerto Rican background; they attended either a
bilingual school or a non - bilingual school in'the New York City
area. Apaired associate verbal learning taskwas administered
individually to a random sample of 64 Ss in each school, equally
divided as.to grade level and sex; Puerto Ricans and non-Puerto
Ricans administered. the task. Results showedno pignificant
difference in the mean scores of students under any of the
experimentalcondition innon-bilingual schools, and the per-
formance of Ss in bilingtlal schools was not superior.to the
performance of Ss in non-bilingual schools. Therefore, it was

inferred that.bilingual Puerto Rican children were not alienated
from the non-bilingual School environment, and that attendance'at
a fully bilinc7lal school may be a factor in alienation Finally,

thi_? ethni identity'of theexperimenter may reflect distraction
from a verbal task, but not alienation. (DH)

65. 71
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323. Pascale, Pietro J. and Shaena Jakuboric. The Impossible Dream:
A Culturt-Free Test. 1971. 25pp.
(ED 05-4.t17)

A

This study reviewed tA formats and psychometric rationale
of several alleged culture-fair tests. Advantages and disc
advantages of each instrument were examined and implications for
compensatory education were discussed. (RIE)

324. Peal, E. and W.E. Lambert: "The'Relations of Bilingualism to
Intelligence." Psychological Monographs. Volt 76 (1962).
pp. 1-23.1

325. Personke, Carl R., Jr. and OtL. Davis. "Predictive Validity of
English and Spanish Versions of a Readiness Test."
Elementary School Journal. Vol. 70 (November 1969).
pp. 79-85.

The, purpose pf the study was to determine the predictive
validity pf the English and Spanish versions of the. Metropolitan

t. Readiness Tests in relation to current practice in reading
instruction. Ss were 38 Spanish-speaking children in.the first
year of school..in a South Texas city. .Early in the school year,
the Metropolitan Achievement Teists, Form A, were administered in
both English and -Spanish. In'May'of the same year, the Metropolitan
Achievement Tests, Primary I Battery, Form B (1959) were administered
in English. Coefficients of correlation between scores of the
English and Spanish Metropolitan- Reading Tests and selected scores

..on the Metropolitan Achievement Tests were determined. Findings
indicate that the Metropolitan Readiness Tests are useful in
'predicting certain reading related achievements for Spanish-

. sneaking children; administration in English'does not seem to show ,

test bias. The Spanish editionof the Metropolitan Readiness,Test
did result on,e-good.preditor, Copying, but the subtest of
the Metropolitan Readiness Test administered in English which best
.predicted school -achievement was the Alphabet subtett. The authors
note that it i not enough for a test to be a valid predictor if

:
. it predicts failure for a large number of children. .(ECK)

326. Philippus, K.J. Test Prediction of School Success of Bilingual
Hirano- American Children. Colorado: Denver Department rf
Health and hospitals. 1967. '

(ED 036 577)

Tinty bilingual Hispanoamerican students between the ages of
eight.and thirteen were given verbal and non-verbal intelligence
tests which \were then correlated with overall school grade point
average.. Non-verbal tests resulted in .higher correlations; the.
RaVen Coloured Progressive Matrices appeared to be the best
predictor of schboa successes of these children. Following these
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results, it was hypothesized that peAceptual-motor skill's were
used by these children in some way to.accomplishvei,bal
The author suggest ,that Spanish-speaking P4ople should not..be.

- evaluated primarily wititests depending on verbal skills. (ECK)

32r, Pintner, R. "The Influence of Language Background on Intelligence .

Tests." Journal of Social Psychology. Vol. 3 (1932).
pp. 235-2140:-

328.' Pintner, R. and G.,Arsenian. ','The Relation of Bilingualism to

Verbal Intelligence and to'School Adjustment." Journal
of Educational Research. Vol. 31 (1937).

y

pp 255773.-

This study was concerned with the relationship of bilingualism
to verbal intelligence and school adjust/tent of 469 American-born
Jewish children in sixth and seventh grades in Brooklyn, New York.
The Hoffman Bilingual Schedule was used to measure the extent of
bilingualism and the Pintner Intelligence Test was used toeasure
intelligence; the Pupil Portraits Test, Form A, was used to measure
,school adjustment. The Pearson Product - Moment correlation

. `Coefficients between the tests showed no significant statistical
difference. It was concluded that for this population, bilingualism
bore no relation to verbal intelligence and school adjustment. (ECK)

329. Rankin, Q.J. and R.W. Henderson. _Standardized Tests and the
Disadvantaged. Research Report from the Arizona Center for
Early Childhood Education. November 1969.
(ED 034 594)

The ptrpose of the-study was to evaluate the reliability of
the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence when the
Ss are from a disadvantaged group. Ss were 25 male and 24 female
5 1/" ,,ar old poor Mexican-. mericans. The test was shown to
be 1- ly reliable for this sample but comparison with an
Angi merican standardization group shows that the Mexican-Amri-
leans were beim./ the norm in all subtests, especially the verbal,

information and similaritiet sections. This eitidence shows that
the Wechsler test was reliable.even for .children with a limited .

ability ih English; he authors suggegt that a culture-free test
might not be required to iredict skills, and that tests.sampling
existing knOwn factors be used to predict within groups Norms

should be established fr the group that is being tested (ECK)

330. Rice, J.P., Jr. "Education of Subcultural Groups." Schooll%nd
Society. Vol. 92 (1964): pp. 360-362.

This article discusses intelligence testing, and includes
a very brief survey of the literature'on "culturally loaded"
neas:ures wof intelligence. The author suggests compensatory

6 programs for the slower learners, TESOL programs for the non -.y

native speaker of English and encourages the development of n
instruments for testing bilingual studen ,ts. (DH)
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331. Roca, Pablo. Construction of a General Group Te.;t. for Puerto
Rica Students in 'the Elementary and Secondary` Schools.
August 1'162.

(ED 002 770),

This study attemptd to develop a group test of general
ability which will accurately assess the intellectual capacities-
of elementary and secondary-students in the Puerto Rican schools.
The objectives were: .1;, to determine what common intellectual
tasks indicate mental ability in Spanish speaking Puerto Rican
and other English speaking Aien.= children;' and 2, to ascertain
what cultural differences influence intelligence test scores
to distort results in-favor of or against Spanish speaking
Puerto Rican children% The first step was assurvey and analysis
of published tests of intelligence and of the literature in the
field to ascertain the common factors generally included in tests
of intelligence, A pool of test items measuring different
abilities at different grade leyels was prepared. These items
were tried out for validity and reliability, and some were selected
for construction of a provisional scale. A second item sample
included a% least 500 children from primary, intermediate and
advanced levels selected on the basis: of normal age and average
achievement for the grade. The schools were selected at random
from the fodr geographical regions in Puerto Rico. A balanced
selection of boys and girls from small, medium and large communities
was used. In view of the results'obtained by comparing-the per-
formance of Puerto Rican children in New York schools and the
children in Puerto Rico,.there were significant differences. in favor
of the latter at all three levels of the experimental edition of the
test. it is considered advisable to make another comparison using
the final edition of the test with a more representative sample from
New York.

This document includes a complete-copy of the Test Tuerto-
rriqueflo de habilidad &eneral. (RIE)

332. 'Roca, P. "PrOblems of Adapting intelligence Scale:, from One
Culture to Another." -High School Journal, Vol. 38(1955).
PP. 124-131. A

Deals with the problem of the-translation and adapting
for use of schools in Puerto Rico of the following intelligence

tests: 'Wechsler.jntelligence Scale, Stanford-Binet and the
Goodenough Intflligenceiest. (RIE)

333. Roca,.Pablo,-i Research Report: Construction of a General Ability
Group Test for Puerto Rican Students in the,Elementary and
Secondary Schools. University of Puerto Ri6o: Rio Piedras,
Puerto Rico. August 1960.

334. Rosen, Fame/a and Eleanor V. Horne. Tests for :',inish-',7,reak,ini;
Children: An Annotated Bjbliogrvh.y. Irinceton, New Jerney:
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Educational Testing Service. 1971. llpp.

(ED 056 084)

Lists available instruments for Measuring intelligence,
personality, ability and achievement.' Excluded are culture-free
or -fair and non-language tests, tests in English with norms for
Spanish - speakers, and tests that have merely been transltated from
English to Spanish. Annotation lists purpose of the test and the
groups for which it is intended; test subdivisions or tested
skills, behaviors, or. -competencies; administration; scoring;
interpretation, and standardization. .(Proyecto Leer Bulletin)

`335. Saer, D.J. "An Inquiry into the Effect of Bilingualism upon.
the Intelligence of Young Child'ren." Journal of Experimental
Pedagogy. Vol. 6 (1922). pp. 232-240; 266 -274.

336. Pgnchez, George I. "Bilingualism and Mental Meas'ures: A Word
of Caution." Journal of Applied Psychology. Vol. 18
(1934). pp. 765-772.

This article is of historical,importance in that the author's,
purpose was to warn educatoft against tfte misuse and misinterpreta-
tion of tandardized tests of intelligence. He points out that
any such test is valid only to the extent that the items are as
common to the child being tested as they were_tO the children
upon whom the norms wex'e sivould be, obvious that the
IfstandardizedIt test cannot be valid for the bilingual child or
for the sociallydisadyantaged child.' In 19344Sancher declared
that the instant application of the classificati4pri "moron".to
a native Spanish-speaking child whoscored 70 onan IQ test is
LA more than a misapplication of the t9st;,it beeomps'an indict-

ment of theSe people. The author tested a group of bilj.ngual
second-graders and found the median IQ to be 72. -He assumed that -

the low scores were due to insufficient work on langua..ge.skiTis by
the school; he offered remedial instruction in language and
language arts Over a two year per.iod. After the instruction, the

median IQ was "raised" ta 100,.or norMal. Sgnchez concludes with

a discussion of the perhaps unintended prejudice And the school's
responsibility to be aware of the dangers (and to avoid them.)
The next step is a compensatory prOgram to make up for the language,
disciplinary and ntbrmational deficiencies of the children, to
furnish those experiences which will make standardized Measures
as valid for them as they were for the children in the original
sample. (DH)'

337. Sanchez, George T.
Repeated Tests
(March 102).

In this study,

"Scores of Spanish-Speaking Children on
."- Journal of Genetic Psychology. Vol. )40

pp. 223-231.

the Stanford Achievement` Test (Primary and
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)38 Seidl, J.C. The Effect of Bilingualism on the Measurement of
Intelligence. -Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Fordham
University. 1937

339 Spanish Translations-of Intelligence Tests. Bureau of Educational,
''Research, Division of Tests and Measurements, Board of

Education of the City of New York, 1951 (Manuscript).

Advanced) and the Haggerty Intelligence Test were administered to
the same group of 45 Spanish-speaking children in grades 3-8
four times over a period of 18 months from December 1928 to
April 1930 with the intent of measuring the differences in.the
repeated tests. The author notes several points which must be
considered in evaluating scores of Spanish-speaking children so
the results will be valid. 'Significant gains occurred with

repeated testings, andthe gains varied by age, grade and rel-
ative brightness of the children. Thd relationof language
ability (shown b3 reading, tests) to bpth mental and educational
tests can also vaQi.results. (ECK)

11C.

0

The purpose of tais project was to translate theSe three
intelligence tegt. .se with Puerto Rican children attending
New York City- ,schools: the Otis Quick Scoring Alpha Test, Form
A, the California Intelligence Test, Non Language Sect:on,
Elementaky Form; and thsSRA, non Verbal Test. The members of the
research project concluded that the translation of the test "has
not completely eliminated the effect of cultural factors which
operate to depress-the scares of Spanish-speaking pupils." (DH)

340. Spence, A.4., S.P. Mishra and S. Ghoseil. "Home Language and
PerformaRce on Standardized Tests." Elementary School
Journal. Vol. 71 (1971) pp. 309-313

341. Stablein, J.E., D.S. Willey,-and C.W. Thomson. "An Evaluation
of the Davis Eels (6ulture Fair). Test Using Spanish and
Anglo-American Children." Journal of, Educational Sociology.
Vol. 35 (1961). pp. 73-78.

-The purpose of this study was to determine if the Davis
Eels Test ofGeneral Intelligence or Problem Solving (')ET)
is a culture-fair test, as its developers claim. The DET, the
Metropolitan Achievement Test Battery, the Primary Mental Abilities
Test and a 50 word vocabulary test were,administered to 83 Anglo-

American and 127 Spanish-American children in grades 2-5 in a

southern New Mexico public school. The mean scores of the two
groups differed significantly on these four measures as well as
on the Sims Socko-economic Scorn Card. The comparison of test
results shows that the DET did not produce scores any less
divergent beloveen the two cultural groups than other measures
which were supposedly lss culture-fair. '(ECK)
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342 Stoval, Franklin L. A Study of Scaled Scores with Special
Reference to Inter-American Tests. Unpublished Ph.D.
Dissertation, University of Texas. 1945.

343 Swanson, Elinor and.Richard R. DeBlassie, "Interpreter Effects
on the WISC Performance of First GrAde Mexican-American
Children." Measurement ada.Evaluation in Guidance.
4:3 (October 1971).' pp. 172-175.
(EJ 046 379)

First grade rural Mexican-American children were tested to
determj.ne whether the use of a'bilingual interpreter would
signifitantly influence their Verbe., Performance and-Total IQ
scores. Results - indicate no significant differences. (CIJF.

344. Talerico, Marguerite and Fred Brown. "Intelligence Test
Patterns of Puerto Rican Children Seen in Child Psychiatry."
The Journal of Social Psychology. Vol. 61 (October 1963).
RP. 57-66.

345. "The 'test ban' in New York City Schools. " Phi Delta Kappan.
,46. 1964. pp. 105-110.

346. Thomas, A:, M.E. Hertzig;.I. Dryman and P. Fernandez. "Examiner
Effect in IQ Testing of Puerto Rican Working-Class Children."
American Journal of Orthopsychiatry. Vol. 41 (October 1971).
pp. 809-821.
(EC 04 0824).

Examined were test reliability and examiner problems in
which the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children scores of
school-age Puerto Rican children were markedly affected by
differences in examiner style between two examiners who were
equivalent as to sex, ethnicity, fluency in Spanish and English
and clinical experience. Higher performance level occurred with
examiner behavior that 'encouraged active participation, verbal-
ization end repeated effort' on the cAild!s part. (EC)

347.. Tireman, L.S. "Results of Group Tests Gived in the Original
. Survey of an dose School."' University of New Mexico
Bulletin, Training School Series. Albuque jue. Vol. 1,.
no. 2. 1931.

348. Upshur, J.A. "Cross-Cultural Testing: What to Tex.ft." Language
Learning. 16:3 and 4 (1966). pp. 183- 9;.

.Given the need for cultural orientation programs, wp must
also have available test instruments and procedlres which will
supply reliable and valid measures of an individual's " cultura]'
awaret}ess." Upshur discusses Seelye's work in the field of
cross - cultural' testing, and goes further to suggP7L that the.test
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items should include not only observable behavior patterns but
also the intended meanings of behavior which are understood by
th4 members of thetarget culture. The author then provides
a sample of the "urmerse of situations" such a test might
include, and points out tfie kinds of difficulties the examiner
might encounter. (DH)

so

349 Vincenty, Nestor 1. Racia0 Differences in Intelligence as
Measured by Pictorial Group Tests with Special Reference to
Puerto Rico and the United States. Unpublished Ph.D.
Dissertation,, Harvard University. 1929.

350. Walsh, John F., and others. "Performance of Negro and Puerto
Rican Head Start Children on the Vane Kindergarten Test."
Psychology in the Schools. 8:4 (October 1971). pp. 375-385.
(EJ 048 092)

The data of the present study supplement those given by Vane
and also provide a context in which to assess the differential
abilities of Negro and Puerto Rican Head Start children on verbal -
and performance tasks. (Also tried to determine whether there
are different patterns as a consequence of age-and sex).

."Puerto Rican boys generally 'score higher-than Negro boys-on
the two performance-subtests, as well as on the full scale, but
score lower on vocabulary." Puerto Rican and Negro girls follow
a similar pattern of performance, but the magnitude of the
difference is considerably less. (DH)

351. Walsh, John F. and Rita D'Angelo. 'iQ's of Puerto Rican Head.
, Start Children on the Vane Kindergarten Test." 'Journal

of School Psychology. 9:2 (1971). pp. 173 -176'.

(EJ 045 253)

Comparison between Vane's standardization sample and the
Puerto RicaA group yielded no significant differences in full
scaly scores. On the Voctl,pulary subtest, Puerto Rican subjects
earned lower'mean scores; onthe non-verbal subtests, they
scored higher than the normative group. (CIJE)

352. Zirkel, Perry Alan and John F. Greene. The Academic Achievement of
Spanish-Sp,-akin c Firt Graders in Connecticut. Connecticut
State Department rf' Education, Bureau of Compensatory and
Community Ed7tional Services. April 1971. 8pp.
(ED 054 275)

Study spught to demonst-ate that dericiencies shown by
Parrto Rican chillren in rbal ability and academic achiev'ement
mid-it not exi-t ir i nit ill instruction and to .;t were in :Tanish.
The Tnter-American T:,t of 'Ien^ral Ability was administered by the
.:amp' examiner in :'panish and then in The Puerto
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Ricans scored significantly higher than all groups in the Coleman
study. The subjects scored much higher on the Spanish form than
on the English form. (RIE)

353. Zirkel, Perry Alan. "Spanish-Speaking Students and Standardized.
Tests." Urban Review. Vol. 5 (June44972). pp. 32-40.
(EJ 060 936)

This is a review of the research done regafding linguistic,
cultural and psychological difficulties encountered by Spanish-
speaking children when they are administered standardized
intelligence and achievement tests. Conclusions of many studies
are discussed and some general conclusions are given, i.e. there
is a need to develop new measurements of IQ that utilize the

-language, :Ind cultural background of Spanish-speaking children;

achievement tests.that depend on English language skills generally
result in poor performance; the ethnic backgroundltf the test
administrator has some bearing on the results of both IQ and
achievement tests. (ECK)
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D. Lgognitive Development and the Bilingual Chitd

354 Barclay, Lisa and Frances Kurcz. Comparative Efficacies of
Enelish,Spanish and Bilingual Cognitive Verbal Instruction.
19o9. 309pp.

(ED 030.473)

Reports results of an experiment conducted with Mexican-
American;Head Start children in California in 1967. Three
approaches were used: 1, structured English training program;
2, Spanish used as language of instruction; and 3, English used

ias language of nstruction; together with a control group
receiving usual preschool art and music activities. Results
showed no significant differences between the groups but
allowed that extraneous factors could have invalidated the
experiment.` Though this experiment ended in.failure,
much background material is presented in the introduction. (RIE)

355.. Caavantes, Edward J. Variables Which Tend to Affect (Impede or
Retard) Learning of the Mexican American. Student in American
Education. "A Position Paper. ,Albuquerque, New Mexico:
Southwestern Cooperative Educational Laboratory. August 1970.
15pp.

(ED 060 990)

An interdisciplinary research study is suggested' following a
review of the more significant studies that have been attempted
to explain the degree of educational retardation of the Mexican
American as related to such factors as life stresses and learning %
styles. This study would be a combination of survey research'and
research for hypothesis testing yherein a random Sample of the
total Mexican American populatioi would be used. It is noted
that such a study would provide large quantities 9: data on
sociologic, -family education, cognitive, and personality funCtioning
and would assess the co-variation and 4nfluence of each* of these
variables on each of the other variables. (RIE)

356. Chandler, J.T. and J. Plakos. Spanish-Speaking Pupils,Classified
as Educable Mentally Retarded. -Sacramento: California
State Department of Education. 1969%

4
357. Cohen,°S. Alan. "Some Learning Disabilities of Socially Disadvantaged

Puerto Rican and rlegro'.Children." Academic.Tfierapy Quarterly.
2. (Fall 1960. pp. 37-41, 52.

This paper describes some of the learning disabilities and
patterns that are commln in lower-class Puerto Rican and Ilack
children. The authol's work. with slum children has Fonvinced
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that "cultural deprivation" incl'ides many behaviors which can be
seen in dyslexia, SLD and perceptual dysfunction. He suggestF thr.t
schools stop labelling these children, begin to anticipate tlioir
difficulties and teach to the behaviors in the disability vndrome.

Ss were 1.721 third graders (489 Puerto Ricans, 626 Blacks,
and 489 Whites, Others). Data were obtained from '.1arianr,'.

Frostig's Developmental Test of'Visual Perception, the Penton
Visual Retention Test, the WISC, and observations. Ss had a
higher incidence of perceptual dysfunction than test norms
predict. According to this study, poor visual discrimination of
letters, poor visual memory of unknown words, poor recognition of

'known words., and letter reversals (p-b-d-q) were common among
, these socially disadvantaged children. (DH)

3511! Diebold, A.Ricfrard: The Consequences of-Early Bilingualism on
Cognitive Developmentnnd Personality Formationy 1966. 32pp.
(ED 020 491)

Compound bilingualism tends to result yhen,the two languages
are acquiredLin a speech community offering the child equal and
simultaneous exposure to both awl where the functions of both are
minimally differentiated. Mcre typically one of the languages
is sociologically' dominant and the social functions of each is
different. When bilinguals are studied kri context where their
bilingual/bicultural ba*grouds do not automatically assign them
to lower status within the mo;:olngual community, it can be shown
that bilingualism,is,asociathd with and may facilitate
significantly dsuperior performances on both verbal andnon-verbal
tests of intelligence. Cases of bilingual psychopathology can
be traced tc a-crisis in social'and personal identity engendered
by antagonistic acculturative pressures directed on a bicultural '
community by a sociologicallir monolingual society. .(RIE)

39. Dyer Frederick N. "Color-Naming Interference' in Monolinguals
.and Bilinguals."',Journal of Verbal- Learning and Verbal
Behavior. 10:3 (June 1971). .pp. 297-302.
(EJ O-42 845)

360. FeldMan, Carol and Micliael Shen 'Some Language-Related Cognitive
Advantages of Bilingual6Fin-Year-Olds. -1969. 27pp.
(ED 031 307) m t

Ss in this study were 15 bilingual students of Mexican
origin and 15 monolinguil students; half the monolingual group
was Black and half was of Mexican origin: All in the same
neighborhood and attended the same dead Start program. Ss were
given three types of,tasks. It way found that'bilinguls, although
better at .using names in relational statements, were not better
than monolinguals in the use of common names alone or nonsense
names alone. Bilingual Ss- performed consistently better than
m nolinguals where non-verbal poirlting reSponses were required
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es.

but not where spoken responses were required.. It was
,

suggeSted that having a notions of meaning as afpnction of use
facilitates acquisition of the ability of zollhg children to use
labels in' sentences. (RIE) t 1:

361. Hertzig, M.i., H.G. Birch and A. Thomas. "Class and Ethnic
Differences in'thesResponsiveness of.PrescnoolpChildren to
Cognitive Demands." Monograpbs, of .the Siedety for Research
in Child Development..`Vol. 33 (11,68), .p. 1-69.

The findings demonstrate clearly that, in the preschool years
native American middl-clas', and 'u'erto Rican wockirie-class.

-

chire-en differ from eac,% other in the behaviors/ styles with
which they respond to demands for cognitiie functioning. These
differences include, the proportion of responses that are work
responses; 2, the tendency to make work responses.after an
initial riot -work response; 3, the proportion. verbally expressed .

responses; 4, the style of making not-work respones"; 5, the kinds
4ttof verbalization that accompany not-work responses; 6, the

tendency to make spontaneous extensioqg; 7, the frequency with
which such,spontEineous extensions are verbally expressed; and
8, the degree t4 whic4work*responses are made verbal and nonver-
bal cognitive tasks, respectively. "Each of these differencep
in stile was sustained when IQ :was at comparable levels in the.
two groups, as well as when the ordinl positions.of the children
were controlled-for. They thus appear to be stylistic differences
characteristid of the different social groupings and not artifacts
'of IQ differences or of differences in birth order." (PA8AR)

362. Jacobs, John .V. and M. Pierce. Bilingualism and Creativity.
1966. 6pp.
(ED 021 .848) .

This study attempted to,determLne whpther or not there is a
relationship betwqen creativity, or divergent thinking'and
bilingualism in fifth and sixth. grade students. To assess the
Itr-gree of bilingualism the Adapted HoffMan Bilingual Schedule
was used. Two tests yere administered. The bilinguhI students
scared higher on the.non-verbal Uses test and slight:ly,lover orl the
Word. Meanings test than did the Monolingual students, Using
the combined score,.the biliriguals were generally higher, or
More creative. (RIE)

363. J,nsen. A.R. "Learning Abilities in Mexican-American and, Angio- .

AMerican Children." California Journal of Educational Research.
Vol. 12, (1961). pp. 141.-159.
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364. Karadnes, Mark. A Combari;;oll of Differences in Achievement
v. and Lear-ling Abilities between Anglo and Mexican-American

Children When the Two Grcups are Equated by Intelligence.
\Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation:University of Virgin=
1971.

(Dissg17ation 1.,stracts International. Vol. 32 (1971-197R).
4422A-4423A.)

This study was designed to determine if differences in learn-
ing abilit' ,xist between Anglo,and Mexican American male

?
.kindergWer, vnildren, and how those differences relate to
`intellig4nQe;and academic achi,..vemnt. Ss were 9C children
(45. Anglo, 45 Mexidan-American) who attended public elementary

.school in Santa Monica, California. School psychologiststadmin-,
istered ehe StatArd,Binet Intelligence Tet and the Wide Range
Achievement'Test (WRAT) to all Ss; th, Meeker Proffleyas used to
measure lear=ning abilities. Findings indicate that ac.ievement ,./

was affected by Ahnicity and intelligence, and that Yearning
alA2ities were not influenced bY either ethnicity or intelligence.
.(DH) ,.

365. Kau1P7an, Maurice. The Effect of InstructioL in Reading Spanish
on beading ilit,y in English'of'6panish- Speaking.
Retarded Readers. Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, New York
Ugiversity. 1966. '

(Dissertation AlNtraets. Vol 28. TY. 1299A.)
- .

366. Killiln, L.R. Cognitive Test Performance of Spanish-American
Primary School Children,: A Lonkitudina2 Study. Final Report
Kent State University; Ohio Washiligton, D.C.: National
Center for EduCational Research and Development. November
(ED 060 176): .

A twenty- six - month follovi-up study was made .of 75 Anglo-

and Spanish.-American primary school children whc wer@ examiff6d on
the Wechsler Intelligent, ,cale for Children, the Test
of PsychOlinguistic Abilities, and the Bender VizualMotor
Geqtalt*Testein order to determine the specific cognitive deficits

-which might agcount for the poor schodi per-formance of Spanish-
American school children., After three years of schooling the
children were found t6 be deficient in verbal comprehension but
have na defic.its in short-term memory, arithmetic, or perceptual

organization. Bilingual,ism does not appeai- to be as important
--as_ethnic status. aoMe_sup_p_ort_for treating :',panish4.
'Americans children as a,singl, group. If they are to be :cub -

divided, it is prObably myr import'irt to con5idei the whole
Complex of variables making up the ethnic ulass rather than just,
bilingualism. ieme'dial efforts in the cognitive area with
`third and fourth grade Spanish-American children should concentrate
on vocabulary; general information, verbal analogi0.1, expsrine
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with a wide range of, social situations and their corresponding
rules, verbal classifying pr)cedure-, and grahMatical form. (RTE)

367. Killian, L.R. "WISC,'Illinoi:) Test of Psycholinguistie Abilities,
and Bender Visual-Motor Gestalt Test Performance of
Spanish-American Kindergarten and First Gi;ade Sdool.
Children." Journal of Consulting anclClinical'Psychologx.
37: 1 (August 1971). pp. 38-43.
(EJ 043 081)

The speciric .pognI.tive deficits which might adcount for the
or school perforlance of Spanish-American schoolchildren were

examined. 43The res4ts suggest that Span0h-American children-
are deficient on the input side of communicative skills,°especially

. in understanding sentences and pictures., bifingualsm does not. '

)/ -appear to ie an important variable., "(CriT)

368. Kintsch, Walter. "Tnterlingual Interference'and.Memory
Processes.' Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior.

,Vol.8 (1969). pp. 16-19.
V

069. Knight,.James. A Laboratory Study of the,Reading Habits of
Spanish-Speaklng Children. Ph.D. Dissertation, University
of Texas. 1931.

.

370. ,Lambert, W.E. and J.,Macnamara. "Some Cognitive COnsequpnces
of Following a First-Grade Curriculum in A Second Language:".
Journal of Educational Psychology. 60:2 (April 196'9).
;T776 -9s.

Presents results of a community-sponsored project to develop
skill in a second language (French) by using it as the E!oles
medium for instruction for lupils,whose native language is
English. The experimental class is compared with both English
and French control elapses and their relative standing ,in audio-
lingualand reading skilts.in both languages, in maithematics, in
sensitivity to novel phonemic sequences, end in measured
intelligence the end of the year. Although the results, in
general, reveal a striking progress i French and cohsiderabl-
transfer to English skills, the real valueof the study wil.,. be
evident only after areplication,with other first-grade experi-
mental classes and a follow-up with the same students who ar'e
currently continuity; the experience into:.their second and third,
year6. .(author)

371.' Landrj, Richard G, Bilincualism and Creative Abilities. 1968. lOpp.
(ED 039 602)

Tn this study, an attempt was 'made to :Amine the
thit experience with two language during .'lildhood rent0
'meaningfully to later verbal creative fune'ioning. Findings



included: 1, no sir4fcant ,difference's betwecn bilingual and
monolingal groups on the second grade level in fluency or

. flexibility on 'verbna and figural measures or creativity;
and 2, at the fourth trade level, significant differences between
-the linguistic groups developed but not between the sexes.
The bilingual experience in childhood was felt to reatilt in
subsequent greater development of potential creativity. (RTE)

e

37').% Liedtke, W.W. Linear Mear'

Monolingual Children
of Alberta, Edmonton.

rement,,ConcePts of Bilingual and
Unpublished M.A. thesis, The University
1968

' "373. Tiectke, W.W. and L.D. Nelson. Bilingualism and Conservation.
1968. 8pp.

(E') 00 110)

Study attempts to use the Piagetian-type obse4atiods as
6.2sssment .of intellectual capacities and to determine whether
learning a second language at'an early age has beneficial or
'detrimental effects on cognitive functioni,ng. A'test dealing
with conservation (awareness Of Lnyariance) and measurement of
length was constructed dewing with the'fpllowing topics:
recongltructing relations of distave, conservation of length,
conservation of length with change of positon, conservation of
length with distortion of shape, measurement of-length and sub-

,dividinX a straight line. The result of this study'veMs to be
in agreement with real and Lambert's finding that bilingualism has -

favorable effeCts on intellectual function. (RTE)

314. Liedtke, W.W. and, L.D. gelton. "Concept Formation and
Bilingualism." Alberta Journal of Educational Research..
Vol. 14, 'no. 4 (December 1968). pp. 225-232.

The purpose of thiA study was to measure the effects of
bilingualism on mental development of'youfig children. The
instrument used was a Concepts of Linear Measurements Test with
items similar-to those devised by Jean Piaget. k.r_;r, were grade one

students, 50 monolinguals and 50 bilinguals; each group had c

an equal number of boys'and girls. R6suAs of the test seemed to
. .

t10 that the linguistic and cultural Pxpprience of the bilirguale)
:,17 >0e ls up the normal process of soine parts of mental ciLve.loprient.

e were indicatiOns that bilingual zituctents-reach the state
of conerete'opera'ions befOre monolinguals tio. the authors note..

thc.t thee findinrs have treat implicationn for thachers and' ..'
.

administratar:i of the (EctO . ,
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375. Valiqkidn, C. "mc ...tiring TntPllirence
-
and F.,-ading Cnpacity Of '. .,

a Spanish-Cpeakinr Chidrpn." Elementary Cchoml Journal. Vol. 'i9.
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Massad, C.E.; K. Yamamoto, and 0.L. Davis, Jr. "Stimulus Modes
and Language Media."' Psychology in the Schools. Vol. 7
(1970). pp. 38-42. .

.This exveriment was devised to determine V* veluaissuiruli
produce a greater proportiOn Of"sense-impressions than pictorial
stimuli across two languages. Ss were,11 English-Spanish bilinguals,'
all of whom had finished the second year of college; this group
was chosen because they were most likely to have equal- proficiency,
in both languages. Ss were shown line drawings and English and,
tpanish printed words and were asked to respond an equal number
of times in both languages. Conclusions are tentative because
'of the small size of the sample, but the data seem tr., indicate
that words evoke more sensory reactions than pictures and Spanish
evoked more sense impressions than English. 'The authors conclude
with suggestions for further research. (ECK)

377. Peck, L. and A.M. Hodges. "A Study r Racial Differences in
.Eidetic Imagery of'Preschool Children." Journal of Genetic'
Psychology. Vols: 50-51 (September 1937).. pp. 141-161.

378, Rapier, d."Effects of Verbal Medition upon Learning of Mexican
American Children." California Journal of Educational
Research: .Vol. 18 (1967): pp. 140-1;s.

.

,The study is an investigation into the role of verbal
responses. as beha,ioral controls in Mexidan-American children. Two
questions were proposed: 1, Is the Mexican-kaerican child
deficient in the use of verbal mediation procetses to facilitate
his learning?; and 2, Can Mdxican-American children profit from,
training in the -use of verbal mediating cues?. To answer the
first questibn, 20 Average and 20 Dull Mexican- and Angao-
Americans were selected from the third graders Of four elementary
school districts in Califdrnia; to answer the second qUesion, the
numbers were the same but the children were fourth graders, The '
first experiment used followed the reversal and nonrevero)1 shift
design suggested by Kendler (1962) which involved disCrimination
between stimuli that differed in and color. The second.
experiment studied the effects of supplyfhg the necessary mediating
links on paired- associates 'learning. The first experiment supported,
Kendler's finding thairolderpchil4ren make more`frequent use of
mediatint glues to'fac-ilib'ELte their_ learning. The second experiment
shows that MexicanTAiericans will profit croth the opportnity to
u: O,? verbal mediors, whichsuggesY's that their learning
may be_due toil_ lack cif

, 0.7
--' 379. Rodriguez, J.A. "Are Bilingtal Children Ahle to Thipk.b0,Either

LangUagil with Facility and Accuracy.?" Bulletin of the
Department of Elementary Principals. Vol, 10 (January

. 1 911 I. nr,. OR-1 ni
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380. Smith, Frank. "Bilingualism and Mental Development." British
Jollinal of Psychology. Vol. 13,(1921-1923). pp.271-282.

381. Stern, Carolyn and Diane Ruble. Teacning New Concepts to Nan-
%English Speaking Preschoo Children. California University,',
Los Angeles. Wishingten, D.C.: Office of Economic Opportunity;
Office- of Education Cooperative Research-Poram. April

1970. 36pp.

(51) 054 903)

Fifteen Meiican American children from four Headstart
..classes participated in thiS study, which tested three

hypotheses: 1, that children whose filfst language is Spanish and
who.. are instructed in Spanish will require significantly fewer

trials to learn a new concept than childrem,infltructed either
in English or bilingually; 2, that children receiving the first
set of new concepts in Englishwill learna second instance of the
new concept taught in English more readily than'children who
were taught the first use of the c oncept in Spanish; an d 3, that

'0 on a Spanish langhage criterion test, children taught concepts in

English will do as well as children taught those concepts in
Opahish or bilingually. The' procedure ipcluded pretesting with
the 0ooden.,ugh Draw-a-Man Test and-the Expressive Vocabulary
Inventory in both English and Spanish; the instructional program;
a criterion test in the appropriate language using a series of
booklets developed to .teach the conceptual task which was designed
to test. the hypotheses; and aposttest. Study results rejected
hypotheses 1 and 2, while hypothesis 3 cuuld not be rejected.

Jappendix contains lessons used in the instrt_tioaal program.
113IE)

382. Thomas, Alexander. Retardation in Intellectual Development of
',Lower-Class Puerto Rican Children in New York City.
New York: Department of Psychiatry., New York University,

.
,

(ED 017 591) t , -

The objectives off' this study were /, to identify any patterns
of behavioral and° intellectual function which appear to be ,

detrimental to optimal learning and deVelopment; 2, to identify
inter- an'l extra-familial influences which produce the aboye .

patterns; and 3, to identify favorable patterns. which can be. used.
to prevent or retedy the situation.- The Ss were two groups
of Puerto Rican.cheldren in' New York City: 95 in one groupWhich

.

-wee- followed from infane-y-,--and-155 in the other-group'which

consisted of their older siblings. For comparative purposes, two
groups of'advantaged White children were also tested. All children ,

between the. ages. of 6 and lei were adAinist6red the WISC; those
children between, the ages of 15-17 were administered the WATS.
Analysis of the data was not complete, as tt)iswas an interim

a
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report.' However, the following conclusions are pr--,,rtedi.
1, the population of Puerto Rican children tested was retarded -

in pchocl achievement; 2, the findings do not show a decrement of
IQ level between'pre-school and school ages, indicating 'hat the
retardation in intellectual achievement is not a -result of cultural
depriva ion; 3, language development is not retarded by 13i1ingualism;
an 4, other factors must be respOnsible, e.g. poor schooling,
inappropriate teaching methods. The author noted that some.
factas in the.home,environment may also be at fault, alt any
suchconclusions must be withheld pending complete analyss9f
the findings. (DH)

383. fiucker, 1.R. and others. Cognitive and Attitudinal- Consequences
of Following the Curricula of the First Four.Grades in a .-
Second Language. McGill University, Montreal, Quebec.
February-1971. 78pp. -4 ,' -.

(D 055 485)

384. . Wolk, Elsie. "Reading Disabilities of Children Learning English
'as.a -Second Languages." Elementary English,. Vol. 49,
no. 3 (March 1972). \pp. 1110-416.
(ED- 456 673)

Tbis article reports the results of a special study to
determine le specific problems .of Puerto Rican children learning.
to' read. Over one hundred coordinators of ESL programs reported
on the reading habits of one child as observed through one year.
The article describes specific Problems encountered by the children,
such as mispronunciation and problems in comprehension. It coh-
'cludes with many procedures that 'should be 'useful in helping these
children, learn to read. (ECK)

82 86 .
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E. Measures of Seff=Concept and Socialization in Bilingual Children

Puerto Ricans
4

385. Adams, John V. and Wallace K. Ewing. A Stud of Student Attitudes
Toward English as a Second Language in Puerto Rico:. (1971).

58PP-

(ED.457 695)

The result:: of a questionnaire designed to investigate
Puerta Rican students' attitudes toward learning English show
that there is a predominantly positive attitude toward Erigfish-

g as-a-second-language in the Puerto Rican town studied in this
survey. The questionnaires solicit information from students in
grades five through eight concerning personal data, students'
contact with English, amount of English used, parental attitudes,
and student attitude toward learning English. The shortcomings
of Puerto Rico's standardized English curriculum may result from.
inappropriate teaching methods rather than from a negative 1

attitude on the part of the students. The students ma.;,.. be

receiving too much language mater_al in too little time without
reinforcing what is learned in class through use outside of
class._ English might be better taught as a foreign language.
English and Spanish versionrof the questionnaires are provided
alonr,with graphs illustrating the results of this survey. (RIE)

386. Betances, Samuel. "Puerto Rican Youth: Race and the Search
foe identity." The Rican: No. 1 (Fall 1971). pp.4-13.

387. Blourock, Barbara. "Aspire in the Junior High School." High

Points. (February 1966). pp. 53-55.

388. Capone, Thomas A. Interaction of Selected Needs and Perceived
Peer Orientation to Education as Related to Aeadelii.
Proficiency in Aspire Students. Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation,

Fordham University. 1969.

(Dissertation Abstracts. 30:12 (1970). p.5279A)

The purpos e of the'study was to examine the need for
affiliation (n Aff), need for achievement"(n Ach), and perceived
peer orientation toward educa:4-n (P Peei-0) of 120 Puerto Rican
male and female 12th grade ecacemic students. Ss were all
members of the ASPIRA club in r..w York City,i1which is an agency
operated by people of Puerto Ricall descent to encourage and support
Pilerto Rican young people to enter and complete college. The .

instruments used were the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule
(n Ach and n Aff) and the Peer Influence section of thp Personal
Values Inventory (P Peer 0). Also used in the Investigation were

83
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the SAT, to obtain a measure of.general academic proficiency, and
the comprehension section of the Nelsbnz-Denny Reading Test,.to
obtain a rough index of language proficiency. Findings indicate
that a positive' relationship exists between a student's n Ach and
his academic success aS measured' by the SAT% Also, students with
a-high.n Aff more often perceive their peers as having academic
orientations aimilar to their own than do students with a low
n Aff'. The author suggests that the n Aff may be countered
somewhat by the student with a high n Ach who perceives that his,
peers do not value education as much as he does: PH)

389. Epstein, Erwin H. Value Orientation and the English Langnage in
Puerto Rican Attitudes Toward Second Language LearninlIthal
Ninth Grade Pupils and Their Parents. Unpublished Ph.D. PIR

Dissertatio, University ofChicago. 1966.

390. Greene, John F. and Perry Alan-Zirkel. Academic Factors Relating
to the Self-Concept of Puerto Rican Pupils. Paper presented

-

at the American Psychological Association Convention,
Washington, D.C. 1971., lOpp.
(ED 054 284)

Study investigated the relationship of the self-concept of
Puerto Rican pupils with achievement, IQ, ethnic group mixttre,
and teacher ethnicity. The results ofa correlational analysis
indicated that self-concept was significantly. related tb Acbjq-...4.-
ment in English and Spanish, as well as,to teacher-ratings Of.
aural ability in both languages, although self- Concept was'not-1:
significantly related.to if.e. However, the relationship between

."*self-concept and academic achievement is demonstrated to be
complex and circular. (RIE)

391". John, Vera and Tomi'Berhey. Analysis of Story Retelling" as a
Measure of the Effects of Ethnic Content in a Story. 'New
York: Yeshiva University. 1'967. 92pp.'
(ED 014 326)

The purp oseof the study was to examine the psychological
impact of stories and story books on Black, Puerto'Riean, Mexican-
American and.Ameriban Indian preschgol children and to discover
patterns of language performance among the ethnic groups. The
children were read various stories, some with specific ethnic
content, others without, and4 were asked to retell the stories.
It seemed that the inclusion of ethnic content is usefUl in a
.program aimed at non-white youngsters. (RIE)

392 Mangano, James F. and Richard C. Towne. Improving Migrant Student:;'_
Academic Achievement Through Self*-Concept Enehancement. Gtate,
University of New York College at Geheseo, Center for Mirrant
Studies. 1970. 55pp.- .

(ED .,049 868)
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' 'Purpose of the research Was to investigate whether an
attempt to modify .-igrant parents' behaviOr in accordance with
social psychological ir-7fleirles resulted in better academie
achievement by their chilartAi. :s were 21 Puerto Rican childreh;
12 in the experimental group (aged 6-16) and 9 in the control -
group (aged 7-14). Data were collected through use of reading and
arithmentic subtests of the Metropolitan Achievement Test and the
Spanish translation of the Michigan State General Self-OencePt,
of Ability Scale. Results indicated that the self-concept of
ability for the experimental group increased significantly and that
acadmic achievement also incre,sed, as measured by the
above mentioned instripents. (RIE)

393. O'Brien, Sister Mary Grati a. Relationship of Self Perceptions or
Puerto Rican and Non-Puerto Rican Parochial School Children
to Selected School.Related Variables. Ph.D. Dissertation,
Fordham University. 1970:

(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 31 (1971). pp. 3347-3348A.)

The purpose of this stutly was to examine the self-perceptions
of Puerto Rican children and to compare them wit the self-
perceptions of children from other ethnj.c backgrounds. Ss 2343
2796 fifth, sixth and seventh graders from twelve elementary
parochial school in'the Archdiocese of New Yofk. Ss weredivided
into four grOups (PR boys; PR girls, Other boys, Other girls);
boys were compared with girls of the same ethnic group and Puerto
Rican children were Compared with Other children pd each of the
follOwing variables: scholastic achievement, mental ability,
socioeconomic status, teacher-ratings of behavior,.and appraisal-
perception. When mental ability and scholastic achieve...lent, as
measured by standardited tests, were comparable, the self perceptions
of Puerto R,can.children did not differ from those of Other
children. Uhen measure:, other than-standardized tests were used,
however, the Puerto Rican children did have significantly lower
self-perceptions; this was true even when the comparisohs'were
made between Ss.of the same socioeconomic, revel. ''The-relationships
between the self-perception scores'and the appraisal- perception
scoff's were not significantly different for 'Puerto Rican Ss and
Other Ss. (DR)

394. '-'uerto Rican

Chicago
1970. 2

(ED 052

Culture as it Affects Puerto Rican Children in
Classrooms. Chicago: Chicago Board of Education.

OPP.
v..

Designed to develop bet-,er understailding and greater

appreciation between the P,J.erto Rican child who enroll's in the

Chicago public schools and his clas.roomteach6. Presents those.

aspects of the culture Whic'n would be likely to. affect the chiA's,.
classroom behavior. It is-considered that an informed teacher may
be able to assist the bicultural child to d considerable, degree.
(RIE)
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395. Rosenthal, Alan -Gerald. Pre-School Experience and Adjustment of
Puerto Rican Children. Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation,
New York University. 1955.
(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 15 (1955). p: 1205.)

The purpose"of this study was to determine the relationship
between pre-school experienCecs-of-a non - academic hature and the
absence of these experiences on the achievement of a group of
bilingual children who made a successful schoo3 adjustment: Ss
were five and six year old male and female children who were
born in Puerto Rico; selection was partially based on socioeconomic,
educational, and physical factors. Ss were divided into- groups:
the first had nb pre-school orientation and the second was given
cultural_enr:chment programs prior.to entering school.

Data.were based on the observations of the Ss' teachers.
Results indicated a significant difference in the achievement of the
two groups; the grouplthat had the,pre-school program received
higher ratings overall. It was suggested that these programs
be continued, and that further oresearch in preschool,
orientatiun programs be undert4ken. (DH)

996. Sobrirfo, James F. Group Identification and Adjustment in Puerto
Rican Adolescents. Unpublished P1x.D. Dissertation,

.Yeshiva Universityr 1965.
(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 26 (1966). p. 4067.)

The author administered the Semantic Differential Scale, the
EFOS and a questiOnnaire to 360 male and female Puerto Ricans be-
tween the ages of twelve and eighteen. Ss were selected from
-four parochial schools and.from'a child guidance clinic. Cs were
divided into three groups: 1, the clinic group, c3early mal-
adjusted; 2, school maladjuSted but not in therapy; and 3, school
well'adjusted,., It was found that 1, the clinic croup identifies
more with the majoe,i,ty group (in which it was unacceptable);
2, the adjusted group maintains a favorable self-concept while
they do perceive difrrences,between themselves Ana others; and
3, the maladjusted but non-clinic group seems to have amore
'Positive self-image than the indicators would warrant. (DH)

;97. ',trauss, Susan. "The Effect of School Integration on the S.elf-.
Concept of Negro, and, Puerto Rican Children.:' Graduate
Research in Education and Related'Disciplines. Vol. 3
7177. PP. 63-76.

Compared the swlf-co:.cept pf second and third f7rade nark
and Puerto Rican children. o.f low socio6,conomic back round in'a
paired school and in a non-paired school. ' "Pairing, i:1 the
combining of two school population:;," one predomihantly white,
the other predominantly bla-k. Et war.: hypolleizod thro-
both cr-tdc ha : a hihor
that th-, paired t'l;rd rrado would di b. tter than' 1t --on d.
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A fifty question inventory was used. One hundred ehildren were.
tested, 50 in each of the two schools, 25 in each or the tw:
grades. The results showed that the paiea groups'
scores were significantly higher than the non-paired groups'
scores. No significant 'difference was found between the
scores of the paired second and third grade groups. It is
concluded that pairing does increase the self-conccpt of Black
Ord Puerto Rican children. The extent of iits potitive influence
needs further study. (PASAI

3()8. f, the Adjustment and pcholaobic
Achievement of Forty Puerto Ricar Boys ,Who Atfend

41 Transition' Classes in New York City: Unpubli.hed Ph.D.
Dissertatioa, New York University. 1,S1.
(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 22 (061). pp. 795-706.).

.The objectives of this study were to idertify the effects
of tranition class on the ak.iustment, retention and scholastiO

' achievement of forty Puerto Rican boys in a.,New"York City school
and. to-determine the implications their influence has for
improvement of the curriculum. Cs were forty 'tenth grade boys frim
Morris :nigh school; all were born in Puerto Rico and had attendf -d
transition classes. Ddta were collected from several 50UrCr?:;.
Student:-, were classified as either in group I, "Drop-Outs" or
group,n, those students still attending school at the time
of the'surycy. The finding indicate that therie were no sig-

. nif:cqnt diiferences between the social and edlcational character-
° of t!e two grouts. Recommendationo include: 1, 1..et,ter

transition classes; 2, improved TEM., Programs; 3, a Mo.rr intensile
tuidance program; 4,mor6 effective measures for the. evalutiition
of thesp students; 5, more realistic placemept of Puerto Ricarr
.Audent.:1; core effective progrElms,in remedial reading; 7, an
increased awareness and underst,anling of Puerto Rican studen: on
the cart of school porsonnel; and 8, increased purticiptItion of
ilerto Rican students and adult: in the eduaticnal proces;;;
incqdding decision-making. (DH)

7,irkel, Perry A. '"Uelf-boncept and the 'Disadvantage' of. Ethnic'
"lrour Membe-rshil.. and :...fixture." Review of Educational
Re-eared!. Vol. i1 (1V71).

The' fw t,nc' 1 rtt,u rt. un

ot' -.1nority gro4 memlers, nr-0 diieu ses the
bet.747,--m 17w- .elf-etetiu-atic,n -tnd a,-44-mie under-

._
achievement. ile 'hat memb,r-hir ma,;.have

r;ti, i , t--, n,- ; t, +

disadvantaged child. 7h 7disadvarit'ag.f" ,f minority
' st.:dents can' he turn-1 int.; an advantag,-4by enhancing th, 1

erncet, thi-ugn
educatien anl K i Y jr :4';11 (r )
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400. Zirkel, Perry Alan and E. Gnanaraj Moses. "Self-Concept and'
Ethni-.Groun Membership Among Public'Sahool Students."
Ameri an Educational ,Research' Jourvil. ,8:2 (1971),
Tr. .:53-265- ..

- ,.
44- o

Investigated the pol'sYble relationship of Dv-if-zpncept with
ethnic group membership and mixture in ,the scheol.,setting.
-me hundred and twenty Negro, Puerto Rican and White .Students were

, selected rim the fifth and sixth grades of three schools, each
of which had a different one of these ethnic groups in*.thit-,1 majority

Re3u,Its on the,Coopersmith Self- Esteem Inventory indicated- that,
the self-coneep/ of these children was significantly affected by
their' ethnic group membership but not, by the majority-minority (
mixture of groups within the sdhoojs. The significant effect
was tscribed to the lower'self-concept p1.1 *he Puerto Rican children
in the study (significantly lower than both ",,. White and Black.
children's self-conwctTts). (Pk:AR)

Other 71Dn-Fng1isb STeaking Groups

401. Alvar6.do, M4B. "Lanier Students Revolt Against the System."
Triferno. May 1968.

Article about a,predominantly.Mexican-American school in.
Antqpio, Texas,

i,f. 402. Andersson, Theodorcr "Foreign Language and Interclltural Unde-
. standing.", National Elemtntary .Princilal,. Vol. 3F (February

1967). . .

The biliangual needs to be' proud of his 11F..ritakie. Th'e tech-

niques studied in -several schosl.systems revenled that- there-Are
signs of betr.er dommunicat:ion and improved attitudes toward non-
English cultures. The bilingual children studied in tht;se.scheol

Trograms Seemed to become more literate in both the Spanish and-
English lanuages. (.T!1)

ca.- ;key, (;wen L. and Doris J. Webb. [Keys to the Elementary School
Environment (with S4bgrour Reference Norms): HbwilChildren

Perceive their Stchoo Environment.] Ilouthtest Educational
Development Laboratory..,Austin, Texas.. Texas Techrwlogical
'College. Lubbock. School.of Education. Washington, D.C.:

mie FOlicati6r.. Cooperativt_..Researen Irogran. 1n71.

199 Tap .

(ED 05) ."P2) 4

04, 7 vTa r . A_, -r

;,)c i 'Dr, f i ngua 1 rh , ), . l ,(P;.
(ED TJ.27
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Thi.s battery: of leyt instruments is one of a set or throe
for use in the study or bIlingual -nstruetivn programs

and other,compens.,itory programs in IT-xas. The sociaiisatTon ip-
veritcry h.E.3 been based on a sociological view of yer4zonality as a
develo,ping and changing ,entity. Four sub-meare included:
1, a measure, of self concept; 2, a behavior ratir Icale
clhilVls interpersonal behavior in an interview with tlae test ad-
ministrator; 3, a-behavior rating scale. of a child:3 'general
social behavior in the classroom; and 4, a questionnaire given to
parents of.chi'l4ren in bilingual programs. -Administration and ra-
tidg directions are provided. Samples of socializatipn measures
.and their rating-sheets Torm.the b4k Of this r,,port: (RFT)

Colter,Coller, Alan R. and P.p.. Cuthtie. Self Concept Measures: An
Annotated Bibliography. 'Princeton, New Je;sey Cducational
Testing ,ServiTce. 1971. 9 pt

Tncludes,self-concept measures appropriate for'children From
Preschool through third grade. Annotation listE; the purpbse of
each instrument, nature of tlie.materia14, groups for-which it
intended; adritinistration, scoring interpretation

, an standarA-
e

zation. (PBOYECTO tEER BULLETIN)

)406. Goole, Musgrave Ruth. ,A Comparison of Anglo-Am*erIcan and Latin-
American'Girls in Grades V-VI with Reference to their '.
Vocational', Academic, and Recreational Preferences and Aver-

.
,

sions. Unpublished Master's thesis, University of Texas.
4 TT , " i

T

*407. Degas, Donald G.' FadilitatIng the Self-Actualizatif 'Prance-
,' i-icans. 'PaperTresented at the Fit"th'AneLl iESOLMeeting.

Ne :Orleans, Iouisiana. March 6, 1971. 17 PP.. -1.

a. (1) 055 482)
.

.

. .-

) . °

1 408. Diqo:jaiy, S.M. :Social Context of Immigrant Pupils Learning.
. Engli ."." EducaiANIal Resjarch. '7(D-1 13 (iTune 1971). !.I. 171

I...

1 84 , .
, .

1

Ms

0 (EJ 042 908)

409. firng.ndez, Norma G. Variables MTecting_AChlevtment of Middle
' :';hoof Mexican'American Students. .Texas Univ ily,,F1 Taso.

1.iashIngton,D.C.: Office of Education. iAuglust 1971. 81 N, ,

(ED o5P 827)

Literatur. pertaining to research done ,on academic
of Mexican ArrOican stulents i^ revi;?wed in this parr. The li*.era-

:-1, _

logical, and, cultural a.:pe.cts; language factors; attit,*,-; langda,
deelopmentv A.nd envirAnment. I lr.-rIge r,q

't ions for improving 'curriculum, instruction, and L,.1'1,-r
' . for edtcating 'ne-Mexicin American is includ,,1. inelui,

a ,bibliography containing 'over 210 r,./levnnt

(I t



410. Leo, Faul F. The Effee,s of Two Tynes'ef Group Counseling Upon the
Academic Achievement of"exican-American Pupils in the
FIlementarSchool. Ph.D. dissertation, University of the
Pacific, ctockton, California. Washington, D.C.: OfCice"of

x ,c) Educatiop, Cooperative Research Program. .1..anuary 197;2.

145p.

(ED 05W002)
.

411. Linton, Thomcs,H. m Study of the Relationship of Global Self-
/'- Concert, Academic Self-Concept, and Aca0emic Achievement.amdng

---
Anglo and Mexican-American sixth Grade students. Paper pie-
rented at the annvl meeting of the American Educational 13,e-

.

1
1 search As:lociation. Tllinois. April 3-7, 1972. .

( 13 pp.

ikED 06S 05.3)

A sample of 172 Anglo and 160 Mexican-American students from
16 eleentary schotls in a south7n New Nfiexico city was stratified
by three socioeconomic levels. The Piers-Harris Children's Self-
Concept :cafe :Ind a Five-item factor analyzed scale developed from

iexistnr.research were used to measure self-concept. StudentN-..
chievemerit was measured by teacher-assigned grades in reading,

arithmetic, and social studies and by the Iowa Test of Basic Dkills.
A .three-wa::r analysis. of variance model (with studenA classified

according to ethnicity, sex, and socioeconomic,level),weas used' to
tett differences betweeen students. Results. indicated that no sig-
nificant differences between ethnic gropps in terms of global and
"academic self-concepts, and no sex differences were found. Signi-
ficant differences were found in b0-,h se.l.f.-concept measures between
socioeconomic levels. socioeconomic level was associated with
high self-concert'and low socioeconomic revel was associated with
low self-con'cent. However, middle socioeconomic 107e1 Mexican-
American students.' academic self-concept scores -rere almost the same
as those 3f low socioeconomic Level Anglo and Mexican American stu-
dents. ?exults of actual achievement Were consistent with findings

i-reVious studies, and correlation analysis of the relationellipt. .

between se1f-concept and achieVement did not yield a.conOstent
rattern across soci.oeconomic levels. .(RIE)

. u

412. Mans, Rolaride. An Exneril,ental Approach t4 the Tt!achinh of Rjeadi.
in Spanish at the Primary Level. ')aster's thesis,, a.c.rammts
tat COdlere.. 3[:tember 1971. 103 pp.

(ED 0q6 602)
%

v

An experim,-.t in 'Le teaching or readinr in Snanish to secnnd
and third- grade studeni--T, conducted by the author at the Ethel

elementary school, utilizes a'modiTied ,reer.:ion of Dr.
Laubach's ahalytic7syithet.ic method" of 1ang-'1are

l-e-ult2 indicate that nuecess in of children frqm.
Sranish-Lpeakinr,n3me may b/i.direotly reiated to the c(4ncept of
self-identi'y. or tro,,,rfim,1 1 'a din

curr:i0-11-tm,dlie 1Weraey-ikan,ish authoritien
4.
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sp.eaking child's level of :,xpectationin his academic acui,vement.
'Major chapters ih this study discuss: 1, the problem and definition
of terms; 2, review o.f related literature; 3, procedures of the
study; 4, analysis of data; and 5, summary, conclusions, and
Commendations. A bibliography and an appendix containing sainlle
lessons and measurement :tools are included. (PIE)

413. Mayans, Frank, Jr. Puerto Rican Migrant ,n New York City
Schools: A Comparison of the Efferts of Two,Method: -of Tn-
structional Grouping on English Mastery and AttitucKe-. Unpub-
lished Ph.D. Dissertation, Columbia University. 19'-'3.

(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 14 (195V. pr. 68-6(l.)

The purpose oethis.study was to compare the effects of two
types of instructional grouping,on the English mastery and as.simi-
lation of'Plierto Rican migrant'students. Ss were recent immigrants
from Puerto Rico who were entering mainland schools for the first
time; the schoOls were two junior high schools in New York City's
Spanish Harlem. Ss were placed in two groups: 1) regular classes

01 with the other students'in the school and 2) "vestibule" classes in
which all students were Puerto Ricans. At the start, Ss were pre-
-tested-with the Cooperative Interamerican Test of General Ability
and a Test of Reading, both in Spanish; and Attitude Toward .the
Sjirroundings SC-ale, also in Spanish, was administered. At the end
of one semester, all Ss were given the Cooperative Interamerican

'Test ofTeading, in English; Subtest T (oral Voonhulary), Coopera-
tive Interamerican Test of General Ability, in English; and the
Attitude Tcward Surroundings Scales, in Spanish. The findings in-
dicated that 1) the migrant will learn more English if (s, he has a
favorabile attitude toward his surroundings; 2) the "regular" group
has more unfavorable attitudes toward school; 3) the "regular"
group has developed significantly more ravorable attitudes toward
schoolmates.; and 4) "regular" students score higher in all three
tests of English mastery. At the end of the semester, controls were
lifted and all students participated in "regular" classes. Afol-
lo*-4;study at the end of the year yielded these results: 1) the
original "regular" Ss retained their superiority *in English oral
vocabulary, but not in reading; 2) all Ss have more favorable atti-
tudes toward schoolmates. with no differences between class grou-
Pings showing; 3) the original "regular". Ss have become more assi-
4nilated, "make more friends, speak English more often with'their
friends;" and 4) Ss who preferred "regular",grouping'felt they
learned more, while Ss who preferred the "vestibule" grouping felt
it helped them adjust better. The author suggests placing immi-
grant students in regular classes because of the rapid pace at
Vhich assimilation can take place. (DR)

414. Muller, Doniglas G. and Robert Leonetti. Primary Self-Concent
Scale: Boys. Diec,,Imination'Cee'.er Per Rirultural

:,.C.:,)fficf, of Pdurnf.ion.

PC.
(ED 062 846)
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415. Muller, Douglas G. and Robert Leonetti. Primary Self-Concept
Scale: Girls. Dissemination 'Center for Bilingual Bicultural
Mucation. Austin, Texaq. Washington, P.C.: ,,ffice. of Education.

401T.
(FD 062 845)

416. Muller, Douglas G. and Robert Leonetti. Primary Self - Concept

Scale: Test Manual. Dissemidation Center for Bilingdal Bicultural
Fluc-ation. Austin, Texas. Washington, D.C.: Office of Education.

"0 Pc.
9

(ED 062 847) .(

It is the purpose of the est described in this document tO\N
-

provide a procedure for economically evaluating several aspects of
self-concept relevant to school success. The test was constructed
specificaily,for use with the child of Spanish or Mexican descent
in the southwest, but it is also appropriate for use with children
.from Anglo culture. The test consists of 24 items; in each item,
the examinee is told a descriptive story about an illustration and
is instructed to draw a circle around the person in'the illustration
that is most like himself. This document.includes instructions
for administering the test, the descriptive stories accompanying
each test ilem, and details on scoring, interpretation, test-con-
struction, reliability, and validity. Statistical data and results

% are also included. (RTE)

417.. Murray, Wayne RObe,rt. Ethnic and Sex Differences as Related to
Student Perceptions of a University EnviroaMew. Ph.D. Disser-

tation, New Mexico State University. 1972.

(ED. 065 208)

418. Dissemination Center for Bilingual Bicultural Education. Austin,-Texas,

Washington, D.C: Office of Education. .

This series of instruments is designed to measure how very
young students feel about Mexican-American and Anglo cultures. The

test is based on pictul-es, some of which are culturally relevant
only to Mexican-Americans. The manual provides a guide for the
use of the inventory, including a rationale for the items used;
a statement of the purpose of the test; instructions for adminis-
tration; instructions for scoring results; andsp4sSible applications
within the constraints of the test. (from document)

419. Ramirez, Manuel, III. EffectsOf Cultural Marginality on Edu'.:ation

and Personality. Albuquerque, New Mexico: Southwesterb Coope-

rative Educational Labordtory. 1970. 15 pp.
(ED- 065 805)

A review of the iiterature, fthi4 report concerns itself with the
identification of the Mexican:American with)rs 6thniC group asan
asset or a liability. Examining the xelationship of cultural mar-
ginality to education, personality, andattitnides., the author points
out a need for additional research in this area. (RTE), '
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420. Ramirez; Manuel, III. 'Value CoelictsExpericnced by Mexican:Ameri-
can Students. 1968. llpp. '

The objectof this study, conducted in a Northern California
city schbol district, was to find evidence cultural value con-

.
flicts experience by Mexican-American secondary school students of.
low socioeconomic background. Those students experiencing the most
difficulty in adjusting to-the L-chooi setting and, tilus, most likely
to be dropouts, were interviewed, observed in class; and asked to
tell stories about pictures depicting student's, teachers and parents
interacting'ih a school setting. Stories told about these pictures
revealed MoxicanTAmel-ican value conflicts in.terts'of such factors
as loyaltylto familyland'elhnic group, female Modesty, machismo,-

'' the role Of education, and teparation of, sex roles. This paper con-
"tains discussions of eig s4pt Mexican-American values found -to- conflict
most often with the value system of schools, along with an accom-.
panying story for each as told by Mexican-America4 students; also
contained are one-paragraph discussions of four measures that could -

be instituted to help allvviate value conflicts. (RIE)

421. Roca, Pablo. :'The Construction of an Interest Inventory for Students
. . of Different Linguistic -and Cultural-Backgrounds." Journal

of Educational Research. VQ1. 48 (November 1954). pp. 229-
231. *-

SChwartz, Audrey JameS. "A ComDaratiyeStudy of Values and Achieve-
ment: Mexican-Aierican and Anglo Youth." Sociology of Edu-
cation. Vol. 44 (Fall 1971). pp. 438-462.

Severa?value'orientationsand their relations with school
achievement were examined4With student samples from the Los Angeles
City Schools. Findings show that Mexican - American pupils with
value orientation most similar to those of Anglo pupils have the
highest scholastic achievement. While it is recognized that.pupils'
values and achievements are substantially interdependent, the fin-
dings of Iris study suggest that affective factors in the cultural
backgrounds of many Mexican-American pupils hinder their general

.academic achievement. (author)

423. "Student Strikes in East Los Angeles Eligh Schools." School and
Society. Vol. 100 (March 1972): ,pp. 182 -185.

421{. Tindall, Lloyd W. and others. An Examination of the Receptivity
of Mexican-American and Anglo Rural bilaadvantaged to Education
'Progras,. Michigan State University. laztjansing, Michigan.
Center for Rural Manpower and Public Affairs. March 1972.
34 pp.

(ED o60 974) 44

Os
'425. Wilson, Alfred P. and others. How Do You Feel About Things? New

Mexico State University.' Las Cruces, New Mexico. Paper pre-
sented at the Annaul Meeting of the Rocky'Mountain Educational
Research Association. Boulder, Colorado. Ottober 1971. 5 pp.

(ED 058 281)
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This 60-item questionnaire
toward school among sixth grade
spondents mark their answers on
Aduinistration instructions are

is designed to measure attitudes
Spanish American students.. The re-'
a 1 to 5, true to false continuum.'
included.
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F. Linguistic'Studies and the Measurement of Language C ompetence'in_
3ilingual Children

General Discussions ,

426. Alatis, James E., ed. Report of the Nineteenth Annual Round-Table:
Contrastive Linguistics and Its Pedagogical Duplications.

' Washington, D,C.: Georgetown University Press. .1968.

Discussions of contrastive analysis and lapsed time, the use
of models in contrastive linguistics, contrastive anaj.ysi8 in.dis-
course structure, and contrastive analysis and the.notions of deep
surface grammar. (NYS Bibliography)_

427. Allen, Harold F Linguistics and English Linguistics. A Biblio-
graphy. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts. 1966.

An unannotated, selective listing of books ar.d articles. Major
divisions include bibliographies, dictiolpries, linguistics, English .

. language and English linguistics, language instruction and special
topics. (JH)

428. Allen, Harold B., ed. Readings in Applied English Linguistics, 2nd
Edition. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts. 1964. "(paper)

A collection of 62 articles representative'of currentNlinguis-
tic thought and applications, this anthology is a companion to
Allen's Teaching English as a SecondLanguage and iincludes'Coverage
o4 transformational gratamar and lidguiStic applications to reading,

-writing, speaking and listening. ,(NYS-Bibliography)

1429. And4rsson, Theodore. "A New Focus on the Bilingual Child." Modern
- Language Journal. Vol. 49 (1965). 'pp. 156160.

430. Anisfeld, Moshe. "Psycholinguistic Perspectives on Language Lear-
ning." in Albert Valdman, Trends in Language Teaching. New
York: McGraw-Hill. 1966

Discusses.the nature of linguistic competence in terms of
specific -habits and general rules (non-introspective) and the
psychological processes in language acquisition. (NYS Bibliography)

431. Arapoff,'Nalicy..,Writing, a Thinking Process." TESOL Quarterly.
-Vou_. 1 (June 1967).

Explains why teaching writing As different'from teaching other
language skills. .Presents a new method for teaching writing: an
'approach invol/ing "transformations" in narration, paraphrase, sum-
mary, factual analysis, argumentative analysis, evaluation of argu-
ments, and critical review. (JH)
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432. larrows, Sarah T. "Speech Habits of the Foreign Child."' Grade
Teacher. Vpl..49 (February 1932), pp. 446-470; (April 1932),
577T Y-650.

433. Bever, Thokas and otheri. Linguistic Capacity of Very Young
Children. 1168. 16 pp.
TE70796)

.1

Basic linguistic capacity is present extremely early in chil-
dren.' Two-year olds understand transitive active sentences and three
year olds understand many passive sentences. Thelatter understand
some sentences less well than-the former.' This brief decrease in .

comprehension ability is due to the temporary over-generalization
of perceptual strategies which are drain from the child's experience.
This research indicates that the young 6hr1d's capacity to under-
stand and.act out simple sentences goes through stages: 1, depen-
dence on basic perceptual and conceptual mechanisms; 2, extension of.
these mechanisms by generalizations drawn from experience; and 3,
development of a broad conceptual base which mediates between the
basic mechanisms and the generalizations. (HIE)

434. BraCy, Maryruth. "Controlled Writing vs. Free Composition." TESOL
Quarterly: Vol. 5 (September 1971). pp. 239-246.

The purpose of this paper is to offer some suggestions for
those who have tried to tackle the area of free (or advanced) com-
position. The.suggestions,,based on-a review of the literaturAlland
my experience in teaching composition courses at UCLA, center.around
the following three areas: 1, the revision of current classes in
intermediate English so as to teach free composition instead of
merely advanced controlled writing; 2, the unwanted and partially-
opened Pandora's box of composition correction coupled with the -
question of what students do with the 'corrected' compositions to
affect change and improvement in their writing techniques and use
of language;- and 3, the improvement of the over-all composition-
teaching approach. -(author)

435 Brooks, Nelson. Language and Language Learning: Theory and Practice.
New York: Harcourt, Brace and World. 1964.

Presenting the auaiolingual methoa, this work is easy to read
and covers many helprul topics: mother tongue and second language,
language teaching, language and culture, language and literature,
etc. (NYS Bibliogrdphy)

436. Brown, T. Grant. "In Defense of Pattern Practice." Language
. Learning. Vol. 19 (December 1969).

Even though transformational grammar haushown the inadequacy
of the pattern concept tau' behaviorist theories have been shown to
be-unable to account for first language acquisition, pAttern prac-
tice stillseems to be of vital importance to students of forrign

10



languages.. (NYS BibliQgrac4450

437. Burt, Kim and Carol KiparskN''. Gooficom - Common Errors in Spoken
English. 4 Rowley, Massachusetts: Newbury House Publishers.

- 197.2. $4.50. A

-
Contains-a broad sampling-of speech errors made by speakers of

_other languages and arranged on-the basis of errors that fall-toge-,
ther structurally. The goal is,to provide a practical guide to
enable teachers to identify and treat errors made by non-native
speakers of_English. Each chapter provides the teacher with a sum-
mary of each type of error, an analysis of the error, and rules-of-
thumb for correcting the faulty habits. (JH)

.43a. Calderon; G./. t'Seding Sounds." Texas. Outlook Vol. 38 (October
1954). pp. 12-13.

439. Carroll, John B. "A Primer of Programmed Instruction of Foreign
Language Teaching." International Review of AppliedLingui-
sties. Vol. 1 (Special Issue, 1963). Reprints available from
MLA.

A general introduction to methods of programmed instruction and
its application to the teaching of foreign languages. (NYS Biblio-
graphy)

1

44o. Carroll, John B. "Current Issues in Psycholinguistics and Sedond
Language Teaching." TESOL Quarterly. Vol. 5 (June 1971). pp.
101-114.

4
It is urged that there is no real conflict between the audio-

lingual habit and cognitive code learning theories ag applied to
language teaching. It is false to make an opposition between rule-
governed behavior, and language habits. The notion of habit is,
however, more general than that-of rule, and is not as conceptu4lly
inadequateas sometimes claimed. The learning of second languages
requires both the' acquisition of knowledge about rules and the for-
mation of habits described by these rules; Language teaching pro-
cedures Can be improved by application of psychological knowledge
concerning the learning of language habitS. It is stressed that
situational meaning must be incorporated into language rules where
it is applicable, and that the corresponding language habits must
be made contingent upon these situational meanings. (author)

441. Carroll, John B.' "The Contributions of Psychological Theory and
pluCational Research to the Teaching of Foreign Languages." in
Albert Valdman, ed., Trends in Language Teaching. New Ye...k:

McGraw-Hill. 1966.

'Makes the proposal that specialists, analogous to aglicultural
county agents in thein rol.e., be employed to work with teachers by
disseminating ideas, principles and materials from educational re-
search. ',Tt paints out t'he present problems that by'and large prevent



4

s

such contributions from finding use-in the classroom. (NYS Bibliog-
raphy)

.

1NN
1afr Carrow, M.A. "LiniUistic Functioning of Bilingual. 4nd Moiolingual

Children." Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorders. Vol. 22
(1957). pp. 371-380.

- .

443. Catford; J.C. A Linguistic Theory of Translation: An Essay in
Applied Linguistics. fondon: Oxford University. Press. 1965*.

Sels ego a theory of 'translation which may be drawn.upOn in any
'discussion of particular translation problems. Tisdusses phonolo
gical, graphological;, grammatical and lexica], translation as well
as.traneliteration, translation Shifts, language varieties in trans-

,

1stion and the f?ihita. of translatability. (NYS Bibliography) .!!.:(-
!0?

444. Conference on thild'Language. (Chicago, Illinois. November 22=24 ;'
1971) Preprints. Laval University, Quebec. Internati1nal
Center on Bilingualism. 19:1. ,530 pp."
(ED 06(1.931)

445 Cooper, Robert an d Lawrence Breenfield. "Word Frequency Estima tion
as a Measure of Degree of Bilingualism." Modern Language

. .

Journal. March 1969. pp. 163 -166.

.)'he purpose of_this ntudy was to determine the utility of a
word frequency estimation task as'a measure of degree of bilingual
ism. Ss were 48 Puerto Ricans, age 13 or elder, living in a Puerto
Rican neighborhpod in Jersey City, New Jersey, The procedure in-
volved having a'subject rate 75 commonly used English and Spanish
words in terms of frequency thathe had heArd it or said it. Results
showed that greater use ofSpanisti than English words was associated
with greater facility in speaking Spanish than peaking English, use
of Spanish more than English at home, greater word production in
Spanish,.a predominance of Spanish accent and use of-fewer speech

#

styles in speaking English. (ECK)

4464 DiPietro, Robert J. Bilingualism and Bidialectalism- Paper pre7
sented at the 1970 Spring Institute on Teaching English as a
Second Language and as a Second Dialect. Tallahassee, Florida.
February 13-17, 1970. 15 pp.
(ED 061 824)

.

'447. Ervin, Susan. 'Second Language Learning and Bilingualism." in C.E.
Osgood, Psyoholinguistics: A Survey of Theory and Research
Problems. Baltimore, Maryland: Waverly Press, Inc. 15777
pp. 139-146.

448. Ervin, Susan M. "Semantic Shift in Bilingualism." American Journal
of Psychology. Vol. 74 (June 1961). 'pp. 233-241.

449. Ferguson, Charles Aspects of the Acquisition of English and
Spanish Phonology. Stanford University. California Commissibn
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:on Linguistics. 47 pp. (research proposal)

(ED 060 937)

450.. Fishman,, Joshua A. -Bilingual and Bidialeetical Education: An Attempt

at a Joint Model for Policy Description. "In "COnferelce on Child
Language " preprints of papers-presented at the-Conference. .Chi-
cage, Illinois. Nol)ember 22-24, 1971. pp.'356-367.

(ED o6, 7M-

This paper questions whether the same theoretical model of edu-
cational policy decisions can be used for bilingual as'well as bl=
dialectical education. Three basic policies are discussed, first in
applications for second language rearning and then in the field of
teaching a second dialect. ,Generally speaking,tly same theoretical
models are applicable to both educational problems. with variation in
:administrative units between thetwo levels. (RIE)

451. ishM'an, Joshua A. Bilingual;Education in Sociolinguistic Perspective.
1970. 14 pp.
(ED 000 404)

Presents Your broad categories ofebilingual programs: 1, tran-

sitional bilingualism (untikEnglish skills develop); 2, monoliterate
bilingualism (oral-aural skis in both languages, literacy' skills
only in English; 3, practical bilingualism (fluency and literacy
both languages but use of mother tongue restricted to the ethnic ,0

group and its heritage);' and 4, full bilingualism (all skills in both
languages in all,.cIomains). Vitally needed are: 1, a survey-estab,

lishing language and varieties employed by both payents and children,
by societal domain.df function; 2, a rough estimate of the relative
performance level in each language, by societal domain; 3, an indi-
cation of-community and school stafffattitudes toward the existing
situation; and 4, an indication of community mid school staff atti,
'tudes toward changing the existing situation. 1.

J a

.452. -Fishman, Joshua A. Language and Nationalism. Rowley, Massachusetts:

% Newbury'House Publishers. 1972. $7.15.,
Offers the results of a unique examiriatiem of nationalistic

influenCes in langliage planning. The guiding influences behind the

. study are the social movements, attitudei, and ideologies which con-

* strained and influenced nationalist planners and builders across
time and across nations. One result is a comprehensive study of'
socip-historical, linguistic, and cross-national aspects rela),ing to
language plakiing; anotherlis an attempt to generate empirically

-confirmable hypotheses from historical incidents spanning centuries
and continents. (catalogueY

453 Fishman,'Joshua A., ed. Language Loyalty"in the United States. The

HagUA[Netherlands]: Mouton. 1966%

454. Fishman, Joskk A. "The Measurement.and.Description of Widespread
1,.:1" . and Relatively.,Stable Bilingualism." Modern,,Languav Journal.

s
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March 1969. pp. 1,2-156.

_The purpose of this article is to reiterate for thdCreader the .,

goall of the study BiljngUaism in the Barrio and to promote better' .

.

unden'tanding of them., Il the first section, Fishman explains what #

the scciolinguist's goals are when stlidyiniCa bilingual communit4.
The second section shows tAatthe sociolinguists is interested in how
and when one language is used instead of another. In the third sec-,
tion, the author describes the "usage'of speech networkgthat uti:

- lize both standard elid non-stAnclard varieties of English.!! In the
last section, he describes the samples used for the study and the
methods of collecting.data (ECK)

. 1

. t: ',
455 Fishman, Joshua A. -"SociolingUiktic Persrectiy*on,the Study at'

Bilingualism.' ingUistics% Vol. 39'(1968/. pp.
.

To.
. .

456. Fishman, Joshua A. "Sociolinguistics:, A Brief lAroduction. Rowley,
Massachusetts: Newbury House .Publishers. 1971.- $1.50 (paper)119:'

.

An overview of the influences society has. on language learning
and on maintaining a language. Some rinds of linguistiCi-behavipr
are favorable to upward mobility; otheis are not. FroVideo' inforITT.t
tion about the varieties or.lapguage behavior in different communi-
ties. {catalogue)

,
.

457. 4,Fishman,Joshua A. The Sociology of Language. Rowley, Yrassachusel,t:
Newbury House Publishers. 1971. $6.95.

Calling unon techftiques and concepts of linguistics, sociology,
psychology, anthropology, and social psychology, the author presents
an tnterdisciplinary introduction to Students of language and society
whose interests are primarily macrosociological and related to social
problems as well as to social theory. (catalogue)

458. Fishman, Joshua-A. "The Status and Prosrects of Rilinvualism in the
United States." 'Mbdern Language Journal. Vol. 41 (I-95). PPz
143-155.

Cultural pluralism may determipe the succes-s country.
Di cusses bilingUalism and biculturalim. Suggests that a eommission.w
on bilingualismibieulturalist be established at the Federaltat,,,
and local levels.

459. Fishman, Joshua A. "Who sneaks W1,t Lfinguage to Whoni.and Whn?"
Linguistique. No. 2 (1065). rn r7-78.

Vo. Fishman, Joshua A. and Pobert Cooner.% "Alternhtive vfeasures or ,

Bilingualism." Journal of Verbal Lerninir and Verhql
vol. 8 (19r9). rp. 27 -2412.

461. Fishman, Joshua A. and John Lovas.A FluPation in r,-)Cin-
linguistic Perspective.", TF1ML (4uartrq-lv. Vol. II (rcrt,,m1,,

7
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J r
, ., ..

1970. 46 215-222.' i

i .

..One of the-avowed purposes of bilihgual education iasthe main-
.1tenance andvdev4lopment of linguistic and cultural diversity. The ,

authors believe that realisticsocietal information ilf needed for'

realistic eduettiopal *goals. This i_nformation, which goks''beyond.',-,

that nprm;lly available in'school record and county census data, is
here desciibed and preSeAted as `an aid irk deciding4hat,kind-of . . .-

bilingdal program toegtablish. Four broad categories of bilingual- .

. ,ism (transitional', moholiterat , partial, and full) are defined and Ii
ftiscussed in terms of theirs et '4mplications. rauthor)

.. ., ,
. . ,

462, Fi6hmail, J.A. and Vladimir C. Ntihirdy. "The Ethnic Group Sehool and

Mother TongUeMaintenane in thi U.A.0 Sociology of 'Education.
.

37,(1964)t, pp.#306-3:17.
, .. . -..

.. ..

463. .Fraser,'Bruce. Non..!S*anclard-Enilish. 1970. 22 pp.

(ED 045. 960) -.: ,

; r
. .

.
. . . .

- The present paper rviewSregent research jp the area of non- \

standard English the major results to date, the significance of

* this' research for,educali:anl'and.suggestions for. further research.
The notion.bf "standard" English resist's definition; thereAs'not .0

a simple set -of linguistic features whichap be said to define it.

A diaiebt may be clas`sifiediYfrom at least Four 'Points of view; ac-

cordingcording :to 1, Whether the speake:r learned knglish as his first ,

. ... s
language,'.or second or paru; 2, the rggiorc of Jthe 1.S. where the

language' was lea'Aed; 3'4 the cultural composit,ion,9f the speech .

community; and 4; the socioeconomic status (gES) of theipeech
covimunity. -A dialect'day reflect4VI'of these..classifying labels.'"
The-effect of Se on a speaker'sodialect is not absolute, presence% ..,

" or absence of certain linguistic features -but ratl*r the,relative
-frequency.of these features. Speech style is distinguished frem

sOt..ialldfalect: (R1E)
f

) .."

e

. ,

464. Friedlander, George H. Report othe Articuleio+Y and Intelligi.-,
.4vility,'Status.of Socially Diadvaftaged Preschool Children. ,

Institute for Retarded Children or Sh.iPld of David. New York.

Deoepber 1965,- '
st

0

(ED 4314'321)
-.-..

. . .
.-

°

465. Frils,0 Charles C. The Structure of English: ,An Introduction to

the Construction of" English Sentences. New York: :Harcourt,'

Brace, and Company, 1952. . .*

. .

. Does not deal with "4rammar of usake"--.1angiage,differencits
according to social level -but with "gftrmliar of structurell- the'

systematic description of syriteue patterns. The analysis is based ...

on fifty hours of recorded conversations. '(,11-) .*

466. George, H.V. Common Errors in Language Learninsg. RoWley, Mass.:

/ Newbury House Publishers. 1971. $4.95% 'Tpaper)

4.
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467

"it

f,) -

s.

Provides basic guidelines for the caus.:s and preventiv,of
students', errors in foreign language learriing. .Ineorporates a mo-
dern theory of language'leaOning pedagogy based on the errors made
by 1q4rnerb of a sconci_language. Presupposes no revious linguis-4

'47t is training' on the part of the -. 'e- - catalogue)

4
GudschinqY,.Sarahc, Liters

Language Learning: In "Conference on Child Language." pre-. .

prints of papers 7diesented at the Conforence...Chipago,. Illinois.
\Novemberp-241 1971. pp. 341-355.
,(ED 060 753)

A 1

in the Mother Ton fie and. Second

Bilingual.educations programs which foster literacy. in
the maher tongue and than in_the second language, before the second

4p.anguage is used as a medium ofinstruction, are proving to be ,puc-..
cessful in a number of-locations aroune. world: Such prpgrams
encourage community unaerstanding and support, minimize t'he cultAire
shorqc for-the child entering schocl, augment-the ithild's sense of
personal worth and identity, develcp the child's habit of academic
success, and utilize the child's fluency in his on language in
learning the skills of reading and writing. Conscioustcontrol of
one's own language facilitates the learning of a second language in
.the formal school setting. New ideas can be introduCed, in the
mother tongue; reading 'ability facilitatesthe learning,of a second
language. In suchabilingual programs, literacy in the mother tongue
-A followed imMed0.tely by'learning to read atd.write in th'e second
language. (RIE)

4-

4.

468. Gutperz, John J.
muniAies."
pp. 137-15'3

4692 GuMprz4 John J.

-'1°Q7Pal of-

r

"Linguistic, and Social Interaction in Two Cam- .

American Anthropologist. Volt 66 (December 1964) .

"On the Linguistic Markers of Bilingual Education.".
Social 'Issues. ATR1. 23'(A-firil 1967). pp.48-58.

c4

470. Hall, Robert A., Jr. Linguistics and Your Language. -2nd-revised
J

edition of Leave Your Languae.Alone.. Garden City, New York:
. % Doubleday. 1960.

0

A brief, popular discussion relative io language and linguis-
tics., Contains clear, non-technical statement'of theories, princi-
ples, and methods: .(31-1) P

. -
471 Halliday, M.A..K.; Agnes McIntoph, and Peter >t-revers. The Linguis-

tic Sciences and Language Teaching. Bloom-thgton: Indiana
Uriiversity Ilres's. 1964.

.
...

A study of tle application of modern linguistics to-problems. .

of langusage teaching.. The yingtiistic theory embodied is mOstly
derived and developed fron6rthe works of Firth. Th,l, applications--- . , .

cited are.largely directed towards' ESL teachirtg. Provides valuable ,

insights into the nature and .strilc.ture of English, (NYc l':ibliograpV).
P r t

.

a
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472. Hammer,.John H. and Frank A..Rice, eds., A Bibliography of Con-
trastive Linguistics. 'Washington, D.C.: Centel- for Applied
Linguistics. 191p. (parer)

An Annotated list; alphabetic.al by language, of contrastive
structure studies. Includes books, theses and dissertations, ar-
t/ides, etc. Majority of entries, deal with English as one of
languages treated. (NXS Bibliography)

4
473. Hammers, Josiane F. and Wellace E. Lambert. "Bilingual Inter-.

- dependende- "- 1,1dieory perceptions." Journal of Verbal
Learning i FOlavior. Vol. 11 (June 1972). pp. 303-
310.

(EJ 059 241)

4

474. Harri, M.B. and W.G. HassemA-. "Some Factors Affecting the Com-
plexity of Children's Sentences: .The Effects of Modeling, Age
Sex, and Bilingualism." Journal of 'Experimental Child Psycho-

,.

logy. -Vol. 13 (June 197-2). pp. 447-55.
(EJ 00 780) _

475. Haugen, Elinar. ,"Problens of Bilingualism." Lingua. Vol.2.
(August 1950).-

Social pressure becomes language pressure when one mov from
one linguistic community to another. Linguistic conformity tak s
place when the learner has acclimated himself to the new enviro ent.
This article noints out that the bilingual, in the process cf lea -

ning, goes from "erratic substitution" to "systematic substitution"
aso-he,becomes more,proficient in the new language. (JH)

476. %as; Karen and Jon Maxwell. What to Do about Non-Standard
Dialects. A Review of the Literature. 1969. 52 pp.
(ED 041 027)

This paper, r'esUlting from 'a comprehensive sdhrch of the lite-
rature on dialects and dialect learning'from 1960 -1969, sets forth
some of the major ideas, uoints of vit./ and recommendations in the
following categories: 1,responsibility of the school to recognize
and accept different variet4es of the English language; 2, early
research on "correcting" usage "errors;"'3, descriptive dialect
studies (regional, ethnic,' social); 4, effects of non-standard
usage on learning to read, social status, etc.; 5, descOptions of
current programs; 6, what teachers-should. know to.deal with non-
standard usage; and 7, teacher prenn,-ation and classromi practices.

Extensive bibliography anl glossary of terms included. (RTE)
4

477.- Hughes, M.M. and G.I. Sanchez. Learning a New Language. Washington,
D.C.: Association for Childhood Education International. 10,58.

478. Hymes, Dell. "Models of Interaction of Language. and Social Setting."
Journal of Social Issues. Vol. 23 (April 1)67). pp. 8-28.
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474. Jakobovits, Leon A. Foreign Language Learning: A Psycholinguistic
:Analysis of the Issues. Rowley, Mass.: Newbury House. 1970.

A. critical examination of. psycholinguistic implications and
psychological and phyciological aspects of foreign language
learning, compensatory foreign language inatruction, problems

_in the assessment of language learning, and foreign language
aptitude and attitude testing.. ,Presents an appA)ach that, the
author contends,.is'adaptable to any methods the teacher currently
uses to understand and take into account the strategies of the
learner. et,(N(S Bibliography)

480. Jakobovits,'"-Leon A. "Implications of Recent Psycholinguistic
Developments for the Teaching of aSecond Language,"
Language Learning, 18:1 and 2 (June, 1968).

Psycholingutstic theory emphasizes the developmental nature
of the.language acquisition process; limitation, practice,
reinfOrceme.nt, and generalization are no longer considered
theoretically' productive concepts in acqllisition. Points,put
the implications of this principle, for' second language teaching:
"transformation exercises" at hasphonological, syntactic-and
semantic levels. (NYS Bibliography)

481. Jakobovits, Leon A. "The Psychological Bases of second Language
Learning." ,Language Sciences. No. 14 (February, 1971).
pp. 22-28. -0

(EJ 042 819)

/182. Jensen, J.V. "Effects of Childhood Bilingualism." Elementary
English Vol. 39 (1962). Part I, pp. 1327149

This, is' the first of two articles reviewing the effects of
chilabood bilingualism. Some of the nega+ive results discussed
are 1) handicap to speech development, such'as sounds, stress'and
rhythm; 2) disadvantages in language development, such as
vocabulary and confused structural patterns; 3) handicaps in
intellectual development, especially for children with only
superficial knowledge of one language or lacking superior
intellectual ability; 4) retardation in educational progress, in
reading and studying generally and in specific subjects; and . +

-5) emotional instability and social maladjustment because of his
problems in communication. The author also discusses some
del4teriaus effects of bilingualism on society, from the l'amily
to nations. The bibliography for both 5rticleg is included. (ECK)

483. Jensen, J.V. "Effects of Childhood Bilingualism." Elementary ,

English Vol. 39 (1962). Part IT, pp, 358-366.

The first part of this article offers evidence whidh is
contrary to that rresented in the previous article. Some

.,researchers have found that bilingualism has no serious' adverse
A,
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effects on speech and language development, that bilingualism does
not obstruct, and may actually help, educational achievement. 4

Research whigh contradicts findings that bilingualism can result '

inemotional problems and'conflicts in society is also discussed.
rhe second part of the article notes recommended attitudes for
parents.,. the elementary school and the public in order to under-

stand and handle bilingualism better. The third section evaluates
the literature used for the article, with specific observations
about subjects, methodology and ipvestigators. (ECK)

484.- Johnson, Francis C.. "The Failure of the Discipline of Linguistics
in Language Teaching," Language Learning, 19:3 and 4
(December, 1969)%

According-to the author, even though linguistics is one Of the
prime variables in language pedagogy, recent concern with ith has
overshadowed the learning and teaching discipline which,

,accordingly, has feallen-behind the times. (NYS Bibliography)

485. Johnson, L.W. "A Comparison of the Vocabularies of Anglo-
American and Spanish-American High` School Pupils."
Journal of Educational Psychology. Vol. 29 (1938). pp. 135-144

486. KintsCh, Walter. "Interlingual Interference and Memory Processes."
`Journal of Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior. Vol. 8

(1969). pp. 16-).9

487. Kinzel, Paul. Lexical and Grammatical Interference in the Speech
of a Bilingual_child,1967, Y16 pp.
(ED 029 43)

The spontaneous speech of a six-year-old bilingual child was
analyzed for this study. Grammatical and lexical'interference
was shown to occur in both languages however the child does not
show any evidence of phonological interference in"either language.
The author concludes that, in spite of considerable lexical and
grammatical interference, there is no eYidenct. of a merger of
lexicons or graMMatical structures. The, author. also feels that

these observations illustrate the validity and completeness of the
theoretical framework developed by Uriel Weinrich in Languages

.

in Contact. (RIE)

488. Kbutsoudas, Andreas and Olympia Koutsoudas. Contrastive
Analysis of the Segmental Phonemes of Greek and English."
Language Learning, 12:3 (1962).

While specifically concerned with the problems that arise in
,teaching English pronunciation to native speakers of Greek, this
paper provides an insight into the larger problem of language
learning and suggests some empirical solutions through th* use Of
contrastive analysis. (NYS Bibliography)
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489. Kreat, Serafina. Development of Pre-Reading Skills in a Second
Language or Dialect! In,"Conference on Child,Language."
preprints of papers presented at the Conference, Chicago4
Illinois, November 22:.24, 1971. p. 241-263.
(ED 060 754)

The 10linqualseducation prograine in a given community should be

based on a sociolinguistic, assessment of that community, and comm,-.
unity members should be involved in assessing the surrounding
bilingual realityfand in deciding whether they viSh to mirror that
reality in the biliteracy program. This paper presents alternatives
for bilingual programs based on the Nature and objectives of the
Community. The program models presented illustrate the relative
use of theimiive.language or dialect and the second language or
dialect in -areas of concept develdpm9nt, prereading skills,
written and ofal language development, and,reading instruction
(RTE)

490. Lado, Rcibert, Linguistics Across Cultures: Applied Linguistics'
for Languagt Teachers. Am' .Arbor; Mich.: University of
Michigan Press. 1957. (paper)

Uses,non7technical vocabula* in demonstrating the role that'
descrIptive linguistics can play in a language-teaching situation.
Comparee soupd-systems, grammatical structures, vocabulary
systems and cultural patterns. (NYS Bibliography)

491. Lambert, Wallace E. "Measurement of the Linguisti6 Dominance cf
Bilinguals," Journal of Abnormal: and Social Psychology.
Vol. 50, no. 2 (March, 1955). pp. 197-200.

492. Lambert,-Wallace,. "Psychological Approaches to the Study of
language, Part I: OniLearnings, Thinking and Human Abilit'es."
Modern Language Journal. Vol. 47 (1963). pp. 51-62

493. Lamb&t, Wallace. "Psychological Approaches to the Study of
Language, Part II: On Second-Language Learning and
Bilingualism." Modern Language Journal. Vol. 47 (1963).

494: Lambert, Wallace. "A Social Psychology ofBilingualism."
Journal of Social_Issues. 23:2 (1967). pp. 91-T1Q

495. Lambert, Wallace and Chris Rawlings. "Bilingual Processing of
Mixed-Language Association Ne'kworks." Journal of Verbal
Learning and Verbal Behavior. Vdi. 8 (1'969). pp. 604-09

49. Lambert, W.E. and O.H. Tucker. Tu,'Vous, Usted. Rowley,
Mas3achusettls: Newbury House Publishers. 1972. $5.50.(paper).

When to be formal, when not? The way we choose toaddress
another determines very cl.earlyhow we rank hip socially. This

1o6



. book tells the story of how the authors examined the use of the
familiar and the unfamiliar in spoken French and Spanish, and
the revealing tests they made of the usages. (catalog)

497, Lefevre4 Carl A. Linglitistics and the Teaching of Reading. New
York: McGraw-Hill 264 pp.

Presents the fundamentals of structural linguistics, the study
of language as it is spoken. The sound system of American English
is de:cgibecl'accurately.froM the smallest to the largest
since speech is considered basic to all language learning...,A
special chapter dealing with the mugical qualities of spoken
English is quite comprehensive. (NYSBibliography)

.. .

. . : .

498. Leopold, Werner F. "Speedh.DevelOpment of a Bilingual Child."
Four Volumes. Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern University
Press, 1939-1950, .

499. LevinSky, Frieda L. Research on Bilingualism. March 1972. 74 pp.

(ED 062 839)

This discussion of bilingualism and second language learning
'concerns many,linguistic,considerations that figure -in.. -the

problem of language instruction. The motor reports on current
research and on the ideas of several noted linguists. Topics
considered in.this study are the goals of the bilingual educkt,iony,
program, reasons for becoming bilingual, a definition of bilingual-

isi, bilingual dominance and balance, types of bilingualism,
bilingual barriers, second language study, two kinds of language
learning theoi.ies, the effective teacher, and test validity:
Included also aro reports Of- observations in bilingual classroom

observations. Ohe summary from a national survey of linguistic r.
methodology is provided along with a bibliography. (Rig) i

, i

500. Levinsky, Frieda L. Theory artd.Practice of Bilingualism.

39PP.

(1970).

, 1

. i

(Ed 056 554)
I

t

501. Lieberson, Stanley. "Residence and Language Maintenance in a 1

Multilingual City." South-African Journal of Socidlogy.

. Vol. 1, No. 1 (November.1970T7 p. 13-22.
I

(ED 055 465) , .

1

I
C

502. Lynn, K. "Bilingualism in the Southwest." Quarterly Journal/ of

Speech. Vol. 31' (April 1945) pp. 175-180.
1 I

.

503. Mackey, William F. Free Language Alternation in Early Child ood ..

11Education. In "Conference on Child Language." preTrints of
papers presented at the conference Chicago, Illinois,/

November 22-24, 1971. p. 396-432.

(ED 060 755)



At the root,of many early childhood bilingual education
prograis is the widespread belief that the two languages must be
used and taught' in different contexts, since the failure to do so
would inevitably produde .Ek single mixed language. From a study
of the results achieved over a ten-year period, it would seem
that, if at least one of the languages of the pre-school child is
secure as a medium of communication, free language alternation in-'.

early childhood education can be used wi mixed language popula-
tions as a means to promote bilingualism in the kindergarten and
Primary grades. The language program described in this 'report
encourages free alternation between English and German on the
part of teachers and students alike. The force dominating and
determining the language alternation.is the need to communicate
and the desire to please. (RIE)

Macnamara, John. "The Bilingual's Linguistic Performance--a
Psychol9gioal Overview." Journal of Social Issues. Vol. 23,
No. 2 (April 1967). pp. 58-77.

505. Maanamara, John. . "How Can One Measure the Extent of a Person's
Bilingual Proficiency?" in Preprints, International Seminar
on the Description and Measurement of Bilingualism, Ottawa:
Canadian National Commission for UNESCO, 1967; pp. 68-90.

506. Macnamara, John, Marcel Krauthammer and Marianne Bolgar. "Language
1

Switching in Bilinguals as a Function of Stimulus and
Response Uncertainty." Journal of Experimental Psychology.
Vol. 78 (1968).. pp: 28-215.

The purpose of this study was to measure the speed of
language switching. Ss were French-English bilingual college,
students who were either English-speaking'with some knowledge of
French,-French- speaking with same-knowledge of English or equally
qualified in both languages. Ss were required .to perform various
tasks dealing with the naming of.numters. Findings showed that
language switching takes an observable amount of time, that the
time can be reduced IX the,bilingual is able to anticipate. a
switch. In comparison with an equivalent bilingual task,'it is
concluded that this type of language switching is not a
psychological skill nattiCUlar to bilingualism, but can be
applied in a large number of operations in which it is necessary
to switch mods of response rapidly. Some theoretical implicati6ns
?f these findings are-also discussed. (ECK)

507. Marckwardt, Albert Randolf Quirk. A Common Language. MLA-
ACTFL Materia s Cen 1964. 79pp. $2.50.

The script for l?broa ass over the Voice of American and
the BBC. Lively discussion of the varieties of English spoken in
different countries with the thepis,that they are mutually
understandable and equally good. (catalog)
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508. 'Marckwardt, Albert H. The Relationship Between TESOL and.the Center
for Applied Linguistics. Paper presented at the Sixth Annual,
TESOL Convention. Washington, D.C., February 29, 197E.
(ED 064 997)

.

,509. Marquardt, 14illiam F. "The Tenth International Congress of '

Linguistics: Implications for Teaching English as a,Second
Language," TESOL Newsletter, 2:1 and 2 (January-March 1968).

Notes that within the area of language study, syntactics,
semantics and pragmatics have received mucA attention but that
the "study of ways of bringing about:competence in new language
behavior" have received very little.. Contends that the model
the language learner.should use ought not to be that of the
-linguist, but rather a fusion of it with that of the sociologist,
the psychologist and the anthropoligist. Notes five major trends
that may point up skills and techniques of possible use to
teacners in the field. (NYS Bibliography)

910. Meyerson, Marion. "The Bilinkual Child." Childhood Education.
Vol. 45 (1969). pp. 525-527.

511. Morrison, JCR. "Bilingualism: Some Psychological-Aspects."
Advancement of Science. Vol. 14 (1958). pp. 287-290.

512. Moulton, William G. A Linguistic Guide to Language Learning. New
York: Modern Language Association of America, 1966. (paper)

A clear introduction to the-principles of language learning
and how language works, including sections on sounds, sentences,
ords:meaning and writing. Bibliography of useful books on
linguistics, phonetics, contrastive structure and language
learning. (NYS Bibliography)

513. Nedler, Shari. "Language, the Vehicle; Culture, the Content."
Journal of Research. and Development in Education. 4:4

(Summer, 1971). pp. 3-9.

(EJ 044 589)

514. Ney, James W. "The.Oral Approach: .A Reappraisal," Language
Learning, 18:1 and 2, (June, 1968).

Discussed criticisms of audio - lingual approach by

psychologists and transformational linguists, discriminating
between those Vhat are justified and those which are not. Suggests
that many objectives have been anticipated by language teachers
who have not been too doctrinaire. (NfS Bibliography)

515. Ney, James W. "Two Neglected Factors in Language Comparison."
Modern Language Journal. 48:3 (1964).

Suggests that pedagogically oriented contrastive studies
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should take into account the forms that result from false analOgy
as well as the freqUency of occurrence of structures in the target
language. (NYS Bibliography)

516 Nichols, Paul E. A Study of the Cooperative Inter-American Tests of
Language Usage at the Junior High School Level. Unpublished
Master's thesis, University of Texas. '1952.

517.- Nida, Eugene. Learning a Foreign Language. New York: Free Press,
'Foreign Missions Conference of North America. 1957. (revised
edition)

A guide for individual language study written from the point
of view of modern descriptive linguistics though with a minimum of
techinical vocabulary. (JH)

518. Paulston, Christina Bratt. "The_ Sequencing of Structural Pattern
Drills." TESOL Quarterly. Vol. 5 (September 1971). pp. 197-
208.

lb

This article is an attempt to re-examine the role and function
of structural pattern drills in'language learning. The first part
of the paper seeks to examine the relevant literature pertaining to
drills in order to 1) bring together seine of the major references
for examining areas of -concord and disagreement and 2) to consider
the implications for language teaching. The second part of the
paper proposes a theoretical classification of structural pattern
drills, incorporating the implications found relevant, in order to
allow a'sequencing of dibills which will pro%-ide a more efficient
working model for the classroom. (author)

519. Politzerr Robert L. "Some Reflections on Pattern Practice." Modern
Language Journal. Vol. 18 (1964).

Discusses advantages and disadvantages of pattern practice while
cautioning that time devoted tothorough drilling necessarily limits
number of structures taught. (-NYS Bibliography)

520. Politzer, Robert L. "Toward Psycholinguistic Models of Language
Instruction." TESOL Quarterly. Vol. 2 (September 1968).

Discusses the congruence and clash of psychological and
pedagogical principles in language teaching and the use of .

linguistic and psychological principles as tools in the analysis
of the teaching process. Analyzes typical lessons. (NYS Bibliography)

521. Heeback, Robert T. "Range of Effectiveness as a Comprehensive
Measure of CommunicatiOn Skill." Language Learning. Vol. 21
(June 1971). np. 97-106.
(EJ 042 831)

Earlier version of this paper was presented at the annual TESOL
convention in New Orleans, Louisiana in March 1971. (CIJE)
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522. Rice, Frank A. and Allene Guss. Information Sources in Linguistics:
A Bibliographical Handbook. Washington, D.C.: Tenter for
Applied Linguistics. 1965.. (paper)

A largely unannotated bibliography divided into sections 9.a..
fields within linguistics, linguistics and related disciplines,
applied linguistics, abstracts, classification systems and manpower:
(NYS Bibliography)

523. Richards, I.A. and Christine Gibson. Techniques of Language Control.
Rowley, Massachusetts: Newbury House Publishers. 1971. $5.95.

Control of vocabulary and structure is widely held to be a
prime influence on language learning. In this book the authors
describe-their tested approach to limiting vocabulary and syntax
in the teaching of English. Their techniques of language control
are introduced through Every Man's English, a new list of high
utility words for learning English and for clarity of expression.
(catalogue) a

524.- Richards, Jack C. "A Non-Contrastive Approach to Error Analysis."
4 English Language Teaching. Vol. 25 (June 1971). pp. 204-219.

(RI 042 873)

Basedon a paper presented at the TESOL convention in San
Francisco, California in March 1970. (CIJE)

1525 Richards, Jack C. Social Aspects of Language Learning. Paper
Presented at the Sixth Annual TESOL Convention., 'Washington,,,
D.C. February 28, 1972. 22.Pp.
(ED 061 829)

526. Rivet-8, Wilga M: The Psychologist and the Foreign-Language Teacher.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1964.

A critical appraisal of foreign language teaching today (in
particular the audio-lingual method) in the light of current psy-
chology and theories of learning. 'The book is written for the
classrdom teacher and concentrates on the high school level, with
most examples from French. Includes recommendations for the
teacher and an appendix describing learning theories. (NYS Biblio-

graphy)

527. Rivers, Wilga M. Speaking in Many Tongues: Essays in Foreign

Language Learning. Rowley, Massachusetts: Newbury House.
1972. $3.95

Considers problems such as student dissatisfaction ,with

s:t,ructual language courses, motivation difficulties, individual
differences in means and goals of language learning, etc. and
makes concrete proposals toward solving them. Guidelines are
established for development and evaluation of language programs,
new models of language. teaching activities presented, and psycho-

,
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logical insights discussed that will assist those involved in lan-
guage teaching in assessing its meaning for today's students.
(catalogue)

528. Roeming, Robert F. "Foreword: Bilingualilp and the Bilingual
qhild-:-A Symposium." Modern Language Journal. Vol. 49 (March'
1965). sp. 143.

529. Ronch, Judah; Robert L. Cooper, and Joshua A. Fishman. "Word
Naming and Usage Seoregfor a Sample of Yiddish-English ."

Bilinguals." Modern Language Journal. Vol. 53 (1969).
pp. 232 -235.

Reviewed the findings-bf a study using 8 male and 7 female
Eu*opean-born Jewish adults who had used.Yiddish as children and
who continued active upe in the United States. Ss were 55-80
years old, and had resided in.the United States for 40-60 years.
The societal domains measured IVere`Vomet ethnic bqhavier, work,

,,,neighborhood, and Jewish cultural activities. A Word Naming test
in English and Yiddiq was administered, and analysis_of Variance_
revealed that the "ratio of English to Yiddish words named varied

. as a f4nction of domains." Ss.rated themselves as using most
Yiddish in the Jewish cultural domain. \Results indicate that the

Ss.4.1sed the most English in the home domain: Compared with ana--
AlKus Puerto Ricans, the -Yiddish-English bilinguals use more
ish in the home domain than do the Puerto Ridane." Older

Puerto Ricans, are still (..1panis3%dominant at work and in church,
but appear to be moving toward greater use of English in their
homes. (PASAR/DH)

' 530. Sableski, J.A., Ed. "A selective Annotated Bibliography on
Child Language." Linguistic Reporter. . Vol. 7 (April 1965).

useful bibliography, almost alone in this area; some entries
for bilingualism. (NYS Bibliography)

531. Samuels, Marilyn; Allan G. Reynolds, and W.E. Lambert. "Communication
Efficiency of Children Schooled in a Foreign Language." Journal
of Educational Psychology. Vol. 60 (October 1969). pp. 389-
393.

English-speaking children who had rc ived their first two
years of instruction exclusively in French, for them a foreign
language, were tested for communication skills in both English and
French. One experiment examined their ability as decoders of novel
information; a second, their proficiency as encoders. In both in-
stances they were found to be as capable as matched control groups
of monolingual children. Apparently young children instructed ex-
clusively in a foreign language can apply abilities developed
mainly through teacher-pupil interaction, to nonacademic peer-to-
peer communication settings, with no decrement in material language
performance. (authors)



532. Sanchez, G.I. "The Crux of the Dual Language Handicap." New

Mexico School Review. March 1954. -pp. 13-15, 38.t

533. Sanchez, G.I. '"The Implications of a Basal Vocabulary to the
Measurement of the Abilities of Bilingual Children." Journal

of Social Psychology. Vol. 5 (August 1934). -pp. 395-402.

534.. Schmidt-Mackey, Ilonka. Language Strategies of the Bilingual
Family. In "Conference on Child Language." preprints of
papersdpresented at the /bonference in Chicago, Illinois,
November 22-24, 1971. pp. 85-118.

(ft 060 740

The subject of language learning of children in bilingual*
families is considered in this paper. The author discusses practi$al
problems and provides examples from his own family situation inwhich
his children.learned French, Eriglishand German. The possibility.
of language mixture is.discussed and the author presents some ten-
tative conclusions about the usage of a particular language in a
particular Situation. If the situation isia natural one, it is
likely to motivate the child to use the language of the situation.
If the parents do not interfere or force the'childto speak a given
language in a given situation,'the overall linguistic development
of the child is likely to be normal. If the parents inconspicuously
lead the child into natural contexts in which the probability of
language switch is high, the full language learning potential of
the situation will have its effect upon the children. (RIE)

535. JSpolsky, Bernard. "Language Testing: The Problem of Validation."
TESOL Quarterly. .Vol. 2 (June 1968) .

Discusses the differences between tests for control of in-
struction, and tests.for control of a person's career and the
serious difficulty of validation in the gecond class. (JH)

536. -Spolsky, Bernard. "The Limits of Language Education." Linguistic

Reporter. Vol. 13 (Summer 1971). pp. 1-5. ,

(EJ 046 147)

537. -Spolsky, Bernard and Wayne Holm. Bilingualism in the Six-Year-Old

Navajo Child. In ':Conference on Child Language." preprints of
papers presented at the Conference, Chicago, Illinois, November.
22-24, 1971. pp. 225-239.
(ED 060 747)

538. Stageberg,,Norman C. "Structual Ambiguity and the Suprasegmentals."

English Record. Vol. 21 (April 1971). pp. 64 -68.,
cEJ 0117 665) .

After teaching the basic supras6gmental patterns, an ESL
teacher can profitably continue with those other patterns which are
useful in distinguishing meanings and whose absence on the printed
page will sometimes result in double meaning. (CIJE)
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539. Swain,.Merrill.. Monolingualism and Code Acquisition.
.# In "Conference on Child- Language," preprints of paperS presented

at the conference. Chi,cago; Illinois. November 22-24, 19714
pp. 209 -224.

(ED 060 748)

540. Tarone, Elaine E. A Suggested Unit for Interlingual Identification
in Pronunciation. Paper presented at the Sixth Annual TESOL
Convention. Washington, D.C. February 28, 1972. '11 pp.
(ED 060 726)

541. Thonis, Eleanor.' The Dual Language Process in Young Children. In
"Conference on Child Language." preprints of papers presented
at the conference. Chicago, Illinois. November 22-24, 1971.
15 pp.

(ED 061 812)

Problems attributedlpo dual language learning in early childhood
hive been exaggerated and may be the result of.failure to control
significant research variables. The relationship betwee4 a child's -

acquisition of a langutge and his ability to think must be better
understood for closer investigation of the effects of dual labguElge
learning. Several conditions do appear to be conducive topromoting-
dual language acquisition. It seems that the two languages should
be kept in separate ciptext.s so that coordinated language systems
might develop. The best language models must be available in both
languages. A rich and varied background of environmental -Eocounters
is important as are acceptance of the child's uniqueness, respect
for his native language, appreciation of his cultural heritage and
attention to his specific language requirements. Curriculum design
for early childhoOd bilingual education should take these conditions
into. account and encourage improved oral language ability and intro-

ductory literacy skillsAin the native language, intensive oral
language development and readiness for literacy in the, second lan-
guage, and access to knowledge in the stronger language. (RIE)

542. Tireman, L.S. '.!The Bilingual Child and His Reading Vocabulary."
Elementary English Review. Vol. 32 (January 1955). pp. 33-50.

543. ITireman, L.S. "Bilingual Children." Review of Educational Research.
Vol. 14 (June 1944). pp. 273-278.

544. firoike, Rudolph and Roger Abrahams. Lanzuage and Cultural Diversity
in American Education. New York: Prentice-Hall. 1972.

545. Upshur, John A.'. "Four Experiments on the Relation between Foreign
Language Teaching and Learning." Language Learning. Vol. 18
(June 1968).

Experiments reported here indicated that 1, language _learning
is not related to the amount of formal language instruction for those
`students concurrently enrolled in academic classes, and that 2, se-
quential mastery of materials is not necessary'for learning in an

- intensive foreign language program. (NYS Bibliography)
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546. Upshur, John A. and Julia Fats., Edo. "Problems in Foreign-Language
T'esting." Language Learning.. Special issue #3. August 1968.

Contains alwide selection of relevant articles from the pro-
ceedings of a conference at the University of Michigan'in September
1967. (NYS Bibliography)

547 Valdman, Albert, Ed. Trends in'Language Teaching. New York: McGraw-
Hill. 1966. (papei4

Includes articles; many hitherto unprinted, in the areas of
linguistics, programmed instruction, language laboratory technology,
literature, etc related, to current language teaching. (NYS Biblio-
graphy)

548.' Van Syoc;,Biycef Ed. "T..inguist!:cs an the Teaching of English as a
Foreign Language." Language Learriing.' ypl. 8 (June 1958).

A special issue devoted entirely to articles dealing with the
topic from differing perspectives during the height of the
"structuralist-approach" period. (NYS Bibli6graphy)

549. Wolfram, Walt. An Appraisal ofERIC Documents'on the Manner and
Extent of Non-Standard Dialect Divergence. J969. 23 pp.

(ED 034 991)

This paper examines and evaluates 11 ERIC documents dealing
with the manner and extent to which non-standard dialects differ
from standard English. Tilt author presents the - deficit (non-fstandard .

dialect is a deficient fort of standard English) and difference
(.d;fferent but equal status of all dialects) models of explicating

language varieties. Also discusses the basic assumptionsfabout the
nature of'language with which the de/icit todel is in conflict.
(author/JH)

550. Xotletalcura, Sayo.

in English.
Michigan.

551. Young, Rod.:ey W.
Spanish-English and Navajo-English Bilingual Children. In

"Conference on Child Language." preprints of papers presented

at the conference. Chicago, Illinois, November 22=24, 1971.

'pp. 193-208.

. (ED 0'60 749)

A Structual Analysis of. the Usage. of the Articles
Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, University of

1963.

The Develo ment of Semantic Cate ories in the r

The experiment destiibtrd in thi's report considers whet'her'
children who learn a second language will develop the same semantic
system gs monolingual children or whether their semantic system will
be different because of linguistic or cultural interference, and also
whether the-bilingual child develops separate meaning systems for his
two languages -mr- whether he operates by means of a single system.
The experiment compares the relative diffitulty of certain semantic
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constructfons in comprehension tests for two groups of -syoung.biliri-
r rgual children: Spanish-English bilinguals and Navajo-English bilin=.'

luaas. 'Details-and resultare provided. Findings indicate that 'tL

"bilingual children do not parallel monolingual children patterns '

of difficulty ofisemantic categorie. Categories not,prtsery in
their first language are appeciably mores Ilifficultrainrelation-to
the ,,ther dategoi-ies than for monolingual Children. (RIF):

Linguistic Studies of Puerto Ricans on the Mainland

552. Berndt, Tomi D., Robert L. Cooper, and Josliva.A: Fishman. "Semantic
Independence and Degree of Bilingualism in Two Puerto RiAri
Communities." Revista Interamericana de Psicqlogia. Vol. 2' b

(1968). PD. 289-294.

The Spanish and English word naming and word association
responses of .two groups of Puerto R.5-an"respondents, one living
on the island, the other on the Mainland, were analyzed in terms
of words produced in the weaker language for each of fiv'e societal
domains. subjects on the Island gave significaaly higher trans-
lation cquivalpnt ratios ,than did the others. The domains of
family and neighborhood exhibited the smallest translation equi-
vg.lent ratios, and the dol.ains of education and religion, the
largest. Semantic independence and relatilie bilingual proficiency
werefound to be -largely independent dimensions, with the former,
,reflecting the coordinates of the bilingual's language system.
(PASAR)

553. Cooper, Rotert L., Barbara I. Fowles, and Abraham rlivner.
"Listenirig Cbmprehension in a Bilingual Community." Modern
Language Journal. Vol. 53 (1069). Pp. 235-244.

This article describes a technique which was designed to de-
termine a more direct way of determining both bilingual proficiency
and listening comprehension ability. It waz also devised to reflect
bilingual proficiency in different social contents. Stimuli were
five tane-recorded natural conversations betWeen Spanish-English .1

bilingUal residents of New York; the "actors" agree on'a social
situation and,carriedout a conversation, switching languages as
they felt it'apPropriate.. Ss were 48 Puerto Ricans over the age of
13, living within a four-block 'section of "dowtown" Jersey City.
The conversations were played twice to the respondent and questions
were asjced which were designed to assess boli comprehension and
interpretation of social aspects, e.g. role relationships, degree
of intimacy, etc. \For each subtext, the percentage of correctly

,answered items assessing comprehension of the English portion was
subtracted from the percentage of correctly answered items assessing
comprehension of the Spanish portion. Thus, positive scores meant .

greater comprehension of English. Tndependent judges'rated,the re-
spondents on.the following fiye variables: accented speech, roading,
writing./ranish rep,..:rtoire range and Pnglish repert,oire range. The
listening comprehension portioeis were -ilso admini;:tered to )(:) hit-'h
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school students who had completed three or four years of Spanish and
19 Latin American students in an advanced course in English as a
Second Language at a New York City university. Results show mo-

deratecorrelations among the clqgree of bilingualism scales. The
authors note that bilingualism can vary along partially independent
dimengions; therefore, reliance upon performance in a single mode
can result'in an inadequate estimate of bilingual ability. The
usefulness of a contextualized approach to measuring bilingual skills
isemphasizea, and a discussion of the uses of this technique is
also included. (ECK)

554. .Cooper, Robert and Lawrence Greenfield. "Word Frequency. Estimation

as a Measure of Degree of Bilingualism." Modern Language
"Journal. March 1969. pp. 163-166. ,

The purpose of the stady was to determine the utility of a
word frequency estimation ',task as a measure of degree of bilingual-

ism. Ss were 481PUerto*Ricans, age 13 or older, living in a

Puerto Rican-neighborhood in Jersey City New Jersey. The procedure
involved having a.subject rate 75 coMmonly.used English and Spanish'
words in terms of frequency that he.had heard it or said it. Re-
sults showed that greater-use of Spanish than English words was
`assocrated with greater facility in speaking Spanish than speaking
English, use of Spanish more than English at home, -greater word
production in Spanish, a predominance of Spanish accent and use
of fewer speech styles in speaking English. (ECK)

555. DeJesus, C. A Study of Language Development and Goodenough-IQ of
Puerto RicanPresohoolChildren in New 'York day.. Unpublished

Master's thesis, Fordham University. 1952. .

556. Tishman, Joshua. "A Sociolinguistic Census of a Bilingual,Neighbor-
hood." in Joshua A. Fishman; Robert L. Cooper, and Roxana Ma,
et.al., Bilingualism in the'Barrio. Final Report. Washington,

. D.C. : Office of Education. 190. pp. 260-269.

(ED 026 546)

557. Fishman, Joshua A.,%et A. Bilingualism in the Barrio. Final Report.

(ED 026 546)

Presents excerpts from a report of bilingualism in a predominant-
ly lower class urban Puerto Rican community in the United States, and

aspects of the larger network of communication media-and-communication
elites through which it is tied to the Puerto Rican community of a
larger metropolitan area. 'Mose section.: of the report judged re-
levant to language teachers are presented (in Modern'Language Journal,

Vol. 53 (1969). pp. 151L185.), including papers by Joshua Fishman,
r -oper and Greenfield, Edelman, and Berney, dealing with: a) measure-

.

u.ent and description of widespread and relatively stable bilingualism;

b) word frequency estimation as a degree of bilingua,lism; c) contex-

tualized measures of degree of bilingualism; d) contgxtualization of
schoolchildren's bilingualitm; and 4) semantic independence and degree
of bilingualism in two communities. (PASAR)
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558. Golaskr, Clare T: Language Interference and Visual Perception of
Native and Puerto Rican Speakers of English in Second Grade.
Master's thesis, Rutgers Uniyersity. 1971.
(ED 051 981)

Study sought to determine whether language interference would
have a significant effect on visual perception. Puerto Rican par-
ticipants had been instructed in aural-oial English Allis fot 2
years. The Figure and Ground Test from the Holmes-Singer Language
Perception Tests, Series -J, was used. Study revealed no signi-
ficant differences between e two groups. Test materials, tables,
and a bibliography are include . (RIE)

55Q. Kriedler, Charles. A Study of the Influence of English qn the
Spanish of Puerto Ricans in Jersey City, New Jersey. Unpublished
Ph.D. Dissertation, Michigan State University. ,1958.

(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 19 (1958). pp. 27-528:)

The purpose of this study was to measure the.-amount and nature
of change in the Puerto Rican dialects' in Jersey. City as a result of
,their exposure to Engliush. Data for the study were obtained from
30 Ss who responded to a prepared questionnaire. The 30 Ss were
chosen to give representation to all groups according to ag., length
of residence, exposure to English, etc. The conclusion's indicate
that the Puerto Ricans in Jersey city,adopted'forms of English more
readily than the English speakers adopted forms of Spanish. %In
borrowing litguistic forms, the occurrence of a native phoneme in
a new position is more likely than the'appearance of a new phoneme.
When a new phoneme is "borrowed" into the language, it is Usually
becaUse there is no S:lanish phoneme that can be used in its place. '

(pH)

560. Labor, W., et al. A Preliminary Study of'the Structure of English
Used b Nero and Puerto Rican S eakers in New York Cit .

Cooperative Research Project Report No. 3091. .19.;
(ED 028 423) and (Ed'028 424)

The purpose of this investigation was to ascertain the dif-
ferences between non-standard Negro English of Northern ghetto
areas (NNE) and the standard English required in the classroom (SE).
Though the title of the project suggests that a study of Puerto, Rican
speeCh patterns is included, it should be noted that there is little
material here for the student of bilingualism among Puerto Ricans.
in New York City. The field work for the study was done in Central
Harlem; Ss were classified by the investigators as speakers of non-
standard Negro English .(NNE), standard English (SE), and White non-:
standard English (WNSE). An analysis of the structure 'of NNE presents
the following differences: 1) freqUent generlizations of rules
tfound in other English dialects; 2) the systematic variation of
past tense and stem clustels; 3) the irregularity of s, z inflections;
4) the negative syntax of NNE which distributes the negative particle
more consistently anrlto.a wider'range of environment's; and5) some
fluctuation in the use of tense inversion. Analysis of data collected

ti
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from repetition tests shows that many NNE JpeaMers have an asymmetri-
cal system of perception and production; they understand SE'forms but
produce NNE forms in response. Individual investigators vary greatly
in their perception of the differences between NNE and SE forms.' As'

a general conclusion, the authors state that the apparent categorical
. rules of NNE prevent consistent repetition of SE forms. (DH)

561. Ma, Roxana and Eleanor-Herasimchuk. "Linguistic Dimensions of a
Bilingual Neighborhood." in Joshua A. Fishman, Robert L. Cooper
and Roxana Ma, et al., Bilingualism in the Barrio. Final Re-
port. Yeshiva University. Washington, D.C.: Office of
Education, Department of Health, Education and Welfare. 1968.

562. Mergal, !;largaret Z. Structural Problems in the Written Use of
English by Puerto Ricans. Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation,
Teachers- College, Columbia University. 1959.

563. 'Reinstein, Steven and Judy Hoffman. "Dialect Interaction Between
Black and Puerto Rican Children in New Yor City: Implications
for the Language.Arts." Elementary English. Vol. 49 (February.
1972). pp.- 190 -196.

This article describes a project which was designed to measure
the effects of black,neers upon ,the Eriglish dialect spoken by7Puerto
Rican children in New York City. Two groups of 15 Puertb Rican
fourth graders were selected. The groups were alike in such things
as length of residence in the same area, lack of speech or auditory
defects or speech training, the fact that both parents were bo'n in
Puerto Rico and'that the children were Spanish-speaking; the dis-
tinguishing characteristic was the amount of opportunity to interact
verbtIlly with black peers. Instruments used were Gross's Pronunciation
Test for Negro Dialect and Gross's Auditory Discrimination Tett for

.ft

j Dialect Sounds. Results showed that the dialect articulation of
PcIerto Rican students who interacted with black children was signi-
filanhy different from those Puerto Ricafls with little interaction
and that dialect articulation and auditory diS'crimination on tests
Validated for black children were highly correlated for Puerto Ricah .

childrep., The authors also discust some implications for echication
and indicate that they plan to do additional research. (ECK)

564. Sardy, Susan J. 'Dialect, Auditory Discrinanation-and Phonics Skills.
' - Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Yeshiva University. 1969.

(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 30 (1970). pp. 2914-2915A)

The study was designed to investigate the relationship between
residential segregation itti a large urban area and.selected auditory

discrimination and phonics skills among 240 lower and Middle class ,

Black, White and Puerto Rican fourth graders from segregated schools
in New York City.. "Ss responded 'to tapes prepared for this study

which included a 41-item Additory Disc'rimination Test and an 81-item
decoding Phonics Test,of-regular sound. The ethnolinguistic group
distributions of auditory discrimination scores differed signifi-
cantly; at .01 level, after correction for vocabulary score: the

1.19
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Puerto Rican group had the greatest difficulty; the Black group had.
the largest portion of highest scores; and the White group did sig-
nificantly better than all the others. On the Phonics Test, however,
the scores of'the Puerto Rican and Black' Ss did not differ signifi-
cantly from the White group. Socioeconomic class was found to be
a far more significant determinant, with middle class children fax
outperforming'their lower-class counterparts. (DH)

565. Shiels, Marie Eileen. Dialects in Contact: A Sociolinguistic
Analysis of Four Phonological Variables of Puerto Rican English
and Black English in Harlem. Unpublished Ph.DW,Dissertation,
G6orgetown Univertity. 1972.

(Dissertation Abstracts International. Vol. 32 (1971-1972).
p.

This project studied the effects of Black English on Puerto
Rican English. Information was gathered from tares ofoinformal
.conversations with 43 adolescent boys., The informants were from
three groups: Puerto Ricans with little contact with blacks, Puerto
'Ricans with extensive contact with blacks and blacks. Four phono-
logical variables were studied. All three groups were similar for
.one variab],e, showing almost complete assimilation of Puerto Ricans
to black patterns; for the other three variables, those Puerto Ricans
with more contact with blacks had .speech patterns which approximated
black speech closer than those Puerto Ricans with less contact with
blacks. (DH)

566. Silverman, Stuart Harold. The Effects of Peer Group Membership on
Puerto Rican Englieh: Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Yeshiva
University. 1971.

(Dissertation Abstracts International. Vol. 32 (1971-1972).
D. 5621A.)

This sfudy,was designed to determine the effects of peer-group
influence on language development. Ss were three groups of junior
high school students: Group I, Puerto Rican students with black
friends; Grouo 1I, Puerto Ricahs without plack friends, and Group
III, blacks. Each child was measured five ways to determine which
group used the greatest amount of Black Non-Standard English for
each'of 11 phonological variables. The hypothesis was that Group
III would have the greatest amount and Group II the least amount.
The results were discussed on the basis of their implications for
education, and seem to indicate that, unless the schools can dis-
place the peer grOup as the greatest influence on language develop-
ment,'non-standard speakers of English will not speak standard
English.. The desirability of having society accept non-standard.
English rather than teaching standard English was also discussed. (ECK)

06

567. Terry, Charles E. and Robert L. Cooper. "A Note on the Perception
,and Production of Phonological Variation." Modern Language

Journal. Von. 53 (196Q). pp. 254-255.

This article described a study on nhonetir analysis of 36 hilin-
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gual .r.°Uerto Rican subjects in 44.urban setting.. Sixteen taped English
andtAanigh items were presenteeto each subject in groUps of three
alternativeS"to test for perception of variation in "phonetic reali-
zations." Linguists had devised three criteria! scales: A) English
repertoire range, B) accentedness, and C) reading. Results indicate
that tut bilingual subjects' perception of phonoligical variation'in
both'English and Spanish was not significantly related to the fre- .

quency of thetAproduction of these variables. (PASAR)

568. Thomas, Alexaider. Retardation in Intellectual Development of Lower-
Class Puerto Rican Children in New York CiLL. New York: De-
partment of Psychiatry, New York University. 1967.
(ED 017 591)

The objectives of this study-were 1) to..identify any patterns
of behavioral and intellectual function which appear to Ile detri.7.
mental to optimal learning and developMent; 2) to identify inter'-
and extra - familiar influences which prioduce the aboYe patterns; and
3) to identify favorable patterns whi can be used to prevent or
remedy the situation. The populatio to be studied was lower-class
Puerto Rican children in New York -City. The Ss were two groups of
Puerto Ricans: 95 in one group whi was'followed from infancy, and
155 in the other group which consis ed of their older siblings. For
comparative purposes, two groups of advantaged white children were
also tested. All children between the ages of 6 and 14 wereiad-
ministered the WISC; those children between the ages of 15 and 17
were administered the WAIS. The areas of investigation were as
follows: the probl-^1 of IQ score decrement with increase in age;
below normal academic achievement; differences in behavioral style;
language development, as affected by bilingualism; and the effects
of child care practices, home environment and family characteristics
on the child's development. Analysis of data was not complete, as
this was an interim report.. However the folldwing conclusions were
presented by the author: 1) the population of Puerto Rican children
tested were retarded in school achievement; 2) the findings do not
show a decrement in IQ level between pre-school and school ages, in-
dicating that the retardation in intellectual achievement is not a
result of culturg deprivation, etc.; 3) language development is not
retarded by bilingualism; and 4) otner factors must be responsible,
(e.g. poor schooling, inapprpriatg teaching methods). The'author
noted that some factors in the home environment may also be at fault,
but any such conclusions must be withheld pending complete analysis
of the findings. (DH)

569. WeisSman, Julius. An Exploratory Study of Communication Patterns of
Lower-Class Negro and-Puerto Rican Mothers and Pre7School
Children. .Uupublished Ph.D. Dissertation. 1966.
Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 27 (1967). pp. 2960A-3961A.)

The purpose of the investigation was to explore the assumption
that lower-class child-rearing patterns socialize passive behavior
and lack of motivation for learning in children. Ss were mothers
an'd pre-school age children from low-income Plierto Rican and Black
groups. The nature and degree of the "assumed.passivity" were studied
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in terms orthe forms and patterns of the verbal and non-verbal
communications between mother and child pairs in both-hOme and
school settings. The findings indicate that Puerto Rican mother-
child pairs are Much more active at home than in the school set-
ting; the opposite was true for the Black group. "The Puerto
Rican group had higher activity rates in the 'teaching' category,
in the reinforcement of verbal praise, smiles, touch contacts, and
related areas. -The Black group was more active in the use of
verbal admonitions, 'ddn't4' in critical codments, in directing
and coercing verbal andi.nonverbal communications:" The Puerto
Rican mother-child pairs Were more active and responsive in the
interpersonal prodesses of communication than the Black mother-
child pairs. (DR)

r

570: Williams, George M., Jr. Puerto Rican English: A Discussion of
Eight Major Works Relevant to Its Linguistic Description.
Cambridge, Masschusets: Language Research Foundation Report

#3. 1971. 49 pp.

(EDs051 709)

Discussion of eight major' works relevant to a-linguistic dei-
of Puerto Rican English seeks to contribute a more unified

theory of bilingualism and second language acquisition. The author's
Observations on phonological, lexical and morphological, and syn-
tactic implications are presented in an attempt, to coordinate the
theory. (RIE)

571. Williams, George. Some Errors in English by Spanish-Speaking Puerto
Rican Children.. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Language Research
FoUndation Report #6. January 1972. pp. 85-102.
(ED 061 850)

The purpose of the investiga,ion reported in this document is
to determine the range of errors in the spontaneous qpeech of Puerto
Rican children of intermediate English ability in order to provide
specific information on phonetic and morphological deviations from
standard English for use in curriculum development. The study first
considers common-pronunciation problems, many attributed to the in-
fluence of Spanish. Problems with vowels, diphthongs, consonants,
consonant clusters, stops,and aspirants are discussed. Syntactic
problems'with auxiliaries, tense and number, object complements, ,

negation, structures difficult to understand and miscellaneous
lexical items are also considered. Examples of errors are provided.
(RIE)

572. Wolfram, Walt. Overlapping_Influence and Linguistic Assimilation in
Second Generation Puerto Rican English. Paper presented at the
1971 American Anthropological Association Conference. New York,
New York. 1971. 48 pp.

(ED 057 665)

-.-

The English spoken by second generation Puerto Ricans in Harlem
is influenced by black :English heard in the surrounding comminity,

standard English ulAad kp the school, and the Spanish-influenced
English used by the first generation Puerto Rican community. The
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study of these influences is conducted according to recently developed
sociolinguistic principles which state that various social dialects
in the United States are not differentiated from each other by dis-
crete sets of features but by.variations in the frequency with which
certain features occur. ite author examines two phonological va-
riables in Puerto Rican English and discusses the linguistic pro-
cesses at work in the variations and the influences of contact with
the dialects mentioned above. The author devises rules accounting
for various constraints in the variations. The discussion of the
variables helps.to isolate several sociolinguistic principles con-
cerning such concepts as vestigal interference, convergent processes,
and assimilatiOn variants. A case of grammatical variation is also
considered in relation to the influencing dialects. A bibliography
is included. (RIE)

573. Wolfram, Walt and others. Overlapping Influence in the Enslish of
Second Generation Puerto Rican Teenagers in Harlem. Final
Repert. Washington, D.C.: Center for Applied Linguistics.

*U.S.
Office o!' Education, Cooperative ?eseareh Program. 1971.

560 pp.

(ED 060 159)

' This research is an attempt to determine the relative influence ,

of Black English and Puerto Rican Spanish in the speech of Puerto
Ricans raised contiguous to the black community in Harlem. The first
chapter provides a general introduction to the study of this variety
of Puerto Rican English and a description of the sample on which this
study is based. In Ctopter Two, a_general sociocultural picture of
various aspects of the Puerto'Rican community is given, particularly
as it relates to the surrounding black community. A number of
selected variables in Puerto Rican English are examined in Chapter.
Three, building on the descriptive framework of variable rules in
generative-transformational grammar. Chapter Four deals with the
assimilation of linguistic features from Black English in three
groups with 'e continuum of second generation Puerto Rican spea-
ke in Ailik -m. The final chapter-consists of a nontechnical des-
cr arr e differences between Puerto Rican English and Standard
English - second generation Puerto Ricans in Harlem, intended as
a pract4Pal guide for educators who want to know some r,f the main
characteristics of the dialect without the formalize n or detail
that is involved in the third chapter. (RIE)

Linguistic Studies of Other Non-English-Speakers on the Mainland'

574. Ajubita, Maria Luisa. Language in Social Relation to .the Mexican-

American Problem. Unpublished Master's thesis, Tulane University.
1043.

575. Arnold, Richard D. Reading Skills of Afro-and Mexican-American
Students. Paper presented at the meetingof the International
Reading Association. Atlantic City, New Jersey. April 19-23,
1971. 12 pp.

(ED 055 727)
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576. Baugh, Lila. A Study, of Pre-School_ Vocabulary of Spanish-Speaking
Children. Unpublished Master's thesis, University of Texas,
1933.

577. Bromany B.L. "Spanish-speaking Five-year old."' Childhood Education.
vol. 48 (April 1972). pp. 362-364.
(EJ 056 391)

578. Browning, Horace N. A Comparison of the Spanish-Speaking_and English
Speaking Children in Niue Schools -dyer a Four-Yew, Period.
Unpublished Master's thesis, University of Texas. 1944.

579. Callicut, Laurie T. Word Differences of Mexican and Non-Mexican.
Children. Unpublished Master's thesis, University of Texas.
W'377

580. Cervenka, Edward. Final Report of-Head Start
1966-67 to the Institute for Educational

of
Lion Child the School
Instrument. 1970. 236 pp.
(ED 019 122)

Evaluation and Research
Development, Section
Bicultural Socializa-
The Development Of the

A study to develop instruments to measure child bilingualism
and bicultural socialization was conducted in Del Rio, Texas. Three
instruments were developed; 1) a series of six tests for measuring
linguistic competence in English; 2) a similar series for Spanish;
and 3) a series of three instruments for measuring socialization.
Test batteries focused on the oral-aural use of language in realistic
school situations. Analysis of results showed that children in the °

bilingual program were as competent in English as those learning
only in English and-they were also better adjusted socially. Test
instrument validity and reliability was determined and item analysis
carried out. Document mainly composed of test instruments and ana-
lysis of experimental data. (RIE)

581. Christian, Chester C., Jr. Differential Response to Language Stimuli
before Age 3: A Case Stuck.. In "Conference on Child Language."
preprints of papers presented at the Conference. Chicago,
Illinois. November 22-24, 1971. pp. 1-14.
(ED 060 745)

This case study describes the language development of a preschool
child exposed to Spanish in her home environment and to English out-
side the family. It is the parents' hope that the, child will learn
+0 speak, read, and write Spanish first, while learning English before
entering school. Her progress is described in this report, as are
outside 'factors accounting for specific development. Prestige is
regarded as a key factor in the learning of a second language, with
the degree of success or failure of bilingual education in the home,
or school proportionate to the degree to which prestige is associated
with each language be'ing learned. (RIE)
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582. Haught, B.F. "The Language Difficulty of Spanish-American Children."
Journal of Applied Psychology. Vol. 15 (February 1931). pp.

92-95.

583. Levine, Helen Faith. "Lipguistic and Paralinguistic Changes in
Spanish-Speakers Learning English." English Language Teaching.
Vol. 25 (June 1971): pp. 288-296.
(EJ 042 877)

584. Linn, George B. "Linguistic Functions of Bilingual Mexican-American-
Children." Journal of Genetic Psychology. Vol. 111 (1967).
pp. 183-193.

585. Linn, George B. A Study of Several Linguistic Functions of Mexican-
American Children in a Two-Language Environment. San Francisco,
California: R and E Research Associates. 1971. (originally

r
published June 1965)
(ED 065 263)

586... Moran, Mattie B. A Study of Oral and Reading Vocabulary of Beginning
Spanish- Speaking Children. Master's thesis, University of Texas.
1940.

587. Manuel, Herschel T. "A Comparison of Spanish and English--Reading
and Arithmetic." Journal of Applied Psychology. Vol. 19
(April 1935). pp. 189-202.

588. Natalicio, Diana S. and Frederick Williams. "What Characteristics
Can 'Experts' Reliably Evaluate in the Speech of Black and
Mexican-American Children." TESOL-Quarterly. Vol. 6 (June

1972). pp. 121-127.
(EJ 060 715)

589. New England Regional Spanish-Speaking Council. Overview of the
Problems Encountered by New England's Spanish-Speaking Popu-
lation. Hartford, Connecticut: New England Regional Spanish-*
Speaking Council. 1970.

590. Ornstein, Jacob. Language Varieties Along the U.S.-Mexican Border.
1969. 27 PP.
(ED 032 520)

The U.S. Southwest, and _particularly the region along the 1,000_
mile U.S.-Mexican border, offers1a ready laboratory for the observa-
tion of many phases of multilingualism and multiculturalism. The
author feels, however, that the rich sociolinguistic material of the
area has suffered from over-simplification and neglect. The author
explains briefly the Sociolinguistic Study-on Southwest Spanish
(supported by the University of Texas at El Paso's Research Institute)
and presencs a survey of the historical evolution of the study of
multilingualism. He also su,$gescs a schema of the language situation
in the Southwest. (RIE)
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591. Palmer, M.B. "Effects of Categorization, Degree of Bilingualism,
and Language upon Recall of Select Monolinguals and-Bilinguals."
Journal of Educational Psychology. Vol. 63 (April 1972). pp.

160 -164.

CI 6

X.

k, tf-'" % -
*.59g; Pea, Albar Antonio. A Comparative Study of Selected-'Syntacticalv.%

,I

. .
's

, Structures of the Oral Language Status in' Spanish and English

1.
NA .

' C$ W i'' of Disadvantaged First-Grade Spanish-Speaking' Children. Ph.D.
-. t _

-: ,.. Dissertation, University of Texas. 1967. 252 pr.,
(ED 045 961)

is study was designed to measure the effects of categorization,
degree bf bilingualism and language upon recall -.. Ss were schoolchil-
dren in grades 5-8 who, on the basis of a self-report and a reaction
time technique, were determined to be monolingual English, strong
English, strong Spanish and balanced thglish-Spanish 2. The material
consisted of two word lists. The categorized list was made up of
40 words in four semantic categories; the non-categorized list was
composed of one word from each of 40 semantic categories. Results
showedhat recall was better for'.all groups for the categorized
list and that students of lower socioeconomic class did better in
recall in English; it was also noted that recall in English was
superior.tor all groups. Because the results seem to show that
SpaniSh was not the "Stronger" language for these students, the
author questions whether bilingual education programs are helping

. the students or are cleating more interference between the two
languages. (ECK)

J.

This study presents an intensive comparative analysis of se-
lected basic sentence patterns and transformations in Spanish arid
English manifested in the responses of Spanish-speaking diiadvantaged
children selected to receive instruction in special programs. The
hypothese of this study, designed to test for similarities and
differences in the oral languages of the four groups selected were
that 1) there were no significant initial differences between the
groups, including sex, in pr6test scores; 2) there were no sigiificant
differences between group means and function of treatment. In general,
these hypotheses were "supported by the results." CRIE)

593. Penalosa, Fernando. Chicano Multilingualism and Multigldssia. 12 pp.

(ED .056 590)

The linguistic situation of the Mexican - American community is
complex, involving multiglossia and multilingualism. Various lan-
guage codes and different blendings. of English and Spanish are in
use within the Community. Educators shodld decide which code they
will use in their planning.- Research is needed to consider the
various codes and their roles and relationships to improve the
educational system for the Mexican American. (RIE)

594. Rodriguez-Bou, Ismael. A Study of the Parallelism of English and
Spanish Vocabulary. Rio Piedras: University of Puerto Rico,
Superior Education Council- of Puerto Rico. 1950.
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595. Ryan, Louise T. Common Errors in English Language Usage Made by
Spanish- speaking Pupils. Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, New

York University. 1950.

596. Sabatino, David A. and others. "Perceptual, Language and Academic
Achievement of English, Spanish and Navajo Speaking Children
Referred for Special Classes." Journal of School Psychology.

Vol. 10 (March 1972). pp. 39-46.
(EC 04 1641)

The purpos of this study was to determine the perceptual,
language and academic achievement functions of English, Spanish
and Navajo children experiencing learning problems and referred
for placement into special education-classes. Those test variables
which discriminated among the native-English-speaking children and
the children who spoke'. Spanish or Navajo natively re, as pre-

- dieted; those tasks which involved knowledge of the 1 guistic

rules of English. It would seem that, taken as a group, the school
learning prpblems experienced by the naiive.Spanish- or Navajo-
speaking childrep.'were the result of their limited. linguistic com --
petence in.English, the language of instruction, in their classroois.
(EC)

597. Skrabanek, R.L. IlLanguage Maintenance' among Mexican-Ame.-itan4j;

Civil Rights Digest. Vol. 4 (Spring 1971). pp. 18-21.

1EJ 044 625)

An examination of language retention among the Mexitan-Americans
and the factors involved in their language-maintenance despite pres-
sure from a dominant American society strongly supporting the use

of the English langlige. (CIJE)

598., Spector, Sima. Patterns of Difficulty in English in Bilingual

Mexican - American. Children. Master's thesis. February 1972.

34 pp.

(ED 066 083)

The document first provides a review of relevant literature
defining bilingualism, inherent characteristics of bilingualism,
academic and psychological problems created by bilingualism, and

. essentials of language proficiency, and discusses specific patterns
of difficulty to le.expected in English-language performance. The

4 author then describes an experiment conducted among 15 bilingual
and 15 monolingual children to determine patterns of difficulty.

The findings confirm the investigations and statements of linguists

as to areas of difficulty for bilingual speakers; however, the

similarity of performance by their monolingual., English-speaking
peers indicates that other dynamics influence the language develop-

ment of children in both groups. These factors must also be in-

vestigated. (RTE)

599. Sterr Carolyn and Diane Ruble. Teaching New Concepts to Non-English

Spea'.ing Preschool Children. California University, Los Angeles.

WasLington, D.C.: Office of Econokic Opportunity) Office of
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Education, Cooperative Research,Program. August 1970. 36 pp.
(ED 054 903)

Fifteen Mexican-American children from four Head Start classes'
were the Ss in this study, which tested three hypotheses: 1) that
children whose first language'is Spanish and who are instructed in
Spanish will require significantly fewer trials to learn a new con-
cept than children instructed either in English or bilingually; 2)
that children receiving the first set of new concepts in English will
learn a second instance of the new concept taught in English more ,
readily than children who were taught the first use of the concept. A
in Spanish; and 3) that, on a Spanish language criterion test, chil-
dren taught concepts in English will do,as well as children taught.,
those concepts in Spanish or bilingually. The procedure included'
pretesting with the Goodenough Draw -A -Man Test and the Expressive
Vocabulary Inventory in both English and Spanish; the instructional
program; a criterion test in the appropriate language using a series
of booklets developed to teach the conceptual task which was designed
to test the hypotheses; and a posttest: .Study results rejected hy-
potheses 1 and Q, while hypothesis 3 could not be rejected. An ap-
pendix contains lessons used in the instructional program. (RTE)

600. Stockwell, R.P. and J. Donald Bowen. The Sounds of English acid
Spanish;. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1960.

' Contrastive linguistic analysis describing the similarities and
'differences between English and Spanish, and intended to offer a
basis for the preparation of instructional materials, the planning
of courses, and the development of classroom techniques. The style
is moderately technical. (JH) lrf

A

601. Stockwell, R.P.; J. Donald Bowen and J.W. Martin. The Grammatical
Structures of English and Spanish. Chicago: University Of
Chicago Press. 1960.

Contrastive linguistic analysis describing the similarities
and differences between English and SpaniSh, and intended to offer
a basis for the preparation of instructional materials, the planning
of courses, and the development of classroom techniques.. The style
is moderately technical. (JH)

602.% Tireman, L.S. "A Study of Fourth-Grade Reading Vocabulary of Native
Spanish-Speaking Children." Elementary School Journal. Vol. 46
(December 1945). pp. 223-227.

603. Tireman, L.S: and others. "Vocabulary Acquisition of Spanish-Speaking
Children." Elementary English Review. Vol. 12. (May 1935) pp.
118 -119,. 144.

604. Tireman, L.S. end'V.E. Woods. "Aural and Visual Comprehension of
English by Spknish-Speaking Children." Elementary English
Review. Vol. 4 (November 1939) pp: 204-211.
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605. Williams, Frederick and G eraldine Van Wart. On the Relationship of
Language Dominance and the Effects of Viewing CARRASCOLENDAS.
Texas University, Austin. Center for Communication Research.
September 1972. 8 pp.

(ED 066 058)

A study was made of the relationship between the language domi-
nance of a child and the effects of viewing a bilingual television.:
program cal ed Carrascolendas. A previous study showed thal the
program di -have an effect. on average knowledge gains among viewers.
In order to ascertain whether these gains were in some way related
to the language dominance of the child, and index was constructed to
determine the child's language dominance-Spanish, English, or bi-
lingual. When this index was correlated with gains made as a result
of viewing the program no significant evidence was found that the'
effects of viewing Carrascolendas were related to, or dependent
upon, the child's language dominance. (RIE)
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G. Studies of Scholastic Achievement,and Evaluation of Puerto
Rican and oth r Non-English Sneaking'Childi'en in Mainland Schools

606. Anderson, J s et al. "Stdbility and'Change among Three Genera-,
tions of MeXican-Americang:" Factors Affecting Achievement.'!"
American Educatiorlt ResemIch Journal. 8:2 (March, 1971).
pp.. 285-309.

- (Ed 041 768)

607.. Andefson, James And William H. Johnson. .Sociocult4ral Determinants
of Achievement Among:Mexican-Americah Students. -University
Park, New MexIco: New Mexico State University. 1168. 45 pp.
(ED 0.17 394)

.4

4
608. Arnold,-R,B. "Reliability of Test .cpres'for the.Young 'Bilingual'

Disadvantaged." Reading Teacher: Vol. 22'01969). DD. 341-345..

This paper examines the results produced when tests whose norms
.were established on a middle class Anglo population were administered
to minority students, Ss were over 200 Mexican- American third
graders in various schools in San Antonio, Txas. 'The tests were
the Metropolitan Achievement Tests, the. Inter4meeican !leading Tests
(parallel tests in Spanish win En.glish) and the IPAT Culture Fair
Test. Answers were sought for two\questions: 1) What .will happen
to the reliability of a test stAdb.rdized on middle class Anglo-
Americans if it is given to disadvantaged bilingual students? and
2) How does the reliability of a standardized test nomrare to that. .^
of a test designed specifiCally for a bilingual norulation? Results
showed that the Inter-American 7nglish Test of Reading and the Metro-

. pogtitan AchievementApss were quite reliable for the' group studied.
as long as tests of the prover difficulty were administered. (ECK)

609. Caldwell, F.F. and M.D. Mowry. "The Essay versus the Oblectie
Examination as Measures"Of the Achievement'Of Bilingual
Children." Journal of Edunatipnal Psycholov. Vol. 25 (1933)
pr. 696-702.

610. Caldwell, FloydtF. and Mary lowry 'Davis. "Sex Differences in School'
, Achievement Among Spanish-American and Anglo-American Children."

Journal of Educational Sociology. Vol. 8 ("ay 1935). DD. 168 -$N%
173.

611. Caldwell, Floyd F. and Mary Mowry Davis. "Teanhers.Grades as Criteria
. of Achievement of Bilingual Children." Journal'of Arnlied

Psycholarv. Vol. 18 (Anril 19341 rr. 288-292.

612. Callicut, Laurite T. The Construction and Evaluation of Paralpl
Tests of Reading in English-and Spanish. Unrublished
Dissertation, university of Texas. 1942.

613. Cantwell, George C. Differential Prediction of College Grades for
Snanish-American and Anglo-American Students.' linnublished
Master's thesis, Uniwersity of Texas, 1946.
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614, Capcne, Thomas A. Inte72.,tion of Selected Needs and Perceived
rcer OrilliaLion to Education as Related.to Academic Proficiency
in Aspira Students. Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Fordhanr
University. 1969.

(Dissertation Abstracts, 30:12 (1970). D. 5279A.

The purpOse of the study was to examine the need for affilia-
tion (n Aff),(need for achievement (n Ach), and Perceived peer'
orientation toward education (P Peer 0) of 120'Puerto Rican male
and female 12th grade academic 'students.- The Ss were all members
of the ASPIRA club in NYC, which is an agency operated by people
of PR descent to encourage and support PR-young people, to enter
and complete college. ,The instruments used to,measure these 3
independent variables were the Edwards Personal Preference Schedule
(n Ach and n Aff) and the Peer InPluence sectiongof the Personal.
.Values Inventory (P Peer 0). Also used in the investigation were
the SAT, to obtain a Mee--;ure of ,general academic proficiency, and
the comprehension section of the Nelsod-Denny Reading Test, to
obtain a rough index of language proficiency. Findings indicate
that a positive'relationship exists between a student's n Ach and
his academic success as measured by the SAT. Also, students with
at high n Aff more often perceive their peers as having academic
orientations similar to their own than do students with a low A Aff.
The authors suggest thatthe n Aff ma; be countered somewhat by the k

studeht with a high n Ach who perceives nal, his peers do not
value education as much as he does. (DH)

615: Cline, Marion, Jr. Achievement of Bilinguals in Seventh trade by'
Socioeconomic Levels'. Ph.r. Dissertation, University of
Southern California. 1961.
(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 22 (1962). pp:

. Thisstudy was designed to investigate the relative achievement
L.-of-Anglo-American and Spanish-American students within socioeconomic
levels in order to determine whetner SES and biculturalism have an

. effect or educational achievement. ,Ss were 354 seventh graders
`(156 Anglos,:197 Spanish-Americans); each group was classified into
three socioeconomic levels. ,Ss were administered the Stanford
Achievement test, the Otis Qu4-jcoring Mental Ability -Test and a
questionnaire. The,grogps and levels were compared for all variables.
Analysis of the data indicated that r) socioeconomic' status functions
greatly in school achievement; 2) biculturalism does-not itself
function in school achievement, but in combination with SES it does.
becOmd important;_and 3) Anglo-Americans at the upper' and middle
socioeconomic levels dick considerably better than Spanish- Americans
at those levels, but at the lower SES they did just as Poorly.
Finally, there are recommendations f9r further research concerninp,
the, materials and methods used in teaching"; all students of the lower
socioeconomic level. (1/H)

616 CoA.s, W:C. "Comparative AchieVement of White and Mexican Junior
High SchoolsPurils." Peabody Journal of Education. Vol. 12
(January 1935'. rp. 157-162.
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617. Cooper, J.G. "PrediCting School Achievement for Bilingual Punils."
Journal of Educational Psychology. Vol. 49 (195.8). PD. 31-36.

618. Davis, .L,, Jr. and C.P. Personke, Xr. "Effects of Administering
Lhe 1,1etropolitan'Headiness Test in English and Snanish to
Spanish-Sneaking School Entrants." Journal of Educational
Measurement. Vol. 5 (1968). pp. 231:77.

'This paper reports the results of administering the Metropolitan
Readiness Tests (MRT) in English and Spanish to entering elementary
school children with a view to determining if the customary English-

'only testing' results in discriminatory practice against the child-
ren. Ss were 88 .Snanish-speaking,children from two elementary
schools in a South Texas 'city. Fifty-three were enrolled in' pre -
first grade classes for those been to be lackin,; in ability in
English; thirty-five were in regUlag first-grade classes. All
children took the test twice, once ih Snanish and once in English,
with about three weeks between the 2 administrations. Results are
tentative, but seem to indicate that administering the MRT in
English resulted in great testing bias toward and inadequate
assessment of the Spanish-speaking children. The authors note that
the mean scores fell in the'test Publisher's low average range,
which does not augur well for sucrr?ss in schools it may be that the
children tested have little ability in either Spanish or English
and that perhaps a dificit in childhood experiences may be more
important,in determining low performance%than the language in which
Ale test was administered. (ECK)

612. Delmet, D.T. "A Study of the Mental and Scholastic Abilities of
Mexican Children in the Elementry School." Journal of Juvenile

,Research. Vol: 14 (January 1937)'Et. 31.

. 620. Dreppa, J.J. The Evaluation of English Skills of Puerto Rican High
School Students.. Paper presented at the Conference on fie.

-Education of Puerto Rican Children on the Mainland. San Juan,
Puerto Rico. 'October, 1970.

621. Deutsch, M. Minroity Group and Class Status as Related to Social
and Personal.Factors in chool Achievement. (Monograph No. 2).
Ithaca, New, York: The Society for Applied Anthropology..1960.'

622. 'Fennessey, James. An Exploratory Study of Non-English Sneaking Homes
and Academic Perfdrmance. Baltimore, Maryland: Research. and

'Development Center for the Study of Social Organization of
Schools and the Learning.ProceSs, Johns Honkins University..1967.
(ED 011 613)

This paper is a re-analysis of data concerning Puerto Rican
schoolchildren in New York City collected as part of a larger United
States Office of Educationsurvey. The answers to tht-following'
two questions were sought: 1) What relationships are Present be-
tween the language spoken in the home and other asnects of tthnic

1
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background? aid 2) What differences are preaent in vocabulary°
test scores of Puerto Rican elildren with varying home languages
and at different grade level:? It was difficult-to analyze the
data because of.the srp,,rent error tr. rcsonse t3 several important
interview questions. Two tentative.conclusions are 1) language is
not very Closely linked to other attrib'utesof Puerto Rican ethnicity
and 2T "after taking into account some confounding background
variables, there is little difference between Spanish- English homes
and English-only homes on .pe,average vo "abulary test scores of
the children, except at grade one." The author suggests further-
research to. continue the re-analysis of the USOE study. (ECK).

623. Flaugher, Ronal(L. Project Access Research Report No. 2: Patterns
of Test Performance by High School Students of Four Ethnic
Identies. Princeton, New Jersey: 'Educational Testing Service,
1971, 33pD.
(ED 055 102)

Participants included Blacks, Whites, Mexican-Americans and
Orientals. Findings: Overall level of performance varied with
social class, while the patterns remained rather constant within
ethnic group, regardless of social class. This new evidence adds
to the strength.of the argument that our educational systems should
be attending to, and utilizing, the variety ,of talents and aptitudes
presented by the students, rather than attempting to treat everyone
as a member of the majdrity2group. (RLE abridged)

'.624. Fussell, William D. 'Co arable Norms for Anglo-and Latin-American
Students on a Scholastic Aptitude Test. Unpublished Master's
thesis, University of Texas: .1940.

625. Galvn, Robert Rogers. Bilingualism As it Relates to Intelligence
Test Scores and School Achievement among Culturally Deprived
Spanish-American .Children. Ph.D. Dissertation, East Texas
State University. 1967.
(Ditsertatigin Abstracts. Vol. 28 (1968). DD. 3021A-3022A'.

.

This study was designed to investigate the relationship' between
frntelligence test scores'and scholastic achievement as they relate
to bilingualism among "culturally deprived" children of Spanish-
American heritage. Ss were 100 Spanish-American children from the
third, fourth and fifth grades of aDallas, Texas elementary school.
Ss were administered the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for children
(WISC) in both English and Spanish. It was expected that the Ss
would score lower wher4 the WISC was administered in English than when
administere0 in Spanish; this was found to be true. The verbal
section had a greater increase in>Doints than the non-verbal section.
The author suggests that some other measures of intelligence be
developed for use with bilingual children. The results here clearly
point out the inadequacy of using verbal tests of intelligence when
testing bilinguals. (DH)
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626. Gill, Lois J. and Bernard Spilka.

of Academic Achievement Among
School Students." Journal of
(June, 1962). pp. 144 -156.

"Some Intellectua.t Correlates.

Mexican- American Secondary

Educational Psycholom. Vol. 53

627. Gordon, C.Wayne et al. Educational Achievement and Aspirations of
Mexican-American Youth in a Metropolitan Context. Occasional
Report 36, Center for the Study o4' Evaluation. "Los Angeles:
University of California. 1968.

628. Greene, John F. and PerryAlan Zirkel. Academid'Factors Relating
to the Self-Concept of Puerto Rican Pupils, Paper for: Ameripan
Psychological Assn. Convention, Washington, D.C., 1971, 10 pp.
(ED 054 284)

I Study investigated the relationship of the self-concept of
Puerto Rican pupils with achievement, IQ, ethnic groupmixtere,
and teacher ethnicity. The results of a correlational analysis
indicated that self-concept was significantly related to achievement
in# English and Spanish, as well as to teacher ratings pf aural
ability in both languages, although self-concept was not significant-
ly related to IQ. However, the/relationship between self-concept
and academic achievement.it deMonstrated to. be complex and circular.
(HIE)

629. Hernandez, Carlos. The Spanish Revision of,the S.R.A. Junior
Inventory, Form A. Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation. Purdue
University, 1958.

(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 19 (1958). DD. 354-355.)

The S.R.A. Junior Inventory, Form A was revised for use among
Puerto Rican students Vfgrades four through seven.' The purpoe
of the revision was to proVide evidence about the needs and Problems_
of Puerto Rican children as they themselves see them. The Spanish
form would provide information Comparable to that furnished by the
English version, and would therefore facilitate transcultural studies.
of American and Puerto Rican szhoolchildren. Mast of the items
included in the Revision came from the translation of the Junior
Inventory. However, some items were eliminated. from the English form
by"the authOr because they seemed obviously irrelevant to the
experiences'of Puerto RicaA children. Some items were incorporated
after talks with educhtional -leaders, teachers; Principals and
students. After'a pilot study, the final form of the S;R.A. Revision
was administered to one thousand schoolchildren in specially,selected
places in Puerto Rico so that' results would be renresentative of local
school populations. (DH)

630. Hernandez Norma (7. Variant.; Ariectinf; Achievement of Middle' School
Mexican American Students. T'exas University, El Paso.
Washington, D.C.: ()Price of Educrtion. August 1971. Kiln.
(ED 059 827)
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Literature pertaining to research done on academic achievement
of Mexican American students'is reviewed in this paper. The
literature deal' with such variables as socioeconomic; physical,
psychological. nd cultural aspects; language factors; attitudes;
language deve foment; and environment: A 15-page discussion of
recommendat4 is for improving curriculum, instruction, and teacher
education educating the. Mexican American is included. Also
included a bibliography containing over 200 relevent citations.'
(RIE)

631. Herr, S.E. "The Effect of Pre-First-Grade Training upon Reading
Readiness and Reading Achievement among Spanish-American
Children." Journal of Educational Psychology. Vol. 37
(1946). pp. 87-102.

t
632. Hobart, Charles W. "Underachievement among Minority Group Students:

'An Analysis and a Proposal." 'Phylon. Vol. 24 (1963).
pp. 184-196.

The author presents a sociological analysis of the situation
of minority groupoptudents in public schools. There are !our condi-
tions that seem to apply in all cases: 1) a damagdd self-concept;

inadequate motivation;'t)a lack of awartre'ss of employment
opportt1nities and capabilities; and 4) resistance by peers and
community to self advancement. Hobart notes that any one of these
circumstances would severely arrest the child's development to his
full potential. Combined, they function to guarantee that the
minority young person will finish school fitted -only for unskilled f

semi- skilled work. Hobart suggests that compensatory educational
pYograms be instituted to counteract whatever deficiences in
preparation which have accumulated during the student's previous
years of schooling, and provide the individualized attention so
badly needed to improve the student's self-evaluation. (DH)

633. Johnson, B.E. Ability, Achievement and Bilingualism: A Coomarative
Study Involving Spanish-speaking and English-speaking} Children
at the Sixth Grade Level. Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation,
University of Maryland. 1962.

634. Johnson, G.E. "Meti-opolitan Tests: Inappropriate for ESEA Pupils." '

Integrate.d. Education. Vol. 9, No. 6 (1971):

The article discusses the Metropolitan Achievement tests in
terms of their middle-class cultural bias. The,author'd criticisms
of the tests include "their fixation on verbal symbols, paragraph
content, and problem solving that are most familiar to higher and
middle socioeconomic groups." Furthermore, the Metropolitan tests
do not measure some of the objectives of the ESEA Programs. It is
recommended that more work be done on this kind of standardized
tent, that some attempt be made to develop tests that "synthesize
ticulturQ.1 experiences." (pH)
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_635. Karadenes, Mark. A Comparison of Differences. -in Achievement'and
LearhinkAbilities-between_Anglo and Mexican-American
CnildrenWhen the Two Groups are Equated by -Intelligence.
Unpublished 'Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Virginia. 1971.
(Dissertation Abstracts International. Vol. 32 (1971-72).

.t"

pp. -4-422A-4423A.

This study was designed to determine if differences in
learning abilities exist between Anglo and Mexican American male
kindergarten children, and how those differences, elae to intelli-
gence and academic achievement. Ss were 90 children (45 Anglo,
45 Mexican-American) who attended public elementary school in
*Santa Monida,California. School psyhologists administered the
Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test and the Wide Range, Achievement
Test (WRAT) to all Ss;,the Meeker Profilewas'used to measure
learning abilities. Findings indicate that achievement was
affected by ethnicity and intelligence, and that learning abilities
were not influenced by either ethnicity or intelligence. (DH)

636. Katz, David. The Effects of a Compensatory Educatio!..1 Program on
tlie Vocational Aspirations Expectations, Self-Concept, and
Achievement of Selected Groups of JI1.5. Students.

(Dissertation Abstracts: 1969. Vol, 29 (9-A). p. 2q63)

min -z

This study was designed to investigate'the effects of a com-
pensatpry_educational program on the vocational aspirations, expec-
tat4ions, self-concepts and achievements of selected groups of ninth
grade junior high school students in New York City. Ss were male, .

average in grade, at least two years below grade level in-reading,
and members of either Black or PuertoRican minorities. All
students in the experimental group were in a Career,Guidance pro-
gram., Students in the control groups were matc4i4 for character-
istics equivalent to those of the experimental group, except that
they were either 1) in the same'school as the Ss 'but not taking part
in the Career Guidance piogram, or 2) in schools which did not have
the compensatory program. The instruments used by the investigators
to measure the variables in question 'Jere a personal adequacy scale
based on the Whittaker Scale, a modification of HaWuger's Life
Planning questionnaire, and the Metropolitan'Achievement Test. All
subjects were idministered the tests and questionnaire on two
different occasions, at the beginning and end of,the same school
Year. Results of the statistical analysis indicated that the
Career Guidance program had no significant positive effects on the
variables under consideration. In fact, the effects that did
occur were contrary to the goals of:the:Program. _In the experimen-
tal group congruency beitween aspiration and exmeCtation was redueed,,
rather than facilitated, while the control growls showed a signifi- P

cant increase over the same pviod of time.' Black students tined

significantly more than the Puerto Rican students in reading
achievement, but the control group gained more in\readig than the
experimental group overall. (DR)



637. Leo, Paul F. The Effects of Two Types of GrouP Counseling Upon the
Academic Achievement of Mexican-American Purils.in the
Elementary School. Ph.D. dissertation, University-of the
Pacific, Stockton, Califrnia. Washington; D.C.: Office of
Education, Cooperative Research Program. January 1972. 143p.
(ED 059 002)

638. Linton, Thomas H. A Study of the Relationship of Global Self-
Concept, Academic Self-Concept, and Academic Achievement
among Ai to and Mexican-American Sixth Grade Students. Paper
presentedWat the annual meeting of the American Educational
Research Association. Chicago, Illinois. April 3-7, 1972. 13 P.
(ED 063 053)'

A sample nf 172 Anglo and 160 Mexican American students. from
16 elementary schools in a southern New Mexico city was stratified
by 3 socioeconomic'levels. The Piers-Harris Children's Self-Concept

A

Scale and a 5-item factor analyzed scale developed from existing
research were used to Measure self-concept. Student achieve ent

. was measured by teacher-asSigned grades in reading, arithmetic, 5nd
social studies and by the Iowa Test of Basic Skills. A 3-way
analysis of variance model (with students classified according

, to ethnicity, sex, and socioeconomic level) was used to test
differehces between students. Results indicated that no' significant
differences between ethnic groups in terms of global and academic
self-concepts, and no sex differences were found. Significant
differences were found in both self-concept measures.between socio-
economic leVels. High socioeconomic level was gssociated with high
self-concept and low socioeconomic -level was associated with low
self-concept. However, middle socioeconomic -Ievel Mexican American
students' acapmic.self-concept score were almost the same as those
of low socioeconomic level Anglo and Mexican American students.
Results of actual achievement were consistent with findings of
,previous studies, and correlation analysis of the relationships be-
tween self-concept and achievement did, not yield a consistent
pattern across socioeconomic levels. (RIE)

639.. Littlefield, John H.' The Use of Norm-Referenced,Survey Achievement
Tests with Mexican-American Migrant Students; A Literature
Review and Analysis of Implications for Evaluation of the
Texas Migrant Education Program. Austin, Texas: Texas
Education Agency: (1972). 51p.
(ED 063 983)

640. Mangano, James F. and Richard C. TcPeine. Improving Migrant Students'
Academic Achievement Through Self-Concept Enhancement. State
University of New York at Geneseo, Center for Migrant Studies.
1970. 55pD.

(ED 049 868)

Purrn-e of research was to investigate whether an -attempt to
modify migrant parents', behavior in accotdance with social psycholo-
gical principles results in better academic achievement by their
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children. 'Ss were 21 Puerto Rican children; 12 in the experimental
group (aged 6-16) and 9 in the control group (aged 7-14). Data was
collected through use of reading and arithmetic subtests of the
Metropolitan Achievement Test and the Spanish translation of the
Michigan State General Self-Concept of Ability Scale. Results
indicated that the self-concept of ability for the experimental
group increased,significantly and that academic achievement also
increased, as measured by the above mentioned instruments. (ERIC)

641. Manuel, Herschel T. Cooperative Inter-American Tests, 1050.
Princeton, New Jersey: Educational Testing Service. 1950.

642. Mercer, Jane R. Sociocultural Factors in the Education Evaluation
of Black and,Chicano Children. Paper presented at the 10th
Annual Conference on Civil, Rights Educators and Students,
NEA, Washington, D.C. February 18-20, 1972. 16p. Sacramento:
California State Department of Education,,Office of Com-
pensatory Education. Bethesda,,Maryland: National Institute of
Mental Health.
(ED o60 462)

In a recent study the mothers of 268 children who were in
classes for.educable mentally retarded in two public school districts
in Southern California were interviewed. The responses of some of
these mothers dramatize three issues: (1) biases in the assessment
procedures used to label children as mentally re:arded; (2) the
stigmatization associated with special class placement; and (3)
inadequate programming. Disproportiont-....;ely large numbers of black
and Chicano children are labeled as mentally retarded by the public
schools. Public schools rely More on IQ test scores than any other
community agency. The schools label more persons as mentally retarded
share their labels with more other organizations, and label more
persons with IQ's above 70 and with no physical disabilities than any

formal organization in the community. Proportionately more
.low status persons and persons from minority ethnic groups were

. defined as comprehensively retarded as the cutoff level for sub-
normality was raised. Stigmatization was a major concern of parents
interviewed. Of a grout of 108 children followed for several years
and classified as retarded, only one in five ever 'returned to the
regular class.' Thus, many parents were justified in seeing the
program as a "sentence of death." (RIE) .

643. Mingione, Ann D. "Need for Achievement in Negro, White, and Puerto
Rican Children." Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology.
31:1 (1968). pp. 94-95.

Compared the need for achievement of Negro, White, and Puerto
Rican fifth and seventh graders in low socioeconomic areas of a large
New England city. The need-for-achievement test consisted of 6 topic
'sentences about Which-the subjects wrote stories. F tests of the
need-for-achievement scores revealed no significant differences.
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These results contrast with the author's previous study in which
White Children had higher need-for-achievement scores than Negro
children and seventh graders scored higher than fifth graders. There
were more words per story, greater variety of story themes,ind more
stories concerning females written by both boys and girls than in
the previous study, when the stories were written in response to
line drawings of people. School grades and grout intelligence test
scores did not correlate with the need for achievement scores in
this study. (PASAR)

644. Mishra-, S.P. and M. Hurt, Jr. "The Use of Metropolitan Readiness
Tests with Mexican-American Children." California Journal
of Educational Research. Vol. 21 (1970). pp. 182-187.

The Study was designed to test the assumption that reliability
all predictive validity for the Metropolitan Readiness Tests (MRT)
would be lower for Mexican-Americans who spoke Spanish at home than
for the standardization group. Ss were 40 male and 33 female
Mexican-American elementary School students from a poor section of
Tucson, Arizona. They were given the complete MRT battery of
tests at the beginning of first grade and, the Metropolitan Achieve-
ment Tests in Word Knowledge and Reading at the end of their grade. k

Results show that verbal tests in the MRT battery have a.lower
reliability and predictive'validity than the tests which do not
require skill in English to answer. The authors note that these
findings have implicationS for educators working on programs for
the "culturally deprived." (ECK)

645. 'Morper,'J. An Investigation of the Relationship of Certain
Predictive Variables and the Academic Achievement of
Spanish-American'and Anglo Pupils in Junior High School.
Unpublished'Ph.D. Dissertation, Oklahoma State University. 1966.
(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 27 (1967). p. 4051A.).

646. New York City Board of Education, Bureau of Educational Research.
The Effectiveness of the Cooperative Inter-American Tests
of General Ability, Primary Level, Form At as a Measure
of the Intellectual Functionin of S anish-Speakin Pupils
Enrolled in the Elementary Schools. New York: Board of
Education. 1954.

617. Nichols, Paul E. A Study of the Cooperative Inter-American Tests
of Language Use at the Junior High School Level. Unpublished
Master's theses, University of Texas. 1952.

648. Nuttal, Ronald L. Do the Factors Affecting Academic Achievement
Differ by the Socio-Economic Status or Sex of the Student? A
Puerto Rican Secondary School Sample. Final Report. Boston
College, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts. Institute of Huma.,1
Sciences Washington, D.C.: National Center for Educational
Research and Development (DHEW/OE). June 1972. 110p.
(ED 064 465) '
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Variables expected*to be associated with cademic achievement
were examined in a sample (generally exceeding 2500) from eight
secondary schools inBayMon Norte, Puerto Rico. Concern was whether
variables associated with,academic achievement differed by sex or by
socioeconomic status (SES). Multivariate andl-sis of variance with
three' factors of aohievemdht, Tex, and SES were made. High achievers
tend6d to have accepting mothers, patents loW on Hostile Psychological lc'
Control, 4ndlow on autonomy; and were more goegraphical mobile, had
fewer Siblings, were more intelligent, obedient, conscientious.,
artistic, group-mined, placid, self-disciplined, respcnsible,
anxious (preocupado), mature, and.less excitable. High achieving
girls were less authoritarian, dogmatic, and test anxious,"and
gave fewer false but socially desirable responses. Students whose
academic achievements were consistent with their SES. Self concepts
were higher for achievers, especially for low SES students in
junior high schools, and for all students in high schools. Low
achiever, especially boys, disliked school. High achieving boys
and low achieving girls were more self sufficient, while low achieving

boys and high achieving girls were more group dependent. (RIE)

649. Nuttall,.Ranale. L. et al. Family Background, Parent-Child Relation-
ships and Academic Achievement Among. Puerto Rican Junior and
Senior High School Students. Report No. 4: Study of Factors
Affecting Student Achievement. Boston: Boston College, Mass.
institute of Human Sciences. 1969. 11 pp.
(ED 043 698)

4.,

The reliability, validity, and relationships of)a Spanish
language adaptation of Schaefer's Child's Report of Parental Be-
havior Inventory (CRPBI)-vas examined. It was found that CRPBI
had had reliabilities averaging .78 and factor analysis indicated a
3 factor structure similar to Schaefer's previous work. Background
variables, especially socioeconomic status (SES) were related to the
CRPBI factors. *Generally, higher SES went with higher acceptance
and lower hostile psychological coptrol. Children from large
families were less accepted. The CRPBI factors predicted grades.,
especially among JHS males. Background factors predicted college
plans. (RIE abridged)

650. O'Brien, Sister Mary Gratia.' Relationship of Self Perceptions of
Puerto Rican and Non-Puerto'Rican Parochial School Children to
Selected School Related Variables. Ph.D. Dissertation, Fordham
University. 1970.
(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 31 (1971). pp. 3347A-3349A)

The purpose of this study was to examine the self- perceptions
of Puerto Rican children and to compare them with the self-percep-
tions of children from other ethnic backgrounds. Ss were 2796
fifth, sixth and seventh graders from twelve elementary parodaial
schoc's in the Archdiocese of New York. Ss were divided into four .

grouts (PR boys, PR.girls, Other boys, Other girls); boys were
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compared with girls of the same ethnic grouping and Puerto Rican
children were compared with Other children on each of the following
variables: scholastic achievement, mental ability, socioeconomic
status, teacher-ratings of behavior, and appraisal-PerceptiOn. Ss
responded to a Checklist of Trait Names twice; first, in response
to "I think I am...," and second, "My teacher thinks I am...." (DH)

651. Palomares, Uvaldo H. and E.J. Cummins. Assessment of Rural
Mexikan-American Pupils Preschool and Grades One Through
Six: San Isidro, California. Sacramento: California State
Department of Education. 1968.

652. Assessment of Rural
Metican-American Pupils Preschool and Crades.One Through
Twelve: Wasco, California. Sacramento: CaliTornia State
Department of Education. 1968.

653. Palotares, Uvaldo H. and L.C. Johnson. "Evaluation of Mexican-
. American Pupils for EMIR Classes." California Education.

Vol. 3 (1966). pp. 27-29.

654. Philippus, M.J. Test Prediction of School Success f Bilingual
Hispano-American Children. Colorado: Denver Department of
Health and Hospitals. 1967.
(ED 036 577)

655. Pickett, G.D. "A ComParason of Tranjlati-on and Blank-Filling as
Testing Techniques," English Language Teaching, 23:1,
(October, 1968)..

Points out the advantage of translating over Slotfilling
as a testing techgique. (NYS Bibliography)

656. Rea, George H. A Study of Four Cooperative Inter-American Tests.
Unpublished Master's thesis, University EPfTexas. 1954.

657. Readiness Checklist. Las Cruces School District,.New Mexico;
Dissemination Center for Bilingual Bicultural Education
Austin, Texas'' Washington, D.C: Office of Education. 12p.
(ED 061 839)

r

The Readiness Checklist is a 69-item instrument that provides a
measure of the Psychomotor developmentof children. It cvers seven,
main areas: generallealth, movement ratterns and muscul &r coord-
inatiqn, auditory skills, visual skillY, speech and language, nersonal
independence, and social adjusttent. The checklist is designed to
measure a child's level of physical maturity and can be used to
collect data as a diagnostic tool to isolate deficient children for
immediate remedial action. Collection or data through the checklist
can result in the establishment of norms. A score sheet is attached
to the checklist. (RIE)
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Sabatino, David A. and Others. "Perceptual, Language and Academic
Achievement of English, Spanish and Navajo Speaking Children '.'.
Referred for Special Classes." Journal of School Psychology.
Vol. 10 (March 1972). pp. 39-46.
(EC 04 1641)

The purpose of this study was to determine the Perceptual
language and academic achievement functions of English, Spanish,
and Navajo children experiencing,learning problems and referred for
placement into special education classes. Those test varialoles
which discriminated among the native English-speaking children and
the children who spoke Spanish or' Navajo natively were, as pre-.

dicted, those tasks which involved knowledge of the linguistic
rules of English. It would seem that, taken as..a. group, the school
learning Problems experienced by the native Spanish-or Navajo-

. speaking children were the result of their limited linguistic
comoetence in English, the language'of instruction in their class-.

.rooms. (EC)

659. Schwartz, Audrey .James. "A 'Comparative 'Study of°,Values and
Achievement: Mexican-American and Anglo Y4h.v Sociology
.of Education. 44:4 (Fall, 1971). DD. 438A62.,

Several value orientations and their relatiOns.mith school
achievement were examined with student samples fret! -the Los Angeles
City Schools. Findings show that Mexican-AmericW9unils with
value orientations most similar to those of Angld p*ils have the
highest scholastic achievement. While it is recograied
pupils' values and achievements_are substantially,ihteriepend
the findings of this study suggest that affectiveiVictors in 41.A.;,-
cultural background of many Mexican-American PuDilihinder their
general academic achievement. (from article), .A:;;;

1: 40
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660. Spolsky, Bernard. "Language Testing: "The PrQ,plem of Validation."
. T.ESOL Quarterly. 2:2 (June, 196a).

-

Discusses the differences between teptSfor control,,of instiruc-
tion, and tests for control of a Person's career and the serious
difficulty of.validation in the second Class.

-

661. Stambler, Ada. A Study of Eighth Grate' Puerto Rican Students at
Junior "High School 65,,Manhattan;rwith Implications for iTheir
Placement; Grouping, anoPdrientatIon. Woublkshed
Dissertation, Columbia Universi* 1958: p"

662. Steubner, JO-9ephine. "Racial DliXferencesain Reading Achievement:fly
Texas Outlook, Vol. 24 (Jtm4agy1940) r. 32.

663. The University of the State of NV, ''he St.ite Education "Department,
Bureau of Oontinuing'Educaqsn CurricUlum Development'.' -Test of
Readiness for. Literacy (f?ilet4.4dition), 1970.
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This instrument is designed to assess the degree to which
adults who are illiterate possess the requisites to learning to
read. It will be administered by State,Education Department,
personnel at selected Adult Basic Education centers in New Yc4k
State. Information gathered from this test, plus data from a
standardized readirtg readiness test, will be used as guides for.
the deVelopment of comprehensive readiness for literacy Programs.

N.B. This experimental test has been administered to non.-
native English speakers,'among others ,in New York City. (from
the test booklet)

664. Vega Hernii.ndez, Elias...Readig Retardation in Zavala School,
Austin, Texas. Master's thesis,University of Texas. 1954.

665. Willis, Robert 'hanks. An Analysis of the Adjustment and Scholastic
Achievement of-Forty Puerto Rican Boys Who Attend Transition
Classes in New York City. -Unpubl' ed Ph.D. Dissertation,
New .York University.' -1961,

The objectives'of this study were,t9 identify the effects of
transition ,classes on_the ad4stment,`retention and scholastic
achievement of forty Puerto Rican boys in 'a New York City school
and to determLne the imvlications their influence has.for improve-
ment of the. curriculum. Ss were forty tenth grade boys from
Morris Hitt' School in New York City; all Ss were,bOrn in Puerto
Rico and had attended transition classes. Data was collected
from the following sources: class Jecord forms,.cuNlative report
cards; interviews with students, varents, teachers and guidance'
counselor's. Students were put into two groups according to their
status at the time of the stuldy: Gro3ip I, "Drop-Outs," and Group II,
those students still attending school, The findings= indicate that
there were no significant differences between the social and e(3.1.1ca-'
tional characteristics of the two groups. Recommendations were
made for curriculum improvement in terms of each student, in terms
of the community. The author suggests 1) better transition classes,
2) improved T.E.S.L. Programs, 3) a more intensive guidance program, °

4) more effective measures for the evaluatiori of these students',
5) more realistic placement of,Puerto.Rican students, 6) more
effective programs'in remedial reading, 7) an increasedawareness
an understanding of Puerto Rican students oh the part of school
pex nnel, sand 8) increased participation of Puerto Rican ,students
and adults in the education's], process (including decision-making), (DH)

.

666. Zirkel, Perry A. "Self Concept and the 'Disadvanthged''of Ethnic
.Group Membership and(,Zil.xture." Review of Educational Research.
Vol. lh (1971). Pp. 21 -225

The author presents a brief review of the literature on the
self-concept.of minority group members, and discusses the relation-
4hip between low self-evaluqtion and academic under- achievement.
He conclUdes that ethnic group membership may have some effect,.
bositi'Ve or negative, on the --If-conceit of the disadvantaged
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child. The supposed 'disadvantage" of minority Students can be.
turned into'an advantage by enhancing the self-concept, perhaps
through such programs as bilingual-bicultural education and Black.
Studies. (DH)

667. Zirkel, Perry Alan and John F. Grene. The Academic Achievement of
Spanish-Speaking First'Grqders in Connecticut, Conn. State
.Department of Education, Bureau of Compensatory and Community
Educational Servioes; April, 1971, 8Dp.
(ED 054 275) -

Study sought to demonstrate that deficiencies shown by Puerto
,Rican children in verbal ability and academic achievement maot
not exist if initial instruction ard'testing. were in Spanish. The .

IRter-American Test of General Ahility was administered by the same
examiner first in Spanish, then in English. The Puerto RiCan first
graders scored significan'tly lower on the English formsthani.all
ethnic groups, inctuding Puerto Ricans, in Coleman's study on the
subtext of verbal ability; however, on the non- verbal ability 'sub-,
test, the Puerto Ricans scored significantly higher than all groups
in the Coleman study. The subjects scored much-higher on the
Spanish form than on the English form. (from RIErev. and abridged)

I.
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H. Special Educational Programs and Efforts tr Serye'the heeds of
Puerto Rican (and other Non-Englieheakins) Children in Mainland,
Schools

General Programs

668. ABE Phase III: Progress and Problems. September 1, 1969-Arri141
1-Q70. Alburque, New Mexict: Southwestern Cooperative Eduita-
Ilona' Laboratery. Washington, D.C.: Office of Educatipn.
Anrirl,,1970. 166pp. Interim Report.
(ED o60 4o6)

Interim information concerning the_ Adult Basic Eduoation grants
is pyovided inthe three Parts Of this report. (RIE abridg^d)

669. "Actiya4on, La Ensegan za del Ingle's B6sico en las Communidades
'oricuas."- La Prensa.' (Fel-?nary, 23, 1952)%

676: Anderssm, Theodore.. "A New FOcuS" on the Biling ual Child." Modern
Languac!e Journal. Vol. 49 -(1965). pr. 156-160.

671. Andrus, E.iD. "Social Living Classes for-the Underprivileged."
California Journal oe Secondary Education. Vol.. 14-(November
1939). pp.- '.14-417.

672. Ardru-, E.P. 7Workshop
California Journal
1943) pp.' 328-330

673., 'Frank Program
-lexicrin-Americans.

State University.
(ED 017 32)

Studies Education of Mexican Americans."
of Secondary Education. Vol: 18 (October

')
0 A

CcAtent to Meet th7 Educational ?'odds of

University Park, New Mexico:- New Mexico
1968. 21 pp.

674. Baldwin, Clare C. "Education of the Non-English Speak ing and
Bilingual (Spanish) pupils in the Junior High,Schools of
Districts 10 anA 11, Manhattan." June, 1952. 131 ?b.
(Unpublished material).

6'75. Baldwin,. Clare C. "Prograr Outlined'for Puerto Ricans." he New
York Times. (December 5, 1947).

676. Barclay, .Lisa and Frances Kurcz. Comparative Efl'icacies of English,
Spanish and-Bilingual Cognitive'Verbal Instrdotion. 1969, 109p
OM 030 1473)

RenOrtsTesults of an experiment conducted with ,Mexican-American
Head Start children in California in 1967. 'Three approaches were
used: (1) structured English training Program; (2) Spanish used as-
language of instruction; and (3) English used as language of instruc-
tion; together with a control ,E.,,r.oun receiving usilalpreschool art
and music activities. Results showed no significanu differences be-
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tween the groups but allowed that extraneous factors could have
invalidated'the experiment. Though this experiment ended in failure,
much background material is presented in the introduction. (from
document re,,,., substantially)

677. Benner, Ralph and Reyes, Ramiro. California Plan for Education of
Migrant Children: 1967. 25 pr.
(ED 020 831)

678: "Bilingual Problems in Puerto Rican Study." Curriculum and
materials. 11:2 (February, 1948). pp. 1-2.

679. Blancett, -Bob L. Implementation of a Migrant Education Program'in
the Richgrove School District. July 1972. 189p.
(ED 063 990.)

,68e. Blourock, Barbara. "Asnira in the Junior High School." High Points.
(FebrUary, 1966). rn. 53-55. .

681. Bondarin, Arley. Assimilation Thru Cultural Understanding: 'Hoboken,
, New Jersey: New York: Center for Urban Education, 1069, 64D.

(ED 034 804)

This ESEA Title III project is aimed at assimilating foreign
born and Puerto :-'can children in the Hoboken, New Jersey public
school system. 'Eight PregraMs-are described: two-wq,ek staff visits
to Puerto Rican schools, teacher exchanges between Hoboken and Puerto
Rican school systems, inservice course for teaching students with
English handicaps, development df suitable instructional mat,erials,
human resource center, daily orientation programs, experimental
bilingual classes, and a bilingual student aide program. (ERIC)

682. Booth, Jonathan L. '"Meeting a Bilingu Problem: Elementary Spanish
in the Tucson Public Schools " American School Board Journal.
Vol. 117(July 1948). TM. 15-17.

683. Broom, Perry Morris. An Interpretive Analysis of the Economic and
Educational Status of the Latin American i^ Texas, with Emphasis
on the Basic Factors Underlying an Approach to an Improved
Program'of Occupational Guidance, Training and AdAlastment for
Secondary Schools. Unnublished Ph.D. Disqertation, University
of'Texas. 1912.

634. Castancda, Alf:do,ed.ancl Others. 'Mexican Americans and Educational
Change. Symrosium (University of California, Riverside, May, 21-
22, 1971). California University, Riverside. Mexican American
Studies Program. Washington, D.C.: Office of Education. May,
1971. 421p.

, .(ED 063 988)

6R5. Childers, Jean. Some Secondary Level Curriculum qonsiderations for
Teacking Spanish to the Mexican American in Austin, Texas.
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The purpose of this study is to present curriculum considera-

tions for'the non - native who is interested in teaching Spanish to the
Mexican-American at the secondary level of.instruction. Approaches
and directions are suggested to help bring about an effective type of
cross-cultural teaching, particularly for certified Anglo teachers
whosefteaching experience has been exclusively with Anglo classes.
The'studY includes: (1) introductory remarks, (2) review of related
literature,, (3) background, (4) classroom approaches and Procedures,
(5) textbooks and other'materials, and (6)summary and conclusion.
Appendixes contain sample questionnaires concerning sociological and
educational information about Mexican-American students and sample
communications to parents. (RIE)

686. "Classes for Mexican Workers in Michigan Aid,Inter-American Under-
.

standing." American Teacher. Val. 30 (January 1946) Pp26-27.

687: Cordasco, F. "Educational 'programs fOr Puerto Rican Pupils." New
York Times. (May'30, 19671.

688. Cordasco, -F. "Helping the Language Barrier Student." Instructor.
Vol. 72. (May, 1963)...p.20.

689 Cordasco, F. and E. Bucchioni. Education Programs. for Puerto
'Rican Students. (Jersey City Public Schools_)'. Evaluation
and Recommendations. Jersey City: Board of Education. 1971.

Cordasco, Francesco and Eugene Bucchioni. The Puerto Rican
Community of Newark, N.J.: An Educational Program for Its
Children. Newark: Board of Education, Summer 1970. --

691. CVAE (Coordinated Vocational-Academic Education) Academic Curriculum
Project. Evaluation, Report, 1971-1972. Ethication Service
Center Regional,*Edinburg, Texas. Austin: Texas Education
Agency, Department of Occ0Pational 4 TechnicarEducation 1972.

. 78 pp.
(ED 066 289)

6942. DeWeaver, N.C. ".NOTU Labor Schools for Spanish-speaking." America.
Vol. 93 (August 6, 1955), Dp 451-453./ r

693 Dossick, Jesse J. "Workshop'Field Study in Puerto Rican Education
and Culture." Journal of Educational Sociology. Vol. 28
(December 19'54).. pp. 174-180.

This article discusses several workshops in Puerto Rican
' Education and Culture which yere held in Puerto Rico to give

teachers, administrators and community and social workers in New
York City an understanding of the circumstances in whiCh the Puerto
Ricans they worked with grew up in Order that they might be better
able -Co deal with the problem of adjustment to life in the mainland
United States.- A description of the requirements of the workshopS is'
included as- are some of the comments by:participants. Recommendations
for improving the workshops are also included.(ECK)
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694. Elementary Curriculum in Intergroup Relations: Case Studies in
Instruction. Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education:
Work in Progress Series, 1950.

695. Espinosa, Renato. Final Report on.Head Start.Evaluation and Re-
search: 1967-68 to the Office of Economic Opportunity. Section
II: Aehievement Motivation and Patterns of Reinforcement in
Head Start Children. 1968. 124 pp.
(ED 023 458)

696. Evaluation of State Urban Education Programs, District 10, New York
City, Board.of Education, 1970-1971 School tear. Fordham
University, Bronx., New York. Institute for Research and
Evaluation. June 1971. 199D.
(ED 059 017)

)697. Felder, D. "The Education of Mexican-Americans: Fallacies on the
Monocultural koproac'." Social Education. Vol. 34 (1970).
.bp. 639-642.,

698. Fierro, Leonard. Chicano Community Action Efforts dt the Local
Level and Their Effects on Promoting Educational Change for
Mexican-Americans. A Research Parer. AlbUrquerque, New
Mexico` Southwestern Cooperative Educational Laboratory. 1970.
16pp.

(ED 057 972)

699.' Filep, Robert t. and Others. Voluntaries De Sesame Street: Manual -

Para Conducir Las Sesions "Sesame Street" Con Ninos De Edad
Pre-Escolar. Institute for Educational Development, El Segundo,
California. New York, New York: John and Mary R. Markle
Foundation. July 28, 1971. 50 pr.
(ED 057 897)

700. Fishman% J.A. and Vladimir C. Nahirny. "The Ethnic Group School and
Mother Tongue Maintenance in the 11.S." Sociology of Education.
Vol. 37*(1964). op. 306 -317.

701. Gaarder, Bruce. "Teaching the Bilingual Child: .Research, Develon-
- ment and Policy." modern Language Journal. Vol. 149 (1965).

pp. 165-175.

.702. Gonzilers Nancie L. Positi've and Negative Effects of Chicano Mili-
tancy on the Education of the Mexican American. Albuquerque,
New Mexico: Southwestern Cooperative Educational LaboraOry.
1970.' 37r.
(ED 061 004)

4.

Types of organizatioris involved in Chicano movements onerating in
the five southwestern states and other areas with.large numbers of ,

Mexican Americans are described in this paver. Zhey are examined
in terms ofthe nossibilitids'of their rhilosorhis or hetivism4
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affecting education either on a short-term or long-term basis.
Additionally, the relationship between the kinds of demands made by
the olde Spanish-speaking activists and those of today's°Chicanos
is considered. It is recommended that further research be done on
topics such as the various Chicano organizations, the interr3lation-

ship between Chicano militancy and other protest movements of the
past and present, the implications of improved education along the
37,1nes demanded by today's Chicano activist, and how the Ane.o power
Istructure is likely to respond to the efforts of activist minority
/organizations. An appendix consisting of nembers of the Chicano
/Press Association, a list of 41 Chicano organizations, and a biblio-
graphy are included. (RIE)

703. ,Guerra, Emilio L. "OrientaciOn de los estudiantes de Puerto Rico
en la ciudad de Nueva York." El Diario de Nueva York. (March
28, 1949). p.6.

704. '"The Orientation of Puerto Rican Students in New
York City." 'Modern Language Journal. (October, 1948)..p415 -420.

Adapting education the needs of imm4rant Puerto Ricans in New

'?'

York. Cultural and social adjustment str ssed as most important part
org the program. (from 'Sinchez, ED 041 68 )

705. Guidelines for Educational Programs in the Commonwealth of Penn-
sylvania for Children Whose Dominant Language is Not En$4ph.
Pennsylvania State Department of Ecratibn, Harrisburg. (May
1972. 27pp.

.(ED 066 075)

706. Hacer Vida.. First Year Evaluation Report, 1970-71. Riverside County
Superintendent of Schools, California. Washington, D.C.: Office
of Education. August 3, 1971. 19410.

4 (ED 064 018)

7D7. Hall, Richard W. .".Ann and Abby: The Agony Column on the Air." TESOL
Quarterly, 5:3 (September, 1971), pp. 274-249.

This article stiggests that the syndicated columns published under
the by -lines "Dear Abby" and "Ann Landers" contain useful textual
material for intermediate and advanced-ESL students. The following
characteristics seem valuable:' 1) the columns offer sharp insights
into implicit Ameridan cultural values; 2) they are Modeled on the
spoken, rather than written language; 3) they stimulate classroom
discussion. (from the article)

708. Heffernan, H. "Reports of the Conference on the Education of Children
of Seasonal Workers." California Journal of Elementary, Education.
Vol. 6-7 (February 1939 pr. 181 -192..
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769: "Items Trab,jado Bien;" A Report on the First National Conference
of Puerto Ricans*, Mexican-Americans, and Educatdrs on "The
Special Educational Needs of Urban Puerto Rican Youth." New
York: Aspira, Inc. ,May, 1968. 78pp.
(ED 023-780)

710. Intergroup Education in.Public Schools: Exrertmental Programs
Sponsar6&-* the Project in Intergroup Education in in Cooperative
Schools: Theory,,Pi-actice, and In-Sevice Education. Washington,
D.C.:*.American Council on Education. 1952

711. Kahnheimer, Leah W. "A Program in Social Living for Puerta Rican
Pupils.;' High Points. (June, 1950. pp. 58-68.

.712. 'Katz, David. The Effects of a Compensatory Educational Program on
the Vocational Aspirations,, Expectations, Self-Cbncept, and
Achievement of Selected Groups of JHS Students.
(Dissertation Abstracts: 109. Vol. 29 (9-A). p. 2963)

0This study was designed to investigate the effects of a compen-
satory educational program on the vocational aspirations, expecta-
tions, self- concepts and achievements of selected groups of ninth
grade junior high school students in*New York City. Ss were male,
average in grade, at least two years below grade :evel in reading,
and members of either Black or Puerto Rican minorities. All
students in the experimental group were in a Career Guidance pro-
gram. Students in the control groups were matched for character-
-istics equivalent to those of the, experimental group; except that0
they were either 1) in the same .school as the Ss but.not taking part
in the Career Guidance program, or 2) in echools which did nqt have
the compensatory'program. The instruments tsed by the investigatirs
to measure theoyariables in question were a personal adequacy scale
based on the Whittaker Seale, a modification of Hambrugees Life
Planning Questionnaire, and the Metropolitan Achievement Test. All
subjects were administered the tests and questionnaire on two
different occasions, at the beginriing and end of the same school
year.' Results of the statistical analysis indicated that the '

Career Guidance program had no significant nositive effects, on-the
variables under consideration. In fact, the effects that did
occur were contrary to the goals of\the program. In the experimental
group congruency between aspiration knd expectation was reduced,
rather than facilitated, while the control groups showed a signifi-'
cant increase over the same period of time. Black students gained
si6ificantly. more than:. the Puerto Rican students in reading
achievement', but the control group gained more in reading than the
exmerimental group Overall. (DH)

71'3. Kniefel, Tanya Suarez. Programs Available for Strengthening the
Education of Spanish-Speaking Studentt. Las Cruces, New
Mexico: ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural Education and Small4.

Schools. 1968.

.
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714. Lorgt, Irving and Frank Mayans, Jr. "Vestibules vs. Regular Classes
for Puerto Rican Migrant Pupils." Teachers College Record. 15:5
(February,-1954) rp. 231-237.

715. Mans, Rolando. Ph Exnerimental Approach to the Teaching of Reading
in Spanish at the Primary Level. .!laster's thesis, Sacramento
State College. September 1971. 103wo.
(ED 056602)

An experiment in the teaching of reading in Spanish to second-
and third -grade students, conducted by the author at the Ethel
Phillips elementary school, utilizes a modified version Of fr.

Laubach's."Syllabic, analytic-synthetic method of language instruc-
tion: Results indicate that success in school of children frOn _

Spanish-speaking homes may be .directly related to the concept of
self-identity. It is,suggeste'd that development of Programs leading
to curriculum -wide literacy'in Sonnish is considered by authorities
in hilingualisnito be one of the kcy factors in raising the Spanish-'
speaking child's level of expectation in his academic achievement.
Major chapters in this study discuss: (1) the nroblem and definition
-of terms, (2) review of related litdrature. (3) Procedures of the
study, (4) analysis of data, and (5) summary, conclusions, and
recommendations. A bibliography and an arpendix containing sample
lessons and measurement tools,are included. (RIE)

716. Mayans,. Frank, Jr. Puerto Rican Migr Pupils in New York City
Schools: A Comparison of the Effects of Two methods of Instruc-
tional Grouping on English 'mastery and Attitudes'. Unvibljshed
Ph.D. Dissertation, Columbia University. 1953.
(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 14 (1954). nn.:68-69.).

,Thy purpose of this study As to comnare the effects of'two,
types of instructional grouping on the English mastery and assimila:
tion of Puerto Rican migrant students. Ss were recent immigrants
from Puerto RicowhO were entering mainland schools forthe first
time; the-schools were two junior high schools in New York City's
Spanish 'Harlem. Ss were placed in two groups: 1) "regulai'classes
with the other students in the school and 2) ";'estibule" classes
in.which all students were Puerto Ricans. At.the start, Ss were
Pretested with the Cooperative Interamerican Tebt of-General Ability
and a Test of Reading, both in Spanish;.an Attitude Toward the
Surroundings Scale, also in Spanish, was administered. At the end of
one semester, X11 Ss were given the Cooperativ6 Interamerican Test of
Reading, in Englisd; Subtest I (oral vocabulary),,Coonerative Inter-
american Test of leneral Ability, in English; and the Attitude
Toward Surroundings Scales, is Spanish. The findings indicated
1) that the migrant will learn more English if (s )he has. a favorable
attitude toward his surroundings.AC) the "regular" group has more
unfavorable attitudes toward school; 3) the "regular" group has
developed significantly more favorable attitudes toward schoolmates;
and 4) "regular" students score higher in all three tests of English
mastery. At the end of the semester, controls were lifted and all
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students participated in "regular" classes. A follow-up study at
the endof the year yielded these results: 1) the original "regular"
Ss retained their,superiority in English oral vocabulary, but not in
reading; 2) all Ss have more favorable attitudes toward schoolmates
with no differences between class groupings showing; "3) the original
"regular" Ss have become more assimilated, "make more friends, sneak
English more often with their friends "; 4) Ss who preferred "regular"
grouping felt they learned more, while Ss who preferrei the "vestibule"
grouping felt it helped them adjust better. The author suggests
placing immigrant students in regular classes because of the rapid
pace at which assimilation can take place. (DH)

717. Mercer, Jane R. Sociocultural, Factors in the Education Evaluation of
Black and Chicano Children. Paper nresented at the 10th Annual
Conference on Civil Rights Educators and Students', NEA,
Washington, D.C. February 18-20, 1972. 161). Sacramento,
California State Department .of Education,,Office of Compensatory

..,-Educaton. Bethesda, Maryland: National Institute pf Mental
Health.

(ED 060 462)

In a recent study the mothers of 268 Children who were in
classes for educable mentally retarded in two Public school districts
in Southern California were interviewed. The responses of some of
these mothers dramatize three issues:, (1) biases in the assessment
Procedures used to label children asmentally retarded; (2) the
stigmatization associated with special class placement; and (3)
inadequate programming. Disproportionately large numbers of black
and Chicano children are labeled as mentally retarded by the public
schools. Public schools rely more oniTO test scores than any other
community agency. The schOols label morejoersons"as mentally retarded
share their labels with more other organizations, and label more
persons with IQ's above 70 and,with no Physical disabilities than any
other formal organization in the community. Proportionately More
low status persons and persons from minority ethnic groups were
defined as comprehensively retarded as the cutoff level for sub-
normality was raised. Stigmatization was a major concern of parents
interviewed. Of a group of 108 children followed for several years
and classified as retarded, only one in five ever returned to the
regular class. Thus, nrn.ny parents were justified in seeing the
program as a "sentence of death." (RTE)

718. ,Meriam, J.O. "Learning English incidentally. A :study of Bilingual
thildr 1." Bulletin No. 15, U.S. Office of Education. 1937 105p.

4

719. 'Meyerson, Marion. "The Bilingual Child." Childhood Education.
Vol. 45 (1969). pp. 525-527.

720. Montag, Jennie and Mary Finocchiaro. "Gtidance and Curriculum for
Puei.to Rican Children." High Points. (January, 1951). np. 3242.

721. Nontes, Mart. "La Frimera Escuela Puertorriqueaa en .lri Ciudad de
. Nueva York." La Prea. September,17, 1961.
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722. Morrison, J. Cayce. "The Puerto Rican Study--What .It Is - Where Lt
Is Going." Journal of Educational Sociology. Vol. 28 (December
1954). pp. 167 -173.

The Puerto Rican Study, which was sponsored by the New York
City Board of Education,was concerned with the education and ad-
justment of Puerto Ricans in'New York City. During the first, ex-
ploratory year of the study, visits were made to twenty-seven schools
which served Puerto Ricans; seven representative schools were
studied intensively. Information was gathered to find out who the
Puerto Rican students were, how they were adapting to the schools
and how the schools were adapting to them. The second phase of
the study was an experimental one in which. fourteen schools cooperated
in varying degrees. One major part of this phase was an exreriment
in teaching English as a second language; another was a study of
means to promote the acculturation of Puerto Ricani, It was pored.
that at the end of the study "a recommended program of action for
adoption by all schools will emerge." (ECK)

.723. Muckley, Robert L. "After Childhood, What Then? An Overview of
Ethnic Language Retentiom (Elret) Programs in the United
States." Revista Interamericara. Vol. 2 (Spring.1972;. D. 1-15.
(ED 061 808)

This paper describes some of the programs in bilingual education
throughout the country. Some scholarly studies are mentioned and
the author discusses "domain stability," the retention of the
ethnic language in specific situations. Among Spanish-speaking
groups, the author notes that Mexican-Americans conserve Spanish
much better than Puerto Ricans, who tend to prefer English in.all
domains. Some suggestions for helping retention of the ethnic
language are offered. The small amount of Materials designed
specifically for teaching ethnic-speakers their own laAuage is
discussed and some of those materials are evaluated. Almost all the
bilingual programs and nublications are aimed at Mexican-Americans,
and the author suggests that there are other Sranish-speakIrs and
speakers of Italian and other languages wko could also benefit from
such programs. (ECK)

724. MCCuen, Tohn J. "Puerto Rican Survey Seeks Rest Methods." New York
World Telegram and Sun. (April 7, 1954). r. 42.

725. Natalico, Diana S. and:Frederick Williams. Carrascolendas: Eval-
uation of a Bilingual Television.Series. Final Report. Texas
University, Austin. Center for Communication Research.
Washington, D.C.: Office of Education. June 1071. 2O4 rn.
(ED 054 612)

.726. National Education Association. Las voces'nuevas de Sudoeste:
Symposium on the Spanish-sreakimitChiLd in the Schools of the
Southwest. Washington, D.C.: NEA Denartment of Rural Education.
1966.
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727. Nedler, Shari. Early Education for Suanish-lreaking Mexican-American
Children: A Comparison of Three Intervention Strategies. 1970.
8

(ED 037 778)

728. Nedler, Shari. A Preschool Program for Spanish-Speaking Children:
Good Samaritan Center, San Antonio, Texas. 1966.
(ED 001 378)

729. Nedler, Shari. The Status and Educational Effect of Head Start
Programs on Mexican American Children. Albuquerque, New
Mexico: Southwestern Cooperative Educational Laboratory. 1970.
16 pp.

(ED 056 804)

Approximately five research studies relating to Projea Head
Start and reviewed in thit document disclose a gap in. the knowledge
base regarding the effectiveness of various intervention strategies
implemented with Mexican American children. Programs-have varied
from community to community and only general trends can.be-identified
at the present time. Among the findings are (1) experiments in
language programs suggest that children benefit more from a structured
program than frond an unstructured one; (2) as measured by tests not
sensitized to subpopulation variations, children 'from low-income-

families perform below middle-class children in cognitive, intellec-
tual 1, and achievement be'-avior; and 3) children of parents have a
high level of involvement in Head Start perform better on tests of
achievement and development. Many questibns remain unanswered
regarding characteristics of learner, design and development or
repilicable instructional programs, training of teachers, and parental
involvement and education. (PIE)

, 730. ,Nedler, Shari and Sebera, Peggy. '"Intervention Strategies for
Spanish-speaking Preschool Children," Child Development.
Vol. 42 (1971). up. 259-267.

This study compared 3 strateaies of early' intervention designed
to increase the language and communication pkills of disadvantaged
3-year-old Mexican-American children. Treatment group 1 (T1)
included 16 children in a planned Bilingual Early Childhood Educa-
tional Program. Group T2 included 16 children who were indirectly
involved'in a Parental Involvement Program. Group T3 was composed of
14 children in a traditional day-are center. Pefore and after a 0-
mrith intervention reriod, all Cs were tested with the Leiter
International Performance Scale and the Peabody Picture Vocabulary
Test in English and Spanish. On all measures, T1 made significantly
greater gaitis than M) or T3, indicating the greater offectivent)ss

of the planned Bilingual Early Childhood Education Program. (from the
artic]e)



731. New York City Board of Education. Puerto Rican addy: Developing
a Program for Testing.Puerto Rican Pupils in New,York City
Public Schools, New York: Board of Education. 1959. 143 pn.

732. New YorkZate Multiethnic Task Force. Programs_uervices, materials
of the New York State Education Derartment for Black ancrPuerto
Rican Studies. Albany: State Education Department. 1970.

733. Nuevas Vistas. A Report of the Annual Conference of the California.
State tenartmpnt of Education (3rd, Los Angeles, April 24-26,
19691. California State Department of Education,,Caramento:
1970r. 42 pp.
(ED 055 700)

734. DThez, Louis and Charles Bahn. National-Conference: 'fleeting the

Special Educational Needs of Urbnn-ftertli-lIcan Youth. Final
Report. New York: Asrira,.Inc. September 30, 1965. 14pp.
(ED 023 775),

"The available evidence, scant acid incomnlete though may be,
indicates that Urb"an Puerto .Rican youth have ,distinctive e('.ucational
problems Of great severity." At a two-day conference of leaders of
Spanish-speaking communities., sponsored by ASPIRA, an organization
designed to.develoo Puerto Rican leadership, meetings were held to
discuss the specific problems and needs of Puerto Ricans in the
United St..'es, to understand the reasons for the current situation
and td plan programs to imrrove the educational situation of Puerto
Ricans. After'the conference, questiOnnaires were mailed to the .

participants, 3% of whom replied. Responses indicated that conference
participants believed that pos,itive action was necessary. Some of'
the steps that would be taken included exrloration of bilingual
education program's, Parent education programs, and the creation, of
scholarship opportunities for. Puerto Ricans. (ECK)

735. Osuna, J.J. "Report on Visit's to New York City Schools. " Government
of Puerto Rico. Department of Lahr and Employment and Migra-
tion Bureau. 1948.

736. Pallcne,,Nathaniel J. et al. Evaluation Study: Augmented Services
for Non-English Speaking Purils in Selected Junior High Schools,
Board of Education, City of New York. New York: New York
University. 1969..

7372 El plan de Santa Barbara: A Chicano Plan f2r Higher Education.
Santa Barbara, California: La Causa Publications. 1970.

738. Puerto Rican Community Development.Project: A Pronosal for a Self-
... flelp Project to Develop the Community by Strengthening the .

Family, Opening Opportunities for Youth and Tflaking Full Use of
Euu6ation. New York: Puerto Rican Forum. 1964.

739. Raisner, Arnold; Philip Bolger; and C'armen Sanguinetti. Science
Instruction in Spanish for Pupils of Spanish-Ste.i.king Background.
New York: New York City Board of Education. 1967.
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740.A4n, M.L. Case Studies " Educational Performance Contractinsi.
qk. Part 5. Gilroy, Caaifornia. Rand Corporation: Santa Monica,

-c California. Washington, D.C.: DREW. December 1971. 6lnn.
(ED 056 251)

4

741. A Report of the University of New Mexico's College Enrichment.
Program. New Mexico Udiversity,.Albuquerque Institute for
Social Research and Development. Sante Fe: New Mexico State
Board of Educational Finance. October'15, 1p71 65r.
(ED 058 997)

742% Report of Workshons\,of the Fourth Annual Conference on Puerto Rican
Education Held at Hunter College
1964. New y9rk: National Conference of Christians and Jews.

743. "Reshaping Public Education: For Spanish-Sneaking Children."
United Teacher.. (May 29, 1968).

Discu3ses Puerto Rican children in New York City.

744. -Rice, J.P., Jr. "Education Of Subultural Grouns." School and
Society. Vol. 94 (1961'. pp. 360-362.

This article discusses ihtelligence testing, and includes a
very brief survey ce the literatureon "culturally loaded" measures
of intelligelge.`'The author suggests comnefisatory programs for the
slower learners, TESOL programs for the non-native sneaker of
English, and encourageS the development of new in§itruments for
testing bilingual students. (DH).

745. Riggs, Virginia Fields. Action Research in OraltEnglish for the
Linguistically Different Secondary Student: Odessa, Ts.
M.A. thesis,Uniyersity of Texas of Austin. May 1971. 991).
(ED 058 7631

A program designed to decrease the number of lingtlistically
differentiated, nonstandard sneakers of English in Texas classrooms
and to help notential dropouts attain profici-ency-in the use of
English (thereby allowing them to achieve mobility in the dominant
An -American culture) is described in this renOrt. .'The program
provides linguistically different Negro and Mexican-American students
the onnortunity to acquire skills in standard spoken English. The
problem is reviewed in general terms with emphasis .Placed on the
sociocultural implications of dialectal variations. A review of
the literature precedes a detailed description of thesrogramiz-
plemented at Ector High School. A summary, limitatoAs, conclusions;

'

and recommendations concerning the project are included. Annendixes
contain relevant project information and sample,questions and exer-
ci,ses used.. A bibliography is provided. (RIF)
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746. Rubinstein, Annette T. (ed.). Schools Against Children; .The Cp.se

for Community Control. Monthly Review Press. 1970. 299DD.
(ED 040 221)

Collection Of articles revolving around the struggle for full
racial equality through community control of schools by Black and
Puerto Rican people of New York City. (RIE abridged)

747. Salazar, Tony. A Summer Program for Hispano. High SchooI'Students.
. A Report for the Second Year, June 15-July 10, 1970. Colorado

University, Boulder, Department of Physics and Astrophysics.
Denver County Public Schools, Colorado. 1970. 21p.
,(ED 058 978)

,

748. Sanguinetti, CarTen. Adapting Science Instruction in New York City
Junior High Schools to the Needs of Puerto RicanBackground
Pupils. Unp bliehed Ph.D. Dissertation, Columbia University. 1956.

749. Seda Boriilla, Eduardo. "Ethnic Studies and Cultural Pluralim." -

The Rican. No. 1 (Fall 1971), pp. 56-65.

.750. Smith, George W. and Owen L. Caskey, eds. Promising School
.

L, Practices .for Mexican Americans. Austin, Texas: Southwest
. Educational Development Laboratory; Texas Tech University,

Lubbock. Washington, D.C.: Office of Education. 1972. 262D.
(ED 064 003) '

751. Strell, Joseph. "Elementary School Principals Visit Puerto Rico."
High Points. Vol. 47 (February 1965). DP. 69.-71.

752. Texas Education Agency. Preschool Instructiprial Program for Non-
English Speaking Children. Austin: Tekas:,Texas Education Agency.

753. Thomas, Alexander, Retardation 'in Intellectual Development oT
Lower-Class Puerto Rican Children'In New York'City. New York:
Department of Psychiatry, New York University. 1967.
(ED 017 591)

objeqtives of this study were 1) to identify any patterns'
of beha 'ioral and intellectual function which apicear to be detrimental
to optimal learning and development; 2) to identify inter- and extra-
familiali.nfluences which produce the abdve patterns; and 3) tq
identify favorable patterns which can be used to prevent, or remedy
the situatlari. The porulation to be studied was lower-class Puerto
Rican children in New York City. The Ss were two groups of Puerto
Ricans: 95 in one group which was followed from infancy, and 155
in the other group which consisted of their older siblings. For
comparative purpows, 2 groups of advantaged White children were also
tested. All.children between the Ages of 6 and 14 were administered
the WISC; those children betWeen the ages of 15 to 17 were administpered

the WAIS. The areas of investigation were as follows: the mroblem
of *IQ score decrement with increase in age; below normal academic
achievement; differences in behavioral style; language development,
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. as affected,by bilingualism; and the effects of child care practices,
home environment and family c racteristics on the child's development.
Analysis of data Was not collpl te, as this Was an interim report.
1Rowever,the following conclus ons are presented by the author: 1)
the pooulationlof Puerto Pica children tested Are retarded in school.
achievement; 2) the findingsIdo not show a decrement o4' 19 level
betlie!n pre-school and school ages, indicating that tte retardation
in intellectual achie't4Ment'is'nbt a result of cultpral deprivation,
etc.; 3) language development is not retarded by bilingualism; and
4) other factors must.be resronsible, (e.g. Poor schoolinc*, 4napro-
priate teaching. methods). The author noted that.Some factors in the
home environment may also beat fault, but any such conelusiobs must
be withheld pending complete analysis of the findings. (DH)

754. Thonis, Eleanor Wall, Evaruating the E-fectiveness of Programs
Designed to Improve the Education of Mexican-American Pupils.
2nd ed. S&C:amento, California: California State Department
of Education. 4,4ashington, 'D.C.: Office of Education. 1971 13o.
(ED 062 047)

755. Threlkeld, ThevEffectiveness of_Mlehigan Migrant Primary
Interdisciplinary Project (MPIP) Curricula in Helping Children
with English Language Problems. (1970) 23r.
(ED 063979)

756. Tindall, Lloyd W., and Others. Ail Examination of the Receptivity of
'.Mexican- American and Anglo Rural Disadvantaged to Education
Programs. Michig4n State University, E. Lansing. Center for
Rural Manpower and Public Affairs. March, 1972. 34p.
(ED 060 974)

4..

Tn.order to determine.tlie willirigneSs of rural disadvantages` to
participate in educatliQnal programs,, 125 rural male Anglo and MeXican--
American houSehold heads, both onand off welfare, were interviewed.

'`The_stratified sample was drawh from.4 Michigancounties. Based on
Tindings from the B1 question, these conclusion.were made: .Mexican -
Americans were more willing to nart'icipate in educational classes
than knglos, and both groups desired to narticipate.in supji classes ,

to get a job or a better job; there wa:s no aiffevence in wiTlinglieA
of these groups to partibipate in,educational rrograms on the basis
of welfare or nonwelfare status; decisions to participate would tend_
,to be determined by the character of a rrosrective jot; resrondents
were willing to participate in classef; pertaining to their nesonalc? e
educational, and social welfare (e:g. classes on buying food or.0,1)-
taining credit); resrondents tended to see themselves favorably in
terms of ability to be hired foroa job', run their own business, or
he leaders, respondents indicated that classes should -last no longer'
than 6 months; transportation to class- was viewed as a problem;
resl,onOents would not 'srend their own money for tuition qr supplies;
age residence, miles to high school, educatig9A1 nchievtment, number,
(If children, income, size of t-wn shunned in, and time lived in .1,

ichigan did not affect willingness of the respondents to Participate
in classes; /lid rroximitj_to a comlunity oeuniversity did

.
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affect willingness to participate. Included in the document are the
study description, study implications, the questionnaire, and a guide
for identifying disadvantaged household heads. (RIE)

77. Tireman, L.S. "Discovery and Use of Community Resources in the
Education of Spanish-sneaking Pupils." National Education

. Association, Department of Rural alucation. Yearbook 1939.
pp.

cis

'758. Tireman, L.S. "New Mexico Tackles the Problem of the Sbanish-
Sreaking Child." Journal if Education. Vol. 114 (November
1931) pp. 300-301.

759. *Tucker, t. 2. and Others. Cognitive and Attitudinal Consequences of
Follow:r., the Curricula of the First Four Grades in a Second
'Languaze.s. leGill University, Montreal; ueuec. February 1971.

78PP.
(ED 055 485)

760. University of the State of New York. The State Education Department,
Division of General education, Bilingual Education Unit. Early
ChildhoodPrograns for Non-English-Speaking Children. Albany, '

New York: 1972 66pp.

761. Villaraonga, Mariano. "Program of Education for Puerto Rican
Migrants." Journal of Educational Sociology. Vol. 28 (December
1954). pp. 14e=150.

This is a brief description of the educational programs in
Puerto Ricoand how they affect prospective migrant, Such as extension
of education to more people, improvement of textbooks and instruction
of English, adult education, social studies courses Which/include
the continental United States, expansion of vocational education and
establishment of exchange of personnel and educational Materials with

,11

mainland cities. (ECK)

762. Weikart, David P. Early Childhood Special Education for Intellectually
Subnormal and/or Culturally Different Children. Ypsilanti, Michigan:
High/Scope Educational Research Foundation. '1971. 28pf

(ED 061 684)

763. Willis, Robert planks. An Analysis ofthe Adjustment and Schaatic
Achievement of Forty Puertip..Rican Boys Who Attend Transition
Classes in New York City. Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, New
York University. 1961.

.

(DissertatiOn 'Abstracts. Vol.. 22 (1961). PI' .795-796)..

The objectives of this study were to ideritify the effects of
trpnsition classes on the adjustlpent, retention and scholastic
- achievement of forty Puerto Rican boys in a New York City school and
to determine the implications their influence has for improvement of

. ,
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the curriculum. Ss were forty tenth grade boyS.from Morris High
School in New York City;lall Ss were born in Puerto Rico-akkhad
attended transition 'classes. Data, was collected from the following
,ounces: class reCcd'd forms, Cumulative retort cards; interviews
with students, parehts, teachers and guidance counselors. Students
were put into two groups ao.cording to'their status at the time of
the study: Group I, "Di-op-Outs," and Group II, those students still
attending school. The findings indicate that there were no signi-

. iicant differences between the social and educational characteristics
of the two group's. Recommendations were made for curriculum
improvement in terms -of each student, in term..,. 'of the community.
The author suggests 1) better transition classes, 2) improved TESL
programs, 3) a more intensive guidance-program, 4) more effective
measures for the evaluation of these students, 5) more realistic
placement of Puerto Rican students, 6) more effective Programs in
remedial reading, 7) sn increased awareness and understanding of
Puerto Rican students on the part of school.perqonnel, and
8) increased participation of Puerto Rican students and adults in
the educational process (including decision-making). (DH)t

7.64. Zirkel, Perry Alan. .I'uerto glean Parents and Mainland Schools.
Hartford, Connecticut: Hartford Model Cities. November 1971.-98p.
(ED 062 473)

This study constitutes the rromised product of an institute on
"Puerto Rican Pupils in Mainland SchoolS," sponsored by the EduCation-
al Leadership Institute and the University of Hartford duringthe
summer-of 1971. The stated purposes of the Institut were: 1) to
stimulate communications and.understanding,between school-and.,
community representatives tcdard the improvement of the educational
opportunities of Puerto Rican pupils ih mainland schools; 2) to

.develop a, data base. concerning cultural and iingutsqc factors'in
the home environment that may be significka toward that end; -and
3) to examine and interpret such data in term's of present andrbtenial
school programs and rractic_s. The Institute focused on facilitating.
the relationship betweeh the home and school environment Of Puerto
Rican nunils in Hartford as a possible model, for other mainland' schoolsysteMs. The formal program of the Institute was concentrated in the '
week of June 28 July 2. The morning sessions provided the opportunity
to interact with several resource reanle small group discussion:.
T1-,.4ftct-luon sessions Were devoted to ccrdctihg structur6d'inter-
views in the homes of a cross-section of Puerto:Rican families who had,
children in the Hartford schools. The duration of thesummr wis
for further research and the final writing of inderencfent individual
reports, each culminating in recommendations for impryving the educa-
tional opportunities of these children ,in the Hartford schools (RIE)

,

7.65. 7irkel,_Perry A. "Self-Concert and the 'Disadvantare' of Ethnic
Group 'Iembershir and ixture." Review of Educational Research. .4Vol. 14 (1971). pr. 211-22";.
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:Tie author Presents a brief review of the 'literature on the

self-concert of minority grour members, and discusses the relation-
, shir between low self-evaluation and acaaCtic under-achievement. H^.

concludes that ethnic group- membership may bave.some effect, Positive

or negative, on the self-concept of the disadvantaged chill. Tile

surre'sed "disadvantage" of minority students can be turned intq an
advantaged ty enhancing the self - content, perhaps through such
rtogTams as bilingual-bicultural education and Black Studies. (DH)

reaching EllFlish as a Second Language

1(;6. Abbey, Karin L. Social ,Studies as Social Anthronology: A model
for ESL Curricula. Paperz_presentOd at the Sixth Annual TESOL
Convention, Washington, E.D.C. February 28, 1972. 15n.

(ED 060 (35)

/67: Adair, J.B. and Robert L. Curry. Talking ItOver: An Adult -S

Reading Readiness Program for the Culturally Different. 2 vols.
Chicago`. Follet. 196-6.

703 Adams, j'ohn V. and, Wallace K. Ewing. A Study of Student Attitudes
toward English as a Sevud Language in Puerto Rico. (.1071). 58n-

. ('0 057 675)
,

he results of a questionnaire' designed to imrestfg'nte pueito
z.tudent° atI.Itudes toward learning English show that there is

a -r,--dominantly positive attitude, toward Fnglish-as-a-second lan-
,2,siage in the Puerto dean town sudied in this survey. The question-
naires solicit idfdrmation from .lents.4n grades five thr6Ugh
eight concerning rersonal data, students' contact with English, amount
of English used, parental attitudes,. and student attitulle toward

learning English. The shortcomings of Puerto.Rico's standardized
English curriculum may result from.inarnronriate teaching methods
rather than from'a negative attitude on the pA.rt of the students.
The students maybe receiving too much language material in too

.little time without reinforcing what is learned in class through ?I

j
use outside class. English might. be- better taught as a foreign

:language. English and Snan.ish velsions of the'questionnaires are
provided -along with graphs illustrating the results of this survey.

.769. Ander.: , Vi rginia. "TeachinF English to Puc;rto Rican Punils." High
ints. (march, 196 ). pp. 51:754.

. "
77'). fldersssn, ';:heolore. "TheQrt 'imum Age for Beginning the Study of

-,dern .1guaFes." hfnternational Review of,Education. Vol.' 6,

(1960). rp. 298-06.

This is review of the, way children, learn language with
sw:gestiops'as to when and h:Dw a second language should be taught.
.after de.]eribing the way-infants learn language,,the autirlor describes
situations wirer yolunp.,,children nre,able use three or four languages

4
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in appropriate situations without confusion; he notes thaVafter A
certain age, approximately ten, children begin to lose bhe facility.
to learn language. The author tentatively proposes agefour as the
earliest recommended age to begin language stud, and suggests that
the best method for language learning is in a natural situation'with
an adult native speaker. He cites some ()Pinions that bilingualism
may be harmful, but also mentions other opinions that knowing a
second language is worthwhile. (ECK)

771. Arthur, Bradford. *."ReadingIiterature and Learning a Second
Language." Language LTarning, 18-:3 and 4 (December, 1968).

4 e

Demonstrates that literature in ESL programs must both teach
second IanguageAskills and retain its literary Values for.second
language learners. (NYS Bibliography)

772, -BanathY, Bela et al. "The Use of Contrastive DatOnForeign
Uanguage Course Development: in Albert Valaman (ed.)
Trends in Language Teaching, New York: McGraw-Hill, 1966.

In the context of discussing the gap between the "how" and
"what "- of ESL teaching, this article rhesents the use of contrastive
analysis and research data.. It also presents an inventory of target
elements in: an M course. (NYS Bibliography)

773. Bartlett, Alma J. From Spanish to English the Natural Way. El Paso1 Board of Education, Texas, 1949. 261pn. (mimeographed)

774. Basic Occupational Language Training ('BOLT). Final Report. Puerto
Rican Forum, Inc., New York, New York. Washington, D.C.:
Mannower Administration (DOL), Office of Special,Manpower
Programs. 1969. 121pp.
(ED 055 151)

This'l8-month phase of a continuing demonstration project was '

designed to desvO.op and test a program of English literacy training
for Puerto Rican workers. PArticioation in the Basic'Occupatiomal
Language Training (BOLT) nrogiam was based on the asSumotions that
an intensive exposure bass will result in significant' improvement
irrjob-related and non -job- related English language capability as
measured,by designated tests and follow-up, and imnrovement in language
carability will contribute significantly fo r ersistence, success in
and benefit from spegific ,job: upgrading prograA,,, as derived - from
analysis of skill training reports and follow-up in employment':
Other than the positive results that language imnrovement does, in
fact, occur, and thatj.t contributes to'job retention and upgradirig,
other inferences.can be made-from the data from computer analysis and
a range of evaluation da'a compiled. The'assuMntion that older men
resist training.i unwartranted as .shown.by significant increases in-,

language-competency in 40- and-50-year-old students. The rernrt giv&s
an account of techniques and actions which resulted in a continuation
of the exnerimentation in a second Phase now in mrogrest. (RIE)

.
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775: Behavioral Objectives for English as a Second Language (Developmental

Cppy). Fosr County Committee oh Behavioral Objectives. California

August'1969. 79pp.

(ED 035 874)

.
776. Bigelow,G.E. anotD.P. Harris. The United States of America:

Readingsin ESL. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston. 1960.
paper.. e

777. Blackburn, Ruth M. \ZEnglish for Foreign Stddents Goes Out on the
Streets," TESOL'Quarterly, 5:3 (September, 1971), np. 251,7256.

There is much discussion these days about what to do in the
FL classroom to develop skills in communication.' For the foreign
students in our universities the best laboratory is outside the
classroom - in the community of native sneakers of English. It is

Obvious that this setting is more natural and more challanging for
the students and that, as_ they talk with Americans, their oral'
fluency will improve. What is not soobvious is that when students
draw. upon community experiences for their theme, their writing im-
proves. Field experiences, featuring interviews with native speakers
as a source of information and ideas, help to we6m the foreign
students' away fremciver-reliance on the bilingual dictionary and on
the authority'of the textbook. Careful preparation for the field
experiences will help the students to develop mol-e self-confidence
and to be more observant of details, more independent in their
thinking, and more responsible in their statements. (author)

778. Blatchford, Charles H. A Theoretical Cpntribution to ESL Diagnostic

Test Construction. Paper presented at the Fifth Annual TESOL'
Convention, New Orleans, Louisiana, March 7, 1971. 12nn.
(ED 055 484).

.

A diagnostic test in English as a second language should be:a
series of mir4ature tests on specific problems. Subscores in each'
area should be .considered rather than a total score. The results

should be used to probe mastery -in an area rather than.provide the
means for comparing one student against another.. The statistical
reliability of the results does not necessarily depend on test

length. The teanler should lqpk at each'item for each student
rather thah the score and should spend more time studying the analysis
of each student's test.. The criterion of the percent of correct
decisions may be a more meaningful measure than ascertai ing the
Traditional coefficients of reliability. Tables provide he statistical

data under consideration. (PIE)*

. ,

779. Bordie, John G. "When Should Instruction in a Second Language or
DialeCt Begin?" E'ementary English. '48:5 (May, 1971) D. 551-558.

(EJ 1342 896)

A preprint from a forthcoming-namphlet of the National -Conference
.

on Researcli in English:. (RTE)

1,
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780. Bordwell, Constance. "The Film 'and the 'ESL Program: To View or Not
to View," Jbnrnal of English as a Second Language, Vol, 4
(Spring, 1969).

Presents considerations tar and against the use of films in
ESL teaching. (NYS'Bibliography)

T81. Bowen, J..Donald. "Characteristics -of an Effective Program of
Teaching English as a Second Language," California Education,
Vol. 3, (February, 1966).

Outlines the characteristics of a typical ESL Program,
centering on (1) how to produce an effective program and (2) how
to 'appraise such'a program. (NYS Bibliography)

782. Bracy, Maryruth (ed.) Workpapers in En:glish,as a Second Language,
Volume III, Los Angeles: UCLA, 196906m.
(ED 05L 666)

Several articles discuss teaching and learning a secorH
language and practical considerations in second language learning
such as reading and writing skills, the use of Poetry, the concept
of style along elementary school children, and procedures and -

objectives for analyzing classes. One article concerns attitudes
toward the teaching of a particular PrOribriCiaticmrof-English- Also
contains abstracts of Masters Theses completed by students studying
TESL. (RIE abridged)

783 Bracy, Maryruth (ed.). Workpapers in Teaching English as a Second
Language, Volume IV, Los Angeles: UCLA,1970, 130Pp.
(ED 054 664)

4"
Several articles concern topics on language instruction: the

art of language teaching, bilingual education, literatu..e study,
composition writing, testing by dictation, problems of elementar,
school teachers., English curriculums for non-English =sneakers, computer
applications and second language learning. Others concern language-
teacher preparation: suggested areas of research by Masters-Degree
students and programs for specializing in teaching English to the
disadvantaged. Papers on linguistic theory include diacritics in
modern English graphology andthe pragmatics of communication. Ab-
stracts of Masters theses approved during the year are also included.
(PIE abridged)

784. Briere, Eugene J. "Quantify before quality in. Second Language
C6mposition," Language Learning, 1:3 and 4' (196r).

Citing the lack of empirical evidence about teachinr, comolition
in ESL classes, the 4tuthor discusses a method of 'free isseciatt,ion"
writing. Discussion includes subjects, procedure, and results.
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785. Bumpass, Faye. Teaching Young Students English as a Foreign Language.
New York: 4merican Book Company, 1963. (paper) 198 pD.

Discusses the advantages of intrbducinea foreign language early
in school, the linguistic and psychological aspects of foreign language
teaching in the elementary grades, teaching methOds leading to aural-
oral mastery of a language, the use of audio-visual materials, and the
preparation of4structured drills. (NYS Bibliography)

786. Burt, Marina K. Goof Analyses in English as a Second Language.
Paper presented at Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
.October 1971. 16p.
(ED 061 838)

787. Cabrera, Patricia (comp.) An Introductory Bibliography for Teachers
of English to Speakers of Other Languages. 1965.
(ED 016 914).

788. Carr; Elizabeth B. "Teaching the 'TH' Sounds of English," 'TESOL
Quarterly, 1:1 (March, 1967).

A survey of reference materials on the oral pioduction of the
"th" Bounds in English (/0/,/ /) reveals certain confusion and disa-
greerient. Difficulties arise concerning not only the description of
these two phonemes, but the manner in which they should be taught to
non-native speakers. This article deals with the problems encountered .

in learning to produce the sounds and suggests techniques for
creating materials in orderrto teach them.s (RIE abridged and rev.)

789. Carroll, John B. "Current Issues in PsUcholing&stiCs and Second
. Language Teaching," TESOL Quarterly, 5:2 (.Tune, 1971), p. 101-114.

A

It is urged that there is no real conflictbetween the audid1ingual
4

habit and cognitive code learning theories as applied to language
teaching. It is false to make an opposition between rue-govgrned
behavior and..language habits. The notion of habit is, however, more
general than that of'rule, and is not as conceptually inadequate as 4
sometimes clairried. The learning of second languages require6 both -40
the acquisition of knowledge about rules and the formation of habits
described by these rules. Language teaching procedures can be improved
by application of psychological knowledge concerning the learning of'
language habits. Iis stressed that situational meaning must be in-
corporated into language rules where it is applicable, and that the
corresponding language habits must be made contingent unon these sit-
uational meanings. (author)

790. Cervenka, Edward J. "TESOL-The State of the Art Today," TESOL
lewsltter, 2:1 and 2 (January-March, 1968).

Contends that, whereas previously most practice was based On
faith in the linguists, controlled exqnerimental study is possible
now. Points out, that most support is still given to "audio-lingual"
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controlled and patterned intensiye vocal practice, but that such is
an oversimplification of ESL process. The greatest stimulus to re-
search lies in federal government suppoyt of compensatory education
programs for the socially disadvantaged at the elementary and secon-
dary levels. Points out other promising areas: Programmed learning,
language laboratories, study of culture. (NYS Bibliography)

791. Chamot, Anna Uhl. English as a Third Language: Its Acquisition by
a Child Bilingual in French and Spanish. Ph.D. Dissertation,
University of Texas at Austin. May, 1972. 247p.
(ED 060 770)

792.

793.

794.

795.

796.

Ching, Doris C. "Reading Language Development and the Bilingual
Child," Elementary English. 46:5 (May, 1969),

An annotated bibliography of articles, some from as early as
1930, concerned mainly with Negro and Spanish-sneaking elementary
and4preschool° youth. (NYS Bibliography)

Citizens' Committee for Children of New York. Do You Understand?
N-E Program in the New York City Schools.. New York: Citizens'
Committee. 1961. 23p10.

C01"-1- Li J. "Teaching English to Spanish-speaking Children."
:rational Elementary Principal. Vol. 25 (1946). D. 40-44.

Conway, William D. "The'Undergraduate Major in TESOL." TESOL
Quarterly. 3:1 (March., 1969).

Discusses in detail the B.A. program in TESL at the English
Language Institute, Church College of Hawaii. (NYS Bibliography)

Cox, Adrienne F. Reading Is Whose Speech Written Down? Paner
presented at the Sixth Annual TESOL Convention. 1.7ashington,
D.C.: February 28, 1972.
(ED 062 877)

Schodls cannot change the language of children; the entire social
structure is involved, particularly our natterns of social mobility
and the values of lower class culture. At the early elementary level,
children should be encouraged to use their own language to the fullest
extent. Reading instruction for these youngsters should,concern
characters and exneriences they cal-id_clgWy with. Haviag readers in
the dialdet may only further confuse the reading Process. Standard
English-as-a-second-dialect is a definit; asset in our society h-t
kindergarten or even earlier is not the Place for drill to start. There°
has to be a desire and inward motivation on the part of the individun.l.
to switch hi; /her dialect. Until a youngster Is old enough to reasJn
and conceptualiz,, the consequences involved,. in either acquiring' or not
acquiring the standard dialect, drill Tler se is a worthless endeavor
on the part of the elementary school teacher. (RTE) -
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797. Darin, Steven. "Trends in EFL Teaching at American Universities."
TESOL quarterly. 1:3 (September, 1969). '

The author surveys the develorment and implementation of
prograis.during the past decade. (NYS Bibliography)

798. D'Arrigo, Petel.. "Variables and Instructional Arrangements for the
Non-English Speaking Child'in the'Sdhool Program." Elementary
English. Vol. 49. No. 3 (March 1972). rp. 405-409.

eg

799. Davis, Bertha M. and Others. Teaching Reading to the Bilingual
Child: Motivational Techniques. Sharing Ideas, Volume 7,
Number 6. Arizona State Department of Education, Phoenix.
1970. 69rp.,
(ED 055 698)

The motivational techniques presel : in.this document were
prepared by participants in the Education 641 Workshor (Teaching
Reading to Bilinguals) during a 1970 summer session at Northern-
4rizona University, Flagstaff. The 42 contributors (some are
Navajo or sneak Navajo describe techniqu ©s that they. have used in
teaching reading of English to Navajo childrenin grades K-8.
Activities and techniques are arranged by grade level. (RIE)

800. DiPietiso, Robert J. Bilingualism and Bidialectalism. Paper /

nresented at the 1970 Spring Institude on Teaching Englith as
a Second Language and as a Second Dialect,Tallahassee,
Florida, February 13-17, 1970. 15n.
(ED 061 824)

801. Drennan, Orlena P. The E'rogress of Reading of Second -Grade Spanish-
Speaking Pupils. Master's thesis, University of Texas. 1939.

802. Erstein, Erwin H. Value Orientation and the English Language in
Puerto Rican Attitudes Toward Second Language Learninllamong
Ninth grade Pupils and their Parents. Unpubished Ph.D.
Dissertatiori, University of Chic).go. 1966.

803. Ervin, Susan. "Second Language Learning-and Bilingualism." in C.F.
Osgood, ?sycholinguistics: A Survey of Theory and Research .

Problems. Baltimore, Maryland: Waverly Press. Inc. 1954.
. 717-79-146.

804. EvaluatiJn Progress Report; on Innovational Activities within the
Annlied Language Research Center under Title III of the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act. El Paso Public Schools,
Texas. Washington, D.C.: Office of Education. April T9r,7, 74n.
(ED 062 811)

Phis document discusses three educational experiments currently
in nrogress within the Applied, Langinge Research Center. Each o" the
programs concerns problems relating to teaching ;"vanish- sneaking
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pupils in a public.school setting. The Grade One Experimental
Project is designed to'determine if instruction in Spanish' at the
primer, lit level (in an English-speaking school environment) would be
of value to the pupil who is principally Spanish oriented. The
second project concerns teacher training and involves an intensive
Engl;lh and methods course as well as a beginning Spanish course for
non-'panish-speaking'school personnel. The third exmeriment involves
a course in English as a Second*Language for the out-of-school neigh-
borhood youth corns.; The progress evaluation for each project is dis-
cussed and appendixes provide further details on each exreriment. (RIE)

805. Feigenbaum, Lawrence. "Teac hing English to Puerto Rican Youth."
High"Foints, kJanuary, 1952). pp. 45-48.

806. FinocchiarO, Mary. '"A Suggested Procedure in'the Teaching of
English to Puerto Ricans." High Points. (May', 1449). D. 60-66.

. .
807. FinoCchiaro, Mary. "Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages:

Problems and Priorities" English Record. 21:4,(April, 1971).
Pp- 39-47.
(EJ 047 662)

Adapted from the address given by the current national president
of TESOL at the first meeting of the New York Affiliate (November,
1970)-. (CIJE)

808. Fishman, Joshua A. "Bilingual Sequences at the Societal Level." On
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages, Series II.
(Ed. by Carol J. Kreidler.) Champaign, Ill.: National Council
of Teachers o 'nglish, 1966. pp. 134-144..

809. Fox, Melvin. "English as a Second Language: Development," Overseas,
3:5, 1964.

A survey -of theincreasing need for English in overseas
countries, how the need cAn be met, factors affecting the develOment.
of English teaching resources overseas, and U.S. resources and activ-
ities in the'field at home and abroad. (NYS Bibliography)

810. qatbonton, Elizabeth C. and Richard rt.-Tucker. "Cultural Grientation
and the Study of Foreign Literatdre" TESOL Quarterly. 5:2
('June, 1471), nn. 137-143.

In the Philiroines, high school students study via English, a
.:-.,:sOnd language. The results of the nresent research suggested that
Filirino, high schO,51 students misunder.tand 4merican sliort stories
because they read into them inappropriate values, analysis was used
to isolate n's'ntial areas of difficulty. A gtoun, 9f students taught
using information provided by this technique, and then tested, performed
more like an American, control groun than vilirino students who had not
reeeived this training. The imnlications of these findings, for otlier,
r studying via second languages are discussed. (authr)
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811. Harris, David P. Testing.English as a Second Language. New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1969. 151pp.

The objective of this book.is to enable the ESL teacher to4

improve his'own classroom Measures and. to make sound assessments of
standardized tests which he may be asked to select, administer and
interpret. The opening chapters introduce the general purposes and /

methods oT language testing. Following chapters describe specific
techniques for testing grammar, vocabulary, etc., and the processes
involyed in constructing and administering tests and interpreting
the results. The final chapter offers procedures for calculating
a few basid test statistics. Text does not assume previous
training in tests and measurements or knolwedge of advanced
mathematics. (WYS Bibliography)

'812. -Harris, David P. and Leslie A. Palmer. CELT: A Comprehensive
English Language Test for Speakers of English as a Second
Language. New York: McGraw-Hill. 1970.

r'

Consists Of test farms and examiner's books for listening
cotprehension, structure, and vocabulary, accompailted by'a Technical
Manila' with descriptions of the tests and information-an test
statistics and norms. Suitable for high school slielents. or older. .

Intended as a Placement test but adaptable for use as a measurement
of achievement as well. (CAL Bibliography)

813. Harris, David P. "The intonation of English 'Yes-No'' Questions:
Two Studies Compared and Synthesized," "IESOL Quarterly, 5:2
(June, 1971), pp. 123-127.

4

This paper summarizes two studies of the intonation Patterns'
of English yes-no questions. These studies were based on the
-analysis of informal, spontaneous speech occurring on radio andor
television programs and followed similar analytical procedures, yet
they produced different results. The tentative'conclusion proposed
to explain these differences is based on dissimilarities in the
corpuses upon which the analyses were made: whee native speakers
are asked a succession of yes-no questions to draw out specific
information, falling intonation predominates; whereas when these
questions occur only, intermittently in extended discoUtse, rising
intonation is definitely favored. (author)

814. Hendrickson, R.H. "ESL Who Needy It?," English Record. 21:4

(April, 1971). pp. 4 52.

(Fr 047 663)

.Reviews the difficulties teachers face in evaluating the.com-
petence of their students in,us'ing English, and suggests recognition
of the influences that may -inhibit language rerformance in the class-
room when the speaker come: from a minority sub-culture. (CITE)

.'
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815. Hill, L.4. Selected Articles on the Teaching of English as a
Foreign Language. London; Oxford Unive'sity Press, 1967 (paper)

Based on more than ten years' experience inn Britain, the U.S.,
Germany, India, Taiwan and Japan, these collected articles of'the
author touch on various aspects of EFL teachirig: grammatical and
usage questions, methodology, syllabi, examinations and audio-visual
devices. (NYS Bibliography)

816. Hok, Ruth. "The Concept of 'General-Specific' and Its Arnlication
to the/Aand Some/Any", TESOL Quarterly, 4:3 (September, 1976),
Dr: 231-239.

The general - specific concept arnlied so widely in academic and
.rhilosophical concerns is defined asSa matte* ofthinking in wholes,
and in parts as they relate to wholes; or alternatively, taking a
broad view versus a restricted view. 'This concert is examined as the
key to the native English-sneaker's use or non-use of the and a, as
well as to his choice between some and any. 'Finding.support in
Miller's unitization theory of human knowlege with Mandler''s'
hierarchical .adjustment of it, the argument presented here suggests
that in handling the various units a 'rerositioning' Process occurs
resulting in a view which may be termed either macro- or microscopic,
and that it is 5r1 this t'lat the s:,eakrr''A h-ice denends. 1n.
otaer woris, the !,,eiuspellt of ti fr from q-meral, to spe-
cifir exr:ains tr i 'Act that. 'non-court' nuns on oc-asion he-1

e scewiti. illt (regardliss of the negVil-e, r-,7 aff irmative- c)n-
a s+rIction or the sentence) sore -a:;,d;stinct rromanr. (author)_ -

817. Pok,, Guth. rPrinciy,eb qnd Mchn'quer, Clarartristic of. the Oral-
Approach," ,arg,uaLr,o 16:1 aid ? (Tune. 1,460).

.
1

Presents ESL teaching'within the context of the goals of speaking
and understanding the language as a system of Patterns. Draws largely
on the findings of structural linguistics, particu-4,arly in the area
of contrastive 'analysfs. (NYS Bibliography)

IJakobovits,Leon A. "Implications of Recent Psycholinguistic
Developments fOr the Teaching of a Second Language;' Language.
Learning; 18:1 .and 2 (June, 1968).

Psycholinguistic :t,heory emphasizes the demelopMental nature of
the language acquisition Process; limitation, practice, reinforcement,
and generalization are;, no longer considered theoretically Productive
concepts in acquisition. Points out'the implications of this principle
"or second ,language teaching: "trans'orm9tion xerci!-Iec" at, the
phonological, syntactic and semantic levels. (WS Bibliography)

81?.. Toward Constructing a Theory of Teaching English
1.:; a Foreign Language (1): :Preliminary Consideration. Thime
University (japan), School of Education. Narch 1072.
(E[) 06,1 999) -
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820,. Kaufman, Maurice. TheEffect of Instruction in Reading Spanish on
Reading Ability in Engli h of ing Retarded. Readers.
Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation. New York T.filiversity. 1966.
(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 28..p. 12)9A)

0.

The problem was to determine the effect of instruction in'reading
Spanish on reading ability in English of Spanish-speaking children
who were retarded in reading English. were 139 Spanish-speaking
seventh graders in two New York .City jvnior high schools. The
experimental rrocedure was instruction in standard S'Inish with
emphasis on reading skills: both the experimental and control groups-
r&ceived equivalent instruction in English. Initial tests used were
the Cooperative Inter-American Pruebas de Lectura, Intermedio (CIA)
the Durell-Sullivan Reading Capacity and Achievement Tests, Ipter-
medieite, the Hoffman Bilingual Schedule, and the California Test of
Mentil Maturity, Elementary. Some of the conclusions of this

10 project ai.e: I) there 3,s some evidence of positive transfer of
learningland no evideriov 'of interference from instruction in,reading

arinh to reading abilityLin.English; 2a) common abilities seem to
aka part ieidetermilling the Spanish-English"bilingualls reading

ability in each language When instruction is. given in both
languages; there is no conclusive evidence that intelligence is
more effectively utilized when reading instruction .is base1-On the
subject's total linguistic background; 3) there is no conclusive
evidence that ,anDunt'of trans'fer is directly related either to
intelligence or to amount of Spanish used in the home; 4a) instruction
in reading Spanish results in greater reading ability in Spanish;
1p) IQ is unrelated to progress in reading Spanish in a giveh time
interval; and 5) exposure to Spanish at home facilitates Progress
in reading Spanish 'when no school instruction in Thanish is given.
(ECK)

821. Kaufman, Maurice. "Will Instruction in Reading Sfianish Affect '

Ability in Reading English?" Journal of Reading. Vol. 11.
(April, 1968). pp. 521-527.

322. Kiebaner, Ruth. "Providing for ESL Pupils During the Total-School
,

Day." TESOL Quarterly. . 3:3. (June, 1969).

Conterned with how English language leaimers interspersed
among native English' Speakers a.reular 61assroom might
participate in classr:oom activities at times, WIlen they are not
receiving specifil. ESL instruction. (NYS Bibliography)

823. Knight, James. A Laboratory Studer of the Reading Habits of Snanish-
Speaking Children. Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Texas, 1911.

. .

Kriedler;, Carol J. and Pedtke, Dorothy A. (eds.). Teaching English
to Speakers of Othef- Lanyages; United States: 1969. :1970.
(ED.0:40 393)

a
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mne report summarizes a number of United States, activities in
or related to the teaching or English to speakers-of other languages.
Sources of information include reports from fadral, statel arid 'city
government agencies; articles and,notices in'newsletters and pro-
fessional journals; brochure!; andyersonal c'qntact. Sections cover
(1),English language teaching and teacher traiming in the United
States; (2) English language teaching and teacher training overseas;
and (3) materials,' testing and research. = An index,ot organizations
snd addresSes is appended. (fromethe documeAt abridged) .

825. /Nrohn, Robert. "The Role of Linguistics in TEFL Methodologyl,"
Language Learning, 20:1 (June, 1970). .

b

Di-nisses three possible roles for lin'guistic theory,in TEFL
',methodology and argues that its limited role of providing

1.theoretical insights is by far the most defensible. (NYS Bibliography)'

826. L'ambert, Wallace. "Psychological Aprroache,s to the Study of
Language, Part II: On Second Language LearriiIg and Bilingual-
ism." Modern Language Journal. Vol. 17 ,(1963) DV. 114-119:

827. Lambert, W.E. aid G.R. Tucker. The Ho me-School Language Switch
Program: GradesK though 5. In "Conferefice on Child Language,"
preprints of papers presented at the Conference, Chicago,
Tllinois, November 2-24, 1971. p. 319-147.
{ED 060 750)

828. Lambert, Wallace E. and others. A Study of the Roles'of Attitudes
and Motivation in Second-Language Learning,. Montrehl: McGill ,

University 1962. (Mimeo).

829. Lambert, W.E. and R.C.'Gardner. Attitudes and Motivation in Second
Language Learning. Rowley, Massachusetts: Newbury House
Pliblisher's.' 1971. $5.95 (Paper). .

.
,

i. .,

What is ski,11 in language learning? How imnortafit is intelli-
gence, motivation, attitude, and socie,y,to foreign.laa,7uage

'earners? Do negative ideas of a culture affect Americans'. learning .
ability? Would knowledge of the social and psycholWcal implications-
strengthen janguage.teaching? These and ether 4uesti,pns are Answered.e

.
.

830. Levenson, Stanely. "The Language Experience Anproach for Teaching
Beginning Reading in Bilingual Education Programs:." Hiftania.
Vol. 55, No. 2 (May 1972). pi-,. 314-3191.
(EJ 056 358)

.

831. .Levensoni, :Sanely. "Prenaring for or Revitalizing ESL Programs:
The Task Group Approach." TESIL _Quarterly. 3:1 ('larch`, 1960)'

Presents phases for the work of such d task groun,g,uidelines
for establishing an ESL program, and ,suggostions for implementing-
the program. (NYS Bibliography)
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832. Levinsky, Frieda L. Research on Bilingualism. .March 1972, 74pn.
(ED 062 839)

This discussion of bilingualism and second language learning
concerns many linguistic considerations that' figure in the roblem
of language instruction. The author reports on current research
and or the ideas of sever noted linguists. Tonics considered in
this sr.udz, are the goals of .the bilingual education program, reasons
for becomi4 bilingual, a definition or bilingualism, bilingual
dominance and balince, types of bilingualism, bilingual barriers,
second language study, two kinds of language learning theories, the
ftective tea'aer, and test validity. Included also are reports of
clbervalions in bilingual claqsr,-)o observations. The summary from a
national survey of'ling, 3tic methoGology 'is providel along with a
bib] iography. (RTE)

Lumnkin, James. '"How Does an 'In-Betweener' Teach ESL ? "' School
, Management. Vol. 16, No. 4. (April 1972). pp. 32

TF2..7 -054 961).

This brief article describes how one school district that was
too poor to hire a :egAlar ESL teacner and; too rich for federal=

aid (an "in-betweener") managed to insti.ute a program for its '

Spanish- speaking children. The solutionwas.to use Q ommun i ty
hqlpers who know bothpanish and English. The Helpers 1,isit d

sESL classeS at other schools and work closely with the principal
who gives the help with school equirolent and ideas for teaching.
the children involved ususally haVe -cme hour of instruction, with
no more than four in a group SOme 'Professiclnal material is used,
but oth'r material

is adapted from regular classroom items. The
helpers are also involved in-discussiqs with classroom teacherg. (ECK)

834. MacCalla, Thomas 'A. A "Organization and, Administration of ELL
. , Programs in the Public Schools," , TESOL quarterly. 2:2'.

f Decembew, 1968).

-) .
/ . ,

.Gives a six-step outline for reaching the objectives of sch a
program. .' -ves as a model for organizing and admini:sterin ESL ..-

programs in the public schools,: .(NYS Bibliography)

835: Marckwardt, Albert H. ?he Relationship between TESOL and the
- Cent,,.-t for Applied Linguistics. Paver presented at the ...ixth

Annual TESOL "Convention. Washington, Q. C . , February 29, 1072.
(Y.D 064 A )'. ., .,

4. ..4
..

83 . Marckwardt, Alpert H. ."Teachipg English as a Foreign Language: ( 'A

'Survey, of the-Past Decade;" The Linguistic Reporter, S,unrlement
No. 19 (October , 1967):

W summary of American experience in teaching English to immigranlp
and tl-aining teachers for teaching- English abroad, this report high-
lights the developments and still =pre-;sing c rob 1 ,,m51 of ErL/En
teaching; (.NYS Bibliography)

.0)
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837. Marquardt, William F. "Programmed Instruction; General Principles
for the Teaching of English''as a Second Language," Lan4uage
Learning; 1?,;2 (1963).

-Otr
Discusses the role of programmed instruction in teaching and

the specific attention it gives Ito the special nature and circumstances
of the learner in an ESL program. (NY'S Bibliography).

46. 838. Marquardt, William F. "The Tenth International Congress of Linguistics:
Implications for Teaching English as'a Second Language," TESOL'
Newsletter, 2:1 and 2 (January-March, 1968).

ntes that within the area of lingulge study, syritaCtics,
semantics anSI pragmatics have received much attention but that
the "study of ways of bringing about comvtence in,ney language

behavior".. have received very .little. Contends'that the model the
language learner should use ought not to be that of the linruist,
but rather a fusion of it with that of the five major ,tends tAiat

'may Point up skills and techniques pf Possible use to teachers in
the field,. (NYS Bibliography)

839 Matthies, Barbara P.- "TESOL at the '5 and 10'." TESOL Quarterly.
2:4 (Decembc3r, 1968).

'

Presents models for teacher'-made TESOL Materials such as:
Woolworth's and the Vocr!bulary Class, Simon and Garfunkel in the
Language Lab, Comprehensive News Coverage Ma. 1-Order Americada,
and Beware the Innocedt "Educational" Film. ( YS Bibliography)

840. '.fayn'es, J.9.,Jr. Eobse Bill rio. 1: Special English Classes,
Evaluation. Arizona State Department of Education, Phoenix,
Cctober 1971. 31 Pp.
(ED' 055 703)

Definink, the overall objective of bilingual education to be the
integration of the child into th6 mainstream of American life'while
maintaining addlolinguat skills in both English And the native
language, without losing certain aspects of,the subculture, this ,
retort summiciz.es information fro 19 school-districts involved fn.
stecial English classes funded und2r the.ATizona State House Bill
No. 1. Utilizing results de'rived from the. Monroe Oral Language
Scale "for 16 of the 19 school districts. involving ant,roximately
6,oao predominately Snanish-sneaking or American Indiar.ochildxen
(grades 1 through 3), signi'iCant progress, in oral languat dev01-
onment.during the interim between Pre- atidrost7test's was found.
Although rio controls were used to 'account ror maturatioA
was deemed probabl'e,that the 'gains- were. due to the snecial English
clancs. Among:the rccommendatiops-, it-is noted that a uniforM
testing method9logy be imPllivrt.ed.and that thit comrarison of result:
between different disZr:.ctc. be avoided. (9TE) ,

.

841. Menton, Eeymour. -"Th-tch4ncr, tn Puort ,;icrtri ;71:Fi4n01." "ierh
Pointo. (N.),P-mb,-,ry '). oo. 67-T).



q)q, -ercer, 1.T3 "The Don- English - Sneaking Learn Our Language."
Tnstructer. Vol. 53 (November 1943),.t r. 14.

343. -,lorrisroe, liehael and Sue, Morrisroe-. "TESL; .A Critical Evaluation
Publications-, 1961-19o8." Elemer. ry Eng15a. Vol. 49

(Tanuary 1972). or.

The authorfi surveyed 20 periodicals for article
field of Teaching English.as a IOcond Lhngusge... They.rlassified

r article:. into two main divisions, scientfc'ic and non- scientific;
of the 2'30 articles read .there were.'only 17 that could-. be classified

s scier, descriptions of research. M'ilch*Of the research dehlt,
with and oral 'English; the second lart;,est OToup was second.'
language testing. IThhe, one-of-a-kind artiAes were described by
the term misclianeou: The authors note that in general articles
are limited in aonlication.and gihow the gre'at need for more researea

:and moil control and ;.are iii-eondUctang and. reporting the. Projects.'
(ECK)

8114% '"Iullen, Dana: LEEC:, Learpin4LEnglish as .a Second Language through
recreation. Saskatchewan New Start, Inc. Canadian Dent; of
regional Economic Ekransion, Ottawa:,-1972.' 263 Pp.
(ED 064 ?9?)

t gild. "urla, Egizibeth.- "Learning Engli.,s:..asa SeOond Language." Journal
if Educationdl Sociology.. Vol. 28- (December, 1954), pr. 181-192.

This is a r,eoer,t oY.observationsrmade of children ages 3-8
learning English; they were either born in Iew York of Pue!rto Ricln"
rarents or reached New York by the time they were ere- school ay.
The orservations.were made over a reriod.of two years at ,a Harlem
daycare cepter where the Spanish- sneaking children-were a minority.
The children learned,English through interaction with the
Sneaking children, but there were diffeilene?s in the way the_14mvage
was learned. The 3-4-1/2 yekr olds learh English on their. oum intim-
tLve in order to ihteract; they feel no shame at speaking Spanish and
continue to. use it in appropriate siciat'iOns (with rarents, for example).
'n'the other hand,'older children feel' Pressure 10 learn English and

'se!pm a-41amed of and reluctant to sneak SPanish. Also noted was the
conflict with narents when their childreq stop. sneaking Spanish, with
a' suggestion that it would be WorthwhIle to look for ways to leS'sen

s the inter-i;enerattonal conflict., (ECK)

846, Ia1;11,ose.. 'The r'lace of,the'Engl.i.sh.Lariguage in the q. (as

oomrarel ti Puerto Pico.)," :evista Iriteram*ricana Revir.: 111
(Grrin ,

(ED '053 583)

The author notes that 1figlish languke instruction in the soviet
is-r,haract4rized b?well-Irainod.teacher, good and

, .
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a.

L

an emphasis on practical ptionqies,"although writing skills are not
up to'contemporary standards. The.ni4gram there suffqrs some frot
lack'of.contact.with ar Inglish7speaking'country. In Puerto Rico'.
there is that copteet but a. lack of well-trained teachexp.and good
facilities. Also, the Soviet student studies Englis4 to enrich his °

life and is not afraid he will lose Russidrn culture. 1n Puerto
Rico many students regard the study' if En.gl'h as a necessary evil
thit will soon be done away with, making ita waste of time. (FIE) .!.

,

847. Natalico, Diana S. and Frederick Williams. "What Characteristics
'EWPerts' Reliably Evaitiate in ?he Speech of Black and '

Mexican-American Children?" TE'1)L Quarterly. Vol.6, No. '2
(June 1972). pp. 121-127 ,'

(EJ 060 715)

//
8248. ,National Council on the Te.pting of English as !lIoreign Language.

, -Test of English as s-a Foreign Lang age- TQ.FFL). Princeton,
New Jersey: Educational Testin, service (1964'-) _(r;wised .

annualy).

A battery of five diagnostic. ,13.111+,.,,+,. Listening Comnrg'ension,
.Structure, Vocabulary, Reading, Comprehension and Writinr:' (NYS
bibliography)

849. Sirapi. "TESOL Today,,, At View from the Center." TE's01,
Quarterly. 3:2 (June, 1969).

Surveys ESL. teaching from the. founding ofthe Center for Applied
L:dguistiee through the beginning of Tnternational Conferences on
Second Language Vroblems'and- ouner activities, conferences and
publications that haYe come into being over tht nest decade. (NYS
bibliography) A

4

850 Ohanneqsian, Sirarpi and Ruth E. Wineberg. Teaahing En'iolih ac, a
Second Language-Adult Education Programs. Washington, D.C.:
Center for_Aprlied Linguistics, 1966. (narer)
(ED 018 788) .

..
'

.
. .-

An annotated bibliogranhg . of interest to teachers of English to
adults.' Iricludes background readingb, teachers' guides and handbooks,
adult'education coursematerials, general course .materibas, and
Fpecialized English langilagp teitt, and dir:tionax.ies. bibliogratThy)-...,- P

' .'.

... '851. Oiler; John W.','Jr. .A:F.-,ieseing
..a.

ComnntJnce isn ESL: Laealo,in. "vi,:el
p., -.r. r.

.
. aversion of a pneech presentedsAt "..ixth Ann'ill .._ ., ,nnip;tinn_.

Washington, D.C. .March. 1, 1972. ,;,"5n. .

. LED o6o 757) ,,
.._ . ,

. . .

;07 ' -
1.,Results from roearzh-with ny;= 71,-)vt,,m,!nl. -r-Nhtn,-,r114." (1711'),are

'dincus'sed with a view tcl.defininr,Ajffnn?nnc-: 1):twR'n u4tivako.r.,
eand non-native readind nrocesseE.:. The q-qt0.-,; c-Inf,r1-_,H ka 1,-rms .

.,of'the duration of eye fikatioml; non-na iv, -1,-1.1e,,-1-:: .1.,,-' ,e-,1,11,-:r,
. -

.. .
i

.' 7 ': -
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level require 'about as much time for a fix . on.Nas an average native-.
srt*er at the third grade level. Various tests of reading,skill
arc dis4ussed and correlations wfth.other tests are given. The .-
tryrothe'sis_ id idvanced that high correlations between tests of,listen-
i,ng, sneaking, reading, and writing are an indication'of test validity.
SuPqort for tests which can easily be constructed by classroom teachers
is provided.

852 :, Da2Cual, Henry W. ed. Reading Strategies for NewMexieo in tl.e 70's
:'c' source Guide No. 2. January 197?. 29p.

. (ED 061 022)

The three pacers in this resource guide ate oriented to the needs
pf.Spanish-surnamed and Indian children; The first paper points out
three concerns to be examined before selecting reading materials:
(1) the Population fot whom selection is planned, (2) criteria empha-
sizing children's needs, and (3).apparei trends in reading instruc-
tion. The second paper stresses teacher-student interaction,.diag-
nOstic teaching, and classroom management in the elementary school.
The nwthor feels that- standardized tests, especially their norms

4 should n2,t be used with minority groups, but that the informal reading
inventory is best for these children. The third pape observes that,
.schools are serving the interests of the dAinant social forces, and
that while unableto reform chools, t2achers can humanize their
classrooms by examining andTevising certain beliefs which lead to anti-
humanistic school practices. References are included. (RIE)

,"Learning to Say Good Morning as Well-.as 'Buenos Dias.'"
N.E.A.Jodrnal. Vol. 41 (March 1952) D. 165.

854. . T'inson, Rose Barajas and Others. ,I Do and I'Understand (Glen Helen
Workshop: April 29 -'stay 1, 1971). Columbus: Ohio State
Department of Education. Presentations adapted fromGlen Helen
Workshop, Yellow Springs, Ohio, April 29-May 1, 1971. 27 D.
**(ED 058.976)

855.- Preston, Dennis R. "English as a Second Language .in Adult Basic
Education Programs," TESOL Quarterly. 5:3, (September 1971).
hp. 181-196,

There seems to be a'r6luctence on the part of. ABE professionals.
to adort modern. FL teaching method:. Many se,- a'conflict betw6n trier'
strict methods of the audio-!ling4a1 zlnrroacf and the psycholoty of
the learner being served by ABE centers. yEsoL specialists must make
sure- that they undvstand the *purposes of ABE and that ABE teachers
understhnd the lepth and variety of ESL methodology. This paper sug-
gest:, several specific organizational and methodoiogical solutions to
probloms posed'by,ESL-ABE classes: It is recommended that the ESL-ABE
classes be geared to time-learned (student uttendance)' rather than
time-taught b(teachei' attendance) f:gures and ttiat p 'lystructural,

saquefices be cycled to allow fot both open enrollment and
irregular attendrtrwe. The inclusion of the cont,_nt material of.Alq,

.
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in the ESL segment of the program is especially recommended as a
practical corollary to the-immediacy of ABE students' needs for
survival information. (from the ad..7.11.e)

856. Quilt, Randolph.' "English Today: A World View." TESOL Quarterly.
3:1 (March, 1969).

Discusses the necessary collaboration of psychologists, socio-
logists, linguists, teachers, etc.., in the world view that ESL
teaching is tai...ng. (NYS Bibliography)

857. Ramirez, Jean A. Hearing and Speaking-Skills in TeaohingITIkkiit
as a Second Language. Speech presented at the Fifth Annual
TESOL Conference, New Orleans, Louisiana, March 3, 1971. 19p.
(ED 056 581)

858. Rand, Earl (ed.). caersinEnlistior}uae
Volume II. Los Angeles: UCLA, 1968, 92 pp.'
JET 054 665)

'Includes discusions of several practicalities in the field
of teaching ESL such as choosing literature fof non-native speakers,
criteria' for selecting textbooks, educational problems involved
in TESL, English language teaching at home and abroad,-TESL in a
planned multilingual situation and free recall of orally predented
sentences as a test of English gomnetEire. Several'articles discuss
applied linguistic theory on slch tonics as the role of rules in
second language learning, teaching pronunciation, and a rationale
for teaching a. second language. (RIE abridged)

..

.859. Rogde, Margaret. "Learning to .STieak English in.the First Grade."
Texas Outlook. Vol. 22 (September 1931) 'pn. 40-41.

860. Rogers, Melvin L. "For Puerto Rican Pupils: Crash Program in
Read, 0%.". The Elementary School Journal. .(November, 1958).
PP. 8789.

The article discusses the many problems-that Puerto Rican
children experience in learning to read. The author traces some()
of these difficulties to the following soUrcos: parents who sneak
.little or rui Edglish; liarents who fail to supervise their Children's
activities because economic necessity demands that both Parents must
workCpaiTnts who fail to recognize the need for academics: etc. The
other nrDblems that Confront these children Are comroun'ded by the
school system itself. First, in order to attend remedial readin7
classes, the child must score 15 on various IQ -examintior.s. The
eligiblity requirement is necessary becaue of theshortn;le of
remedial reading,teachers in, public ;'schools. In effect, this comnels
the schools to limit the ,gmeAial reading, rrogrms to those students
who can already read.

The author suggest the temrorary revision of school (!helules so
that all textbooks woi1d be users as readers. The teaPher e-uld launch
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a new subject and develop it with the use of the textbook, rather
than a question and answer period. Monotony must be avoided and
techniques in which, the student himself is actively involved, such
as silent reading, cre.;1, i'eading, And workbook exercises, must, become
more prevalent. Rogers advocates special training for teachers in

-remedial reading, prefetably two,yearr extra Plus some superv_qed
rractice-teaching. He suggests that remedial reading program become
a regular, full-time operation'in schools with students who are
natiye sneakers of.a language other that English. (DH)

861. 'Rosen, Carl L. Assessment
for M2xican Americans
Mexico: -Southwestern
1970. 39p.

(ED 061 000)

and Relative Effects of Reading. Program:,
. A Position Paper. Albuquerque, N(..w

Cooperative Educational LaboratOry.

The problem of teaching reading in English to Mexican American
children with Spanish as their irimary language is considered in this
paper. Literiture reviews are done on research dealilig with (1)
linguistics, (2) language-modification approaches,.(3) linguistiC
approaches, (4) language exrerience apnroaches, (5) bilingual oduca-
tion and (6) teacher-schcOl factors. Conclusions on the basis.vf
research in these six areas are given.----ATS-0--given-are implibatiOns

and specific directions for (1) basic research in language and
reading processes, (2) normltive degcriptive studies of processes
involved in read.ing, (3) Pre-school educ'ational research and leader-
shin%.,(4) language and bilingual education systems, ar4 (5) Osic
and app'lie'd reseapch into current..sclvol praCtices., conditions, and '

po:;sible promising innovations.' An 88-item bibliography is
appended. (RIE)

86 ?. Russell, Lois. "Second Languages in New Brunswick: A1972 Edition."
Canadian Modern Language Review. No. (March 1972).
np. 14-19.
(EJ 056 336)

863. Selected Articles from Language Learnin5(: Series I, English as a
Foreign Language. Ann Arbor, Michigan: Research Club in
Language Learning, (1953). (paper)

Has sections on language Taming, language teaching, grammar;
pronunciation, vocabulary and testing. The articles represent 0"
practical anr7ications of ',he principles-of structural linguistics.
(NYS Bibliography)

pet

864. Selected Articles from Language Learning) Series_2,Theory and
Practice in English as a .Forcian Language. Ann Arbor, Michigan:
Research crbb in Language Learning, (1963) (Parer)

Has sections on teacher-education,.techniquL,..,rOnunciaioni
vocabulary, grawar, reading'and r:.omensition. .7he articles reflect
contemr,nrary linguitic theories. (NYS Biblinp,ranhy)
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865. Sepulveda, Betty. Teaching the Educationally Disadvantaged Rispano
Child at K.'3 Level. 1969. 41T-

el . (ED'036 807)

This teacher's contention is that primary grade HisPano
children aie not non-verbal, but have learned a nonstandard "poverty
dialeCt"-of.E6glish ih their community, Therefore, before these
children can learn to read, the schools must Provide time for them to
learn standard English. The author's premises are as follows:

"(1) the present curriculumddes not provide for a transitional-yne
"c progtam to help bridge the formal' language gap that exist's initially;.

and (2) that attempts to tea h 'reading without' first teaching
lorm al language usage nourish s a language barrier 10 the degree
that it blocks out progress in all areas of learning." As a '
result, she had developed a Fo al LanguageLearning Program to
help-thescnild acquire formal sn ken usage. (ECK)

.866. :Smith, Larry E. An Individualize Seminar in American Culture and
English as a Second Langua at the Culture Larning Institute,
East -West Center. Honolulu: Hawaii University, East-West
Center. «Paper pre'ser'ed at the-Sixth Annual TESOL Convention,
Washington, D.C. Mamn 11, 1972 and published as Working Paper
No, 11 qf. the East-West Culture Learning Institute. January 1972.
18 D..

(ED 060 731)

,This report presents a%description of a seminar in :American
culture and English-as-a-second-language which allows the AilWilts.
to learn what they want, at their own rate. The teachei: serves
guide anu helps the student plan and evaluate his studies. Student.,
may also assume the function of communicating knowledge or ability
to each other. Instructional materials depend on the interests of
the Particiiyants. Basic and constant in the course is s. textbook
designed to promote language fluency which Provides resource material
for group discussions usually lasting 20 to 30 minutes. A variety of
15- minute tapes; ranging from simple dialogues to complex lectures

.

and directions, are, also used; each, tape ;includes comprehension
questions and answers. Each student maintains a folder to record,
his classroom activity. Students spend at least half-their seminar
time eultural "adventures" outside the classroom. In the classroom,
they record' their impi:essions and ask any questions. The teacher
listens to the tapes- and makes suggestions for language development.
A list of suggested cultural actfv:ties is provided. (RTE)

867. . Smoker, David. Workinf! Conference on Research Activity in th(1
'Language Arts for Pre-Primary/Primary Culturally Diverno
Non-En&lish Speaking Child. 1967.
(ED 013 :63).

868. SpolskYBernard. "Attitudinal Asocctr of Seconi
LanPuaaft LPqrnin7.49:3 h (Dor,Pmter,11V4r)).

4.
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Discusses the importance of the attitude held by the learner

45f a-language to its speakers and an instrument measuring the nature

anu influeriGe of this attitude. The social role of language cannot

be ovt, k 4n the development of a second language acauisition

th'eory. (NYS 1)1Liiography)

.869. Spoisky, Bernard. "Lgnguage Testing: The Pro em of Validation."

TEZOL Quarterly. 2:2 (June, 1968).

V

4.

Discusses the differences betweentests for control of instruc-

tion, and tests for control of a person's career and-the serious

difficulty of validation in the second class.

870. Stageberg, Norman C. "Structural Ambiguity and the Suprasegmentals"

English Record. 21:4 (April,'1971). pp. at-68..

- Mr 047 66s)

After teadhing the basic suorasegment...1 patterns, an ESL
teacher can Profitably_continue with those other Patterns which are
useful in distinguishing meanings and whose absence on the printed

page will sometimes resultin double meanings.. (CIJE)

871. Strain, Jeris E. "Teaching a Pronunciation Problem." Language

Learning. 12:3 (1962).

A presentation of the approach and methodology employed for
over two decades ..by the English Language Institute ;of the University

of Mi!chigan: a concise, concrete presentation ofloronunciation

- techniques and,problems. (NYS Bibliography)

a72. StreifT, Virginia. Question Generation by First Graders:: A Heuristic

Model. In "Conrerence on Child Language.", preprints of papers
presented at the'Conference, Chicagot,.Ilfinois,. November 22-24,

1911. 119-138.

(ED 061 807)

fs

This paper describes the design and Practical application of a
program called "Listening" which. has been developcd to help young

learners of English.as second,language gain,some strategies for
comprehension in their new language.. The long-range goal'of'61e

Program is to develop the leai-ner's active involvement in thinking

about the facts he listens to, in applying language thinking

processesWhich help him comprehend and retain the salient tures

of a message which often exceed the explicit facts, and then
thinking more about them. Inquiry is the principal device of the
'program. 'Ttle children learn to ask relevant, appropriate and sub-

stantial questions, and to. value such inquiry by actually, engaging

in the activity. Question-asking acts as the nivot from second

. language earning to learning in the seCond language.. A descritt4ion
of the programNis provided, on the objectives "and language
learning to learning in the se;!ond.languace. A des'dription of

the rrbgram is provided, with remarks the objectives and char-
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acteristics of the various 'states of the program. (RIE

'873: Thonis, Eleanor Wall. Teaching Reading to Non-English Speakers.New York: Collier-MacMillan. 1970. 270rt.

A broad analysis' of the reading nrocess and of the probleMs
involved in the teachinz of reading, beginning from the viewpoint
of reading in the v6rnacular,'then turning to reading in a second
language. :.(.CAL -Bibliography).874. Tireman, rReading in the Elementary Schools of 'Me.yico."

Elementary School Jo.urnal. Vol. 30 (April 30) pp. 621-626.

875. Tireman, L. andq. Houghes. "A Reading Program or Sf,anish-Speaking Pupils." Elementary English Review. Vol. 14
.(April 1937) pp. 138-140, 152.

876. Titone, Renzo. "Guide'ines for Tea!Ching a Second Language in TtsOwn Edvironment." Modern Language Journal. Vo14 52 (1969)
pp. 306-309.

877. A Total, System Approach Attacking the Educational Problems of theIlliterate Spanish-Surnamed.Adults. Albuquerque, New Meki'co!
Southwestern Cooperative Educational Laboratory. Washington,D.C.: Office of.Education. Auglast 1969. 49n.
(ED 060 405)

A program forthe development and Production of basic oral
English lessons for the non-English-speaking, Spanish-speakingadults is diScussed. This program is conceptualized incornorated
animation, choreography, and other entertaining elements coupledwith the instructional features of Lie lessons. fps were
taXen,tcdevelon a total educational TV package. PIE)

Ulibarri, Mari-Luci?Pensamientos F,obre (Thoughts On) Teaching
IWish as a Sec'orid Language. ,New Mexico University,-Albuquer-que. College of Education. Washington, D.C.: Office ofEducation. 1269. 26n.
(ED 060 703)

'4 . 878.

879. Valdes, Joyce: "Starting English Late," TESOL quarterly, 14 :3(September', 1071), nTi. 277-282.

When the League of
'!exican-American-Stndents of Houston re-quested that the administration of the University pro1ride Englishinstruction for the ,Danish-speaking cumkodians and P.,rbuniskeerPm*.dki campus, every effort was made to comply with the iernest. Com7rlicatio'ns develorr-1 at' oncc, L.11, results Inalc:ai, .i,haL'Ftrongmotivation can overcome almost insurmountable

di'fieulties in, anadult course. The first ....omnlications of a nryPholoirsal 10!
sociological ,nature. ?he Mon varied in no:!, And Ability ',-, sr,itkEnglish and were embarral:led to revoal

f- on(?
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another. The second type of complication was T2edagogiCl. Theory
again did not work out in practice, but the entAusiasm o.f,tbe men
and the dedication of one of the teachers worked together to No-
duce gratifying results. Ultimate nrogress was achieved in the
programi but since testing is tabu, the estimate of that nrogreqs
must belinformal. (from the article).

880. Van Syoc, Bryce. (ed.). "Linguistics and the Teaching of "Aiglish as
a Foreign Language," Language Learning, 8:1 -Ind 2 (Jiine, I958).-

Asspecial issue devoted entirel7to articles dealing with-the
topic from, differing perspectives during the height of 4,;:le

"structuralist-approach" period.. (NYS Bibliography')

881. Ward4augh, Ronald. 'Some Current Problems in Second-Language
Teaching." Languagb Learning: 17:1 and 7!.'5(July, 10(,7)

Discusses problemsProblems related to the inadequacies of.current
`views of language as being systematic and second-language
learning as habit-forning activity: Suggests areas that need
further exploration. (NYS Bibli(Mranhy)

32. Wardhaugh, Ronald. "Teaching English to Cpeakers,of Other Languages:
The State of the Art," TESOL Newsletter; 4:1 (February, 1970)
(Available from CAL/ERIC).

O

document commissioned by the EPIC Clearinghouse for Liai:listics,
thi's summary presents a thorough overview of ti-- field, giving
sources for further information. (NYS Bibliogmnhy)

893.. Wasserman, Paul and Susan Wasserman,. "No Pablo Ingl6sr" Elementary
English. Vol. 49 (October' 1072) op. 8r-851

The first part of this article briefly describes three different
types of English as a Second Canguage nrograms, where all non-English
sneaking children in a schoorl have English together but return to
regular classes for the rest of the' day, where non-.English-speaking

1-
children are in classrooms only wi'h others with similar needs and
where a bilingual-bicultural annroaeh is used for all children. The
authors some basic information fOr the teacher of English to
Snanish-speaking children. A samnie ESL lesson is gi'ven, With
examnles of different types of drills and °tiler language activities.(ECK)foof

C34 ."HESL and Teaching of History and Math aa,,
Comronents of an ESL Progr7," English Rcord, 21:4 (Arril,

= 1q71), . Tr. 68,-73.

(ED 053 60i9)
- ,

p

Within a school curriculum fenturing

History'for.,ESL and 'oath for ESL can play an 4mnortant role. In

these classes, the teacher can nresent content-.1uLje-i't, matter,
keeping in mind. the lingui:;tic canahilitie,1 or atudentr.
are not watered Mown; rather, they are nre.1-mted in terms nr

:g 5,
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linguistic achievement of the strident, Such classes gre best
taught by the ESL teacher, because ho knows and understands the
linguistic nrobrems of 991i. students and-he has m41.e.exrerienct'
with adanting materials'fbr the foioign-bom st71.1den. When the
student's linguistic ability makes competing in'..hgl.,i'Sh feasible,
such classes should be dis'continued. (RIE) ,.

.
.

.

. ,

885. Welk, Elsie. "Reading Disabilities ofChildren.LearnZeig,:English
as a SecOmid Languages Elementary English. Vol. 49.,1o. '1.

(March 1972). no. 410-'416.
(EJ 056 673).

This article reports the resultsof a special.sudy to deter-'
mine the specific Problems of Puerto Rican children learning to
read. Over, one hundred coordinators of ESL programs reported on the
reading habits of one child as observed through one year. The
article descri es specific problems encountered-by the. children, such
as mi.spronunci tion and probl.ms in comprehensidn. It concludes'
with Aanylprocedures that should be useful in helping these '

children ldarn to read. (ECK)
.

..
1

886. 1421k, E. "The Teaching of Englistias a Second Language in the J
. Elementary Schools of new York C,ify." Hispania.. Vol.- 49'

.

. (May, 1966). pp. 293 -296. 1
. ..,

: . 887. Worknaners: reaching English as a S'econd Language. Vol. V.
California University, Los Angeles. June 19'71. l(l no.

. (ED 056 556)

,
898. Wright, Carrie 4. An Experiment With a Spanish Reading Test. Un-

rublished Master's thesis, University. of Texds. 1927.

889. Young, :obert B. Contributions of the Latin American TESOL Exr
perience. Speech presented at the Fifth Annual TESOL Conyention
New 9/-leans, Louisiana, Narch 6, 1971. QOpp.
(054-671)

Zints, Miles V. Corrective Reading. 2nd Edition. Dubuque, Iowa:
. William C. r.(-,'wr Co., 1972. 449 pr.

.(EC 04 1234) .

TIke text is intended for classroom-teacyrs who need assistance
with students who have resadinP; diTfrc'ulties. After an inrroduction
th reading problems, discussed i:rtimed:iatel:r are several inPormal tests
the teacher can use to evaluate oral and silent reading and thereby
ilentify'childTen,in need of,c2rr -ti ve reading. Teaching and.testing
techniques and device's are'emPh'asized. In neflition t- evaleation
diagnosis, major-topics covered arc! Planning remedial weft with the
studi'nt,'scheduling, teaching non-standar1
:-.reaking children, ,:m2ional factkirs.ip world:1g cool,eralively
with r-4rents; 6f' t,21clwr' .111,1Etr

lob
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standardised tests and t)rogress records Add specifi:c learning
-disability. (EC abridged by DU)

Bilingual Education

891. (Adkins, Dorothy C. and Others.- Intorative Research in Curriculum
"/evelopmerit:: A Preschool Languanc Module. A Section, of the
7inal RcPort-for 1969-70. Hawaii Uriiversity, Honolulu. Education,
Rese'arch and Development Center. Washington-, D.C. Office of
Economi:e Ol'tTlortunity.' December ,1(170. 12PP. .

(ED 05 1181)

the child in a bt1'iru or bidialectal situation mus.t. in-
crease his skills so that he may function sucPssfully in a wider
variety of situations and know hot: and when to use both language
codes. The curriculum describe /'here, usaclinHead Start ckasses,
is a carefully programmed, very detailed preqentat4on of.; syntactic
Patterns that annear with high frequency in tb' standKcd dialects

American. English. Details of the 4assToow techniques are
provided as;are the resultn observed from tp,:tc.ndmin4si-ered to
young Children'uildet the new curriculum and:to those under. othep-
nursery :3choo2 pro rams. The various tests-and the Particular
results are Escussed: A list of references is given. (RTE)

. Ainsworth, C.L. and Chester C. Christian; Jr.. Lubbock Bilingual
,Elementary Education ProO:m1 Title VTI, Elementary and
-,S...,condr:v Education Act of 1965. Evaluation Penort, 1970.
Ldbbeck Indepertdent S,chool District, Texas. WashinAon, D.C.:
Office of Education.' 1970. 32 Pr:

r 0;5 213),

ax 893. Andersen,- Merlin. Bilingual Education in Nevada. 1967. 2 bn.

vis

(ED 017 387)

t..

.4

s

1,2). Andersson.'TheOdore., ):,ilingual Education: ril'he Amtl,eiTMsExperience."
modern Langudfle Journal. 55:7 (lovember, 1971). 17)-0 4,25-431.
(EJ a1 608)

ReVision of a paper presented at the Conference on Bilingual
Educatian in Toronto, Canada (Mar 13; 1971) at the Onttrio ,
Institute'for Studies in Education. (eIJE)

A895. 'Ander:=1:on,- Theodore._ Bilingual Schooling: A Ci'bss-Di,sciPlinary
Arnroach% 1070. 0-p11.

(ED 03S4620

896. Andern,-Th-canrc T

United States. 19.70. vole,1

TED (Yin

f . Schooling to tAlo

3.8
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Presents a history of bilingual schooling both in the U.S. and
in ogler tarts of the world; alternatiye concerts of
schooling; sOmple curriculum models; imnlicationsor edUlation
society; an out;ine of. needs as related to action and reslarch;

an'annotated bibliography; data'on the Bilingual Education,Act;
demographic data; a typology of bilingual education; sociohistorical
no*es on bilingualism in the U.S.; descriptions of non-EnRlish-
sneaking ethnic groups in the a' directory of rersons, organ-.
izattoes and sources of teacaing materials; and many other subjects
of interest.

Available from the Sunt.
Office, WsaShington,,D.C. for

111.

897. Andenason, Theodore. "A .New

Language Journal. Vol.

of Documents, U.S. Govt. Printing
$6.00. (from docUment abridged)

Focus on the .Bilingual Child. " -Modern

49-(March 1965).. DD. b6-160.'

.
,

The author .reviews some of the failures of foreign-language
education and oulines principles and _goals for stting ur a
bilingual-biultural 'education Program. He calls the failure ,

"seven 'deadly' sins" and their solutions are:- 1 two years of-
language instruction in-high school - -a six-year seq ence with
four years of Latin and/or Greek; 2) the late start in learning
modern languarsbiginning language study at age 10.12;,3) waiting
till f'i'rst gra'de to begin educationonening public kindergartens
and nursery schools tosmake use of the ability of young children
to learn; 4)concentraiing on grammar,reading and literature-- .

learning of ;speech patterns First, aad study of culture; 5) hiring
Americana to teach foreign languages -- hiring more native -born
neonle to teach their language; 6) inflexible teacher education- -
using examinations', not credits, to measure froficiency; and 7)

the colicies of destroying non-English langUages and cultures - the
establishment ofbilingual-bis%ltural Programs to help hinnguals.4.
aujuS't to American Schools while retaLning pride in their own tokir

culture. The author notes that changes such as bilingual educsqlon
might also re5allt in a rev.olution in teachinr, all i'breir,:n lanruaPe. (ECK)

81-8.4 Andersson, Theordo -e anddOthers. An Experimental Study 'bf Bilingual-
Affective Education for Mexican-Ameri.pan Children, in Grades k-l
SouthFest Educational Development Laboratory., Austin, Texas.
Arril 1970. 77nr.

(ED 056 536)
.

This naPer Proposed an educational stvay to determine the best
way to educate Mexiean4merican children. It suggests an exneriment
c0mparing the traditional annrc>ach, the English as r. second lantr,uage

aurrnach, and a ilingual Affective arnroac:i a desc ribed by the
aufh6rs. The det 'ls of the prorRsed rror7rarl are nresented1,,and the
three language teaching; method-, are dineussd. Teacher nreraration
and selection atte,dtcribel as area the criterirt for school nnd htudent
selection., The rro.i7ram i lehirmed to orprftte +hrovth a scientit'io/
democr"ati7 ,e -o'' :Irl where .4,11c te%eht.rs 7roun

,4
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on objectives, strategies; and assessment. teacher's tusks

through out the year are'listed along with details on the sunnort
they will receive. Criterion measures for testing nrpgram e'fectiveness
are presented. Attachments to the main proposal chart the differences

in instructional activities that characterize the three meth' s,

Provide time and scheduling rules and a typical daily schedule,
list assumptions held in each method,clescribe an exrerimental
research design for evaluative innovative learning activities, and
present a theory of -Parent effectiveness. (RIE)

899 Andrade, Ernest. "Bilingual-Bicultural Education--An Answer."
Colorado'Journal of Education Research. Vol. 2. No. 1.
(February 1971). pp. 27-30.
(EJ 054 792).

900. Baker, Jean M. Bicultural Socialization Project: A Groun Process
Approach to Bilingual Instruction - Title VII. Final Renort.
1970-71. Arizona University, Tucson. Arizona Center for Early
Childhood Education. Washington, D.C.: Office of Eduvtion
August 1971. 107np.
(ED 057 973)

This final report relates to student socialization through a
bilingual (Spanish/Eng?ish), bicultural nrogram involving six
second grades in three schools of Phoenix, Arizona, for the 1970-71
school year. As reported, the major objective of the nrorram was to
develop and implement a group process annroach to bilingual education;
in addition, classroom instructional personnel were trained by site
coordinators. Program success was regarded as outstanding in class-
rooms having strong administrative sunport for the program; Partial
success was achieved in overall efforts to create classroom environ-
ments and appropriate activities to facilitate Stall group inter-
action. The relatively unsuccessful aspects of the program were
attributed to lack of (1) bilingual teachers, (2) a true hetero-
genious student population, and (3) supporting administration. The
document contains discussions of rrogram rationale, the groun nroces's
approach and procedures for implementjng it, training and research
procedures, and bilingual and bicultural activities; results,
evaluation, a summary, and recommendations are also Provided; and
appendixes include tabular summaries of the training evaluations, a
checklist for program classrooms; noted reactions to' various prog-
gram components, results of analysis of variance for the Peabody
Vocabulary Test and the Areoa-Stewart Snanish-Enrlish Vocabulary Test,
selected language samples, a comrosite of the parent questionnaire;
a description of the teacher's manual, and the Natural Method of
Language Acquisition Checklist. (RTE)

901. Baker, Jean M. and James Martin. _Bicultural Socialization: A Group
Process Approach to Bilingual Instruction; Behavior Observation
Schedules. Arizona University, Tucson. Arizona Center for Early
Childhood Education. Washington, Office of Educ. 1971. 41n.
(ED 062 383)
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902. Ballesteros, David. "Toward an Advantaged SoCiety; Biliugual
Education in the 70's." National Elementary Principal.
50;2 (November,J970). pp. 25-28.

203. Bauer, Evelyn. "Bilingual EdUcation in BIA Schools," TESOL
Quarterly, 4:3 (September, 1970), pr. 223-229.

Because of a rersistent lack of'success in enabling Indian
students to equal the academic achievement of the general school
norulation, the Bureau of Indian Affairs is taking a close look at
bilingual rrograms and related research as a nossible answer to
retardation among their non-English-sneaking st lents. In this
rarer a brief survey of the history of bilingualism in the Bureau
is presented'which includes the program to promote native - tongue
literacy, begun in the late 30's, and the Navajo Five-Year Program.
Present day programs, suell'as those at the Rough Rock and Rock
Point Schools, bilingual materials development, and Projected
projects, including a Navajo bilingual kindergarten Program and a
reading study imilar to that carried out"in Mexico by Nancy
Modiano, are described. (from the article)

904. Benitez, Mario. "Bilingual Education: The What, the How, and the
How Far." Hispania. 54:3 (September, 1971). r. 499-503:
(F.T 042 856

905. Penjam:.n, Richard. -"A Bilingual Oral Language and Conceptual
Development; Program for Snanish-Sneaking PreschOol Children:"

Tharterly. 3:4 (December 1969).0 nn. 315-319.
(ED 030 087;

900. Bernal, E.M., Jr., (ed.). Bilingual- Bicultura l Education: Where-
Do We From Were? San- Antonio, Texas; Sponsored by the

'Bureau of Educational Personnel Development, U.S. 0frice of
Education, and 9t.: Mary's University. 28, 29 (March 1969).

907. Bernabaum, Marcia. Early)ocIProgr.,.Ig.r1'ChildlnsforNon-Enish
Sneaking Children, OCD Topical. Paper. ERIC Clearinghothie
on Early Childhood Education, Urbana, Illinois. Washington, D.C.
'National Center for Educaticinal Communfeation (DHEIV0E), Division
of Information Resource. Washington,. D.C. office or Child
Development (DREW), May 1971. 70pr.
(ED 054 872)

Illidelines based on research and renorts frOm bilingual nre-,

school nrograms are offered to assi.st teachers and administrators
interested in the general rroblems of bilingualism and bilingual.
education. In addition to summarizing research and describing
existing models for bilingl4a1 Preschool nrograms, this document lists
-recommended teacher-administrator hfyidbooks and useful,materlals for
teachers. Model bilingual nrograms are classified bOth as to eonro-
sition the classes as to aimrom.cn. :70veral nrdrrrams are di' eriled.
(FrE)
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908. Bernbaum, Marcia. Early Childhood Programs for Non-English ":necking
Children, pREP-31. 'Urbana, Illinois: ERIC Clearinghou-2 on
Ear ly Childhood Education. National Center ror Educatio:ial
Communication (DREW /3E) Washington, D.C. Washington, D,7.:'
'H.S. lo4ernment Printin Office. 1972. 34n.

/(ED 060 397)

Research findings on bilingual preschool children (2-1/2 t6 6
years of age) and programs are Presented. Working definitions are
given for some of'the terms used in the renort. Research findings
are divided into four categories: (1) "The Community" focuses' on
the findings from the fields of social Psychology nd sociolinguistics;
(2) "The Bilingual Child" considers those findings from linguisticb
and psycholinguistics; (3) "Of Special Interest to Educators" ans-

wer's- some specific questions; and (4) "Testing the Bilingual Pre-
schooler" summarizes several issues associated with assessing to
what extent a child is bilingual, and draws attention topossible
amordaches that may be used to assess the intelligence of a bilingual
child. Practical Guidelines for the Teacher and Administrator are
-giyen, followed by specific guidelines that relate to the community,
the Parents, the children, the teacher and her aide,*and
Examples of existing bilingual Preschool programs that fit into one
of the four following categoi.ies are given: (1) one way; dominant.
language;. (2) one way: bilingual; (3),mixed: dominant language;
and (4).mixtd: bilingual. Additional sources of information on
bilingual programs and teaching aids arenresented in-two categories:
Handbooks and Teaching Aids, which are for use in Spanish-speaking
,or Indian-Sneaking classes. A bibliography concludes the report. (RIE)

909. - Bilingual Education. 5pp.

(ED 057 916)

This docufnent reports on the Bilingual Education Program establish-
ed under Title VII of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act or
1965,.as'amended in 1967. The BilingUal Education Act is specifically
designed for those'children who come from environments where the
dominant language is not English. A significant requirement of the
Bilingual Office of-the Office of Education is the inclusion of a
section for accountability Cor results in every bilingual project. It

was decided to select discretionary programs such as Title VII and
implement and develop evaluative procedure. Major requirements.,for
accountability included the following: (1) Objectives must be-stated
in terms of desired student performance; (2) A school system must
recognize its own capabilities and deficiencies and must seek to
utilize appropriate technical assistance-in an effort to develop and
operate an effective program; and (3) All projects must provide for
an indenendent edUcational accomplishment audit of the Project.
Program evaluation is done on a Project basis., Individual nrolect
data emerging from first and second year projects Show that concrete
results are already being achieved. Of great significance 5.s the
fact that programs have reduced the number of student absenCes. (RIE)
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910. Bilingual Education: Hearings before the Special; Subc.)mmittep on
Bilingual Eflucltion of the Committee on manor and Public
Welfare, United States Senate, Ninetieth Con5ress First
Session on S. 428. A Bill to Amend the Elementary and Secon-
dary Education Act or 1965-in:order to Provide assistance to -

Local Educational Agencies in Establishing Bilingual. AMerican
Education Programs, and to Promote such Programs. Washington:
U.S. lovernment Printing f"_)ffice. 1967. (7 Volumes)

911. Bilingual Prograffi"Applicationsfor Continuation Proposal: Compton
tTnified School District. (Yompton City Schools, California.
Washington, D.C.: Office of Education. 1977 2r.;81-1.

(ED 061 835)

912. RilingualTesting,apd Assessment, Proceedings of Bay Area Bilingual
Education League (BABEL) Workshop and Preliminary Findings.
Multilingual Assessment Program berkeley, California, .

'January 27-38, 1969.' Washington, D.C.: January 28, 1,472. 122n.
(ED 065 225)

The results and proceedings of the.firstonnual Bilingual/Bi-.
cultural Testing and Assessment Workshon,"held in Berkeley, Cali-,
fornia, January 27-28, 1972, are nresTnted in this publication.
Anproximately 150 bilingual nsychologists and evaluators, edu-
cators working inbilingual/bicultural"programs, and community
rerresentatives from California and Texas attended: Evaluations
were made and the summaries are includedof 8 tests used exten-
sively in bilingual programs: the Wechsler Intelljgence-Scale
for Children, the Comnrehensive Tests of *fr.! Skills, the Coop-
erative Primary, the Lorne-Thorndike, the Interamerican Se4ies--
Cieneral Ability. the Culture-Fair Trite'ligene Test, tho ".lichigan
Oral Production Test; and the Peabody Pictureywatiulary Test. Also
included in this publication are (1) an pverlitiew of the Problem of
assessment and evaluation in bilingual education, (2) a professi2nal
critique of the Inter-American series -by- Dr. BarbaraaVissy;
(3) a brief description of a Criteripn Referenced System developedi"
by Eduardo Apodaca, and (14) an article by Dr. Edward A. DeAvila
discussing some of the complexities involved in testing and
assesJment of bilingual/bicultural children. (RIE)

913( "Bilingualism." the Cen',er Forum. Vol. 4 (September 1969).

'914 "Bilingualism and the Bilingual Child: A Symnosium" Modern
.Lane,uage Journal, 49:3 (1965).

A series of seven articles'commenting on the langupc'resources
r_,naresented it bilinguals. Discusses tonics such as acculturation, .

bilingual schools, first' and, second langule learning, and instruc-
tional materials. (TM BitOime7raphy) 4
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915. Black, Eric D. "Iilingual Education for Nation's Sranish-Sneaking."
Inter-American Scene: 3;1-2 (1971). pp. 20 -28.

(EJ 0h7 577)

Article nresented in Sranish and English versions.

916. Blanco, George. Texas Report-on-Bilingual Education for Students.
1967 5rp.

(ED 017 388).

917. Borrego, EpR. ."American Child with a Two-Language Heritage."
National Elementary Principal: Vol. 25 (June 107). Dr. 32-35.

918. Bortin, Barbara H. Milwaukee Bilingual Education'Program 1970-1971.
Evaluation Report. Milwaukee Public Schools, Wisconsin. June
1971. 105o.
(EV 058 299)

919. Bryson, Juanita.' Comparison of Bilingual 7s.:42ingle Lanpalare .

Instruction" in Concept Learning in Mexican- American,!; Year
.

Washington, D.C.: Office of Education. March, 1970. 67D.
(ED 062 043)

Bilingual vs. unilingual instruction was studied in the
teaching of 5 positional-prepositional concepts (e.g. Under) to
Mexican-American Headstart 4-year olds. Treatments consisted of
instruction in SDahizh only, English only, or bilingually to the 48
subjects exposed to the prepositior.7,-1 concepts via tape-recorded
programmed instruction given daily for /0 minutes. Assignment to
control and treatment groups was randomly stratified by sex, and
subjects were Pretested the first day of instruction and posttested
on the final (3rd) day. Analysis of test results indicated that
posttest scores of the treatment group, were higher than those of the
control group, reflecting the effect of instruction vs. no instruc-
tion. Significant differences were found as a function of language
exposure in the home, but no significant di-ffereices mere found
between treatment groups. The study is limited by sampling Drac-
tioes and restricted treatment time. An amendix contains the
instructional treatments used. (PIE)

920. Burbeck, Edith. "Problems Presented to Teachers of Bilingual Pupils."
California Journal of Elementary Education. Vol. 8 (August 1939)
r. 9-54.

921. Cervenka, Edward. Final Report of Head Start Evaluation and Research
ij66,67 to the Institute for Educational Development, Section
VI: The Measurement of Bilingualism and Bicultural Socialization
of the Child in the School Setting - the Development of the
InstPument, 1970, 2361m.
7571-9772)
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A study to develop instruments to measure child bilingualism
and bicultural socialization was conducted in DelaRio, Tetras. Three
instruments were developed; (1) a series of C tests for measuring
linguistic competence in Englih; (2) a similar Series for Spanish.:.-
and (3) a series of 3 instruments-for.measuring socialization. Test
batteries focused on the oral-aural use of language in realistic
school situations. Analysis of results showed that children in the
bilingual- program were as competent ii English as those learning
only in English and also better adjusted socially. Test instrument
validity and reliability was determined and item analysis carried
out. Document mainly compoSed of test instruments.and analysis of
experimental dat'a. (from document abridged)

922. Cline, Marvin G. and John E. Joyce. An Evaluatibn of the -EDC
Role in the Bilingual Transitional Clusters of the Boston
Public Schools. Newton Massachusetts: Edlication Development
Center, Inc. 1971, 88pn,
(ED 050 652)

This repOrt documents the early stages and reflections of some
of the staff of the Boston Bilingual Transitional Clusters. These
separate schools were located In the Puerto Rican neighborhoods so
students would not have to be bussed and so narents could become
involved; the curriculum was to be taught 'in Spanish so children
would find it easier to adjust. When the teachers considered them
ready they would be transferred to regular classrooms. Thus, these
Clusters were a transitional educational exnerience.

Interviews were conducted with the head teacher, teachers and
teacher_aies as part of the effort to evaluate the nfogram.
Nveral problems became obvious: the purpose of the program needs
clarificatiCn, and, once that was done, snecific criteria for
student behavior should be established. Other nroblems included_
matching the teaching style with the cultural values of the
community, the importance of understanding linguistic development
and 'methods of instruction, coordination with the Boston School
Department, and communication about stale of teaching among teachers
and teacher aides. . --

Appendixes include assessment instruments, interview questions
used in evaluations by thelstaff, and renorts on the terher-aide
,workshops. (ECK)

923. Cohen, Bernard and Others. Final Evaluation Report of the 1970-71
New Haven Bilingual EducationiProgram. New Ha'ven Boa1-(1 of
Education, Connecticut:, Darien Connecticut: Dunlap and
Associates Inc. September 1971. 50r.
(ED o64 459)

Thisfinal evaluation report of the 1970-71 ?dew Haven Bilingual
Education Program's effectiveness in the various arras of instruction
is a presentation of analyses of data gathered on student rerformance
in oral language proficiency (Enr,;.:ibh only), readinga comrrehension.
(English only), mathematics, ana.student self concert (administered
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1

ih t11,- dominant lane ate only)--tho students having been Pre-and
r,:st-tt.,Jtei in tnve areas.. Among the findings were:* (1) teachers
felt tnat the learning of a second language for Anglos was enough of
ahnd/antage to the students to include them as participants of the
ESEA ?itle VII Programand the evaluators felt that the nrogram
:must enhahce its effOrts in this area; (2) analyses of sociometric
data did not yield clearly discernabje results--it being not possible
to argue that the rrogram had generally imnroved mixing between
Puerto. Pican and Anglo children; (3) in word knowledge, reading,
and mathematics, it was found that the program classes showed a-

rositi-re -and, in many cases, significant growth; and (4) in general,
there was no significant difference between the nroram and controj
children on T.Ttests done on scores for self-concert. /RIE. .

:

924. Cohen, Bernard and David M. Promisel. Final Evaluation Report
(1969-70), New Haven Bilingual Education Program, New Haven,
Connecituct. Darien, Connecticut: Dunlap and Associates,
Inc,; New Haven Board of Education, Connecticut, Washinghton, D.C.:
office of Education. August 27, 1970.. 104n.
(D 064 461)

The New Haven Bilingual Education Program had two primary'
components: grade K-1 and grade 2-6. Puerto Rican and Anglo students
in the yoimger age groups had a daily Spanish lesson; Puertd Rican
children were also given English as a second language (ESL) lessors.
The older children attended their regular classes in the morning
and were given subject matter lessons in Spanish as well as ESL and
Spanish language lessons. The evaluation design for the program was
modified several times due to till* and money constraints; the evalua-
tion as rerformed concentrated on the more traditional product evalua-_
tion as well as a description of Procedures carried'out to assess .

student change in the-areas of language-develomment and-self cone-ea--
and/or attitude twoad .education.' Among the findings were the
following: (1) there was management which seemed to be aware of the
rroblems in the nrogrbm and which would take stens to make adjustments
in the rrogram; (2) overall teacher Performance was. rated as quite
saticfactory; (3) coiar:le outlines -rere considered more than adequate
when sut<Plemented by Spanish language materials; (4) the dissemination
rrogram aimed at the Anglo teachers had failed; and (5) no significant
difference could be made oh the student self -cancent.scales. (RIE)

125. "The Comrelling Case for Bilingual Ed.unati:bn." Saturday Review.
Vol. 55,, no. 18 (April 29, 1972). PP- 54-58-
(EJ 056. 252)

926. Cordasco, F. "The Bilin na1 Education Act." Phi Delta Kannan.
Vo;.. 51 '(October 1969).

927. Cordasco,,F. and'E. Bucchioni. Newark Bilingual Program, 1970-71.
';owark: 'Board of Education. 1971.
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928.' Dugas, Don. Research Relevant to the Deyelopment of Bilingual
Curricula. 1967, Epp.
(ED -018 298) 1-

Discusses contributions to be 4ade by Psycholinguistics to
bilingual education planning. Psycholinguistics established...two
types of bilinguals: compound and coordinate. The new field of
developmental psycholinguistics hasade some recent findings
Which seem releiant to methodology. \This field is interested in
plotting all stages of concept and language development in
children, and some of its observations seem to contradict
hypotheses language teachers have held regarding the Acquisition
process.

Paper read at t'e Annual Conference of Foreign Language
Teachers, El Paso, Texas, 1967. from document)

929. Edgewood Independent School Ris&ict, Title VIIBilingual Educayon
Program. FInal Evaluation Report, 1970-71. .Edge-mod Indetien-

. dent School District, San Antonio, Texas. Washington, D.C.:
Office of Education. August'1971. 67p.
(ED 064.024)

930. "La Ensefianza bilingue en las escuelas pliblicas de Nueva York: "'
Yelmo. No. 5 (April.. lay 1972). DP. 11-12.
(ED 056 309)

'931. Final Report of the Evaluation of the Bilingual Mini- School (P.S.
Number 45)11970-71, ESEA Title VII. Teaching and Learning
Research Corp. New York, New York. Brooklyn, New York: New

. York City Board of Education. 1971. KO,.
(ED o66 521)'

.2

!r.

The program of the Bilingual Mini-School, funded Under
Title VII of the 1965 Elementary. Secondary Education Act, and
located in a junior high school in that.area Of Mahhattan 'commonly
characterized as East Harlem, was designed to reach the junior high -

school student who had had all his previous schooling in Spanish, a
well as those students who, having bribtaught in English, have
achieved poorly as a result of inadequate English facility. The
program at this school represents the first attempt in New.Yorks
City at a bilingual program for junior high school children. Approx-
imately 72 seventh graders and 44 eithth graders were selected to
participate in the Program. Eighty-five are Spanish sneaking, while
31 are English speaking. The key personnel are bilingual. The .

general objective of the bilingual program is to prepare childi.en
more adequately for the higher academic instruction of h:gh school%
than has bden accomplished in the rast. By providing instruction
a: language they now know best, by fostering pride in the culture of
their parents, and by encouraging active participation of their
parer-its in,school affairs, it is hoped this goal will be accomplished.
(RIE),

4

932. Finocchiaro, Mary. Bilingual Readiness in Earliest School Years; .A
CurrIculum.Demonstration Project. 1966. 124 pp.
(ED 012 903)
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or

'. 933. Finocchiaro, Mary. Bilingual Readiness in Friary GraMs: An Early
Childhood Demonstration Project. (final Report, 1970). 1970.

272rr.

' (ED 033 248)

934. Fisher, John C. "Bilingualisk in Puerto Rico: A. History of Frustra-
tion," English Record, 21:4-(ADril, 1971). pp. 19-24.
(ED 053 60,8,)

The ipplementation of English language instruction Presents
problems for Puerto Ricans both in Puerto Rico and in the U.S. In

Puerto Rico,, the role of English sin the schools his always been a
political issue with widespread implicatiOns. Both the and in

'the States, the greatest problem in English instruction is.the lack
of trained, well qualified teach4rs- To alleviate the problem, the
Puerto Rican Department of Public,Instructiori'is granting aid to 425
men and women to improve the teachipg cif English. Several universities

' in the States aw ihstituting graduate and undergraduate prograMs
designed to pregre teachers of English as a second laRguabl. (RIE)

935. Fishman, Joshua A. Bilingual and Bidialectal Education: An Attempt
at a Joint Model for,Policm%De- scription. In "Conference on

. -Child Language." preprints of Dapers.presented at the Conference,
Chicago, Illinois, November 22-24, 1971. p. 356-367:
(ED 060 751)

%IN
. .

4
This paper questiOns whether the same theoretical model of

educational policy decisions can be used for bilingualat well as
bidialectal education. Three basic policies are discussed, first in
applications for second.language learning and then in the.field of
teaching a second dialect. Generally speaking, the kame theoretical
mode1,e are applicable toboth educational problems Wi th variation
in administritir units between the two levels. (RIEr

936. Fishman, Joshua. Bilingual Education in Socio-Linguistic Persioec-
tive. 1970, 14Dp.
(.ED 040 404)

t

Presents four broad" categories of bilingual DrogrIMs: (1)

trarfsitional bilingualism (until English skills 4veloo); (2) mono -
literate bilingualism (oral-aural skills in both:languages, literacy
skills only in English); (3) practical bilingualism (fluency,and

.literacy In both languages but use of mother tongue restricted to i'

the ethnic groupAtind its heritage); and (4) full bilingualism (all
- skills in both languages in all domains).

Vitdlly needed are: 1) a survey establishing language and
Nrarieties'employed by both parents and children, by sitietal domain
of function; (4.a rough estimate of the relative performance level
in each langua6, by societal domain; (3) an indication of community
and school staff attitudes toward the 4xisting situation; and (1 an

indication of community and school staff'dttitildes toward changinglithe?

existing situatioh. (Q document abridged)

,
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937. Fishman, Joshua A. and John Lovas.6 "Bilingual Education in Socio-
linplinguistic Perspective," TE,t0L quarterly, 4:3 (Sep'tember, 1`_j70),
pp. 215-222. ,

. - .

One of the avowed puriioses of bilinfrual education is the `Main-
tenance and development of linguiStc and cultural diversity- The

.

authors believe that realistic societal information is needed Por,.'
realistic educational goals. This information, which:goes beyond
-that normally available in school records and county census data,
lb here described and presented as an aid-in decidimg what kihd of
bilingual program to establish. Four brbad categories of btlihgual-
ism (transitional, monoliterate,'partial, and full) are defined and

' discussed in terms of their societal,,imPlicatons.1 4from article)

938. Flores, S.H. The Nature and Effectiveness of Bilingukl Edujalion
Programs for the Spanish- speaking Chilt in the United States.
Unpublished Ph.D. Ditsertation, Ohio StateUniversity. 19696 ,

939. Gaarder, A.B. -"Statement Before the Srecial Subcommittee on
Bilingual. Education of the Committee'on Labor.and Public -,

Welfare, U.S. Senate, May 18, 1967." F lr)rid r1a Forei,;
Reporter. Vol. 7 (1969). rn. 33-34, 171.

940. Gaarder, Bruce. "Organization of the Bilingual School." Journal
of Social Issues. 23:2 (1967). Pr. 110-121.

'
941. Gaarder, Bruce. Teaching:the bilingual Child: ReSearch, Develop-

ment and Policy.' Modern Language. Journal. Vol. 49 (195).
Ion. 165-175.

42. Gaardet., Bruce et al. Bilingualism From the Viewpoint of the
Administrator and Counselor. nailer for SouthwestCouncil'of
FL Teachers, El Paso, Texas.. 1966. 18nD. .

(ED 018 286) -

The most difficult problem in bilingualism'is that ofgt.ining
fa/arable administrative attitude and policy. Bilingual s&lfrling
is'profitable because it takes for surerior,educational achievetint
and students can learn best through their mother tongue. Through ;this
'Nproach, biculturalism can be achieved, rather than the cutting' of
ties from the original culture. Included are a'sunporting,bibliography
and an appendix whist describes a number of bilingual Projects in
various

4
schools.' (RIE)

943. Gates, J.R4 "The Bilingually Advantaged." Today's Education. Vol.
59 (1970). pp. 38-40, 56. '

944. 'Giles, W..H. Cultural Contrasts in Enmli.311-French Instrur-
. tion in the Early Grades. Tn Conference $nChild Lanmuage."

rreprints of rapers presented at the Conference, Chiamo,' Illinois,
November 22.-4, 1971. r. 368-395a: Laval.7niversii,y, 2ucbco.
International Center on BilinmullIom..
(ED 061 810)
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Goodman, Frank M. Bilingual .Bicultural EducatiQn in the Compton

Unified School District and Its Releyance to a Multi - Ethnic

Community. Compton City Schools, California. 5p.

(o66 705) .
3

The Compton Bilingual Plan is a multi-cultural program
designed to roger language preservation as a Rational rgbouve to
promote a well-educated, well-adjUsted citizenry able to function
effectively in two languages and in two or more cultures. The
children are taught in two languages, Erlanish'and Englialand
are openly participating in trpns-racial .communication in a multi-.
culturalclassroom and eomm-Anity. All the children, with' an .

integrated classroom environment, are Offefed the opportune i'''''ila. f.-...

,

become functional bilinglials and participate in one-another's
culture. (rE) .

* 4
0 .

. .
,

946. Goodmdh, Frank M.t and Carolyn StVrn. BilinguaWrogram Evaluation
Report, ESEA Title VII, 1970 -1971. ComptorrCity Schools,

\

\
*

,

California. Washington, D.C.: 1971. 121pp. .\\(10131,4 672) I 1

^ g"" . \
This report presents an evaluation of a bilingual educatioi

in "its second year of operation. The major emphasis is on. establishing
a comprehensive, exnerimental,educatidnal program utilizing the , ,

native language abilities,of Spaniesh-sPeaking'children-as the
primary medium of instruction until.such.time as the studerit is
bilingual and capable in Poth:English and Spanith...The n'rogram's

-hypqthesis and design are discussed as are the personnel involvtd.
.

The program and its scone are described, as are the bilingual-
iiiculturaf curriculum; acquisition, adaptation4-and.development
materials; and procedures for kindergarten and first and second,
grades.' Community involvement and bilingual education as a tool,

.,for positive social change are considered. Finally, the is a
dismission of .staff development, budget requirements, 'and results..(KE)

94?. 0-udschinsky;'SarahC. Literacy in the Mother,Tongue and Second,
,Language Learning,. In "Conference on Child Language." prr-rints
of paper& presented at the Conferepoe, Chicago, Illinois
November 22-24, 1971. p. 341-355.
(ED 060 753)

Bilingual education' programs Which foster li teAcy first in the
mother tonguerand then in the second language, ,before te&second
language is used as a medium of instruction, are pro4ing be
successful in a number of locatidha around the world. 1St h pl-ograts
encourage community understanding and support, minimize the culture

,

shock for the chili enteririg school, augment the child's sense of
personal worth and identity, develop the child's habit of academ:
success, and utilize the child's fluency in his,olh language in

-learning the skills of reading and writing. Conscim4.control of '

one's own language facilitates the learning of a second language in
the formal school setting. New ideas can be introduced,4 the

.

4.- \
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mother tongue; reading ability facilitates the 1 ...arriing of 4 second
_language. In such biliIngual Drbkrams, literacy in thr.Y mother.torKue
is followed immediately by learning to read And write in the second
languaze. (RIE).

948. Guerra, Emiliq,L. "ThO Role of the Teacher of Spanish in the Orien-
tation of NonrEn,glish.ppeaking Pupils. "' Hispania. .32:1
(February, 1949). DD. 59-63, 6 .

. Teaching the Anglo culture to Pucrto Rican children in New
York: Program prbcedure is outlined.

949. Gumperz, John. "On the Linguistic Marktrs of Bilingual Education."'
Jonal of Social, Issues. 23:7 (April, 19.67). pp: 49-58.

950. Hall, Richard. Learning to Read in Two.Lariguagesi Statements from
the Research Li.''srature on Reading in Bilinagal Jrograms.
Thiladelphia'School District, Pennsylvania. .October 1c)70..910n.
(ED 057-653)

a-

1.6
t ,

This collection of statements describes the rationale and'
research behind the bilingual reading education program in the.
Philadelphia public schools where students are learning to peAd in

. two llonguages. The native Spanish speakers leal-n to read in Spanish
and are taught to read in English. only after having mastered the
aural-oral skills of understanding and speaking. Statements included ;

cover learning to read in Spanish, transfer of skills, the Problem .

of interference, affectiVe factors in learning readiness and results
of the Philadelphia program. A bibliography listing'22 relevant books
and articles provides the sources for the statements.' (RIE)

951. Haynes, J. Bilingual Education,in' Arizona. 1966. 5pD.
(ED 017 385)

-952. Helping Advance Bilingual Learning in Abernathy,(3IABLA). Evaluation -

Report. -f970-71. Abernathy Independent-SchoolDistrict, Texas.
Washington, D.C.: Office of Education. 1971. 102pD'.
(ED 065 209

/ 953. HendersonotRonald. Positive Effects of a Bicultural Preschool\Prokram
.

on tir, Intelacctual Performance of Mexican- American Childryn..

1969. lOpp.

(ED 028 827)

954. Herbert, Charles H., Jr. The PAlin ual Child's Ri ht to Read. taner
presented at, the Claremont (California) R,!ading C-3nference.
February 4-5, 1972., 12-nr.
(ED 062 841)

This lo'?I'ment presents some ideas about initial readirw in:itruc-
.tion in bilingual education. The bilingual rrotTrams (!rertted in 1960
seek the cre ation of equal educational opPortunl:tie4 throuft the use

O
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of instruction in anative langurtgo to children who speak a language

°other than English. Such prograns attempt to teach two languages
.concurrently and to deal with suoject matter instruction in both

languages. The problem of teaching reading skills to acco 'any the

oral ranguage skills is'a current tonie of research. One reading
theory states that the ability to understand what is read derends
unon t'he child's experience with the sul-iject matter as ":ell as his

comprehension of the language in which it is writf2n. The "Initial
Reading in Snanish" project --'roduced a detailed descriptive analysis
of procedures used to teach Sranis1-._reaking children in Mexico to
read in their native language. i of student achievement in
t:he exrerimental use of the Mel c, ing instruction methods in
the .United States indicates suceeo in learning to-read in both
Spanish and English-. ,(RTE)

955. Herbert; a.q., Jr. "The Bilingual Child's Right to Read."
Claremont Reading Conference Yearbook. Vol. 36 (1972). D. 50-58.

956. Herbert, Charles H., Jr. Initial Reading in Spanish for Bilinguals.
In "Conference on Child Language." prenrints of napers presented
at the Conference,, Chicago, Illinois, November 22-24, 1971.

Pr. 501-519. Laval University, Ouqbec. Internatignal Centel'
on Bilingualism.'
(ED*061 913)

"initial Reading in Spanish" is a project designed tonrciduce a
detailed, descriptive analysis of Procedures used to teach TPanish-
speaking children in the,United States to read in their native
1 This document describes the Procedures in developing and
evaluatin'g such a reading program. The initial stet the Program
was to obserVe SpAnish reading instruction in several Mexican schools.
Observations of Procedures and 1:lettiods used in Mexico were used to
devise a prograni tested in four locations in the United states.
Several forms were developed to standardiethe Procedbres'for evalua-
ting the program. Extensive videotaping was done. in the four experi-
mental classrooms. The final retort on the nroject shows the results
of the observations and evaluations made duringthe p;'nject and

o describes the teaching methodologies that were used. This renort

summarizes the teaching methodologies and the general results of the
project. (RIE)

957. Hernindez, Norma C. Mathematics for the'Bicultural Student. Parer
Presented at the Mathematics Colloquium, New Mexico State
University, Las Cruces. Amri1.5, 1972. 17n.

(E') 060 997)

951. Holland, R. Fount. "School in Cherokee and English." Elem entary

chonl Journal Vol. 72, no. 8 ('say 1972). nn. 412-419.

(ED 061 184)

Dteribes the activities (f tlfe Cherokee Bilingual Education
'Center, created in 1967 by the Northeastern Ctate College at
Tahlequah, Oklahoma. (CIJE)
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959. Howe; Elliot. Pxogmm for Bilingual Students of Utah. ,196T. 4pp.
(ED 017 319)

960.' Hughes, B.E..apd Helene W. Harrison. Evaluatioi ftepo't of the
Ai 1 ir>s?ual Education Pro gram: iiarlandt{le Independent School
District. San Marcos Independent S,hool District' Southwest
Te-cas State University, 1970-1971. Harlandale Independent '

rcno21 District, San Antonio Texas. San Marcos Independent
School District, Texas. Southwest Texas State College, San
marcos. Washington, D.C.: office of Education. 1971. 72np.
(E:m 3',1; 66)

961. inhn, Vera P. and Vivian 1.,Horner. Early Childhood Bilingual ,

Education. MWERTC Clearinghouse, 1971. 207pr.

Provides information helpful to communities attemnting to
:'resent their demands for better bilingual Education more cnentV
and heirs educators meet such demands with appropriate nthgrams.
Three major grouns - tne Puerto Rican, the Mexican American: and
the American Indiaal - are discussed. Includes a history. of
bilingual education in the'D.S., demogranhie Informatiol".prograrj

descriptions, teacher training, curriculum materials, testing,
research, and models for bilingual education.

Price: $4.00 - order N. A290.

962: vindorgartenRilingual Resource Handbook. Lubbock Independent
Sch;n1 District,'Texas. r-s'er

Wa:-hili(''tr'r,

n-" L' A '!. 'In )11 t)

(En 0`)9 636)

This curriculum bulletin has been develored to assist
kindergarten teachers who Work with bilingual. five. year-olds. Tt
contains activities which are anprorriate for this age which relate
to hi.s.cultural background and which deal with concepts Ethin his .

immediate range of experiences.. The handbook includes details: on
such tot is :; as early childhood education and. the bilingual approach,,
c..urriclum design, characteristics of the five-year-old, activities
of teacher aides, suggestions for bulletin. boards and room arrange-
ments,'suggested daily scheduleS,and clans, strategies and sugges-
tions, resource and activity units, resource material in Spanish,
and the construction of various teaching aids. A bibliography is
included. (PIE)

963. Filar::, Heinz. The American Bilingual Tradition. Rowley. Massachu-,
'seties: lewbury House Publishers. 1971. 41P,.95 (rarer) .

An up-to-date account of the political, social, educational;
and federal treatment nr laam,hare minority growls in America -
fram earliest colonial times to the Present. This exhaustive searc)q
reveals "the causes Priction and harmony between ethnic.:trnuPs
an l Prlvile'il each reader with an historical c,rnscirnce which is
*,:m)r-)villy relevant tmlay. (catalor)
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q64. <rear, Serafixia. Development of Pre-Rcading Skills in a Second
Language or Dialect. In "Confeenee on Child Language." Pre-
prints of _raters presented at the Cotiferefic, Chicago,
Illinois, November 22-14, 1971. D. 2),1-'163.
(ED 060 (54)

The bilingual education-nrogram in a given community should be
based on a sociolinguistic assessment, of that community, and comm-
unity memb,..rs should be involved in assessing the surrounding

- bilingual reality and in deciding whether they wish to mirror that
reality in the biliteracy program. This naner nresents alternative
for bilingual Programs Based on the nature and Objectives of the
community. The grogram models presented illustrate the relative
use of the native language or dialect and the second. language or
dialect in areas of concept develoment, prereading skills, written
and oral language development, and reading instruction. (RIE)

965. Lambert, W.E. and G.R. Tucker. Ilie21.2i111221:Education of Children.
Rowley, Massachusetts: Newbury Itolise Publishers. 1972.

(rarer).

Do children taught in a foreign tongue for the first.two
'years suffer in linguistic development of their native tongue?
Does bilingual education affect childrens' intelligence? What arc
some ways to establish bilingual programs? What are somenaterials
and methods used to teach in a bilingualschool? The results of
afive year study of the bilingual education nrogrnm at St. Lambert
School clearly answers the above questions. (cat -dog)

966. Larson, Donald N. and William A. Smalley. P4coming A
Guide to Language Learning. New Canaan, Connecticut: Practical
Anthronology. Pre-nublicAtion edition. 1912?! 426ro
(ED 066 076)

`Recominz bilingual as defined in this book is a Process by which
an adult acqdires an additional language id tie environment in which
it is spoken, surrounded by the culture in which it is used. The
book seeks to"present the learner.wich an integrated and systematic
treatment of his task--linguistic, cultural, and Practicalin
learning a new languagg abroad. The authors believe that habit
formation and practice have imnortant roles in the language learning
nrocess, cultural alienation is seen as the primary Problem in
living abroad, and learning the local language is a major factor in
adjustment to new surroundings. The book covers such tonics as
'motivation, language learning, nrograms, onportunities, techniques
for learning a language, and widening one's range of communication. (RIE)

967. Lesley, Tay. Bilingual Education in California. Master's thesois,
University of California, Los Angeles. 1071. Frim.
-(ED 0 Y:1 661)
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This study investigates the deyelonment of bilingual education in

California along with the impact of federal legislation and seeks to
evolve'a descriptive definition of the term "bilingual education" in
terms of programs for Mexican Americans in the state. Bilingual
programs in'the United State's and typologies for bilingual Programs
are discussed for background information.

The author considers 23
of the 26 bilingual Programs in California on the basis of objectives,
rarticipants, curriculum, methods and materials, teachers and teacher
training, and communi4y involvement. In'light of his findings, the
author presents a.classification of current programs and discusses
implications fbr further investigations. A list of references is
included along with the questionnaire used in the survey_of current
prouams and the questions, used in interviews with program directors.
A list offstate Programs, their directors and locations is provided.
(RIE)

968. .Leverii3n,.S. "Language Experience Approach for Teaching Beginning
P-a.ding-in Bilingual Education Programs." Hispania. Vol. 55
,(May 1972). rp: 314-319.
(EJ 056'358)

,

This article discusses the LEA Approach to teaching reading to
Spanisn-sneaking children. The author feels that reading should be
taught in the native language as well as in English, and that
beginning with the native language enables the child to experience
success al the start Of the program. Following a brief description
of the'development of reading programs and the approaches. currently
used by most bilingual projects, the author explains the benefic,s
of the LEA approach and offers some illustrations of the techniques
employed by his program. (DH)-

969. Levenson, Stanley. Planning Curriculum for Bilingual Education
Programs: K-12. Paper for TErL Convention, flew Orleans,
Mmrch, 1971, 13pr.
(W

053 587)

This speech provides an outline of the planning procedure and
framework for the curriculum used in the bilingual education program,
Project Frontier, at Chula Vista, California. It exylains the goals
of the Iroject which is gradually being expanded to all grade levels,
and it describes how the goals are interwoven into a framework made
un of units of learning at any one level. A diagram showing the-
framewcrk is included along with a chart showing the stens followed
in the r.urriculum development. Bibliography include-A. (RIE)

970. 1.2_1IbbaciiBilinunmenta) Education Program. Evaluation Report.
Luboock Independent School District, Texas. Washington, D.0.°:
Of rice of Education. 1.971.

(Fn 065 216)
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971. Mackey, William F. The Bilingual Community School.. Rowley,
Massachusetts: Newbury House Publishers. 1971, $6.95.

To get away from unproductiie generalizations about bilingual
education, the author developed a torologyof bilingual education.
Using it as a reference, he examined the bilingual Program.at the
John F. Kennedy School in Berlin. The object4ve was to determine
which goals in bilingual education are obtainable and by whcThi
and under what kind of conditions. The results piovide a frame-
work and-point of reference for teachers, administrators, and
students of bilingual-education. ( Catalog)

972. Mackey, W.F. Bilingual education in a Binational School. Rowley,
Massachusetts: Newbury House Publishers. 1972. $7.95.

A study of bilingual-education-at-work for Persons who wish to
profit from the experience ofbthers. Devoted to the description of
a type of school serving a community composed of families using
two different languages - German and English. Describes the
objectives and curriculum of the bilingual school, the manner of
teacheeselection aadtraining, and the selection and preparation
of materials. Includes Mackey's typology of bilingual education
which was developed as a reference to get away From unproductive
generalizations about bilingual education and to Provide a frame-
work of reference -for teachers., administrators, and students. (catalog)

973. Mackey, William F. "A Wpolagy of Bilingual Education." Quebec:
International. Center for Research-on Bilingualism, 1969. (Mimeo).

o

- . .

974. Mackey, William F. free Language Alternation in Early Childhood
Education. Iri "Conference on Child Language." preprints of
papers presented at the Conference, Chicaio,,Illinois, November'
22-24, 1971. 'p. 396-432.
(ED 060 755)

.

At the riipt of many early childhood bilingual education programs
is the widespread belief that the two languages Musbe used and ,

taught in different contexts, since the failure to do sO would
inevitably prodfice a single mixed language. From a study of the

'results achieved over a ten-year Period, it would seem that, if at
'least one of the-languages of the pre-school child is secure as a
medium of communication, free language alternation in early childhood
education canbc used with mixed language pdoulations as a means
to promote bilingualism in the kindergarten and Primary grades. The
language program 'described in this report encourages free alternation
between English and German on the partgof teachers and slieldents alike.
The force dominating and determining the language alternation is the
heed to communicate and the desire to 'Please. (RTE)

975. Magee., Conception' t. "Some Thoughts .for Improving the Effectiveness
of Bilingual Programs." Hispania. Vol. 55 (March 1972).
pp. 109-110.

4
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976. Malkcn, Anna Maria. "NCTE -ERIC Report: Bilingual Education; A

SnecialRenort from CAL/ERIC." Elementatry Enmlish 17;9
(nay, 1970). pp. 713-725,

977. Medinnus, lone R. and Others. Parent Attitudes Toward Education
Scale: Las Cruces School District, Ne4Mexico. dissemination
rnter for ';ilino.ual T-ical.1tral Education , Austin, "2-xar-
'.41shinpon, Offie of Edlleation. 11ir.

(ED o58 804)
.

This document provides a questionnaire to be Used to determine
the attitudes and influence of parents who have oWildren in bilingual
education nrograms. '''P'ty-three statements to be classified by
varying degrees of agreement and disagreement ire listed concerning
parental attitudes toward schools and teachers,he value of educa-
tion, the value of the parent's own education, and language educa-
tion in general. -Techniques for administering the questionnaire
are suggested along with possible uses of the resulting information.
(RIE)

4

978. The Memramcook Conference of North American Indian Young People
(Memramcook, New "Brunswick, July 1969 Teaching and Research
in Ricultural Education, Inc. Princeton, Maine. Washington,
D.C.: National Endowment for the Humanities. July 1969..163n.
(ED 063 054)

A meeting of over 100 American Ipdian and non- Indian young
people and adults from the eastern United States and Canada is
described in this publication.' Significant events of the ,4-day
conference are reported in order to show the evolution of ideas,
changes in attitude and behavicir,,thoughts, feelings, and creative.
enery and determination of today's young Indian men and women.
Discussion of the concept of an all-Indian school directed by
Indians is emphasized, and plans for continuing study of such a
project a-ee reported as the major accomplishment of the conference.' .

(RIE)

979. Modiano, Mancy. Reading, in Bilingual Education. "Paper rresented
at the Sixth Annual TESOL Convention. Washington, D.C.,
February 28, 1972. 8pp.,
(ED 065 000)

O

In a bilingual education program, reading should be introduced
in the child's stronger language. Reading in the second lanmuage
should, be delayed until the child has become fully literate in the
first language. ideally, that point should be Aetermined for each
child individually. The relative emphasis given to reading in each
language is based on different factors, basically depending on lang-
uage role. In the case of newly transcribed languages, the creation
of a written literature should be encouraged. (PIE)
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980. _Muller, Douglas G. and Robert Leonetti. A:.1umulative Summarv: ef the
3 Years of the Sustained Primary ProJra.m for BilingwzalStudents,

1,967-1970. Division of Plans and Supplementary Centers BESE.
1970. Ap%

. (ED 060 981)

In this report of the final evaluation of the Las Cruces (New
_Mexico) Sustained Primary Program for Bilingual Students (funded
under Title III of the Elementary and Secondary "Education Act), the
major findings for the academic years of 1967-68, 68-69, and 69-70 are
cited following a program descriptionviri terms of schools, students,''
teachers, class sine, classrooms and treatments, and objectives for
each year. As reported, K-3 bilingual children in le public elementary
schools that tended to be homogeneous with regard to the children's
cultural and socioeconomic backgrounds were placed in one of. three
instructional settings; (1) an experimental English program where
only English was used as an instructional language; (2) an experimen-
taa Spanish/English program -where both, languages were used, and
(3) a control program. The report discusses the program's effeCtive-
ness in terms of such factors as Spanish vs. English instruction,
children's intellecttial development and self-concept, parental involve-
ient, and the children's bicultural interaction. Although "resultg
of the K-3 experiment still are...inconclusive," it i. indicated
that,the Program is providing "...a very valuable set of learning
experiences in both the cognitive and affective domaind." (RIE)

981. National Conference on Bilingual Ed ation. Washington, D:C.:
Educational Systems Corporation.

mfED 033 256)

/
This final report. of the Bilingual Education Conference presents

an overview of the state of the art in America and position papers on
various theoretical aspects of bilingual education. The work of
over 40 leading specialists in the field includes discussion of a
typology of bilingual education, rroblems of research in a "pluri-
lingual univerfse", and children's second language learning in a
natural environment is incorporated. 0 significant topics/are a

egovernment report on thBilingual Educ tion Program (Elementary
1r

and Secondary Education Act: Title VII, 1967 Amendments), a keynote
address on the realities of biliOhal education and the components
and objectives Of a bilingual program.. Charts and an annendix with. a
conference guide, list of particinants, and a typology questionnaire
are furnished. (ERIC)

982. Nedler, Shari and Judith Lindfors. Bilingual Learning for the Spanish
Speakin5 Preschool Child. In "Conference on Child Language":

. preprints of papers presented at the Conference, Chicago,
Illinois, November 22-24, 1971. p. 142-169.
(ED o60 746)

It is easier for non-English-speaking preschool children to learn
new concepts if they are introduced in their own language. Once the
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Child has mastered the concept, it can be introduced in the'second
:language. The program described in this,report is designed for

-; Mexican-American nrescl!ool children. Content of the Program is
selected to relate meaningfully to the child's exnerience, back-
ground, knowledge, and skill building. The English coTronent of
the program views language as an internalized, self-contained system
of rules according to which sentences are created,spoken, or
understood. The child is not explicitly told a rule; he is shown
how a rule works, through carefully selected and sequenced represen-
tative examples of English sentences. The English program is
characterized by realistic situations, meaningful responses,
individual response, acceptance of all appropriate responses,
emphasis on questioning, use of complete forms, and initial em-
phasis on syntax, not vocabulary. (RIE)

983. Offenberg, Robert M. Let's Be Amigos: Title VII Bilingual ProjectReport. Evaluation of the First Year, 1969-1970, Philadelphia,
Pa.: School District of Phila., 1970, 134pr.
(ED 046 295)

This study assesses the implementation of the "Let's Be Amigos"
program for-Sranish mnd.English-sneaking

students during its first
year. The program% operating insPhiladelphia at the elementary
and secondary schocL levels, is described in terms of instructional
objectives, evaluation' criteria and procedures, student performance,
teacher perceptions of student behavior, reading and writing skills
of first-grade students, and the ctontinuing-education-in-Spanish

'nrogram. Commentary on a summer inAtitute (1969) for training
teachers in bilingual education programs concludes the report.
Statistical data, linguistic examples, and graphs are used exten-
sively. (ERIC)

984. 01-stad, Charles. Bilingual Education in Three Cultures. 1968. .32pp.
(ED 027 515)

985. Owens, Thomas R. Analysis of a Spanish-Bilingual Preschool "Program.
Paper presented at,AERA (Chicago, Illinois, April 1972).
April 1972. 22p.
(ED 064 397)

A report is given of student learning outcomes investigated overa one and one half ydar'reriod on the Spanish Dame School Project.
This project provided instruction in Spanish and English for approx-
imately 100 children between the ages of three and six. A pretest-
.posttest control group design was used involving eight groups. Four
tests were used on a pre-Post basis in the evaluation of the project
and control group children. Language acquisition was measured by
three instruments: The Comnrehension of Directions, Tests of Basic
Competence in English and Spanish, and The Test of English Grammar and
Vocabulary. School readiness was measured through'five categories of
the Inventory of Developmental Tasks (IDT). An analysis'of the
correlations among the project developed instruments revealed low
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intercorrelations among the tests, thus indicating that they a-,.*e

measuring separate skills. Children.'s family and background data
were collected from a parent interview. Findings include: (1) In
the area of oral development in Spanish, both the three and four
year old bilingual project preschool students demonstrated greater
growth than three control group's; (2) On a performance task for
four and tivd=year olds inv6iving the correct use of the past
tense in Spanish, ten out of 26 second.year bilingual preschool
children were able to perform successfully as were five out ot 14
bilingual kindergaiken class Children. InAllantrast to this, no
children in any of the control groups wer6cale to successfully
perform this task. In the area of oral English development, the
preschool groups showed greater gains than the comparison groups. (RIE)

986. Owens, Thomas R. and Ot'rs. Final Evaluation Report for ABRAZO-
Title VII Bilingua.. Project. 1970-1971. San Jose Unified
School District, California. Washington, D.C.: Office of
Education. September 1971. 7Opp.
(2D 065 212)-

41,

987. Oxman, Wendy G. The Effects of Ethnic Identity of Experimenter,
Language of Experimental Task, and Bilingual vs. Non-Bilingual
School Attendance on the Verbal Task Performance of Bilingual
Children of Puerto Rican Background. Ph.D. Dissertation, Fordhamt.,
University. 1972.

(Dissertation Abstracts Inte rnational. Vol. 33 (1972). p. 195A.).

The purpose of this study was to determine-whether bj.lingual
minority group children show evidence of alienation from a non-

,- bilingual school environment, and whether attendance at a bilingual
school would prevent that alienation. Ss were 256 fourth and fifth
grade bilinguals-of_Puerto Rican background; Ss attended eithei a
bilingual school or a-non4b4lingual school in the New York City
area. A-paired associate verbal learning task was administered
individually to a random sample'of 64 Ss in each school, equally
divided as to grade level and sex; Puerto Ricans and mori-PUerto
Ricans administered the task. The author hypothesized that the Ss
performance on the task would be inferior if he or she were alienated
from school in the non-bilingual environment, his performance would
also be inferior if the examiner were not of the same ethnic background.
Finally, it was expected that the performance of Ss in bilingual
z,lhools or programs would be superior to the PerfOrmance of Ss in
the supposed alien (non-bilingual) environment.

There was no significant difference in the mean sr:res of
students under any of the experimental conditions in non-Bilingual
schools, and the performance of Ss in bilingual schools was not
superior to the performance of Ss in non-bilingual schools. There-
fore, it was inferred that bilingual Puerto Rican children were not
alienated from the non-bilingual school environment, and that attendance
at a fully bilingual school may be a factor in alienation. Finally,
the ethnic identity of the experimenter may reflect distraction from
a verbal task, but not alienation. (DH)
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988. Parent-Questionnaire. Las Cruces School District, New Mexico.
Dissemination Centei" for Bilihrual Bicultural Education,
Austin, Texas., Washington, D.C.: Office of Education.
(..,,ntember 1971. llpp. (ED 11(1 811)

This instrument provides questions for determining Parental
attitudes toward aspects of the bilingual education programs in
which their children participate. The questions appear in both
English and Spanish. Techniques'for administering the questionnaire
are suggested along with pdssible uses of the informatiOn. (RIE)

989. Parent Questionnaire on Bilingual. Education. Jersey City State
College, New Jersey. Dishemination Center for Bilingual .

Bicultural Education, Austin, Texas. Washington, D.C.:
Office of Education. 16p.
(ED 058 803) ', -4,N.

.,..Thisdocument provides a questionnaire to be used to determine
the attitudes and influence of parents who have children in bilingual
education programs. Thirty seven questions are listed, covering
such factors as faily background, language usage at home, and
aspirations for the education of the children. Techniques for
administering the questionnaire are suggested along with possible
uses of the resulting information. (RIE)'

990. Peso Bilingual Language Development Project. Project Evaluation,
June 30, 1970. Peso Education Service Center Region 16, Amarillo,
Texas. Division of Plans and Supplementary Centers, BESE.
June, 1970. 102p.

(ED 064 010)

The "PESO" Bilingual Language Development Project was a 1-year_,
pilot study in 4 West Texas county school districts involving 451
Anglo said Mexican American 1st and 2nd grade students. The project
contained three components: (1) the development of bilingual oral
and written language skills--instruction in-the Spanish language,
and the concomitant development of concept formation ability, self-
image, and cultural awareness; and instruction in English, within the
regular school program; (2) the development of a well-trained staff
of bilingual teachers, and (3) through parent involvement, the
development of a positive relationship between the school and,community
concerning the bilingual Program. The objectives or the instructional
comnonent were achieved to a significant level; however, the attempt

(
: to develop Spanish written language skills failed. Testing indicated

the need for an entire year to develop Spanish oral language skills.
Staff development and parent involvement objectives wore met. Pro=
cedures for the attainment of these objectives were deemed practical,
but the evaluation'dczign was thought to need further development
owing to the lack of adequate, measurement devices in Spanish language
development. Eight exhibits, including a parent attitude survey and
evaluation reports, and 12 tables of tests results are anpended. (RM.
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991. Questionnaire: Parent Attitude Toward Bilingual Education. Las
Curces SChool District, New Mexico. Dissemination CentOr for
Bilingual nicultural Education, Austin, mexaq. 'Washington, D.C.:
Jffice of Edu&ation. 14pp. (ED 066 00)

992. Hebert, 'Robert J. ed. and Others. Bilingual Education for American
Indians. Washington, D.C.: Bureau of Indian Affairs ',Depart-

ment of Interior)'. 1971 102p.
(ED 061 789)

993. Region' XIII Bilingual Education Program. Evaluat.;;.on Report.

Washington, D.C.: Office of Education. August 1971. 194pp.

(ED 065 2214)i)

994. Robinett, Ralph. Developing Curriculum for Bilingual Education. In --
"Conference on Child Language." preprints of papers presented
at the Conference, Chicago, Illinois, November 22-24, 1971. 3Opp
Laval University, Quebec. International Center on Bilingualism.
Miami, Florida: Spanish Curricula Development Center.
(ED 061 811)

This document describes the work of the Spanish' Curricula
Development Center, a project funded by the Bilingual Education
Program Branch of the United-States Office of Education. It is the
function of the Center to develop multidisciplinary resource kits
to help support the mafor areas of instruction in Spanish at the
Primary level. -Forth-eight kits are Planned; kits 1-8 have been
completed and kits 9-24 are in progress, covering first grade and
thejfirst half of second grade. Each kit provides cwo weeks of
work and,covers five areas, of instruction: LangUage Arts -- Vernacular,

Social Science4 Science/Mathematics, Fine Arts and Spanish--Second
Language. The means for eiraluationdf pupils' progress are provided
in each kit along with supplementary audiovisual and manipulative
materials. A product design or overview is included. Further details
on the design and use of the kits and on the educational strands
and'assessment activities are provided here. (RIE)

995. Rowan, B. 'and Others.' "Teaching of Bilingual Children." Education.
Vol. 70 (March 1950) pp. 423-426.

996. Rowland Bilingual /Bicultural Education Project. Evaluation Report.
Rowland School Distyict, Rowland Heights, California: Washington,
D.C.: Office of Education. July 1971. 149P.
(ED 064 015)

997. Russo, John V. The Administrative Asnects of the Development of a
Bilingual Secretarial/Clerical Program at Santa Ana College.
Seminar paper. 21pp. June 1972.

(ED 062 986)
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994. Sancho, Anthony.R. Spanish: A New Approach to Bilingual Programs.
Paper presented at the Sixth Annual TESOL Convention. Washington,
D.C. February 29, 1972. 9pp.
(ED 062-842)

The child in the bilingual education situation must be aware of
the two languages involved as two .separatg sistems,corresponding to
the two distinct cultural entities that are part of his environment.
'The child must learn to separate, yet identify qith-, each system as
a useful and necessary means of communication. The teacher-directed
method is being used currently to teach Spanish as part of a bilin-
gua1-cUrriculum. According to this method, children receive teacher-.

directed instruction in *Danish as a native language and Spanish as
a foreigp language, in bilingual switching, and in rhetoric to teach- ,

effective speech in both languages, and a. awareness of human emotions .

in both cultures. Another method currently being used is tie small
groups process which groups together children with varied leiriguage
abilities; backgrounds, and academic-skills. :It, ipt:based:on the
theory that children from different language backgrounds, if exposed
to one another's language i.nte, bilingual setting which encourages

and reinforces both languaes equally, will develop the send lah-
guage naturally and easily, while improiring the first languakse. LRIE)

999. Saville, Muriel P. and Rudolph C. Troike. A Handbook of Bilingual - -_
Eduction. Center fOr Applied Linguistics, Washington, D.C.
ERIC Clearinghouse for Linguistics. January 1970. 69pp.
(ED,035 877)

This is a handbook for teachers and administrators of bilingual
education-programs. The first chapter is a historical view of
bilingualism, with a discussion of questions raised by educators
and a glossary of linguistic terms. Chapter II gives the linguistic,
psychological, social and cultural factors involved 'in bilingualism.
Chapter III gives suggestions for setting up bilingual programs,
stressing that the need must first be recognized by the community.
The fourth chapter,describes English phonology and grammar and
contrasts them With Spanish and Navajo to illustrate common teaching
problems. Chapter'V bases practical teaching suggestions "on
traditional axioms adapted to bilingual education." Chapter VI
notes the importance of evaluation and discusses language and
intelligence tests. (RIE; ECK)

1,000. Simmons, Raymond S. Final Evaluation Report for Colorado (City)
Bilingual Education Program, Colorado (City) Independent School
District, Colorado City, Texas. Colorado City Independent
School District, Texas. Washington, D.C.: Office of Education.
1971. 12p. . .

(ED 064 022)

1,001. Singer, H. "Bilingualism and Elementary Education." Modern tan-
.guage Journal. 'Vol. A0 (1.956). pp. 444-458.
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1,002. -Smith, Merle. Pontiac Title VII
71 Final Evaluation Report".

. Michigan. Washington, D.C.:*
(ED 061'84o)

Bilingual bducation T'rodram, 1970-
Pontiac City School District,
Office of Education. 1970. 72p.

1,003. Spolsky, Bernard (ed.). The Language Education of Minority Children.
Rowley, Massachusetts: Newbury House Publishers. 1972
(expected). $4.95.

Brings together writings on the problems of minority grouns
in the United States grouped into three topical sections: (1)

Multilingualism in the United States, (2) Bilingualism and Bilingual
Education, and (3) Language Education in Practice. Articles
proilide a basis for a course in the language education of-minority,
children, and the background to applied courses,j.iuch as bilingual
education, language arts methodology, applied linguistics, TESOL,*
English education, and foreign, language education. (catalog) ."

1,004. Stern, Carolyn and Diane Ruble.
P

Teaching New Conce2tIlailull
4 English Speaking Preschool Children. California University,

Los Angeles. Washington, D.C.: Office of Economic Opportunity;
Office of Education, Cooperative Research Program. August
1970. 36pp.

(ED 054 903)

Fifteen Mexican American Children from four Head Start
classes participated in this study, which tested three hypotheses:
(1) that children whose first language is Sn'anish and who are instruc-
ted in Spanish will require significantly.fewer trials to learn a
new concept than children instructed either in English or bilingually;
(2) that children receive in the first set of ney concepts inEnglish
will learn a second instance of the new Concept taught 'in English
more readily than children who were taught the first use of the
concept in Spanish; 'and (3) that, a Spanish language criterion test,
children taught concepts in English will do as well as children
taught those concepts in Spanish or bilingually. The procedure in-

. eluded pretesting with the Goodenough Draw-A-Man Test and the Ex-
pressive Vocabulary,Inventory in both English and Spanish; the
instructional program;.a criterion test in the appropriate language
using a series of booklets` developed to teach the concentual task
which was designed to test the hypotheses; and a posttest. Study
results rejected hypotheses 1 and 2, while hypothis could not he re-
jected. An appendix contains lessons used in the instructional program.
(RIE)

1,005. Stubing, C.H. and Others. Reports: "Bilingual Education: The
Status of the Art, 1970" (7th Annual Conference of the South-
west' Council for Bilingual Education, El Paso, Texas, November
20-21, 19707EasvCruces, New Mexico: Southwest Council for
Bilingual Education. 1970. 82t.
(ED 059 818)
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hwenort6on the status of bilingual education during 1970, this
. ' documeopt, is composed of presentations From the 7th Annual Conference

of the Southwest Council for Bilingual EducatiOn. Five napery are,"
inccLuded as i's a section-describint a proposed vrograth toti.p.crease
the Proficiency of bilingual teachers.: !Viso included are six para-
digms relating to the proposed program. (RIE)

-

1,006. Swain, "Terrill; ed. Bilingual Schooling: Some Experiencgs.in
Canada and the United States. Toronto, Ontario, Canada,,: The
Ontario Institute for Studies in. Education, 1972. 112b.

- (ED 061 849)

1,007. Thonis, Eleanor Wall. Bilingual Edue;.tion.for'.Mexican-AMerican
Children: A Report of An Experiment ConduCted at the Marys-

'

vine Unified Scicool District. Sacramento: California State
Department of Education.- 1967.

1,008.' Thonis, Eleanor All. Bilingual Education for Mexican-American
Children.... an Experiment. A Report of the Secoqd Yeari
September 1967 - June 1968. Marysville, California': arys-
vine Unified School District. 1969.

1,009." Thonis, Eleanor. The'Dual Language Process in Young Children. In
"Conference on Child Language." preprints 34; papers Presented
at theConference, Chicago, Illinois, November 22-24, 1971.
15p. Laval University, cuebec. International Center on Bilingual-
ism.

. (ED 061 812)

Broblems attributed to dual languag6 learning in early childhood
have been exaggerated and may be the result of a failure to control
significant research variables. The relationship between a child's
acquisition of a language and his ability to,think must be better
understodd for closer investigation ofithe effects of dual language
learning. Several conditions do appear to be conducive to proMoting'
dual language acquisition. It seems that the tiro'lamivages should
be kept in separate contents so that coordinated language sy-ems'
might develop. The best language models must be available in both
languages. A rich and varied background of environmental encounters
is important as are acceptance of the child's uniq,ueness, respect for-
his native language, appreciation of his cultural heritage and atten-
tion to his specific language requirements. Curriculum design for
early childhood bilingual education should take these conditions into
account and encourage improved oral language ability and introductory
literacy skills in the native language, intensive oral language
development and reliness for literacy in the second language, and
access to knowledge in the stryonger language. (PIE)

1,010. Trevino, Bertha. "Bilingual Utruction in rimary qraAes." 'Iodern
Language Journal., (Arri1,1.970). pn. 25T-2>6.
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Tucker, G.R. and Alison D'Anglejan. ."Some Thoughts Concerning,
Bilingual Education Programs." Modern Language Journal. 55:8
(December, 1971). pp. 491-493.

1

(EJ 047 576)

Discusses advancements made in bilingual programs in the
'United States and Canada, (CIJE)

1,012. Ulibari-I, Horacio. Bilingual Education: A Handbook for Educators.
Interpretive Studies on Bilingual Education. New Mexico
University, Albuquerque. College of Education. Office of
Education (DHEW), Washington, D.C. Bureau of Research, March,
1970. 151pp.
JED 038 078)

. This comprehensive handbook on bilingual education, designed
to aid administrators primarily, presents program guidelines, pro-
cedures for prog;Am initiation, and an annotated bibliography. Based
on analyses of some 2,000 reports on bilingual and bicultural
education, the work stresses social, cultural and psychological
concepts in sections treating: (1)objectives of bilingual, education
programs, 12) program description,'(3) teacher role, (4) materials,
(5) evaluation, (6) counseling, and (7) program initiation and
implementation': (RIE)

1 ,013. UlEbarri, Horacio. The Effects and Implications of Culturally .

Pluralistic Education on the Mexican-American. Albuquerque,
- New Mexico: 'Scluthwettern Cooperative Educational Laboratory.,

1970. 43p.
(ED 058 971-) \

Establishing that cultural diversity may be nothing more than
ecological adjustment and then examining the literature and research
relLted to culturally pluralistic education, the author deals with
Mexican American children and children from other minority groups
in terms of growth and developient, language acquisition and learning,
bilingual programs and methodology and tests and measurements. The
au0orrecommends three areas,for basic research: (1) life-style

Studies, (2) socibpsychological studies, and (3) educational studies.
In addition, it is stggested that a new start for the education of
multicultural children utilize an organizational systems approach.
One figure and a 74- item - bibliography are included. (RIE)

1,014. Ulibarri, Horacio. Interpretive Studies on Bilingual Education.
Final Report! New Mexico University, Albuquerque. College of
Education. Office of Education (DHEW), Washington, D.C.
Bureau of Research. March, 1970. 99PP.
(ED 038 079)

This final report contains speeches on bilingualsim'given at
conferehces in San Antonio, Los Angeles, and Albuquerque: "Bilingual-
ism and Socioculture", "Community Involvement Through Effective Use
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of Mass Media Communication", "In-Service Training", "Folklore",
"Dilectic Education", and "What's the Score on Bilingual Education?"
are reprinted in this work. A series of on-going, public school
projects'in bilingual education are examined individually. The
history of the entire project is reviewed and abstracts provided
for four mongraphs, concerning project- funding and function, a
compendium on bilingual education administrator guidelines, and a
collection of ideas and materials on bilingurd education drawn
from warious sources. Pre- and post-questionnaires, evaluation of
conferences, and a concluding statement are included. (RIE)
,

VIP
1,015. University of the State of New York. The State EducationsDePartment,

Division of General Education, Bilingual Education Unit.
Administrative Procedures fizz. the Bilingual Education Act.
Albany, New York: 1971. 26pp.

. I

1,b16. University of the State of New York. The State Education Department,
Division of General Education, Bilingual Education Unit.
Bilingual Education, A"Tosition Paper. Albany, New York
August L1972.

1,017. University of the State of NeW York. The State Education Department,
DiviSion of General Education, Bilingual Education Unit.
Bilingual Educational Services.

1,018. Tiniversity of the State of New York. The State Education Department,
Division of General Education, BilingUal Education Unit.
Programs under the Bilingual Education Act--Title VIIESEA:
Manual for Project Applicants ana Grantees. Albany, New York:
1971. 202pp

1,019 Valencia, Atilano A. Bilin al Bicultural EdlicatiOn: A Perspective
Model in M,ilticultural America. Southwestern Cooperative
Educational Laboratory. Alberquerque, Net Mexico. April 1969
(ED 028 017)

Bilingual/bicultural education, with its focus on the linguistic
and cultural needs of.America's multicultural population, is emerging
as a potential type of educational curriculum. Difficulties en-
countered by the non-English-speaking child, with instruction
presented in a language essentially foreign to him, point to the
value of bilingual and cross-cultural education in the instructional
program. However, demographic data and careful examination of the
educational needs of the children are necessary, in ascertaining the
type of bilingual program for a geographical area. In this volume,
19 models (some operative; some theoretica.1) and 9 bilingual Programs
for Spanish-speaking children are presented to illustrate differences,
similarities, and potentialities of the models for implementation
elsewhere. (RIE) -#
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1,020. Valencia, Atilano A. Bilingual/Bicultural Education--An Effective
Learning, Scheme for First 'Grade and'Second Grade :'Danish Speak.
ing, English Speaking, and American Indian Children in New
Mexico. Southwestern Cooperative Educational Laboratory.
August 1971. 134pp,
(ED 054 883)

1,021. Verner, Zenobia and Josue Gonzalez. "English Langdage Teaching in
a Texas Bilingual Program." English Language Teaching. 25:3
(June, 1971). np. 296-302.
(EJ 042 878)

1,022. Walsh, Donald D. and Others. "Teaching Spanish in School and
College to Native Speakers of Spanish." Hispania. Vol. 55
(October 1972). pp. 619-631)

This is a report of recommendations of the American Association
of Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese about the education of the
Spanish-siDeaking in the United States. The basic recommendations
is that each school', elementary through college, that has Spanish-
speaking students should establish special sections to aeveroD
literacy in Spanish and reinforce or complement other areas of the
curriculum. The program on which all the premises were based
is the Spanish-S prograi (Spanish for Spanish sneakers) in Dade
County, Miami,Florida, which Was begun in 1969 for Cuban immigrants.
The report diF asses the relationship of Spanish-S to other Spanish
teaching,,the curriculum and teaching methods, a seven-step strategy
to develop literacy, teacher training and includes a'bibliogranhy
of teaching materials. (ECK)

1,023. White, Ronald V. ."Activating Advanced ESL Students: A Problem
and a Solution," TESOL Quarterly, 5:3 (September, 1971),
pp. 231-238.

This paper concerns itself with Problems inteaching advanced
ESL students.. The first of these is contextualization, the problem
of making the connection between the linguistic features of,an
utterance and the non-linguistic features of the situatiol pperating
when the utterance is made. The second is the difficult306f the
learner in identifying himself with the language he is being required
to learn. The author describes a simulation- study -role tilaying
project carried on with advanced students which resulted in an
enlivened Englidh program. (from the article)

1,624 Williams, Frederick and Othqs. 'Carrascolendas: Effects of a
Sn'anish/English Television Series for Primary School Children.
Final Report. Evaluation Component. Texas University, Austin.
Center for Communication Research.
(ED o66 048) .

1,025. Williams, Frederick and Diana S. atalicio. Evaluating Carrascol-
endas:. A Television Series for Mexican-American Children.
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Texas University, Austin. Center for Communication Research.
Washington, D.C.: Office of Education. Paper presented at the
annual meeting of the American Educational Research Association,
(Chicago, Illinois) April, 1972. 19p.
(ED 062 367)

1,026. William, Frederick and Geraldine Van Wart. On the Relationship of
Language Dominance and the Effect's of Viewing CABRASCOLENDAS.
Texas University, Austin. Center for Communication Research.
September 1972. 8pp.

(ED o66 058)

A study was made of the relationslip between the language
dominance of a chifd and the effects viewing a bilingual tele-
vision program called Carrasc9,1-endas. A previous study showed that
the program did have an effect on average knowledge gains among
viewer ". In order to ascertain whether these gains were in some
way'related to the language dominan.!if. of the child, an index was
constructed to determine the child's language dominance--Spanish,
English, or bilingual. When this index was correlated with gains
made as a result of viewing the program no significant evidence
was found that the effects of viewing Carrascolendas were related
to, or dependent ,upon, the child's language dominance. (RIE)

1,027. Wilson. Robert D. Assumptions for Bilingual Instruction in the
Primary Grades of Navajo Schobls. Paper presented at
Conference on Child Language (Chicago, November 22-24, 1971).
38p.

(ED 059 766)

1,028. Zirkel, Perry Alan. Aural-Ora1-Skills and Different Models of
Bilingual Education. Paper presented at the Sixth Annual TESOL
Convention, Washington, D.C. February 29, 1972.
1F7) 061 792) .

This paper seeks to define the program title "Basic Skills in
Bilingual Education: Grammar and Pronunciation." The author
considers the terms separately. Grammar and pronunciation should
perhaps-be defined,as aural-oral skills to better specify what ks
involved. Various definitions of bilingual education are discussed,
as are the linguistic and sociolinguistic factors that should be

4 considered in a typology of bilingual education. The idea of basic
skll's in bilingual education programs cannot be limited to language.
The output'as well as the, input of such programs must be seen in
terms of concept aswell as of language development. Linguistic,
sociolinguistic, and educational factors must all be taken into
consideration when defining bilingual education. (RIE)

1,09. Zirkel, P.A. "Two Languages Spoken Here." Grade Teacher. 1971. 88.
3E-40,59.

This Article describes the first two years of the elementary
bilingual education program for Puerto Rican children in New Haven,
Connecticut. It explains the organization of lessons and staff and
describes score of the teacher-made and commercial materials used. (ECK)
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. I. Educational Materials forpeachers of Non- English- Speaking
Students

-d

1,030 Aarons, Alfred C. "ESL/EFL Materials," TESOL Newsletter, 2:3
and 4 (November, 1968).'

A supplementary bibliography (to the author's "TESOL
Bibliography" of a year and a half earlier) of ESL/EFL text-
books, language and linguistics, English language, special
areas, and ESWEFL related "supplementary materials that help
to make one a better ESL/EFL teacher." (NYS Bibliography) .

1,031 Aarons, Alfred C. "TESOL Bibliography." Florida FL Retel...r,
(Spring 1967). (Available as Florida FL Reprint) (paper)

An extensive, partly annotated bibliography of TESOL text-
books, methodology, language anthologies, linguistics, English
language, periodicals, resource centers, bibliographies, special
issues, special areas and dictionaries. (NYS Bibliography)

1,032 Alesi, Gladys and Dora Pantell. Dimily_Life in the U.S.A. New
York: Regents Publishing Company.

An adult reader for beginning students. :Relates the daily
lives of an average immigrant family in the, U.S. Vocabulary
and sentence structures are simple and carefully graded, but
the content reflects adult interests.' Each lesson includes
two readings - the second more difficult than the first - plus
exercises in comprehension, grammar, pronunciation, and
conversation. Price (1972): $1.25 (catalog)

1,033 Alesi, Gladys E. and Dora F. Pantell. First Book in American
English. New York: Oxford Book. 1962. 241 pp.

Designed for adult basic education courses. Second Book in
American English .published in 1964.

l,o314

1,035

Agard, F.B. .et al. El ingl4 hablado: Para los mien hablan
espeol. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston. 1953.

One of a series fpr eleven languages, prepared by:the American
Council of Learned Societies. Most of the others are out of
print. What are. available are sold by the Columbia University
Press (Spoken English Series). Includes records. High school
and above. (CAL Bibliography)

Allen, Harold B. (comp.). Linguistics and English Linguistics.
A Bibliography. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts. 1966.

An unannotated, selective listing of books and articles.
Major divisions include bibliographies, dictionaries, linguistics,
English language and English linguistics, language instruction
and special topics. (Heffernan- Cabrera)
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1,036 Allen, Harold B. (ed.) ReaL212.32edEn:p.istdin:sirIL'n:.isties,
.21d Edition. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1964.
(paper)

1,037

1,033.

A collectift of 62 articles representative of current
linguistic thought and applications,. this anthology is a compan-
ion to Allen's Teaching English as a Second Language and includes
coverage of transformational grammar and linguistic applications
to reading, writing, speaking and listening. (NYS Bibliography)

Allen, Harold B. (ea.l. Teaching English as a.Second Language:
A Book of Readings. New York: McGraw-Hill, 2nd ed. 1972.
$9.50.

Contains the work of 45 authors in the areas of linguistics,
psychology and education, from Australia, EnglanU,Ahe U.S.,
Canada and the Philippines;' some theoretical and some practical.
Nine subject areas, each with an overview: Theories and Approaches,
Teaching English Speech, Teaching English Structure, Teaching
English Vocabulary, Teaching English Usage and Composition,
Teaching the Printed Word, Reading and Literature, Methods and
Techniques, Teaching-with Audio- Visual, Aids and Testing. (NYS
Bibliography)

Allen, Robert L.; Allen, Virginia French; and Margaret Shute.
English Sounds and Their Spellings: A Handbook for Teachers
and Students. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1966.
(paper) $2.75.

This book can be used in different ways for different
purposes in different kinds of classes for students of any age.
Its distinctive features: a systematic sequence for coordinating
teaching sounds with patterns of spelling; a procedure'from
regular to irregular spellings; calling "short" vowels the basic

-sounds, and "long" vowels the name sounds of vowels; avoidance of
conventional phonetic symbols by representing vowel sounds by
numbers; 40 lessons include explanations, instructions and
practice. Films available. (NYS Bibliography) '

1,030 Allen, V.F. People in Fact'and Fiction: Selections Adapted for
Students of English as a Foreign Language. New York:
Thomas-Y. Crowell co. 1957. paper.

1,040 Allen, V.F. People in Livingston: A Reader for Adults Learning
English. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell co. 1953. paper.

1,041 Allen, Virginia French and Robert Allen'. Listen and Guess! New
York: McGraw-Hill. 144 pp.

A program for auditory comprehension practice, designed for
pupils who have studied English by the audio-lingual approach
for at least one year. Listening to the conversations, th!
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1,042

1,043

.1'

1,o1,14

1,045

student is familiarized with idioms, a basic vocabulary of 800-
1000 wards, and the native speech patterns and rhythms of the
English,langmage. A Laboratory Book accompanies each of the
tapes or recordings; it includes notes, typical grammatica and
sentence structures, a worksheet of questions on each conversa-
tion, and a vocabulary list of new words used in the conversations.
(NYS Bibliography)

Allen, V.F. pnd R.L. Allen. Review Exercises for Eaglish as a
'Foreign language. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co. 1961.
paper. 149.np,

For oral and written practice at the intermediate level.
Contains suggestions to the teacher on method of presentation.
(Hefferman-Cabrera)

Allen, Walter Powell.. Easy Crossword Puzzles. -.Rockville,
Maryland: English Language Services, Inc. Two, volumes
@ $0.85 ea.

Eachbook (Easy Crossword Puzzles for Learners of English
and More Easy Crossword Puzzles for ... etc.) contains 20
puzzles. The first puzzle in each book is made from the list
of the first 500 most frequently used words in English, and the
remaining puzzles gradually add less frequently used'words. The
words in the clues to each puzzle are parallel in frequency with
those in the puzzle. (catalog)

Allen, Walter Powell: More EasyCrossword Puzzles for People
101211Learrilrlisn. Washington, D.C.: English Language

Services, Inc 1970.

Allen, Walter Powell. Selecting Reading Materials for Foreign
Students. Rockville, Maryland: English Language Services,
3c7$711.70.

Designed as a guide for teachers of ESL in helping thei select
aterias containing reading selections which will provide people
from other lands with background for understanding the language.
(catalog)

1,(46 Alter, Jason B. et al. Utterance-Response Drills for St ?dents of
English as a Second Language. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall. 1966.

1,047

Conversational practice for upper high school or college age
students.

Alvarado, Patricio R. and Luis Montalvo. Mi Primer Libro de Mitauinas
Simples: Trabajo y Fuerza Escuela Intermedia Grados 7, 8
y 9 (My First Book of Simple Machines: Work and Force.
Intermediate School Grades 7, 8 and7-777ssemination Center for
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Bilingual Bicultural rducation, Austin, Texas. Washington, D.C.:
Office of EducatiOn. October 1971. 18 p.
(ED 059 638)

1,048 Alvarado, Patricio and Luis Montalvo. Mi Segundo Libro de Mg-
quinas Simples: Las Paiancas.- Escuela Interhedia Grades
7, 8 y 9 (My SecondBook of Simple Machines: Levers. Inter-
mediate School Grades 7, 8 and 9). Dissemination Center for
Bilingual Bicultural Education, Austin, Texas. Washington, D.C.:
Office of Education. October 1971. 25p.

1,o49

1

1,050

(ED 059 64o)

Alvarado, Patricio R. and Luis Montalvo. Mi Tercer Libro de
MiAninas Simples: La Rueda y la Polea. Escuela Intermedia
Grados 7, 8 y 9 (My Third Book of Simple Machines: The
Wheel and the Pulley. Intermediate School Grades 7, 8 and 9).
Dissemination Center for Bilingual Bicultural' Education,
Austin,'Texas. Washington, D.C.: Office of Education.
October 1971. 25 p.

(ED 059 637)

Alvarado, Patricio R. and Luis Montalvo. Mi Cuarto Libro de
MAquinas Simples: Otras Modificaciones.de la Rueda.
Escuela Intermedia Grados 7, 8 y 9 (M Fourth Book of
Simple Machines: Other Modifications of the Wheel. Inter-
mediate School Grades 7, 8 and 9). Dissemination Center for .

Bilingual Bicultural Education, Austin, Texas. Washington, D.C.:
Office of Education. October 1971. 22p.
(ED 059 639)

1,051- Alvarado, Patricio and Luis Montalvo. Mi Quinto Libro de Mdquinas
Simples: El Plano Inclinado. Escuela Intermedia Grados 7,
8 y 9 (My Fifth _Book of Simple Machines: Thd Inclined Plane.
Intermediate School Grades 7, 8 and9) National Consortia
for Bilingual Education, Fort Worth, Texas. Philadelphia
District, Pennsylvania. Washington, D.C.: Office'of Educa-
tion. October 1971. 19p.
(ED 059 641)

1,052 American English Charts with Teacher's Manual. New York: American
Book Company. l' charts and manual.

Charts (17" x 23") are of everyday life: the home, office, city,
country, etc. Teacher's Manual gives suggested uses. Sold in
binder which converts to easel for the charts. (CAL Bibliography)

1,053 The American Language Institute (New York City). American Englishf
An Integrated Series for International Students. Philadel-
phia, The Center for Curriculum Development, Inc. 1970

A complete course in modern American English which includes
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foul basic texts, books on pronunciation and dictation and
guided composition, tapes for laboratory exercises (coordinated
with the basic texts), a laboratory workbook and three'readers
(also coordinated with the basic texts). This series is
primarily designed for, older students studying here or abroad.
The cultural orientation is largely New York City centered.
Evaluation kit available for $15.00 from:

The Center for Curriculum Devtlopment, Inc.
401 Walnut Street

_Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106

1,054' American University Language Center Tests. Washington, D.C.:
Educational Services. 1961.

%

A series of diagnostic tests: 1. English.Usage, 2. Aural/
Oral rating, 3. Vocabulary. and Reading Tests, and 4. Listening

.

Test. Used for United States State Department Grantees and for.
college-oriented students. (HefTerman-Cabrera)

1,055 Amsden, Constance et al. A Reading Program for Mexican-American
Children. Revision 1. Los Angeles: Youth Opportunities
Foundation. 1965. 69 pp.
(ED 016 157)

1,056 Annotations on Selected Aspects of the Culture of Puerto Rico
and Its People. Albany: New York State Education Depart-
ment. (1969). 85p.
(ED 059 933)

Intended for teachers who are currently workiug with Puerto
Rican children, this manuscript provides an orientation to the
cultural and historical background of Puerto Rico. The primary
purpose of this survey is to depict significant contributions
that occurred in Puerto Rico. Contents include information and
materials obtained from national archives, official documents,
and cultural institute reports, and offer a collection of
selected notes relevant to Puerto Rico's history, music, every-
day life and culture, horticulture, architecture and current
trends. A series of descriptions about famous Puerto Ricans is

4 also included, tracing the culture from 1580 to 1968. An alpha-
betical listing of information sources by author is presented
from which educators may secure information about Puerto Rico.
(RTE)

1,057 Arapoff, Nancy. Writing Through Understanding. New York: Holt,
. Rinehart and Winston. 1970.

Composition practice for upper high school or college age
students,
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1,058 Aurbach, Joseph et al. Transformational Grammar: A Guide for
Teachers. Rockville, Maryland: English Language Services,
17775750.

instiuctional course designed to provide the English
teachem with an introduction to transformational grammar theory
and application. Includes sections on'syntax, morphology, and
phonology oriented to clasaroom texts using the new grammar.
(catalog)

1,050 Baird, Cynthia, Comp. La Razi in Films: A List of Films and
Filmstrips. 1972 TTPP
(ED 065 245)

-

A listing of over 200 films and filmstripsconcerning the

Spanish-speaking people in the United.States is given in this
publication. (RIE)

Bauder, Robert G. Ameri.can English Rhetoric: Writing from
.Spoken Models for Bilingual Students. New York: Holt,
Rinehart and Winston. 1971.

-.11- 4 Composition practice for upper high school or college age'
students.

4,
'1014

Baumwoll, Dennis and Robert L. Saitz. Advanced Reading and
Writing: Exercises in English as a Second. Language. Nevi
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston. 1965

Reading -end composition practice for upper high school and
College age students.

. .

1,042 Benson, Susan Shattuck. Proyecto Leer Bulletin, Number 8.
,.. Washington, D.C.: Books for the People Fund, Inc.

Washington, D.C.: 'National Endowment for the Humanities.

1,063

1971. 10p.

(ED 063 821)

This bulletin lists educational materials for the Spanish
speaking. Several hundred documents are listed in three main
sections: (1) organizations, programs, laws and news related
to the Spanish speaking; (2) a list of books selected; and (3)
a list of publishers and distributors with their addresses.
Several bibliographies are included. Entries are annotated and
include comments pertaining to grade level: (RIB)

Benson, Susan Shattuck. Proyecto Leer Bulletin, Number 9.
Washington, D.C.: Books for the People Fund, Inc.
Washington, D.C.: National Endowment for the Humanities.
1971. 10p.
(ED 063 822)
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This bulletin lists addresses of publishers and distribu=
tors of slidiovisual instructional materials in Spanish in the
Uhited States and Latin America. Sources are listed in four
categorieS: (1) federal sources of materials, information on
materials names of resource people, programs, and proposal
guidelinei concerning the Srnish,speaking; (2) consumer
education materials is Spanish or tor the Spanish speaking;,
(3) folk music of the Americas; and (4) books, bibliographies,
and periodicals. Two sections listing children's and adults'
books in Spanish are included with annotations. (RIE)

1,064 Bernardo, Leo U. and Dora F. Pantell. English: Your New
Language. Morristown, New Jersey: Silver Burdett.
2 vole: 1966-67.

Designed for adult basic educaticin courses. Records and.
tapes available.

1,065 Binner, Vinal O., American Folktales: A Structural Reader.
New.York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company. 1966.

Graded supplementary reader. Contains 15 simplified
reading paSsages for students with knowledge of basic English -'
structures! and a1,000-word basic vocabulary. Selected
svocabulakyl, idioms, related words and opposite word lists,
Which.follOw readings, provide for vocabulary buildting. Ipptific
sentence structures taken from context provide controlled:
exercises for practice. Conversation questions, write-or-tell
exercises, and pronunciation drills With modified Trager-Smith
transcriptions follow.. Appendixeb include table of punctuation
marks, guide to pronunciation, glosiary of grammatical terms,
vocabulary and index. (HeffermanLeabrera)

1066 Black; John W. American Speech for Foreign Students. Spring-
field, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, publisher., 1963

A fairly complete edition for foreign students which des-
cribes American speech and gives exercises,in speech and listening.,
(Hefferman-Cabrera) (rev. and abridged)

1,167 Boggs and Dixson, Robert J. English Step by Step With Pictures,
New York: Regents Publishing Company, (revised edition).

The pictures which form an integral part of this text are
used to introduce and reinforce new vocabulary, aid retention
through association, assist comprehenSion, and,help maintain-a
high level of student interest and motivation. Designed for
beginning students. Covers vocabulary of approx. 800 words (16
new words/lesson). Presents basic grammar and structure in con-
versational context.

Price (1972): Book/$1.75 ea.; Posters t20" x 24", color)/
$4.00. (catalog/
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1,069

Boggs.and Dixson, Robert 1. 'Sound Teaching: A Laboatory
Manual of American English. New York; Regents Publishing
Company. ,

An audio-lingual course for conversational practice in
American English consisting ofa manual 'and tapes. May be used
as a"complete course or as a cours4-supplement. Lessons are
divided into three steps: grammar practice; question and
answer exercises; and phrasing, intonation, and pronunciation.
Each lesson averages approx. 13 minutes of playing time.. Manual
may also be used as a basic text.

Pricgs (1972): text @ $1.75 tapes and manual @ $75.00
(catalog)

Brooks, Nelson. Language and Language Learning; Theory and
Practice. New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1964.

Presenting the audiolingual method, this work is easy to
read and Avers many helpful topics: mother tongue and econd
language, language teaching, language and culture language and
literature, etc. (NYS Bibliography)

1,070
Bumpass, Faye L.' Letts Read Stories. Five volumes. New York:

McGra*-Rill, 1965. (paper). '

A series of reade'rs, including adaptations from Irving
through Twain. Eadh lesson contains a part of a story and a
section of oral practice on words and patterns with intonation
indicated. Reviewpractice is provided after every two parts,
and a general test on, comprehension at the end of each story.
Notes on the author's life, a word list, and suggestions to the
teacher are also included in each book. (NYS Bibliography)

1,071 Bumpass, Faye L. The New We Learn Englith: 'New York; American
Book Company. 5 vols: 1968.

Series for .early grades. Revised international edition of
0 the English version, We Learn English (1959), cf an earlier

Spanish language series, Vamos a aprender el inkles (1955).
Illustrations, songs and games accompany a pattern practice
approach modelled for children. Emphasison oral skills but
reading and writing practice included. First volume, Language
Readineas Book, consists entirely of pictures. Reading introduced
.in second volume. Series brings students to low intermediate level,
'leading up to sequel series, We Speak English. From second
volume on, two-page notes to the teacher suggest steps for develop-
ing aural-oral skills and for teaching reading and writing.
(CAL Bibliography)

1,072
Bumpass, Faye L. We Speak English. New York: American Book

Company. 2 vols. 1967.

9

4
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1,073

Beginning course designed for 10-13 year olds of no
specific language background. "functional" approach:
Book I baged on 630 -word vocabulary. Each of 8 units contains E
short conversational dialog:and extensive sequenced drills.
Songs and games also included. Book II has 7 units and is based
on. a 829-word vocabulary. Teacher's editions discuss teaching /
methods and techniques, and provide guides to exercises and drills.
(CAL Bibliography)

Burnett, Richard 41.. Basic Reading Inventory. Rensenville,
Illinois: Scholastic Jesting Service. 1966.,

A basic reading test for illiterates and up to fourth or
fifth-grade literacy level. Identifies basic skill strengths.
Part I, Vocabulary; Part 2, Ability to hear beginning sounds;
Part 3, Synonymous reading; Part 4, Synonymous listening;
Part 5, Reading context and listening. ( Heffernan-Cabrera)

1.074 . Burt, Kira and Carol Kiparsky. Gooficow- Common Errors in
Spoken English. Rowley, Massachusetts'- Newbury House
'Publishers. 1972. ,

0
Contains a limed sampling of speech errors made by speakers

of other languages and arranged on the basis of errors that fall
together structurally. The goal is to provide a practical guide
to enable teacherslto identify and treat errors made by non-native
speakers of English. Each chapter provides the teacher with a
summary of each type of error, an analysis of-the error,_ and
rules-of-thumb for correcting the faulty habits. (catalog)

1,075 California Achievement Test. 11th edition. California4est
Bureau. 1957.

Scores are- given in the areas "of reading, arithmetic, and
language; grades one through fourteen. Performance is given by
grade placement and in profile form. Percentile and age norms
are provided. These tests are useful with advanced ESL students
to determine their readiness for high school subjects. .

(Heffernan-Cabrera)

1,n74 Caskey, Owen L.Acomp.) and Jimmy Hodges, (comp.). A Resource
and Reference Bibliogruhy on Teaching an Counseling the
Bilingual Student. Texas Technological College, Lubbock.
Sc of of Education. March 1968.
(ED)032 966)

Citations for 733 seleCted references published between
1914-1967 cover materials on the teaching and counseling of
bilingual students. The purpose of the bibliography is-to
provide as many extensive helpful references as possible.
Literature dealing with Indian and Mexican-American children is
included. (RIE)
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1,077 . Center for. Applied Linguistics.m Aural,Aids in English for

.Foreigners, 2nd Ed., Washington; D.C.: Center for Applied
Linguistics, (1964).

,

.
An annotated list of sources for tapes and records.

(NYS Bibliogfaphy) dik

s,

1,078 Center for Applied Linguistics. English as a Second Language in
Elementary. Schools: Background and Text Materials.
Washington, Center for Applied, Linguistics, (1967):
(paper)

Gives informatidn on Iiratuams Ind materials > (NYS tibliogriphy)

1,070 Center for Applied Linguistics. Visual Aids-for English as a
Second Language. Washington, D.C.: Center for Applied
Linguistics, (1965 .

This annotated list gives sources of Owts; pictures,
films, filmstrips slides and games useful td'..fhe teacher.
Included are background readings and tirticles on making and

. using the aids. (NY$ Bibliography)

1,080 Cervenka, Edward.-Odministrative Menual for Inventory of
Socialization of Bilingual Children_Ages 3-10, 1968, 75pn.
(ED 027 062)

This battery of.testinstruments is one of a set cif three
developed for use in the,study of bilingual instruction programs
and other compensatory prograns in Texas. The socialization in-
ventory has been based on,a sociologicalyiew of personality as
a developing and changing entity. Four sub-mAsures are in- 4.
eluded: (1) a measure of self concept; (2) a behavior rating
scale of a child's interpersbnal behavior in an interview with
the test administrator; (3) a behavior rating scale of a child's.
general social behavior in the classroom;, and (4) a questionnaire'
given to parents of children ip biliagual programs. Administra-
tion and rating direction arepravided. Samples of sociali7ar
tion measures and their rating sheets form the bulk of this report..
(FIE)

f***

1,081 Cervenka, Edward. Administrative Manua. for Tests at. Basic\Lan-
guage Competence in English and Spanish: Level (Preschool):
Children Ages 3-6, 1968, 146pp.
(ED 027 063)

This battery of test instruments is one of three developed for
use in the study of bilingual instruction programs and other
compensatory programs in Texas. The tests are to be individually
administered and are designed to measure the child's basic
language competence via the perceptual and motor sides of
linguistic and communicative phenomena. In this manual, guide-
linesnfor the selection and training of test administrators

4
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1,032

1,083

1,034

1,085

suggest desireable.protessional and qualifications.
The importance of a trial testing period is stressed. Forms A
and B of the test in both language versions are included.
Samples in the appendix inclUde pictures for the oral.vocabulary
tests, the scoring sheet for subtests, and the rating sheetof
the child's interpersonal behavior in an interview with the
test administrator. (RIE)

Glarey, Elizabeth and Robert 4. Dixson. Curso prigetico de
pronunciaciOn del int111. New York: 'Regents Publishing
Company. $1.25.

This Spanish edition of Pronunciation "xercises in
English was adapted by Julio I. AndUjar to give particular
emphasis to the problems most frequently encountered by
Spanish-speakers in the pronunciation of English. `See entry
under English title for additional information.

Price (1972): text @ $1.25, records-and text @ $8.95, tapes
and text @ $21.00 (catalog)

Clarey,.E13:abeth and Robert J. Dixson. Pronunciation Exercises
in EntLish. New York: Regents Publishing Company. 1963,
$1.25 (7407r).

Each lesson deAls with a single sound.. After a concise
explanation of its production, each sound is practiced in single
words -, minimal pairs, sentences, intonation exercises, and short
*review paragraphs. This book may be used with beginners to
establish good pronunciation; or with advanced studenA to
correct faulty pronunciation.

Also available in Spanish edition under the title: Curso
prfictico de PronunciaciOn del ingles. (catalog)

Close, R.A. English as a Foreign Language: Grammar and Syntax
for Teachers and Advanced Students. 'Cardbridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press; 1962.

Source book for teachers containing many discussions and
examples of grammatical and usage distinctions. From his
background of exPeriehee in his native England and abroad the
author discusses problems'and makes suggestions regarding the
study of grammar and usage.

Coleman; Algernon and Clara B. Kifig. English Teaching in the
Southwest: Organization and Materials for Instructing
Spanish-Speaking Children. Washington, D.C.: American
Council on Education. .1940. 307 pp.

Colley, Alan R. and P.D.'Guthrie. Self-Concept Measures: An
Annotated Bibliography. Princeton,, New Jersey: E4ucational

wresting-Strvice. 1971. 9 pp.
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1,087

1,089

Includes self-concept measures appropriate for children
from preschool throuel third grade. Annotation lists the
purpose of each instrument, nature of the materials, groups
for which it is intended, administration, scoring interpretation,.
and standardization. (Proyecto Leer Bulletin)

Committee on the Language Program. Structural Notes and
Corpus:, A Basis for the Preparation of Materials to Teach
English as a Foreign Language. Washington, D.C.:
American Council of Learned"Societies. 1952. (Heffernan-..

Cabrera)

COrdasco, Francesco and Eugene Bucchioni: Course Outline:1
Puerto Rican Children in Mainlalid Schools. (Lehman

a College, City University,of New-York, 1971).

('ordascp, Francesco and Eugene BuccM1oni. The Puerto Rican
Community and Its Children on the4Mainland: A Source Book
for T( -'ers, Social Workers and Other Prcfessionals.
igiTa. New Jersey: The Scarecrow Press. inc. 1972.

1,090 Cornelius, Edwin T. First Lessons in English. Rockville,
Maryland: English Language Services/ Inc. $1.50.

1,091

A 20-lesson courseuseful as al)eginning text for slow-
paced adult courses where is a need to restrict to a minimum

° the rate of introduction of new vocabulary and sentence
patterns. Each lesson, ontains sentences for repetition drill,

- word study, and simple notes on grammar. (catalog)

Cornelius, Edwin '2; Jr: Teaching English. Rockville, Maryland:
English Language Services, Inc. $2.00.

An drientation manual forcteachers and teacher trainees-
who have had no previous training in linguistics and linguistic
concepts of languageteaching. Emphasis is given to basic
attitudes and assumptions in language tear r:hing, rathethan to
the efficacy of at particular method. Chapters include: (1)
objectives, (2) techniques, (3) nnd (4) problems, (5) exercises
used in language teaching and the use of pictures, illustrations
and objects, and (6) thy; preparation of the teacher. (datalog)

-Croft, Xeniaeth. A Practice Book on English Stress and Intonation.
Rockville, Maryland: English Language Services, Inc.

Designed to provide systematic study and drill on the -

patterns of English stress and intonation. Uses dot-and-line
notation devised by, Croft and Davis. Fout major and five.minor
English intonation patterns are given in the text, with appri
priate drills for classroom and language laboratory work.

Price (1972): text @ $1.50, tapes 9 $51.00 (catalog)
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1,093 Croft, Kenneth (ed.). Reader's Digest Readings: ESL. Books
Five and Six. Pleasantville, New York: Reader's Digest
Services. 1963-64.

1,094

1,095

1,096

Croft, Kenneth. Reading and Word Study for Students of English
as a Second Language. New York: Prentice-Hall, (1960).
(paper)

Part I has ten stories carefully adapted from American
Literature and presented in 24 selections, within an assumed
vocabulary of approximately 2,000 words (gradually increased
to hopo), explanatory footnotes and objective comprehensive
questions.. Part II contains 24 chapters, each corresponding
with one of the previous selections'and intended to be used with
it. Stress hereis on word study, but some attention is given
to separating major word classes. Emphasis given to the
derivation of words, suffixes, prefixes and inflectional endings.
A variety of exercises, accompany explanations in each chapter.
High intermediate level.

Croft, Kenneth (ed.). Readings on English as a Second Language:
For Teachers and Teacher Trainees. Cambridge Mass.:,
Winthrop Publidhers, Inc., 1972, 496pp. (paper).

A collection of 34 articles by 30 contributors designed to
help the practicing teacher or the teacher trainee gain, a broad
view of ESL through a close look at some of the specific areas, of
the subject. The selections are divided into nine sections, each
dealing with a specific area of second language teaching and learn-
ing: (1) Trends and practices; (2) Speaking and understanding;
(3) Grammar; (4) Reading; (5) Writing; (6) Vocabulary; (7) Testing;
(a) Teaching aids; and (9) Othei selected topics. (catalog)

Croft, Kenneth and Bylle Walker Brown. Science Readings for
Students of English as a Second Language With Exercises for
VocablaDtteL2.oment. New York: McGraw-Hill 184 pp.

In thic-text, general science readings were selected and
adapted for individual and classroom use by the intermediate-
student. Topics include science education, biology, chemistry,
earth sciences, engineering, mathematics, oceanography, physics,
and space exploration. To an assumed vocabulary of 3,500 words,
700 new terms are added; each termi'is footnoted and in some cases
illustrations are used. Exercises at the end of each chapter test
.the understanding of the text material as well as reinforce the
learning and retention of vocabulary. (NYS Bibliography)

1,097 Croft, Kenneth and E.P. Croft.(eds.). Graded 'Readers for ESL.
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-ftall. 1962.
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1,099 Crowell, Thomas Lee, Jr. Index to Modern English. New York:
McGraw-Hill 1964.

1,099

1,100

1,102

Grammatical explanations for upper high school and college
age students.

Crowell, Thomas Lee, Jr. Modern Eqglish Workbook. New York:
McGraw-Hill. 1961.

Designed for upper high school or college age students.

Crowell, Thomas Lee, Jr. Modern Spoken English. New York:
McGraw-Hill. 1961.

Designed for upper high school or college age atudehts.

Da Cruz, Daniel. Men Who Made America. New York: Thomas Y.
Crowell Company. 1962. ft

-. A collection of brief biographies of famous men in the
history of the United States. Vocabulary,and syntax are
controlled, and there are accompanying exercises. (Hefferman-
Cabrera)

Davis, A.L. Diagnostic Test for Students of English as'a Second
Language. New York: McGraw-Hill.

This examination, consisting of 150 multiple choice
questions, tests thestudgnt's understanding of English structure
and idiomatic vocabulary. The test is easy to administer and
score. A one page answer sheet with carbon tisstip and underlay
is used by the student; the instructor scores on the second
sheet which compares tA correct answer to the student's answer.
(NYS Bibliography)'

1,103 DIFtz, Luisa V. It Takes All Kinds of People. Dade County Public
Schools. Miami, Florida. 1971. 13 pp.

This is a course in English as a second language designed to
make students further understand cultural differences and to
accept and adjust to environmental changes in conflict with their
owd culture without damage to their self-image or that of their
culturally different parents in,a pluralistic society. Students
are to discuss, according to specified performance objectives,
read, and write about cultural differences and different culture
gr6ups in the community using controlled language patterns.
Linguistic difficulties caused by "going to" "will," "be," and
"do" are treated in several exercises. A list of resource
materials' is provided.
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1,104 Dixson, Robert J. American Classics. New York: Regents Pub-
lishing Company. 5 volutes at $1.00 each.

Ten classics of Americ- literature graded according to
vocabulary level'and divid into sections suitable for a single
class period. Comprehens ,n and vocabulary exercises accompany
each reading section, ay drills are provided for idioms,'
spellir7, and grammar. Titles: (1) The House of Seven Gables,
(2) Nuoy Dick, (3) Murders in the Rue Morgue and The Gold Bug,
(4) The Pathfinder, (5) The Outcasts of Poker Flat, The Luck of
the Roaring Camp, (6) The Hoosier Schoolmaster, (7) The Portrait
of a Lady, (8) The Rise of Silas Lapham, (9) Huckleberry Finn,
and (10) The Red Badge of Courage. (catalog)

1,105 Dixson, Robert J. Complete Course in English. New York: Regents
Publishing Company"(revised edition).

1,106

Comprehensive course designed for highschool or college.
Books land 2 offer an intensive course in basic English,
emphasizing the forms of American spoken English and practicing
these forms in diliogues, grammar drills, and re fling ands
conversation exereises. Also includes work on pronunciation and
anecdotes. B^oks 3 and 4 cover additional grammatical pints,
but place greater emphasis on reading and conversation. Cultural
setting: New York City.

Price (1972): Books 1-4 @ $1.25 ea.; Tapes (7" reels)
@ $70.00/book.

(Books 1 and 2 also available in Spanish/English edition
under the-title Curso completo de Ingres. (catalog)

Dixson, Robert J. Curso completo'de libros 1 and 2.
New York: Regents Publishing Company. $1.25 ea.

Contains the same material as Complete Course in English,
Books 1 and 2 except that all grammar rules and exblanations are
presented in Spanish. It is recommended that those using these
books continue their studies with books 3 and 4 of-the all English
series. See entry under English title for additional information.
(catalog)

1,107 Dixson, Robert J. Easy Reading Selections in English. 'New York:
Regents Publishing Co: (rev. ed.)J

Contains short stories by authors such as O. Henry, Poe,
and Hawthorne, simplified and adapted for intermediate and
advanced students. Each story is divided into sections suitable
for a single class period and is followed by questions and exer-
cises for conversational practice. This book may serve as_a
sequel to Elementa Reader in En lish,,by the same author.

Price 1972 ! 1.50 catalog
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1,103

1,109

1,no

ro.n.

Dixson, Robert J. Elementary Reader in English. New York:
Regents Publishing Company. (rev. ed.).

An easy reader containing interesting Mort stories,
articles, and anecdotes, adapted and simplified for the beginning
student. Limited to a vocabulary of approx. 1,000 words, it may
be used as early as the end of the first six months of English
study. Each reading selection is followed by exercises in
comprehension, conversation, and vocabulary. This is the first
in a series of three readers. The second and third in the series
are Easy Reading Selections in English and Modern Short Stories
in English.

price (1972): $1.50 {catalog) k

Dixson, Robert J. El ingles #n acciOn. New York: Regents
Publishing Company. $0.50.

Basic course in English for students whose native language'
is Spanish; All instructions, explanations,and notes are
Spanish. Places main emphasis on the oral aspect of learning.
English without sacrificing practice in basic grammar Principles.
(catalog)

Dixson, Robert J. English in Action, New York: Regents
Publishing Company.

Offers a basic course with emphasis on spoken English.
Pictures.used for vocabulary development and comprehension.
Simple explanations, easy reading selections, exercises and
opportunities for constant review.

Price (1972): Book/$1.25 ea. (catalog)

Dixson, Robert J. Essential Idioms in English. New Yorkl
-Regents-Publishing Company.

Contains approximately 600 high-frequency idioms and gives
definitions, illustrations, example sentences, and practice
exercises in each lesson. The book is divided into elementary,
intermediate, and advanced levels, each with a review lesson.
An appendix gives the Spanish, French, and German equivalents
for every idiom.

Price (1972): $1,.50 (catalog)

Dixson, Robert J. Everyday Dialogues in English., New York:
Regents Publishing Comtany, (rev. ed.)

A book in advanced conversation, with drills and exercises,
designed to acquaint the student with the vocabulary and idiomatic
forms used in a wide variety of circumstances. Each dialogue is
'accompanied by questions for conversation practice, vocabulary
drills, and sentence construction exercises.

Price (1972):' $1.50 (catalog)
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1,113 Dixson, Robert J. Exercises in'English Conversation. New
York: Regents Publishing Company, (rev. ed.)

Two-book series in conversational English using the direct
method and introducing grammar through conversation practice.
Each lesson is divided into three parts: n dialogue, or short
reading, oral exercises, and a review. Lessons are graded
according to Vocabulary and grammar. This series is coordinated
withthe author's Tests and Drills in English Grammar.

Pricp (1972): Book (beginning/intermediate) and Book 2
(intermediate/advanced $1.25 ea. (catalog)

1,114 Dixson, Robert J. Graded Exercises in English. New York:
Regents Publishing Company.

.

_Defines each grammatical principle and presents each^part
of speech in its different forms. Also deals with special
difficulties of structure, usage and punctuation.' Abundant
exercises arranged. in topical form.

Price (1972): Book @ $1.50 es. "(catalog).

1,115 Dixson, Robert J. Modern American English Series, New York:
Regents Publishing Co. (revised edition).

, Six-level series'for secondaXy ESL program. Each book is a
controlle'd and integrated step toward conversational fluency,
writing proficiency, and reading comprehension. Emphasis on
oral competencand careZul control of sentence patterns and
vocabulary. Extensive pattern practice on all structures.
Book (lk introduces basic vocabulary and grammatical structures;
readings in form of dialogues and anecdotes; (2) reviews
patterns from first level and introduces more complex forms;
(3), (4). and (5) continue building more complex forms and pro-
gressively admaced reading selections. .(6) short articles,
stories, convPiation exercises, and grammar review.

Price (1972): Books-1-6/$1.75 ea.: Workshops 1-6/$1.00 ea.;
.Tapes (reels or casettes)/$75.00 per book. Posters (20" x 21} ",-
color): inJpreparation. (catalog)

1,116 Dixson, Robert J. Modern Short Stories in English. New York:
Regents Publishing Company, (rev. ed.).

Contains seventeen short stories written by well-known
authors and only slightly adapted for use by advanded students.
Each story is only four or five pages long and can easily be
studied within one or two class periods. Comprehension questions,
sentence construction exercises, and vocabulary practice follow
each story. This book i- the third in a series which. includes
Elementary Reader in English and Easy leading Selections in
English, both by the same author.

Price (1972): $1.50
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1,117 Dixson, Robert. J. Oral Pattern Drills in Fundamental English.
New York: Regents Publishing Company.

Source of pattern drills on every major aspect of English
grammar: The table of contents is arranged alphabetically
according to grammlatical categories. May be used as a class-
room text or as a language laboratory supplement for any basic
course.

Price (1972): text at $1.00, tapes and text at $60.00 (catalog)

1,113 Dixson, Robert J. Practical Guido* to the Teaching of English
as a Foreign Lan age. New York: Regents Publishing
Company. 1960. $1.00..

Suggestions on classroom procedures based on author's
experience as a teacher and textbook writer. Chapters on
general principles and the teaching of grammar, conversation,
reading, vocabulary and pronunciation: Bibliography of author's
materials. (NYS Bibliography)

1,119 Dixson, Robert J. 'Practice Exercises in Everyday English.
New York: Regents Publishing Company.

Designed for advanced students in third or fourth year of
"study. Provides a review of fundamental grammar while introduc-
ing and drilling tore advanced material. Explanations precede
each exercise and an index to all grammatical rules.

Price (1972): Book at $1.75 ea. (catalog).

1,120 Dixson, Robert J. Regents English workbooks. New York:
Regents Publishing Company.

Contain exercises in grammatical structure, idiomatic usage,
vocabulary building, pronunciation, spelling and punctuation.
Each page of this series is a lesson a single feature of English,
and intensive exercises follow each concise explanation.
Adaptable to most any basic course. Book 1: elementary/inter-
mediate; Book 21 intermediate/advanced; Book 3: advanced.

Price (1972): Workbooks 1-3 at $1.25 ea. Teacher's key
free with class order. (catalog)

1,121. Dixson, Robert J. Second Book in English, New York: Regents'
Publishing Company, (revised edition).

Continues work of Boggs and Dixson's-Beginning Lessons in
English. Designed for intermediate students. In combination
with first book, covers all essential grammar, vocabulary, and
sounds of English language. Introduces new vocabulary; extended
reading, conversational and pronunciation exercises; and
additional grammar practice.

Price (1972): Book /$1.50 ea; (catalog)
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1,122. Dixson, Robert J. Tests and Drills- in English Grammar, New York:
Regents Publishing Company (revised edition).

Companion volumes to Exercises in English Conversation, but
y.ny loc adapted to oti. yruexmab. Emphasizes tne acquisition of
correct usage through drill andLrenetition. Each lesson contains
a brief explanation. Each lesion-contains a brief explanation of
grammatical structure followed by a variety of rractice exercises.

Price (1972): Books 1 and 2'at $1.25 (a. (catalog)

1,123. Dixson, Robert J. The U.S.A. Two volumes. New York: Regents
Publishing Company. 1959-60.

1,124.

Designed-to give simple, readable information about geography,
history, People, events, customs, and ideals of the United States.
Each book is independent in content and contains exercises for
conversation and discussion, comprehension and vocabulary review.

Dixson, Robert J. and Julio I. Andiajar. Resumen prg.ctico de la
gramAtica inglesa. 'New York: Regents Publishing Company.
$0.85.

A comprehensive conmendium of English grammar and syntax
designed for speakers of Spanish. Exrlains all elements of English
construction with special emphasis given to difficulties most
commonly encountered by Spanish - sneaking students. All model
English sentences appear with'their Spanish equivalents. Includes
sections on. orthography, syllabification, and capitalization,'a
guide to the use of prepositions and conjunction's, and a list of
irregular verbs. (catalog)

1,125. Dixson, Robert J. and. Fox. Mi primer diccionario ilustrado de
' .ingles. New York: Regents Publishing Company. $0.75.

A beginning word book for the very young Spanish - speaking
student who is learning English. Each of 650 words included in'this
book is defined in three ways: (1) by means of the Spanish equiva-
lent of the word; (2) by means of an illustration; (3) by means of a
sentence in both Spanis'i and English that defines the word through
use. (catalog)

1,126. Dorry, Gertrude Nye. Games for Second Language Learning. New York:
McGraw-Hill. 64pp.

A collection of.72 'games. Relieving the tedium of constant drill
and practice, most of the games require a great deal of oral partici=
nation by the entire class. Each game is classified according to the
aspect of the language that it emphasizes, the size and level of the
group to which it is suited, and its tyre. Appropriate for students
at various levels of maturity and language skill, they may be reneat-
ed from time to time with more advanced material, (NYS )ibliography)
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1,127. Dykstra, Gerald etal. A Course in Controlled Comnosition:,Ananse
'ales. Nev. York: Columbia University Teachers College Press.

.tt
:.Composition practige ror urner high school-and college a--.

studclIts.

b

4

1,123. Eaton, Esther-M. tt ale Source Materials, for Secondary School
. Teachers oT Foreign Languages. Circular No. 7P8. Washington,

D.C.: U.S Department ,f Health, Education and Welfare, .366;
(caner) P

A nartially-:aantated refererv. list of representative
materials for secondary teachers.' Includes information on:
aduiovisual aids,'co,rse outlines and guides, cultural aids from
travel and information services,,Eng/ish as a foreign language,
evaluation and testing, foreign language association journals,
foreign language newspapers and periodicals, instuctional aids,
international understanding, language laboratories, linguistics,
organizations offering,professional services, nrofessional
references, programmed inst'uction, research, songs and dances,
study, travel and exchange for student's and teachers, textbooks,
and vocational opportunities. (NYS bibliography)

1,129. Educational Attitude Survey. Healdsburg Union School District,
California.

7r.xas. o'fir,
Cent ember 1971. llpp.
(ED 062 844)

411

This instrument was developed for use with narents of child?en
participating in bilingual educatie. orograms. It seeks to determine
parental attitudes toward education in general and toward using
both Spanish and English to teach courses in public schools. State-
ments requiring'parental agreement or disagreeMent appear in both
Spanish and English. Techniques for administering the questicznnaire
are suggested a1Ong with Possible uses of the information. (RIE)'

1,130." Educational Services of Washington, D.C. Commercial Correspondence
for Students of'English as a Second Language. New York:
McGraw-Hill 148m.

A simple treatment of American business English for the inter-
mediate student, this text js suitable for self-study, classroom,
or office use. Lessons contain four-sections: a presentation of
tynes and parts of business letters and forms, a discussion of this
material, grammar review, and exercises. ,A brief' annendix provides
abbreviations, irregular verbs, and a reference list of frequently
used business terms. (NYS bibliography)

1,131. Educational Services of Washington, D.C. Pending Selections for
Students of English as a Second Lanvage. lew York: McGraw-
Hill, 158pp.
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Stories and articles from American magazines have been selected
to provide an introduction to th'e American people.?..nd their customs.
Rewritten for the intermediate student, complicated vocabl ry
and sentence construction have been eliminated, but common idiomatic
cxpressibns have been retained and footnoted. "Questions- for
Conversation" follow each selection. (NYS bibliography)

1,132. Educreative Systems, Inc. A Listening-Reading Program for Grades
1-6. Lexington, Massachusetts: D:C. Heath and Company.

A supplementary series designed to strengthen listening,
reading and comprehension skills. One'of the major aims of the
program is to introduce children to new People and life - styles.
Therefore, many of the stories deal with different ethnic groups
and customs, :placing emphasis on the positive contributions of
these people. Other.stroies deal with ideas and experiences more
familiar to most children. Each grade level unit contains 6
records, 12 stories, response sheets, and a teacher's Manual.(catalog)

1,133. Elkins, Robert J. and Christian Bruggemann. Comic Strips in the
Teaching of English as a Foreign Language. Paper presented to a
conference on the teaching of English, Kassel, West Germany,
February 5-6, 1973. 20pp.
(ED 056 591)

1,13)-. English Around the World. Glenview, Illinois: Scott, Foresman
and Company. 1970-71.

A three-level program in ESL:for elismentary schodl children,
including a full level of aural-oral worn before reading is intro-
duced, The Program'includes-PUpiIt-"Skills Books, 'Teacher's
Guidebooks, display cards; posters' (leve1,1), word cards (levels

.

2 and 3), practice pads and test booklets, records, and tapes.
See catalog for detailed description and Prices of individual-'
components. (cataloq0

1,135. English Examination for Foreign Students: Includiing a Test of Non-
Verbal Reasoning. Princeton, New Jersey: Educational Testing
Services, 1947.'

1,136. English Language Institute. ELI Achievement Series: Sentence,
Structure Examinations, A, B, and C. Ann Arbor, Michigan:
Follett's Michigan Bookstore. Summer, 19/2.'$12.00/20 students.

An adjunct to Robert Krohn's grammar teXtbook, English Sentence
Structure. Jibe three 50-item, multirle-cho;'ce forms correspold to
three Progressive levels 'of achievement, and are designed to aid .

the teacher who wishes.toevaluate his students' mastery or the
material in the text. Punched scoring stencils, answer sheets and
reusable test booklets for each test. (Catalog) .

.

_II1,137. English Language Institute. English Conversation Practice.;. Ai.44,...

Arbor, Michigan: ibe University of Michigan Press. 130rn. $2.25
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Part of An Intensive Course in English. Designed for use by
intermediate and advanced students of ESL, primarily on the
university level. The practices in it will help develop conver-
sational ease. Modals, two-word verbs, time expressions, relative
clauses, and many other sentence parts are emphasized. (catalog)

1038. English Language Institute. English Pattern ,Practices. Ann Arbor,
Michigan: The University of Michigan Press. 3rd rev. ed.
362pp. $2.95.

10.

1,139.

Part of An Intensive Course in English. Designed primarily
for foreign students on the university' level. This text develops
the automatic use of English patterns. Includes a picture sequence
exercisethat can be used by teachers for class dra1,1 or by students
for home study. (catalog)

English Language Institute. 'Ehgl4h Pro6unciation. Ann Arbor,
. Michigan: The Uniirersity of Michigav Press. 2nd rev. ed.
212pp. $2.95.

Part of An Intensive Course in English. Designetn:imarily
for foreign students on the university level. Stresses not only
the pronunciation of English sounds but also their recoRition,
utilizing the following three methods: imitation, artliCulatory
description, and comparison with the nearest sound a' Spanish. (catalog)

... ,

1,1)40. English Language Institute. English Sentence Structute:°-Ann Arbors
Michigan: The University ofMichigan Press. 30-op.. $1.25. . .

1.V. :,

IP ,_
4:4

Part of An Intensive Course in English. The sutc*sor to.thelb /,,'-
well-known English Sentence Patterns-of Lado/Fries.1'..raiies available.%
Designed for foreign students on the university levIii (catalog)

1%141. English Language Institute. An Intensive Course English. Ann
Arbor, Michigan: The University of'Mihigan Press. 5 volumes.

A well-known course developed under the-direction orChar.les
C. Fries and Robert Lado which applies the adVances of struct4a1
linguistics and language-learning psychology ;to all areas:.of
language teaching. Titles: (1) English Sentence Structure, (2)

.

English Conversation Practices, /3) EnglishPatteth Practices,
(4).Engligh ProdUnciation, and. (5.),.VocabulZ-y-in Context. See
individual titles fbr details. PriMarily.design4POi foreign
gtudents on the univer \ity level. 4 (catitlow)

.,« P
11.

4.4
1,142. English Language Institute. Michigiri Test of Aural ComprehenAon:

Forms 1, 2, and 3. Ann Arbor,liligan: Follett's Michigan
Bookstore. Sp;ing, 1972. $6040/100,stAdents.'

Art

Designed to measure a subject s dprstanding of spoken
English. Three 90-item forms, ,eqUAv54nt in level of difficu*tvi.-
and content, use-the same test bookT4s)And answer sheet. The
student hears either.a4statemefit eltc.question and responds by

t .''

vg"

43111.:06.-
.46M

,

. te:1

,

.
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1 indicating the appropriate written choice. magnetic tares, punched

scoring stencils, answer sheets and reusable test booklets: (catalog)

1,143. English Language Institute. Placement Test. Ann Arbor, Michigan:

Follett's Michigan Bookstore. Summer, 1973. $70.0C/100 student-.

This is a non-diagnostic, objectively scored test designed
for quick Placement of students into homogeneous ability levels.
It contains problems of listening comorehension, grammar in context
vocabulary recognition, and reading compiehension of-sentences.
Punched stAing stencil, magnetic tape, 'answer sheets and reusable

;test booklets. ('catalog)

1,144.- English Language Institute. Vocabulary in context. Ann Arbor,

Michigan: The University of. Michigan Press: 206pp. $3.25.

Part of An Intensive Course in English. Designed primarily

for.foreign students on the university level. Develops skill in

, using vocabulai-y in everyday situations. The student progresses
from simple'conversation to dialogue involving srecialized.words

and usage. (catalog) .

.
. .

1,145. English Language Services, Inc. Collier-Macmillan English Readers.

21 vciluiteS. New York: Collier-Macmillan. 1965-68.

A serisef 21 graded readerS progressing in vocabulary,'
level from 500 to 4,000 words. (Hefferman-Cabrera)

1,146 English Language Sei-vices. Drills and. Exercises in English Pronun-

ciation: Consonants aria Vowels. Nei York: Collier-Macmillare

Internati6nal. 1966 -67.

Provides basic drill material on all the individual sounds
and the more important combinations of sounds in the English sound

systerri. A table of syirlbols is provided, and any unusual spellings

are given in phonemic symtiols. Therelis a spelling and pronunciation
aid section in the back of the book. Tapes available. Designed for

upper high school and college age students. (catalog)

1,147. English Language Services. Drills and Exercises in English Pronun-

ciation: -Stress and Int6nation4 Part I. New York: Collier-

Macmillan Internatigpal. 1966-67.

Introduces word and word combination stress, and the study

of intonation in ordinary 'speech ratterns. A system of stress

marking and intonation ratter -.s is introduced, and completely marked

practice dialogs are included. Tapes available. Designed for upper

high school or college age.studentS. (catalog)
JP,

1,148. English Language Sen./ices. Drills and Exercises in English Pronun-

°
'-ciation: Stress and Intonation: Part TI. New York: Collier-

Macmillan Tntermatigndl, 1966-67..
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Provides practice drills concefnedmainly with non-enphatic
phrase stress, and phrase stress and intonation for contrast and
emphasis. 'Practice material is given through marked dialogs,
-readings; anecdotes,' speeches, and poetry. The speeches and Poems
are read on the accompanying tapes by their authors. Designed for
upper high school or college age students. (catalog)

"AI

, a
1,1149. English Language Services. ,English Grammar Exercises: New York:

Collier - Macmillan International,. Three yolumes.

r

Provides intensive practice with the basic. structure patterns
of English for secondary school or adult learners. Since these
books are intended primarily to supplement a basic text, gramman
explanations are limited to "the inclusion, of instructirns and an /
example or two at the beginning of .each exercise. Exercises are
useful for homework assignments as well as oral drill. A pro-
gression in difficulty from the beginhing of Book 1 through the
end of Book" 2 is suitable; for use with basic elementary-to-inter-4
mediate language courses. Book 3 isdesigned for advahced students
and is based on a progression in difficulty. m:ith I-aspect to the
treatment of individual grammatical noints. (catalog)

1,150. English Language Services. English .900. New York: Collier- #

Macmillan, 1964-65. !(paper) (Thirteen volumes) $
o

A basic instructional geries for adults, consisting ON sijc
textbooks, six workbooks, a teacher's Manual, and 180 tapes': The -

course is based on 900 English utterances, ranging from greetings
to Auite complex sentences. EaCh lesson .includes a number of basic
utterances, intonation practice; questigriPadd answers, verb_study,

the
exercises are provided. The workbooks are programmed Tot self- '

substitution drills,' conversation and exercipes., Keys to he

'study. The Teacher's Manual contains each 'unit's grammar and h
general word index indicating in which textbook each worS occurred
first. Readers supplement to 'texts: Collier-Macmillari English
Readers -Tapes. --(-NYS bibliogr'aphy),

1,151:. English Language Services. English Teaching Kit. 13ockville, '
'aryland: English Language Setvices, Thc, t25400.

Developed as an aid to the non-profession4_ who b,ecomes.in
volved in teaching ESL, and who needs. immediate and nactiCal gui-
dance. Includes 4 booklets, a color filmstrip, 2 tapes and-a sample
Proficiency test. Covers general e,nnroaches and techhiques of.
second language teaching and stresses a niAmber of the nYobiems
inherent in teaching English to non-native speakers. Yhe sound.
system of English and the English structure are also covered, as* (
well as methods 4of teaching using oral-INzIal.a.mroache. (catalog) .

. . :
. English Language Services, English This Asr; :Jew YoT4c: ,

-.. 0

P

,{

16 vols. 1963-65.

4
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3-year-course in ESL for secondArw schools (uses ) ,00ks for
each year). Books 1-6 emphasize spoken language, with more extensive
comments on grammar aopearing in Books 7-8 and exercises on vocabulary
and (-cmrosition ure,'_ominating inl'ooks (1-12. 'st'ructure's and i.

vocabulary are introduced*in dialog and rattern sentences, with
practice provided by substitution, completion, conversion, and ques-
tion-answer exercises. Teacher's manuals and keys to exercises iI
`separate volumes. (CAL libliography)

,

1,25i. English Language'Services. Intensive Course in English. Rockville,
Maryland:' English Language 'Service5, Inc.

A four level course designed for secondary schools or adult
-grams,on the 'intermediate or advances levels using an aural-oral

approach wiln dialogs, 'basic sentences, repetition drills, and
reading '4A comprehension, materials. The intermediate level includes
30 lessons. Advanced levels 1 and 2 contain 50 lessons each. The

'fourth level - Specialized Studies 7 prepare8 foreign students for
*.

undertaking university studies. It incl,gdeS reading passages,
dialogu_s, and introductory training 0 note taking, outlining, and
preraring researc%papers.

Prices -(197.2):1 44c1 (first 3-levels) 141.65 ea. (level 4),.;3...,

' $1.35 ea. tapes {'feel 15 $67.50 Levels 2 -end 3 $112.50
(level h) $45.00- (catalog)

11,154 EngliSh.Language 'Services. 'The Key,to English. New York:

Collier - Macmillan Internaional.

Designed -for studentS at -Ole intermediate and advanced level,
these 10 rarerboUnd books focus on major.asect,s Ofgrammarfand
usage, bringing mastery of the most difficult areas of the'language
within easier reach. 'Each book is.concerned with one specific
subject and contains expositions, examples, drills, and exercises
with answers. The series can be used for independent study or as
supplementary and reference material in the classroom. It is also

suitable for use in courses developed for students who have, completed
their work with a basic text. 'Although not restricted, the vocab-
ulary is generally on the intermediate level. a Separate entries

for each of the 10 books. (catalog)

1,155. English Language Services. Key to English Adjectives 1. new

York: Collier-'9cmillan International. 1065, 94Dp.

?ejects as inadequate and confusing the traditional concept of
"word that modifies a noun." Follows modern structuralist

methodology instead, rlacing emrhasin on syntax. Treats the-basic
use of the adjective and its mot closely associated st.ructures such
as intensifiers, constructions with for and to, adjectival clauses'',

and (.ord order. Alsodiscusses the definite article,:the possessive
pronoun and other noun determiners. (catalog)

1,156. English Language Services. The Key to English,Adjectives II. New

York: Collier-Macmillan International. 1965.
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Includes.seCtions on the,camparison of adjectives, the study
of derriNiational affixes, problems in distinguishing true adjectives
from reldted adjective-like structures, and idiomati.c 1.,:es of
adjectives. (atalog)

1,157. English Language Services. The'Key to English Figurative Expressions.
New York: Collier-Macmillan International.

\_
Includes more thhn a thousand expressions chosen because of

their frequency of occurrence in both ,literary and colloquial usage.
Arranged.alphabetically, each is accompanied by a definition and an
example. Especially useful because these expressions are not
ordinarily found in dictionaries or classroom texts. (catalog) ,

1,158. Eriglish Language Services, 'The Key-to English Letter Writing. New
York: Collier.-Macmillan International. /966. 76pp.

Ten lessons discuss the different.types of letterS, describe
the different parts of a-letter, set forth some general rules on
composition and mechanics, and give samples and practical exercises.
Particular attention is given to bUsiness correspondence but gui-,
dance is also offered on other types of letters'such as applica-'
tions, invitations and cables. (catalog)

1,159. English Language Services. The vey to English Nouns. New York:
Collier-Macmillan International. 1965 106pp.

Thirteen lessons discuss noun forms and-their use in sentences,
treating such aspects as nouns with irregular plurals, mass and ,

count nouns, and agreement-of subject and verb. Also discusses
pronouns and the rules governing their retlacement of nouns.
Includes drills and exercises. (catalog)

.1,160. English Language Services. The Key to English Prepositions I.
New York: Collier-Macmillan International.,

Fourteen lessons present in context the most impOrtant and
frequently encountered meanings of-the common prepositions. Some-
times the context consistsoTa single sentence, but there are also
.consecutive reading selections and short ecrvcrsations. Exercises
of various kinds and several tests for check-up use have been

)vided. Jhcludes discussion of one-, two-, and three-word
p_epositions.(e.g. in, out of, in front of). (catalog) 'A

1,1612 English Language Sprvices. The Key to English Prepositions II.
New York: Collier- Macmillan. International. 88pp.

The choice °X the right pre-Position often seems quite unpre-
dictable and the student must Pamiliarize himself with a great many

1

phrases. Several hundred idiomatic uTa/s of prepositions are .

presented in this book. Lessohs inclu short expository statements,
exercises and tests. A detailed inde* is provided, arranged according
to the noun if it is the noun that determines Ulf; choice of
preposition. (catalog)

1
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1,162. English L'anguage Services. The Key to English Two-Word Verbs. New

York: Collier-Macmillan International. 132pp.

The.two-word verb consists of a verb
.

and adverb (or prePosiWn),
with or without.a following noun object. In this book, two-word
verbs are cla,sified as "separable" and "inseparable" and they are
distinguished from ordinary combinations of Venus an prepositions.
The 14 lessons in this book contain exercises and drill material'

pincluding practice with intonation patterns. .A glossary about 400

two-word verbs 16 included. (catalog}

.1,163. English Language Services. The Key to English Verbs. New York:
Collier, Macmillan International.

This ten lesoon book covers the vertiandthe verb Phrase; the
meanings of the various verb. structures (often called "tenses");,

wand a. number of verbal idioms. Special vei, problems, 'such as be,
do and have,are treated separately because their grammar is so
different from that'of ordinary'verbs. One appendix lists forms of
irregular verbs and another gives examples of archaic verb forms.
Lesbons provide dialogues, practice sentences and exercises. (catalog)

1,164. English Language Services. The Key to 2nglish Vocabulary. New

York: Collier-Macmillan International. 1965, 12pip.

Oesigned to bridge the gap between elementary and more ad-
vancea word evels. All lessons include practice and text exercises.
Also included is a 2,000 word list prepared for ESL students, and.
lists of suffixes and Prefixes. (catalog) .

1,165; English Language Services. Reading and Conversation for Inter- .

mediate and Advanced Students,of English. RockVille, Maryland:

Effglish Language services, Int,. Am volumes.

4
'Provides practice.in both literary and coloquial s es of

English. The 20 lessons in each volume also include vocabulary
drills., writing exercises and punctuation practice. Volume 1:

/ geography, history, holidays, government, education, American speech,
transportation and communications. Volume 2: architecture and
housing? food and drink, entertainment, sports, vacation, American
cities, country -living, art and music,'and American literature.

Price (1972): text at $2.75 ea. tape at $45.00/volume. (catalom)

1,166. nglish Language Services, Inc. Special English. New York:

Collier-Macmillan International. 15 volures.

A series of 15 books for intermediate level students to aid
them in acquiring the specialized vocabulary and understanding of
terms commonly used in professions such as medicine, aviation, en-
gineering, banking, international trade, agriculture, and journal-
iiM. Each book is divided into.a number of 'essons containing
dialogues, readings, word studies, and exercises. Accompanying tapes

provide practice in comprehension, pronunciation and-intonation. All

books were prepared in cooperation with experienced specialists in the.

relevant fields. (catalog)
, .
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1,167. English Language Serviceir :Pechnical English Tare Library. Rock-
ville, Maryland: Englisp Language,Services, Inc.

Designed to furnish study materials for studentsof,English
whoneed to learn terminolopni neculiar to specialized areas of
study such as: (1) agtitulture and natural resources, (2) industry
and mining, 3) transPortAion, (4)11abor, (5) health and sanitation,
(6) education, (7) public safety and administration, (8). community
development and social welfare, and (9) general and misc. tonics.
Ealh lesson module is identified by the approx. Pedagogical level,
specific learning activity, and a lesson title. Useful as a
language `laboratory resource.

Price (1972): Tapes at .$4.90 ea. Complete set at $515.00. ,(catalog)
.

I-

1,168. .Erazmus, Edward and Harry Cargas. English as a Second Language:
A'Reader. Dubuque, Iowa:- W11l i am C. Brown. ,1970.

Reader for lonser high school Or coll_ge age students.

1,169. Ethnic Studies Elective Resource Bulletin. Junior High School\
Intermediate School;.High Schoolv July 1970. Includes "The
Puerto RiCans." Pp. 109-126..

1,170. Feeney, Joan V., Comm. ChicanoSpecial Reading Selections 1972. 72n.
(ED 065\255) .

1,171. Feigenbaum, Irwin.' Enlis.h Now. New York: clew Century. 1971.

An oral.language program AYeloned through ESL research and
methodology for Black students who sneak non-standard informal
English. Based on the Premise that social situations determine
anprooriate" language usage. Its main objective is to teach
students an alternative way of sneaking by concentrating on
certain -features of grammar and pronunciation that.distinguish
formAl.English from ,Blackinformal English.

Trice (1972): Write and See Student Workbooks 5/$9.90
tea!Cher's manual $1.98, tapes (reels). $117.00 (cassettes) $63.00 (catalog)

1,172. Filen, Robert T4 and Others. Voluntarias De Sesame Street: Manual
Para Conducir Las Sesions "Sesame Street" Con'llinos De Edad
Fre-Escolar. 'Institute for Educational Develonment,E1 Segundo,
California. 'Jew YOrk, New York: .John and Mark R. Markle
'F'oundation.. July 28, 1971. 50pn.
(ED 057 897)

1,173. Pinkel, Lawrence F.. and ruth Krawitz.' Lea in English as a Second
Language. (from the Phillipino Center for Language Study).
Dobbs Ferry, New York; Dceana Publications, Inc. 1970-T971.

A series of workbooks fOr 1,,CT, on six levels. '.erk"heol:s are
for classroom use and cover :`ix level:', or iristructiftn, betrinninv with
an essentially auditory af,nroach, than movilur, r1.1 to anl
reading. The lessons are sequcritial and :,resented in a manner to

2h), 25(1 .
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establish,a foundation on which to build and expand necessary skills'
in reading, writing and speaking. Pupil interest is stimulated
thr8ugh involvement in c'lssroom dialogues and activities.

Cultural content drawn mostly from the Phillipines.
Primary Use: Elementary Levels. (Oceana catalog)

1,174. Finocithiaro, Mai-y. English as a Second Language: From Theory to
Practice. New York: Regents Publishing Company. 1964.

/1$1.95. (paper). 143pp.

Designed for beginning and advance4 teachers. Presents back-
ground reading for language learning and teaching, based largely
on author's experience. Includes suggestions for preparing curricu-
lum,- developing language skills, materials, techniques and testing.
(PREP on B.E. rev.)

1,175. Finnochiaro, Mary. Learning to Use English. New York: Regents
Publishing Company.

Levels: upper elementary, secondary or college. Audio-lingual
course stressing balanced achievement in the full range of language
skills. Wide variety of graded exercises based on common spoken

Eng*sh. Each lesson emphasizes the interrelatedness of language
skills and progresses through a four-phrase sequence of listening,
speaking, reading and writing. Very comprehensive teacher's manual.

Price (1972): Books 1 and 2 at $].75 ea.; Teacher's manual
at $2:50; Tapes (7" reels) at $55.00/set. (catalog).

1,176. Finocchiaro, Mary. Let's Talk, New York:. Regents Publishing

Company.

Book of.dialogues designed for maxinium textbook flexibility.

Dialogues preseht patterns of everyday spoken English designed to
reinforce grammatical structures, trActice pronunciation and
intonation, and increase conversational fluency. Progresses from

simple to complex sreach patterns. Includes pattern practice

exercises within the dialogues.
Price(2): Book at $1.75 ea. (catalog)

1,177. Finocchiaro, Mary. Teaching Children Foriegn Languages. McGraw-Hill.

1964.

Non-technical guide with specific examples of tested classroom
procedures. Includes chapters on techniques, teacher attitude,
development of language skills, making teaching effective, and the
rrenaration and adaptation of materials. Bibliography add glossary
of useful terms. (tin bibliography)

1,178. Finocchiaro, Mary and Michael Bonomo. The Foreign Language Learner:
A Guide for Teachers. New York: Regents Publishing Company. $3.95.

O
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A comprehensive professional guide in the field of foreign or
second language learning. Includes topics such as determining be-.
ginning proficiency levels, planning the curriculum, classroom ,

utilization of teaching materials, and ways of evaluating student
achievement and teaching efficiency. Useful as a reference book
or for teacher training. (eatalok)

.1.179 Finocchiaro, Mary and Lavenda. Selections for Developing English
Language Skills. New York: Regents Publishing Company, (rev.ed.)

A workbook hype _publication suitable for intermediate ,and ad-
winced students.and designed to improve listening, reading, and
wrlting skills. The book is divided into two Major Parts: listening -
comprehelpion and reading comprehension. The reading selections,
followedly comprehension questions, may also be used in'a variety of
related activities described in the instructions to teachers and
students.

Price (1972): $1.50. (catalog)

1,180. Fisher, and Dixson, Robert J. Beginning .Lessons in English: New
. York: 'Regents'Publishing Company (revised edition).

A

covers
for beginners. Emphasizes conversation and pronuncia-

tion; overs grammar through pattern practice rather than rule
memorization. Frequent re-entry and review exercises. Each lesson
consists of three parts: _Pronunciation, grammar exercises, and
conversation practice.

Price (1972): Book/$1.50 ea. (catalog)

,1,181. Francis, W. Nelson.' The Structure of American English. New York:
The Ronald Pr6ss. 1958.

Intended for a one-semester course in the English Tanguage for
prospective teachers. Attempts to synthetize "current linguistic
knowledge, especially as applied to Present-day American English."
(Heffernan- Cabrera)

s.14

1,182. Friend, Jewell A. Writing English as atSecOnd Language. Glenview,
Illinois: Scott, Foresman. 1971. '

1

Composition practice for upper high school or College age
students.

1,183 }Fuller, H.R. and F.F. Wasell. Advanced English Exercises. Saxon
Series in ESL. New York: McGraw-Hill.

Offers the opportunity for drill in and mastery of the English
language for students wLo have thoroughly gragnedthe fundamentals.
253 grammar, 'vocabulary, and Pronunciation exercises comrise the
text. The material is interrelated in the belief that learning a
lainguage is tr acquisition of habits,ot merely the learning of
rules. (NYS 1..liography)
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4 1,184. Gibson, Cristine and I.A. Richards. First Steps in-Reading English.
4 vols. Net/ York: Washington Square Press. 1959.

Introduction to reading for beginners. Graded for letter-
intak° and vocabulary of about 316 words. Stick drawings i]lustrtte
meanings. (Heffernn-Caberea)

.

1,185. Grindell, Robert et al. American Readings. Saxon Series in ESL.
New York: McGraw-Hill.

-1

A text for the upper-intermediate ESL student, designed
primarily to develop English language skills adequate for study of
college subjects in English. Features415 short selections by surcl
distinguished American writers asMark Twain, Jack London, Washington
Irving, and.O. Henry. Manyof the themes are humorous, and they
range from the philosophical talo the factual. Intensive study of
this book should increase the student's ability to reproduce the
most complicated vocabulary'and stru:-ture accurately. (HYS
bibliography)

1,186. GuJrra, Manuel H. and Others. Listing o f Resourcg Material COn--
cerned with the Spanish-Speaking. Olympia:. Washington State
Office of Public Instruction. Washington, D.C.: Office 3;7
Education. June 1971. 37D. '"
(ED 059 830)

An enumberation bf teaching-learning resources pertaining to
Spanish-speaking groups in America, this publication contains a 40-
item.selected bibliography on Mvcican Americans, a list.of 150
sources of general information, over 60 citations of selected materials,
and a 28-itemlist of migrant education materials. The resources
cited encompass children%s and adults' books, meetings, periodicals;
audiovisual aids, educational opportunities, organizations, and
Federal programs concerned 1,4ith the Spanish-speaking, bibliographies
articles, srepches, alld textbooks. Some of the bibliographic
citations are annotated. Also included is an article on the
language-instruction programs for Spanish-sneaking learners in
California, as related to intergroun relations. (RIE)

1,187. Hall, Eugene J. Basic Literacy Series: Reading Improvement for.
Adults, New York: Regent.s Publishing Company. 6 volumes $1.25 ea.

.ir Seri'es designed to teach literacy, reading improvement, and
other communication skills to adults. The graded selpctions describe
everyday situations and activities, and include such special areas
as application forms and letter writing. `Pit; -es: (1) Sounds and
Syllables, (2) The Signs of Li "e, (3) A Handfulof Letters,
(4) The Food We Eat, (5) Hol.4 Government Works, ind (6) Making
Government Work for You. (catalog)

1,188. Hall,Eugene J. Building English Sentences, 'iew York: regents
Publishing Company.

r



series of workbooks designed to help student synthesize basic
sentence patterns into unified speech. Can be used individuaLy or
collectively as a supplement to almost any English course. Deals
with the formation of sentence patterns, providing graded oral and
written exercises proceeding from basic patterns to more comrlex
syntactic structures. Topics include: (1) Sentences with be
(2) One-word verbs, (3)_ Two-word verbs, (4) Verbals, (5) Adverbs,
(6) Alternatives in Building English Sentences, (7) Building Complex
English Sentences, and (8) Adjectives in separate books.

Price (1972): Books 1-7 at $1.00 ea.; Book 8: in preparation.
(catalog) .

1;189. Hall, Eugene J. Estudios del ingles: intermedio-avanzado. New
York: Regents Tutaishing company. $1.W.

41,

Identical to Practical Conversation in English for Inter-
mediate Students with a corresponding translation in Spanish on
facing rages of ail dialogues, sentences for Practic, and idio-
atic,ex-ressions. See entry under English title for additional
information.,

Price (1972): text at $1.50 records and text at 19.95 tares
and text at $28.00 casettes and ;text at 22.50. (catalog)

1,190. Hall, Eugene J. Practical Conversation in English for Beginning,
Intermediate and Advanced Students. New York: Regents
Publishing -Company.

These three conversation books present English as it is
actually spoken in homes, offices, and a variety of other situations.
Each dialogue is built around one or more grammatical structures
and is accomnanied by exercises in comprehension, structure, stress,
and intonation.

Price (1972): Books 1-3 at $1.50 en. (catalog)

1,191. Hall,Augene et al. orientation in American English. Washington,
D.C.: American Express Language Centers-. 1970.

A series of 6 texts, 4 workbooks, 4 tapebooks, 3 readers,
and 50 tapes or 24 cassettes designed foielioncr high school or
college age students. (CAL bibliography)

1,192. Hall, Robert A., Jr. Linguistics and Your Language. 2nd Rev. ed.
off Leave Your Language Alone. Cardrna City, New York:
Doubleday. 1960.

A brief p'P,'ar discussion relative to language and linguistics.
Ccntiains clear, non-technical statement of theories, nrincirCles,

und meth-ods. (Ilefferman-Cabrera)

1,193. A Tindbook for Teachers of English (Anericanization - Literacy).
rev. ed. Sacramento: Califc,rnia State PePartment of Edueation.
1967.

(ED 016 191)
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1,194. Harding, Deborah A. and Others. A Microwave Course in English as a
Second Language (For SranisW4Speakers). La Jolla, California:
Lingoco Corn. 196).-2576).
(ED 035 876) .. -

1,195. Harris, Aria?. S. and Allan C. Harris. "A Selected Bibliography of
American literature for TESOL. Part 1: The Novel; Paft 2:
The Short Story, Drama, Poetry." TESOL Quarterly. 1:3
(September, 1967), 1:4 (December, 1967). (Available its

rerrint from TESOL)

Annotated bibliography. (NYS bibliography)

1,196. Harris,' David P. -2Reading Improvement Exercises for Sttdents of
, English as.a ,Second Language. Englewood Cliffsi New Jel-sey:

F.:.-entic,e-Hall, 1966. (Paper)
'

:or high-intermediate and advanced students. Part I
consists of a diagnostic vocabulary test and a reading compre-
hension test (which covers both- smeed and comprehension) and
gives suggestions for increasing vocabulary. Parts II-VII
consist of exercises to increase sneed in recognition and ccmpre-:
hension, first of words, then of :entences, raragranhs and'whole
compositions. Part VIII deals with scanning techniaues. Part IX
contains exercises to develop speed and accuracy in -using a dic-
tionary. Includes key to exercises and reading-time conversion
table. (NYS bibliography)

1,197. IHarris, David P. and Leslie A. Palmer. CELT: a Comprehensive
English Language Test for Speakers of English 'as a Second
Lzams221. New York: 'JcCraw-Hill. 1970.1:

a
Consis:,s of test forms and examiner's books for listening

comprehension, structure, and vocabulary, 'acompanied-by a'N
Technical Manual with descriptions of the tests and information
on test, statistics and norms. Suitable for high school students'
or old -cr. Inten led as a Placement test but adaptable for use as
a measurement o' achievement as well. (CAL bibliography)

Hayden-, R.E. et al. "!astering American Enliish. Englewood C1if's,
rersey: :rentice-Hall. 1956. raver.

1,199. The Heath ?eading 7'rpgram.(for grades 7-9). Lexington, Massachusetts
D.C. 'Heath and Comnany. 1971.

A three-level reading, Program with tablyid-style forme- and
cnt-mroriry themes designed to motivate 'reluctant rekders,
Though the stories deal with such specific tonics as racial.ard
etnnie prt7:udice, environmental problems, Nolitical assassinations,
ilMgif,imatc births, and urban riots, the lit.lerlying thentgs pxmress
univer::11 human icitere:ts and value.-- aCtivities 9re
am im:ortant feature of this program. Each grade- level kit.contains
20 stori2';, 3 filmstrips, 4 records, a teachers duplicating
riasters for student activiies. (catalog) -
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1,200. Hefferman-Cabrera, Patricia. Audio-Visual English. Collier-
.Macmillan International. 191.

Objective is to provide visual. and oral support in the
teaching of ESL. The materials carefully control structures
and use vocabulary in context'. _ Each set in the series consists
of 10 color filmstrips, records or tapes, and a teacher's guide/
script. The tapes contain thetrecorded script 8:n$ sound effects
wile the teacher's guide/script includes each filmstrip script,
',explanatory notes to the teacher, and suggestions for using the
materials. Each filmstrip treats a separate language topic. (catalog

1,201. Hill, L.A. and R.15.S. Fielden. Vocabulary Tests and Exercises
for Overseas Students. LondOn: Oxford University Press. 1962.

1,202. Hines, Mary Elizabeth. Skits, in English as a Second Language.
New York: Regents Publishing Comb any. 1972 (in preparation).

Combines pattern practice With role-playing. Consists of 36 -

carefully graded skits designed to reinforce basic structures.
Vocabulary is rigidly controlled: in each skit, material beyond
the structure being reinforced is kept to the absolute minimum.
Each skit.is followed by a variety of exercises. Enables the
student to overcome his 'inhibitions and achieve free use of the
target language by assuming various roles. (catalog)

1,203. Hirschhor.1, Howard H. Spanish-English/English-Spanish Medical
Guide (Gula medica esrafiol-in aes/ingl6s-esPafiol). New
York: Regents Publishing Company. $1.00.

Pr2sents words, phrases, and sentences, with their equivalents,
bilingually to help communication between medical personnel and
patients when one is SPanish-speaking and the other English-
speaking. (catalog)

1,204. Hirschhorn, Howard H. Technical and Scientific Reader in English
(Temas tecnicos y cientfficos en ingles). New York: Regents
Publishing Company. $1.75.

Non-graded reading selections drawn from a wide variety of
technical and semitechnical writings (e.g. architecture, electronics,
auto mechanics, agriculture, data _processing, navigation, chemistrY,
tele.vi,sion,' etc.) designed especially for students who plan to take
technical or scientific courses in American schools. Lexical items.
of a technical'nature or with specialized gontextual meanings are
defined in Spanish in the margins. Exercises following each reading
selection are based on comprehension, vocabulary, and conversation.
(catalog)

1,7)05. Hocking, Elton. Language Laboratory and Language Learning. Monograph
2. Washington, D.C.: Derartment of Audio-Visual Instruction,
:lational Education Association of the United States; (1Q6h). (paper)
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Discusses the alpguage laboratory and developments that should
aid language'AFarning and teaching; a basic document in this area.
(NYS bibliogfaphy)

1,206. .Holland, B.F. and G. McDaniel. "Teaching Latin-Americans to Read
by Means of Visual Aids:" Texas Outicok. Vol. 26 (July 19142)
pp.

1,207. Hollander, Sophie. Impressions of the United States. New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston. 1964.

A reading textbook for students athe intermediate-advanced
level. The text is a series of letters written by newcomers with
various backgrounds describing the individual's reaction to some
asrect of the American scene. (Hefferman-Cabiera)

1,208. Imamura, Shigeo and James W. Ney.. Audio-Lingual Literary Series.
Boston: Blaisdell. 3 vols. 1969.

Structured readers for upper high school and college-age
ESL students.

tnstitute of Modern Languages. Contemporary Review Exercises.
New York: Thomas Y. Crowell. 1967.

Grammar review exercises for upper high, school or college
age students.

1,210. Institute of Modern.Languages. Contemporary Spoken English. New ..ok

York: 'Thomas Y. Crowell. 5 vols. 1967-68.

Basic course for adult or secondary school'beginners. Lin-
guistically graded and controlled. .Lessons are based on short \

dialogs, followed by pattern_practice_of_various tyPes-. New__
.Patteins are introduced in frames to emphasize structure.
,Occasional notes to students point out facts about the patterns,
and now and where to nse them. Later lessons incIdde reading
passages. Reaches high intermediate level. (CAL bibliography)

1,211. Institute of Modern Languages. Situational Reinforcement. Washington,
D.C.: Institute of Modern Languages., 1967.

Course for beginners intended for college age or older students
'but usable in high school as well. Use-oriented rather than struc-
ture-oriented. Oral approach, controlled within each situation .by
question-fresponse type of practice. Reading and writing introduced
at beginning level. Course consists of 8 texts (5 general and one r

each on schools and universities, American politics and government,
and style and usage); workbooks accompany first 14 texts; readers
accompany levels 2-5; tapes and tapebooks for levels 1-5. 4CAL
bibliography)

Sr
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1,21°. v1.2ALt 'rrRelations in eaching Material A Survey and Appraisal.
'1,Vashington, D.C.: The Council. 194,,. 231op. Report -of the

CAmmi4ee on the Study of Teaching materials in .Intergroup
Relations of the Ainerican Council Ton Education.

1,213. Kane, John and Mary Kirkland. Contemporary Spoken flglish. New
York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co..1967. Six volumes.

1,214. Karp, T.B. et al. Princiels and Methods of Teaching a Second
Language: A Motion Picture Series for Teach',r Training. .A

five-film series. New York: 'Teaching Film Custodians. 1962.

A series of films entitled: "The Nature'of Language," "The
Sounds 'of Language," "Thrganization of Language," "Words and
their Meanings," Z'modern Techniques for Teaching Foreign Languages. ft '

A helrful base.from wnich to loft preservicc and inservice teacher.
training.Programs. (Hefferman-Cabrera)

1,215. Kennedy, Dora F. Mexican Ame.ricans: A Teaching_ and Resourc Mnit
for Upper Level Spanish Students, tobe Execu:edin S inish
or in English for Social Studies Classes, or Classes in
Hispanic Cultures. Prince George's Feard of Education.
Upper Marlboro, Maryland. 171. 91n- .

(ED 056 577)

1,21(:. Kenyon, J..9..aml T.A. Knott. A Pronouncing Dictionary of American
English. Springfield, Mass.: C. and C. Merriam Co. 1953.

Gives standard colloquial pronuu^iation of American English
transcribed in the IPA. Records variant pronunciations when
there are differences among educated sneakers. Regional differences
are also given. A handy reference book. (NYS biyiogranhy)

1,217. King, Harold V. Tc.regular Verbs. Rockville, aryland:' English
Language Services, Inc. $1.25.

A series _of lessons with oral drills designed to give non-
native English speakers an ac-Cvc o/tal command of all the imnortant
irmgular verbs. and a few of the commonest irregular
verb', are reviewe,1 :st, then" other verbs are covered in senarate
lists ;rouged together according to the way their Principal partn
arc formed. (catalog)

1,721 . Farold V. and cnnr,hell. An Englisb ''ending Test.
Rockville, marvland: Lnguire flr,rvis, Inc. 1:0.15.

A "0-minuto of rcading ability a:-.gomPanind b- a (1 tailed
interrrtation of ncore:3. stale ror mc_,17,uring

over a width range of aLility. unHful as an aid in
dQtorminini1 readin t') entr,r an colloor or nivenity.
(catalog)

.
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1,219. Kitchin, A.T. and V.P. Allen (eds.). Reader's Digest Readiars: En.
BoOks One through Four. Pleasantville, New York: Reader's
Digest Services. 1963-64. parer.

Kreidler, Carol J. and Beatrice M. Sutherland. Flash Pictures - A
. Set of 252 Cards Used as an Aid to teachers of English as a

Foreign Language. Ann Arbor, 'lichigan: Follett's Michigan
Bookstore. 1963.

Simple figures and drawings on 7" x 10" cards. Word families
are catalogued by color for quick organization of drills. A four -
page brochure gives examples of drills that may be constructed
with the cards.

" 1,221. Kurilecz, Margaret. Man and His World: A Structured Reader.
New York: Thomas Y. Crowell. 1969.

Structured reader for upper high school or college age
ESL students.

1,222. Lado, Robert. Lado En lish Series: A Complete C urse in English
as a Second Language. New York:? Regents Pubklishing Comrany.

Comprehensive course in ESL designed for use in high school
6r college on the beginning, intermediate and advanced levets.
Each lesson presents patterns, first established by audio-lingual
drills and simple explanations, then reinforced by speaking and
reading exercises. Includes Practice in intonation, pronunr'ation,
and writing. Graded presentations, continuous review and numerous
illustrations.

Price (1972): fooks 1-4/$1.75 ea.; ,Books 5-6/ in nreparation;
Workbooks 1-4/$1.00 ea.; Workbooks 5-6/ in rreparation; Teachers
Manual 1-3/$2.50; Posters (20" x 24", color) for books 1- 3/$10.00;'
Tapes (reels or cassettes)/$75.00 per bOok. (catalog),

1,223 Lado, Robert. Language Teaching: A Scientific Approach. New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1964. (parer) 239pu.

a

Presents a scientific approach to language teaching, including
linguistic background, language learning, teaching techniques,
testing, use Of language laboratories and other aids, reading,
writing, cultural content, literature,"teaching machines and
programmed learning. Contains many practical suggestions fox
language teaching. (INS bibliography) *

1,224. Lancaster,` Louise. Intrpducing English, An ')ral PreReading Program,
for Spanish-Sreakin Primary Pupils (Ages 4-6). Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 966. 291np.,

A 28-Unit:oral program organized to give the child some under-
. standing and command of spoken English before being introduCed to

reading. A basic speaking vocabulary of 500-600 words, used in
meaningful sentence natterns, Presented in graded and controlled

2 5 3 2 rii
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sequences. In addition to the text, which provides detailed, step-
by -step directions to the teacher for each lesson, a file box of
316 picturqcards and a set of 35 durlicatilg masters was. also
Prepared for the course. (RIE abridged)

1,225. Landrum, Roger and Others. A Day D ream I Had at Night and Other
Stories: Teaching rhildren How to Make Their awn R4alers
Teachers and Writers Colla1orative, New ,York, Newiyork. New
York State Council on the Arts, New York. (Contributions by
cni'ldren from PS 1 and PS 42 in New York City),19Z1 1.11p%.
( i o64 208) 0

cr

1,226. Lawrence, Mary S. Writing as a Thinking Process. Ann Arbor,
Michigan: The University'of Michigan'Press.'1972". $3.95.

1,227.

J t
Employs a cognitive apnroach to teaching composition,

capitalizing on the student's ability to think inductively. The
student is given data, and the rele;rant vocabulary, on a .

variety of interesting topics. ' He manipulates the data.according
to a'sequence-01 logical relationships, makingext,rapolati,ons
and syntheses; and engaging in.problem-solv The writing

2

process which he learns is generative and widely applicable. (catalog)
tJ

Lee, Mary Elizabeth. Learning to. Learn English. Van Nays, Cali-
' fornia: DFA.Publislaiers. 1971. Two vo.rumes:,

The vocabulary of each 256-rage volume .in this gr, program
9Sr adults includes topics relevant to the rroblemi'eqcountered
by new immigrants - colors; numbers, money, `addition, Prices,

traffic signs, time, daily routine, days of the week and months
of the year, food, materials; styles, clothing, ho.using, furniture,
credit andcharge accounts, checking and'savings Alecounts? telephone'
and postal s4r1rices.

Price (1972): texts/$8.50 ea.; 6 take -z.assettes at $36.50 per-
volume; Multi-media learning kit/$97:50 per volume. (catalog)-

1,228.. Lismore,,Thomas. Welcome to English. New York: Regent Publish ing
Company.

Designed to teach ESL to young children: teaching basic skills,.
providing a solid foundation for future study, and inspiring calafi--
Bence and interest, EmphasizNa sroken English. 'Each le,pson has a
four-Phase design: listening, speaking; re*nt,,,., and writing.
Illustrated in color. \

Price (1972): Books 1-5 at $1.25 ea.; Tares No. 1 at $12.00;
No. 2-5 at $214.00 ea. (catalog)

J,229. Loren Marian Brown. Patterns of American English: A Guide for
Sneakers of Other Languages. Dobbs -.Ferry, New York: Oceana
1:iibllcatiOns, Inc. 19.71,.224nr.

This textbook is intended for students who 'have some knowledge,
of English but Ao need guidance and intensive structured Practice 111
the speaking pf the language. The emphasis is on the spoken 'form

25J4 2y;
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of standard American English. LCSo6 varied in content, and. format
(e.g. questions about the students' lives, interests and hobbies;
stories, dialogues, quiz programs, -debates, exercises, etc.).
JUltural items are United States centered. The book contains ten
units and provides grammar lessons for at least a one semester
course.

Primarily designed for senior high schools, universities and
adult education programs. (catalog)

1,230. Mackey, Ilonka Schmidt. English 1: A Br..ic Course for Adults.
Rowley, Massachusetts: Newbury House Publishers. 197. $1.25.

A course for adultedesigned to: (1) give newcomers the
Eqglish they require immediately on arrival in the U.S. (2) Provide
the basis for a more tho ti;r study of English, and (3) be a
,remedial program for student:; -hose knowledge of tnglish fund
mentals needs firmer footing. Tt includes a Teaching Manual e-
calling the oral work, which c .I.Litutes the core of the pro ram,
and:a Learner's Book reinforcing the oral work through exerci es,
dialogues, and reading passages..

Price (1972): Learner's Book $1.25, Teaching Manual 0.95.
(catalog) )

1,231. Madrigal, Margarita and Ursula Meyer. InvitaciOn al irgles. New
York: Regents Publishing Company.

A completecourse*in beginning English with all instruction
.

arts explanations Spanish. All basic English structure* are
introduced easily and gradually through examples and exercises.
Vocabulary is introduced in context and reinforced bypictures.

Prices (1,72): text at $1.50; records and text/$9.95;
tapes and text $28.00; cassettes and text/$22.50. (catalog)

1,232. M,Ildorrafto et al. Tito (Beginning Reading in Spanish). Indianapolis,
Indians: The Economy Comriany. 1972. $1.41.

-This aulio-readiness text for Spanish- speaking childeenis a
dual purpose tool: (1) used prior to English language reading
instruction, it teaches-the concept of decoding; (2) used prior
to basic Spanish language printers, it teaches the basic skills
necessary for reading Spanish. The special significance of Tito
is that it teaches vital transferable decoding essentials in thd,

. language in which the Spanish-speaking child is most comfortable.
(catalog) 0

1,233, Marckwardt, Albert .11, and Randolf Quirk. A Common Lbnguage.
, MLA-ACTFL MatePials Center. 1964. 797). 2.5Q!.

The script for 12 1-oadcasts over the Voice of America and
the Br. Lively discussion of tne,yarietieS of English :d7,(71;,,n in

. different countries with the tliesi-; that they are mutually understan-
dable and equally good. (catalog)
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a 1,234. Maituardt, William F. et al. English- `Around the World: Gleview,
Illinois: Scott Foresdan and Co., 1970. 11 volumes. 575pp.

- -

Aural -oral program for-teach iang ESL/EFL in the primary grades.,
Provides an international 4ontext in which pupils are introduced td
customs and styles from around the world. Course includes: (1)
teachers' guidebooks with detailed instructions for lesson prepara-
tion and presentation; (2), pupils' skills bobks which present the
lesson content; (3) po%ters, vocabulary developing display cardS
and word cards; (4) practice pad /test books containing exercise

materials for pattern practice; and (5) record albums presenting
conversations, songs, and patterns in ',a range 'oevoices and
regional variations. (RIE abridged)

1,235 Martin, Joseph F. Let's Speak English (adults). Lbs AnOles:
The Last California Company. 1971.

A series of three Rxt-workbOoks that 'takes the adult
learner from the introductory level to a functional fluency' in
English. These books are, designed to be used as a bask textbook
for level 1-6. Each lessdn of each book contains priAice ia all
four basic language skills, meaningful dialogues, substitution
drills,,a reading and correhension exercise, soar@ drills; a
Writing exercise and'a simple explanation of the grammar of each
lesson.

Price '1972): text-workbobk $3.00 ea:; cassettes (Book 1)
$59.50, mb a for Book 1 (Sp;mish) $1.50. (catalog)

1,23'6. Martin, Joseph F. Let's Speak E.glish (children). Los Angles: .
The Last California Company. 1971.

r

A text-workbook for children learning ESL with accompanying
tapes. Each lesson contains practice in all four language skills,
a simple a meaningful dialogue,, substitution drills; a reading
exercise, 1 and drills, and a simple writing exercis. The book
contains a step by step, easy to follow lesson'plan, some simple
poems and games, as well as lessons designed to develop compre-
hension end listening skills.

' Price (1972):..text $1.50, tapes $11.95 (with text) (catdrof0D
"'

'1,237. Martin, Joseph F. Let's Speak Spanish. Los.A es; The Last'
California Company. 1971.

A textbook-workbolok for children from 3rd-6th grade whc are
studying Spanish.for the first time"or for those Spanish-speaking
-children who need to be taught to'read and write in Spanish. Each
lessson ctvitair..3 practice in all four langupie skills, one grWrtma- .

tical principle within the context of.a,dialogue, substitution drills,
a reading exercise witha vocabulary list, and a simple writing
exercise. The hook contains.a step by stem, easy to follow 'lesson
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7

plan, -some simple poems, songs and plays put in an easy,to
dramatize form.

Price (1972): text .at $1.50; tapes andttext at $11.95. (catalog)

.1;238. Materials Acquisition Project. Vol. 1, No. 1. San Diego Schools
California. Washington D.C.: Office (c Education. February 1971
15p. .

(ED o60 716)

f
1,239. Materials 'Acquisition Project. Vol.- 1, No..2. San Diego Schools,

California. Washington. D.C.: Office of Education. March 1971 16p.
(ED 060 717)

4240. Mate-als.Acquisitioh Project.
California. Washington D.
(ED 060 118)

?,241. Materials Acquisition Project.
California. Washington D.
(ED 060 719)

'1,242. Materials Acquisition Project.

41.,

,Calfornia. Washington D.
(ED 660 720)

)

1,243. Materials Acquisition Project.
California. .V.Ta.shingtoh D.

(ED 060 721)

1,244. .Materials Acquisition Pro ect.
/ California. Washington -D.C.: Office of Education. September 1971

16p.

(ED 06D 722)
.

Vol.Matefials Acquisition Project:- o 2, No. 3. SanDiego Schools
r.California...Washington, D.C.: Office of Educiation..October 1971.

POp.

(ED 060 723)

1,246. Materials ACqui.sitionf Project. Vol. 2, 130. 4, San Diego Schools,
Californial. Washington D:t.: Office Of Education. November 1971
20p.

'(D o6o 724) #.

1, No.
C.: Office of

Vol. 1, No.
C.: Office "of

Vol. 1, No.
d.: Office of

Vol. 2, No.
C.: Office of

3. San Diego Schools,
Education. April 1971 11p.

4. San Diego= Schools
Education. May 1971 20p

5. San Diego Schools,
Educatiori.June 1971. 19p.

1. an Diego Schools
Education. July-1971 20p.

Vol. 2, No. 2. San Diego Schools

Vol:

1

1,247. Materials Acquisition Project. Vol. 2, No. 5. San aicgo Schools, .

. : California. Washigtonk.1.: Office of Education. December 1971.
28p.

.(ED 060 725)

, 2 4 8 . Materials Acquisition ProAect. Vol. 2, NQ. 7. .San Diego Schools,
California, Washington D.C.: Office of Education. February 1972.
35-pn.

.(-ED e64 967)
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1,249." Materials Acquisition Project. Vol.2, No.'8. San Diego Oity Schools:\
California. Washington D.C.: Office of Education. ApilV 1972. 3

- 38pp.

(ED 065 ol54)

1,250. Materials Acquisition Project. Vol. 2, No. 8. San Diego Schools,
California. Washington D.!.: Office of Education. 1972 59pp.
(ED 066 095)

1,251. Matus, Sue. Count and Mass Nouns: Santa MCnica, California:
Pyramid Films. 14 captioneAfilmstrips at $100.00/set.

Filmstrip titles: (1) Tntroductign to Count Vouns (2) Use
of "a" and "an" (1) 'Use o#' "a" and "an" with singular and plural
nouns (4) Singular and plural of count noun;'(5) Plural.endings
(exceptions) (6) Introduction to mass nouns (7YPlural comparison:
count and mass nouns (8) Article comparison: count and*Mass nouns
(9) Mass noun inditators (10) Much and many (11) A little and a
few (12) SAe, any, a lot of (rots of) (r3) Mass nouns lised4as
count nouns (14)Review test. (catalog)

1,252 Miami Linguistic Readers, 53 volumes. Experimental Editic,n: Boston:
D.C. death,- 1964 -66: (paper).

An introductory reading course for non-English-speaking or
cultural disadvantaged elementary school children, prepared under
the aegis of the Ford Foundation and the Dade County (Florida)
PMbIic Schools. Linguistically structured and-controlled, the
mal,erial is designed to provide aural comprehension, speaking and
writing practice as well.as reading instryction, in a four fold
lqnguage ac-ts program in standard English. Lsii4.4sts of Pupil's
Books (n. pre-primers, primers and readers); Seatwork Booklets
16 workbooks providing for writing practic'e); Teacher's MarfuLls
(16 volumes providing specific guides for each' step in each lesson);:
,id "Big Books";'charts for language Practice and special work on
reading problems. Reading content and illustrations designed to
appeal to young children. (NYS bibliography)

1,253. Michigan Oral Language Series: ACTFL Edition. MLA-ACTFL Materials
Center. 1970. $50.00.,

Structured oral language lessons'for 4, 5, or 6 yearold
Spanish-background children, accompanied,byrevaluation and teaaher7
training materials. All items in the series are/loose7leaf, 1.;14
secure with paper bands. Descrintive catalog free, .(catalog)

1,254. Michigan Oral Language Series: ACTFL Edition Conceptual
Development Guide - Preschool. MLA-ACTFL Materials Center.
1970. 396pp. $7.50. ,
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Designed for the 4 year old, providesactivitiestto introduce
basic English language patterns and sounds. Activities focus on
basic inteilectual'skills introduced in fpanish and then reinforced
it English. Provides an 8-week period ot instruction ilith
separatev15=minute activities for each:day. (Cmtalog)

1,255. Mithigan Oral Language Series: ACTFL Edition - Developing
Language Curricula: Programmed Exercises for Teachers.
MLA -ACTFL Materi s Center. 1970. T8pp.

A manual to intrc uce teachers to basic Principle's of language
analysis which can be applied in classrooms with non-English-
speaking or language-handicapped Children. (catalog)

. .

1,296. Michigan Oral Language Series: ACTFL Edition - English guide -
Kindergarten. MLA - ACTFL Materials Center. 1970.'146pp. $3.50.

For, teaching Engljsh to Speakers of Other Languages and
Standard English as a Second Dialect.' Conceptually, these .
materials provide a bridge from the development of basic intellectual
skills to their application in subject_ matter. The activities.are
planned for 30 minutes perday for one academie year. (catalog)

1,257. . Michigan Oral Language Series: ACTFL Edition :--Interdisciplinarx

Oral Language Guide - Primary One. MLA-ACTFL Materials Center.
1970.

A program to teach Ti.rst grade children who speak Spanish, or
who are limited in their command of standard English, the oral
language necessary for success in the usual schopl environmenf.

,The content is drawn principally from social science, science, and
mathematics. Each lesson lasts about 30 minutes.

Part 1: 214pp. $.6.ok; Part 2: 470pp: $9.00; Part 3: 342pp.
$7.75; 'F,art 4: 360pp. $7.75. (catalog)

1,258. Mich. Oral Language Series: ACTFL Edition - Michigan Oral .

aguage Productive Tests, MLA-ACTFL Materials Center. 1970.
.00.

A set of two individually-adthinistered tests;. "Structured
Response Test" and "Conceptual Oral Language Test," with adminis-
tration and evaluation materials, the first.tests for grammatical
and phonolcgical,features of English; the second,for conceptual
understanding relatively free from the effects of dialect o
langtage dit!ferences'of the examiner. (oatalog)-

.

1.259. Michigan nr-I Lanongac, ArTFT.rd; - Cuido

Kindergarten. MLA=ACTFL Materials Center. 1970. 282pp.5:50.

For teaching Spaaiih as a Second Language or St.eklard Spanish
as a.Second. Dialect. The activities areplanned for 30 minutes per

-
iay for once, academic year.. (catalog.)
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1,260. Mi diccionario ilustrado. Glenview. Illinois: Scott Foresman and
Company. 1971 $1.38...

1

Reference book of 525Jwords, all pictured, for use in kinder-
garten. Tiro editions available:

(1) Edicion Bilingue - Spanish-English bilingtal pictionary,
primarily designed for use in the United States with children of
Spanish backgrounds,

(2) ildiciem Hispanoamericana - Standard Spanish edition,
primarily for use in Spanish-speaking Latin American countries. (catalog)

1,261. Mitchell, Elizabeth Gillian. Beginning American English. Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice -Hall: 1957.

Twenty-five units of simple conversational English. Each unit
contains dialogue, exercises on vocabulary, sentence struelfure,

- pronunciation and review. (Hefferman-Cabrera)

1,262. Molina, Hubert. 'LLanguage Games and the Mexican-American Child
Learning English", TESOL Quarterly, 5:2 (June, 1971).
pp. 145-148.

This impel. describes a-set of criteria and their use in the
development of games that are a part of a tutorial component-ore
Language and ConceptSkills for Spanish Speakers Program developed
et Southwest Regional Laboratdry for Educational Research and
Deyelopment. Included are the 1969-1970 results of field tryouts
of the program. (from article)

1,263. Morley, Joan. Improving Aural Comprehension. Ann Arbor, Michigan;
The University of Michigan Press. 1972.

Presents a graded series of 132 lessons in concentrated
listening. It is designed for classroom and laboratory use by

. secondary/adult ESL students. Lesson flexibility permits use at
low-intermediate through advanced levels. Lessons provide ample
opporturiity for vocabulary-building, pronunciation practice and
class discussion.

Price (1972): student's workbook $4.95; teacher's book of
readings $3.95; tapes - will be available. (catalog)

1,264. Moulton, William G. A Linguistic Guide to Language Learning.. New
York: Modern Language Association of America, 1966 (saner)

A.clear introduction to the nrinciples of language learnin4
and how language works, including sections on sounds, sentences,
eords, meaning and writing. Bibliography of useful books on
linguistics; phonetics,._contrastrive structure and language
learning. (NYS bibliography)

1,265. Muller, Dou glas G. and Robert Leonetti. Primary Self- Cnnrent,
gaue Disreminat;on oenter for Fdwat.q2n,
Austin, Texas. Washinrtn, D.C.: (!`fire of Fdlication. )191-p.

(ED 062 646)
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1,266. Muller, Douglas G. and Robert Leonetti. Primary Self- Co.icept Scale:
Girls. Dissemination Center for Bilingual Bicultural Education.
Austin,'Texas. Washington, D.C.: Office of Education. lOpp.

(ED 062 845)

1,267. Muller, Douglas G. and Robert Leonetti. Primary Self-Concept Scale:
Test Manual. Dissemination Center for Bilingual Bicultural Educa-
tion. Austin, Texas. Washington, D. C.: Office of Education.
39pn. (ED 0e2 p45)

It is the purpose.of the test described in this document to
provide.a procedure for economically evaluating several aspects of
self concept relevant to school success. The test was constructed
specifically for use with the child of Spanish or Mexican .descerit
in the Southwest, but it is also appropriate for use with children
from Anglo culture. The test consists of 214 items; in each item,
the examinee is told a descriptive story about an illustration and
is instructed to draw a circle around the person in the illustration
that is 'most like himself. This document includes directions for
administering the test, the descriptive stories accompanying each
test item, and details on scoring, interpretation, test construction,
reliability, and validity. Statistical data and results are also
included. (RIE)

1,268. MeCallum,-George -P.4adaptar)-____Semen Plays from American
Literature. Rockville, Maryland: English Language Service---, Inc.

Combinations of one textland 7 tape& desjgned for use with
intermediate to advanced level adult students. The 10 -15 minute

plays are adapted from short stories by American authors, chosen
for their portrayal of American life and values andv-for their
draqatoic interest, as well as for their usefullness in the class-
rooi situation.

Price (1972):4text at $3.10, tapes at $15.75. (catalog)

1,269. McGillivray, James H. Peo le at Work: Readin s with Drills and
Exercises for Beginners in English. New York: American Book
Company. 196.

Reading selections simplified for beginning students at high
school,adult levels. Readinrs followed by drills, exercises and
dramatization for dialogue practice. Limited to 600-word vocabulary.
(Heffernan- Cabrera)

1,270. McIntodh, Lois. How to Teach English Grammar, 1967. 19pp.
(ED 012 438)

'Presents a discussion of the basic tenets of teaching English
grammar to non-native speakers, as followed in the ESL program at
UCLA. The introduction of grammar points to be practiced and the
generalization process. which Follows are described innon-technical
language. Various types df drills illustrate implementation of the
grammar lesson. Particular importance is given to the age levels of
the students as affecting the type of grammar presentation. (RIE)
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1,271,. J.McIntosh, Lois et -al. Advancing in English. New York: Amerian
Book Company. 1970.

Designed for upper high school or college age students.

1,272. McWilliams, Carey, ed. The Mexicans in America; A Students' guide
. to Localized History. Localized History Series. New York,

New York: Teachers College Press, Columbia University. 1968 32p.
(ED 058 979)

The four main sections Of this publication are (1) Special
Minority, which deals with the settlement in the Southwest and
historical background,OS the Hispanos; (2) The Great Invasion,
which discusses Mexican immigration and Hispanos and industrial
employment; (3) The Mexican Problem, which treats-the Hispano
"language problem" and social discrimination;'and (4) New
Stirrings in the,Borderlands, which deals with Hispano action
against discrimination, political role, and influence of the
Spanish Mexican. A 12-item bibliography is appended. (RIE)

1,273. NanCe, Mrs. Afton D. Spanish - Speaking
'Sacramento: State of California Department of Education,
1:963 (Mimeo).

1,274. njsse-lination Conter r McultIral
Cross Cult-ralAttitudt Inventory_

.

1.ustin, Teyas.

This series of instruments is designed to measure how very
young students feel about Mexican-American and Anglo cultures. .

The test is based on Pictures, some of which are culturally
relevant only to Mexican-Americans. The manual nrovi'des a guide
for the use of the inventory, including a rationale for the items
used; a statement of the purpose of the test; instructions for
administration; instructions for scoring results; and possible
applications within the constraint of the test. (from introduction
snmewhat revised)

1,275 National Council of Teachers of English. English for Today.. Eight
Volumes. William R. Slager and Luella B. Cook, eds. New York:
McGraw -Hilt, 1964-66. (paper)

Six books from beginning to lower' ad;anced, :uclude reading
passages, comprehensive questions and exercises and sections on
grammar and composition. conta.im;*unabridged but
ztylistically simple fiction, non-fiction, mays, and poetry from
English-7peaking countries. ?eachers' oditions for each volume
include special section wit' reneral comments on teaching
procedares, sample lesson nlans, and snecific.notes on each lesson.
Two workbooks and picture case cards avaliab1,2for Hook Inc!. Tare:4
and records also available. bibliopranhy)
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1,276. NCTE Cdffimittee on Teaching .English to SOeakers of .(ither Languages.
"Some M.aterials for Teaching English as a Ceoond Language in "
theElementary School," Elementary .Enrlish, 46:8 (December, 1969).

A basic, unalinotated bibliograrhy, which includes eleven
-riethodolody listings and. fifteen sections on pre- school and primary
school materials. (NYS bilbiogra0y)

1,277. 'NewMark-, Leonard et, al. Using American English. 1\41.7 York: Barrer
and Row. 1964.

Conversational, practice for utter high sch'ool or college
age students.

1,278. New York City Bgard of Education. Puerto Rican Study: Resource
' Units for 'Classes with Puerto Rican Pupils: trades 1-6
and Secondary School, 1-3. New York: Board.of Education. 1955.

1,279. New York City, Board of Education. Scone and Sequence in the
-Teaching of English as a New Language to Adults, Beginning
Level. Curriculum Bulletin: 1967-68,-Seris No. 22. 1968.

1,280. New York City, Board of Education. Teaching English as a New
Language to Adults. Curriculum Bulletin: 1963-64, Series
No. 5. , New York' New York Superintendent of Schools. 1964.
180pp.

.A presentation of guiding principles and metheids for teaching
beginners-through advanced students with references for teachers.

1,281. New York City Board of Education. teaching of English to Puerto
Rican Children. Four volumes. New York: Board of Education. 1957.

1,282. Nichols, Ann Eljenholm. English Syntax: Advanced Composition for
Non-Native Sneakers. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
1965.

Composition practice for unner high school or colDege.age
students.

1,283. Nida, Eugene. Learning a Foreign Language. New York: Free Press.
Foreign clissions Conference of North Ameri.ca.-1957. (rev. ed.)

A guide for individual language study written from the point
of view of modern descriptive linguistics.theurth with a minimum of
technical vocabu]ary. (Nefferman-cabrera)

1,284. Nilsen, Dn L.F. g.nd Alleen Pace Nilsen. Pronunciation Contrasts in
Engiish. New York: Regents Publishing Comnani. $4.25 (cloth)
t2.25 (paper)
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II

Deals with sounds that are difficult for the non-native
st dent of English to distinguish and produce. Each lesson vomnarbs
and contrast's pairs.of sounds in lists of minimal Pairs, minimal
contrast sentences, and sentences with contextual clues. Solnd
Troduction charts and profile diagrams illustrate the position of
the lips, teeth, and tongue during the articulation of the"sounds.
In addition, each le on contains unique lists of problem-area.
language backgrounds. (catalog)

1,285. nhannessian, Sirarpi et al. Reference List of Materials for, English
as a Second Language. Part.I: Texts, Readers, Dictionaries,
Tests, 1964, 157pp

. .....

(ED 014 t23)..',
.

,,Annotated bibliography prepared by 'the Center fOr Applied
Linguistics, Washington, p.c..

1,286. Ohannessian, Sirarpiet al. Reference List of Materials for English .

as a Second'Language. Part II: Background materials, Methodology
1966. 115pp.
(ED 014 724)

"Annotated bibliography prepared by the Center for Applied
Linguistics,,Washington%

1,287. Ohannessian, Sirarpi (ed.). 30 Books for Teachers of English as a
Foreign Lanzuage. Washington, D.C.: Center for Applied Linguistics.
1963, Paper.

11288: Olsher, Lariia and Robert D. Wilson. rieginning.Fluenb in English as
a New La ,e. North Hollywooti,_California: Bowman Records. .

6 vols. 1967
_

Audio visual ourse
.4

for children, consisting of 5 sets tf
coordinated record and filmstrips, a script for each set and a
teacher's manual for the whole series. Practices phrasing, trans-
formation, substitution and expansion tyros of language activity.
No isolated pronunciation or vocabulary practice. Students repeat,
recite and eventually act out the parts of the characters, first
following the given,scvipt, then elaborating in free expressions.
$eahcer's manual outlines rationale for the course, suggest additional
activities, and nresents the syllabus for the whole series. (CAL
bibliogDanhy)

ririenttion in Ameri*an Enflish. Washington, 1/.r.: Institute'of
Modern Languages',*Ine. 1971.

A six-level course employng the Situational Reinforcement
methodology designed to produce orderly rrogression through three
'levels (5f proficiency - basically S. 1-2-3 as established by the
Fr,rcign Service Institute. Each level is designed for 80-100 hours
of classroom irlstruction. 'Iltr,riqls include texts, workbooks, ''Tres,

ee
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tapebooks and readers. Program designed foroadult learners. For
more detailed information, contact comuany.

Prices (1972): texts/$1.65 eat; taebooks and workbooks/$1.00
ea.; readers/$1..20 ea.; tapes vary.according to level. (catalog)

1,290. Owen, George H. Effective Pronunciation: A Textbook for Teaching
english. Sdun1s. Experimental ed. Detroit, Michigan: Detroit
Public. Schools, Department of Adult Education and Summer
'Schools. 1957. 215pp.

De.i.gned for Adult basic education courSes,
I

1,291. Pantell, Dora F. and Angelica W. Cass: Wei AmericthsNew York:
,Oxford Book. 19507. 279pp.

Designed,for adult basic education courses.

1,292. Paratore, Angela. Conversational English: ESL. Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: ,Prentice-Hall. 1961.

Designed to give supplementary aural-oral practice to.niult
non-beginning students. Emphasis on selected pointslibf grammar,
especially constructions and usages employing auxiliary verbs.
Group recitation; memorization; and repetitive drills. Each of
30 lessons begins with dialogue drill, dialogue notes and, variety
of exercises. Accent marks and arrows indicEtte stress and intonation.
(Hefferman-Cabrera)

1,293. Parker, Sandra. Social Studies: School, Home, and Neighborhood.
Getting to Know More People and Places. English as a Ser-ond
Language. Miami, Florida: ade County Public Schools. 1971. 36p.
(ED 062 233)

1,294 ! Paulston, Christina Bratt and Gerald Dykstra. Controlled Composition
in English as a Second Language. New York: Regents Publishing
Company, f1.75.

This advanced composition text consists of 65 literary passages
and 122 instructional steps covering the specific language. Patterns
and grammar rules of EnAlish. Following each passage, the student
ib presented with a number of situations and correlated assignments
requiring him, for example, o change the voice, tense, person, or
word order of the seleCtion, to rewrite the Passage imaginatively.
The emphasis in this book is on the mechanics of English: grammar,
sprit'nee structure, idiomatic usage, srgIlling, and punctuation.
Though not intended to replace the grammar textbook, it can be used
effectively in conjunction with it. (catalog)

.

1,295. Peanut Butter and Yogurt: Case Studies and Activities in Cultural
Understanding. Glenview, Illinois: Scott, FOresman and Comnany
1971."96pp. -$1.50.

Although primarily directed toward American students 'iii other
lands, this book can be used eff2ctively with any group of students
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A

experiencing the problems and conflicts that arise When different
cultures come together.. (catalog)

.1%206. Pedke, Dorothy A. et al. Reference List of Materials-for English
as a Second Language Supplement (1964-1960. 1969. 207rn.
(ED 625 773)

Annotated bibliography prepared by the Center for Applied
Linguistics, Washingtop, D.C.

Plaister, Ted. English Monosyllables: A Minimal Pair Locator
List fox Engfishas a Second. Language; Honolulu: East-West
Center Press, 1965 (parer)

Intended as a tool'for teaching and_testingpronunciation, in
building drill materials, etc. A handy reference work. (NYS bibliogranhY)

.

1,298. Politzer,'Robert L. "Pattern Practice for Reading," Language
Learning. 14:3 and 4 (1964). .

Presehts rationale behind pattern practice approach to
developing reading skills, and suggests methods for teaching instant
recognition of visual cues eXpressihg grammatical.meaning. (NYS
bibliography)

1,299. Praninskas, J. Rapid Review of English Orammar. Englewood. Cliffs-,
New Jev,:;ey; Prentice-Hall. 1959.*

A

A review text for Use by foreign's*Udents-and others with some
background in grammar, English or otherwise. (Heffernan- Cabrera)'

1,300. Prater, q.H., r.. Manual of !\merican English Pronunciation rev. ed.
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston. 1957: paper.

1,3O1. Freston, Dennis R. and Michael B.,,Kozoll. 'English Language and
. Literacy: Book One. (Wi-;consin Series in Adult Basic Education
for .Spanish- Speaking Agricultural Tforkers.) Madison: iiniversity.
Axtension, University of Wisconsin. 1967. 232pn.

Designed for.-adult basic education courses.

1,302. Prevocational English. Washington, D.C.: Institute of Modern
Languyeo, Inc. 1971.

A twe-level nrevocatior;a1 Englitth cou.r-le denigned to nrenare .*

non-F,n,71_in,h snf akers. for employment requiring, technical skins. 'tn

eq,ch level the course includes both ,a textbook and a workbook divided
into twenty-lesson segments. Each level should require 120-1!-,0 hours
)f classreem instruction. 'the lessonoare divided into four parts:
(f) .!ever language u,ed in social situations: r!reetinRs, dincussing\

'the weath'er, etc. (N introducen'neW -,tructures and vocabulnry through
sPluences. 1110,-..:1Pnt5 tmobn.h7n1 rnnerial t11roughEl1tuat14s.

(4) ereients an illustrated rending Pollowed ry comprehensive question..
Price (197?): textb'ioks/:!',3.tri ea- and workbooks/.$1.7q en- '(cataloo)
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1,303. Puelto Rican Department of Education. American English as a Second
Language. Three volumes. Boston, Massachusetts.: D.C. Heath.
1965-67.

1,304. Rahtz, Robert (ed.). American English for All the World.
Missouri: Webster. 4 vols. 1957-60.

flt.. Louis,

Beginnero texts for priMary school children. Two editions:
one general and the other specifically designed for Cath,lie schools.
Pictures and classroom activities used to drill children in vocabulary,.
formul7.13 of politness, and a few''struct,ural patterns. Serarate
manuals.for each edition rovide lesion by lesson guide to the,uSe
of materials in the text. (CAL bibliography)

2

. 1,305. Readiness Checklist. Las Cruces School District, New Mexico;
niss:emination Center 'or Bilinual lAlucation,

1101 Austin; rilyas. ashinrtop, Of"ice or Rdueatien. 12pp.
(ED 061 $39) .4

, vi

:

The Readinessbhecklist iS a, 69-item instrumdq that provides a
measure of the loychomotor development of children. It covers seven
main areas: genral health, movement patterns and muscular coordination,_ -
auditory skill's, visual 'skills, speech and language,personal inde-
pendence, and social adjustment. The checklist is designed to
measure a child's level,of physical maturity-and can be used to
collect data as a diagnostic tool to isolate deficient' children for
immediate remedial 'action. Collection of data through the checklist
can result in the establishment of norms. A score sheet is attached
to the checklist. (RIE).

1,306. Reading Skill 'Builders. Pleasantville, New York: Reader's 6ige'st
Services, Inc., EducationalDisvision.

A series of 50 books on reading levels 1-1Q which contain A
variety of high-interest stories of mystery., a7dventure, history,
animals, science, sports, etc. Exercises and quizzes following m-st
'selections help pupils measure their achieveMent in terms of sre-fic4
educational objectives, such as simmari'zing, making comparisons, learning
word parts and new words and applying ideas ,creativeTy. Separate
teacher's editions offer specific puvestigns for reading instruction,
exercises' and quizzes, as well ai skilleAnd subleetmatter charts.
Twelve audio lessons are avanab.16 on each-level 1 -6 on tare cassette
or LP record. Practice rads also available,

.

Prices vary accvding,to clan of Purchase. See catalog for
(ctalog) ;

'1,307. A Regional' Educational/Television
Project for Non t:nr,slish Speaking

Sranish-Surname Adults. Final Report. Albuquerque, Ne1'',1exino
Southwestern Cooperative Educational Laboratory. Washington; D.C.
Office of'Education 1'967. 112r..

# (ED 061 477)
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1,308. Resource Material for Bilingual Education. DisseminAttion Center'for
ijilinpual TIjcultural Education, Austin, Texas. Washington, D.C.:
Office of Education. fl,eptember 1072

217p.,
(ED 063 808)

This handbook consists of materials written in Sbanish and
English and serves as a reference book'-'to aid try bilinguaa

room teacher and instructional aide at.the nrimary.level by pro -
vidin material for language enrichment and .406pnlementary learning
activities. There is material to sunnlement each area of the curricu-
lum. Poems, finger plays, stories, and songs ire nrovided for use in
aural=oral activities to'sunlement tlitA areas of language, ind
musiC. No grade-level li-Itations are plaCeTion the use of th
material; it is-suggested that teachers adaQt the different ideas
and activities which are suitable for their grade level. '(RIE)

1,309. Revelle, Keith. "A Collection for La Raza." Library Journal.
96:20 (Novembei;, 1971). nn. 3719-26.
(EJ 047 704)

The 230 referenqes include books, Snanish-language magazines
and newspaner,the,Chicano rregs and audiovisual materials which
have proven successful with a Chicano rublic. (CIJE)

p

1,310. Richards, T.A. and Christine clibson. English Through Pictures. New
. York: Vaghington Square Press. 052-60.

A series of 2 texts, 1 workbook, films, filmstrips and records
for upper high school or college age students.

1,311., Richards, Jack and Michael Poliquin. English Through Songs. Rowley,
Massachusetts:, Newbury House Publishers..1971.

1,312

A collection.of 65 songs and rhymeiritten with a graded vocab-
ulary. Selections have been chosen for their teaching ability with
chi.q,aren and adults in their first -years of learning ES'. Each
song is graded according to difficulty and a vocabulary indextis'.
prayided.' Songs are classed both by content, and general Interest.
N teacher's guide shows how to integrate thesongs into the Normal'
classwoPk, and how to use the songs to improve nronunciation_and
control of a growing vocabulary in arryorriate contexts.

.

Price (.1972) : runil's book $2.25, teacher's guide $5.').5, tapib
tr50: (cetalog) -

Pobinson, Lois. GUided,Writing_ and Free Writing,: A Text.in''Comno-
'sition forEnglish asa Second Language. New Ycrk: Harmer and
.Row, 1967.

rractice for urrer high school or -olle7q arc
students.
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1,313. Ro,las, "Reading 'Iaterials for Bilingual Child.ren." Elementary
School 'Journal. Vol. 1;7 (December 1046) pp: ?04-211.

II

-,314. 2arolE-. "Developi,ng Instructional 'roe. a Bilingual
Br:,gram." TES°L ',uarterlv. 771. 6, 11c. (,rune 197.3). fl: 163-1(6.
(177 0C,0 718)

RTser, Cart.:,. and'Phillir 0i-ter°. "Resources: Teaching SPanin-
eakinr:Children." 'eading reacher. 25:1 (October, 1971).

cc. 11-13.

Annotr: -111-liography.

.
! /

'1,316. Fos',-,, Tne-t. "Contrelled Writing: A '...ansfolOational Ancroach.4
1'ES01. '.uatterlv. 2:4.(December, 1968).

'
.

. q
,

Pre'sents exercises in combining sentence -Patterns fts well as
'slot substittrtian, question and answer,.and rarinhrasir--a (NYS
,bibliograchy)

,

.

f

1,317. Ross, .ranet and gladys Doty. Writinr English: A.Cmosition Text in
En.-ii,h as a Foreign Language. New' Y Hs'rfler and Rnw. 1;-;4r.77

-omflosition Practice for linper high
,students.

F

sqool or ,!.ollere are

1;318. Rutherford, William'E. '.!odern.English:. A Textbook for Foreign'
Students. New York:,Harenurt, Brace- and ,World. 1968.

7lesigted for uppiir high school or college age students.

1,319. Saitz, Robert .L. and Donna Cart (eUs.). ,elected Reldinrs in English:
7")/- Students of English as a S.econd#Language. Cambridge,

.Winthrop Puhlisbers,,Inc.% 19721

A collection of twelve short stories and essays designed to
aid the.f-,reign student it mqstering vocabulary and ',die
exrressions. ,Selections chosen to represent a wide. range of
writing-styles, rhetorical techniques, And Patterns of narration,
descri.nt7ron, and Wumentation. R,ach reading is accomvanied by ex-
ercises which rerldire the Student to understand the content and the
structure of the selecti,e. (catalog)

1,320. San Rernvdino Cont;u.- School:, '1i. ':.;1u-7-) A r're-F,eadinr Workbook. ?an
perwt,r1ino, Californerional T"ro.,let -,rfi,!e, San Bernarli(o

.'7ounty `'~hoofs. 197.1. .11.3';.,

A J.2-flare illustrated wc.rkLonKgiv'Ag..children crictico.in
cursive writing stroltont Th.! booklet hl.;o deve.loc: such conc".; a,
-colors,. 'numbers and visual Perception. A teacher's ..lit:on 9-onwpanio:
individual childts cories.
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1,3'21. San Bernardino County Schools. The )Pen Classroom - Part I: (VideotaPo).
San BernardincS, California: Regional;ProjectQffice, San Bernar-='
dine County Schools.. 15:00. D/W 'T24495 (II0.60-if tare is
rrovided).

X,
. Scenes of open classrooms include examcles of small group

learning centers, individualized learning; team teaching 'and the
use of s49 ;;dent contracts atth elementary level. An interview
with a team teaching leader exPlains the organization, planning and

. oreratibn of classes in these Nnrth Dakota scho91=',. y
Designed for teacher in-service, gradps K-12. (catalog)

Ai

d

1,322. San Bernardino County hools% The C rPcni C A.ssroom - Part
;

IT.
(Videotartq. San Bernardino', California:;;Regional Project
Office, San Bernardino County Scoolc4 13,7W V4.95
'($10.00 if tare is rrovided).

Actual lessons within the free structure of'the open. classroom
setting include language arts, scienceandlmathematicz. An interview
with a nrincibal indicates the'necelsity of community subrort and
good Parent "relations. Clibl'es shown are in tl..e Orand Forks, North

N,11 Dakqta, area.

DeMgned for tea cher in-service, grades Ki-12:' .(catalog)
t

1,323. San Bernardino County Schools. Each Loarnin;_7:.A Sm all Croup
Trocess manual. San Bernardino, Regional 7rojct."

4,,Office, San Bernardino County Schools., .11%6,

!

A 70-1-, mannalOescribing rationale, rotmien-.

virnnment, ,:rourin-g Procedures, activities and materials, and the'
teacher's role. .(catalog)

I.

1,324. Can Bernardino County Sch,.;o1s. Language Arts an-d 14Intnr Activities
in a TM Classroom. (7i,leotareL San B6ninrdino, California:
Pe gional Project ,office, San BernnrdinO County Schools. 20;00 -
s /W. $36.95 M15.00 If tare is provid?a) ,

. - . .

,

Two intermediate leve,1 TMR classrooms areVshown. A structured
c

language communication skills lessen is followed bi scenes of inue-
Pendent motor skill Practice. _Mrs. JQanne.f)avil, speci al education
con,-;ultant, narrates describing t'i' mclhods,and teaching techniques.demonstrated.

, .

Dc-signed" for '-eacher jn,oervi,ce, grnifi,s K-12. (catilog)

San BernPriinn CDunv Schools. 77'ingilge 7:x'i',encr.) and re-tding
::ractices. (Vide2taPe). flanBeraardin6,' Pginnal
Prsjec(, ')f'ices San Bernarlinn fount) Tqw
(:'',',1C.00 if tal-) is Prnovidd).

; i 2.71)

)
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,p. NJ

'" . Emily ::-Ilmahara, a fourth grade.teachen, demonstrates through
her., cl'a:1 3' activities the arLqcation of many la;:guage 9xperience
tecnnicv s. The clissis shown maki,ng, tortillas, dictating stories,
using a ,are recorder., plying language games, are building llustrated
steryboqs. An ilitexesting feature of the tare is the extensive use
of iwluntetr teacnen and student aidesin the ,classroom.

Designpd for teacher in-service. (catarbg)
,

a,326. F,f14-1 3ernardino County Schools,. Literari Study Pn Secondry.Schools.
(Videotape): San Berna-dino, Califonclia: Regional-Project,
office, an Bernardi,ro Dunty Schools. 1-5/W. 'Oh.95($10:00 if

-tae is provided).

nr. (1. Robert Carlsen,.well-known'onsltant and author,
delivers an -informal lecture to .a class of teachers. He deals with
the teaching of lite/2ture at thp secondary-lavel.

Designectfor teacher in-service. ;catalog) -

I

1,327. San ii.:,rna rciin4 County Schools. Overview (Tare No. 1 from Initial
Sraniti fdr Bilinguals ;series). (VidAotare). San

',3rnardino, California: ''Regioilal Project. 0.ffice, Stn Ber;ar-
. -dino County..ScHOls; 30:00 BM $36.95 ($15,00 if tape is
'provided).

-)"'ers h samrling e'rori the various teactrini.,techniques,which

lrreaP more iri depth in p2,ch of the seven films of the series:-°
ieadiness, Develorment%1 Lantqage, PhOnics, Syllabication,'-aStory
Seluence, Cursive Writing and Surrle.mental Techniques.: The methods
are shown just as they were filmed in the first grade classrooms
in 'iexico and in Texas;,

lesigned for teacher in-service. (catalog)

4
1,3'?P. San nernardiflo County.Schoelo. Puedo Leer '- I Can 'ead: Initial _

wading itt.Sranish fo-Bilingualss San Bernhrdino, California:
Pegional Project 3fTice, pan Bernardino Coiinty Schools, 1272.

-
_

An initial r'.1ading in ;Hanish manual des.cribing methods used by
exican tQactlfrs in a onecial "nroj4t in Texas' first %grade

The method combines rhoriic and languag; exPerience arrroaches
in a rading rrD'gram, integrating the four Tilajor components Of

"language learning, - rea4ing, li-teningrear,.ing and writiur. (caalog)

,3)7. :"q/1 nern'ardino county SThools. :1'e:Idinesn'(TRIle,No. 2 from Initil
t

P,,,,i_ding iri.2.Ari:',h fir Mlinflunl =:priesY. cViderf:T.,'Il. 51.n

Bernardine, California: Pegiorial r:rol'ect-Offigc4, San 1)rn14,1ino
''01-ritytpno--6-177. L:T?, 7/W. ''');.'-)E. ($11:00. If.,t-tre. i: T,roviiefi).

:11i::tli., dem: ,-rat,:s the- 1.Plif;atiol;-of'-earinun technia re.,
s .

tle r,21qine7o :+.9.3 ,=.1' ,;_:,iti.1.1 reading in Sranirh' for bilingn.al.
9 '7,J,kr).-7 2f thr,:,(!i'fir:1;Pr'rlie t,4-1,-;h",-r 1./',: xl--.:r4.3,," t1-1?-,. wen, fil"5(1 '

.4n.thr.ir bilinf-uhl,11:1-r,)om- in "i',,x-1-.

7irn,,1 fq,.. t---,Ir in-:-r-i--. (-141,1nr/ ,
. .

,..
.

,
.. .
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1;13(). San Bernardino County Schools. Small Group Activity Charts. San
Bernardino, California,: Regional Project Office, San Bernardind>
County Schools. $4.95.

A set of 12 16 x 20 inch instruction charts providing le,ssons
which develop skills in writing, vocabulary, general language deyelop-
ment and numbers. The charts, in galOr, are in Spanish (fiv1) and
English' (seven). (catalog)

1,331. San Bernardino County Schools.
San Bernardino, California:
Bernardino, County Schools.
is provided).

1,332.

Small Group'Process (Videotape).
RegiOnal Pioject Of:ice, San

15:00. 15/W. $04.95 ($10.00 if tane

Bilingual-bicultural second grade childrenhave been grouped
heterodneously,. each group haying five or six members and a child
leader, The group members remain together and move through sevre:
independentlearning centers-each day. The groom environment, teacher
aides, lessons, independent groups, teacher oriented groups and the
end of the day's evaluatiQn, with all if the class are viewethin
progress...

Designed for teacher in-service, grades K-6. catalog).

San Bernardino County Schools. Spanish Reading Charts. San
Bernardino, California: Regional PrgOect Office, San Bernardino
County SChools. 1972 $10.0.0.

A set of 25 four -color charts (17 x 21 inch) which reinforces
the phonic approacl, used in initial reading in Snanish. Illustrative,
-charts apply the phoriic method to letters, syllables, phraseswand
complete sentences. Completely in Spanish. (catalog)

.1,333.'"San Bernardino County Schools. They Help Each OtherLearn: A
Group Participaticn and Leadership 'raining Manual. Sans

L Bernardino, California: Regional Project Office, San Bernardino,
.County Schools. $1.75

. A 48-page illustrated manual describing five basic lessdlk to_
help children learn skills necessary to.function in small groups.
Skills include reading and understanding group instruction,istri-
buting materials, helping-gach other and eval,ating group n;rogress.
(catalog)

f,334. San Bernardino-County Schools. Fullerton Elementary S chool District.
Using H-200 ESL Materials.. (VidAtape). ',San TeriTaidino,
California: Regional Project.Office, Si Bernardino County
Schools. B/W.

Mrs. .Bet,ty Fulton Poggi demonstrates the use of M-200 materials
to teach English vocabulary and structures to elementary school' ;
students. The students are beginners in fn .FSL class. 'The lesson
deals with sentence structures used in H-290 materials to present
dialog 'sentences relating to,the famiy. A varie'ty or techniques

-

4 , .
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are shown.
Des.lgned for'teacher in-service. (catalog)

1,315.° Sandberg, Karl C. And Thomas H. Brown. Conversational English. Wal-
.

thVa, Massachusetts: Blaisdell. 1969.

Eesigned for unnerhigh School or college age students.'

1,336. Sarantos, R.L.. Advanced Composition: English as a Second Language
Dade"C'ounty Public Schools, Miami, Florida. 1971. 32p.
(ED 063 825)

v

1,337. Sarantos, Robin L. )Iow Much English Do You Know? Dade County
Public Schools. Miami, Florida. 1971
(ED 064 966)

.

1,338. Schneider, Velia. trilingual Lesson for Spanish Speaking Prieschool.
Children. 1969. 121pp.

(ED 031 469)

1,339. Sohotta, Sairta Gr. Leacing English as a Second Lan a e. Davis,
California: Davis Publications in Engl.i-sh, 19 . raper)

"41

An introduction,to the materials and method's that recant"'
linguistic studies have provided teachers of English' as a second
language or dialect. (NYS bibliography)

1,3LO. se: quien soy. Glen'viaw, Illinois: Scott, oresman-and Company.
1972 (in nrel5aratiQr). 32pp. $0.66.

.,ConsurtiAble Spanish- English nul;ik book for grades K-3 surnle-

mentaryto English Around the World. Contains bilingual picture
'sSays designed-to develop cultural awareness and imnrove bath
Spanish ,d English abilitiet in Mexicari-AmeriCan children. Voc.bir
ulary coordinated with Mi diccionario ilustrado. (catalog-)

f,341. Sheeler, Willard D. Elementary Course ip English. Rockville,

Maryland: English Language Services, Inc. 1971.

. A ,,wo-level course designed for secondary schools or adult -

programs, using an oral-aurll approach with dialogs, basic sentences,
repetition drills, and reading and.comnrehension materials.' Each

level cor.ists of'50 lessons and accompanying tar Presumes

previous oral-auvel training in English. The two levels introduce a
vocabulary approx. 1350'items and provide material for 25-300 hours
of combined classioom and language laboratory work.

.Price (1972): text/$2.75/level, times /$112.50/4ve1_ !catalog)

Slager, William R. et al. Core English: Levels floe and Two. Lexing-

ton, Malachusetts.: Ginn and Comi)any. 1971' .

A

273 .
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A two-level program specifically designed to meet the Partic-
,uaar needs of the'non-English-speaking child in the rr;mary grades.
Using highly motivational materials, an oral approach, and step-by-
step teaching guides,* the program provides a core of ore.? English
skills that enables the child to participate fully in th- regular

ti " classrooll; The program includes teacher's marivals,"wall charts,
picture cards, puppets, q flannel kit, language games and songs,
workbooks and records. Sample lesson and price list available from
publisher on request. (catalog\

,1,343. Southwestern Cooperative Educational Laboratory. -'Oral Language
Program. Albuquerque: SWCEL.

OLP is designed to be used daily by one teacher with groups of
'up tth" 10 children from ages 5 to 7. Each lesson is apptox. 25
minutes long, although the teacher encourages the children to use
sentence patterns learned in'the lessons during the rest of the day.
The lessops deal entirely with oral and auditory aspects of English;
there is no instructi,on-in either reading or writing contained in
the program. This is based on.the premise that fluency in a inn-
guage is prerequisite to facility in reading and wIlitirig that language.
(catalog) ;

1;3144. The 'Spanish'Speaking in the United States: A Guide to Materials.
Washihr,,ton: the Cabinet Committee on Opportunity for the,
Spvii 1 Speaking. 1971. '-

1,345. StaCk, F'ihiard M. The Language Laboratory and Modern Language
Teaching. New York: Oxford'University Press; (1966).

Treats techniques for the craSsroom and the laboratory. Also
contain:, materials about testing. Problems and exercises ate
given roughout. (NYS bibliography)

Vo 0.
1,346. Steel de Meta. .Business, Letter Handbook; Spanish-English (Manual

de correspindencia comercial New,York: Regents
'Publishing CoTpany. $3.95.

This complete guide to bilingual letter-writing includes compre-
hension sections on letter styles, word sepalwtion, bunctuation, and
many other -aspects of personal and cbmtercial correspondence in
Spanish and English'. Model letters in both languages are presented
by categoric's (requeeta, oifers, orders, claims,' ctc.). atalog)

1,347. '-,e.eves, Roy W. et al.

Second Lan ua e:
,

Ah . 1969. 85pp.
(ED 036 784)

Handbook for Teachers Of English as-a
Americanization-LiteractAn. 2nd rev..edr Sacra-

mento California: Ca ifornia State Department of Education.

1,348. Stevick, Earl W. Helping People Learn English. York:

Abingdon/Press. 1957.

274
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Slanted to the non-professional teacher. Attempts to touch
on all relateetechiliques, backgrounds and problems. (Hdfferman-
Cabrera)

.

1,319. Stevick, Earl. "UHF and MiCrowaves in Trasnitting Language Skills."-
TESOL Newsletter, 2:1 and 2 (January-March, 1968). .

Fr,_:sents "a way of individualizing instruction so that a single

set of materials may be used by students of many different temper-
,

ments and diverse interests, under widely varying circumstances with
instructors who are unskilled and/or inexperienced in language
teaching." Teaching cycles have two Phases: an M-Phase of mimicy,
memorization and meaning and a C-phase of real communication, in the
e'nse.that it refers to real persons, objects and events, in short

'conversations. The author Presents several seqUences of each cycle,
.pointing out how through "small vocabulary, but structures to be
mastered remaining constant, choice is localization and personal-
ization of vocabulary or delexipalized language," thus like UHF
localized trasmission. (NYS bibliography)

,1;950. Stevick, Earl. A Workbook in-Language Teaching: With Special
.

Reference to English as a Forlsn'Lanspage. Nashville
Tennessee: Abingdon Press, 1963. !paper) 127PP.

For initial training of new language teachers and for inservice
use by ex7erienced teacher:). Treats threei's:elected tonicv English
phonalogy, basic types of drills, and fundamentals of. grammar.
Frequent exercises and discussion questions waist user in acquiring
skills an,! in-keeping check on his own Progrest. (NYS bibliography)

1,351. ,Stieglitz, Francine. P.A.L.. Progressive A.,;.dio-LingualfDrills in
English. New York: RegentS Publishing Company..

A'grammar practice SupPlement suitable for any basic course
in English as a second language. It consists of sixty units-

en t',De on't a Trinual. yo^h unit focuses en a single
'grammatical structure and drills it in a series of audio-lingual
exercises. These exercises are graded according to difficulty, .

from simple to" more complex forms. Available in sets of 12 units
or as a comnlete program of 60 units.

Price (1972): manual/$2.50, set of 12 units and manual/$18.00-
complete set of 60 units and manual /$90.00. (catalog)

1,352'. Stockwell, and Donald J. P,wen. The Sounds.'of.English and
Spanish. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. 1960.

Contrastive linguistic analysis describing tille similarities
and differences between English and Snanish,.and intendep.to o4Ter
a basis for the .nrenaration of instituctional materials, the nlanninR
of courses, and the development clasroom technique.. The style
is modei.ately.technical. (refferNan-Cahrera)

e



1,353 Stockwell, R.P.;. Donald J. Bowen, and J.W. Martin. ,Tne Grammatical
Structures of Ybglish and Spanish. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press. 1960.

.

Contrastive linguistic analysis describing the similarities.
and differences between Thglish and Spanish, and intended to offer
a basis for the preparation of instructional

materials, the planning
sf courses, arid the development of classroom techniques. The style
is moderatelt technical.

. (Fefferman-Cabrera)

1,354. Taylor, Grant. American English Reader. Saxon Series in ESL..New
York:" McGraw-Hill.

- .

Presents 12 stories on Ameri an themes for the interhediate.

student learning American'English. Questions, summary sentences,
and exercises emphasize the conver on of "Passive" languagc
ability (reading and listening) int. the "active" counterrart
(writing and speaking)

.

-
1,355. Taylor, Grant. English Conversatio ractice. Saxon Series in

ESL. New York: McGraw-Hill 2)Onn.

Primarily for oral practice in English with adult students who
have completed at least a beginning course. Contains conversa-
ti0pal drills, plus substitution and exnansion exercises. In all,
500 structure-oriented conversations are nrovided ("-hort anwers,"
"active vs. Passive," et.,.) a.-1 well as a Programmed see'dom-of a
structure and work study drills. All -cues or cue sentences are -
presented at the left of the page and all answers or exmected
resnonses at the right. This enables the student to use the 1-ook
for home study byscovering the right hand column with a strip c)r °
paper. (NYS bibliography)

1,3t;6.. Taylor, Grant. L(qrningAmerican English. Saxon Series in EEL.
New York: McGraw,Hill 372rr.

ti

A textbook for beginaing and intermediate 'students. De7cribes
the informal suoken English used p the majority of native.American
speakers. Emphasis is on buildinl; a. corn vocabulary or 1`,,00 word
and idioms. Fouses on deireloping control of the I'asic'element'l of
English through constant drill and a comprehesive grammar and
structure Program. (1YS bibliography)

1,357. Taylor, Grant. Mastering American English. Saxon Seri.e::
New York: McGraw-Hill.

0

An'exercisc book containing review and f,xc?r,-!::1(-2 fr)r
students at the intermediate and advanced ],.7.(.11-. En-f,1117
teaching English grammar and structure throl4Ith nafher
than through grammatical eplanatiowl. Th n v.ery 11rge 5,1mI-rof
short exerciSes is arrangr'd tr; allow t1.-
ibility. (NYS bibliogra!hy)

O
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1,358. Taylor, Grant. Practicing American English. ' Saxon Series in ESL.
New York: McGraw -Hill 325 pp.

Specifically a,signed for systematic audio -oral and written

practice. Composed o, ert drills, word lists furnishing
material for additional drill, and over 300 picture groups which
help the student to attain his most important goal- =automatic
control over sentence patterns. For advanced as well as elementary
students. (NYS bibliography)

1,359. Texas Education Agency. TeachingEnglish as a Second Language:
Adult Basic Education Teacher's Guide. Austin, Texas:
Texas Education Agency. 1969. 130pp.
(ED 014 147)

1,360. Thomas.and Allen. Oral English, Learning a Second Language.
-Indianapolis, Indiana: The Economy Company.

Designed to aid the very young child who may have trcuble
succeeding in school due to little or no command of the English

language. Objectives: (1) to help the pupil communicate in
English in school; (2) to help the pupil hear and pronounce
the sounds of the English language; (3I'to help thepupil become
familiar with language patterns and vocabulary; and (4) to help
the pupil learn about the English-speaking culture while maintaining
appreciation of his own culture.

Price (1972): text $1.47, language development cards $75,00,
pocket chard andwall chastl, $21.75. (catalog)

.1,361. Trager, Edith Crowell and Sara Cook Henderson. ,Pronunciation Drills
(The PD's) for Learners of English. Rockville, Maryland: English

Language Services, Inc.

Each consonant and,stress phoneme is drilled alone, then
in contrast with similar,phonemes, and finally, in short sentences.
Words used in the drills are of ultra-high frequency. Althdugh
problems are introduced in order of importance4determined by fre-
quency of item and effect on intelligibility), teachers may often'
find.it.more satisfactory to use the lessons in a different order,'
fn accordance with spectific needs df thrirclasses.

Price (1972): text/$2.75 ea., tapes/$31.75 (catalog)

1,362. J.S. Defense Language Institute. American Language Course. Twelve
volumes. Lackland Air Force Base, Texas: Lackland Military
Training Center, 1963-64. (paper) .

Elementary Phase cons'Its of four study guides which con ain
detailed grammatical explanations and build UD toa more advanced
level. Instructor's Guide explains.a. general Approach to pronuncia.1-

Nition, intonation, structu7e; etc. Accompanying, workbook for Element
try Phase is pfqrammed. In the first volume' of the- fundamental
Phase, each unit' begins with a reading passage based-on some immediate

aspect of American culture. Three more'advanctd volumes follow the

Fundamental Phase. Two StudeueWorkbiolcs accompany the Fundamental
Phase. Tapes available. (NYS bibliography)

4.
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1,363. The U.S.A. Readers. New York:'Reents Publishing Comrany. Vour
Volumes at $1.25 ea.

Each book in this series contains short stories or articles
at carefully graded vocabulary levels. Each article or story is
followed by comprehen'sion, vocabulary, and conversation exercises.

Book 1: The Land and the Peorle -jeals with the different
regions of the U.S. and describes the men and events that helped
she these regions. (1,00 words).

BOok 2: Men and History - A historical Profile of twenty-
three famous Americans. (1.,600 word range).

Book 3: Men and Machines - Challenges, triumrhs, and achieve-
ments of men 461 science (;?,400 word range).

Book 4: Customs and Institutions - An overall survey of the
tradiLions, customs, and social institutions of the U.S. (vocabulary
range: .3,000 words). (catalog) -

/-1,364. The University of the State of New York, The State Education
Department, Bureau of Continuing Education Curricul*
Development. Test of Readiness for Literacy (Pilot Edition),
1970.

o

This instrument is designed to assess the degree to which
adults who are illiterate rossess the requisites to learning to
read. It will be administered by State Education DenartMent personnel
at selected Adult Basic Education centers in New YOrk State. Infor-
mation gathered froM this teat, plus data 'from a standardized
reading readiness test, will be used as- guides fo the development
of- comnrehensive readiness far literacy programs.

;.N.B. This exrerimental test has been administered to non-
native English sneakers, among others, in New York City. (from the
test booklet)

1,365. University of the'Stateof New York, The State Education DenartMentc
Division of General Education, Bilingual Education Unit. Books.
and '-'.ateiials in English on Puerto Rico and the Puerto Ricans..
Albany, New York: 1972. 11rn._ Originally appeared in the
Newsletter of Philadelphia Bilingual Programs. 1971.

1,/66. University of the State of "Dew York, The State Education Department;
Division of general EduCation, Bilingual ,7,ducation Unit. Bodks
in Spanish for Children:' An Annotated Bibliograrl: (K-8).
Albany, New York: 1972. 251111. Originally rublished in the
'Tewsletterof the Philadelphia Bilingual'Programe. 1071.

1;367.. University of the State of new York, The Ratr3 Edecation.Denartment,,
Division of general Education, Bilingual EducatioK Unit. Con-
centual and Oral Lan'guage Development, Bilingual quide T
(Pre-K) : A Guidebook for,Bilingual Traehers. viret nerie.e.
Albany, New York:. 1f-,70. qmn.

:8



University of. the State of New York. The-State Education Department,
Division of General Education, BilingualEducation Unit. Concep-,

tual and .Oral Language Development, Bilingual Series, Guide II
(Pre-4i): A Guidebook for Bilingual Teachers. Albany, New York:
1970. 65pp,

1,369. University of the State of New York. The State Education Department,
Division of General Education, Bilingual Education Unit. English
as a Second Language: Audiolingual Series (K). First Series.
Albany, New York: 1970. 6/pp.

1,370. University of the State of New York, The State Education Department,
Division of General Education, Bilingual Education Unit. English
as Second Lan ua e: Audiolin ual Series (K). Second Series
Albany, New )rk: 1970. 67Dp.

1,371. University of the State of New York. The State Education Department,
Division of General Education, Bilingual- Education Unit. Facts
About Puerto Rico. Albany, New York: 1972. '8pp.

1,372. University of the State of Net York. The State Education Department,
Division of General Education, Bilingual Education Unit. A
Handbook for teachers of English as a Second Language Instruction.
Albany, New York: 1970. J.36nn.

1,373. University of the State of New York. The State Education Department,
Division of General Education, BilingualEducation Unit.
Listings of Textbooks Used by the Department'of Education
Puerto Rico." and Available Material's for Puerto Rican Studies
Programs. Albany, New York: .1971.

.

. ,

1,174: University of the State .of New York. The State Bducation.Derartment,
Division of General Education, Biling41 Education Unit.
Materials Acquisition Project. (Vol. 1, Nos. 1, 2, 4 and
Vol. 2, Nos. 3, 4,5, 8). 'Albany, New York: 1972.

1,375. University of the State of New York. The State Ed^ation Department,
Division of General Education, Bilingual Education Unit; Resource
Material for Puerto Rican History and Culture.. Albany,, New York.

1,376. University of the State of New York. The State-Education Department,
Division 6f General Education, Bilingual Education Unit.

8uggeLted Activities for the Celebration in the Public Sch)ols 0..

of New York City of the Discov2.ry of Puerto Rico by ChristOnher
; Columbus on'November.19., 11493. Albany, New York: 1972. 1611n.

rmiginally de4elorJed by the Board of Edut!!ation or the city of
new" York.

1;37/. The University of the State 'of 'Jew York. The State Educatior DePartmenr,
Bureau of Continuing Education Curiiculum Development. ,'onoumer
'Education:, Edusaciein del Conflumidor, 1060, ')Rrp.

O
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This manual has been designed to Provide teachers with suggested
lesson pleas in the area of consumer education. Each lesson Plan con-
ta rins ba-k, material forthla teacher,tsbecific information on
the subject, aims.ofthe lesson, and the ilevelorment,lef essential un-
derstandings The manuals teficcompany the filmstr4n, Getting\Crent
and the flipchart Shopping for Money are also inclIaled.' Discussion
questions are suggested throughout the materials t6 gneatirage the
greatest pq3sible student involvemer. In this.Snanish edition,
material which is to 6e presented orally to the 'Studer-it's cst` read by'
the students arrears in Spanish. All other material apnea/4S .in,English.
Thib rublication c5vers 10 tonics in the area of consumer education.
'(from introduction)

1,378 The University of the State of New York. The State Education Depart-
ment, Bureau of Continuing Education CqrriculUq_Develonment.

Health and Nutrition: Salud y NutriciOn, 1.")69, 101np.

This manual has been designed to Provide teachers with sug-
gested lesson Plans in the area of health and-nutrition. Each
lesson plan contains background material for the teacher, specifi.c
information on the subject, aims of the lesson, and the development
of essential understandings. The 'manuals to accompany the ftlmstrin

-

Shots for Your Health and the flipchart. Keep Well With Vaccine are
also included. Discussion-'questions are suggested to encourage the
greatest possiblie student involvement. qn.this Snanih edition, ..

material which is to be rresentedforally,to the stude4s, or read
by the students; appears in Snanish. All other material arrears in
English. Ten tonics are included. ,,(from introduction)

.The Thiversity of the State of New York. The State"Education'Denart-
. ment, Bureau of Continuing Edugation Curriculum tevelonment,

Practical Government: G6biernO Practico,'1069, 97pn.

This,manu41 has been depigned to nroviae the teacher with
suggested lesson, plans in the area of practical government. Each
lesson Plan contains. background material r9r the teacher, specific,
"informatioh on the subject, aims of the lesson, and the development
of essential understandings.. The manuals to accompany
The Silent Voice and the fl_inchart Using the Voting Machine are alsd
included. Discussion vestionsare suggested.throughout thematerial
to encourage the greatest possible student involvement. Tn this
Spanish editionfkmateril lthich is to benresented orally to the
students or read by the students an-nears in Granish. All otllei4

.r;.pearz in Englis.h. This oubl.icaLIQn ewers 10 topics in
the area of practical government, (fom'introdaction)

1,389. ",guriel',!comn.). Audi6vislia1 Aids to' Enrich the Curriculum for
the L'uerto 7i.can'Chi1d in,the-.Elementary grad 3, Part 1 and 2:
i;ity University. of 'Jew York, TThnter 1971. 33nr.
(EDOh9,659)

()PO
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,n rart .FAlc, a short arLiel, on li:A-ning skills and informatin
A-

:,11.7,ornom use ot. : 'aT*e recordings preeler, an annotated list
thin reords and fc_Pc fr use in enriching tlie
,tf ""(.!:1d7Wi''--"e-'eccrlingsThnl addresses tTstrib-ifrst

tnti tar-7 ar, :acluded. 'art two ontains
and filmstrins,

;tnd (-fs tyre, If I I in in-'tructronal materials.

Walla'e, "ronuncinticn of Ameri,-!an Fti,t;-ish for -ear'hers.

Cecond'f,anguage. Ann 1\rbor,-'lichi7an: .-leorge
(parer) .

11-:ho'u7-. written rri-arily for f7panioh speakers lnarning

Englist.., it iz also usefrl.in otf.er linguistic contexts or as 1,
nsference kiosk for the teacher. (-1Y1-_' bibliograrby):

Wheel'er, i/nzalez,. Freak English. volumes.:Iew York:
i11. (raper)

A gradel and ;controlled cour'se for elimenary schools.

signzd to t,_ach'srokr.:usago only, althoug-, the text rage may he
used "or reading and wr,iting if the teacher desires. Bonk-
foll-w :nductive method, Providing large 'amounts of gntinmiCly

struct-m'ed Practice materfal,rather than ir-Ilated ratterns. Books
4-6 have materials divided into three rart a dialog,
exercises, and the Program gters." "-angua',e J1its eanI "Word '-ltudv"
iszi_atn uatterns j.n,a. colored block., ,rleneral xeroiS,es are well-

.strActJelbl, with nur:lercus exampres and answers in the margin "or
s.0-141y. is usiedextensivnly in illutrations and J:40

co-/rdinate, cartes of.the'les'soils and identif ty-r.!: of drills.
instruoi to re teachr are Provided in each -booK. (7Y3
bibliog,ranh ) .

a

IM

WI,itnh6e and ::)obert "ixson. Tnillr!s rActizo ?;.n maestro. u.t
.7nmpany.

A self-instrwtional Program in 7nglish for flrani-th-sreakini-
reosle consist.ing of 27 graded ln,sons, with in,tructions and ox-
rations in f!ranish. MonetL, e,ranscrittions SPanish equiv-
al,opts aceornnañT ---oc-abnl r:z. Toxt rovides intensive
pras't:ce,for-all s'ru-tur1-1 t

Pri-es (327): textn1.50, re-ors and text-A!'2.75, tapes and
..(catalog,)

, 4,1

Whitf-:rd, AHcti--.a,y of ',meri-an 'iomorhonn, an]
,-raphs. 'e-:achn,ts Clumt-'-t
1w. (rarer)

(rai di1. il,nt
ilronoun2e.1 -I I:' and meaT!in-). -nrt

1(7 t-vmmgrls worts. Heni
di:fer-ntiv in Proalmniatinti at.' rem'nt). n.

list :''-fl less "art

'and 'wei' ns a '

tiblio,-rarhy)
.
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1,385. elitford, Harold C. and Robert J. Dixson. Handbook of American
Idioms and Idiomatic Usage. New York: Regents Publishing. Co."

Tt

A reference book containing over 5,000- of the most common
idiomatic words and phrases. Each idiom is defined and ifs use
iNstrated in 'a sentence. Price (1972): $2.05. (catalog)

4

1,386, Wiener, Soloman. `Manual de modismos americanos m6s comunes. New
York: Regents `Publishing Comnany.

. This book contains about 1,200 basic American idioms, listed
and defined for Spalifsh-speaking people who are lArning English.
Using both Snanish and English, it defines each idiom and shows its
use in a sentence. This book is also available in an'all-English
version under the title: A Handy Rook of CommonlyrUsed American
Idioms.

Price (1972): Spanish/English version: 10.75, English version:
$0.60. (catalog)

.1,387. Wilson, Alfred, P: and Others. How D6 You Feel &bout Things? New
Mexico State University, Las Cruces. Paper presented at the'
ARnual Meeting of the Rocky Mountain Educational Research
Association, Boulder, Colorado, October 1971..5pp.

0582.81)

I

' The 60-ritemIU,estiprinaire is designed to measure attitudes
toward school'among sixth grade Snanish American students. The
respondents Mark their answers on a 1 to 5, true to false.
contirNum. Administration instructions are 'neluded. (RIE)

1,388. Wishon, ieorge E. and Julia M. Burks. Let's Write Englih. Two
volumes. New York: American Book,.(1968). (paper)

.

,

Provides Methodical practice in the written ,forms of,Engllsh.
Book I deals with sentence patterns, leading UP to Paragraph atld °

short com:-)osi;tio'n writing. Rook 2 deals with various pro;ie totMs
from letters to description, narration, argamentiation,'andxPlana-
tion. includes lessons or outlining, note-taking: the use of tle
library, -ummart4ing and Preparation of researdhpaners, infeneling
to bring the student td alevel of comrdenCe enabling! him tohaulle
college work. Le; sops begin wit:i exn111,tion and-,comment on several
7attern:;, efic.1-1 with

-follow. (S hibliograrhy)

Withers, "Ara. The United Naticih:i in Action: A.Strlictured fl,eader.
Ne,w Thomas, Y. ,Crowell.

Structured relder for urve.r high ;chool-,or colZege age
student.

7ngli:.h,a..- :7,.f-nd ULT.,

0. 0 rrl
. .
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O
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1,391. Wright, Audrey L. and McGillivroy. Let's Learn English. 3rd ecL
New York: American Book Company. 1966.

Emphasis is on oral English. Good beginning lessons in rro-
nunciation. Vocabulary'and patterns of structure taught in context.
Every fourth lesson is a review. Latter part or book can'be used
with intermediate students. (Hefferman-Cabrera)

1,392. Yo Puertorriqueflo. Glenview, Illinois: Scott, Poresman and
Company. 1972 (in preparation). 32pp. $.66

Consumable Spanish-English pupil book for grades K-3 sup-
plementary to English Around the World. Crntains bilingual picture
essays designed to develop cultural awareness and improve both
Spanish and English abilities in Puerto Rican children living in
Puerto Rico or the United States. Vocabulary coordinated.with
Mi diccionario ilustrado. (catalog)

1,393. Yorkey, Richard C. Sitdy Skills for Students 'of English as'a
Second Language. New Yorkf-McGraw-Hill, 1970%

Reading
on the upper

1,394. Zinta, Miles

William

improvement and study skill book .for foreign students
high school or college age level.

V. Corrective Reading. 2nd Edition. Dubuque, Iowa:
C. BroWn CO.z, 1972. 449pp.

The text is intended for classroom teachers who need assis
tance with-students who have reading difficulties. After,an
introduction to reading problems, discussed immediately are
several informal tests the teacher can use to evaluate oral and
silent reading and thereby identify children in need of corrective
reading. Teaching and testing techniques and devices are em-
phasized. In addition to evaluation and diagnosis, major topic's
covered are: planning remedial work with the student, scheduling,
teaching bilingual and non-standard dialect- creaking children,
emotionarfactors-in-readtng, working .cooperatively with parents,/
attitudes of teachers toward students who fail, use of standardized
tests and progress records, and specific learning disability.
(EC, 'abridged by DH)

,395. Ziekel, Perry, Alan. A Bibliography of Material.: in English and
'Spanish Relating to Puerto Rican Students. Hartford, Connec-
ticut: Connecticut State Department of Education. 1971. 51pp.
(ED 057 142)

The co tents ref this listing of materials, intended as resources
for teacherS and other persons concerned with improving the educational
opportunities of Puerto Rican pupils on the mainland-as well as on
the island, are organized in four sections: (1) books: Puerto Rican
Culture in English, Puerto Rican Culture in Spanish, and Children's

. Fiction; (2) audio-visual materials: films, filmstrips, recordings,
and others; (3) research studies; and (4) bibliographies. (RIE'
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Teaener and Y.)unielir Attitudes,t P,ecruitment and Training for Working*
with Tuerto l'ican or _ther Non-English-Sreaking Children

Ainsw:rth, '2.L. (ed.) ',leacher,: and Counselors for 'lexical-American
"hi7drell. South:e,:t Educational Deyelor-Lboratory, Aufst.in,
Texas: '7exas Technological College, T,u1-back, Texas. l'7)9. 137nr.
(ET T9 72B)

1,3(#7. llen,,;!ar,ld 7: (ed. ). Teaching English an a Second LIEguage: A
-)f i'eadings. New York: ',;;;raw -Hill, 2nd ed. 1')72.

,ontains the work of 45 authors in the are ; of linguistics,
ssycholsg7 and education, "r)m AUstralia, England, the U.S., Canada
and the Philin-tqines; some theoretical and some Practical. Nine
.ubject areas, each with --in overview: Theories and Arrroaches,
Teaching English Sreech, Teaching English Structure, Teaching:
English Vocabulary, Teaching English 'Jsrte and Comrosition, Neaching
the Printed Word, Reading and Literature, Methods and Techniques,
Teaching with udio-Visual Aids and Testing. (NYS bibliography)

1,391, Allen, Harold R. TENES: A Survey of the Teachim of English to
`ton- English Sneakers in the United States. Chamnaign, Illinois:
National Council of Teachers of English, 1966. (caner)

A survey to date of Publications Lased on 500 reclies to de-
. tailed questionnaire sent to schools, colleges, and illstitutilas

thrsugnout :Elie country. Analyzes and discusses findings under 4
721E,7 -rogram5: the *teacher, the teaching situation, aids and

materials, froblems and,needs. Includes conference rtt!.nort and
recommendations Onsrerresentative TENES crograms. (!!.YS bibliography)

1,399. Allen, Flobert Virgini.4/French a,11 Margaret Shute.
English Sounds and Their 7rellings:' A Handbook for Teachers
and Students. New York: Thomas Y. r'roweli Co., 1061-,. (Pacer)

This 'took can be used in differont ways for different nurroses
in differtin-t kinds if classes for students o" any age. Tt:',
tinctive features: a systematic sevence 'or cnnrdinatinr teaching
loundz with natterni of nnelliha; 9 nrn.rqUr' from regular to
irregular ;ceilings; calling "short': th- Lasic sound- and
"long" rowel s the name -;oundn vowels; avoidance of cor. ion al
'.Lor -tic: symbol: ; recrenenting vowel :ounds by nuriber
lf,;sonsjnclude exTlanation:_:, instrucli-us 'Lad bractice. uilm;
available. (NYS f,ibliograrhy)

1,Y)0. V.F.; C.:. i'reidler, and :.W. 'flLinet'. n :rac:ng
to Srakers ef 't .:r Lavulzes: S[rien T-.TT. Washin,,tnn,

TES :L. 1:)65-11.

th,' r t 'ffizurl.1 r Iv'
t,, ; -)c.1.1,t; )1'; r.; *-7,nr.11:-- to 71.,f -)1,..er.- Abf r
arer cove variety o" t':enro":cal and !Tactical tonic lip the
fold fir r,oac'teri of all age gtv).2.: nu,1 3 ,v(2i: in:;fri:-t(n.

n i,w.r.17 )
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1,401._ Alloway, David and F. Cordasco. Minorities and the American City':
A Sociological Primer for Educators. New York: David IcKay:k1970.

1,402. Anastasiow, Nicholas J. and Espinosa, Traida. "The quadalalara
Project: 'An In-Service Approach in Training Teachers in
Spanish." California Journal for Instructional Improvement.
(0e-ober, 1968).

Discusses a project conducted in -Palo Alto, r:alifornia.

1,403. Anderson, James F. Teachers of Minority qroups: The Originq of
Their Attitudes and Instructional Practices. Las Cruces,
-New Mexico: New Mexico State University. 196. 72pn.
(ED 026 192)

This'study was designed to gain some understanding'of the origin
Of teacher attitudes and instructional methods when dealing with
Mexican-American students.

A questionnaire was developed to question teachers about their
academic background, experience, career aspirations, instructional
practices, and attitudes toward students, parents and znecial
programs for disadvantaged minority students, it -was administered
to 72 mathematics teachers in three districts in South El Paso.
Factor analysis was used to clarify the complex variables amona.
teachers. Results suggest that the kind of professional training
they receive may have some effect on teacher' attitude toward
minority groups.- Teachers' approaches to teaching Mexican-
Amerieans, views regarding compensator and bilingual programs,
evaluation of student ability and progress, and the kind of student -

they enjoyed teaching were all related to their professional
training and career aspirations. There axe many charts and
figures illustrating the narrative, and the teacher questionnaire
is included. (ECK)

1,404. Arapoff, Nancy. "Writing, a Thinking process." TESOL Quarterly.
1 -:2 (June, 1967).

Explaiins why teaching writing is different from teaching other
language skills. Presents a new method for teaching writing: an.
approach involving "transformations" in narration, paraphrase,
summary, factual analysis, argumentative analysis, evaluation of
arguments, and critical review.

1,405. Arenas, Jose. Cultpral Communications. Paner-Presented at the
Sixth Annual TESOL Convention. Washington, D.C., March 1, 1972.
29Pn.

(ED 064,998)

It is too often taken for granted that the communication nrocess

with culturally different children takes,place as readily as it mitt
with children from Anglo cultures. Most'teachers receive-training
in verbal aid formal communicAtion skills; children come to school
with nonverbal and informal comminition skills. This initially

285 29



. can create problems of communication breakdown. To comnlicate the
situation,-nonverbal messages that do not support verbal communica-
tiontessages assure communication breakdown. This raner proposeA
cultural differences as the number one consideration for the scHliol
when it deals with children from different cultures and nrovides
recommendatioris for teachers, curriculum,.and community on affecting
the change required to-meet the educational needs of the culturally
different child. -.(RIE)

,

1,406. .Baca, Joseph Donald. A Comparative Study of Differences, in Percep-
tion of Mexican American Students Between Anglo and Mexican
American Secondary School Teachers in Dona:Ana County (New
Mexico). Specialist in Education thesis submitted to New
Mexico State University, Las Crucei, New Mexlco.July 1972. 131p,
(D 065 218)

1,407. Barbour, Elizabeth et al Teaching-Foreigners. San Antonio. 1916'.

19pp.

1,408. Bathurst, Effie G. "Inter-American Understanding 'and,the Preoara-
tion of Teachers." U.S. Office of Education Bulletin no. 15.
1946. lOQpp.

_ 1,409. Bat Roger M. Reeducatin Teach- s for Cultural Awareness: Pre:
. -

paration-for Educating Mexic -American Children in. Northern
California. Praeger Special S udies in U.S. Economic and Social
Development Series. New York, Xew York: Prgeger Publishers.

1972. 147pp.
(ED 066 545)

1,410. Blatchford, Charles H. A Theoretical:6Coiltribution to ESL Diagnos-
tic Test Construction, Paper presented at the Fifth Annual
TESOL Convention, New Orleans, Louisiana, March 7, 1971 12pp..
(ED 055'484)

A diagnostic test in English as a second language should be a
series of miniature tests on specific problems. Subscores in each
area should be considered rather than a total score. The results
should be used itt, probe mastery in an area rather than provide the
means for comparing one student against another. The statistical
reliability of the results does not necessarily.denend on test
length. The teacher sh:Juld look at each item for each student rather
than the score and should spend more time studying the analysis of
each student's test. The criterion of the nercent of correct
decisions may be a more meaningful measure than ascertaining the
traditional coefficients of reliability. Tables nrovide the statis-
tical data under consideratiqez (HIE)

1,411. Bowen, J. Donald. "Maximum D.esults*from MiniThum Training." TESOL
Qu'irterly. 3:1 (arch, 1')67).

Contrasts the goals oe long-term and short -term training Prog-
rams. Presents she potential weaknesses of NDEA.Institutes and
Peace Corns-tyne nrograms and suggestions for strengthening these
programs, including an analysis of the training cycle. (NYS bibliogranhy)

286
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1,412. Bracy, Maryruth. "Controlled Writing vs: Free Composition."
TESOL QuarLerly. 5:3 (September,. 1971), pp. 239-246.

The purpose of this paper is to offer some suggestions for-
those who have tried to tackle the area of free (or advanced) comr

position. The suggestions, based on a review of the literature and
on my experience in teaching composition courses at UCLA, center
around the following three area's: 1) the revision of current
classes in intermediate English so as to teach freComposition
instead of merely advanced controlled wri.4-ing; 21 the ilniianted and
rartially-opened Pandora's box of composition-correction couoldd

the question of what students -do with the 'corrected' COMD0--
-sitions to affect change and improvement iu their writing techniqUes
and use of language; and 3) the improvement of the over-all compo-
sition- teaching approach. (-Moir the anticle)

1,413. Bracy, Maryruth (ed.). Workpapers in Englisl- as a Second'Language,

Volume III. Los Angeles: UCLA, 1969, 96pp.

(ED 054 666)
.

Several articles discuss teaching and learning a second lar.,-.-.-
guage and practical considerations in second language learning such

as reading and writing skills, the -use of poetry; the concept of
style among elementary-school children, and procedures and objectives

for analyzingladses. One article concerns attitudes toward the

_teaching of a particular pronunciation of English. Also contains

abstracts of Masteis Theses completed by students studying TESL. (RTE)

1,4114. Bracy, Mtiryruth Workpapers In Teaching English as a Second

Language', Volume IV. Los Angeles:. UCLA, ].970, 130np.

(ED 05'4, 664)
4

Several articles concern topics on language instruction: the

art of landiage teaching, bilintualeducation; literature study,
composition welting, testing Wdictation, problems of elementary
school teachers,English curriculums for, non-English speakers,
computer applications and second language learning. Others concern
language-teacher preparation: suggested areas of research by Masters-
Degree students'and programs for specializing in teaching English to
the disadvantaged,'Papers on linguistic them* include difIcritics in

'modern English graphology and the pragmatics of communication. Ab-

stracts of Masters tt s approved during the yearare also included.

(RIE)

1,415. 'Brice, EdwardWarner et al. Teaching Adults the Literacy Skills. .

Washington, -D.C.: GeneraL:Federation of Women's Clubs. n.d. 112p..

1,416. Briggs, Frances M. "As Five Teachers See Themselves.'! Educational -

Forunk. 28:4 ( ?Mays 1964). pp. 389-397k (reprinted by Migration

Division, Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, 1965).

. .),.
287 4.-;!,..)
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1,411. "grown, T. Grant. "In Defense of Pattern Practice," Anguage Learning,
19:3 and 4 (December, 1969). )".

Even though trtu.sformational grammar has shown the inadequacy
of the pattern concept and behaviorist theories have been shown to
be unable to account for first language acquisition, pattern practice
still seems to be of vital importance to students of foreign
languages. (NYS bibliOgraphy)

. .

1,418. Cabrera, Patricia (comp.). An Introductory Biblioirarhy for Teachers
of English to Speakers of Other Languages. 1965.

. (ED 01C914).
!--

1,419. Carter.,, T. Preparing Teachers for Mexican-American-Children. .Las
. Cruces, New Mexico: ERIC.Clearinghouse on Rural Education. 1969.

1,420 Carroll; John B. "A Primer of Programmed Instruction of Foreign
Language Teaching," International Review of Applied Linguistics,
1:,2 (Special Issue, 1963) (Reprints available from MLA).-

.

A general- introduction to methods of Programmed Instruction
and its application to the teaching of foreign ldnguages. (NYS
bibliography)

1,421. Cintron de Crespo, Patria. 'Puerto Rican Women Teachers in New
York: Self Perception and Work Adjustment as Perceived by
Themselves and Others. Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation
Columbia University. 1965.

1,422. "CitrCollege da satisfacci6h a maestra boricua." Ea Diaro de e
Nueva York. (July 30, 1952). pp: 1, 17.

1,423. ConcepciOn, Abigail Diaz de. Resources in Which the Lives dnd
Culture.of Puerto Rican Students Will Aid in the Understanding
and Ilse pf Basic Concepts in _Social.Psycholosy. Unpublished
Ph.D. Dissertation, Columbia University. 1960.

`1,424. Cools, Katherine M., "Opportunities for the Preparation of Teachers
or Native and Minority Groups." Bulletin No. 77, U.S: Office
of Education. 1937. llpp.

1,425. Cordasco, F. and Ruc:chioni "Institute for Preparing Teachers of
Puerto Rican ;Students." School and Society. Vol. 100 (.Summer
1972). pp: 308-309.
(Es 059 480).

'The duthois mote that there is a lack of specially trained
teachers to'deal specifically with Puerto Ricag students and
prOpose a Staff DeVelopment'Institute,for Elementary And Secondary
School Teachers. of Puerto RicanStudents. A team of four teachers
and other Personnel is suggested to insure a variety of nrofessional
skills. Some Of the topics to be studied in the institute.would be
the Puertb Rican culture and exrerienbein tht United States;
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remedial reading; English as a Second Language and guidance for
Puerto Rican students; conversational Spanish; and bilingual -

education. Criteria for participants, especially commitment to
thp education of Puerto Ricans, are listed. The authors suggest
that funds from the Elementary and Secondary Education Act may be
used to.help 'defray the cosh of the program. (ECK)

1,426. Crespo, Patricia CintrOnde: Puerto Rican Women Teachers in New
York: Self Perceptions and Work Adjustment as Perceived by
Themselves and Others. Unpublished Ph.D..Dissertation,
Columbia University. 1965.

1,427. CroSs, Williamr. and Bonnie Maldonado. "The aunsefor, the -

Mexican- American and-the Stereotype." Elementary School"-' ,

Guidance and Counseling. 6:1 (October, 1971). DD. 27-31.
(EJ -044 910)

To understand the cultural differences of Mexican-Americans
the authors recommend an internship within the barrio or the in-
clusion of Mexican-American history or culture courses in the
Anglo counselor's program of study. (CIJE)

1,428. Decaney, Fe-R. Techniques and Frocedureg in Second Language
Teaching. PhillipineCenter for Language Study,Nonograph
Series No. 3. .Dobbs Ferry, New York: Oceana Publications,
Inc., 1967, 538pp.

The reader should keep in mind that this book was Dr arily
created to help Filipino teachers of English. It was writt n for
the classrooii teacher who needs a wide varilty of aids in pre-
senting, drilling and.testing the material she is teaching. The
author did not intend it to be a sonhisticated treatise on
lingo sties. This, linguists might object, and with some justi,
fication, to the cursory treatment of terms like phonemes, allo-
phones and phonetics._ The book includes ways in which the
structures of English- can be 'effectively presented by means of
dialogues, visuals,, stories, newspaper articles and comic Strips.
(from MLJ review LIV:4 rev.)

1,429. De Todo un Poco (A Little of Everything). Chicago Public Schools,
Illinois. Washington, D.C. Office of Education...March 1972. 137D.
(ED 066 082)

This-document seeks to underline the importance of col ural
awareness by providing examples of the folkways, customs,1a t, tradi-
tions, andl.ife stylesof different' ethnic groups. Included here
are teaching techniques designed to motivate understanding of the uni-
versality of man and to show how cultural differences enricevery-
one's life. Suggestions are offered to teachers,, and examPleg of
activities for and by'students are provided. The, document concerns
such diverse topics as free Pamphlets available on bilingual And bi-
cultural edhcation, statistics on foreign sneakers in Chicago, com-
munication Problems, international geographical facts, and cultural
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insights pito many different countries, especially through the eyes 1
of-chijdren from those countries. (RIE)

410
1,430. Dinsmore, Cyrena B. Teacher Guide for English Sneaking. Albuquerque,

New Mexieo:' Home Education Livelihood Program. 1967..1391V.
(ED 017 347)

1,431. Dulay,,Heidi'and Jeffiley Shultz. Crosscultural Miscommunication in
the Classroom. Cambridge, Massachusetts: LanguagHesearch
Foundation. New York, New York: Ford Foundation, pgper
presented at the joint annual meeting of the Society for
Applied Anthropology and the American Ethnological Society,".
Montreal, QUebec, April 8, 1972. 36p.
(ED O64 430'

yam
Communication.between students and teachers is a basic re-

quirement for learning tovtaie place in a classroom. Like lairds':
and phrases, behaviors carry specific meanings which may varfacross
cultures. When teachers areeril aware-of cultural differences, when
they assume that a behavior has a particular meaning while students
assume it has another, then there is a misunderstanding--a break- ,

down in communication. One basic reason for the failure of Puerto
Rican students in mainland classrooms is the lack of commuftidation
between them and their Anglo teachers--due to a lack of cross-
cultural sensitivity. The purpose of this research project was
to find evidence of culture conflicts, resulting in miscommunication.
between Puerto Rican students and Anglo students. Fdur classes
in a Boston public school were observed and tape recorded, and in-
formation compiled on Puerto Rican culture and the Anglo teacher
subculture. -The findings encompassed instances of miscommunications
manifested-by the behavior of the students and teachers which could
be explained by their respective cultural norms. (RIE)

1,432. Ekmekci, Oxden. Teaching Composition through Comprehension: A
Survey of Teaching English Composition to 'Foreign 'Students and
Its Application to the English Program at the Middle East
Technical University in Turkey. Master's thesis, University of
Texas at Austin. August 1971.
(ED 060 739) *

17433. English Language Services, Inc..ELS Teacher EducationtProgram.
Washington, D.C., 1967. 4

An experimental multi media self-instructional course in the
techniques of TESOL. Designed for an estimated-200 hours of self-
paced independent study in order to provide well-trained new telighers
without:a professional training staff. Course includes: (1) 26
programmed workbooks covering English phonology and grammar, prin-
ciples of language learning, classroom techniques, and general
teaching methodolody; (2) 163 8mrd\sound films; (3) 140 audio tanes;
(4) 20 packages of worksheets, narNipation forms, and other
training aids; and (5) 28 volumes of professional reference books
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in,linguitic-, methodology, phonology and grammar. The trainee
reads lessons, listens to tapes, observes demonstration.films and
prattice teacheein simulated classroom, situations. (RIE)

1,434. Epstein, Erwin H. and Joseph J. Pizzillo, eds. A Human Relations
Guide for Teaoers: Linguistic Minorities in the Classroom.
Wisconsin State Department of Public Instruction, Madison%
1972. 101tm.

(ED-066 417)

This resource book is a collection of articles and rerorts of
classrooin observatiorit, discussion questions, learning strategies,

and.tuggested classroom activities, appropriate to Narious curricular.
areas such as language arts and social studies on talcs that often_
arrse'in the schooling of children .from minority groups, especially

from linguistic.minorities.- Its purpose is to enlighten teachers
and school personnel about the implications of educating children
of diverse cultural backgrounds, especially Mexican Americans., .

Puerto Ricans, and American Indians to accept an."American" ethnic
and-ideal. (RIE)

1,435 Winoza, Marta. Cultural Conflict in the Classroom. Speech to
TESOL Convention, New Orleans, 1971, 7Dp.
(ED 054 669).

. A cultUral conflict exits between the Mexican-American child
and theinglo,teacher within the classroom situation. Punishment
for adherence to his own culture results in loss of identity. for the
child'and increases his tendency toward what may be.termed deviant
behavior. The mote weighted the school curriculum is toward the
middle-class Anglo expectationsNthe'more difficult it will be for
the child to participate. A positive attitude must be estatlishedr,
anti the cultural gap must be bridged; total.acceDtance of the
validity of another culture is what sh5uld and must be the end
goal.(RIE abridged)

1,436: "'Ethno-lematics': EVOking 'Shy' Spanish American Pupils by Cross-
Cultural Mediation." Adolenscence. Vol. 64 no. '25 (Spring 1972).
pp. 61 -76`.

.

(6

e(F.1 055 587) '"
tt.411r ,

.

1,437. Finocchiaro, Mary. English as a Second Language: From Theory to
i

". lo.
, Practice. New York: Regents Publishing Company. 19614. $1.1.

(paper). 1)43pp.

Designed for beginning and advanced teachers. Presents back-
ground reading for-language learning and teaching; based largely on
author's exverience. Includes.suggestions.for preArinp, curriculum,
]eveloting lAnguage skills, materials, techniques and testing.
(PREP on B.E. rev.)

4438. 'Finocdhiaro, Mary. "4 Suggested Procedure in the Teaching of EegliA
to Puerto Ricans." High Points. (May, 1949). pp. 60-66
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1,489. .Finocchiaro, Mary. Teaching
1964.

, .

Non-technical guide with specific examples of tested classroom
procedures. Includes chapters on techniques, teacher attitude,
development of language skills, makineteaching effectiye,and the
preparation and adaptation of materials. Bibliogtaphy and glossary

. .of useful terms: (NYS bibliography) s
. ,

. $.

1,410.. Finocchiaro, Mary. Teaching English as a Second Language: In Ele.:
.., mentary and Secondary Schools; rev. ed. Harper and Row. 1968

478m.
- -i-,

Updated version brings together theories in general education,
second language teaching and applied linguistics. Emphasis.remains
on the activities approach, stressing cultural orientation as an imn
portant aim in language learning. Practical suggestions for
teacher', and supervisors. (NYS bibliography)

.

Finocchiaro, Mary and.Michael Bonomo: The Foreign 'Language Learner:
A Guide for'Teachers. New York.: Ragent,s PubliShine Comtany..,"
$3.95.

A comprehensive professional guide in the fiel of foreign or
second language learning. Includes to-olds such as 'determining be-
ginning Proficiency levels, planning the curriculum, classroom
utilization of teaching materials, and ways of evaluating student
achievement and teaching efficiency. Uaefill'hs a reference book or
for teacher ;training. (catalog)

1,442. Fowler, Mary Elizabeth.' Teaching Language; Composition, and Lit-
.erature. New York: McGraw-Hill. 435pp.

Provides a thorough study of areas of major concern to the
teacher of secondary English: language, composition, and literature.
Specific teaching suggestionsi, assignments in linguistics, usage, and
comoosrtion; and thematic teaching units in biography, drama, the
novel, and"nonfiction are among the special feature$ of this text.
(NYS bibliography)

Francis, 4. Nelson. The Structure of American English. Ne10ek:
The Ronald Press. 1958

.

Intended for a onesemester course in the English language.
for prospective teachers. Attemnts to synthetize "current linguistic
knowledge, especially as applied to present-day American English."
(;!efferman-Cabrera)

1,444,. Fries, Charles C. Lingui$tics and Reading. lew York:Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, 1963.

,A survey of developments in modern linguistics relative to the
teaching of reading in 'English. Tncludes'historical aurveys of

e.
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methods of teaching reading and the development qf modern linguis-

tics. D4scusses the nature of the'reading process, the Place of
phonics, and the development of English 'srelling; also suggests
essentials for a linguistic approach irithe development of
materials and methods to teach reading. (NYS bibliography)

1,445. Fries, Charles C. Teaching and Learning English at a Foreign
Lan a e. 'Ann Arbor, Mich.: University .of Mi6higqn Press,
1945. gaper)

Still useful more than 25 years after its Publication, this
work contains informatioh in support., of the theory behind thelin-
gui6tic'approach tCteaching and learning English as a. foreign
language. There is much emphaiis-on the use of the oral approach
based on a contrastive analisis of theilearnerLs_language. (NYS
bibliography)

1,446. Gaarder, Brude et al. Bilingualism From the Viewpoint of the
Administrator and Counselor. Paper for Southwest Council of,
.FL Teachers, El Paso, Texas1966, 18pp.
(p 018 -286).

The most difficult problem in bilingualism 'iCthat of. gaining
favorable administrative attitude and policy. Bifingual schOolIng
is profitable because it mates for' surerior_eduational achievement
and students can learn bestthrough their mothewrtongue. Throlfgh

-this approach, biculturalism,can be achieves, rather,than the--
cutting of ties from the original Culture. Inc/uded are a
supporting bibliograiihY and an appendix which -describes. a.number
of bilingual proje.cts.iri yarious schools. (RIE)

.

1,447. .GarCia, Ernesto F. Modification of Teacher BehaArior in Poaching the
Mexican-American. Albuquerque, New Mexico: Southwestern GOOD-
eiitive EdAcational Laboratory: 1970. 1po.

(ED 047 971)
4)

. TO
1,448. Greens4ein, raymond and Moises Tirado. Operation P.R.I.M.A. - RECLAIM.

(Recruitment of Teachers Of Puerto Rican Extraction)" 1966.

(EI/.010 775) > 0.

1,449. .George, H.V. Common Errors in Language Learning. Rowley, Miss.:
bury House Publishers.. 1971. $4.95 (paper) -

4 #
ft

Provides basic guidelines to tip causes and prAention of
students' errors in foreign language learningi. Incorporates a moderr

. theory of language learning pedagogy based oh the errbrs mane by%

v44-7
learners of a second language. Presupposes no *)tevious linguilOc ,

training on the pat of the reader. (catalog)

P
1,450. Greenstein, Marvin N. "Puerto Rican Children..",Pathways in Chi')

Guidance. 2:4 (June, 1960). pr. 1-3.
%-
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1,451. Halliday, M.A.K.0 ; Agnes'Mdintoch and Peter Strevers. The*Linfuistic
Sciences and Language Teaching. Bloomington: Indiana University.

4 -Pressl 1964.

.

,
- A study of the application of modern linguistics to Problems of. a

.

language teachimg,--The-linguistic theory embodied'is' mostly de-.
rived and-developed from the works of Fir,th. The arrlications cited
are largely directed towards ESL teaching. Provides.valtiable in-
sights into the nature and structure of English. (VYS bibliography)'. ,

1,452. A Handbook for Teachers of English,(Americanization - Literacy)..rev.
ed. Sacramento: California State Department of Education. 1967.
(ED.016-191)

1,453. Harris, David P. Testing English as a Second Language. New York:
McGraw-Hill, 19694 151Pr.

The objective of this book is to enable the ESL teacher to
iMPove.his own classroom measures and to make sound assessMbrits/
of standardized tests which he may be asked to selclet, administer
and int4rIret. The opening chapters introduce the general purposes
and methods of language testing. Following chapters describe
specific techniques for testing grammar, .vocabulary, etc. , and'the
processes involved in constructing and administering tests and in-
terpreting the results. The final chapter offers procedures for
,calculating a few basic test statistics. Text does not assume
previous training in tests and measurements or knowledge of ad-
vanced mathematics. (NYS bibliography)

1,454. Hausler, Jeanette. Selling a Book. Dade County Public Schools,
MiaMi; Florida. 1971.. 24pp.
(ED 062 876)

Intended primarily for use with Sranish-speaking students from
South'and Central America 'and the Caribbean Who have migrated to the
United States, this text outlines ways to develor interest in
reading -good literature. The main literary theme reflecW through
the literary selections concerns the worldwide Problem o maintaining
an ecological 'balance between nature and mankind. Performance ob-
jectives are prescribed which help develon'sitills related to literary
analysis, vocabularydevelcpment,and oral 9rpression. TI1 guide is
writtin principally in Spanish. (RIE)

1,455. Heffernan-Cabrera; Patricia.. A Handbook for Teachers of English to
Non- English Speaking Adults. Washington, D.C.: Center for
Applied Linguistics, 1969. (nLner)

'An introduction.to and f;ummary of the fi-rld, including sections
on the why and who of TESOL teaching, some how's of TESOL teaching,
some what's to teach, some kinds of evaluation and a bibliograrhy.
(NYS bibliogranhy)
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1,456. Hendricks, Herbert W. "Theoftexican-American,Student and Emigrated
Values." College Student Journal. 5:2 (September-OctOber, 1971).
Pp. 52-54. ,

°

The author believes that 'the teacher should serve ac a model *

Of conduct for his students in the eyes of Mexican student -s. With
a solid .foundation of tradition brought into the schools by these

. children. teachers would receive the kind of supPort needed to
conduct a program adaptable to their needs. (CIJE)

'

ication Workshon. June1,457. 'Jakobovits, Leon A.. The Encour
1970. 47pn.

(ED 062 883)

0
This paper outlines a program of inservi8e training for teachers

and administrative 'school personnel designed to foster a better
understanding of the problems involved in the education of children
from minority groups within an'educationalsystem that is defined
and administered by the cultural interests of the dominant social.
or national community. TheEncounter4ommUnication Workshop, a
program of study conducted in the bilingual school setting, is de-
signed to give the individual a better understanding of hims'elf
within the context of interpersonal communication. The study .

Progiam involvestv:' types' of activities: an objective analysis
of role dyadi. c interactions in the school in terms of a linguistic-
communication,model, andAm analysis of the subjective aspects.of
interpersonal relations, including social contradts, trust, risk-
taking, self-image and its management, and personal metaphysics. (RIE)

.1,458. JakobOvits, Leon A. Foreign Language Learning: A Psycholinguistic
',Analysis of the Issues. Rowley, Mass.: Newbury House. 1970.

*A critical examination of psycholinguistic imDli.cations and
psychological' and physiological aspects'of foreign language
learning, compensatory foreign language instruction, problems in
the assessment' of language learning, and foreign language aptitude
and aititudetesting. Presents an approach that, the author contends,..
is adaptable to any method the teacher currently uses to understand
and take into account the strategies of the learner. (NYS bibliography)

1,459% KIingstedt, Joe Lars. Teachers of Middle School Mexican American
Children: Indicators of Effectiveness and Implications for
Teacher Education. Washington, D.C.: Office of Education. (1972).
46p.

(ED 059 828)

A summary af,research and related literature on the -Problem of
identifying indicators of teacher effeCtiveness, this oublicationis'
divided into three sections: (1) traditional indicators of-teacher
effectiveness in terms of good teaching procedures and desirable
perGonality,characteristics,; (2) new trends in identifying indicators
of teachereffectiveness; and (3) implications for teacher education
in the form of a teacher education model--with suggestions for further
stildy. A bibliography of .83 citation--; is included. (RIE)
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1,460. Krear, Serafina and Frank Voci. The Role of the Teacher Aide in
'Second Language Programs. California Association TESOL News-
letter. Vol. 3, no. 3. Spring 1972.

(ED 061 798)

1:j) investigate the role of the teacher aide in second,language

programs, the California Association of Teachers of-English'to
Speakers of Other.Languages (CATESOL) has issueda questionnaire to-
teacher'aides in the Title VII bilingual projects in California. The

questionnaire and conclusions drawn from replies are presented here.
Information is provided on the attitudes, background, and activities
of teacher aidep. An increasing number ofl Paranrofessionals can be

found in second language programs, but the oversupply of certified
teachers is likely to. curb the need for and the'growing number of -

teacher aides. (RIE)

1,461. Kreidler, Carol J. and Dorothy A. Pedtke (eds.). Teaching English
. to Speakers of Other Languages United States:. 1969. 1970.

(ED 040 393) .

The report summarizes a number of United States activities in
or related to the teaching of English td Speakers'of other languages.
Sources of information include reports from federal, state, and city
governmenl agencies; articles and notices in newsletters and Pro-
fessional journals; brochures; and'personal contact. Sections.
cover (1) English language teaching and teacher training in the
United States; C2) English language teaching and teacher training
overseas; and (3) materials, testing and research. An index of
organizations and addresses is appended. (from the document)

1101,462. Lado, Robert. Language.Teaching: A Scientific Approach. New York:
McGraw -Hill, 1964. (paper) 239m.

Present,s a scientific approach Co language teaching, including
linguistic background, language learning, teachilag.teehniques,
testing, use of language' laboratories and other aids, reading,
writing,, cultural content, literature, teaching machines and nro-
grammed'learning. Contains many practical suggestions for language
teaching. (NYS Bibliography.)

1,463. Lado, Robert. Language Testing: The Construction and Use of
Foreign Language Tests: New York: McGraw-Hill-, (1961).

Contains discussions oC construction and use of language tests.
-

Suggests types 9f tests and ilescribes the theory and Practice of
refining and standardizing tests. (NYS bibliography)

1,464. Lado,,Robert. Linguistics Across Cultures: Apnlied Linguistics for
'Language Teachers. Ann Arbor, Mich.: University of Michigan
Press. 1957. (naner)
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Uses non-technical vocabulary in demonstrating the role that

descriptive linguistics can play in a Ianguage-teachihg situation.
Compares sound systems, grammatical structures, vocabulary systems

and cultural patterns. (NYS bibliography)

1,465. Lefevre, Carl A. Li.nguistics and the Teaching of Reading, New York:,

McGraw-Hill 264pp.

Presents the fundamentals of structural linguistics, the study
of language as it is. spoken. The sound system of American English
is described accurately from the smallest.to the largest unit, since
speech is considered basic to all language learning. A special
chapter dealing with the musical qualities of spoken English is
quite comprehensive. (NYC bibliography)

1,466. 4eo, Paul F. The Effects of Two Types of Group Counseling Upon The
Academic Achievement of Mexican-American Pupils in the Elementary
School. Ph.D. dissertation, University of the Pacific, Stock-

' ton, California. Washington, D.C.: Office of Education,
Cooperative Research Program. Januhry 1973. 143p.

(ED 059 002)

1,467. Libbish, B. (ed.) Advances in the Teaching of Modern Languages.
New York: Macmillan, 1964.

A collection of articles from British and'other authors-con-
cerning advances in language teaching due primarily to the in-
fluence of the oral approach. Articles discuss methods, trends
and techniques in many nations. (NYS bibliography)

1,468. Littlejohn, Joseph E. A Handbook for Teachers an' Aides of the
Choctaw Bilingual Education Program. Southeastern- State

College, Durast, Oklahoma. August' 1971. 26pp.

,(ED 054 902)

*69.. Magee, Bettie and Others. A. Description of Simulation TechniqL,

to Develop Teaeher and Counselor Empathy with the Spanish-
Speaking Student. 1972. Opp.

( D 065 254)

1,470.. A Manual for the Teaching of American English to Spanish-Speaking
Children in Puerto Rico. Puerto Rico: Department of Education-
1949. 674pp.

1,471'. Marquardt, William F. "The Training of Teachers of English as a
Second Language in the Peace Corps," Language Learning, 12:2,

'(1962).

Presents concepts and skills desirable for and of importance
to elementary and secondary ESL teachers, supervisors and teacher-
trainers. (NYS bibliography)
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1,472.. Medina-T., Rene. "Pianeamiento de la unid4d didactica en_la ensenanza
del ingles como iaioma extranjera Manning the Teaching Unit in
the Instruction of English as a Forei Lan ua e b" Len a e
Ciencias. Vol. 11, no. 2 (June.1971). pp. 5

. (ED 05.7 655)

This paper discusses the use of the teaching unit as a means for
Organization in English-as-a-foreign-language classes. It lists
the essentials in the construction of such a unit: cultural topics,
linguistic elements, time period, main objectives, instructional

Materials,,focus,-.specific activities, intended results, evaluation
techniques and bibliographies for students and teachers. An example
of a teaching-unit plan is provided, including content material,
main cbjectives and introductofy activities. Activities for six
*
classes are described along with optional and concluding activities1.7-
for three other classes. Means for evaluation are presented;
bibliographies for 'Students and teachers are includeda (RIE)

1,473. Michel, jos'eph. The Preparation of the Teacher for Bilingual.
Education. Speech presehted at-Edinboro State College, Edinboro,
Pennsylvania, February 4, 1972; 21p.
(FD 063 830) -

This document contains a Proposed curriculum for a Bachelor of
Sciences program in elementary education with an academic concen-
tration in bilingual education for Spanish-English bilinguals. A
questionnaire seat to selected individuals provided ideas on some
of the issues and nitoblems discussed. The questic;nnaire,.included
with results, covers general considerations,training in linguis-
tics,. training in English and Spanish, competence in Spanish, training
in culture, training in methodology, practice teaching, training in
educational foundations, and training in testing. Suggestions for
the teacher education curriculum are presented along with ex-Plana-

. tions The program developed here is weighted toward.the language
arts. Several basic ideas for the preparation of the teacher for
bilingual education are listed. (RIE)

1,474. Migrant Education Tutorial Aide Training Manual. Butte County
Superintendent of Schools, Oroville, California: California
State Department of Education, Sacramento. Bureau of Community
gerviCes and Migrant Education. Washington, D.C.: Office' of
Education. Office of Programs for the Disadvantaged. (1971).
263pp.

(ED 360 976)

Designed by.California's `Region II Office of Migrant Education
aid in training teacher aides working with migrant children,.this
franual outlines activities used in teaching by the.aides. Each ac-
tivity is described in terms of the concept to be taught, the tutorial
skill required; standard instructional media, rationale for the media,
expected learner response, and the criterion test -(what the aide will
actually do). Activities are-provided for 33 arithmetic concepts, 68
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reading' concepts, and 20 English as a second language concepts for
grades K-3. Also included is a list of 50 English survival words

considered essential to non-English-speaking children in order that
their immediate needs are met. (RIE)

1,475. Mir, Sister Margakita Maria. Training of Paraprofessionals in a
Teacher Education Program for Puerto Rico, Ph.D. Dissertation,
Columbia University. 1972.

(Dissertation Abstractions International. Vol. 33 (1972).
r. 214-A).

The objectives of the study were to assess the needs of Puerto
Rican schools and to investigate the idea of the paraprofessional
could be used to-alleviate the overcrowding and understaffing now
at the critical stage in Puerto,Rican schools. Paraprofessionals
in four New York City schools were interviewed and observed in
.practice to provide data on the responsibilities and working re-
lationships of the paraprofessional within the school system.
Nineteen recommendations for the implementation of a Paraprofessional
program are included. (DH)

1,476. Mulvaney., Iris. "Teaching Students from Bilingual or Non-English-
Spvaking Homes." Audiovisual Instruction. Vol. 10 (January
1965). pp.34-35.

1,477. "Cullough, Constance M. Preparation of Textbooks in the Mother
Ton ue: A Guide for Those Who Evaluate Textbooks in An
Language. New Delhi, India: Department of Curriculum,
Methods and Textbooks, 1965. (paper)

Although designed primarily for those who are. to. develop or
evaluate textbooks in language, this study can serve as a guide
for the use of texts already in print. Particularly relevant
chapters include: "The Study of .Children's Spoken Vocabulary,"
"Approaches to Teaching the Reading of a Language," "Controlled
Vocabulary," "The Meaning Dimensions -of a Word ' and "Bases for
EvalUation of a Language Text and Related Materials. (NYS
bibliography)

1,478. McGrail, Richard F. The Relationships Between the Organizational
Climate of Schools and the Personality Characteristics'of
Teachers: A Puerto Rican Sample. Unpublished Ph.D.
Dissertation, Boston College. 1970.,
(Dissertation Antracts. 31:10 (1971). TA. 5085A-5806A).

The purpose of the study was to relate the organizational
climate of schools with teacher personality characteristics. The
study was conducted in the BayamOnNorte School District in Puerto
Rico; the results were returned by 309 teachers from 8 secondary
schools and 15 elementary schools. McGrail used the Organizational
Climate Index (OCI) developed by Stern and Steinhoff to establish
the climate measures and the Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire
(16 PF) developed by Cattell to assess the teachers; personality
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characteristics. -Analysis of the data indicated 10 relationships
which were significantly correlated at all 3 levels of analysis:

.1. Individual teachers compared on OCI and 16 PF
2. Correlation of school measures for OCI and individual

teacher scores on 16 PF
3. Comparison Of various` schools in terms of mean scores for

each school of all teachers in given school on OCI and 16 PF.

Only 3 of the 6 OCI factors were involveda Fantasy Climate,
Orderliness, and Fearful Climate; Four 16 PF factors were found to
be significantly correlated with Fantasy Climate: Asiertive,
Happy -go- lucky, Ventursome, and Extraversion. The 16 Pf factors
called Humble, Tenderminded, and Tenderminaed Emotionality were
significantly related with both Orderliness and Fearful Climate
of all 3 levels. Further analysis showed that the elementary
school teachers in the sample saw their schools as being more
Supportive, Orderly, Affective, and Fearful than did Secondary
school teachers. Female teachers, more than male teachers, per-.
ceived their schools as Orderly and Fearful; and private school
teachers rated their schools higher than did the public school
.teachers on all 6 factors, with 4 showing a significant difference:
Surportive; Orderliness, Affective and Fearful.".(DH)

1,479. McIntosh, Lois. How to Teach Engli'sh Grammar, 1967. 19pp.
{ED 012 438)-

Presents a discUssion of the basic tenetsof teaching English
grammar to non-native speakers, as followed in the ESL prograk at
UCLA. The introductior,of grammar points to be practiced and the
generalization process which follows are' described in nonrtechnical
language. Various tyres of drills illustrate imrlementation.oi the
grammar lesson. Particular importance is given to the e* levels
of the students as affecting the type of grafter presenisOion: (RIE)

1;480. McRae, Susan. Relations Between Teacher Bilingualism in Spanish and
English and Attitudes Tthiard a Bilingual Television Program.

Washington, D.C. Office of Education. August 1972.
(FD 066 033)

1,481. Naun, Robert J. Comparison of Group Counseling Approaches with
. ° Puerto Rican Boys in an Inner City.High School. Ph.D. Disserta-

tion, Fordham University. 1971,
(Dissertation Abstracts.International. (August 1971) Vol. 32

.
12-A) . p 742-743).

The purpose of this study was to ascertain if different arrroache'
to group counseling would have different effects bn 31 ninth and tenth
grade Puerto Rican boys from an inner city high school. Ss were
rando y assigned to three grourss I) a group receiving interventionist
counse ing b sed uponthe theory of Glasser's Reality Therapy, 2) a
group eceiv ng non-interventionist counseling basethunon Rogers'
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theory, and 3) a group receivingno counseling at all. In order to
compare the effects of the different approaches,:all'Ss were ad-
ministered the Occupational Aspiration Scale (O.A.S.) at the be-

.

ginning and at theend of the group counseling sessions. For
additional data, each of the S'1Fteachers was asked to rate the

A
subject as he was at the beginning of the term and at the end;
grade averages, attendance, lateness percentages and number of dis-
ciplinary referrals were comrutqa for each Ss. Results of the
analysis of the data indicate that the different approaches to

"group counseling employed in this study did*not produce, any signi-
ficant changes in occupational aspiration level as meas#ed by the.
O.A.S. or in school or teacher ra4ings. When each of the experi-
mental groups was compared tothe control group no significant
difference was found in occupational aspiration level or school
behalior. (DH)

1,482. New York City, Board of Education. Teaching English as a New
Language to Adultt. Curriculum Bulletin: 1963-64. Series

'No. 5. New York: New York.Superintendent of Schools. 1964.
180pp.

A presentation of guiding principles and methods for teaching
beginners through advanced students with references for teachers.

1,483. Ney, James W. "The Oral Approach: A Reappraisal," Language
Learning, 18.:1 and 2, (June, 1968).

Discusses criticisms of audio-lingual approach by psychologists
and transformational linguists, discriminating between those that
Aire justified and those which are not. Suggests that many objectives
have been anticipated by language teachers who have not been too
doctrinpire. .(NYS bibliography)

1,484. Ney, James W. "Predator or Pedagogue?: The Teacherof the Bilingual
Child." EnglishRecord, 21:4 (April, 1971). DD. 12 -18.
(ED 053 602)

Cultural factors should be taken into consideration in a bilingual
education program. The cultural background of students learning
English as a second language should not be regarded inferior. 'A

realistic analysis of a student's language capability must be made-so
thit,his language-learning problems.can be recognized and solved as
much as possible. The student must,be able to cope with the English
used in the classroom, and teaching materials must be developed to
handle those problems. Instruments of measurement must be used to
determine the linguistic capabitit of the student. (HIE)

1,485 Pascual, Henry W. ed. Reading Strategies for New Mexico in the 70's
Resource Guide No. 2. January 1972. 29p
-(ED 061 022)



$

b

-

The three papers,in this resource guide are oriented to the needs
of Spanish-surnamed and Indian children. The first naper Points out
"thres concerns to be examined before selecting reading materials:
(1) the Population for whom selection is planner, (2) criteria em-
phasizing children's needs, and (3) apparent trends in reading in-
struction. The second paper stresses teacher-student interaction,
diagnostic teaching, and classroom management in the elementary
school. The author feels that standardized tests, especially their
norms should not be used with.minority grown, but that the informal
reading inventory is best for these children. The.third Paper ob

. serves, that schools are serving the interests of the dominant social
-' forces, and that while unable to reform schools, teachers can hu-

manize their classrooms by examining -and revising certain beliefs
which can.lead to anti-humanistic school Practices. References are
included. (ME

1,486. Past, Ray et al. Bilingualism - Fromjhe Viewpoint of Recruitment
and Preparation of Bilingual Teachers. 1966. Opp.
(ED 018 297) 4-

1,487. Paulston, Christina Bratt. "The Sequencing of Structural Pattern
Drills ",. TESOL Quarterly. 5:3 (September, 1971). pp. 197-208.-

This article is an attempt to re-examine the role and function-
of structural pattern drills in language learning. The first part
of the paper seeks to examine the relevant literature pertaining to
drills in order to (1) bring together someof the major references
for examining areas of concord and disagreement and (2) to consider
the implications for language teaching., The second Part of the
paper proposes a theoretical classification of structural pattern
drills, incorporating the implications found relevant, in order
to allow a sequencing of drills which will provide a more efficient
working model for the classroom. (from article)-

1:486, Pickett, G.D. "A Comparison of Translation and Blank-Filling as
Testing Techniques," English Language Teaching, 23:1 (October,
1968). .s .

Points out the advantage of translating over slotfilling as a
testing technique. (NYS bibliography)

Nlitzer,IRobert:L. "Toward Psycholinguistic Models of Language
Instruction." TESOL Quarterly. 2:3 (September, 19684.

Discusses the congruence and clash of psychological and peda-
gogical principles in language-teaching and the use of linguistic

and Psychological nrinciPles as tools in the analysis of the
teaching urocess. Analyzes tyrical lessons. (NYS bibliography)

1,490. Potts, Alfred M. "Teaching the 'Big City' -to the Migrant Child."
Audiovisual Instruction. Vol. 10 (January 1965). nr, 37-38. .
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Stresses the importance of audio - visual /non - verbal materials

for the teacher of migrant "bilingual' children. Since verbal
competence is limited at the outset, "seeing things" will contribute
considerably to the meaningfulness of things, idyls and words, and,
therefore aid in-language association and acquisition. (DH)

Puerto.Rican Culture as it Affects Puerto Rican Children in Chicago
Classrooms. Chicago: Chicago Board of Education. 1970. 20pp.
TEE377277)

Designed to develop better understAnding aniIreater apprecia-
tion between the Puerto Rican child who enrolls in the Chicago public
schools and his classroom teacher. Presents those as-Deets of the
culture which would be likely td- affect the child's classroom be-
havior. It is considered that an informed teacher maybe able to
assist the bicultural cl-.1d to a considerable degree. (RIE revised)

1,492. Puerto Rican Forum, Inc. Instructor's Curriculum Guide;_ Building
Services Personnel. New York: Puerto Rican.Fdtum, Inc. 1970.
83po.

(ED 038 645)

-..

This B.Q.L.T. curriculum guide based on an audiolingual mfAhod
of language training, consists of 20 lessons rePresenting 50-100 -
hours of classroom instruction including structured "Shop Talk",
visits by the' supervisors, tours of the job sites, actual on-the-

. job sessions emphasizing the vocabulary and/or structures related
to a particular job skill, and post course testing. 'Directeeto `
hospite building serVices,Dersonne1,1the materials in this guide
may be adanted to suit other job areas by changingpertinent vocale
'ulary and readigg materials. (RIE abridged)

1,493.. "The Puerto Ricans in New York City: Background InfOrmation for
Teachers." Curriculum and Materials. 18:3 (Spring, 1956) .,

PP. 6-7. .

1,494 Rihards, I.A. and Christine Gibson. Techniques of Language Control.
Rowley, Massachusetts: Newbury House Publishers. 1971. $5.95.

Control of vocabulary and structure is widely held to be a
prime influence on language learning. In this book the author:,
describe their tested-.approach to limiting vocabulary and syntax
in the teaching of English. Their techniques of language cpntrol
are introducted through Every Man's English, a new list of high
utility words for learning English and for clarity of expression.
(catalog)

1,495. Richards, Jack C. and John W. Oiler (eds.). Language LeIrning Mild
Language Teaching: Psycholinguistic Perspectives forl'the
Teacher of ESL. Rowley; Massachusetts: Newbury House Publishers.
July, 1972. $4.95.
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An anthology which surveys the psychology of second language
learning. Its purpose is to provide practicing and student teachers
with a balanced introduction which can be applied to classroom
teaching, which,can be used to assess new trends as they develop,
and which can help develop more ihdividualIted ways. of dealing with
learn-el.'s at all levels. (catalog)

1,496. Rivers, Wilga M. The Psychologist and the Foreign-Language Teachers.
Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1964.

A critical appraidal of foreign language teaching today (in
particular the audio-lingual method) in the light of current psy-
chology and theories of learning. The book is written for the
classroom teacher and concentrates on the high school level, with
most examples from French. Includes recommendations tor the
teacher and an appendix describing learning theoried. (NYS
bibliography) -

497.-,RiverS, Wilga M. Speaking in Many Tongues: Essays in Foreign
Language Learning. Rowley, Massachusetts. 1972. P.95.

CQnsiders problems such.as student_ dissatisfaction with
structural language courses, motivation difficUlties, individual
dlaerences in means and goals of language learning, etc. and
makes concrete proposals towards solvIng them. Guidelines are
established for development and evaluation oflanguage programs,
new models ofolanguage teaching activities presented, and psycholo-
gical insights discussed that will assist those involved in language
teaching in assessing'its meaning for today's students. (catalog)

1,498. livers, Wilga M. Tea-cling Foreign Language Skills. Chicago:
University or.Chicago Press, 1968. 403pp.

Includes Chapters on objectives and methods, the audio-lingual
method, the place of grammar, construction Of grammatical drills
and exercises, teaching sounds, listening comprehension, speaking
and reading skills, cultural understandihg, testing, and language
laboratories, "Areas of Controversy" section ends each chapter.
(NYS bibliography, revised)

1,499. Rodriguez-Bou, Ismiel, et ale. "Problemas de lectura y lengua en
4ft

Puerto Rico." .Publicaciones PedagOgicas. Series 2, -). 6.
Rio 'Piedras: Universidad de Puerto Rico.

4 Spanish - language handbook on the problems of reading and
language in Puerto Rico. The appendices contain reports by United
States officials in English leach could be very informative to'the.
'teacher of ESL. (from Sanchez)

1,500. Roscoe, Carole. "Developing Instructional Materials for a Bilingual
Program." TESOI Quarterly. Vol. 6, No. 2 (June 1972). 163-166 op.
(EJ o60 718)
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Rosen, Carl L. and Phillip D.;,Ortego. Problems and Strategies in

Teaching the Language Ar'p to Spanish - Speaking Mexican-

American Children. ERIC ITUral Education Clearinghouse, New
Mexico State University, Box 3-AP, University Park Branch,
Las Cruces, New Mexico, '88001.

Rosen, Carl L. and Phillip D. Ortega. "Resources: Teaching

Spanish-Speaking Children." Readinereacher. 25:1,(October

, 1971). pp. 11-13.

Annotate4

Saunders, Jack.
Education

Bibliography.

1,503 Blueprint Potential for Cooperative Teacher
Preparation: Utilizing the Talented Mexican-

American. Las Cruces, New Mexico: ERIC Clearinghouse ont
Rural Education. 1969.

.

1,504. Selected Articles from Language Learning: Series I. English as a
'Foreign Language. Ann Arbor, Michigan: Research Club in
Language Learning, (1953) (paper)

Has sections on lariguage learning, language teaching,.gnimmar,

pronunciation, vocabulary and testing. The articles represent

practical applications of the principles of structural linguistics.

(NYS bibliography)

1,505. Selected Articles from Language Learning Series 2,.Theory and

Practice in. English as a Foreign Language. Ann Arbor,
Miqhigan: Research Club in Language Learning, (1963)*(paver)

Has sections on teacher education, techniques, pronunciation,

vocabulary, grammar, reading and composition. The articles reflect

contemporary.linguistic theories. (NYS bibliography)

4'

1,506. Sharpe, Sarah Ellen. A-Comp.arative Analysis Between the Teaching

of a Native Language and a Foreign Language Literature. M.A.

thesis, Uni 'Persity of Texas at Auitin. August 1971. 944.

(ED 060 769)

1054
*

1,507. Slager, William. "The Foreign Student and the Immigrant - Their
Different Problems-as Students of English." Language- Learning.

6:3 and 4 (1956).

Shows implications for'differing langilage pedagogy and makes '

specific recommendations.based on these differences. (MYS bibliography)

1,508. ,Smith, Larry E. "Don't Teach - Let Them Learn," TESOL Quarterly,'

5:2 (June, 1571), pi. 149-151..

Peade have different learning styles, ability levels; threshold

of boredom, interests, and motivation. These are some of the variables
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the language teacher must keep in mind as he faces his class. The
ideeof trying to meet each person's learning style has been con-
sidered an impossible goal, 'and homogeneous grouping has become
the substitute. Individualization is not a new learning concert,

.yet it is rarely found in the'language classroom. This'paper
describes* an attempt to set UD an'enviionment for learning so
flexible that any person at any level of rfoficiency with an .
interest in any of the language skillh may be 'Successful in
learning. It has been tried at. the East-West Center on the
University of Hawaii .campus and in Bahgkok, Thailand witben-
couraging results. (From the article)

'1,509. "Some Aspects of Teaching Languages in the Grades in the Southwest."
Hispania. -Vol. 38 (May 1940) pp. 171-174.

1,510. Southwestern Cooperative Educational Laboratory. *Cross Cultural'
Communication Program. Albuquerque: SWCEL.

a.
Aids the.teacher in communicating with adults with children

from minority backgrounds. It helps the teacher understand and
accept standards, valuas, and behayiorS differing fromWs own so
culturally relevant materials will have more meaning in 't,be.class-
room. The training is directed toward developing verbal and!hon-
verbal communication skills. Instructional techniques include-
lecture, simulation, and role playing. Media is an integral in-
gredient'and is used to build,the teacher's awareness of cultural
differences as well as the importance of verbal arid- non- verbal
communication. (catalog

1,511. Southw.estereCooperative Educational Laboratory,. Systems Approach
to Lesson Planning. Albuquerque: SWCEL.

Package provides teachers with training on techniques for
converting written objectives to lesson plans through utilization
of the teaching systems matrix. The matrix is a record-keeping
tool by which the teacher can record planned entry conditions,
teaching procedures and learner outcomes as well aswhat actually
happens. In this way, the teacher can decide what to do if the.
actual outcomes do not meet those that are Planned.

Package' price: $195.00 (catalog)

1,512. Stack, Edward M. The Language Laboratory and Modern Language
Teaching. New York: Oxford University Press, (1966).

'Treats techniques for the clas,sroom and the laboratory. 'Also-
contains material about testing. Problems and exercises are given
thioughout. (NYS bibliography)-

; 1,513. Steeves, Roy W. et al. Handbook for Teachers of English ase's.
Second Language: Americanization- literacy. 2nd rev. ed. Sacra-

.

mento,California:,California State Department of Ed_ nation.
1969. 85bp.
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1,514. Stevick, Earl W. Helping People Learn English. New York: Abington
Press. 1957.

1,515.

\ 1

Slanted to the non-professional teacher. Attempts to touch on
all related techniques, backgrounds and problems. (Heffernan - Cabrera)

I

Stevick, Earl. A Workbook in Language Teaching: With Llecia'r

Reference to English as a Foreign Language. Nashville? Tennessee:
Abington Press, 1963 (paper) 1271m.

. For initial training of new language teachers and for inservice
use by experienced teachers. Treats three selected topics: English

'-,,Iphonology, basic types of drills, and fundamentals of grammar.
'Frequent,exercises and discussion questions assist user in acquiring
skills and in keeping check on his own progress. (NYS bibliography) j

. .

Thonis, EleAnor Wall. Teaching Reading to lion-English Speakers. New
Yo-k: Collier-Macmillan. 1970. 270pp.

'A broad analysis of the reading process and of the problems
involved in the teaching'of reading, beginning from the viewpont of
reading in the vernacular,-then turning"to reading in a second
language. (CAL bibliography)

IP

1,517. Tireman, L'S. Teaching Spanish-Sneaking Children. Albuquerque:
University of New Mexico Press, revised. 1951. 252pp.

1,518. Titone, Renzo. "Guidelines for Teaching a Second Language in Its
Own Environment." Modern Language Journal: Vol. 52 (1969):

PP..306-309.
t

1,519. Tuiherf H.C. Team Teaching, Employing a,Yariety of Methods for
Spanish/Anqo-American antegration. /itle IV, 1969-70. Final
Report. Las Vegas CitrSchools, New Mexico. Washiagtbn, D.C.:
Office of*Education. 1970. 52pp.

-.(ED 056 130)
e

L,520. Ulibarrl; Mari-Luci. ensamientos Sobre (Thoughts On) Teaching
English as a Second Language. New Mexico University, AXbuquerque,
College of Education. Washington, D.C.: Office of Education.

1969. 26p.

(ED 060 703)

1,521. Ulibarri, Horacio. Teacher Awareness of Sociocultural Differences in
Multicultural Classrooms. The University of New Mexico Graduate
School, Albuquerque.. 1959.

Teachers and administrators need to be aware of, sociocultural
differences as they affect the bilingual. Ulibarri's study showed a
general lack of teacher sensitivity toward sociocultural differences.
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1,522. Valdman,4Albert. (ed.). Trends in Language Teaching.- New York:'
McGraw-Hill, (gaper). .

it

Includes articles; many hitherto unprinte, in the areas cif
linguistics, programmed instruction; language laboratory te-a-
nology, psychology, lAeratuA, etc., related to current language
teaching. (NYS bibliography)

1,523. ,Varena-Cartada, Laudalina Fernandez.- Some Procedure; for Using
1"Pictures in Teaching English as a Second Language. Unpublished '

Rh.D. Dissertation, Teacher's College, Columbia University. 1956

1,524. Witherspoon, Paul.. "A Comparison of the Problems of Certain Anglo
-and Latin-American Junior High School Students." Journal of
Educational Research. 53:8 (April, 060). rip". 29-299.

r.

Witherspoon found a general lack of teacher sensitivity to-
ward sociocultural differences of the bilingual. There-are really
more likenesses tnan differences between Anglos and oilinguals; but
teachers, counselors and admiriistratOrd need to be award of the
main problems involved in the differences. (NYSbibliograPhY)

^
1,525: W9olsey, A.W. ."What' Are We Doing for the Spanish-Speaking Students?"

Hispania. vol. 44 (March 1961). up. 119 -123.

The author addresses himself to the problem of teaching a' -

Spanish class which has Spanish-speaking students. His first
general uoint iS that Spanishspeaking students should have tbie
benefits-of bilingualism emphasized, as well as pride in their
native language. He also giyep many suggestions for teaching
Spanish-speaking students to write Spanish, and explains.how these
will also benefit English-speaking students in the Spanish Llass.4(ECK)
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A. Genera.]. Discussions of the Topic

1,526. Abrams, Charles. "How to Remedy Our 'Puerto Rican Problem'."

Commentary. 19:2 (February, 1955). rn. 120-127.

1,527. Abrams, Charles. "New York's New Slums." New Leader. (January

1956).. pp. 20-23.

1,328. Adamic; Louis. From Many Lands. New York: Harper and Brothers.

1940. 350pp.

1,529. Adamic, Louis. A Nation of Nations. New York: Harper and-Brothers.
1944.

1,530. Alcali, Roberto de. "Nueva York - Ciudad Hispana." Temos.
(February, 1953). pp. 7-8.'

1,531. Alvarado. M,B. "Juan Gallo." -Inferno. (August, 1968).

Article about David Solchez, 39 year old leader of the Los
Angeles Brown Berets.

1,532. Arnold, Elliott. Time of the Gringo. New York: Knopf. 1953. 612pp.

1,533. Aumann, Jon and Other The Chicano Addict: An Analysis of Factors-
Influencing Rehabilitation in a Treatfuent'and Prevention Program.
Phoenix," Arizona: Valle Del Sol, Inc. Bethesda, Maryland:
National Institute of Mental Health. (1972).'53i.
(ED 064 oo( )

1,534. Bates, Barbara. "New York and, Puerto Ricans:: Survey. Vol. 85
(September 1949). p. 487.

1,535.' Berlant,.Rose. "LCOmo has pasado el domingo?" New York City Education.
(Winter, 1969).

1,L536. Beshoar, Barron B. "Report from the Mountain States." Common Ground.
Vol. 4 (Spring, 1944) . pp. 23-30.

1,537. Bienvenidos A Paterson, Amigos! Paterson, New Jersey: Paterson
Inter-group Council. 1958.

1,538. Blair,-W.C.- "Spanish-Speaking Minorities in a Utah Mining Town."
Journal of Social. Issues. No. 1 (1952). p.'409.

1,539. Bogardus, Emory S. The Mexicans in the United States. Los Angeles:
University of California Press. 1934.

1,540. Bone, Bob. (Series of,eight articles on Puerto Ricans in Middletown,
Ner York). Middletown Daily Record. March 9-13. 16-18. 1959.
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1,541. Boroff, David. "Jews and Puerto Ricans." Congress Weekly.
, (American Jewish Comgress). Vol. 24 (April 15, 1957). 10.13PP.

1,542. Bourne, Dorothy%D. and James R. Bourne. Thirty Years of Change in
Puerto Rico. New York: Prager, 1966.

1,543. Bowman, Leroy. "The Puerto Ricans in America." Humanist. Vol. 22
(January /February 1962). pp. 27-29.

1,544. Braes'rup, Peter. "New York's Puerto Ricans." New York Herald
Tribune. October 16-18, 20, 21, 1957. (series of five articles).

1,545. Brboks, Tom. "The Puerto Rican Story." Industrial Bulletin.
Vol. 39 (June 1960). pp. 6-12.

1,546. Brown, Francis J. and Joseph S. Roucek. One America: The History
and Contributions and Present Problems of Our Racial and
National Minorities. New York: Prentice-Hall. 1946.

1,547. Browning, Frank. "From Rumble to Revolution: The Young Lords."
Ramparts. October 1970.

1,548. Burma, John H. Puerto Ricans in the United States. Chicago:
Quadrangle. '1961.

1,549. Burma, John. Spanish SDeaking, Groups in the United States. Durham,
North Carolina: Duke University Press. J954.

1,550. Burnham,'David and Sophy Burnham. "El Barrio's Worst Block is Not
All Bad." New York Times Magazines. (January, 1969).

Discusses. one block in Spanish Harlem.

1,551. Calitri, Charles J. "A Puerto Rican Story.: American Unity. 15:1
(September - October., 1956). pp. 19-24.

1;552. Cannon, Antoinette. "The Puerto Ricans." Interpreter Releases.
2437 (August 28, 1947). pp. 296-304.

1,553. Caplovitz,-David-, et al. The Poor Pay More. Free Press, 1963.

,

1,554. Celso Barbosa, Jose. Problema de Razas. San Juan: Biblioteca de
Autores Puertor-iquetos, 1942.

1,555. Chenault, Lawrence R. ,The PuertoRican Migrant in New York City.
New York: Columbia University. 1938. 190np.

This book was one of thefirst to be nublished on the massive
Puerto Rican migration to New York City. The author discusses the
conditions on the is,land first,st, in order to give the reader an under-
standing of the early mig ts' motivations for coming to New York.
The bulk of the book deals with the nroblems the migrants faced upon

4
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their arrival on the'mainland: language barrier, substandard
housing, un-and underemploymert, ill health, and social disorgan-
ization. The book. was reissued in 1970-with a foreword by Francesco
Cordasco (Russell and Russell, 1970). (DH)

"ChiCago' Puerto Ricans."'New Republic. Vol. 130 (February 22, 1954).

PP. 3-4.

1,557. "Civicas y Culturales: ReuniOn Civica." El Diario de Nueva York.
June 2, 1952.. p. 5.

1,558. Clark, Rosemarie. "New York and the Puerto Rican 'Problem'."
UNESCO Features. January 12, 1959. pp. 4-6.

1,559. Clark, Victor S. Puerto Ricoand Its Probeems. Washington, D.C.:
The Brookings Institution, 1930.

1,560. Clarke, Blake. "The Puerto Rican Problem in New York." Readers
Digest. Vol. 62 (February 1953). pp. 61-65.

1,561. Cole, Steward, G. and Mildred W. Cole. Minprities and the American
Promise, the Conflict of Principle and Practice. New York:
Harper. 1954. 319Pp. Bureau for Intercultural Education,
Publication No. 10 in the series, "Problems of Race and
Culture in American Education."

1,562. Colman, Hilda. Girl from Puerto Rico. New York: William Myra. 1961.

1,563. ColOn, Jesils. A Puerto Rican in New York and Other Sketches. New
York: Mainstream. 1961.

1,564. Coon:Barlette E. A Comparative Study of Lhe American Mexican
Children in.the 'Bit Bend' Area for - 1935 -1936. Unpublished
Master's thesis:, University of Texas. 1936.

1,565. Cordasco, F. "Studies in the Disenfranchised: The Puerto Rican
Child." Psychiatric Spectator.,Vol. 3 (November, 1966). 3-4on.

1,566. Lotto-Tborner, Guillermo. Tr6pico en Manhattan. San Juan:
Editorial Occidente. 1951.

4 1,t57. Crawford, W. Rex. "The Latin-American in Wartime United States."
pp. 123-131 in Minority People in a Nation at War. American
Academy of Political and Social Science, the Annals. September

' 1942. 276pp.

1,568...."Cree Jansen que Ll gobierno federal y el estatal deben aYudar a

boricuas;" La Prensa. (February 1, 1954).
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more'educmtion, more white-collar workers and lower incomes than
Puerto Rican Migrants remaining in the United States, but more data

are needed to determine.whether this difference existed before
migration, or resulted from differing experiences on the mainland.
More (Data are also needed to improve knowledge of motivational
charaCteristica of Puerto Rican migrants and return migrants, internal
migrants and those who do not migrate at all. (ECK)

1,842. Senior, Clarence. "Migration and &anodic Development in Puerto Rico."
Journal-of Educational Sociology. Vol. M (December 1954). DP. 151-156.

This article,descritres the improvements in the economy of
Puerto Rico. For example, the lowering the death rate, improve-
ment of education,'public health and per capita income, cuts in,unem-
ployment and construction of public hou'sing are mention:M. The author
notes that "all this adds up' to an economy full of vitality, to a
culture which, after four and a half centurie6 of colonialism, has
worked out new solutions for old problems." (ECK)

1,843. Senior, Clarence. "Migration and Puerto Rico's Population Problem."
The Annals. Vol. 285 (January 1953). PP. 130-136.

1,844. Senior, Clarence. "Migration to the Mainland:" Monthly Labor Review.'
Vol. 78 (December 1955). Dn. 1354-1358.

1,845. .Senior, Clarence. "Puerto Rican Dispersion in the United States,."
Social Problems. Vol. 2 (October 1954). op. 93-99.

1,846. Senior; Clarence. Puerto,Rican Migration. Rio Piedras: University of
Puerto Rico. Social Science Researdh Center. 1947.
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1,847. Senior, Clarence. Puerto Rican Migration: Spontaneous and Organized.
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, DepartMent of Labor, Migration
Division. 1957.

1,848. Senior, Clarence and Donald O. Watkins. "Toward a Balance Sheet of
Puerto Rican Migration." In Status of Puerto Rico: Selected
Background Studies for the United States-Puerto RicoCommission
on the Status of Puerto Rica., Washington, D.C..: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1966. pp. 689-795.

1,849. Siegel, Arthur; Hal-old Orland; and Loyal Greer. Puerto-Ricans in .

Philadelphia: A Study'of Their Demographic Characteristics
-Problems, and Attitudes. Philadelphia: Philadelphia Institute for
Research in Humdn Relations. 1954.

1,850. Slaiman, Donald. "Discrimination and Low 'Incomes." Federationist.
Vol. 88 (January 1961). pp. 17-19.

1,851. Smart, Pearl. "Experiment in Boston; Services to Puerto Rican New-
comers." Wilson,,Li'6/4.ry'Bulletin. Vol. 34 (February 1960). p. 415

1,852. Suter, Larry E. Selected Characteristics of Persons and Families
of Mexican, Puerto Rican, and Other Spanish Origin: March 1271.
Population alractetistics: Current Population Reports. Bureau
of the Census, Suitland, Maryland. Washingtqn, D.C.: Government
Printing Office. October 1971. 23pp. s

.

(ED 065 224)

Data on a variety of social and economic characteriStics for
persons and families o Mexican American, Puerto Rican and other
Spanish origins and'co arative data forthe total white and black
population are presen d in this 'reportThe median family income
in 1970 for all families of Spanish origin wks lower than the
median income for all white amil4es but higher than that for
black families., Unemployment rates'were higher for persons of
Spanish origin than theonational average and about the same as the
rate for men.of Negro and other races. Among persons 25 to 29
years old,.48% of persons of Spanish origth had graduated from high
schdol compared to 58% of blacks and"80% of all whites. One -third

-----

of the black and Puerto Rican families had a female head. --(RIE)

1,853. Talbert, Robert H. Spanish-Name'People in the West and Southwest.
Fort WCrth: Leo Potishman Foundation, Texas Christian
University: 1955. 9Opp.

1,854. Tannenbaum, Dora, et al. The Puerto Rican Migration: A.Revort: New
York: Hudson Guild Neighborhood House, Colony House, and Grand
Street Settlement. 1955.

.

1,855, Taylor, Travis H. "Migratory Farm Labor in the U/Oited States."'
Monthly Labor Review U.S. Department cal' Labor,' Bureau orLAtOr
Statistics. Vol. 44 ("March 1937) pp. 539-549.
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1,856. Tough, Rosalind and Gordon D. Ma Donald. "Manhattua's Real
Property Values and the Migrant Puerto Ricans.'! Land Econo-
mics: A Quarterly Journal of Planning, Housing and Public
Utilities. (University of Wisconsin).

1,857 Trade Unions and Puerto Rican Workers: Report on Conferencq Held
May 17, 1962. New York:-Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, qprartment
of Labor, .Migration Division. 1962:

1,858: Transient Youth in California; a National State and Local Problem
Report and Recommendations. California Commission for the Study
Of Transent Youth. 1948. 48tin,

1, Tubls, Lowell L. A Survey of the Problems of Migratory Mexicans.
qnnublished Master's thesis, University of Texas. /1.952.

1,860: Walker,Helen W. "Mexican Immigrants and American Citizenhsir."
Sociology and Social *Research. Vol. i3 (1923-1929') pp. 465-471.

1,861. Wel .ire and Health Council of New YOrk City. Population of Puerto
Rican Birth or Parentage: New York City,,1950. Published by
.the Council. September 1952.

1,862. Wells, Robert W. "Our Litin Newcomers." The MilwaNe(Journal.
ApriL,6-0,:1958; (series of four articles).

11
1,863. Wenk, M.G. '"Adjustment and AssiMilation: Tbe Cuban Refugee Ex-

perience." InternationAl Migration Review. Vol. 3. pp. 38-49.

,

1;864. Werner, M.R. "The Puerto RiAns: SluM to Slum." Reporter. Sert-.

embef 12, 1950% pp. 20-22 and Sentember 26, 1950. pp. 20-23:
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1,865. Abelardo. Chicano: 25 Pieces of a Chicano hind. Denver, Colorado:
Barrio Publications. 1971.

1,866. Araoz, Daniel Leon. Male Puerto Rican-Parental Self-Image. Un-
published Ph.D, Dissertation, Columbia University. 1969:

\ (Dissertation Abstracts: Vol. 30 (1969). pp. 1629A-1630A.).

1,867. Betanse-s.Samuel. -"Puerto Rican Youth: Race and the Search for
Identity." The Rican. No. 1 (Fall 1971). pp. 4-13.

1,868. Budner, Stanley; Lawrence Goodman; and Rosa Aponte. "The Minority ,

. Retardate: A Paradox'and a Problem in Definition.ipSocial
Service Review. Vol. 43,' No. 2 (June, 1969). pp. 1777877

The authors divide the article into two sections, each dealing
with a specific problem concerning the minority retardate. First,
why is the insti,tutionalization rate of retardates among minority
groups so great when these, groups are generally believed to be more

tolerant of retardates? Previous studies have shown that lower
income groups do tend to accept such abnormalities more readily than
do upper income groups. Ss in the aforementioned studies were White,
however. In order to ascertain if the hypothesis is equally valid
for non-White minority groups, the ,ample in the present study con
SstI0d, of the following groups: native Whites maintaining a re-
tardate at home; Puerto Ricans maintaining a retardate at home; and
Puerto Ricans voluntarily institutionalizing a retardate. Analysis

of the data was based on these four variables: severity of retar-
dation; life-stress; use for community resources; and reactions to
retardation, which dealt with the possibility that Puerto Ricans react
differently to a retardate.than do Whites- The authors conclude that
class position is related to familial response to retardation on
two.levels: the lower the class rnsition, the-higher the tolerance,
for retardation; the lower the socioeconomic position, the less able
the family is to cope with the reality problems involved. The authors

note that the higher rate of institutionalization of minority retardates
may result from a higher incidence of retardation among lower-class
groups or selective or discriminatory operations on the part of
public agencies toward these groups. They recommend changing current
treatment Programs so that they become more apprbpriate for the

Puer ) Rican family.
The remainder of the article dealt with the lack of knowledge

about the minority retardate, and lack of clarity in the concept
itself. The authors attempt to clarify the phenomenon, noting,that
there are several approaches to the nroblem. It may be that the
difficulty is ot retardation, but minority status; hence

)

oroverty.

There is a difference in extent of retardation, a higher incidence,:
among minorities, and a difference, too, in the qUality of the re+

tardation. (DH)

1,869. "Cannafia: de Saneamiento en Harlem." El Diario de Nueva York. June
20, 1949. p. 3.
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1,870. Casavantes, Edward J. Deviant.Behavior in the Mexican-American Stu-
dent andIts Relation to Education. A Position Parer. Albuquel-que
New Mexico. Southwestern Coorerat'ive Educational Laboratory
August, 1970. 16p.
(ED 060 989)

'Since the literature about the mentalhealth of Mexican Americans
has been consistent in reflecting that a low socioeconomic level com-
bined with extensive use of Spanish lowers fo, tests scores of MexiCan
Americans, these factors should be studied in c6nnection with the
educational achievement of Mexican Americans and their mental health.
Thiscould be done because Mexican Ameridans are highly distinguishable
from other ethnic groups. In such a study,, 8 hypothesis are Proposed
for testing,on a random sample of large numbers of Mexican Americans
from all socioeconomic levels and from. every state in-the South-
west, from rural and urban settings, from the Chicano militant element,
from colleges and from the Hispano com-onent. The actual survey shoulod
be done by special questionnaire and a short adapted form of standard ner!-
sonality tests with some in Spanish. .Examiners should be Mexican

'Americans highly trained in psychiatric interviewing irocedures. In
summary, this investigation should to Arend-tased'study on the
mental health .and educational achievement of "exican Americans. ERIE)

1,871. tole, M. and J. Braun r. "Cultural Differences and.Inferences About
Psychological rocesses.". American Psychologist. Vol. 26
(1971) . Pp. 867-876.

1,872. Covian, Sherrill. "The Effect of Unemploymen and Und9r-employment
on the PuertoRican Male in New York City." October 27, 1965.
(unpublished)

1:873 Dohrenwend, Bruce P "Social Status, Stress and Psychological Symp-
-tons." Milbank Memorial Fund quarterly. 47:1 (1069) - Part 2.
Pp. 137-150.

"Examined the incidence of Psychiatric disorder among Black and
Puerto Rican groups relative to their social class counternarts in
more advantaged ethnic grours in the Washington Heights area of 'Tow
York City. Subjects consisted of a sample from the general nonu-
lation of approximately 1,000 P1-59 year old adults, of whom 1q0
were seen for follow -ur,, In addition, about 100 Psychiatric outpatients
served as subjects. PesultS generally confirm earlier reports of'an
inverse relationship between social class and psychological diserier.
However, Puerto Rican subjects showed larger proportions of symptons
than their counterparts in other grours. Black subjects did not show
higher rAtes.than Jewish or Trish ethnic grours. Findings suggest
that, there are strong ethnic and class differences in modes of nx-
pressing distress." Itwas found that both Puerto Pieans and Blacks
tend to score higher than subjects in the other groups on sets of
items that indicate socicp attic ("most PeOrle are honc:;t for fear of
being caught",) and Possible paranoid ( "it' safer to tru:'t noboly")
tendencies. Members of different ethnic r7rol s differ m'natl:.r in
their ratings' of the social desirabllity of any of the nymPtom;.
(PASAR DH)
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1,374. Ferniridez-larina, R. "The Puerto Rican Syndrome: Its Dynamics and

Cultural Determinants's'. Psychiatry. Vol. 24 (1961). up. 79-82.

1,875. (;arretson, ').K. "A Study of thre,0auses of Retardation Among MexiCan
Children in a Small School System in Arizona." Journal of Educa-
tional Psychology. Vol: 19 (January 1928) pp: 21-40.

1076. qoodenourt, -.L.,and'D.B. Morris, ''Studies in the Psychology of
Drawings."rawings." Psychology Bulletin. Val. 47 (1969).

pp. 369-433.

1,877. Lubchansky, Isaac; Gladys Eigi; and Janet Stokes. "Puefto Rican
Spirtualists View Mental Illness: the Faith Healer as a
Paraprofessional." American Journal of Psychiatry. 127:3
(September, 1970). pp. 312-321.

''Exandnes the attitudes and beliefs about mental illness of
twenty faith healers in the Puerto Rican Comm-pity of New York
City: these were compared with data collepted earlier from samples
of Spanish-speaking community leaders and a cross-section of Puerto
Rican household heads. Spiritualistsvappear to be an idiosyncratic
group differentiated withfh their culture for the purpose of healing.
The lack of professional acknowledgement of the role native healers,,
play-in this and other minorities is emphasized, and '.two case studies.
that may help to explain this lack of acknowledgement ere presented."
(PASAR)

1,378. Malzberg, B. "Mental Dise'ase among Puerto Ricans in New York City."
Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease:Vol. 123 (1956). DD. 262-269.

This study examines the Prevalence of mental disease among
migrants and native-born citizens who-have at least one parent born
in Puerto Ries). The author notes that Puerto Rican migration has

. concerned itself. mainly in New York City, with the population at
355,000 in 1953 (est.). Migration is influenced by economic factors,
notably, the search for employment. Puerto Ricans are faded with
the severe handicap of the language barrier upon their arrival in
this country, and this leads them to the segregated areas of the city
where Spanish is readily understood, and where housing and health
conditions are noticeably substandard. Hospital admissions for
Puerto Ricans between October 1, 1948, and September 30, 1951,
numbered 1,163 first admissions, or 157.7 per 100,000 people. For
the population of New York City as a whgle, the number was 144.5
per 100,000 people. When the rates are'comnared on the basis of age
and'sex; they become 229.3 for Puerto Ricans and 185.5 for others.
Because the Puerto Rican admissions tend to be younger, as does the,
whole Puerto Rican copulation in the city, th,:e was a high Propor-
tion suffering from dementia praecox and an extremely low proportion
sufTering from psychoses of old age. .Mental illness among Puerto
Ricans is attributable, to a latio:e extent, to the difficult life
circlimstances they face in this'country, low wage.swsubstantlard-
housingo poor standard of-lividg; etcetera. The author also feels
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that migration is an important factor, that a.person of Puerto Rican
origin is much more likely to develop a mental disease than an
average person in the city's population. (DH)

1,879. Malzberg, Benjamin. "Mental Disease AmonePuerto Ricans in New
York State." Psychiatric Quarterly. Vol. 22 (1948). pp. 300-308.

1,880. /Mercer, Jane R. The Origins and Development of the Pluralistic
Assessment Project. Sacramento: California State Department of
Mental Hygiene, Bureau ofResearch. Sacramento: California
State Department of Education, Office of Compensatory Education.
Bethesda, Maryland: National InAitute of Mental Health.
January 1972. 26p.
(ED 062 461)

The Pluralistic Assessment Project, which has been funded for
three years by the National Institute of Mental Health, was developed
in response to the results of earlier studies on the epidemiology of
mental retardation in the City of Riverside, California. It was
found that the 'criteria for classification of persons as mentally
retarded varied as a function of sociocultural group in astudy con-
ducted in 1963-64. The present project will produce an Adaptive Be-
havior Inientory for Children standardized on representaTive samples

t.of Anglo, MexicanL.American, and black public school children, five
through Ti years of age, which can be used to asness a child's per-
formance in non-academic rules using socioculturally relevant norms.%
The project will produce socioculturally relevant norms on the 1973
edition of the Wechsler Intelligence Scalefor Children for use with
Anglo, Mexican-American, and black children. The project will aldo
produce.a Health Histor and Impairment Inventory standardized on a
representative sample of Anglo, Mexican-American and black children.
(RIE)

1,881. Opler, Marvin . "The Social and Cultural Nature of Mental Illness
and Its Treatment." in S"..Lesse, ed. An Evaluation of the
Results of the Psychotherapies. pp. 280-291.

.1,882. Pagfin de Collin, P.' Emotional Adjustinent Problems of the Puerto
Rican Migrant. New York: Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Depart-
ment of.Labor, Migrant Division. (c. 1960).

1,883. Palomares, Geraldine Dunne. The Effects of Stereotyping on the Self-'
Concept of Mexican Americans. Albuquerque, New Mexico: South-
western Cooperative Educational Laboratory. 1970. 35DP.
(ED 056 806)

A

Purposes of this literature review on the Mexican American child
were to explore the self concept; cultural marginality; the occurrence
and e.ffeots of stereotyping; and the results of studies undertaken
to measure self-concept. Findings included that (1) the manner in
which a person is dealt with by "significant others," especially in
the earlyyVars, is considered to have a great deal to do with that
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person establishing a satisfactory identity and a positive self-view;
(2) Mexican American children have been found to experience ever-.

present conflicting demands and pressures to do and be at school some-
thing other than what they do and are in the subcdlture; (3) many
educators are seen to hold stereotypic views of Mexican American
children due to over-generalization of the literature regarding
specific Mexican American pOpulations--this affects the children's
performance, as is maintained in the "self-fulfilling prophecy"
theory; and (4). due t" irrevonclusiveness of research on the Mexican
American child' self- concept, the broadly accepted idea that Mexi-
can American chi en, as a group, have a negative self-concept.is
a stereotypic w. Discussion df the review concludes thatitir
effiacators, "by Geeing all or most Mexicans as 'fatalistic,' unable

to 'delay gratification,' 'lazy', 'dependent,' 'having negative self-
concepts4V etc., and then reflecting these beliefs to the children
with whom they deal'," are forcing the Mexican American child either
to reject the majority culture or to deny what he is. The only
recommendation is to research why the Anglo insists on cultural
homogeneity. (RIE)

1,884. Paschal, Franklin d. and Louis R. Sullivan. "Racial Influences in
the Mental and Physical Development of Mexican Children."
Comparative Psychology Monographs. Vol. 3. 76pp.

1,885 _Posner, Carmen Alberta. Some Effects of Genetic and Cultural
Variables on Self Evaluations of Children. Unpublished Ph.D.

a Dissertation, Illinois Institute of Technology. 1969.
(Dissertation Abstracts. 29:12 (1969). pp. 4833B-4834B).

The purpose ofthe investigation was to stddy the effects of
socio-economic status (SES), ethnic affiliation, intelligence and
sex on the self-perceptionsof children. Subjects were 300 first
graders; ethnic groupings includedBlack, White and PR children
born on the U.S. mainland.

The socio-economic groupings consisted of lower and upper-

.. middle -class levels. Only the PR sample was limited to children of
lower SES (no PR childrefi of upper-middle-class status could be
found). Within the ethnic affiliation and SES children were
selected on 3 levels of intellectual ability; below-average,
average and superiOr (based on their petformance on the California
Short Form Test of Mental Maturity, bevel 1). Two measures of self-
perception were administered: The Illinois Index of Self-Derogation
(US and 4 different sets of a paper and pencil form of the
Farnham-Diggory Children Self - Evaluation Scale (SE).

Results indicate.that positive self-evaluations are directly
related to healthy personality development; children who rate them-e
selves lower perceive their parents rating them low; children of low
SES and below average intelligence rate themselVes consistently
lower than their middle-class and intellectually superior, eers;
Black children have significantly more negative self-images than
their White peers; the self-discrepancy of the PR children does not
differ significa ly from either White or Black children. The need
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for preventive action to neutralize the biologiCal, psychological
and social pathogenic factors which'so determine the developing
childystself-perception is Lftmense, obviously. The author suggests
that action be taken on the community level, not limited to work
with individual children. (DH) -

1,88G. Ramirez, Manuel III. Effects of Cultural Marginality on Education
and Personality. Albuquerque, New Mexico: Southwestern Coopera-
tive Educational Laboratory. 1970. 15pp.
(ED 065 805)

A review of the literature, this report concerns itself with the
identification of the Mexican American with his ethnlic grout) as an
asset or a Liability. Examining the relationship of cultural
marginality to education, personality, and attitudes, the author
points out a need for additional research in this area. ,(RIE)

1,887. RaMirez, Manuel III. "Social Responsibilities and Failure in
Psychology: The Case of the Mexican-American." Journal of
Clinical Child Psychology. Vol. 1 (1972). pp. 5-8.

1,688. Ramirez, Manuel, III. Value Conflicts Experienced bY'Mexican-
American Students: (19681. 11p.
-(ED 059 829)

The object of .this study, conducted in a Northern California
city school district, was to find evidence of cu' ral value conflicts
experienced by Mexican American secondlry school students of low
socioeconomic background. Those students experiencing the most
difficulty'in adjusting.to the school setting and thus most likely to
be dropouts were interviewed, observed in class, and asked to tell
stories about pictures depigtng students, teachers and parents
interacting in a,school Setting. Stories told about these pictures.
revealed Mexican American value conflicts'in terms of such factors
as loyalty to family and ethnic group, female modesty, machismo,
the role of education, and separation of sex roles. This paper
contains.discussions of eight Mexidan.American values found to con-
flict most often with the value system of seloisis, along with an
accompanying story for each as told by Mexican American students;
also contained are 1- paragraph discussions of four measures that could
be instituted to help alleviate value conflicts. (RIE)

1,889. Reville, J.N. and A. Rivera. liatips-cholo.icalentofFuento
Ricai"! Boys. Project 4623. New York School of Social Work. 1956.

1,890. Posenthal, Alan Gerald. Pre-.^ch",o1 Experience and Adjustment of
Puerto Mean Children. Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, New York
Univrsity. 1955.

(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 15 (1955). D. 1205.).

The purnose r,f tiltrrstudy was to let-mine the relationshin be-

Lween prv-school 2xneriences of a non-academio nature and the ab-
oence of these experience.-, on the achievemf,nt of a group of bilinfTual
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children who made a successful school adjustment. Ss were five
and sax year old male and female children who were porn in Puerto
Rico; selection was par.tially lased on socioeconomic,educational
and physical factors. Ss. were divided into tWo groups:' the first
group had no rre-school orientation; the second group was'f'iven
cultural enrichment programs rrior to entering school.

Data was based on the observations of the S's teachers.
Results indicate a significant difference in the achievement of
the two groups; the group that had the pre,school program received
higher ratings overall. It was suggested, therefore, that these
Programs be continued, and that further research in. pre-school
'orientation programs be undertaken. (DR)

1,891. Rosner, Milton S. A Study of Contemporary Patterns of Aspirations
and Achievements of the Puerto Ricans of Hell's Kitchen.' Un-
published Ph.D. Dissertation, New York University. 1957.

1,892. 'Soares, Louise M. and Anthony T. Soares. Age Differences in the
Personality Profiles of Disadvantaged Females. Paper:presented
at the American Psychological Association Annual Convention,
Washington, D.C. September 1971. 8pp.
(ED 056 135)

This study systematically investigated'age difoerences in per-
sonality characteristics of advantaged and disadvantaged high school
and college females. Two hundred and thirty.three Ss were randomly
selected from an urban environment. Thy test norms for the study
instrument, Cattell's-16 Personality Factor Questionnaires, were
.based on a group of 86 advantaged college women. The disadvantaged
group was 50% black and Puerto Rican, while the advantaged group was
75% White. Both disadvantaged and - advantaged high school girls
showed a pattern of group dependence, self-assurance, exped,iency,
and relatively little frustration, with the disadvantaged girls
indicating greater emotional instability, less intelligence; lower
ego strength, and tough-mindness. Disadvantaged and advantaged
college women seemed mere sociable, assertive, conscientious,

venturesome, sensitive, ruilt-prone, self-sufficient, tense and
controlled. The advantaged women demonstrated_an even greater
tendency toward intelligence and enthusiasm. (RIE)

1,893. Sobrino, James F. Group Identification and Adjustment in Puerto
Rican Adolescents. Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Yeshiva
University. 1965.
(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 26 (1966). D. 4067).

The autIor hypothesized that the social adjustment of a Puerto
Rican adolescent depends, to a great extent, on his or her identifica-
tion within the ethniC group itself. The person's idealized image
(what groin he or she identifies with) must then be compared with his
or her self-image; adjustment would seem to denend upon the relative
s.imilarity of these two images.

To test his hypothesis, Sobrino administered the Semantic
Differential Scale, th EFOS and a questionnaire to 360 male and
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female Puerto Ricans between the ages of twelve and eighteen. Ss were
selected from four parochial schools and from a child guidance clinic.
Ss were divided into 3 groups on the basis of these tests: 1) the
clinic group, clearly maladjusted; 2) school maladjusted but not in
therapy; and 3) school well adjusted. Correlations were made between
the author's hypothesis and the groups of Ss, and it was found that:
1) the clinic group identifies more with the ma,fority group*(in
which they are unacceptable); 2) the adjusted group maintains a
favorable self-image while they do perceive differences between
themselves and others; and 3) the maladjusted but non-clinic group
seems to have a more positive self-itage than the indicators would
warrant. (DH)

1.,894. Stanton, Howard R. "Social Research into Mental Retardation and
Emplsyment: A Puerto Rican Study." in A. 'Field (ed.). Urban-
ization,and Work in Modernizing Societies. pp. 9. -13.

"A sample of the total population of-Puerto Rico was screened
with intelligence tests 'to determine who had what level of intelli-
gence, and what they were doing.' If mental retardation is defined by
by IQ test scores, 'then-societies like Puerto Rica have as high as..
30 or 35% retardation. The person suffers less in many such societies
not because helms been rehabilitated in some way, but because the
society takes the low levels of ability into account.' The two main
criteria were: '(1) The extent to which adisabling condition is
compounded by structural position, by ethnic group membership, age
category, social class, or plaCe of residenCe and (2) The difference
in effect of a disabling condition denendingon the way economic and
social factors are structured.'" (PASAR)

1,895. Strauss, Susan. "The Effect of School Integration on the Self-Concept
of Negro and Puerto Rican Childrn. Graduate Research in. Educa-
tion and Related Disciplines. Vol. 3 (1967). rpm 63-76.

-Compared the self-concept of second madthird-grade-BlaCk- and
Puerto Rican children of low socioeconomic background in a paired
school and in a non-naired school. "Pairing is the combining of two
school populations," one predominantly' white, the other predominantly

,black. It was hypothesized that for both grades the paired group
would have a higher self-concept, and that the paired third grade
-would do better than the second. A 50 question inventory was used
in which there were three possible answers to each question. -The
possible score range was 100 -150. One hundred children were tested,
50 in each of the two schools, 25 in each of the two grades. The
results showed that the paired groups' .scores.were significantly higher
than the"non-paired groups' scores. No.significant difference was
found between the scores of the paired second and third grade groups.
1t is concluded that pairing does increase the'self-concert of Black
and Puerto Rican children. The extent of its nositive influence needs
further study. (PASAR Vol. 14 (1Q67)1)(7237501 Lbst. No. 12405)
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1,896. Sunshine, Nancy J. Cultural Differences in Schizophrenia. Unpublished
Ph.D. Dissertation, The City University of New York. 1971.
(Dissertation Abstracts. 32:2 (1971). pp. 1197B-1198B).

Researchers have concluded that schizophrenias are manifesta-
tions of, culturally conditioned responses to stress. Culture
provides the values, life styles and interpersonal attitudes fin.-
damental to the different'symptons. A study by Singer and ()pier
found such symptomatic differences between Irish'and Italian
schizophrenics, and related them to the cultural factors of
'family and energy distribution... The'present study worked with
the hypothesis that differences in psychopathology, again due to
cultural distinctions, would be found between 40 Black and 40
Puerto Rican male schizophrenics being hospitalized at manhattan
State Hospital. Class, ethnicity and educational level were con-
trolled for and the Ss were divided into two age groups: over
thirty, and under thirty. ifhe first Part of the study involved a
'census of hospital records, Checking..for incidence of alcoholism, etc.
the second part involved the administration of the Wittenborn
Psychiatric Hating Scale, the MACC II Behavioral Adjustment Scale
and's. hostility Fcale. The results reaffirm the Singer and Oyler
fundings, Blacks being similar to the'Irish and Puerto Ricans
resembling the Italians, and provide further evidence of the role
of culture in transmitting sympton styles.

The Puerto Rican S5 were considered less of a management
problem than the Black Ss, whose symptons were characterized by
withdrawal. The Puerto Rican Ss were prone to acting out and
assaultive behavior; they had more visitorstAan the Black Ss and
exhibit mucl, more sociable behavior. (DH)

Suraci, Anthony B. Reactions ofTuerto Rican and Non-Puerto Rican
Parents to Their Mentally Retarded Boys. Ph.D. Dissertation,
New York University. 1966.
( Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 27 (11-A) Pp. 3739-3740.).

The study dealt with the differences between Puerto Rican and
non-Puerto Rican parents''reactions to their mentally retarded boys.

-# It was hypothesized that there were differencesin parents' reaction
to etiology of retardation, child-rearing practices, reactionsto-

' ward institutionalization and reactions to snecial.education classes.
Ss were 120 parents of mentally retarded boys; 60 Puerto Rican and
60 non-Puerto Rican, all from the Mental Retardation Clinic of New
York-Medical College. It was found that differences do exist in
Puerto Rican and non-Puerto Rican parental attitudes toward retar-
dation: Puerto Rican parents tend to be more sunerstitious and
religious. Puerto Rican parents tend to be more authoritarian in
their child-rearing practices than do non-Puerto Rican parents, and
have more favorable attitudes concerning institutionalization than
non-Puerto Rican parents. The non-Puerto Rican Ss had more favorable
attitudes toward special education classes in publc schools, however.
No significant differences could be found concerning: a) Chronological
ages of retarded boys and their families; b) education of the parents;
c) family size; d) employment, or parental income. Differences noted
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were the levels of intelligence of the retarded boys and the parents'
eligi,ous'preference. (DH DC 23309 1)

.
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Troutm, E "Suicide Attempta of Puerto Rican Immigrants."
Psychiatric Quarterly. Vol. 5 (1961). pp. 544-554.
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1,899. John R. and Stanely E. Jones. "Field Study of the'Proxemic

Behavior of Young School Children in TI-ee Subcultural Groups."
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology. 19:3 (Sen'tembe'r,
1971).. pp. 351-356.

A

Thserved the nroxemic relationships of 210 interacting nairs
of Black, Puerto Rican, and White first and second'graders in school
playgrounds. Interaction distance and clirectness'of shoulder
orientation (axis) were recorded. ;liddle-class Whit subjects
stood farther apart than,lower-class Black and Puerto Ricans. Sex
differences among White subjects in distance avores and culture and
sex' differences in axis scores were also Tound. Results suggest
that proxemic Patterns ark acquired early in life and sunnort the
contention that difference between the dominant culture and other
groups in the use of space are basic, with the qualification that
sek roles may also .influence nroxeMic behavior. (PASAR)

-1,900. :Abramson, Harold J. Ethnic PTuralism in the Connecticut Central
City: Storrs, Connecticut:' institute of Urban Research, Uni-
versity of Connecticut. 1070:

1,901. Alers-Montalvo, M. The Puerto Pi-can Migrants r qew York City: A
Study of Anomie. Unnublished M.A. Sissertation, Columbia

, University. 1971.
/,- . :

.
/

.
. .

,902. Allen, Ruth A. "Mexican Peon Worsen in Texas."Socioloiv aneSocial
Research. Vb1. 15 (November-DeceMber 1930). nn. 131-142..

1,903. The American Catholic Family. Englewood Cliffs, New-Jersey:
Prentice Hall, Inc. 1956: Chanter VI.

1,904. Anderson, .James anc1,101liam H. Johnson. Social and Cultural
Characteristics of Mexican-American Families in South El Paso,
Texas. Interim Peoorts of the Mathematics Education Program.
Las Cruces, New Mexico: New Mexico State Unlversity. 1968. 47nn.
(ED 026 175).

1,905. Antonowsky, Aaron. "'s"ration, Class and Racial- Ethnic Niembershin."
Journal of Negro .cation. Vol. 36:4 nr. 385-39.3. .

Earlier studies of students from a small city show that Black
youngsters have a higher level of asniration than Whites. Three
hundred seventy eight 10th-graders from schools' 1n a large city

' were tested to see if the same Pattern could be. found, and to corn-
Pare: (1) middle and low-class Blachs and Whites, and (2) Puerto
Pican youths with .clacks and Whites. Senior guidance counselors
asked 8 questions dolling with "future socioeconomic-educational
asniraticjns and expectations". It was found that middle -class Whits
had the highest aspiration level, and Puerto Ricans ,.ire relatively
low.. Patterns of response were similar for lower -Glass Whites, middle-
class, Puerto Picans, and middle and lower-class Blacks. The comnar!-
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son between the small city and the metropolis showed "differences
between lower-class Whites and similarities between lOWer-Class
Blacks." (PASAR)

1,906. Arter, Rhe4a M. Between Two Bridges: A Study of Human Relations
in. the 'Lower East Side of Manhattan, the AreadServed ty the
Educational Alliance. Human Relations Monogranh No. 5. Inter-
pretation by Dan W. Dodson. New York University Center for
Human Relations. 1956.

1,907. Arter, Rhetta M.. Mid-City. °Human Relations Mono'graph No. 3. New
York University Center for,Human Relations Studies. 1953.

1,908. Atkins, James A. "A.Cultural Minority Improves Itself." Human
Relations in Colorado. Denver: Colorado State Departitlent Of
Education, 1961.

1,909. Baglin, Roger F. The Mainland Experience.in Selected Puerto Rican
Literary Works. Unpublished Ph.D. Diisertation, State Universi-
ty of New York at Buffalo. 1971.
(Dissertation Abstracts Tnternati8nal. Vol. 32 (1971-72).
p. 3290A.)

This study examines the mainland experience in the Puerto
Rican short story, novel, and theater. 'Themes such as liberty and
identity appear constantly in works on this subject. The study
includes an introduction to Puerto Rican literature dealing with
these themes before 1940, a discussion of the radical demographic,
and osciolo,gical changes since 1940 and a detailed examination of'
six works on the mainland experience by recognized authors. (ECK)

1,910. Barry, David W. "Opportunity for Protestant Churches among Puertd
Ricans." National Council Outlook. Vol. 9 (May 1959): pr. 9-10.-

1,911. Barry, David W. "The Puerto.Rican,Adapts Remarkably." Washington
Post and Times Herald. March 8, 1959.

1,912. Beecher, Robert Houston. A Study of Social Distance Among:Ado-
lescents of Ethnic Minorities. Ph.D. Dissertation, New York
University. 1968.

'(Dissertation Abstracts Interndtional. Vol. 29 (2-A), 1q68.
pri 398-399J

The purpose of the study was to determine the" rihture,o; social
distance between Puerto Rican and Black adolescents in New York
City. Three hypotheses were tested: 1) length of residence; 2)
color is related to the sociometric choices made by the youngsters;
and 3) whenever either .Puerto Ricans or Blacks are in the minority,
the acceptance F.cores will be higher than when both are in the
majOrLty or in the minority. Rebults of testing on both the Ohio
Acceptance Scale and the Bogardus Scale only partially substantiated
the first hypothesis. in order to test the second hypothesis, the
investigator used photographs; the Ss were asked to Classify the
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students "light," "dark," or "medium." The correlation was at the
.05 level, which was not significant. The third hypothesis was re-
jected after the t-test was calculated. Scores on the social
acceptance scale were not necessarily higher when eitner group
was in the minority. The author suggests that thesfocial climate
of the school environment was prolAbly more responsible fot the
positive relationship between Puerto Rican and Black adolescents
than was the minoray/majoAty representation. (DH)

1

1013. Bender, L. and S. Nichtefn. "Two Puerto Rican Boyd in New York."
in G.. Seward (ed.). clinical Studies in Cultural Conflict.
New i_rk: Ronald. 1958.'

1,914. Beni)tez, Jaime. "El Problema Humano de la EmigraoiOn." La Torre.
(Enero-Marzo, 1956). pp. 13 -21.

1,915. Berger, S. "Puerto Rican Migrants Create Housing Probleilis." Real
'Estate News. Vol..33 (August 1942). pr. 265-267.

1,916. Berkowitz, Elaine. "Family Attitudes and Practices of Puerto Rican
, `mod Non-Puerto Rican Pupils," High Points. (March, 1961).

Pp. 25734.L.-
rJ

In the past 8 years the number of Puerto Rican children in
New York City's public schools haS increased-1508 and many diffi-
culties in teaching these children have come up. A great deal has
been written about the language handicaps and cultural differences:
of the Puerto Rican children, but this home eeonomiog teacher set out ' .

to see if those supposed family backgrounds were really different.
The results of a survey .of 217 students (120 PR sand 127 nonPR)

at J.H.S.'263 in Brooklyn, New York, indicated that the differences
in family patterns were really not that sigiriificant. "It mould
appear that both groups of pupils, Puerto Rican as well as non-
Puerto Rican pupils, need' help in thc:tkpicaa concerns ot youth at
the adolescent level. If there are any differences they would"
appear in the following: Puerto Rican pupils more than non-Puerto
Rican pupils need help in the area of family relationships; Puerto
Rican pupils need help in improving facilities for living withih the
home and for carrying on normkl-family life. ',Since.they are /

under more crowded conditions, emthAsis needs to be.on providing -'
some kind of privacy for the members, -and help sharing in limited ,

fac4ities. Since there is more unemuloyment among the Puerto
Rican group, help must be furnishedin the better use of the money.:...
The non-Puerto Rican pupils more than the Puerto Rican pupils need '
help in the appreciation of the companionship of the family group;
The non-Puerto Rican pupils have to assume.more responsibility for
household management because there are more working parents in the
,group.,.." (DH)

1,917. Berle, BeatriceB. Eighty Puerto Rican Families in.New York
York: Columbia University Pness. 1958.
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'1,918. Berle, Beprice B. " "Sterilization and Birth Control, Practices in a
Selected Sample of Puerto Rican Living in Et.Manhattan Slum."
Fertility and Sterility.: Vol. 8 (Miy/June 1957). pp.. 267-281.

1.919. Beytagh, L.A. Family Dynamics in Thirty -two Puerto Rican Families.
Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Columbia University. 1967.

1,920. Bienstock, Herbert. Labor Force Experience of the Puerto Rican
qorker. New York: United Star's Bureau of Labor Statistics.
(May 20, 1968).

1,921. Bodarsky, C.J. "Chaparonage and the Puerto Rican Middle Class."
Journal of Marriage and Family. 26:347-348, August 1964.

1,922. Bogardus, Emory S. "Se-ond Generation Mexicans." .3ociology and.
Social Researci,. V_1. 13 (1928-1929) pp. 276-283.

1,923.' Bouquet, Susana. Accultu.a'ion of Puerto Rican Children in New
York and Their AttituJ_s toward Negroes and Whites. Unpublished
Ph.D. Dissertation; Columbia University. 1961.
(Dis.sertation Abstracts. Vol. 22 (1962). p. 4105-4106.)

The purpos f this study was to investigate the relationship,
between the accultu ation of Puerto Ricans in 'Lew York and their
PhysicIT'type. Ss were 140 Puerto Ricans, 31 Blacks, and 32 .Whites,
all males-, betwe'en the ages of 10.5 and 12.5. The schedule for
interviewing consisted of a questionnaire and Tthotogranhs nrotraying
different physical types and different occupations, and some showing
hostile and friendly situations. The boys were asked to match
physical types with occupations and"the various situations pigtured
in the vphotographs. Each of the Ss' verbal responses were recorded

- and classified according to the length of time he had lived in New
York and his physical type. The findings indicate that 1) individual
behavibr within a family changes less during acculturation than be-
havior within a community; 2) the degree of acculturation of Puerto

,* Ricans does not vary according to the physical types (i.e. light or
dark'Puerto Ricans); 3) the. Puerto Rican Ss made use of Physical
discrimination eto the same extent as the Black and White Ss. (DH)

1,924. Boxhill, Kalarickal; M. Curcio. "Certain Expressed Moral
Beliefs of Three Groups of Early Adolescent Boys." National
Catholic Guidance Conference Journal. Vol. 14 (1969). on. 21-24.

Ss were 63 flack, 68 Puerto Rican, and 51White eighth grades
,boys frod Catholic schools of East and Central Harlem whose families
were in upper -low and lower-low socioeconomid levels. The in:',,rument
used was IsleY's revision of the Havighurst ofrid.Taba student Belief
Inventory. Whites scored higher on hon' ;ty and responsibilify than
id the other two gr-ups. 1To significantkliffe-rence was found in

regard to friendlin( ,s, loyalty, and moral courage among any of the
f groupt. (PeAR)
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Braestrur, Peter. "Life among the' Garment Workers," New York Herald
Trioune. September 2910ctober 10, 1958. (series of ten articles.)

1 ,(s)6. Bram, Joseph. The Lower Status Puerto Rican Family. Revised. New
York: Mobilization for Youth, Inc. (' ?arch, 1963). 14pp.
(ED 016 690)

1,927. Brameld, Theodore. "Explicit and Implicit Culture in Fuel-to Rico:
A Case Study in Educational Anthropology." Harvard Educational
Review. Vol. 28 (Sum.er, 1958). pp. 197-213.

1,928. Brarheld, Theodore. The Remaking of a Culture. New 'York: 1959. 4/8pp.

1,929. Brody, E. "Cultural Exclusion, Character and Illness." Americap
Journal of Psychiatry. Vol. 122 (1966)z PP6 852-858.

1,930. Brown, Myrtle Irene. Changing Maternity Care Patterns in a Migrant
Puerto Ricans: A Study of Acculturation in a Group of Puerto
Rican-Born Women in New York City, Relevant to the Extent of their
UtilizatiOn of Professional Health Care during the Maternity
Cycle. Ph.D: Dissertation, New York University. 1961.
(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 22 (1962). p. 4330.)

1,931. Brown, Stuart. "Ph4adelphia'i Puerto Ricans: Language Barrier is
Chief Source of Problems Faced by Migrants." Philadelphia
Sunday Bulletin. March 16, 1958.

-1,932. Bryce, Herrin, n J. Social Origin as an Obstacle or as an Aid to
Mobility: A Comparative Analysis of, Long-Run Occupational
Mobility. Ph.D. Dissertation, Syracuse University. 1966..
(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 28 (2-A) 1967. pp. 33-.334).

The purpose of this study was to determine to what extent a
father's social origin and occupation affect the son's opportunities
for social mobility, either upward or downwaro. It is a cross-
national study 'n that th investigation .was carried out in °the
United States, uerto Rico, Japan, and seven countries of Western
Europe. The study reyolves around these variables: .1) the efficient
utilization oehuman talenti 2) the occupational wage structure;
3) the level and distribution or employment; and 4) economic equity.
Threeqoad occupational Categories were used: middle-class, working-
class, and elite; the nebulous quality of the classification system
may have some bearing on the validity of the study, the.author notes.
For the purposes of this study, an index of mobility intd'non-compe-
tilig groups was developed And applied to the above classes. It was
shown that, in all societies, middle-class origin was an aid to elite
status worring-class origin was an obstacle for upward mobility.'
France, Sweden, West Germany, Puerto Rico and 'the United States all
provide equal opportunity for the working-class to enter middle-
class occupations. Italy, Japan, Puerto Rico and the United States
all. Provide elite and middle-class people the opportunity to enter
working-class occup,tions; in the other countries' studied; such downward
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mobility is hindered. The implication her is that, in the United
States (and in Puerto Ric9), social origin:is less likely to hinder

. or- facilitate occupational mothlitytthan it is in other societies. (DH).'
.

1,933. Cahill, Imogene D. Child-Rearing Pra ctices in Lower Socioeconomic
Ethrlic Groups. Unpublished Ph.D. Dissert4ion, Columbia
University. 1966.
(Dissertation Abstracts. 27:9 (1967). D. 3139A.).

The purpose of the study was to identify what differences, if
'any, exist in the Child-rearing practices of lower socioeconomic
ethnic groups. Ss ere 60 mothers, representing PR, Black and
White groups equally\ Theitchedure used by interviewers VAS de-
signed by*Sears, Maccoby and Levin for their investigation of &dad-
..-earing practices of middle-clzss and working-class mothers,
reported by them in Patterns of Child Rearing. Pepsonses from the
present study were broken down and rated on ttile Sears'' schedule;
analysis of the results led to the rejection of the original hypothesis
that the child-rearing practices of PR, Blads and. White families of
the lower socioeconomic group differ from each other. In fact,'Com-
parin&the results of the present study to the results of the Sears'
study of middle and worfing-class practices, it 'seems that` socio-
economic status has a stronger'influence on the *

patterns of child-
rearing than,ethnogeny.

Some differences exist between the present 'study's three
ethnic groups, however. It was.found that PR mothers were the
most permissive, iind Black mothers the least. The PR mothers
encouraged det,endency and aggression much less'than the .Black
mothers did; White mothers fell in between th other two on both
of these measures. (DH)

1,934. Carter, Hugh and Bernice Doster. "Social Characteristic's of
Naturalized Americans from Mexico: Age and Marital Status."
Monthly Review, Immigration and Naturalization Service. U.S.
Departmentof Justice. Vol. 8 (September 1950) pp. 35-39.

"The.Challenge in Working with Puerto Rican Families." Pathways
in Child Guidance. 2:3 (April, 1960): pp. 3-6.

1,936. Chess, Stella; and Others. Social Class and Child-Rearing Practices.
1967 (unpublished). (Paper prepared-for the',101merican Psycholo-

, gical Association Divisional Meeting,,Ncvember 17, 1967.)

1,37. commonwealth of Puerto Rico. Department of Labor. 14igration
Division, New York, City. The Jobs We Do. Migration Division.
1952.

4

Commonwealt.b, of. Puerto Rico. Department of Labor, Migration
Division, New York City. Trade Unions and Puerto Rican Work-vs
on the Mainland. Migration Division, 1952.

1,239. Complaints Alleging,Discriminition Because Of Puerto Rican.National
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Origin, July 1, 1945 - Settember 1., 1953.'" New-Yoii-: New York
State Commission Against Discrimination: 1958.

1,'940. Crasilneck, Harold Bernard. A Study of One Hundred Latin-American
. Juvenile Delinquents in San Antonio, Texas. Unpublished Master's

4
thesis, University of Texas. 1948.

1,941. Cruz, Maria Angelita. Spani3h-Speaking Children's Expressed Attitude
. -Toward Money Values. Unpublished Master's thesis, University of

Texas. 1942. ,. 4
1,942. Diaz, Manual, et al. The Attitudes of, Pu4to Ricans in New York

City to Various Aspects of TheireEnvi-onment. (Project No. 4317.
.

New York School 'Social Work, Jur& i1953.) 'of
1,943. -boob; Christopher Bates. The Development of Peer Group ,Relationships

among Puetto Rican Boys in East Harlem.-Pil.D. Disse:
Cornell University. 1967.
(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 28 (196 ): p. 2788A.)

1,944.' Drusine, Leon.' Some Factors-in Anti -Negro reAudice among Puerto
Rican Boys in Nei/ York Citt. Unpublish Ph.D: Dissertation,
New York University. 1955. \

,

1,945. Eastman, Clyde. Assess'ing Cultural Change-in forth- Central New -

Mexico. New Mexico State University, Las Cruces. Agricultural
Experiment Station. Washington, D.C.: Dep . of Agriculture.
January 1972. 65pp.
(ED 063 0/0)

1,946. "Economic Status of Puerto. Ricans: United Statetiand New York,

New York." Manpower Report of.the President; 1964. U.S.,
Government PrintingOffiee, .1964.

1,947. Elam, 'ophie L. "Poverty and Acculturation in a Migrant Puerto
ilican Family." The Record (New York City). (April, 1969).
pp. 617-626.

The article-is essentially a.case history of a migrant Puerto
Rican family., the Mendozas, from the time of their arrival on the
mainland to the birth of their eldest child's. daughter. The author's
apparent objective is to show that the full acculturation of Puerto
Rican families is thwarted because of their poverty, their different
cultural bacigrOund, and American intolerance of their cultural
system. The author describes the family's problems with language,,,
emtlloyment and housing in some detail. It is implied that they co.
not adapt to-the new country until well into the first mainland born
generation's adulthood.., There is some discussion of the traditional
Puerto Rican mother who, inadvertently, dos not allow-or encourage
her childrento develop the kinds of attitudes that might help them,
survive and ipmpf3tebetter in the new cultural environment. Though
the Puerto Ricafis may acquire some trappings of middle-class life in
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this country, they are still effectively kept but of the mainstream
..pf Americaksociety because of their povdty,inferior 1-Yving
conditions (barrios), language problems, and edlicatiOnal difficulties.
(DH)

ro

1,948. Fantino, Ei*en. "Children of Poveky." Commonweal. Vol. 62
(June 17,1955). pp. 271-274. ° .

1,949.. Feree, W illiam; Joseph. Fitzpatrick and John Mich-. Report on the
First Conference-on-the Spiritual Care of Puerto Rican

:Migrants. Aichidiocese of New York. 1955.

1,950. Fernandez-Mariqa, R.; E.D. Maldonado-Sier.ek and R.D. Trent. "Three
Basic Themes in Mexican and Puerto Rican Family Values."Journal. 48:2 (1958). Dp. 167-181.

],951. Fernandez Mendez, Eugenio. La identiddd y la cultura: Criticas y -
ti valoraciones en torn a Puerto Rico. San Juan: Ediciones

el Cemi, 1959..

1,952. ,Fernos Isern, Antonio. "The Role of Puertcp Rico and Its People in:
the Americas:" Journal of Educational Sociology. Vol. 35
(Moly, 1962). pp. 3.57-401.

1,953. Findling, Joey, "Bilingual Need dAffiliation and Future Orientation
in EXtragroup and Intragroup Relations:" Modern Language
Journal. 53:4 (1969). pp. '227-231.

Reported on 2 experiments conducted using 18 male Spanish-.
' English bilingual teenagers of Puerto Rican descent confined to

the Spanish-speaking ghetto of Urban New York. Experiment 1 dealt
with need affiliation, hvothesizing that these subjects would ex-
hibit greaterneed.affiliation in English than in Spanish. Word
association scores were obtained from subjects. The test was ad-
ministered in both English and Spanish. Henley's index of need
a --liation was applied, and the data subjected to analysis of

_ance. Experiment II was concerned with future orientation.
pairs of incomplete sentences in both English and Spanish were

presented to each subject for completion] The, sentences in each
pair varied with respect.to future or pegt. An analysis of variance
was performed on this data. An.analysis of variance was performed
on this data. Results indicated that both future orientation and
need affiliation were greater in English than in Spanish. It appears
that English is associated with greater social rejection than is
Spanish. (PASAR)

1..954. Fishman, Joshua A,- "Attitudes and Beliefs About Spanish and English
Among Puerto Ricans." Viewpoints. Vol. 47 (March, 1971).
pp. 51-72.
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1,955. Fitzpatrick, Joseph P: "The Adjustment of Puerto Ricans to New York
City." in Milton L. Barron, ed., Minorities in a Changing
World. !Jew York: Alfrpd A. Knopf, 1967. Also in:'Journal of
Intergroup Relations. Vol. 1 (Winter 1959-1960), nn. 43-51.

-* 1,956.E Fitzpatrick,.J.P. "Attitudes of Puerto Ricans Toward Color." The
American Catholic Sdciolosical Review. 20L3 (1959). p. 219-233.

1,957. Fitzpatrick, Joseph P. "Crime and our PuertoRicans.° Catholic
Mind. Vol. 43 (1960). pp. 39-50.

.1,958. Fitzpatrick, J.P. Delinquency and zhe Puerto Ricans. New York:
Migration' Division, Government of Puerto Rico. 1959.

' 1,959. Fitzpatrick, Joseph P. "The Integration of Puerto Ricans." Thought.
(Autumn, 1955).

O

140. Fitzpatrick, J.P. - "Intermarriage of Puerto Ricans in New York City."
The American Journal of Sociology. 71:4 (1966). pp. 395-406.

1,961. Fitzpatrick, J.P. "Mexicans' and Puerto Ricans Build a Bridge."
America. (pecember 31, 1955). pp.

1,962% -Fitzpatrick;. 3:11. "Problems of Diverse Culture Patterns and Value
Systems." Lecture, Mimeographed. 1961.

1,963. Fitzpatrick, Joseph P. Puerto Rican Americans: The Meaning 2f
Migration to the Mainland. Ethnic Groups in American Life
Seties. Englewood Cliffs, New-Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc.
1971. 215p.
(T) 061 396)

The focus of the present study is the quest of the Puerto
Ricans for identity. This is the feature of their migration which
they share most intimately with .all -other immigrant groups, and yet
it is the asplect in which their experience.bothon the Island before
they come and in New York, is unique: After they arrive in New
York, they face a set of circumstances which make the quest for i-
dentity much more difficult for them than it was for earlier groups.
'Initial dispersal over Fide areas, continued relocation, and the,
bol.icy of integration in public housing make it more difficult for
'Puerto Ricans to establish or retain stable and strong Puerto Rican
no:ghborhoods. The need of the great majority who are Catholics
to adjust to integrated parishes, rather than having Puerto Rican
parshec:, largely eliminates the parish as a focus of identity. The
facility of low .eost travel,back to Puerto Rico may make it easier

rto retain- identity with,the'Island. Finally, the vaz;iety of Color
among Puerto Ricans also complicates the problem of identity in 'the
presence or Mainland discrimination. (HE)
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1,964. Fitzpatrick, J.P. "Puerto Ricans in Perspective: The Meaning of
Migration to the Mainland." International Migration Review.
Vol. 2 (1968). pr. 7-20.

This article examines the Puerto Rican migration to New York
City from the historical perspective of past migrations to New'York.
The author discussds the problems of assimilation and preservation, of
identity whia.ch, after years of identification with the Black
community, are particularly difficult for the Puerto Ricans now. In
a brief review of the outstanding literature. on Puerto Rican culture
and assimilation', Fitzpatrick presents different views of their
present situation. Over the last ten years, there has(ioeen a shift
in strategy from an emphasis on Culture to an .emPhasis on power,
largely influenced by the Black Power movement. The experiences of
the past appear to be repeating themselves ill this, the present
migration. Fitzpatrick feels that the situation now is an optimistic
one, that the Puerto Ricans are merely participating in the "turbulent
social process' of becoming New Yorkers. (DH)'
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In: Governor's Advisory Commission on Civil Rights. Springfield,
Ohio: Governorrs Advisory Commission on Civil Rights, December
1958.

4
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Moynihan Report." Journal of',,Marriage and the Family. Vol. 30
(1968). pp. 480-hlr.

Investigated the relationship between th social functioning
ofurban families and their ethnic status, i.e., the influence of

j gocial class on the way ethnic group membership affects family.
behavior. A.sample of 50 Black, 50-White, and 33 Puerto Rican
families was used. Findings show th.at social status overshadows
ethnicity in determining the nature of family functioning.- (PASAR)

1,967. Glazer, Nathan and Daniel P. Moynihan. Beyond the Melting Pot: the
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OccaA.onal Studies: No. 2. Institute of Management and Labor
Relations, Rutgers University, March 1D56.

1,969. GOnzAlez, A. Problems of Adjustment of Puerto Rican Boys. Project4593. New York School of Social Work. 1956.

1,970. dray, Lois. "The Labor Union and Puerto Ricans in New York City."
Organization for Economic Cooperation` and Development. December
1963. Reprint No. 147 of the New'York School of Industrial and .

Labor Relations, Cornell University, Ithaca New York.
.
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1,971. Groty, Dorothy R. Puerto Rican Families in the Navy Yard Pistrict of
Brooklyn. Unpublished Manuscript (1931). In Covello Papers.

1,972. Harvey, L.P. "Delinquent Mexican Boy." Journal of Educational
Research. Vol. 42 (April 1949) nn. 573-585.

1,973. Helfgott°, Roby B. "Puerto Rican Integration in the Skirt Industry
in New York City." in A. Antonovsky and L. Lorwin, eds.,
Discrimination and Low Incomes. New York State Commission
Against Discrimination. 1958.

1,974. -Helping Puerto Ricans Help Themselves. New York: Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico, Department,of Labor, Migration Division. September
1958.

1

1,975. Hernandez, Deluvina. "Mexican-American Challenge to a Sacred Cow."
Monograph 1 (March, 1970). Los Angeles: Mexican-American
Cultural Center, Los Angeles:.University of California.

1,976: Herngndez, Joseph William. The Sociolo lea' Ir lications of Return
Migration in Puerto Rico: An Expiatory Study. Ph.D. Disserta-

tion, University of Minnesota. 1964.
(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 27 (1967). D. 4350A.).

1,977. Hillson, Maurie et to and the Urban Community: Schools
and the. Crisis of the Cities. 1969. 506DD.
(ED 040 233)

4'

Selection of 49 articles dealingwith the crises and conflict5
of urban education. Articles discuss the impact of urbanization,
social stratification, the effects of urban poVerty on Black and
Puerto Rican families, and the disadvantaged school drorout. (RIE)

1,978. Howell, James D. and Others. Migrant Farm Workers in Northwestern
Ohio. Ohio Agricultural Research and Development Center,
rooster. August 1971. 28pp:
(ED 065 228)

1,979. Illich, I. "Puerto Ricans in New York." Commonweal. Vol. 64 (1956).
pp. 294-297.

Illich discusses the new migrants in New York City with an
emphasis on the distinctness of their migration. The Fuelt6 Rican
migration has broken many of the patterns that had been followed by
previous migrant groups, and this has been less than advantageous
in many respects. The author demonstrates the necessity fcr.the
Puerto Rican population of New York City to gain recognition and
respect for their background. He concludes, "What they need is not
more help but less categorization according to previous schemes,
and more understanding." (DH)
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.1,980. Insurralde, Adolfo. Socio-Economic Factors Affecting Families ia the
Forsyth Area. New Yark: Lower Eastside Neighborhoods Association.
1964.

Ruerto,Rican life in New York City.

1,951. Jackson, Anne, Ed. Ethnic Groups- -Their Cultures and Contributions.
Arkansas State, Department oT Education. Little Rock: September
1970. 162pp. .

(ED 063 062)

1,982. Jenkins, Shirley. ,Intergroup Empathy: An Exnloratory Study of Nepr9
and Puerto Rican Groups in New York City. Unpublished Ph.D.

1111

Dissertation, New York University. 1957.
(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 18 (1058). p. 1125.).

The purpose of this investigation was to determine the extent
of intergroup empathy between Black and Puerto Rican people in New
York City.' Empathy was measured by the ability of members of the
two groups to predict the responses of each other to statements
about intergroup relations. Ss were 250 Black and Puerto Rican
participants in community agencies and churches in four Manhattan
neighborhoods where there is much intergroup contact: Chelsea, the
Lower East Side, the West Side and-East Harlem. Ss completed either
the English or .inanish version of the emrathy schedule and were
required to give a three-part response to each statement: "Do you
agree ? ", ".Do members of your own group agree, in general?", and "Do
members of the other group agree, in general?" Analysis showed a
high level of individual agreement among Black and PuertoRiaan Ss
on cooperative statements. There were significant differences 44
thein responses to conflict statements, however, with individuals
identifying closely with their own groups. Emnathetic responses
were measured by comnaring intergroup nredictions with both indivi-
dual and intergroup reactions of the onrosite group. Schedule
Statements with-the lowest emnathetic responses dealt with matters
in which there is considerable competition between the gr'ouns:
housing,.errmloyment, racial .and ethnic st'atu.1 and social accertance.
The author concludes that the attitudes of Puerto,Ricans and Blacks
toward each other depended more on their separate nroblems within
the larger community than on their intergroun associations. (DH)

1,983. Jensen, -1,arald M. Investigation of OccunatiQnal Training Needs of
Migrart Workers which May Point Toward Fmnloyment in other than
Migrant Employment. Inmerial County Sr ols, El Centro, Cali-
fornia. Washington, D.C.: National center for Edue4tional
"esearch and Development. April 28, 107'1. 79nr.

. .(ED 065 262)

1,984. Johns , r.7., Jr. "Relation hip Existing Petween Bilingualism and
raeial Attitude." Journal of FdlIcafi,,nal Psych-)1,t2.
(7ilaY, 1951). rm. 3,,7-365.
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Johnson measured the attitudes oe bilingual male students toward
the Anglo ethnic group and found.that a profbund knowledge of the
Anglo culture or no knowledge of it yielded the least cultural pre-
judice.

1,985. Jones, Stanley E. "A Comptirative Proxemits Analysis of Dyadic
Interaction in Selected Subcultures of New York City." Journal
of Social Psycholc_;r. 4:1 (Jun{ 1971). PD. 35-44.

"Two studies investiga ed subcultural and sex differences in
spatial orientation behaviot. Two- person groups of adults 'in four
separate poverty subculture0 (Negro, Puerto Rican, Italian, and'
Chinese) were. observed engaging in social interaction on the public
streets of New York City. Trained judges made estimates of the
interpersOnal distance and mutual shoulder orientation of each dyad.
Regardless of subcultural group hembership, women were found to be
more direct in shoulder orientation than men, an outcome which
appears-to parallel the findings of'preTious studies oT eye-contact
behavior. Ttiere,was'some evidence, as informants had predicted, that
Black males were less direct than males in other minority groups,
although this result did-not approach statistical significance.
Finally, interaction distance was strikingly similar in all of the
subc4ltures studied, contrary-to expectations, suggesting the in-
ference thht poverty groups ,are rather homogeneous in the structuring
of interpersonal distance." (PASAR)

1,986. -Kalarickal, Thomas V. Certain Expressed Moral Beliefs of Three
Groips of Early Adolescent Boys. St. John's, 1968.
(Dissertation Abstracts: 1968. Vol. 28 -(12-A). r. 4910).

I

0 The purpose of the study was'to , mine whether differences in
certain expresse moral beliefs exist among Puerto Rican, Black and
White adolescent ys who live in-the same socioeconomic area. The
305 Ss were all el htb4rade boys from the 116 Catholic schools of
East and Central rlem who identified themselves es Puerto Rican
(116), Black (111), or White (78), and who, had lived in that area
for at least six months prior to the study. The Student Belie?
Inventory was used to assess the S's expressed moral beliefs'about
the following traits: friendliness, honesty, loyalty, moral courage
and responsibility. Additional data collected for the study wgre
the S's scores on the STA achievement series, their answers on the
Student Questionnaire, and the renorts of teachers. When the sampler
were compared for their expressed moral beliefs by means of the
"t" technique, witholit controlling any variable, significant differ-
ences were 'found in honesty, moral courage and resronsibility. The
White group scored sir:nificantly higher when compared with the Puerto
Rican and Black groups, between whom there was no significAnt differ-
ence. When the samples were controlled for differences in age, social
status and academic achievement, lifferences in honesty and respongi-
bility were found. Again. the White group scored higher than the
other two groups. Among the three groups there was no significant'
difference in friendliness, loyalty and moral courage. There was no
significant dieferf*nc,e between the Puerto Rican 14 Black samples in
any trait. (DH DC 42737 1)
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1,987. Kantrowitz, Nathan. ,SocialMobility of Puerto Ricans in New .York,
1950-1960. (unpublished) 1967.i*1,988./ Kantrowitz, 'SocialNathan. Social Mobility of Puerto RiCans: Education,
Occupation, and Income Changes among Children of Migrants,
New York, 1950-1960. International Migration Review. Vol. 2.

. (1968). pp. 53-72.

This article tests the assumption that upward mobility of,an
immigrant group is possible if the .institutions of th7 host country
are open to social change and the immigrants' culture encourages

social mobility by analyzing the statistics of the 1950 and 1960
census concerning Puerto'Ricans in the New York metropolitan area.
'The conclusion is that at least the children of Puerto Rican migrants
have'achieved sole high school education, certain White collar jobs
and, to a lesser extent, higher income. Roth Puerto Rican parents
and theit children are still poor, however; but, if these data can
be used for prediction, it seems that there is a good possibility
of reaching a distribution of social class similar to that of
other groups'in the city within the lifetimes of the Puerto Rica*
migrants and their children. (ECK)

1,989. Kelly, Lenore Mary. Communit Identification-amon Second Genera-
tion Puerto Ricans; Its Relation to Occupational Success. Un-
kublished Ph.D. Dissertation Fordham University. 1971.
(Dissertation Abstracts International. Vol. 32 (1971-72). p. 2223A.)

This was a study of thirtymarried Puerto Rican males in an
attempt to determine factors which lead to varying degrees of
occupational success. The informants had.some contact with the
Puerto Rican community in Brooklyn and represented three levels of
occupational success: successful, stable and unsuccessful. The
evidence seems to Indicate that those second generation Puerto
Ricans who are successful tend to *retain their contact With the
Puerto Rican community, exmress pfide in, their heritage and seek ta,
rernetuate it in their children. The occupationally stable, as they
acquire skills necessary to mobility, also tend to follow this
pattern. The loss of community strength and ethnic identity are'.
more likely to be associated with failure to advance. (ECK)

1,990. Kluckhohn, Florenle R. and Fred L. Strodtbeck. Variations in Value
Orientations. anston, Illinois: Row Peterson. 1961.

1,991.- Kochman,-Thomas. Mainst am and Non-Mainstream Communication Norms.
Cambridge, Massachusetts: Language Research Report No. 6.
January 1972.' pp. 7-50.
(ED 063 81)

This document discusses significant differences between the
cultural personalities and communication patters on non-mainstream
groups in an effort to understand the nature and cause of conflict
between groups. The author seeks to identify the "combustible"
features of different communication systems to demonstrate the sys-
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tematice nature of the features as they operate within their re-
spective "natural" cultural Jttings by showing how they interrelate
with other aspects of the communication process, and to show the
extent to which these features-'tan be "accounted for" in terms of
general or specific (ethnic) cultural factors. (RTF)

1,992. Lauriai Anthony., "Respeto, Relajo and Interpersonal Relations in
Puerto Rico." Anthropological Quarterly. Vol. 37 (April,
1964). pp. 53-67:

1,993. Leibowitz,. 41+,rnol4rH. "English Literacy: Legal Sanction for Discri-
mination,u Notre Dame Lawyer, 45:1 (Fall, 1969), pp. 7-67.
(ED 040 378)

The thesid of this article is that in general,.English
literacy tests and other statutory sanctions auplied in favor of
English were originally formulated as indirect, but effective means
of achieving discrimination on the basis of race, color,or creed.
Many such provisions in the law are anaehronistiC while others
retain their vigor and continue _to onerate in a discriminatory
manner. A few contribute to the "official" character that English
enjoys in our Society or to the health and safety of the operation
of certain institutions. Of special interest: English'as the ex-
clusive language of the American school system and the special case
of Puerto Rico. (from document),

..1,994. The Leisure Time Problems of P erto Rican Youthi New York City:
. A Study of the Problems of Selected Group Work Programs. New

York: Archdiocese of new 'Uurk, Catholic Youth Organization.,
January 1953.

1,995. Lennon, john Joseph. A Comparative Study of the. Patterns of Accul-'
turation 3f Selected Puerto Rican Protestants and Roman
Catholic Families in an Urban Metroroli,tan Area (Chicago).
Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Notre Dame. 1063.
(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 24 (1963)p. 2613.)

.711is study investigates the extent of acculturation of Puerto

Rican Protest and Roman Catholic families in Chicago, and the role
of the Church as an agent of acculturation for this migrant popu-
lation. The sample consisted of 50 Protestant and 50 Roman
Catholic couples who were interviewed (in Spanish) in their homes. .

Acculiuration was measured by assigning, scores to ea.N1 individual on
a weighted 16 item Index of Acculturation. Findings ve as follows:
1) the resnomdents have generally low acculturation scOrT5; 2) ace
and religiousness were significantly related to acculturatiOn;
) there is no significant difference between the acculturation of

migrants from urban and rural parts of Puerto Rico, male and female
migrants, or Protestants and CatholicS; and 4) year of migration is
not significantly related to acculturation in Chicago. Both churcheS
were found to impede and aqsist acculturation; both migrant groups
Preferred Spanish clergymeri and services. (ECK')
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1,926: Levitass Mitchel. "New YOrk's Labor Scandal: The l'uerto Rican Workers."
New York Post. July 15-19 and 21, 1057.
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0.

1,998. Lewis, oscar. La Vida: A Puerto Rican Family in the EIAlture of
Poverty. San Juan and New York." New York: Random House. 1966.

1,990. Lewis, Oscar. "Mother &kid Son in Puerto Rican Slum. Part I,
Felicita." Harrer9,. December, 1965. DP. 71C37:1

2,000. Lewis, )scar. "Portrait of,gabriel: A Puerto Rican Family in San
Juan and New York, Part II, Gabriel." Harner's January, 1966.
)D:p. 54-59.

',001. Lewis, Oscar. L Study of Slum Culture: Backgrounds for La Vida.
'ley York: Random House. 068.

2,002. Lorain and Gary Exprience. with Puerto Ricana Workers.Workers. (Six articles
renried from the Gary Post Tribune ,). Washington: office of
the Government of eUerto Rico," 19P.; '

2,003. Mencher, Joan P. Child Rearing and Family Organization among, Puerto
Ricans in Eastville, El Barrio de Nueva York. Unruhlished
Ph.D.'D'issertation, Columbia University. 1958.
(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 10 (1958)..rr. 931-932.) .

'3,004. Miller, Michael Victor. ,Conflict and nange in a Bifurcated Comm-
,unity: Mexican-American Political Relations in a
South Texas Town. Master's thesis, A and m University, College
station, Texas. December 1971. 292r.
(ED 063 993)

2,005. mintz, Sidney W. Puerto Rico: An Essay in the Definition of a
Uationar Culture. In: Status of ruerto Rico: Selected Bark-
ground studies for the United States-Pvrto Rican Commission on
the Status of Puerto Ri6o:-Washingtod, D.C.: U.S. 16.ve-nment
Printing Office. 19,66, .

2,006. Mintz, hid,ny. Worker in the Cane. New Haven, Connecticut: Yale
University Press. .1961. .

Studies tiie conversion of a roor sugar cane worlker in Puerto
Rico to a Pentecostal The ,author discusses the idea ti at
roor neorle, caught in a raridly changing society, tend to seek.
:_.ocurity in the religious or 'ethnic community in wsich they'can
retain a .:ens olc of the traditional way of life. Thi: 'hyrothesi-1 can
te easily anrlio'd to the migrant Puerto Ri- n en the mainland. (UN)

2,007. linuohin, S. et, al. Families in the ,11141--,. ,ew vork: Pasic Rooks.
1067,
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21-;. Mons'urrat, Jfseph. "Community Planning for Puerto nican Tntegrat,ion

in the United States." An address at the.National Conference on
Social Welfare, Minneapolis, Minnesota, May, 1961.

2"2"..)). -cnes Mar a Mendoza de. "Tdentidad Fuertoriquega." La
Prensa. (July 30,.1961).

1

2,010. McCauley, ;-Margaret A. Study of Social Class and Assimilation in
Relation to Puerto Rican Family Patterns. 'Ph.D. Distertationl
Fordham University. 1972.,

,

,(Diss-ertation Abstrac'ts International.'Vol. 33,(1972). p. 428A.).

previou,; studies of the American family indicate that 'conjugal
roles are conditioned to somee.terit by socioeconomic status. Studies
of Puerto Rican families *7,w York city shOw'that their huslAnd-:
-wife Telationships,are 'affected by both socioeconomic status (SES)'
and degree of assimilation (DOT). The'purPose of the present study
was to examine the calqugal,7role relationship of Puerto Rican
husbands and' wives, an to attempt to determine'the Lnfluence of
cultural and economac factors. Data was obtained from '2,n interview,
a questionnaire and direct observation. Findings show plat SES is
a more important determinant for companionship and DOT is a more
important determinant for divisLon of labor and decision-making.. Sex.
_is an important variable for decision-making and division of labor
only. (from abstract, abridged, DH)

2,011. McCready, F.recl. "Prejudice, Language ,Barrier Add to` Puerto Rican
Problem." and Community Council Seeks Way to Ease Lot of Puerto
Ricans." Allentown (Pa.) Call. May 2-3, 958.

2,012. McKeon, John. "The Ortiz Family." Jubilee. Vol, 1 (June 1951).
pp. 22-23.

2,013. Narita, Ruth. ThePuerto Rican Qelinquent girl in New York City.
Unpublished M.A. Thesis, 'Fordham University. 1954.'

2,014. Newfield, Jack. ,"Hatlem Si,- Tammy No." -.,kmmonweal. Vol: 75
-'114.4Stptember 29, 1961). pp. 10-12.

.

2,015. 0.'-Brian, Robert W. "Hawaii's Pu'rt' Ricans: Stereotype and Reality. "
5oqial Processes in Hawaii. Vol. 23 (199). Pp. ca-01.
(University of Hawaii). ,

2,016. ,(.)'Flannery, 'Ethna, "Social and Cultural Assimilation. " Am6rican''
Catholic SocialogicalReview.'2-196-206 (Fall 19(2)

2,017. Opler, Marvin K. "Diletmas of Two Puerto Rican Men." Tn n. :''-'ward,
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'1998. pp. 223-21 14.
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2,019: Pakter, Jean, et al. ;'Out -of- Wedlock Birtlits in New York City.":
* America:, Journal of Public Health. Vol. 5C (May 1961). MI.

683-S96. Concluded in Vol. 51 (June 1961). PP. 84(.865.; ;

Ph.D. Dissertation,
. 116 Columbia University. 1952.

2,021. "Pleas for the Puerto Ricans." E,oc.ial Science Review. Vol..26

2,02'2.

."2,023.
,

I

Popletc and T.F. O'Dea. "Anomie andthe Qudt fur Community:
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AmaricarPCatholic Sociologic& aeyiew. Vel. 21 (1960.). DD. 18-36

PrAle, Edward. "The Puerto Rican American Teenager in New YOrk
City." in Euggne Brody (ed.) Minority Group Adolescents in the
Ukited States. Baltimore, MarYland: Williams and Wilkins. 1968.

2,0?1.. Perez Justin°, David. A Suggested Human Relations Program for
Puerto Ricans in Spanish Harlem. Unpublished

(Septlemter 1952). D. 26.

,"

Data for this repgrt on Puerto Rican adolescents in Ncw York
City hRs been collected over . 10-yeAr period during which time the
author served as a participant - observer of tOur predominantly Puerto

. Rican communities in the city. , Pre.ble';:tates that he has "simply
absorbed inforfiation through personal ana social relationships" SQ
that It will be Understocid that htls conclusions have not been the
result of a'systematic research program. The report contains a brief
description ofthe historical and cultural characteristics 4f Puerto'
Ricans.'and goes on. to discussthe,problems the migrants encounter
when they reach Uew York City. Among the issues treated in this
report are.th4 relationships of
the identification of Puerto Rica

uerto Ricans tc non-Puerto Ricans;
s With Blacks; the physical con-

ditiohs of theFderto Rican.popula iOn in New Yorkhousing, climate,
emplOyment, job 'discrimination; return migration; the family, es- dp

'Pecially in regard-La-the traditional pattern of male dominance
which is breaking down here; and the alternatives of Ameriean-boin
.children of f-luero .Iiican migrants. American born Puerto Ricans
have a much great ,ential for success than those -who come.tb
Nrw York as because of, their relative familiarity with
-English. -7Tte-maj r factor Tor success
their knoWledge of English. Crime and
alternatives for t p frustrated Puerto
chooses tp "drop out." (DH)

;The Prejudie of Bagging No PreSUdice

for, young Puertp Ricans is
narcotics are touched upon, as
Rican student or worker who

in Puerto Rico: Part I." The
Rican; No. 2 (\Tinter 1972). pp. 41-54.'
7,71:59 4.55).
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2,027. Puerto Rican Children: Some Aspects of Their Needs and Related
Services. New York:-City Welfare Council, 1949.

"Pu?.rto'Rican Youth Speaks nut." Personnel and Guidance Journal
50:2 (October, 1971). pp. 91 -Q5,

An edited interview presents some.frank, forthright responses
relating to a great variety of concerns, from culture and stereo-
typing to pov4rty and tot-enism. (CIJE)

. 2,029. ' Puerto Ricans Confront Problems-of the Complex Urban Society: A
Design for Change. New York City: Office of the Mayor,
Community Conference Proceedings, 1968.
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Development- 39:2 (1968). pp. 4677480..

.

A rank-order preference of drawings was.obtaihed'in which skin'
color and handicap were systematibally varied-. Subjects were 10-12'
;)ears old and from lower-income Negro, White,- and Puerto Rieen
families, and'from upper-income White Jewish families. Results,
' suggest that, fOr all '*ubjects, physical handicap is such a powerful
cue in establishi- 'preference that it.j.argely masks preference
based on skin color. The authors suggest that ttempts (im
children's camps) to counter prejudice based tem visible physical
handicaps may be4moresdifficul., than attempts to counter prejudice
based on race. ,(FAsAR and DH)

. .

2,032. Rivera, George, Jr. Theoretical Perspectives,on Integration in
Chicano Communities. Paper presented at the Annual Meeting
of the Rural Sociological .Sociey in_ Baton Rouge', Louisiana.

.

August 25, 1272. lhnp.
(ED 065 248)
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of Puerto Rico, Social Science Research Center, 1947.

2037: Safa, H.I. An Analysis of.Upward 'Mobility in Low In ,neFamilies:
A Comparipot'of Family and Community Life among Negro and
Puerto Rican Poors. SvastSe, New York: Syracuse University
Press. 19.67.

The-purpose, of. this report was'td:de.scribe the social isolation
of the poor: theprOblemstbat class and racial barriei's pose for
assimilation, and ro] and relationships within the low-in,come

'. family arid how they affected by community
The data used in this pal2er had been'colected by researchprs

in previous studies. Safa's analy:,0 yielded the following results:
1) that the poor ate,,lield back by a lack of opportunity, support

, and stim4ation the ,home add.tht community environment; 2)"in
-Puerto Rico;t the problempf,upWard.mobility-is qne of class, not '

and the"solution is educations 3) unity arong the pocr is high
bedause of the community leaders who fox!m a core for the community,
reflecting tle th6ughts, of the people; and 4) the family We-styles
in Puerto Rico reflect the roles playeilby family members In the

'community. The author concludes. with a discussion Concerning the
participation of government inhelying the roor assimlate into the
larger Society. (DH)
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tole group as a whole. The pderto Rican has-long been identified.
with the 'Negro in.dominant White society; therefore, his position
is very near the bottom in the American social structure. Socio- '418.

logists claim that,the Puerto Rican community hab not abandoned
the use of Spanish in order to preserve. some sense of distinction:_ .

The author states that - Puerto Ridans have every,,ning to gain by
rejecting their Spanish names and cultural backgrounds. In:t.:ds.

_ way, the Puerto Ric'an.can reject his social. status and move.rapAly
thi-Ough--Aveilean White society. The' "White middle-class gmup'
of Puerto Ricans in-Ney-York City has organized itself' around
cultural norms and Armed a tight-knit Puerto Rican ;Immunity; the
Black group has assimilated into Black Aterican society With

- relative ease.',(Dh)
6

I /
2,043. Secla-BoRilla, E.

Forces. 40:2
"Social 'structure and Race Relations." Social

(1961). PP. 1141-148.'

2,044. "The.Puertp Ricans in New York: A Progress.Note."
Migration Review. Vol. 2 (1968'). pp,,72r79.

*\,

Senior, Clarence.
International

This*.article deals w,iti specificckfi Ins c antanes of Puerto Ric'in:
tegration into the larger society,-,in'sociaZ, economic, religious
-and political situations. FloT exam-ote,.he cites a study which com-
pares statistics on intermarriage which concludes that Puerto RicAn
migrants are assimilating as rapid/y.as migraats during the
period 1908-1912. InstaNces sdch .as trade organization's, organiza-
tiens to help guide and counsel youthi, local organizations and -labor
unions are cited as example* ofTuerto.Ricdn_self-hefp, and the 'fact,
that Puerto Ricans fi,..Te lived in New York longer than other groups'

- before applying for welfare, get off.the welfire xclls mote quickly
or use welfare to supplement insufficient income is noted as a
reason 'for optimism. The number of elected or appointed city
officials from Puerto Rican background is also noted: In conclusion,
the' author says that Puerto Rican progress "is at least equal:to
and in some instances more marked than that of other immigrant
group's," and he' considers that.the-present trend will continue. (ECK).

a.
. .

2,045. 'Zeds. enilla, Eduardo. TtPatterns of Race Relations. (194). 52p. .--------- -,
(ED 058 368) .

r V% .
% a

. What North'Americans term "race" is not structurally isomornhic
to and, thus, not-synonym9us witp wjat Latin Americans apply the term "
tol The social identities getermined by "race", and consequently thd
expected behavior Ev39riJeA to these'iddntities; are so dissimilar that
mdetimuibetween personq of both culWes nro$juce 4,1neeitainty and 4

discc;rd. In both the United Statv And Lati9 AmeriCa, the racial' .

mphonemenon emerges rro'culturA,assumptionKhich attribute function as
identity credentials for the social ,structure_, and What expectations'
aee. ascrii?ed to such identities. riven the fact thai.'what are dealt
with are cultures based on such unlike.assumtions, it,is .difficult' to
understand why.the.elementF;ry princiis,'inlesof cuLtUrAl.relatimism i
ignored, only £o fall ,ntO ramnant ethnoogntrIM. FarticulAr atten-

'..,.
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tion is giv4 to Puerto Rico. "Although the North Atheri.can imace
of'the Puerto Rican is of a human unaware of racism and accepting
of a non-white identity,'the reality is quite different. The social
mid political implications of racial" characteristics in Puerto
Ilico became accentualed through the Puerto Rican's misunderstanding
of whbt to a North American constitutes membership in a racial
category other than white. (RIE)

2,046. Senior, Clarence. "Research On the Puerto Rican Family ih the
United States." Marriage and Family Living. Vol. 19

.
(February 1957), pp. 32-37.'

2,047. Sexton, Patr'cia Cayo: Spanish Harlem: Anatomy of Poverty New
York arper and Row. 196-5. 208Dp.

- 2,048; Sica, Morris G. An Analysisof the Political Orientations of .

Mexican-American and Anglo AmericanChildren. Final Report.
Washington, D,C.: Office of Education, Bureau of Reqearch.
February 1972. 203pp. '

(ED o66 14B1)

2,049. Siegel, Arthur L. "The,Social Adjustment of,Puerto.Ricans in
glecbiladelphia." American Journal of Sociology. (August, 1957).

- 2,050. Sobrino, James F. Group Identification and,Adjustment in Puerto
`Rican Adolescents, Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, Yeshiva
University. 1965 .

. . . ,

2,051. Stuart, Ttvipg R. 11 Intergroup Relations and Acceptance of Puerto..
.

Ricans and Negroes in an, Immigrant Industry." Journal of-.
, Social. Psychology. Vol. 56-(1962). Pp. 89 -96.

. _ . .

R,Q52. Stuart,-Irving R. "Minorities vs. Minorities: Cognitive, Affec-
, ..-

41 tive and,ConatAe Component's of Puerto Rican and'alegro
. Acceptance and. Rejection." 'TheJournal,of Social:Psychology.

". .Vol. 59(February, 1963). pp.'493-99.

2,053 Stycds, J.M. "Fsmily and Fertility in Puerto Rico." American Socio-
-------lagi-ael_Remiey,_11:572-580, October 1952. National Council of

1'

Family Relations
.

. .
-

2,054. Suchmin, Edward A. "Sociome dical Variations Among Ethnic.Prout5S.'
American Journal of Sodiology. Vol. TO (70v.ember 1964)..

.
pp.. *i19 -331.

*,I
2,055. AgystsygnsAnalsisofSoutlwitSanishSneakinUsersandNon-

. users of Library and Information Services Develorin Criteria
to Design an Optimal Model Soncept. Final Report. National,Edu-

' cation Resources Institute, Inc. 'Washington, D.C. Washington,
.

. D.C.: Bureau m'' Libraries and Education. Tr-chnology. June 30, 1972.
463pD.. . ...

(Eti 066,173)
.
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2,056. Tendler, Diana. Social Service NPeds kn a Changing Community: A
Study of the Use of Voluntary Social Agencies by Puerto Rican
Clients. Ph.D. Dissertation, New York University. 1965.
(Dissertation Abstracts. Vol. 27 (1966). p. I130A.

4

2,057. Thomas, P. Down these Mean Streets. New York: Alfred A. Knopft 1967.

2,048. Thomas, Piri. "Nightmare in Mi Barrio;" New York Times Magazine.
August 13, 1967...p. 16-17.

2;059. Vairo, Philip D. "Career Aspiratio,s of Negro and Puerto lirtan
'Youth:" Negro Educational Revitw. (April, 1964).

. *

2,060. Weissman, Julius. An Aploratory Study of Communication PaCte;ns'of
Lower-Class Negro and Puerto Rican Mothers and Pre-School
Children. Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation,.
Dissertation Abstracts. 27:11 (1967). DD. 2960A-3961A.)

. The purpoSe of the investigation was to explore the assumption
that lower-Class child-rearing patterns Socialize passive behavioi--
and lack of mdtivati-_n for learning in children. Ss were mothers ,

and pre-schOol age children froi low-income'PR and Black groups.
The nature and degree, of the "assumed passivity" were studied in
terms of the forms and patterns of the verbal and non-verbal
communications between mother and ehild pairs in both home and
school settingT. The findings indiCate that PR mother-child Pairs
are much more .setive at home than inthe school setcing;.t%e
opposite.was tfue'for theBlack group. "The PR group had higher
activity rates in the 'teaching' category, in the reinforcement of
verbal'oraise, smiles, touch contacts, And' related areas. The
Mask group was more active in the use of verbal admonitions,
'don'ts' in critical Comments, in directing and 'coereingorerbal
and non-verbal communications." The FR-mother-And pairs were
more active and responsive in the interpersonal processes of
commUnidation then the Black mother-child-pairs. (DH)

. ,. VA" 0.

'2,061. Wheeler, Helen. "The Puerto Moan Population of New York, Drew York."
Sociology and Social Research. Vol. 35 (Noive;ber 1950). pp. 1234127.

27062, White, Trumbull. Puereo Rico and.rts People. StOkes: 1937.

'WhitMan, F.L. "Nevi York's Spanith Protestants. Cnristian Cent
79 (February 7, 1962). pp. 162164.

Worksho Conference on PuertoRcans. New York: Brooklyn Cou .1 for
Social Planning-Octbber 1953.

2,065. Wright, Daved E: and-Other. Amtitions,and Opportunities for Social
Mobility and Their-Consequences for Mexican Americans as Compared
with Other Youth. Washington, D.C.: DepArtment of Agriculture. "-(

July 3972. 4lop.

(ED 066 285)

?,066. Yinger, J.M. and G.E. SimPson. "Integration c'f Americalls of Me)tican, Puerto
,Ricadana Oriental Descent." The Annals. Vol. '304 (March 199q.:
pp. 124-131.
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2. The Puerto Rican Experience on the Mainland as it is Portrayed in
Both Anglo and Puerto Rican Literature

2,067. Baglin, Roger F. The Mainland Experience in Selected Puerto Rican
Literary Works. Unpublished Ph.D. Dissertation, State University

York- at Buffalo. 1971.
(D ssertation-Abstracts International. Vol. 32 (1971 -72).
p. 3290A.) .

This study examines the mainland experience in the Puerto Rican
short story, novel, and theater. Themes such Is liberty and identity
appear constantly in works on this subject. Tht study°.includes an
introduction to Puerto Rican literature dealing' with these themes
before 1940, a discussion of the radical demographic and sociological
changes since-1940 and a detailed examination of six works on the
,mainland experience by recognized authors. (ECK)

2,068. Cordasco,'F. "Nights in the Gardens of East Harlem: Patricia Sexton's
East Harlem." Journal of Negro Education. Vol._ 34 (Fall, 1965).
pp. 450-451.

2,069. Cordasco, F. "Patricia Cayo Sekton's Spanish Harlem: The Anatomy of
Poverty." Journal.of Human Relations. Vol. 13 44th Quirtei,
-1965). Pp. 572-574, -

- Cordasco's review of Patricia Cayo Sexton's bilok.

2 ,070. Cordasco, F. "The Puerto Rican Family and the Anthropologist:
Oscar Lewis, La Vida, and the Caltbre of Poverty." Orbian
Oucation. 3:1 (1967). pp. 32-38.

.

2,471., "The Puerto- Rican Family and the inthrotologist..; Oscar
Lewis, La Vida, and the Culture of Poverty."'Congressional
Record.TTET18, 1967). pp. H8914-H8915..

2,0/? ' "The Puerto Rican Family and the Anthropologist."
Teachers College Record. Vol. 68 (May, 1967). pp. 672-675. .

Discusses Levis' concept "culture of 1,7,7,..rti," and the many
questions raised by that concept, mainly, the typicality of the-
Rios family: "is Professor Lewis describing exceptional People,
leading exceptional lives who resemble their fellow Puerto Ricans in
limited ways?" Cordasco :.eems to feel,that the "culture of Poverty,"
as Lewis puts it, is a gross generalizaticm.."Ie will register as
crude parodies the poetic pathos of the Puerto Rican Poor and it will
be avidly read, misinterpreted and misused." (DH)

2,073. Cordasco, F. "Spanish Harlem: The Anatomy of Poiverty."'Phylon:
The 'Atlanta University Review or Race and Cultur ". Vol. 26'
(Summer, 1965). 17.'195-196.

.

.
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2,074. Delgado, A. et al. Los cuatro, A Poetry Anthology. Denver,
Colorado: Barrio Publications. 1971.

2,075. Fishman,Joshua and Heriberto Ca n
"siono. Puerto Ricans in Our Pies "

The Modern Language Journal. March 1969. DD. 157-162.

. The purpose of the study was to investigate the treatment of
Puerto Ricans in four New York City daily newspapers, two published
in English and two in-Spanish. .Content analysis during a six-
month period shoved that the English newspapers had,little interest
in Puerto Ricans either before or after the major flare-up in Spanish
Harlem. In comparison with the Spanish clothes, the EhRlish dailies .
were more concerned with Puerto Rican/Anglo relations, referred
more often.to the Spanish Language (generally for identification
purposes) attrituted negative traits to the Puerto-RiCans more
often than positive traits, frequently mentioned' Blacks and Ilerto
Ricans together as problem populations, discussed their needs or
Problems rather than solutions or remedial measures that could be
taken to counter the problems. In the .Spanish Press 'there was

-r
some indication of Puerto Rican/Black tension, Primarily in terms of
competition for anti-poverty funds and Puerto Rican reluctance, to
being classified with Blacks_ in most Angte-Ame. icon references'. (DH)

,076. "Fitzpatrick:J.1V "Oscar Lewis and the Puerto Rican-Family." America.
115/(December'10, 1966). ph..778-779.

2;077. Goldberg, Gertrude S. and Edmund.W. Gordon: "La Vida: Whose Life?"

IRCI) Bulletin. 1968.
_

. . .

2,078. Moesser, Alba. Notas sobre dos autores melicoameticanos de California
(Notes on Two Mexican-American Authors in California): Speech
presented at the annual meeting of the American AssoCiation of
:Teachers ofSpanish and P6rtuguese, Chicago, Illinois, December'
29, 1971. 23p. ,

(ED 063 829) N

This paper discusses the work of two Mexican American authprs,
Jose A. VilIerreal end Richard yazquez, using "Pocho" by Villarreal
and "Chicano" by Vazquez as the'focu's for diScussion. Both authors

describe Vle world of Mexican Americans and their social conditions,
and both,UnderScore the need for conserving,their native culture
and reject the stereotype of Mexicans,as seen in other literature;
diiTefrences,-howe'ver, are noted in their work. Included ih this

dfscficsion are remarks On naturalism and cultural conflict. (RIE)

2,079. 4i,tera, Thomas. Litei:atura chicana: Vida en buecade forma (Chic:awl _ $

Litcrature: Life inSearch of Form). Paper presented at the
American Assoc'/tion of Teachers cf Spanish and Portuguese annual
Convention, Chicago, Illinois, December 28-300971. 12p.
(40 o58 808)
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2,080. Rivera, Tomas. Literatura chicana: Vida en busca de forma (Chicano
Literature: Life in Search of Form). Paper presented at the
American Association of Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese annual
convention, Chicago, Illiaeis, December 28-30, 1971. 12D.
(ED 058 808)

The Chicano culture is searching for apprObri,ate expression in
art formstand literature. The Chicano novel and essay, often written
in English, seen directed toward the North American Public. The short
story is the most varied in.-viewpoint and most versatile in form.
Poetry captures the Chicano sensitivity.' It it almost impossible
to,note the variety of forms, different languages, arid mixtures of
language in poetry. Drama i^ experimental and seeks to be didactic, '

using sarcasm and irony. The artIfOrms most capable of ohanging'the
s':ereotype are written in English:: Those forms most 'capable Of
reaching Chicanos are wirtten in PO ular language r in Spanish: (RIE)

2,081. Romano, 0. (ed.). El Espejox_ A Collection of Literature by Chicano'
Authors, Berkely:,Quinto Sol Publications. 1969.

2,082. Sexton, Patricia Cayo. Spanish Harlem:Anatomy of Poverty. New York.'
1965. 208pp.

(Review of Ms. Sexton's book by Frank-M. Cordascoi-

Cordasco criticizes Spanish Harlem for its "strange" style,
inadequate documentation and the author's gross generalizations/
oversimplifications about the residents of Eas-Olarlem ("flagrant ".

. pseUdosociological nonsense"). He point: to her poor treatment of
the churches and,Schoo,in-the ghetto and finishes by labeling /

the book "olinica ly condescending to the very people and context
that is supports to studi."

2,083. Simmer, lodward The Chicano: FroMCaricature tc elf-portrait..
New York: New Amvican Library. 1971. 318pD.

A collection of short stories which'traces,the 'evolution of the
Chicano as reflected in literature. The stories range from the
sentimental stereotypes of the'nineteekth.century to the intrea3ingly
sympathetic' And insightful portrayals by such Anglo wirterspas-Ray
'Bradbury, Jack London, William Saroypn, Raul Horgan, and John Steinbecit,
to the works of such.new Chicano talents as ilip,D. Ortega, Nick C.
Vaca,; and lenarc Gonzalez. The-editor's introduction proVide6
background material.' (cover a.i-dir;ed)

2,084. Slotkin, Aaron N. "The Treatment of Minoritis in Texteooks: The Isriues

T and the Outlook.iengthening Da)nocracy. 16:3, (May,
DD. 1-2,8.

,

2.9085.i:World They Never Made': New YorP. Puerto Rican:." Time. Vol. 55 (.rune
12, 1950). pp. 24-?6. .

A critique of C. Wright-Mill, of al., The Puerto '?ican Journey.
.
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-2086. (Agricultural Workers) Expanded Plan of Oilerations Pertaining to
Puerto Rico Agricultural Workers. New York: Commonwealth of
PuertoRico. Department of Labor. Migration Division, 1953.

2;087. ( Agricultural Workers).Trabaadore AArieolas_de Puerto Ricp:
Bienvenidos a Pennsylvania, U.S.A. (Puerto Rican Fart-Workers:
Welcome to Pennsylvania, U.S.A.) Harrisburg: Pennsylvania .

. Bureau of Employment Security, 1957.,
6

2,088: "Annual Retort of the Commissioner of 'Education." (n.d.)

2,089. "Board of Education Statement on the Decentralization of the New
York City School System." June 14, 1965.

2,090. "College Readiness Program." Union Settlement; 1963.
. k

2,091. -"Comf)arison of Special Programs, Classes, and Material's for Puerto
Rican Students in Eighteen Schools.!' (n.d..)

2,092. "Curriculum Deviopment: Notes for Discus3ionsat Principals' Tn-
.

. service Course.T NeW York Board of Education, 1943.

2,093. Donovan, Bernard E. and Benjamin J. Stern. "Memorandum of Pupils
Whose Native Language is not-English." March 20, 1953.

'.

2,054. Educating Students for Whom English is a Second Langusa,g27 December
1965. . ..,

,
.

i

2,095. "Education of the Non-English Sp.eaking Child." Division of Elemen-
: tary Schools. New York, f'62.' '

2,096. "Educational BackgrOund in Puerto Rico." Welfare Couricil of New
York City. 1947,

2,097. Ethnic Distribution-of Purits in the Public SchoOli of New Yo.rk.
Citv.,,New York City Board of Education. March 2n, 1965,

.

.2,098. "Factors Affecting Pupil Registration.: Day Schools--Migration
Balam2e in the Movement 'of Pupil Population to and d-frut Places
Outside, New York City--5phool Years 1953-1954to 1962-1963
(and) Day- Schools -- Migration Barance in the Movement.of Pupil

Popalatin to and from Places Outside New York City, by
group and Borough--School Year 1962-1963." ('tatbi..stical)

..

2,099. Finocchiaro, MAry. "The Role of the Foreign Language Teacher.- in an
Education.' Program for Puerto itican Children." (n.d.)

2,190. Fitzparic, Joseph P., Rev., "DeIinqUency and the Puerto Fi.,,ans."_.
Address, .given to Fordham University'School of 1311:line3o,

Octobel 8, 1959.,
0
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2,101. A Five-Year Crash Program for Quality Education. October 22, 196-4.

2,102.

2,103.

I\

"Follow-Uo Study of-the Graduating Clay4s of Two Junior High Schools."
The Pun-to Rican Study'. A report,brepared by Maria Luisa Rodri-
guez. September 20, 15.. . :I.

. -. , - : ..t

"Highlights of the N-E (Non:English) Program."'IANision of Elementary
RSchools. New York, i963.

,

2,104. Hinson, Henry T. ane..Florence *er..
:Project, 1957-1962: Pilot Project

2,105., Interviewing Puerto Rican Parents and
for SchoolPersonnel.

The DetoristratiWGuidance
for HigherHorizons':,1963.

Children in Spanish: A.Guide

,106. Kouletis, Greg. "Guidance Follow-Up Study, Srrivg, 1964-(Compara-
.

tive Study--JHS 13 M. and JHS 117 M)." :7rring 1,964. (Unpaged.)

2,107. Landers, Jacob. Higher'Horizons: Progress Report. January 1963.

.2,108.1 Letter to Dr. Leonard Covello from James R. Dumpson, Copsultant.
Welfare C4uncil of New York City May 21, 191.

'-
2,109. Letter to Dr. Leonard Covello fromCoverly Fischer, President'!

Welfare Council'of New York City. September 25, 19.50.

. .. 12,110. Letter to Dr7Leonaed Covello:T/-6m Adrian P. Burke;' Chairman,
Committee on Puerto Rica/IE...Welfare Council of New York City.

.1January 8, 1951. v .

..

2,111. " Letter to Governo Jeslis T. Pinero:Summarizing the Principal
Findings of the Study .of Puetto Rican Migrants inNew YoACity
which the Bui:eau has been conducting since Novetber, 1947."..
Bureau of Applied Social Research,O,Columbia Udiversity.
Jude 15, 1948.

2,112. "Memorandum Re: DAy.Care Centers." Noveiber 30, 1950.

.,. 2,11'3. 'Migration Balance: Day Schools--Migration Balance in to Moteme t
t

: of rupi,1 Population to and"from Places Outside New York City
,::. 'by Borougliand geographic AreaTS&hool Year'1962.4963 (and
." bay Schools--MigrAtion Balanceip the Movement of Pupil ula -,

tion to'hnd-from Placed OutsideNeW York City, by Geographic..
Arefia-School Years 1953-1954'to 1Q6?-:1963.". (Statistical) __,

.. I.. .

,2,114. "ninutes of' a Conference Related tb an .Educational Program for Puerto
_ Rican Children." Division gf ,Junigr,High Schoors..February 10;

1953. -(Abstract)
. .

,,.
. .

.,-,.
. ` 2,115. ("New) AFL -CIO Packet Drive." Business Week. June 29, 1957._,

'n. 1119-150.
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2416. "Non-English Program,,Sehoois Having 25 or More Students Rated as

Non-English Speaking the Census cyt' October 195.3, October 1959,
October 1962, October 1963v" Division of High,Schools.

2,117. "Number of Candidates.for Graduation--June, 1962." Divisiolor
High Schools.

2,118. Oliveras, Candid°. "What are the ECUcational Needs of Nerto Ricans
, who ,come to New York?" An Address given .t the New York ,

University NertoRican Conference, January 14, 1961.

. .

Pennisi, Puy'V. "Some Suggestions for }reining Non-English Sneaking
Children: ManuaVfor P.S. 33 Manhattan." Prepared under the

:.direction of Principal 'Morris C. Finkel, P.S. 33. November
23;1949." (Unpaged)

2,120. 'Portals to the Future, Annual'Renort of the Superintendent.of
Schools',-1959 -1960.

2,121: "Practical Techniques for T eachers o9 Spanish Working With P erto /

' Questions Submitted by Members of,the Class."
. In-Service'Course, Spring Term 1963. Coure C- -886

...
. .

'2.422. "Proceedings of the 'Annual Conference for Puerto Rican Citizens of
New York: 1961, 1963r, 1964." New York University, School of
'Education. (Unpaged) , .. t

. . .. . *

4 22123. "fic.,Program Of 'Education for Puerto Ricans in New York City," New .

a York, New Yorks: Committee of the Assosiation of Aststant
Superintendents. '1947. .

.e
.

.

i; 2,124. Pro ram of Education for Puerto Ricans in New York City.
.

New YorkA.

I

a . City Board of Education. 19.47 ,5
.

--. (- ,.

2,125. ."Progress Report on lase Puerto Rican Migrants: ?I Puerto Rico;
a.

.
.

, ,DepaAment of Labor, Employment and Migrhtion Bureau. April
11, 1950 ,

.11
. .

_2,126. "Project for Transitional-Stage Puerto RicanpPupils in the High
SahoOl, Helping the Transitional Stage Pupil in the Subject

, Class." The Puerto Rican Study. May 16, 195r.
t

4.

.
. .

2',127. "Proposed Revision Of Policy on Operation Understandihg." Di4Pision
8f Elementary Schools.

A
tew York, 1963. 'y_

,
. .

4

2,128. '.'The Puerto Rican Bulletin: An Aid to Teachers and Sunervisor's of
' Puerto Rican Children." Division of Junior High Schools. (n.d.)

"Puel-to Rican 'Migration to the United States." Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico, Departm,nt of Labor, gigl-ation

qt.
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2,130. "Pterto Rican Population by States (according to the 1960 Cen-ts)."
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Department of Labor, Migratior Divi-
sion, May 20, 1964. 0

gb
2'431. "'Puerto Rican Population by States and Cities." (Based on 1960 U.S.

Census.) Commonwealth cif Puerto Rico, Department of Labor,
Migration Division.

2,132. "Puerto Ricans in New York City." Bureau of Curriculum Research.
196'5,

2,133. ":"Zuestionnaire on Puerto fiican Pupils in Our Schools." New ,York..
New, York: Mayor':-. Committee on Puerto Ricttn AffaiH in New
York City, Sub-Committee on EduCati,on-, Recreation and Parks.f
May 1 , 19 .

. .2,134., "Record Sheets, Rating Sheets, and Trg3tructional Aids for the Non-
English Speaking Child." Division of Elementary Schools.

2,135. "Report of.C.-)erations, 1965 Sturtm'er Session." New York, New York:
East Harlem Neighborhood Study'Club.

2,136. Report of the Joint Planning Committee for More Effective Schools to
the Superintendent of Schools. May 15, 1964.

- 2,137. "Report on Graduates-- January 41962." Division of High Schools.
.2,138. "A Report on School-Puerto Rican Parent Relations, 1955-1956."

The Puerto Rican Study. A Report prepared by France:-.; Low.
New York 1957. - , .,

. : 1 ,, -2,139. "Retaort on Visits to trew York City Schobis Submitted to Mr. Manual
, Cabranes, Director, by Dr: J.J. Osuna, Edu-ational Consultant.','"

Puerto Rico Denftrtmen.t of Lab;br, Firmloyrnent Prod Migration - , s
Bureau. 1948. . t'

, .
2,140. "A Resource,Unit: Understanding C'u'r 'Fellow American CitVens, the

-Puerto Ricans ..., Bureau o-t Curricililuril
,

Pt-::-.;eai4tt. (n. d. ) t, *. , ' . , -.<
'., '' . , 4 '2,14i. Sa.rirminetti , Carmen. "rile Pu'erto f',igan Schob.l. Child .i.rf l'itertu

Rico-ari in N6w- Yo?'k City." Atl Address given at 'in-servi-c,r course
for teacher of Puerto Rican n f.dul. t.:; . :'iw York, November 17, 19(.0.i e. ..

%es

: *'. .
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